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Bee Rsoxs'rus'rron

X

I!

:

Sea Crvn. Pnocsnvnx

XV

:

Sea L1M1TATION
1878,

Cons.

ACT.

XI:

Sec ARMS Aer.
1879,

I:

Sm STAMP ACT.

IV:

1882,

See TRANSFER

I,

V (Madras):
Sn Former Aer.

X:

H

See

Cuumui. Pnocnnmu

XIV

I!
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or PROPERTY Ac’r.

:

Sea Crvn. Pnocsnvur
1884,

Conn.

Gone.

I (Madras):

Sea

Cm or

IV

MADE-Ail

Memoir“. Aer.

(Madras) :
Dis-razor Mummrsmrss Aer.

See Msnuss
7’

XV:
Csi'ss Covar.

Sea PBBSIDINCY SMALL

ADOPTION :
See Hmnﬁ LAW,

1.

ADVERSE POSSESSION

:

Denial _by a mortgagee in possession of the mortgagor‘s right to redeem is
not sufﬁcient to convert such possession into adverse possession.
Mmsad v. the Collector of Malabar

..

..

..

..

..

..

189

AGREEMENT:
See STAMP ACT, 3.

ALIYASANTANA

LAW—Partition—Eedema—Admissibility

as

to pedigree

in

a

document that has been set aside by the Court ."

In a suit for division of the property of an extinct divided branch of the
family of the parties who were governed by the Aliyasantiina law, a written
agreement which had been set aside by the Court as against the defendants
to prove that the parties were of
was oﬁered in evidence by the
ich case it was admitted that partition was
equal grade of relationship, in wplaintiff
was admissible as evidenoe
enforceable :—Held, that the written agreement
of pedigree and that. the plaintiff was entitled to the decree sought for.
Timma v. Daramma

AKERDMENT

..

0F PLAIRT:

See ClVIL Puocsm'nn

APPEALABLE

..

Conn, 20.

ORDER:

See Cn'n. Pnocsm'ne

Conn, 23.

..

..

. .

..

362
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ABIB

ACT, 1878, Is. 6, 19:
B. having obtained a license under the Arms Act, 1878, for a match-lock,
had the same converted into a
rcussion gun. He was convicted under s. 19
of the said Act, on the groun that the license did not permit him to keep a
percussion gun I—Hcld, that the conviction was bad.

Queen-Empress

v. Bodappa

..

..

..

AB“

ACT OF 1881, II. 144, LEI—Civil Procedure
Small Cause Courts our soldiers :

..

-Code,

on

as

s. 468—Jurisdiation

so

131

of

A. sued a soldier to recover a debt not amounting to £30 :—Hc1d, that the
suit was cognizable by a Court of Small Causes.
Semble.—The
Commanding
Oﬂicer of the defendant is bound to cause the summons of the Small Cause
Court to be served on him.
..

illahomedv.Aggas
, (44

a

..

45 Vis.,

..

Under the Army Act, 1881 (44 &
takes in pawn a military decoration
H'eld, that this section of the Army
takes a medal in pawn from a sepoy
Queen-Empress

..

..

..

..

..

319

e. as), s. 150:

v. Naira’yanasémi

Vict., c. 58), s. 166, any person who
from a soldier is liable to punishment :—
Act, 1881, is applicable to a person who
in India.

46,

..

..

..

..

..

..

. .

ATTACHMENT OF DEBT:
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See Crvu. Pnocsm'nn

Cons, l4.

ATTACHMENT 0? DEBT DUE 0N HYPOTHECATXON
See Crvn. Pnocnnrar.

RULES IN ILDBAS

BOAT

BOND:

Conn, 13.

excuse .'

PORTS—Refusal

to carry

cargo

without reasonable

By the Boat Rules of a certain port it was provided, (1) that all licensed
boats must carry such number of passengers and quantity of goods as should
be expressed in the license ; and (2) that the owner of a licensed boat who
should refuse to let his boat on hire without assigning reasonable and
ounds for such refusal should be liable to a penalty :—Hald,
satisfactory
that 11.ref
by a person in charge of a. licensed boat to receive goods on
board unless a. tallyman was sent with them, on the ground that he could not
count, was not a reasonable and satisfactory cause.
Queen-Empress

BOND:
802

CAUSE

Sun

v. Kamandu

..

..

..

..

-.

..

A01, 4.

ACTION—Suit for damages armed byfalso statenwnt of wltnesx in a suit .'
No action will lie against a witness for making a false statement in the

01?

course of a judicial
Obidambara

proceeding.

v. Thimmani

..

OF HADBAB KUIIGIPAL
Governmmi—Standard of hypothetian

CITY

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

ACT, 5. 128—T/u on buildings—Hospital built by
ran! .'

Under s. 123 of the City of Madras Municipal Act, the gross annual rent
at which a building might reasonably be expected to let from month to
month, or from year to year, is, for the purpose of assessment to house-tdx
under the Act, to be deemed to be the annual value of such building.
The
Lying-in Hospital at Madras, built and supported by Government, having
been assessed b the President of the Municipality as on a rental ofa Rs. 1,000 ,
a month, the b agistratcs on appeal reduced the assessment, ﬁnding that Rs.
rent, having regard to the letting value of the
7,920 would be a. reasonable
buildin s in the neighbourhood; but, at the request of the Municipality,
refe
the following questions to the High Court :--\Vhethcr (as contended
by Government) the property in question should be valued and assessed on the
rent, which, on the property being oﬁered in the open market without
reserve,a person desirous of lecurmg it would have to pay; or whether (as

87
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INDEX.
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contended
by the Municipality) it should be valued and assessed on the
highest reserve rent which an owner of the property oﬁoring it in the open
market would reasonably demand, and below which sum he would not be
willing to let 2—Held, that the standard value was what the hypothetical
tenant requiring the building for use as a hospital would be willing to pay
rather than rent a less suitable building and adapt it to his requirements at
his own expense, and that in this sense the contention of the Municipality
was correct.
Secretary

of State v. Madras Municipality

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CODE (ACT

VIII)

..

..

..

..

..

..

88
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1859, s. 148—Res judicata.
Previous
mit by next friend dismissed for defrmlt—Eridence
of fraud of tie-rt friend—Limi
tation—Contract
by a minor—Ratiﬁcation by acquiescence .'
01'

A, sued in 1885 to recover certain estates from B., alleging claim under his
adoption which took place in 1866. A suit to recover the same estates had
been ﬁled on behalf of A. by his next friend and had been dismissed
for
default in 1872. In 1876 A., boin still a minor, relinquished his claim to
the estates for Rs. 12,000 under exhi it B. ; but now alleged that he thought he
was relinquishing it only in favor of the defendant’s predecessor in title who
died in 1883, having been in possession of the estates since 1867. The plain
tiﬂ attained his majority in 1878 :—-Held, that the claim was res judicata, the
plaintiﬁ having failed to prove fraud on the part of his next friend: that
whether the cause of action arose in 1866 or 1867, it was equally barred from
1879 : that assuming the plaintiff was a minor of 15 years of age at the date
of the deed of relinquishment, it is not likely he would not have understood
its effect, or that he failed to ascertain it when he attained his majority in
Per sun—The plea of res judicata ordinarily presupposes an nd'udica
1878.
tion on the merits; but s. 148 of the Code of Civil Procedure (Act
III) of
1869 contains a statutory direction that in case the plaintiif neglects to
produce evidence and to prove his claim as he is bound to do, the Court do
before it, and that
proceed to decide the suit on such material as is actuall
the decision so pronounced shall have the force of a ecree on the merits,
notwithstanding the default on the part of the plaintiff.
Vmoatoohalam

v. Mahdlakshmamma

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

272

, s. BM—Erecution of deem against a
number of an undivided family by sale of his personal interest in the family estate,
which was an impurtibls zamtnddrt ; such interest, by reason of his death before the
rats, consisting only of the rents and prqﬁta then mwollected .

On a sale of the right, title, and interest in an im artible zamindsri in
execution of decrees against the zamindar, the head 0 an undivided famil ,
the question was whether (a only his own personal interest, or (b) the who a
title to the zamindbri, inclu ing the interest of a son and successor, passed to
the urchaser. The proclamation of sale purported to relate 'to (a) onl ;
tween the dates of proclamation and the auction sale the zamin
and
died. On the ar
ent that, this having given rise to an ambiguity, the
Court must be un erstood to have sold all that it could sell, and that under
it could sell, and was bound to sell (b) ; because,_ the
the circumstances
debts, the subject of the decrees under execution, not having been incurred
by the late zamindér for any immoral purpose, the entire zamindari formed
assets for their payment in the hands of his son z—Held, that the question of
what the Court could, or should, have sold had not arisen. All that required
decision was what the Court had sold. If (a) only was put up for sale, then
Two Courts having concurred
that interest only could have been purchased.
in ﬁnding that (a) only was sold, in which also their Lordships agreed, only
that interest passed to the purchaser.
.Po'ttaoho'v. Chimaatambz'ar

..

..

..

. .

..

..

..

. .

PROCEDURE CODE, 1877, as. 44, 146, 147, 639—Sm'ts in respect of religious
and charitable trusts-Joinder of claimfor movable and immovable property—Form
of decree not indicated in the plaint but indicated by the tamer—Limitation Act,
1877—Act
of 1877, s. 10-Act V of l843—Spirt'tual slavery ofapupil to his

CIVIL

Guru:
This

XV

was a suit brought in 1381 with no written consent of the Advocate
General by the head of an thmam for declarations that a Mutt was subject

241

GENERAL

I'NDEX .

V

is

(9)

fatal to any claim of the plaint‘

.
.

1
.

375

..

n

79

CODE, 1882, s. 11
5.

s. 13, expl.

s. 30

_

..

..

.

Aer,
,

2.

Tambiran

:

PROCEDURE

See RENT Recovenr

5,

CIVIL

v. Kandasémi

.
.

under such agreement.

Giyana Sambamilla Pandara Saunadhi

-——-, s. 30—5111111/1111'
anlr—Joinrler
Res judicata.
parties.
salit— Withdrawal of part of claim .
deeds—Declaratory

Cancellation

of

of

3,

A and B, junior members of
Malabar tarwad, sued to cancel certain
mortgages executed by their kamavan and senior anandravan, on the ground
that the secured debt was not binding on the tarwad, and to appoint A to tho
The last part of the prayer was withdrawn.
oﬂice of karnavan.
The
decree-debt, the decree having been'
mortgages were executed to secure
N fraud was
passed ex parte against the late karnavan of the tarward.
alleged, but the Lower Courts found that the karnavan had been guilty of
fraud in allowing the decree to be passed ex parts. The plaintiffs had not
been parties to the decree, and the other junior members of the tarwad who
had been joined were exempted from liability z—Helrl, that the nature of
the debt was not res judicata, and that the plaintiﬁs were entitled to a decla
ration that the mortgages in question were invalid as against them z—Hald
further per cum—All the members of the plaintiﬁs’ tarwad should have been
., dissenting) the_objecticll
joined actually or constructively; but (Kernan,

J

0

a

a
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FAG]
to his control : that he was entitled to a point a manager: that the present
head of the Mutt was .not duly appoints
and his nomination by his prede
cessor was invalid ; and for delivery of possession of the movable and im
movable properties of the Mutt to a nominee of the laintiﬁ.
The claim
at Benares an elsewhere connected
extended also to religious establishments
a,
The Mutt was founded by
with the Mutt.
member of the Adhinam.
Many previous heads of the Mutt had agreed to be “Islaves ” of the head of
the Adhinam, but for over 60 years the head of the Adhinam had exercised
over the endowments
no management
belonging to the Mutt; and in a suit
of the year 1854 the present
retentions of the head of the
compromised)
dhinam had been denied in tale. The defen
t had succeeded in 1880 to
the management of tho Mutt under the will of his predecessor, dated the
same year, and was not a. disciple of the ddhinam :—-Held, (1) that the Mutt
is aiﬁliated to the Adhinam, but the head of the ddhinam is not entitled to
appoint to the oﬂice of head of tho Mutt and is not entitled to an order for
delivery of the property of the Mutt to himself or to his appointee; (2) that
on the evidence as to the usage in the establishments
in question, the head
of the Mutt is entitled to appoint his successor, but his election is limited to
members of the thinam ; and the head of the Adhinam is entitled to enforce
this rule though he is bound to invest a disciple properly nominated by the
head of the Mutt; (3) that the defendant not being disciple of the thmam,
his appointment is invalid and the head of the Adhinam is entitled to
see that a competent member of the Adhinam was appointed in his stead;
laintiﬁ is entitled to declarations based on the two last
(4) that the
mentioned ﬁn 'n 3 since they were comprised in the issues framed under ss.
146 and 147 of t e Code of Civil Procedure, although the appropriate form
in which the decree should be passed was not indicated with precision in the
plaint itself; (6) that the suit was barred by limitation in respect of the per
sonal claim to manage the endowments as to which no claim had been put for
ward for 60 years; (6) that the suit was not barred b limitation in respect
of the claim to set aside the appointment of the defen
nt (who entered mto
possession in 1880 under a. will, dated in the same year), or to see that a com
petent Dharmapuram man be appointed, in spite of the total denial‘of the
claims of the head of the thinam in 1854 ; (7) that the consent of the
Advocate-General to the suit is not required ; the suit having been instituted
under the Civil Procedure Code of 1877 and the cause of action not being an
alleged breach of trust; (8) that there is nothing irregular in seeking to
recover movable and immovable property in the same suit it the cause of
that the agreement oflthe head of
action is the same in respect of both ;
the Mutt to become the “ slave" of his guru could have no legal operation
since 1843, and that the adverse
ossession of the defendant from that year

GENERAL

INDEX
PAGE

as to non-joinder is not essential, but merely formal, and weight should not
be attached to it when it is ﬁrst taken on second appeal.

Moidin Kulti v. Krishna):

—,

..

—,s.32

possession of land—Suit

..

..

s. 43—Declaration
:

for partition

322

..
of

..

0-

title to continue

--

0-

cu

44

to em'oy separate

The plaintiffs having obtained a declaration of title to continue to enjoy
possession of certain lands sued the former defendants
again for
artition of the same lands z—Held, that the suit was unnecessary and should
/
0 dismissed.
Pr."
'»-.—The claim and the remedy mentioned in s. 43 of the
Code of Civil Pl‘OL. lure have reference to the cause of action litigated in the
previous suit.
separate

Andiv.Thatha..
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0.

..

-——-—-—-—,

..

347

ss. 43, B73—Mergar ofseeuritics

.'

On the 5th September 1874 R., a Hindd, and his sons borrowed Rs. 5,000
from V. and mortgaged to him certain land, items 1, 2 and 3. On the 7th
September 1874, V. borrowed Rs. 5,000 from R. N. and mortgaged his rights
in items 1 and 2 and land of his own to R. N. In 1877 R. N. bought at a
sale in execution of a decree against R. the share of R. in the said items 1
and 2 subject to the mortgage created by R., on 6th September 1874, and to
another mortgage created by R. on 11th January 1875. In 1880, R. N. sued
V. and the sons of R., for arrears of interest due under his mortgage bond.
This suit was withdrawn with liberty to bring a fresh suit for the principal
and interest due under the bond.
In 1885, R. N. sued the sons of R. and V.
V. pleaded
to recover principal and interest due under his mortgage bond.
that, as R. N. had bought R’s share in items 1 and 2, subject to the mort
gages created by him, R. N.’s rights as mortgagee were merged in his
rights as purchaser. R.‘s sons pleaded, inter alia, that the suit was barred by
the provisions of as. 43 and 373 of the Code of Civil Procedure :——Held, that
the claim of R. N. was neither merged nor barred.

mGata v. erga

..
,

7.

..

l. 57—Plaint

..

1.

-.

-.

I.

--

-.

160

presented in a wrong Court :

In

all cases where no option as to the selection of the Court is allowed by
law to the plaintiff, a. plaint presented in a wrong Court must be returned
for presentation in the proper Court.
Huttirulandi v. Koltayan
8.

-—-——-————, ll.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

98, 99—Decree passed in a restored suit pending

--

211

appeal

of restoration .
A suit was ﬁled in a Mﬁnsii’s

against order

Court, but neither party appeared for the
hearing, and the suit was dismissed.
The Mﬁnsif subsequently on review
made an order restoring the suit and eventually decreed for the plaintiff.
The defendant in the meanwhile appealed to the District Court against the
order of restoration, and after the date of the decree. the District Court made
an order allowin
the defendant’s appeal.
The plaintiff appealed to the
High Court and t 0 order of the District Court was reversed and the order
of restoration upheld z—Held, that the lllﬁnsit’s decree was not passed without
jluisdiction.

lear v.

Sc'shamma'l

-,

..

..

..

ss. 98, 99, 157, 158 :

.

A

District Mdnsii struck a case oif the ﬁle of his Court on neither party
appearing. Subsequently on an application by the plaintiffs the case was
restored.
The order of restoration was reversed by the District Judge :'—
Hald, (1) that the order to strike oﬁ the case was illegal; (2) that assuming
that thczcase was dismissed, no appeal lay to the District Judge whose order
was accordingly made without jurisdiction.

lear v.

Sdshammél

..

..

..

H

-

270
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10.

,

II.

806, 622—Error

of Law—Application

to bring decree into

withjudgment—Limitation Act not applicable :
Applications to the Court under s. 206 of the Code of Civil Procedure are
A Small Cause Court rejected an
not governed by the Limitation Act.
application made under s. 206 of the Code of Civil Procedure to bring a
decree into conformity with the judgment, on the ground that a former
application had been dismissed for default and the petitioner was bound to
apply within one month from the date of dismissal and was now too late.
On an application to the High Court under s. 622 of the Code to set aside
this order :—Held, that the High Court could not interfere.

conformity

..

Jivrtiiiml’ragfi
11.

..

..

..

..

..

-.

..

..

51

-—, I. 244:
R. having obtained a decree for money against K., the karnavan of the

K. died and the defendants were made parties to the suit as
defendants,
representatives of K. Tarwad property was then attached b R., and the
. sued for a
defendants having objected, the Court raised the attachment.
declaration that the property released was liable to be sold :—Held, that the
suit was barred by s. 244 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Ramnni Manon v.
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.

K unju

..

Na'yar

—————————, s. BM—Ereoution
allowed for in decree .

..

..

..

proceedings—Remit“:tion

..

..

..

of improvements

A mortgagor obtained a decree for redemption on payment of the mort
gage amount, together with a further sum assessed as the value of improve
ments made by the mortgagee.
When the decree-holder applied for the
execution of the decree it was contended on behalf of the mortgagee that the
improvements ought to be revalued as they were at the time of execution of
was
more value than at the date of the decree 2—Held, that the mortgagee
entitled to revaluation in the execution proceedings.

Ramunni v. Shank“

..

..

..

..

, as. 268, 274—Sale of interest

18 .
bond .

..

..

117

/
..

..

..

'
367

of obligea in a hypotbecation

The interest of the obliges in a bond hypothecating certain land as
security for a debt having been attached under s. 274 of the Code of Civil
Procedure and sold, a suit was brought by the purchaser upon the said bond ;
it was objected that the suit was not maintainable because the bond had not
been also attached as a debt under s. 268 :-—Held, that the fact of the bond
not having been attached as a debt under s. 268, did not affect the right of
the purchaser to realize the amount due under it.
Sinu' v. Krishnasa'mi
14 ‘
judgment-dobtor—Sale

..

..

..

..

..

-.

..

..

..

169

, as. 288, 284, 287 (e), SOL—Attachment of a debt due to a
of debt—Payment into Court—Prohibitory order .'

A decree-holder by a prohibitory order made under s. .268 (a) of the Civil
Procedure Code attached a debt due to his judgment-debtor.
The debt was
not paid into Court :—Held, that the Court cannot, under s. 268, of the Code
of Civil Procedure, call on a person subject to a prohibitory order to pay or
show cause wh he should not pay his debt into Court.
The Court is bound
to satisfy itse that a debt is due, the debt must then be sold and delivery
made under ss. 284 and 301 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Siriah v. Mdckandohdry
15.

—-————-,

..

s. 298—Pleadm'a

qfthat section .'

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

194

not oﬁoers of the Court within the meaning

Pleaders of parties to a suit are not debarred by s. 292 of the Code of Civil
Procedure from purchasing property sold in execution of the decree.
Alagirisdmi v. Ramandthan
16-

,l-295

..

..

. .

..

..

..

..

..

v.

I.

In

'0

n

on

0.

II

111
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, I. 311—“Decree-holder
has attached, but includes one entitled to ratablc

17.

rses

”

not restricted to decree-holder who
distribution under s. 295 .‘

Where one decree-holder
had attached certain land and another decree
holder against the same debtor had entitled himself to ratable distribution of
the assets under s. 295 of the Code of Civil Procedure z—Hclrl, that the latter
was entitled to apply, under s. 311 of the Code, to set aside the sale on the
ground of material irregularity.

Lakilnni v. Kuttmmi
18. -—-—-—

..

, as. 818,

execution of decree :

..

..

..

..

-‘

.l

..

..

57

Silo—Suit to recover possession of property sold in

S. attached

certain land and a house in execution of a decree against
a. claim, under s. 278 of the Code of Civil Procedure, alleging
that he was in possession as purchaser from R. The claim was rejected.
No suit was brought by M. to contest this order. S. purchased the said
land and house in execution and obtained a sale certiﬁcate. In 1884 S. sued
M. to recover possession of the land and house, alleging that in execution
proceedings in 1882 he had been put into possession of the land, but not of
the house, which was found locked up by the Court amin, and that M. pre
vented him from enjoying both the land and house.
M. pleaded that 8.
had never been put into possession, and a in set 11 his title as purchaser
'
from R. and possession under such title.
found that S. had been
0M
put into formal or constructive possession of the land, but not of the house,
and decreed the claim. On appeal the District Judge held that S. was bound
to proceed according to the provisions of s. 335 of the Code of Civil Pro
cedure to recover possession,
and could not bring a separate suit z—Hcld
that, whether there had been legal delivery or not, the suit was not barred.
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R. M. put in

'
19.

Saw V. Muttusnimi

..

..

II

II

II

II

US

II

I.

II,

, Is. 835, (QB—Limitation Act—Act XV of 1877, sch.
art.
11—0rder disallowing claim in orcculion proceedings—Review
of judgment—
[alabar Law—Personal decrce against karnawm :

Where a review of judgment was applied for on the ground of the subse
quent publication of the report of a. High Court decision on a point of law
which governed the case but which had not been urged at the previous
hearing, it was considered
that the applicant was not to blame for his
omission to bring the decision to the notice of the Court at the ﬁrst hearing,
and the application for review of judgment was granted. A. sued for osses
sion of certain shops belonging to a Malabar turwad, which ha
been
attached in execution of a personal decree passed against a karnavan in a suit
on a. private debt. In the execution proceedings, an objection petition was
put in stating that the shops were sridhanam and was rejected; and the
order of rejection was not appealed against for one year. Respondents Nos.
1 to 4, the husbands of the persons who put in the objection petition, were
in possession and were now sued for possession.
The plaintiﬁ was assignee
of the ' urchaser at the execution sale :—Hcld, that upon the facts found, the
acquired nothing under the Court sale.
.Per cum—An order reject
plain
ing a claim petition under s. 335 of the Civil Procedure Code, not being
appealed against within one year acquires the force of a decree.
Veldyuthan
v. Laksmana, I.L.R., 8 Mad, 506, followed.

debutanllammaru
20.

..

..

..

..

..

u

..

n

..

, s. 373—Jurisziictimz—Suit to declare land liable to be cold in
mention of decree—Civil Procedure Codc, s. 373— Withdrawal of part of claim .'
In a suit brought in a District Mtinsif’s Court to declare certain land liable
to be sold in execution of a decree for more than Rs. 2,500, the defendants
that the Court had no jurisdiction.
The Mﬁusii allowed the
pleaded
plaintiﬂ to amend the plaint by stating that be abandoned his claim to
execute the decrco against the land for more than Rs. 2,500.
On appeal, the
District Judge held that tho plaint could not be amended after the ﬁrst
hearing :-—Hcld, on appeal to the High Court, that the claim was not one
which could be amended so as to bring the suit within the pecuniary juris
diction of the District Mﬁnsif.

Jnmiii

V.

Kvirup

..

H

n

s.

u

.-

II

II

357

ll.
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-—-—, II.

404, 406—Application
sented by several pauprrs jointly :

for

to sue as paupers, pre.

permission

The mere fact that several persons jointly present an application tor‘per
mission to sue as paupers does not authorize the Court to entertain it on
behalf of applicants who do not appear in person.
Burgess

v. Siddm

—

..

193

, s. 468—Army Act of 1881, 44 & 45 Via. o. 58,
of Small Cause Court over soldiers .'

lbl—Jurisdiction
A. sued a soldier to

so. 144,

recover a debt not amounting to £80 :-Held, that the
Semblr.—-The
suit was cognizable by a Court of Small Causes.
Commanding
Oﬂicer of the defendant is bound to cause the summons oi the Small Cause
Court to be served on him.

..

Hahomedv.Aggaa
38.

II.

—-—-—,

508,

..

..

605,

..

..

BBB—Receiver,

..

..

...

..

319

af—Appealabla

appointment

order .'

An order rejecting an application to appoint a Receiver is an order passed
under s. 503, and is therefore appealable under s. 588. ol. 24, of the Code of
Civil Procedure. Sutramanya v. Appasa'mi, I.L.R., 6 Mad., 355, overruled.
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Venkataadmi

v. Slrt'davamma

84.

————————,

$5.

—--————-—-,

-.

ea

s. 539—Scmotion

o.

n.

a.

a.

to two persons separately

granted

I.

-~

179

to institute

mit in respect of branch of charitable trust:
R. instituted a suit with the Collector’s sanction to compel the performance
of a charitable trust; D. was subsequently 'oincd as pluintiﬁ, having also
obtained the Collector's sanction to institute t e suit :—Held, that the sanc
tion obtained by D. related back to the institution of the suit.
Ramayyangdr v. Krishnayyangclr

..

185

s. 561—Appaal from appellate decree disallowiny memorandum
of objections—Limitation'Aat-Act
of 1877, s. lZ-Karnam—Rigbts of do
facto karnam :

XV

A. ﬁled a plaint on 28th June 1882 for a declaration of his title as karnam
of a village and for arrears of dues payable to him as such, including those
for iasli 1288, which accrued due on lst July 1879. His family had held the
ofﬁce and discharged its duties for three generations,
but there was no
evidence of any formal appointment of A. or his ancestors :—Held, that the
plaintiﬂ‘ was entitled to the dues as de facto karnam, and his claim was not
barred in respect of any of the arrears claimed.
Par cur. —The preliminary
objection taken by the respondent that no second appeal lies from so much of
the decree of the Subordinate Judge as disallowed the objections ﬁled by the
appellant under s. 561 of the Code of Civil Procedure is without weight.
Ganapati
BB.

v. Sithérdma

I

..

..

..

..

..

as

292

by a landlord against a decree of a District Judge,
“ though the tenant admitted the execution
who stated in his Judgment that
of the Muchalka, it was not shown that he dispensed with the ma," no
objection was taken in the memorandum of appeal that the
Iuchalkh,
which contained a statement that no patté. was necessa
, had been neglected
or misconstrued. The High Court ordered that the Ju e be asked to take
the postscript into his consideration and submit a revise ﬁnding.
..
l'
-Ndra'yana v. Mu'm'
.0

363

——--—--—See

Lmrrs'rrox ACT,
On second

..

13.

—, l. BM—Powero

27.

..

, s. 588 :

of High

Court on second appeal .

appeal

, I. MID—Limitation Act, a. 12, sell. 11', art. 177—.Period
Limitation for admission ofan appeal to Privy Council .

of

On a petition for leave to appeal to the Privy Council presented on the 18th
April, it appeared that the period of six months from the date of the decree
to be appealed against had expired on the 23rd of March if the time occupied
2

X

GENERAL

INDEX.
PAGE

by the petitioner in getting a copy of the decree was to be computed in
I’nr cur.
limitation.
that period 2—Held, that the petition was barred b
—It is not at all clear that the word “ordinarily " in s. 699 of the Code of
Civil Procedure does not refer to the circumstance referred to in the second
paragraph of that section, viz., when the last day happens to be one on
which the Court is closed.

29.
80.

---—

..

,s.622..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

373

61,68,98

to recover money paid by the
, s. 822—Small Cause suit
discharge ofa droree-debt against him and the defendants—Jurisdic
tion of Court to go intofacts offormer suit .'
A. sued four persons, against whom, together with A., a money decree had
been passed in a previous suit, to recover a proportionate part of a sum paid
Two of the defendants pleaded that
by A. in discharge of the decree-debt.
they had not appeared in the former suit, and have been unnecessarily brought
into the record by A. :—Hald, that the Court had jurisdiction to inquire
into the circumstances of the previous suit. Suput Singh v. Imn‘t Tewari,
I.L.R., 6 Cal., 720, followed.

plaintij in

Thangamma'l

COXPENBLTION

v. Thgyamuthu

ACT,

CONTRACT

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

and

compound

518

:

Sec LANDLORD
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..

v. Peryrua'mi

Lakshmamm

Axn TEXANT, ‘2.

I.

interest :

74—- Penalty—Enhanccd

rate

of

interest

agreed that it any instalment of interest accruing due on the
was not paid, he should pay compound interest and discharge the
principal in one year, and further that it the principal was not so discharged
he should pay interest at an enhanced rate 2—Held, that the mortgagee could
enforce the agreement.

A mortgagor

mortgage

Apps Rdu v. Suryam'ra'yana
COURSEL—Prirﬂegc

..

..

An advocate in India cannot he proceeded
for words uttered in his ofﬁce as advocate.
Sullivan v. Norton
COURT FEES

..

. .

H

..

..

203

:

..

..

ACT—VII

..

l.

at 1870,

6,

.

against civilly or criminally
.

..

..

..

..

28

sch 11, art. 17:

In a suit on a mortgage bond a decree was passed for payment of principal
and interest, and in default for sale of the mortgaged property.
Some of the
defendants ﬁled amemorandum of appeal against so much of the decree as
declared the liability of the property,
stamp of Rs. 10 only :—.Hald,
not
. 10 as in the case of a declara
that the proper stamp to be paid wasaﬂixingg
tory decree, but on the value of the debt not exceeding the value of the
Property
v. Narau'mha

mGappa

CRIMINAL

PROCEDURE

payment of ﬁne .'

..

. .

..

..

..

.-

..

..

187

CODE, s. ail—Penal Code, I. 65—Imprimmnent in default of

Section 33 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1882, does not authorise
a Magistrate to pass a sentence in default of payment of ﬁne in excess of
the term prescribed by s. 65 of the Indian Penal Code.
Rz‘g. v. Muhammad
Saib, I.L.R., 1 Mad, 277, was overruled in 1881.

__-_—_—,
Queen-Empress

g_

v. Venkatc'saga'du

—Conditlon precedent to

A Sub-registrar acting under
“ Court ” within the meaning of
I'm/.‘atdchala,

In

re

..

..

..

..

. .

I. lQb—Regiatration 5. Act, 41—8anction
trial for forgery of will registered :

..

..

..

..

166

of Registrar

s. 41 of the Registration Act, 1877, is a
s. 195 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

,.

..

..

..

. .

..

..

154
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INDEX.

PAGE
s. l95—Sanctian toprosccuts—Nolice

lo accused .

A conviction for preferring a false complaint is not illegal only by reason
of the prosecution having been sanctioned without notice previously
given to the accused.
Sanctioning a prosecution for an offence is a judicial
act, and the party to whose prejudice it is done must be previously heard
and a judgment formed upon legal evidence.
In cases in which the Magis
trate dismisses the ori 'nal complaint upon a report from the police, there is
no legal evidence he ore him on which to form his 'udgment. In cases,
however, in which the Magistrate examines the complainant and hears the
evidence and acquits or discharges the accused, and then, without notice to
the complainant, sanctions his prosecution for preferring a false charge,
sanction cannot be said to be improperly given.
Queen-Empress

4.

_—-

v. Sheik Beari

..

..

..

, as. 342, 864~Withdrawal
by the witness—Examination of the accused—Confessions

..

..

. .

..

232

of uncorroborated evidence
.'

There
and B. were charged with the murder of 0., the husband of B.
was some evidence that B. had said her husband was dead a few days after his
disappearance; and some bones, a skull, and some clothes were found in a
nei hbouring burying ground which were identiﬁed as those of C. B.
matgie a statement, recorded on 4th June by the Village Mﬁnsif, to the effect
that she had lured C. into a garden, and that A., who was her paramour, had
murdered him in her arms, which statement she repeated frequently with
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A.

greater detail in answer to questions from the Committing Magistrate, and
subsequently before the Sessions Court. On her appeal to the High Court
after she had been sentenced to death, she retracted her former statements
and made the usual charges of ill-treatment against the Police.
A. made a
statement to the Committing
Magistrate which he subsequently repudiated
before the Sessions Court, to the oﬁect that he has assisted in disposing of
who corroborated the
the corpse of C. at the request of his brother-in-law,
in two depositions before the Magistrate which were likewise re
statement
Court :—Hehi, that the con
pudiated by the deponent before the Sessions
., dissenting) that the con
viction of A. was wrong and further (Parker,
.——-“As the second prisoner has
Per Kernan,
viction of B. was wrong.
withdrawn all the confessional statements made by her, it is necessary,
according to the rulings of this Court, to examine the evidence and see if
'
a
there is reliable independent evidence to corroborate to material extent and
in material particulars the statements contained in the withdrawn con
If no such corroborative evidence exists, then the con
fessional statements.
tradictory statements of the second prisoner remain and doubt exists as to
which statements is true, and the confessional statements cannot be safely
relied on against the risoner.”
Sembla.—Tho same rule should be followed
when a witness with raws his deposition before the Sessions Court.
For
Kernan,
.—The examination of an accused person under Criminal Procedure
“ to enable
Code, 5. 364, is subject to the purpose referred to in s. 342, viz.,
him to explain any circumstances appealing against him," and not to supple
ment the case for the prosecution against him to show that he is guilty.

J

J

J

Queen-Empress

5.—

..

v. Rangi
,

..

..

..

..

-.

. .

I. 488:

Where an application is made to a Magistrate to enforce an order for
maintenance, passed under s. 488 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, such
Magistrate is not bound to enforce the order if the defendant proves that the
,
claim for maintenance has been released.

—-

Banganmm

6.

v. Muhammad

Ali

..

..

..

..

..

-.

..

, I. 517.~—Dl.1posﬂl of 81011;);property—00w slolen—
_
Disposal of calf, not in esse at time oftlwft, by Magistrate on conviction of thief:
R’s cow having been stolen, the thief after a lapse of a year and-a-half was
Six months after the theft, V. innocently purchased the cow,
convicted.
which while in his possession had a calf. The Magistrate, under s. 617 of
Procedure, ordered that the cow and calf should be
the Code of Criminal
delivered up by V. to R. z—Held, that, as the calf was not even in embryo at
the date of the theft, the order to deliver up the calf was illegal.

ﬁrnedeﬂnre

n

n

n

in

II

n

n

q.
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FAG!

GUSTOH—C'asta
notice :

usage—Expulsion

of member of caste under mistake of fact and without

In a suit relating to the management of the common 'property of the
of a Hindi'i caste, the plaintiff's right to sue was denied on the
members
that, having violated the rules of the caste, he had been expelled
ground
rom it :—Held, (1) that it was open to the Court to determine whether or
not the alleged expulsion from caste was valid ; (2) that if the plaintiﬁ had
not in fact violated the rules of the caste, but was expelled under the 60nd
ﬁda, but mistaken belief that he had committed a caste offence, the expulsion
.—A custom or
For Kernan,
was illegal and could not affect his rights.
usage of a caste to expel a member in his absence without notice given or
opportunity of explanation offered is not a valid custom.

J

Kris/moade v. Virasdmi
ATTACHMENT

DEBT,

133

..

or:

See Cn'n. Pnocsnnns

Conn, 14.

TITLE, LIMITATION
See LnnrA-rros Acr, 8.

DECLARATION

01‘

DEGREE—Fraud—Collusian
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own

belweru

FOB SUITS FOB:

parties—Defendant

subsequently

pleading

his

fraud :
A. obtained

a decree against B., in execution of which he was put in pos
session of certain land by proclamation, the land being in the possession
of
tenants. A. subsequently sued B. and the tenants to recover possession of the
same land.
B. pleaded that the decree obtained by A. was the result of a
collusion between himself and A. in fraud of B.’s creditors z—Hcld, that it was
not open to B. to raise this plea.
Venl'atmmanna

v. Vc'ramma

17

DEFAMATION, PRIVILEGE:
Sea Covxsst

AND Wi'rsnss

,_

DISTRICT MUIHIF, JURISDICTION
Sea

28, 37
01?:

Conn, 20.

CIVIL Pnocsnt'nn

EBCHEAT UNDER IAPILLA ACT:
See MALABAR Luv, 7.
SBTOPPEL:
See Rss

sumo/ms, 3.

EVIDENCE—Admissibility

as to pedigree of a document that

Court .'

has been set aside by the

In a suit for division of the property of an extinct divided branch of the
family of the parties who were governed by the Aliyasantltna law, a written
agreement which had been set aside by the Court as against the defendants
was oﬁered in evidence by the plaintiff to prove that the parties were of equal
ads of relationship, in which case it was admitted that partition was en
orceable :—.Held, that the written agreement
was admissible as evidence of
pedigree and that the plaintiff was entitled to the decree sought for.
Timma v. Darnmma

-.

Admissibilily

2.

a: wilneas :

--

II

n

.I

u.

.u

'1

-|

362

of petition signed by a person available but not rallmi

A., the son of a deceased zamindér, sucd B. and C. his widow and brother,
In order to prove
for possession of the zamindsri, which was impartiblc.
that A. was ille 'timate, C. ﬁled two petitions purporting to have been signed
and sent to the olloctor of the district by C. in 1871, rcfcrring to A.’s mother
C. was not examined as a witness :—I[cld, that their con
as a concubine.
tents were not evidence, but the petitions were themselves evidence to show
that a complaint was made as mentioned therein.
I’arralhi

v. Thirumalai

..

-.

..

. .

.-

834

GENERAL
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INDEX.

PAGE

EVIDENCE ACT, I. 91—Suit for

money

Iont— Unstamped

noto—C'ausc of

promissory

action :

The terms of a (contract to repay a loan of money with interest, having
been settled and the money paid, a promissory note specifying these terms
This pro
was executed later in the day b defendant and given to plaintiff.
missory note was not stampe . In a suit brought to recover the unpaid
balance of the loan on an oral contract to pay :—Held, that plaintiif could
not recover.

Potlu' Reddi v. Velayudaaivan

..

..

..

94

..

as. 14, 89—Indirm Limitation Act—Act X V
of1877, 58. 5, 6—.Pcn'od of Limitation—Power to excuse delay :
Delay in preferring an appeal under the Madras Forest Act beyond the
rescribed by s. 14 of that Act, may be excused under s. 5 of the
period
ndian imitation Act, 1877.

FOREST ACT (MADBAS)—Aot Vof1882,

Reference under Forest

FOBFEITURE:
See Lsxnnosn
FRAUD
See
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GIFT

Act V of

1882

210

..

Arm TENANT,

1.

:

Dscnsr.

TO

TAKE EFFECT AT AN INDEFINITE FUTURE TI‘MIE:

Sec Mcnsmrsnsrz

LAW.

HINDU LAW—Adoption— Wlrlow adopting to Im- deocasod husband, with consent of
aapindas—Efect of estate having already rested in the widow of a can .
A son’s widow having obtained her widow’s estate in the property inherited
by her deceased husband from his father, the widow of that father cannot
adopt a son to the latter, whether she acts under authority from her husband
or as widow with the assent of sapindas.
That the power of the father’s
widow to adopt a son to him is brought to an end upon the vesting of the
estate in the son's widow was decided in Mussumat Bhoobum Moyee Debia
v. Ram Kiahore Achari Ghowd/zry and Padmakumari Deoiv. The Court of
Words.

Thayammdl

v. Vcnkatarénmi

..

no

on

I.

on

so

ll

205

—— Attempt to control the descent of property—Res judicata:
Two brothers having divided their family estate, each took a. share consist
ing of villages which they held separately, agreeing in the {instrument of
artition that “the villages of the shares of both of us should in future
and so on of us both, but must not
escend only to the sons and grandsons,
On the death of one brother leaving a. widow and daugh.
go to any others."
ters, the widow obtained possession of the villages which formed her husband's
share, and a. suit brought against her by the other brother to recover them
was dismissed on the ground that the divided shares descended according
to law.
The widow then transferred the villages to her elder daughter,
whose right to the possession, as against the brother, was declared in the
present suit on the ground that, as between the widow and the brother, the
question of the widow’s title was rcsjudi-oata.

mGatadri Appa Rdu r.
8.'_————

Poda Vonkayamma

..

..

..

..

-—— Converts .'

Sec Srccsssxox Ac'r.

4.

-—

brother—Mortgage
of joint property .
of a, Hindti family, mortgaged part of the family
property by way of conditional sale to B,, to secure a, loan. B. having sued
A. personally for the amount due, A. admitted the mortgage and said he would
surrender the property in discharge of the debt, and a decree was passed
A.’s undivided brothers intervened in execution :—Held, that
accordingly.
the decree not being passed against the joint family or its representative,

A.,

Decree against an undivided

an undivided member

15

xiv

GENERAL

mnnx.
rack

and not

describing the property, which it directed to be delivered to the
plaintiﬁ by way of absolute sale to be family property, could not be executed
against the family property.
Gurumppa v. Thimma
5.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

_
316

Execution of decree against a member of an undividedfamily by sale of
his personal interest in the family estate. which was an impartible zamn'nda'n'; such
interest, by reason of his death before the sale, consisting only of the rents and
proﬁts than uneallcetea' .'
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On a san of the right, title, and interest in an impartible zamindﬁri in
execution of decrees against the zamindar, the head of an undivided family,
the questionZwas whether (a) only his own personal interest, or (b) the whole
title to the zamindari, including the interest of a son and successor, passed
tothe purchaser. The proclamation of sale purportedto relate to (a) onlv;
and between the dates of reclamation and the auction sale the zamindar
died. 0n the argument t at, this having given rise to an ambiguity, the
Court must be understood to have sold all that it could sell, and that under
the circumstances it conld sell, and was bound to sell, (6) ; because, the debts,
the subject of the decrees under execution, not having been incurred by the
late zamindér for any immoral p
se, the entire zamindéri formed assets
for their payment in the hands of his son 2—Held, that the question of what
the Court could, or should, have sold had not arisen. All that required
decision was what the Court had sold.
If (a) only was put up for sale, then
that interest only could have been purchased.
Two Courts having concurred
in ﬁnding that (a) only was sold, in which also their Lordships agreed, only
that interest passed to the purchaser.
Pet/ashi v. Chlnnatambiar
-——E.reeution

of

estale :

..

,,

,,

decree for maintenance

_,

,,

..

of widow—Liability

..

..

241

of ancestral

Maintenance decreed to a coparcener's widow by reason of her exclusion
from succession in a joint family cannot be regarded asa charge on the family
estate or the decree treated as a decree against the managing member of the
family for the time being.
A., the widow of an undivided member of joint Hindu family, obtaineda
decree for maintenance against B., the brother of her deceased husband, not
expressed to be a decree against the head or representative of the joint family.
B. died, and 0., his son, having been brought in as his representative, resisted
the execution of the decree by attachment of the family estate :—Held, that
the family estate was not liable. Per run—In a regular suit, 0. ma clearly
'
be held liable to pay maintenance to A., and a decree may be passe a
him; but in execution proceedin
and
the decree must be taken as it stan
executed against the son as his egal representative in the mode prescribed
by s. 234 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and it is not open to extend the
scope of the decree in such proceedings—Karpakambél v. Subbayyan (I.L.R.,
5 Mad, 234) approved and followed.

Mama v. Virammdl

..

Landlord and
See Laxnnonn

arm

..

Tenant—

Taxaxr,

..

..

..

..

-.

..

..

Compensation .‘

2.

8.——-—-—Religious

in religious houses and among asce
instilotion—Succession
ties—Ciril Procedure (Jo/1e, ss. 44, 146, 147, 539—Suils in respect of religious and
charitable trusts—Joinder of claim for movable and immovable property—Form of
decree not indicaled in (he plain! but indicated by the issues—Limilation Art, 1877—
.40! X V of 1877, s. lO—Art V of1843—Spirilual slavery ofapupil to his Guru .'

This was a suit brought in 1881 with no written consent of the Advocate
General by the head of an Adhinam for declarations that a Mutt was subject
to his control: that he was entitled to appoint a manager: that the present
and his nomination by his predecessor
head of the Mutt was not duly
0 possession
of the movable and immovable
was invalid; and for delivery appointed
The claim extended also
properties of the Mutt to a nominee oi the plaintiﬂ.
connected with the
at Bcnares and elsewhere
to religious establishments
Many
Mutt. The Mutt was founded by a member of the hdhinam.
“ slaves" oi the
head of the
previous heads of the Mutt had agreed to be

283
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Adhinam, but for over 60 years the head of the Adhinam had exercised no
over the endowments
belonging to the Mutt: and in a suit
management
of the year 1854 the present pretentious of the head of the
(compromised)
Adhinam had been denied in toto. The defendant had succeeded in 1880 to
of the Mutt under the will of his predecessor, dated the
the management
same year, and was not a disciple of the Adhinam :— Hold, (1) that the Mutt
is aﬂiliated to the Adhinam, but the head of the Adhinam is not entitled to
appoint to the oﬁice of head of the Matt and is not entitled to an order for
delivery of the property of the Mutt to himself or to his appointee ; (2) that
as to the usage in the establishments
in question, the head
on the evidence
of the Mutt is entitled to appoint his successor, but his election is limited to
members of the Adhinam; and the head of the Adhinam is entitled to enforce
this rule though he is bound to invest a disciple properly nominated by the
head of the Mutt ; (3) that the defendant not be'
a disciple of the thinam,
his appointment is invalid and the head of the
dhinam is entitled to see
that a competent member of the Adhinam was appointedinhis stead ; (4) that
the plaintiff is entitled to declarations based on the two last mentioned
ﬁndings since they were comprised in the issues framed under ss. 146 and
147 of the Code of Civil Procedure, although the appropriate form in which the
decree should be passed was not indicated with precision in the plaint itself ;
(5) that the suit was barred by limitation in respect of the personal claim to
as to which no claim had been put forward for 60
manage the endowments
years ; (6) that the suit was not barred by limitation in respect of the claim
to set aside the appointment of the defendant (who entered into possession in
1880 under a will, dated in the same ear), or to see that a competent Dharma
puram man be appointed, in spite o the total denial of the claims of the head
of the thinam in 1854 ; (7) that the consent of the Advocate-General to the
suit is not required ; the suit having been instituted under the Civil Proce
dure Code of 1877 and the cause of action not being an alleged breach of trust ;
and im
(8) that there is nothing irregular in seeking to recover movable
movable property in the same suit if the cause of action is the same in respect
of both; (9) that the agreement of the head of the Mutt to become the
“ slave" of his guru could have no legal operation since 1848, and that the
adverse possession of the defendant from that year is fatal to any claim of the
plaintilf under such agreement.
Giya-na Sambhandba

9.

Pandara Smmarlki v. Kandas‘imi Tambiran

..

-.

37 0:

Rights of an illegitimate
son of a Sudra—Position of legitimate,
and “legitimate son: and daughter’s sons, compared —Comtruction
of a
in evidence ofpetitiom signed
dud ofpsrtition—Partial partition—Admissibility
by a p:raon arailable but not called as witness :
adoptive,

A., the son of a deceased zamindar, sued B. and (3., his widow and brother,
for possession of the zamindan', which was impartiblo. In order to prove that
A. was illegitimate, C. ﬁled two petitions purporting to have been signed and
sent to the Collector of the district by C., in 1871, referring to A.'s mother as
a concubine.
C. was not examined as a witness :—Held, that their contents
were not evidence, but the petitions were themselves evidence to show that
a complaint was made as mentioned therein.
In order to prove that C. was divided from the late mmindﬁr, A. ﬁled and
proved a deed of partition executed by them in respect of their movable pro
perty and of a house, which concluded as follows :—“ There shall be connec
tion only by relationship, but there shall be no ecuniary connection between
us." Hold, that the deed effected only a partia partition, and that the last
clause must be referred to the coparcener's
right in partible property describ
ed in the instrument, and did not operate as a release of any right of succes
i
sion to impartible propert .
A. was found to be an illegitimate son of the late zamindhr :—Held, that he
could not exclude his father’s coparcener or widow from succession to the im
v. Muttusa'mi, LL. R., 7 Mad, 407, and
partible zamindari—Krishnayyan
Kulanthai Natchear v. Ramamani (unreported), in which it was ruled that a
widow‘s claim to inherit would exclude that of an illegitimate son, approved
and followed.
Sada v. Baiza, I.L.R., 4 Bom., 37, and Jogendro Bhupati v.
Niftyanundman Singh, I.L.R., 11 Cal., 702, distinguished.
I’arvathi v. Thirumalai

..

.,

..

..

..

H

-.

..
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10.

——

prope.ty—Nuurupatiz-e will—Diainhn'ium

immovable

SeV-ut‘quh'rll
of an undivided son :

Under Hindu law, a father has power by a nuncupative will to dispose of
sell-acquired immovable property as he pleases and to the complete disin~
A., a Hindu, took up some abandoned waste
heriting of an undivided son.
land and brought it into cultivation :—He1d, that the true test as to whether
the land is his self-acquired property or not, is whether it was brought under
cultivation by family or self-acquired funds, and the onus prebandi lies upon
those who alleged the latter.

Subbayya
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v. Su'rayya
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251

held

on service tenare—Commutation
of service
for quit-rent—quranchisement—Indm putta'. issued to Hindu' widow by Govern
ment, acknowledging her absolute title to estate, not a grant of a new cstate—Jainder
ofplaintiﬂ'i—Suit by daughter and daughter’s son against widow to dn'lnre aliena
tiona invalid :
Unsattled pahzyam

The palayam of C. was
nted during the Muhammsdan rule to a Hindu
on service tenure, the con ition being that the grantee should maintain a
body of police for the service of the paramount power. This palayam was not
ermanent settlement under the provisions of Regulation
brought under
XXV 01 1802.
‘he last male holder died in 1860 leaving him surviving a
widow K. and a daughter 0. In 1865 the Government discontinued the
service and, in lieu thereof and of the reversionary interest of the Crown, im
posed a quit-rent, and an insm putté. was issued to K. by the India Commis
sioner by which her title to the estate was acknowledged by the Government
of Madras and the estate was conﬁrmed to her as her absolute
operty sub
In 1882, C. and her minor son A. sued ﬁ . and others,
ject to the quit-rent.
to whom K. had alienated portions of the estate, for a declaration that they
were the reversionnry heirs of K. and that the alienations made by K. Were
The District Judge hold that there being
good only' during the lifetime of K.
no collusion between C. and the defendants, A. was not entitled to join in the
suit :—Hald, that A. was entitled to join 0. as co-plaintiﬁt
Held also that
the eﬁect of the inéni putta was not to conlor on K. any new estate but
merely as between the Crown and the owners of the estate to release the
reversionary right of the Crown.
Nérdyana v. Chengalamma

..

..

HYPOTHECATIOR BOND—Attachment of
Sea OIVIL PROCEDURE

IE!!!

..

..

..

.. I

..

..

debt due .'

Conn, 13.

RIGHT, DENIAL 0?, BY KANAHDAR:
Luv, 7.

See Manama

JOINDER 0F PLAINTIFFS
See Hmnﬁ LAW 11.
JURISDICTION
Sea

Crer

:

0! DISTRICT MUN 511’:

Paocsncns

Conn, 20.
-

2.

..

Sea VALUATION or Svrr

KARAI

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

371

:

See MALABAR LAW, 4 and 7.

KABHAM—BEGULATION
village—Succession

XXIX

to—Female

OF 1602, s. 7—0_{ﬁce of karnam in a zamu'nddn’
claimant—Incapacity of next lm'r :

The karnam of a zamindan' village having died, leaving a widow his heir,
the zamindar appointed her to the oﬂice of karnam. The nearest male
sapindn of the deceased kamam (from whom he was divided) sued to establish
his right to the oﬂice of karnam z—Hald (I) that a woman cannot hold the
ofﬁce of kamam z—Hcld further, (2) that when the immediate heir is inca
the nearest male sapinda o! the deceased karnam is entitled to
pacitated,
succeed to the ofﬁce.
V
Chandrammd

v. I'enkatrdju

..

..

-.

. -

..

..

..

.-
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Rights of de facto :
A. ﬁled a plaint on 28th June 1882 for a declaration of his title as kamam
of a. village and for arrears of dues payable to him as such, including those
for fasli 1288, which accrued due on let July 1879. His family had held the
ofﬁce and discharged its duties for three generations, but there was no evi
dence of any formal appointment of A. or his ancestors :——Hcld, that the
plaintiff was entitled to the dues as defacto karnam, and his claim was not
barred in respect of any of the arrears claimed.
Gamzpatln' v. Silba'réma'

LANDLOBD

..

..

AND TENAHT—Forfcitm'e—

land :

..

..

Waste—Planting

..

..

a mango

292

..
on

lope

dry

In the absence of local custom, tenants are not entitled to convert land
under cultivation into a mango grove. Tenants from year to year are not at
liberty to change the usual course of husbandry without the consent of the
landlord.
Lakshmana v. Rdmaclmndra
2.

———-——
pensation

..

;Hindd

.

..

..

..

..

..

351

..

Law— Wells dug with consent of Landlord—Com

Where tenants from year to year, with permission of the landlord, sank a
well in the land demised :-—Hcld, that they were not entitled under Hindﬁ
law to any compensation therefor from the landlord after the determination
of the tenancy.
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Vcnkatamragappa v. Thirmnalai

LETTERS PATENT,

LIMITATION
Sec

2'

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

112

s. lO—Advocam

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

31

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

189

:

Anvsnsz

__

Sec Rsvnscr.

Posssssxo‘s

.

Rncovsnr Acr.

LIMITATION

ACT, ss. 5, ﬂ—Pcn’od of limitation—Power to excuse delay :
Delay in preferring an appeal under the Madras Forest Act beyond the
of the
period rescribed by s. 14 of that Act, may be excused under s.
'mitation Act, 1877.
Indian

i

Refcmwc under Forest Act V qf 1882
2.

-

,

l.

..

..

..

..

..

..

210

10 :

Scc Hm'nﬁ LAW, 8.

3.

,

I.

12 :

A. ﬁled

J

a plaint on 28th unc 1882 for a declaration of his title as karnam
e! a village and for arrears of dues payable to him as such, including those
His family had held the
for fasli 1288, which accrued due on let July 1879.
ofﬁce and discharged its duties for three generations, but there was no evi
dence of any formal appointment of A. or his ancestors 2—Held, that the
plaintiﬂ was entitled to the dues as d: facto karnam, and his claim was not

barred in respect of any of‘the arrears claimed.
Gampathi v. SitMrémé
4.

———-———,
an appeal to

Privy

B. 13, sch.
Council :

. .

..

292

..

11, art. 177—Pariuzl of limitation

for

admission

of

On a petition for leave to appeal to the Privy Council presented on the
8th April, it appeared that the eriod of six months from the date of the
decree to be appealed against ha
expired on the 23rd 01 March it the time
occupiedby the petitioner in getting a copy of the decree was to be com
puted in that period :-Hcld, that the petition was barred by limitation.
i
..
.
Lakahmanan v. Pcryaadmi
..
..
..
. .
3

xvxii
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INDEX.
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, s. 19, sch.

11, art.

open and

SIS—Ackmowladyment—Mutusl,

current accounts :

A. acted as commission agent for B. and C. A. furnished a debit and
credit account in February 1878. The account was disputed and the matter
was referred to an arbitration : for which purpose in March 1880 a “ memo
” was drawn up and signed by B. and C., in
randum of items to be settled
which they denied that any balance would be found due to A., but acknow
ledged that accounts must be taken and that they would be liable if any
In June 1880 B. signed and supplied to the
balance were found due to A.
arbitrator an account on behalf of himself and C. The arbitrator made an
A. ﬁled a suit against B. and C. in September
'award which was set aside.
1882 for a balance due to him z—Held, that the accounts were mutual, open
and current accounts ; that B. and C. had made an acknowledgment of their
debt to A. ; and that the suit was not barred by limitation.
Sﬂayya v. Rangdreddi

—-—,

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

259

'

sch. 11, art. 11:

An order rejecting

a claim petition under s. 335 of the Civil Procedure
ac uires the force of a
Code, not being appealed against within one
v. Lakshmana, I.L.R., 8 Ma (year
., 606, ollowed.
decree—Vela'yuthan

Aebuta v. Mammavu
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, sch.

..

..

II,

..

..

357

art. Eli—Mutual current accounts—Reciprocal

demands :

A. employed B. as his agent. B. alone kept written debit and credit ac
counts. A. sued B. for a balance due on the account between them :—Held,
that the debit and credit account showed reciprocal demands between plaintiﬁ
and defendants, and that the account was a mutual open and current account
within the meaning of Limitation Act, 1877, sch. II, art. 85.
Lakshmayya v. Jagannaﬂmm

——-—,

..

..

.

..

..

sch. 11, arts. 91, 120—8141"!for declaration

"lid—Setting aside instrument :
The period of limitation for suits

..

-.

..

199

of title—Incidental

to declare title is six years from the date
when the right accrued, under Indian Limitation Act, 1877, sch. II,art. 120 ;
and this period is not aﬁected by art. 91, though the eﬂect of the declaration
is to set aside an instrument as against the plaintiff.

—,

Pachamuthu

v. Chjnnappan

..

. .

arts. 131, 182, 140,

grantee from Government:

..

..

..

IM—Claim for

..

arrears

..

..

213

of revenue by

The right to the revenue on certain land having been granted to the trus
tees of a mosque, the said grant was conﬁrmed by Government in 1866.
In
1883, a suit was brought to recover arrears of revenue from the owners of the
land.
was found that no payment of revenue had ever been made by the
defendants to the plaintiff and the suit was dismissed as barred by limitation
under art. 144, sch.
of the Limitation Act :—Held, that the suit was not
barred and that the plaintiﬂ‘ was entitled to recover 12 years’ arrears of

It

II

revenue.

Alubo'v.KunMBi
10.

—,

..

..

sch. 11, art.
remedy barred after six years :

..

..

182—Registercd

..

..

hypothecation

..

..

..

115‘

bond—Personal

II

Article 132 of sch.
of the Indian Limitation Act, 1877, by which a period
of 12 years is allowed to enforce
of money charged on immovable
pzyment
propert , refers only to suits to e
orce payment by sale of the property
and not to a claim to enforce the personal remedy on a registered
charg
bond by which immovable property is pledged as security for the debt.
Sealing/ya v. Annamma
11.

———-—-,

..

..

sch. 11, arts.
0f1882, as. 58, lOO—Hypotlzecation

..

..

..

182, 141-mmmf”
bond:

..

..

..

of Property Act—Act

--

IV

The period of limitation for suits upon hypotheeation bonds, which contain
power of sale, or eﬂ‘ect no transfer of property, executed before the

no

100

GENERAL

xix

INDEX.

PAGE

Transfer of Property Act came into operation, is 12 years under sch.
II, art. 132, of the Limitation Act of 1877—Aliba v. Nana (I.L.R., 9 Mad.,
Per Muttusami Ayyar, J.—-“ The transaction in suit appears
218) followed.
to be of the kind described in s. 100 of the Transfer of Property Act, which
“ it seems to me that the Transfer of
deﬁnes how a charge is created ;” but
Property Act does not invest all prior hypothecations with the rights and
liabilities arisin from simple mortgages, whether or not these transactions
satisfy the requirements of the deﬁnition it contains of simple mortgages."
Rangauiml v. Muttakumarappa
12.
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..

..

..

..

..

..

509

ut
, sch. II, arts. 178, 179—-Decree—Ezecution—Attacllment
aside—Time occupied in suing to declare property liable to attachment not excluded
from computation .
been made in 1880,
An a plication for execution of a decree
having
0 the judgment-debtor
certain land was attached as being the property
His children thereupon claimed the land and the attachment was
(deceased).
raised.
sued to establish his right to sell
Upon this, the
obtained a decree in 1882, which was conﬁrmed on
the land in execution an gudgment-creditor
appeal in 1883. In 1885, the j udg'ment-ereditor again applied for attachment
and sale of the same land :—HeI(I, that the application was barred by limita
tion—Paras Ram v. Gardner, I.L.R., A11., 355, dissented from.
Ndra'yana

13.

..

v. Pappi Brahmam'

..

..

. .

..

. .

.

..

22

-——, sch. 11, arts. 178, 179, (3)—Civil Procedure Code, a. 583—Ap
plieation for refund of moneys levied under decree reversed on appeal—Review
' ‘
‘
‘ ‘
r
Time not
r ‘iM :
‘from

j

Where a review of judgment has been applied for, and, after notice to the
other side, refused, the period during which such application was pending
cannot be excluded in com uting the period of limitation for execution of the
of the Indian Limitation Act.
Smbk.—
decree under art. 179 (3)0 sch.
An application for refund of moneys levied in execution of a decree subse
quentl reversed on appeal is not governed by art. 179 but by art. 178 of sch.
of t e Limitation Act.

II

II

Kurupam Zamlnda'r v. Sadasiva

..

IADBAB DISTRICT MUNICIPALITIES
licenses—Private

market,

meaning

..

A“,

..

as. 191,

..
192,

..
198,

..

..

66

190—Butelun’

of:

A Municipal Council, under the Madras District Municipalities Act, refused

to give licenses to certain persons keeping butchers' shops not used as slaugh
ter-houses, except on the condition that they should remove to a ﬁxed market :
~—-IIcld, that butchers’ shops are not “private markets" within the meaning
of the Act, and that the action of the Municipal Council was ultra virea.
Queen-Empress

MAINTENANCE

v. Baodur Bhai

..

OF WIDOW—Ezeeution

..

..

.-

.-

. .

..

of decree for :

ernﬁ Law, 6.
IALABAB LAW—Brahmans—Numbudris—Mussadl—Hindli
See

cable—Liability qfawforfatller's

Law, how far
debt in Hindu' Law, not applicable .'

appli

The principle of Hindﬁ Law, which imposes a duty on a son to pay his
father's debt, contracted for purposes neither illegal nor immoral, is not ap
plicable to the Malabar Brahmans called Nambudris and Massads.
Nilakandan v. Madhavan
Cancellation

. .

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

, Civil Procedure Code, I. 30—Joinder of parties—Res judicata—
mlt— Withdrawal of part of claim .'
of deeds—Declaratory

A. and B., junior members of a Malabar tarwad, sued to cancel certain
mortgages executed by their karnavan and senior anandravan, on the ground
that the secured debt was not binding on the tarwad, and to appoint A. to the
The last part of the prayer was withdrawn.
oﬂice of karnavan.
The mort
the decree having been passed
gages were executed to secure a decree-debt,
ex parte against the late karnavan of the tarwad.
No fraud was alleged, but
the Lower Courts found that the karnavan had been guilty of fraud in allow
ing the decree to be passed as parts. The plaintiﬁs had not been parties to

216

GBNIBAL INDIX.
PAGE

the decree, and the other junior members of the tarwad who had been joined
were exempted from liability :—H¢ld, that the nature of the debt was not res
judicata, and that the plaintiﬁs were entitled to a declaration that the mort
gages in question were invalid as against them :—Held, further Per min—All
the members of the laintiﬂ" s tar-wad should have been joined actually or con
structively ; but ( ernan, ., dissenting), the objection as to non-joinder is
not essential, but merely formal, and weight should not be attached to it
when it is ﬁrst taken on second appeal.

J

Ioidin Kutli

v. Kris/man

..

..

—--—-

, Decree against karnavan and unior anandrevm not binding
junior members—Civil Procedure Code, 0. 13, exp]. 5, a. 30:

on

A dccrce having been obtained against the karnavan and senior anandravan
of a Malabar tarwad whereby the tarwad was dispossessed of certain land, the
junior members of the tarwad who had not becn impleaded in the suit sued to
recover the land :—Held, that the plaintiﬁs were entitled to recover upon
correct, and
proof that the decree in the former suit was not substantiall
that they were not bound to prove malajides on the part of their karnavan in
defending the former suit as a condition precedent to recovery.
Sridem' v. Kelu Erado'

..

..

, Karim—Construction

of redemption clause—Time for redemption .'
only after 12 years,
can be negatived either expressly or by implication by a special clause.
Bathenpwuyil Kuridipraoan Kanara Kurup v. Putlwnpurayil Kuridipravau
Gooindan (I.L.R., 5 Mall, 311) distinguished.

The primary intention that
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Ahmed Kum' v. Kunhamed
5.

..

..

-———,

Karnm‘an—dmee against,—Femule
not_ incapable of managing
the afai-n ofe twwad—Res judicats:
The senior female member of a Malabar tarwad, who managed its aﬁairs,
instituted a suit on behalf of the tarwad and in the capacity of karnavan :
Hold, (1) that a female is not precluded from managin the affairs of her
tarwad when there is no male member in her family capab e of performing the
duties oi! a karnavan; and (2) that the junior members of the tar-wad were,
in the absence of fraud shown, constructively parties to the suit, and were
accordingly bound by the decree.
Subramaaycm

6.

a kanam is to be redeemed

—-—

v. Gopale

..

, Personal decree against kamaoan—C'ioil Procedure Code, a. 336 :
A . sued for possession of certain shops belonging to a Malabar tarwad, which
had been attached in execution of a personal decree passed against a karnavan
in a suit on a private debt. In the execution proceedings, an objection peti
tion was put in, stating that the shops were sridhanam and was re'ected;
and the order of rejection was not appealed against for one year.
spon
dents Nos. 1 to 4, the husbands of the persons who put in the objection petition,
The plaintiﬁ was
were in possession and were now sued for possession.
assignee of the purchaser at the execution sale :—Held, that upon the facts
found the plaintiff acquired nothing under the Court sale.

thuta

v. Mammlwu

..

.

Right: under a kahuna—Denial
of jaw» rig/1! by kamzmddr—
Adverse poncuion—Limitation—Deelaration
of euhmt .
,

A. demised certain lands on kanam to B. in 1853. B. afterwards commit
ted an oﬁence under the Mapilla Act and the lands were handed over for the
beneﬁt of his representatives to C. Government subsequently without making
A. a party to their proceedings, declared the lands to have escheated, and in
now sued to recover the lands from
1863 sold them to C. A.’s representatives
O.'s representatives who set up an adverse title and alleged that the suit was
time-barred :—Hsld, that O. was, at the time of the escheat, in the position
of a manager for mortgagees ; that the escheat proceedings of which the
mortgagor had no notice did not aﬁ'ect his rights; that denial by the mort
gagee in possession of the mortgagor's right to redeem is not suﬁicient to
convert such possession into adverse possession.
Humid v.

The Collector of Malabar

..

.,

..

..

..

l89
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xxi

INDEX .

PAC!
8. -———
Evidence

Suit ayaimt kurnnl'an

and senior female member of a (Invad—
to sue defendant: as represenmtirea of the tarwad:

of intention
The kamavan and senior female member of a. Malabar tnrwad executed a.
hypothecntion bond, on which a suit was brought against them asking for
the sale of the tar-wad property.
The defendants had represented the tarwad
in other suits, but were not in this case expressly sued in representativq
capacity. The plaintiﬁ obtained a decree :——Hc(d, that the decree was
binding on the tar wad.
v. Kali

Submmanyan

HAPILLAS

..

..

0:CU
a!

..

:

See ML'HAMMADAN
2.

..

-—--

LAW.

Est/ml! under Jlllpilla Act .'

See MALABAR LAW, 7.

HERGEB

0]?

See Civu.

SECURITIES :
Pilocsnrss Cove,

HINOB—Contravt
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A.

6.

by—Batiﬁcation by acquiescence :

in

1885 to recover certain estates from 13., allo 'ng claim under his
adoption which took place in 1865. A suit to recover t 0 same estates had
been ﬁled on behalf of A. by his next friend and had been dismissed for
default in 1872. In 187-5 A., being still a. minor, relinquished his claim to
the estates for Rs. 12,000 under exhibit B. ; but now alleged that he thought
he was relinquishing it only in favor of the defendant's predecessor in title
who died in 1883, having been in possession of the estates since 1867. The
plaintiff attained his majority in 1878 :—Held, that the claim was rnjudicata,
the plaintiﬁ having failed to prove fraud on the part of his next friend : that
whether the cause of action arose in 1865 or 1867, it was equally barred from
1879 : that assuming the plaintiff was a. minor of 16 years of age at the date
of the deed of relinquishment, it is not likely he would not have understood
its eﬂect, or that he failed to ascertain it when he attained his majority in
sued

1878.

Vankalaclnlam v. Helmlal'slmmmma

[OBTGAGE—Efert
interest due

B.

..

..

---Redempti0n

.

..

..

of—u'lw may redeem

IUHAHMADAN LAW—Hapillas—Gift

..

..

272

in execution of a naoney dmufor
1.
.
I.
.—
-.

of sale of mortgaged property

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

to take eject at an indqﬁnillﬁlture

..

175
102

time .

Gifts to take eﬁcct at an indeﬁnite future time are void under Muham
madan law.
Chekkonekutti

v. All/1w!

..

196

MULAGENI LEASE:
See Rsxr Recovqu Aer, l.
MUTUAL CURRENT ACCOUNTS:
See Lnn'rnros Aer, 7.
NATIVE

CHRISTIAN:

See PENAL Cove, 4 , -.L'ccsssiox

PAUPEBS, JOINT APPLICATION
Sec CIVIL Psocsnt'ur.

PENAL CODE,

Ac'r.
FOR PERMISSION

TO SUE

AS;

Cons, 21.

65. 22, 378, 379—Tllefl—illol‘able propel ty .

A. ring up and immediately carried away, without any authority or right,
of unassessed lands of a village :—1[eld,
sovcml curt-loads of earth,
.
that A. was not guilty of the fpart
Qcmn-Empms

v. K0! Iyya

‘

4

xxii

2.

INDEX.

GENERAL

PAGI

—-—-, ss. 24,

378—Tlieft ofjointproperly by coparrener .'
Theft of joint property may be committed by a coparcener if he takes it
from joint possession and converts such possession into separate possession.

Queen -Empress

v. Pormurangam

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

18B

-—-—, s. 65 :
Sr'c' CRIMINAL Paocsncns
,

A.

u.

Gone,

1.

108 and 494—Nah've

Chrislian—Marringc

by relapsed convert .'

baptized in infancy into the Roman Catholic Church, but subse
quentl relapsed, with the rest of her family, into Hinduism and was married
indti. Her Hindu husband since discarded her, and alleged that he
to a
would not have married her if he had known that she had been baptized. A.
was subsequently re-admitted into the Roman Catholic Church and married
by B., a priest, to a Roman Catholic during the lifetime of her Hindii
husband :—Held, that A.’s marriage with the Hindﬁ was subsisting and valid
at the time of her Christian marriage ; that she was guilty of the offence of
bigamy; and that B. was guilty of abetting that oﬂence—Lopez v. Lopez
(I.L.R., 12 Cal., 706) discussed.
was

Millard,Inre
5.

-———-—,

ll.
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tzu'e :

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

885, 297—Deﬁling a place of worship—Trespass on a place

..

218

of sepal

R., a Hindd, had sexual intercourse with a woman within an enclosure sur
He was convicted under s. 296
rounding the tomb of a Muhammadun fakir.
of the Indian Penal Code r—Held that, in the absence of proof, that the place
was used for worship or otherwise held sacred, the conviction was bad, and
that it should be altered to a conviction under s. 297 of the said Code.
Raina Mudah', In re
,

..

I. 504—Inlent

..

..

..

..

..

..

126

..

to provoke a breach of the peace .

A. abused B. to such an extent as to reduce B. to a state of abject terror :—
Held, that A. having given to B. such provocation as would under ordinary
circumstances
have caused a. breach of the peace was guilty of an offence under
s. 504 of the Penal Code.
Queen-Empress

v. Joyayg/n

PENALTY :
See Coxmscr Aer,
PLEADER—Ojicer

..

..

..

..

..

..

.. .

_..

353

74.

of Court .

See Own. PROCEDURE

Conn, 15.

PRESIDENT?! SHALL CAUSE COUBTB’ ACT,
cognizable :

1882, s. 18—81117:

for

maintenancd

Presidency Small Cause Courts, constituted under Act XV o! 1882, are not
debarred from entertaining suits for maintenance not based on contract or
declaratory decree.
Pakala v.1!urugappa

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

PBIVILEGE:
See Counssn AND

Wirsess.

PBIVY

afparty at fhclimc of the hearing
COUNCIL—Franice—Rc-hcaring—Inﬁuwg/
qfappeak“ Res novitcr” not itself a grozmdfar a rc-hearz'ng :
There may be exceptional circumstances which will warrant the Judicial
Committee in allowing, even after an order of Her Majesty in Council has
issued upon their report, a re-hearing at the instance of one o! the parties.
But this is an indulgence with a view mainly to doing justice when by some
accident, without any blame, the party has not been heard, and an order
has been made, inadvertently, as it he had been heard.
In one of two
a peels in suits relating to the same estate. judgment was given by the
In the other, judgment
Jltldicial Committee after a hearing on tho men'ts.

114

GENERAL

INDEX .
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to the same effect as in the ﬁrst, it being conceded between the
that the questions in both suits were the same.
After both judgments
ﬂies
been reported to Her Majesty, and conﬁrmed by her orders in Council,
a petition for a re-hearin
was presented z—Held, that, even assuming that a
case of the res noviter ha been made out (which was not, however, the fact),
the orders were ﬁnal, and the petition must be rejected.
was given

AppaRao,In re

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

u

..

..

..

73

BATIIG:
See On":

or Maunss MUNICIPAL Aer.

RECEIPT:
SuSrAur

ACT, 1 8c 2.

RECEIVER:
See Civu. Pnocnnuan

Conn,

23.

BECIPBOOAL DEMANDS :
See Lnn'rnrox Aer, 7.
REDEMPTION 0F KANAH,
See MALABAR Law, 4.
REGISTRATION

ACT, s. 41:
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See CRIMINAL Paocsnt'ss

REGULATION XXIX OF
See Kansas, 1.
2.

-—-—-—VOF

S.————-—IV
4.

TIME FOR:

-—--—X 0!

2.

Conn,

1802,

I.

7 :

1804, s.14 (4), s. 20

OFIBBI

..

..

44

ll.

1, 2, 8—Regulation V of 1804, a. 14 (4), a. 20—Sale
1881,
for arrears of revenue of mitta held by tenants in common during minority of some
of the owners—Minority no bar to sale—Civil Procedure Code, a. 32:

A mitta held by tenants in common was sold for arrears of revenue at a
In a suit brought
time when the owners of a moiety thereof were minors.
by the mother of these minors on their behalf against the Collector to set
aside the sale, the District Court held that Regulation X of 1831, s. 2,
absolutely debarred the Collector from selling the estate of the minors
during their minority and set aside the sale so far as their interests were
concerned :—Held, on appeal, that the minors not being sole proprietors,
their estate was not one of which the Court of “lands could assume the
and, therefore, s. 2 of Regulation X of 1831 did not aﬂect the
management,
In the above-mentioned suit the plaintiﬁs impleaded also the other
sale.
Two others,
previous owners, of whom one was the purchaser at the sale.
in their written statement, pleaded that the purchase had been madein
fraud of their rights, and claimed to be still entitled to their shares in the
ound that the purchaser must be held to have purchased for
mitta on the
They further claimed that
their beneﬁt Endian Trusts Act, 1882, s. 90).
should the sale be set aside so far as the plaintiﬂs’ interests were concerned,
the sale of their interests also should be held to be null and void. Before the
suit came on for hearing the District Judge suo motu ordered that these two
defendants should be made plaintiffs in the suit under s. 32 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. At the date when this order was made, the claim of these
had they sued to set aside the sale in their own interest, was
defendants,
barred by limitation z—Held, that the order was illegal.

Krishna v. Mekamperuma

BENT RECOVERY ACT—ACT
cumbcred tenancy—Sale for
A. demised land to B.

..

VIII

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

OF 1865 (HADBAB)—Mulagmi lease—En.
arrears of rent:
on a mulageni lease. B. mortgaged his tenancy to O.
The rent under the mulageni lease fell into arrears, and A. obtained a. decree
against B. for the amount :-Hdd, that arrears of rent are not a ﬁrst charge

44

xxiv

GENERAL
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on the tenant‘s holding, and accordingly that the landlord could not execute
his decree by sale of the tenancy free from the mortgage created by the
tenant—Rdjdyopail v. Subbara'ya (I.L.R., 7 Mad., 31) followed.
v. Narasimma

Padakrmnaya
-

..

..

..

..

-.

..

..

. .

266

of H igh

, ss. 3, 4, and 7—Civil Procedure Code, a. 584—I’ou'cra
Court on second appeal—(outwit: of pond—Date of tmder o/patld :

A landlord within three days of the end of the fasli tendered to a tenant by
way of patté. a document containing a statement of account of rent payable
in respect of the current fasliz—Hcld, that the document tendered was a 0d
patté, and that under local custom a valid tender of att‘ may be ma e at
the end of the fasli. On second appeal by a landlor against a decree of a
District Judge, who stated in his judgment that “ though the tenant admit
ted the execution of the muchalka, it was not shown that he dispensed with
of appeal that the
the pattd ;" no objection was taken in the memorandum
muchalka, which contained a statement that no patta was necessary. had
been neglected or misconstrued.
The High Court ordered that the Judge be
asked to take the postscript into his consideration and submit a revised
ﬁnding.

...

v.1{wu'

Nirdyana

—,

-—~-—

..

..

..

..

..

..

s. 11— Water-cesr—Quanta—Cultivation
then from landlord's tank :

improved

..

..

863

by water
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A landlord has a right to charge water-cess when his tenant cultivates a
wet crop on dry land or a second wet crop on wet land by means of water
taken from the landlord’s tank.
..

v. Mum's

Tha'gunmn'l
4. ——

5. 13—17110

,

..

..
entitle-d

..

to proceed

so

--

I.

.

282

uiidez—Attochnwrit luld

good as to part .'

A. granted two villages in perpetuity to B. under a deed, reserving a certain
rent to himself which was to be recovered " according to the Act ” i! it fell
into arrear. The rent remained unpaid for two years, and A. obtained an
attachment for the whole arrear under the Madras Rent Recovery Act :—
Held, (1) that A. was entitled to proceed as landlord under the Madras Rent
Recovery Act, (2) that the attachment held good for such amount of rent as
was recoverable
under that Act—Rdmaaémi v. Collector of Madura (I.L.R., 2
Mad,

67) discussed.

Rimlchandra

-.

v. Nuniyanasdmi

——'——-—,
lg

temml aggrieved

Is. 89, 4-0, “(S—Civil Procedure
notice of (Iliad-meat :

lo
Coda, s.

.-

229

.

l l ~10)!me

of

A tenant having received a notice of attachment under s. 39 of the Rent
Recovery Act sued in a District Mﬁnsif’s Court to havethe notice cancelled,
no speciﬁc danmge being alleged :—Held, that the suit did not lie.
"churned v. Lakyhmipali

RES JUDICA TA
Sec
2.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

:

Pnocanrne

Com: OF 1859,

l.

—--———:
See

3.

Glut

..

Hume Law,

2.

—-—---Estoppel

.

sued in eject K. from certain land, alleging that K., having entered
under a lease held as a trospasser.
K. pleaded that he held as mortgagee.
was found that K. obtained possession undera mortgage deed for Rs.
'
1,000, which had not been registered, and that he held also a second mortgage for Rs. 50, and it was held on second appeal that K. was entitled to
defend his possession b
virtue of the mortgage for Rs. 50 and, as V. had
not offered to redeemt 0 charge but had sued on false averments, the suit
was dismissed.
V. then sued K. to recover the land on payment of Rs. 60.
In hi plaint V. stated that, though the mortgage deed for Rs. 50 was
fabrimted, the High Court had decided that he was bound to pay Rs. 60

V.

It

368
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before recovering the land from K. The District Court on appeal dismissed
the suit on the ground, inter alia, that as V. denied the genuineness of the
he could not sue for redemption :—Held, that V. was entitled to

moirtguge,
re eem.

Varalbayyangn'r v. Krishnasa'mi

RES NOVITER—eriew
REVENUE—Claim

..

102

..

..

..

..

..

u

..

..

73

fu!‘ arrears :

See LIMITATION Aer, 9.

REVENUE

RECOVERY ACT,

59-Limitalion

5.

Suit by mortgagor .

-—Sule of land subject to marlyayc—

Land which was subject to a mortgage hnving been sold for arrears of
revenue under Act
of 1864 (Madras), the mortgagee’s assignee sued to
enforce the terms of the bond by sale of the land more than six months after
of the sale of the land :—-Hchi, that the suit was barred by s. 59 of
dog: Act.
eni
.

62
73

.
.

.

..

.
.

.

..

..
.
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OF JUDGMENT

..
.
.

..
.

..
.

BEVIEW

..

..

Viraya

v.

Icllumg

.
.

tire

t

II

SANCTION T0 INSTITUTE SUIT:
Conn, 24.

SHALL CAUSE COURT—Jw'isdiction
Sue Anxr Acr, l.

.'

Hindu' widow

reversion”:

of

SPECIFIC BELIEF ACT, I. 42—Suit

by

:

of, over mlda'ers

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

-

.

90

:

Coi'm Fuss Aer.

STAMP ACT, sch. II, art.
An endorsement

quaymml on

15 (a)—Recsipl-—Endorumenl

mortgage dud

:

See

mortgage, acknowled ing the receipt of the sum
exempt from stamp duty un er sch. II, art. 15 (a), of the
on

a

STAMP

.
.

v. Xaha'la/ukmi

Gangayya

.
.

8

a

a.

deceased Hindu, brought
suit as
The plaintiffs, uncle's sons of R.,
revorsioners of R., for a declaration that certain ulienations made by M. the
widow of B. were not binding beyond the lifetime of M. The District
Judge held on the strength of Greeman Singh v. Wabori La]! Sing/t (I.L.R.,
Cal., 12) that the suit would not lie under s. 42 of the Speciﬁc Relief
Act :—Hald, that the suit would lie.

..

H

Secretary

no

Club to

a

ﬁrm'

15 (b)—Receipt

..

of

..

.

64

Member

a

is

given by the Secretary or other Manager of
receipt in writin
Member neknow edging payment ubove Rs. 20 on account of a.
liable to stamp duty.

—, sch.

II,

01.

2

(a) —Agreement

for, or

'5

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

Reference under Stamp Act, I. 46

.
.

it

a a

Where
Club to
Club bill,

H, art.

.'

sch.

for Club bill

..

is

—-———,

a

relating to, the sale

of goods

.

in writing the vendor agreed to sell, and the purchaser'to
future date.
The salt was to be
buy, certain salt 'for a price to be paid at
at purchaser’s risk from the date of the execution of tho agroement,'_and,
not removed within
certain time, to revert to, and become the property of,
the vendor :—Held, that this document was exempt from duty under sch. II,
cl.
(a), of the Indian Stamp Act, 1879.
an agreement

if

a

By

a

.
.

.
.

4_6

.
,

'-

,

under Sump Act,

t

Reference

.
.

2.

Act, a. 46

under Slump

Reference

by

is

thereby secured
Indian Stamp Act, 1879.

2
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4. -———~—,

s. 8, ol. 4 (b)—Bond .

A. executed a document, by which he promised to pay on demand Rs. 16 to
The writer of the document signed the document as writer, for the
purpose of attesting A.’s signature :—Held, that the document was liable to
stamp duty as a bond.

B.

Reference under Stamp Act,

STATUTE

44 A 45 Vie. c. 58,

a. 49

u.

..

158

. .

144, 151, 156 :

See ARMY ACT, 1 & 2.

SUGGEBSIOH
following

ACT,

Hindi

"GE—Eject of,

on

astatu

of

law .

Native

Christians previously

A. and J., brothers, Native Christians, descendants of Brahmans, were
living in coparcenary and owned certain land on the date when the Indian

Succession Act, 1865, came into force. In 1872, no partition having been
A. died :-—Held, that J. did not take the whole estate on the death of
A. by survivorship.
-as
.u
u
us.
on
Tcllia v. Saldanha
..
as
made,

69

THEFT 0F JOINT PROPERTY BY OOPABOENEB;
See Paxn. Cons, ‘2.
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TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT,
prior to 1882 :

ll.

2,

99—Altachmmt

of properly

mortgaged

In 1884, a mortgagee obtained a decree for arrears of interest due under a
mortgage deed of 1879 and in execution of the decree attached and applied
for the sale of the land mortgaged :—Held, that by reason of s. 99 of the
Transfer of Propert Act, 1882, the land could not be sold otherwise than by
a suit instituted un er s. 67 of the said Act.
Emmi v. Anonthoyya

..

..
,

ll.

..

..

..

..

..

129

--

58, IOO—Hypolhecalion bond .

The period of limitation for suits upon by othecation bonds, which contain
no power of sale, or effect no transfer 0 propert , executed before the
Transfer of Property Act came into operation, is two ve 'ears under sch. II,
art. 132, of the Limitation Act of 1877—Aliba v. Nana (I’LJL, 9 Mad, 218)
.—“ The transaction in suit appears to
Per Muttusami Ayyar,
followed.
be of the kind described in s. 100 of the Transfer of Property Act, which
deﬁnes how a charge is created ; but “it seems to me that the Transfer 0!
Property Act docs not invest all prior hypothccations with the rights and
whether or not these transactions
liabilities arising from simple mortgages,
satisfy the requirements of the deﬁnition it contains of simple mortgages."

J

Rangasémi

v. Muttukumarappd

..

..

..

..

609

..

—-—-, as. 131, 135—Notice—Auigmnent of actionable claim
.——~
-—Bightl o] transferee for value .
A. sued for principal and interest due on a mortgage assigned to him for
No notice of the assignment was given to the
value by the mortgagee.
The sum sued far exceeded the
mortgagors before the plaintiff’s demand.
amount aid by the plaintiff for the assignment and reasonable interest on it;
but such amount was not paid or tendered to the plaintiﬁ :~Hsld, that the
plaintiﬂ‘ was entitled to a decree for the whole amount due on the assigned
mortgage.
Subbammél v.

thalardmii

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

VALUATION 0F SUIT—Jurisdiction

of District Hamill—Suit for declaration
of
title to paid ojices— Withdrawal of claim to lomc of the qﬂices—Ojlice still claimed
_
involving the right to the other: .'

In a suit to declare title to four paid oﬂices in a temple, the laintiﬂs asked
that the issues with regard to three of them should not be tri , but on cross
examination asserted right to them :-——.Held, that the plaintiffs were not

289
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rues
shown to have relinquished their claim on the three oﬂices for the purposes of
the suit.
On ﬁndings that the fourth ofﬁce carried with it the right to the
'
other three and that united value of the four oﬂices exceeded the jurisdiction
of the District Mﬁnsif :—~Held, that the District Mﬁnsii had no jurisdiction
to entertain the suit and that the plaint should be returned for presentation
in the proper Court.
..
Sundara v, Subba
..
..
..
..
. .
..
..
..
371

-——Court

2.

Fees Act, .1. 6, cab. 11', art. 17:

In

a suit on a mortgage bend a decree was passed for payment of principal
and interest, and in default for sale of the mortgaged property.
Some of
the defendants ﬁled a memorandum of appeal against so much of the decree
as declared the liability of the property, afﬁxing a stamp of Rs. 10 only :—
Held, that the proper stamp to be paid was not Rs. 10 as in the case of a
declaratory decree, but on the value of the debt not exceeding the value of

the property.

rmkappa v. Naraaimlla

WASTE
See

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

187

:

memm

AND TBNANT, 1.
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WITHISB—Privilege—C'auu of action—Suit for damagca caused byfalae statemen! of
witness in a suit :
No action will lie against a witness for making a false statement in the
course of a judicial proceeding.
Ohidambam v. Thimmani

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

87
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wanes Suits.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H.

Kt,

Collins,

Mr. Justice Muttusrimi

NARAYAN A

AND

Chief Justice, and

Ayg/ar.

ornsns (Dnsmmn'rs),

APPELLANTS,

1'85.
December 17.
1886.
July 12.

and

CHENGALAMMA
Hindu'

Law—

Unsetlled

AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFFS),
held on

palayam

quit-rent—Enfranehisement—Imim

Rssronnnnrs.*

service tenure—Commutation

patlé

of service for

issued to Hindzi widow by Government,

acknowledging her absolute title to estate, not a grant of a new eslate~Joinder of
by daughter and daughter’s son against widow to declare aliena

plaintiﬂ—Suit
tiom invalid.

The palayam of O. was granted during
on service tenure, the condition being that the

the

Muhammadan rule to a Hindu

grantee

police for the service of the paramount power.

should maintain a. body of

This palayam

was not brought
under permanent settlement under the provisions of Regulation XXV of 1802. The
last male holder died in 1860 leaving him surviving a widow K. and a daughter

0. In 1865 the Government discontinued the service and, in lieu thereof and of the
reversionary interest of the Crown, imposed a quit-rent, and an inﬁm pattl was issued
to K. by the iném Commissioner by which her title to the estate was acknowledged
by the Government

of Madras and the estate was conﬁrmed

preperty subject to the quit -ront.
In 1882 C. and her minor son A. sued K. and others

to her as her absolute
'

to whom

K.

had alienated

portions of the estate for a. declaration that they were the reversionury heirs of
and that the alienations made by

The District
defendants,

J

K.

were good only during the liletime of

edge hold that there

A. was not entitled

to

being no collusion between

join in the suit:

* Appnll Nos.

8, 9, 19 and 26 of1885.

K.

K.

C. and the

Hanks“
U.

Carson.

-
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Held that A. was

entitled to join C. as co-plaintiﬁ.

Held also that tho effect of the inam patta was not to confer on K. any new
estate but merely as betwcen the Crown and the owners of the estate to release the
reversionary right of the Crown.

IN suit No.

9 of 1882

thipuram Chengalamma

Akkulu Nayudu

in the District Court of Nellore, Tiruvan
and

(represented

her minor son,

Lakshmi

Kumara

by his mother), sued Chitteti Kan
l, and'18 others for a declara

namma, the mother of plaintiff No.

tion that plaintiffs were the reversionary heirs of defendant No. l,
and that alienations of portions of the palayapat called Chitteti
palayam made by defendant No. 1 to the other defendants were
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‘
not binding on the plaintiffs.
The District Judge held that plaintiff No. 2 could not join in
the suit, but decreed the claim in full in favor of plaintiff N0. 1.

Against this decree the following appeals were preferred :—
3 and 4, Mummareddi
(1) No. 19 by defendants Nos.
Tulasamma and her minor son.
the Rajé. of Venkatagiri.
(2) No. 25 by defendant No. 5,
No. 6, Pemiubolu Nerayana Reddi.
(3) No. 8 by defendant
(4) No. 9 by defendant
mamma.

so

N0. 7, Nallappa Reddi Adilaksh

Plaintiff No. 2 ﬁled a memorandum of objections to the decree
far as it disallowed his claim to join as a plaintiff with his mother.
for appellants in Nos. 8 and 9.
Ananddcharlu for appellants in No. 19.
Rdmd' Bria for appellant in No. 25.

Rdméclumdra

Rdu

Salzeb

Bhdshyam Ay-yangdr for respondents.

The Court (Collins,

C.J., and Muttusémi Ayyar, J.) delivered
'

the following

JUDGMENT :—-The respondent Chengalamma is the daughter of
Kannamma, defendant No. l, and the mother of the minor, T. L.

Akkulu Nayudu,

and the

several

are the alienees of

appellants

hamlets and villages which are comprised in the Chitteti palayam
of the District of Nellore. This palayam, it is stated in the
ancestor
plaint, was originally granted to Chengalamma’s paternal
during the Muhammadan rule on condition that he was to main
tain a body of police for the service of the paramount power.
The original grantee and his descendants have since continued to

render the service

and'_f_enjoy

one of the palayams

the estate.

It

brought under permanent

is not, however,
settlement

with

'
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of Regulation XXV of 1802, and the
tenure on which it was held was that of an unsettled palayam

reference

to the provisions

The last male holder was

granted for police service.
one Lakshmi Ragavappa Néyudu, who died on the 23rd August
originally

1860, leaving him surviving

No.

his

widow Kannamma,

defendant

his only daughter, Chengalamma, the respondent, and his
mother, Narayanamma.
Upon his death, the estate devolved on
1,

his widow, Kannamma, who was his heir at law, and whilst she

discontinued the police service in
1865 and charged on the palayam in perpetuity a quit-rent of
Rs. 1,250 in commutation of that service and of the reversionary

was

in

possession, Government

interest which the Crown claimed
the terms of the original grant.

as the paramount

power

under

The title-deed C which was then

issued by the inam Commissioner

on behalf of the Governor

in

Council was issued in the name of Kannamma, and it purported
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to conﬁrm the iném to her in freehold or as her absolute property,
to be held or disposed of as she thought proper, subject only to the

payment of the quit—rent which was charged upon it. It is also
alleged in the plaint that Ghengalamma was an infant of a year
and-a-half old when her father died, and according to Act 1X of
1875,

she attained her

the 1st
appeals
obtain

majority on the 23rd August 1877.

On

January 1882, she instituted the suit from which these
arise in her own name and on behalf of her minor son to
a declaration

that the alienations made by Kannamma in

favour of the appellants were not binding upon her as reversionary
It is conceded, however, that the alienations are good during
heir.
the lifetime of defendant No. 1 and to the extent of her estate as

Hindu widow.

The respondents’ case, then, was that the proper
ties alienated were ancestral, that Kannamma took but a widow’s
a

estate therein, and that the alienations were
estate and in contravention

of the provisions

in excess of that

of the Hindu Law.

On the other hand, the appellants contended that the alienations
in which they are interested were made for value actually paid
and for purposes recognized

by the Hindu Law

binding on the
We may here observe that though defendant N0. 2,
reversioner.
Chengalamma’s husband, alleged at one time that the considera
tion mentioned in connection

as

with some of the alienations

was

ﬁctitious, and though Kannamma herself stated in her evidence
that the gumastas in her service had deceived her, the contention
that the consideration was ﬁctitious in whole or in part is not

NARXYAIA

032:5“,
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thn“
0.
CHBNOAL

mm.

[VOL X.

pressed on us in appeal in regard to the sales and mortgages now

under consideration.
upon

the question

The parties then proceeded to trial mainly
whether

those sales and mortgages

were made

in circumstances

which rendered them valid against the rever
The Judge decided in favour of Chengalamma, but he
observed in regard to her minor son that as he was not the next

sioner.

reversioner

and as there was no collusion

appellants,

he was not entitled to

between

join in

the

her and

From this

the suit.

four appeals have been preferred—No. 19 of 1885 by
Nos. 3 and 4 in regard to the sale of the village of
Kesavaram in February 1876 under exhibit IA and the perpetual

decree

defendants

VII

lease granted in July [871 under document
to 40 gorrus of land in the hamlet of Chittedu

A with

reference

; No. 25, by the
of Venkatagiri, defendant No. 5, in regard tothe sale of the
village of Maddali in execution of the decree in Original Suit 3

sts

No.

6

in regard

to the mortgage

1874 under exhibit

ID

1871 and in November

In

N0. 8, by

in

to the sale of Vajjavaripalayam

No. 7
; and No. 9, by defendant
of the village of Chittedu in March

1877 under exhibit C

October

in regard

and

leases granted in

the perpetual

IIID

1873 under exhibits

July

and 11D.

of 1885, objection has also been
taken to the decree by Chengalamma on behalf of her minor son
connection

with Appeal

19

under section 561 of the Code of Civil Procedure in
negatives his right to
raised

join in

Some of the

the suit.

the decree and the evidence

against

far as

so

it

objections

in regard to Kan

namma’s position in life, the income at her disposal, and the mode

in which

managed

she

the estate relate to all the appeals before

in

us, and it is desirable to deal with them

one judgment.

.

It

is contended in Appeals 19 and 25 that the properties in
dispute were Kannamma’s self-acquisitions and that Chengalamma

If

this

were to prevail, all the appeals should be allowed,

and

is not therefore
contention

it

at liberty to impeach

their alienation.

is necessary to consider the grounds on which it rests though at

some length

it is not

and mortgaged

denied

are portions

that the villages and hamlets sold
of the ancestral palayam, but it is

permitted to descend to the heir at law,

still
not in

is

the palayam
such heir takes

it

bent there

that on the death of each incum

lapse to the Crown, that

if

can be no proprietary estate in

it,

asserted that the tenure of an unsettled palayam is such that there
is
a
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continuation of the antecedent
a fresh grant from

title (for there was none), but as
the paramount power, and that the enfrnn-

chisement which changed the tenure into permanent

NARKYAFA

onnzén_

Mu“

and heritable

property was an act of State or an event which occurred during
Kannamma’s incumbency as a grantee.
A tenure like this came
under the consideration
of the Privy Council in The Collector
of Trichinopoly v. The Zamindiir of Marungapziri and (his prede
The de facto zamindar was the
widow) Lakkamam'.(1)

cessor’s

brother of the former palayagér and was recognized by Govern
ment as entitled to the palayam or appointed to it in preference
to the widow.

She alleged

an illegitimate
an ancestral

that the nominee of Government was

brother of her husband,

and

that the palayam was
hereditary tenure, and that the succession to it

Hindu Law

was governed by the

and not liable to be changed by

On behalf of the Crown,

the appointment made by Government.
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the Collector pleaded

among

other matters

that the estate was

an unsettled palayam, that the right to nominate a successor to the

former palayagar was vested in the Government, that in the exer
cise of his right, the Government granted the palayam to the late
brother,

palayagar’s

and that the grant being an act of State was

not liable to be impugned in any Municipal

in contest in that

case

Court.

The matter

was mainly the character of the tenure

as

heritable property though with this difference, £172., that the con
test was then between the Crown and the heir at law, and that
there was

before us, the Crown did not
course of succession
a.

at all interfere with

and the contest is between

Hindu widow
After considering

under

to divert

an express appointment made by Government

the estate from the ordinary course of descent, whereas

a.

in

the case

the ordinary

person claiming

and her husband’s reversioner.
the history of the palayam

tenures

in this

Presidency and the distinction between the palayams which were
permanently settled under Regulation XXV of 1S02 and those
which were

not brought under the permanent settlement, the
observed that a palayam might be hereditary

Judicial Committee
though

it was not permanently

settled, and that the existence of a

proprietary estate in such palayam and the tenure on which
held are questions of fact which ought to be

in each case by legal evidence.
(1)

it

is

udicially determined

There is thus no doubt that we

LE, 114.,

mu.

I

that because the palayam now in

Kuhn“

cannot

Cane/n.

dispute was an unsettled palayam

v.

mm.

_
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support

the contention

the late palayagar died,

when

Again, it may well be that
when the Crown does not step in and supersede the heir at law,
the tenure is an ancestral estate as between that heir and the
there was no heritable property in it.

reversioner

though not

Y(mumula

Rajah

as between them and the

Venk-ayama

v.

In Siree

Crown.

Strm Rajah Yanumula

Vankondomﬂ), the Privy Council considered

Boocbia

what circumstances

would support

a plea. of self-acquisition in regard to an estate
They held that unless there
originally granted by Government.
was a conﬁscation of the antecedent estate and a fresh grant by a

person competent to confer a legal title, the new occupant must be
considered to take the estate, not as self-acquisition, but in continu

ation of the former title. Considerable stress was next laid on the
words in the inam title-deed C, “ Conﬁrmed to you in freehold
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or

In construing

your absolute property, &o.”

as

those words,

regard must be had to the other parts of the document
parties

between

The document

and to the

they were intended to have operation.
commences with the words, “ On behalf of the
whom

Governor in Council of Madras,

I

acknowledge

your title to the

village of Chittetivar palayam.” What was then the
was acknowledged
which
as the basis of enfranohisement P
title
Was it not Kannamma’s title as the widow of the late palayagar
or the descendant of the original grantee of an ancient palayam P
mokhasa

If

it

was,

in

is not the enfranohisement

the nature of a mere

accretion

to what was undoubtedly an ancestral

tenure ?

Nor is

and

hereditary

there reason to doubt that the words were intended

to be operative only as between

the Crown and the inﬁmdér and

as between the latter and his heir.
In O/zorukuri Venkanna v.
Mantravathi Lakshmi Narag/ana Saetrulu,(2) it was decided that the
enfranchisement of a personal inam was no bar to
enquiry into

not

an
the title to that inam and that the title-deed granted by the inam

Commissioner‘might be set aside by Civil Courts without prejudice
to its effect as enfranchisement of the inﬁrm tenure.
It was only
provided by section 2 of Madras Act
deed issued by the in6m Commissioner

IV of

1862 “that the title
shall be deemed sufﬁcient

of land previously held on intm
proof of the enfranchisement
tenure,” while section 1 abolished the special jurisdiction vested
(1) 13

M.I.A.,

333.

(2) 2

M.H.C.R.,

327.
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in the Governor in Council by section 2, Regulation IV of 1831,
and revived the jurisdiction of the Civil Courts in regard to claims
made to the
oribed

of

in document C

as mokhasa

a service iném mentioned

effect of enfranchisement

With

iném.

the palayam in this suit is des-

Although

inﬁrm.

and is as such in the nature

VI of

in Regulation

is the same as

in

1831, the legal

the case of a personal

Act

reference to service inams, Madras

IV

of 1866,

similar provisions, with the proviso
“
contained in section 3, viz., N0 Court of Civil Judicature shall be

sections

and

1

2, enacted

competent to call into question

decisions affecting any service
inam which may have been already passed by Revenue oﬂicers
acting under the provisions of Regulation VI of 1831 prior to the

enfranchisement of such inam.
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the contention that the

inﬁrm

There is then no foundation for

title-deed conferred

a new

title upon

Kannamma or that the enfranchisement had a larger operation
than as a release granted by the Crown in respect of its rever
sionary interest and of the obligation of rendering service. Again,
In that case the
reliance was placed on Bada v. Hussu Bhai(l).
share

which

Collector

the plaintiff

prior to the

claimed

had been transferred

enfranchisement

by the

to the ofﬁce-bearer,

de

fendant N0. 1, under Regulation VI of 1831, and this Court held
did not revive a title which had already
that the enfranchisement
become extinct.

It

was a decision with

contained in section 3 of Madras Act
pretence in this

case

reference

IV

to the proviso

of 1866 and there is no

for saying that the Collector ever adjudicated

in favor of Kannamma as against her daughter under Regulation
VI of 1831. It is not clear whether the palayam in dispute was
treated by Government
yam,

but in

as

a service

iném or

as an unsettled

either view of the case Kannamma

acquired

pala

no new

It has been repeatedly
right of property under the iném title-deedheld with reference to ancient palayams and zamindaris brought

under the permanent settlement that such settlement only changed
a precarious tenure into permanent property and a varying assess
ment into a ﬁxed demand and did not otherwise alter the incidents
of the estates either in regard to their mode of descent or parti
bility as evidenced by family usage. With reference to the deci
sion of the Privy Council in the Marungapuri case, it is suggested
by the pleader for the defendants
(1)

1.1.3.,

1

Nos. 3 and 4 that we should

ma, 2a.

NABA'HM
Gangén_

Mn“
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man,“
0.

Canon.

Al“.

new direct an inquiry

We

as to whether

by Government

was treated

or not the palayam in dispute

prior to 1860

as a

are unable to accede to this suggestion,

self-acquisition did not

at all arise

there was a distinct averment

in

[VOL X.

proprietary estate.

of
Though

for the question

on the pleading.

the plaint that the palayam was

an ancestral estate, yet none of the appellants

traversed

it either

in their written statements or at the ﬁrst hearing. On the other
and went to trial in regard to
the question of justiﬁcation.
Though we may perhaps consider in

hand, they justiﬁed the alienations

any question of law arising from facts which are either
admitted or undisputed, we cannot allow without any satisfactory
appeal

reason new questions
appeal.

Again,

of fact to be raised for the ﬁrst time in

the petitions of appeal contain no ground of objec

tion which speciﬁcally raises the question of self-acquisition, and
it is extremely doubtful whether the contention is even open to
under section 542 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Further, the learned pleader for defendants Nos._3 and 4 does not
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the appellants

state on what speciﬁc facts he grounds his application for further

enquiry and on what occasions the Crown interfered with the
hereditary descent of the palayam, and it is difﬁcult to resist the
impression that the question is probably started for the ﬁrst time
at the hearing of the appeals as a matter of speculative reasoning.

We

have therefore no hesitation in overruling the contention

that

the palayam was Kannamma’s self-acquisition as frivolous.

This being

so,

she succeeded to the palayam as her husband’s

heir and took in it but a Hindu widow’s estate. In this view,
the evidence which relates to her p0sition in life, to the income at
and

her disposal

to the mode in which she managed

the estate

is common to all the appeals.
(After disposing of the other questions in the appeals, the judg
ment proceeded as follows) :—

It only

tions.

remains for us to dispose of the memorandum

As observed

reversioner

by the

Judge plaintiff N0.

of objec
next

2 is not the

and the general rule undoubtedly is that no declaratory

suit can be maintained when there is no existing interest to protect
as contradistinguished from a mere possibility or contingency.

It

was held,

widow, the

however,

in

daughter takes
(1)

the Simganga 0080(1) that, like the
under the Mitakshara Law but a

I.L.R.,

a

ma,

p.

m.

MADRAS SERIES.
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qualiﬁed heritage, and that, though for the time being she represents the inheritance, her succession is but a case of interposition

full
The two plaintiffs in
full ownership, and in
between

male owner

the last

and his nearest male sapinda.

Nun,“
o.

Cannon.

ums

.

the suit before us would represent together
one sense, the position of plaintiff

No.

2 is

similar to that of a person who in terms of the English Law has a
vested remainder subject to two pre-existing life estates.
Advert

will left by the last male holder,
in Ammt Bakaa'ur Sing v. Thaku-rac'n

ing

to such a case arising under a

the

Privy Council

observed

Koer(1) that the remainderman was entitled to main
tain a declaratory suit under the Speciﬁc Relief Act. We do not

Raghunatb

it

now consider

necessary

collusion between the plaintiff

tiff No.

in

to decide whether,

N o.

1

the absence of

and the alienees, the plain

2 would be entitled to maintain a separate suit, and
to say that we see no objection

sufﬁcient

to his

it

is

joining in this suit

Furthermore, none of the appellants

seriously resists the claim

as a co-plaintiff.
of plaintiff No.
On these grounds, we allow the memorandum

that Appeals

of objections.
and 25 of 1885 are dis

19

costs and that the objections

allowed, but, under the circumstances,

of plaintiff N0.

without

2

with

9,

The result
missed

8,

is,

2 to intervene

are

costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr.

J

Before

usticc

Brandt and Mr. Just-kc Parker.

NILAKANDAN (Pum'rirr),

APPELLANT,

1886.
5.
August 30.

April

and

(Darmmms),

Rnsroivnnms.*
Law, how far applicaéla

of Hindt'i Law, which imposes

contracted for purposes

duty on

a

somforfatber’a debt in Hindu' Law not applicable.
a

The principle
debt,

omens

Law—Brahma—Nambudria—MuuadJ—Endé

-—Liability

qf

Haldar

m

neither illegal nor immoral,

son to pay his father’s

is

MADHAVAN

not applicable

to the

Malabar Brahmans called Nambudris and Mussads.

suit No. 4010i 1883, on the ﬁle of the District Mﬁnsif of Emad,

LE, LA,

41.

Second

Appeal 784 oi1885.
2

(1)

*

In

9
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N ambudri

sued Madhavan Mussad for speciﬁc per

formance of a contract to sell portion of his illam (family house).

The defendant admitted the claim and plaintiff got a decree.
of that decree was resisted by the judgment
debtor's wife, N angunili Manyamma, and the decree-holder’s peti
The execution

tion against her obstruction was registered as a suit under s. 311
of the Code of Civil Procedure, the minor sons of Madhavan being
made defendants Nos. 1 and 2 along with their mother who was
defendant

No.

3.

The Mfmsif found that the debt (Rs. 68) for which Madhavan
contracted to sell part of the family house was incurred for pur
and held that plaintiff was
poses binding on the defendants,
entitled to a decree.

He decreed that defendant

N0. 3 should

pay the debt and all costs of suit within a month, and that

in

case

of default the portion of the house sued for should be surrendered
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to plaintiff.

On appeal the Subordinate Judge reversed this decree, holding
that the decree in suit No. 401 of 1883 was not binding on the
defendants and, if examinable, was not one which should have
been passed.

The plaintiff having died, his representative; Vishnu Nam
budri, appealed on the ground, inter die, that the parties being
Mussads were governed by Hindu Law and, therefore, defendants
could

not

contest

the decree against

Madhavan, except on the

ground that the debt which led to the decree was
immoral.

illegal

or

Sankara Meson for appellant.
Sankaran Ndyar for respondents.

The Court (Brandt and Parker, JJ.) delivered the
llowing
JUDGMENT :—We consider it is necessary to ask for a ﬁnding,
on such evidence as the parties may properlyCadduce,
whether
the family to which the respondents

by the

belong is governed

ordinary Hindu Law or by the Marumakkatayam Law, or by a
combination of the two systems of law, and if so, in what respects
the law as affecting the

which they are

liability of

the defendants

customarily bound

in this

differs from the

case

by

ordinary

Hindu Law.
Findings to be returned within three months from date of the
re-opening of the Lower Court, when ten days will be allowsd for
ﬁling objections.

*
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Nauruva

Costs to abide the result.

I.
compliance with the above order, the Subordinate Judge Mmaavm.
submitted the following

I

In

Finding :—“

I am directed

to submit

a

ﬁnding, on such evi

‘

the family to which the
whether
belong is governed by the ordinary Hindu Law or by

dence as the parties may adduce,
respondents

the Marumakkatayam

if

of law, and

Law

or by a combination

in what respects the law

so,

in this

of the defendants

of the two system

as affecting

the

liability

by which they are customarily
bound differs from the ordinary Hindu Law.’

“ N0

case

evidence has been adduced by either party in this case.

“ The
respondents (defendants)
budris or Malabar Brahmans.

“Usages of

in other

The prominent

provinces.

variations are detailed in Vishnu v. Krishnamﬂ)
“ Their customs in the
and
management

‘

assignment

of pro

perty do not differ from the customs of the Néyars. Impartibility
is the rule, and the eldest member is the manager.
The eldest
member in a Nambudri family, like the eldest member in a N ayar
family, is called the karnavan, Nambiatan Nambudri v. Nambiatan
Nambudri.(2) The management does not descend from father to
son, but invariably devolves on the senior male member however
remotely

connected, even though the deceased manager may have
is,

The
left adult sons competent to enter upon the management.
a
N
a
illam
and
Nambudri
ayar tarwad
only difference between

that in the former the offspring of the marriage and the married
woman become members of the husband’s illam, while the children
of

a

woman become members of her own tarwad.

Nayar

The self

deceased junior male
property left undisposed of by
son,
but,
to
his
not
descend
following the custom of
member does
the Néyar tarwad,
lapses to the illam.
“ It
worthy of remark that one of the earliest decisions of
the

High Court which

established the rule that a decree obtained

not binding on the family unless members
against the karnavan
30
of the Civil Procedure Code, or were
s.
under
had notice
case in which the parties were
parties to the suit, was passed in
a

is

.

is

it

a

acquired

Nambudris,

(1)

I.L.R.,

1
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the Nambudris differ on some important points

of Brahmans

from those

a class of Nam

are Mussads,

Vdsudéva

ma,

15.

v.

Ndréyana.(3)

Mr.

(2)

2M.H.C.R.,

(3)1.L.R.,6

110.

Justice

Kernan

ma,

121.

anumsx
U.

Msmuvm.
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observed in that suit:

‘on his

own

statement

he is a member of

Nambudri Brahman illam in Malabar, and prime facie he is
governed by Malabar Law and not by the ordinary Hindu Law.’
“ am not aware of any decision, and the vakil of the plaintiﬁ
a

I

has not been able to refer me to any, in which

it

has been held

that Nambudris are governed by the ordinary Hindi] Law in.
respect of the management and alienation of their family property.
“ There is
nothing to show that the Nambudris who do not
follow the Hindu Law in the management and alienation of their
property are governed by the principle of the Hindu Law, im
posing on the son the religious obligation of paying his father’s
debts, even though contracted without necessity, and by the logical
extension of that principle laid down in Girdharee Lall v. Kantoo
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La]! (1) that the father is entitled to sell the family property in
order to pay off such debts.
“ The decision of the Privy Council cannot be carried beyond
the circumstances

Law,

upon which it was based.

the father has a share

Under the Hindu
in family property which may be

severed by partition and which descends on his death to his sons.

The obligation of the sons to discharge

the father’s

debts is inci

For discharge of debts other than debts
dental to the heritage.
incurred for immoral purposes, the interest of the son in the
family property may be sold. But among Nambudris, neither the
father nor the son has any deﬁnite share in family property which
may be made available for the father’s debt. The property is

joint

and indivisible

and belongs

to the whole family.

The

family in the present suit consists of the father, his two sons and
their mother; and the three latter, according to the decision of the

High Court in

Vdsude'va v. Ndrdyamz(2),

are not bound by a decree

against the former to which they were not parties.

“ My ﬁnding is that the family to which defendants belong is
governed by a combination of Hindu Law and Marumakkatayam
Law, and that, in respect of the liability of the sons for a decree
against the father, the law as affecting Mussads differs from the
ordinary Hindu Law-”
On the 30th August the Court delivered the following
JUDGMENT :---The ﬁnding being in favour of the respondents,
and no objection having been taken, the appeal is dismissed with
'

costs.
(1)14 B.L.B., 187.

(2)1.L.R.,

s

Mall,

121.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

Mr. Justice Brandt.
RAN GAMMA

1886.
September

against

MUHAMMAD ALI. *
Criminal Procedure (lode, a. 488.

Where an application is
ance, passed

made to a. Magistrate to enforce an order for mainten

under s. 488 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, such Magistrate is not

bound to enforce the order

if

the defendant proves that the claim for maintenance

has been released.

1st of December
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ON the

1885 Muhammad

Ali

was ordered by

C. Ramachandrayyar, a Presidency Magistrate, to pay Rs. 5 a
month to Rangamma, for the maintenance of three illegitimate
children.

On

the 14th of

July

1886 Muhammad

Ali

applied

to the

Magistrate to cancel this order, on the ground that on the
16th January 1886 he had paid Rs. 60 to Rangamma and
same

from her by which she agreed to claim no
The Magistrate held that the case
more maintenance from him.
obtained

a release

did not fall under

s. 489

of the Code of Criminal Procedure and

that the proper course for Muhammad

Ali

was to plead the release

if Rangamma moved the court to enforce the order.
On the 26th July Rangamma complained to the Acting Chief
Presidency Magistrate (W. M. Scharlieb) against Muhammad
Ali for neglecting to pay Rs. 5 as ordered on the 1st December
1885.

The Magistrate ordered payment forthwith and costs.
Against this order Muhammad Ali presented a petition to thc
‘

High Court.

In

forwarding the record, the Acting Chief Presidency Magis
trate remarked that the proceedings held by him were the enforce
that

if Muhammad Ali felt

aggrieved by the order for maintenance,

he ought to have asked

ment of a previous

'

order,

and

Criminal Revision Case 437 of 1886.

15.

BAMst
0.

the
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High Court

to set

it

aside, or to have applied under s. 489, and

Munsnuun that he had made no such application.
Am.
Dunlzz'll for Muhammad Ali.

The Court (Brandt,
JUDGMENT :—The

J.)

delivered the following

of Criminal

Code

express provision for cancelling

Procedure contains

an order for maintenance

but

cumstances such as those here represented,

herself

in

received a lump sum of money

the woman

claims for maintenance

if it

no

in cir

be true that

satisfaction

of all

for herself and the illegitimate children of

and the petitioner,

a

Magistrate would clearly not only

be justiﬁed in refusing to enforce the order for maintenance

but

I

know nothing as
would be wrong in enforcing it; of course
If the
to the truth or untruth of the petitioner’s
allegations.
woman

accepted

the money

said

to

have been

paid in satis

faction of all claims, including a claim on account of the infant

in

child, then the woman will have no right to an
for this child either; but if this is not so, and the rest
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arms, the youngest
allowance

of the arrangement

is proved

as alleged

by the petitioner, the

allowance should be reduced, as provided in s. 489 Criminal Proce
dure Code, so as to secure the maintenance of the infant child only.

The order of the Chief Magistrate is
directed

and

aside,

set

he is

to dispose of the petitioner’s application in due course

The Chief Magistrate is in error in thinking that the
petitioner did not apply to have the order originally granted
of law.

reconsidered;

such

application

was

Magistrate, Mr. Rémachandrayyar,
by that Magistrate that it might be

made
and

an

to

the

order

considered

woman again applied to enforce the maintenance

Presidency
was

when and
order.

passed

if

the

VOL.
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PRIVY COUNCIL.
VENKATADRI APPA RAU

2, c.

(PLAINTIFF)

'J.

and

PEDA VENKAYAMMA
[On

appeal from the

am) ornnss

July

(Dnrmmms).

High Court of Madras]

Attempt to control the descent of property—Ros judicata.

Two brothers having divided their family estate, each took a share consisting of
villages which they hold separately, agreeing in the instrument of partition that
“ the villages of the shares of both of us should in future descend only to the sons
and grandsons, and so on of us both, but must not go to any others.”

On the

death of one brother leaving a widow and daughters, the widow obtained
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possession of the villages which formed her husband’s share,
against her by the other brother to recover them was dismissed

and

a suit brought

on the ground that

the divided shares descended according to law. The widow then transferred the
villages to her elder daughter, whose right to the possession, as against the brother,
was declared in the present suit on the ground that, as between the widow and the
brother, the question of the widow’s title was res judicata.

APPEAL fromadecree (26th February 1884) of the High Court,
afﬁrming a decree (16th March 1883) of the District Judge of
Godavari.

About

the year 1835, the brothers

Simhadri and Venkatadri,

Rejés belonging to the Nuzvid family, received from their older
brothers, the zamindars of Nidadavole and Nuzvid, respectively, a
grant of certain villages in the GodAvari district by way of per
On the 7th August 1846, the
manent and heritable maintenance.
two brothers entered into an arrangement for the separate holding
of these villages by them, each taking his separate share and
agreeing in a samakhya or partition deed of that date to the
following eﬁeet :—“ As both of us are born of the same mother, the
villages of the shares of both of us should in future descend only
to the

sons and grandsons,

to any others.”

in

the collectorate

and so on, of us both, but must not go

An entry in

accordance with the above was made

books and the separation was carried out.

Simhadri died in November 1861, Venkatadri surviving him,
and left a widow, Sithaya, and two daughters
1* Present: Lord
RICHARD Comm.

Ws'rsox,

Lord Hosnou‘ss,

c.

1886.

; and

Sir Beans

the widow

Peacock,

and

Sir

7.
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memm

obtained possession of the villages which had been allotted to her

“Pam”

by suit in 1863, Venkatadri sought to recover
from her, alleging that he had been joint with his late brother,
and that, by usage from time immemorial in the family, women

1211;13:2'

husband.

These,

This suit

did not inherit.

was dismissed, the Court holding

that

the deed of 1846 was an ordinary partition deed in its effect and.

that the alleged special custom was not proved.
afﬁrmed by the

By

This decree was

High Court.

an instrument executed

on the 24th

April

transferred all the villages in her possession,

1880,

Sithaya

as above stated,

to

her elder daughter, Peda Venkayamma, the ﬁrst respondent, in
consideration of her assuming the management thereof and dis
charging all the debts payable by her mother, including Rs. 20,000
stated
sister,

in the
in the

document

to be due to the

elder daughter,

whose

event of her death, was to succeed her, the issue of
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the younger daughter taking ultimately.

Venkatadri opposed the entry of this transfer in the collectorate
books and Peda Venkayamma, accordingly, brought against him
the present suit to obtain a declaration of her right to possession
of the villages. He contended that the alienation by Sithaya was
inoperative in consequence of the effect of the agreement of 1846
between himself and his deceased brother; also that it wasicon
trary to the custom of the family that females should hold the

family estate.
The District

Judge

held

that effect should: be given to the
The questions whether or not

transfer made in 1880 by Sithaya.

the estate was still family estate, and whether or not the brothers
were divided, and whether there was any agreement

or custom of

the family debarring females from inheriting, had been directly
The ques
and substantially in issue in the suit decided in 1863.

tions raised had, in the Judge’s opinion, been decided, and he
decreed the suit in the plaintiff’s favor.

On appeal to the High Court, this decree was affirmed by a
Divisional Bench (Muttusami Ayyar and Hutchins, JJ.), whose
judgment was as follows :—
“ Only two points have been urged by the Advocate-General

in

support

heirs

can

of this appeal—(l)
come in is not

that the question whether female

we jud-feata ; and

(2) that the suit

is not maintainable. Upon the latter point there
The declaration is necessary to enable the
cannot be any doubt.
for a declaration
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plaintiff to go to the Collector for consequential

relief, and it has annnnn!

been rendered necessary by the appellant’s own act in opposing the

“Palm,

Nor can the

£213?

application which she formerly made to the Collector.

The same question

upon the other ground.

appeal he sustained

was clearly decided in the former suit between this appellant and
the widow, the
the estate

;

No.

defendant

and even

if it

The widow then represented

1.

were not so, her daughter,

the present

plaintiff, is at present claiming under her.
“ We dismiss the
appeal with costs.”

On this appeal Mr. J. D. Mayne appeared for the appellant.
Mr. _R. V. Dayna and Mr. G. P. Jolmsfone for the respondents.

Mr.

J. D. Mayne

for the appellant,

after adverting to some
other points bearing on the question how far the decision of 1863
was conclusive in regard to the present suit, suggested that the

of

1880 was open to the construction that

control the descent of the estate.
it an invalid act on the part of a

limited one, the estate of

a

it

attempted to

This might be held to render
female, whose estate was but a

widow.

This question, however, had

not been raised below.

Their Lordships, in
the respondents,

the result, without calling upon counsel for

dismised the appeal with costs.

0.11.

Solicitors for the respondent—T.

L.

Wilson

(Sc

Appeal dismissed.
Solicitor for the appellant—R. T. Tasker.
00.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
VENKATRAMANNA

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

18%

and

ViRAMMA

AND ornans

(Dammmrs),

Dacree-Fraud——Collusion between pm-ties—Deﬁ'ndant

Sept.

Ihisrorz'naivrs."t
his own

subsequently pleading

fraud.

and the tenants to recover possession

'

quently sued

Second

of the same land.

Appeal 418 of 1886.

B

A

a

decree against B, in execution of which he was put in possession of
A obtained
certain land by proclamation, the land being in the possession of tenants.
subse
pleaded

8.

Mr. Justice Brandt

6,

Before

B
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that the decree obtained by A was the result of collusion between himself and

A in

fraud of 13’s creditors :
Held, that it was not open to B to raise this plan.

Vinnnu.

APPEAL from the decree of Mr. F. Graham, Acting District Judge
of Cuddapah, reversing the decree of M. Jayaram Ran, District

Mﬁnsif of N andalur, in suit

313 of 1884.

Bojaya and

Plaintiff, Ravoru Venkatramanna, sued Viramma,
Subbadu to recover certain land.

In suit 283 of
in

7

1869 plaintiff obtained a decree against Viramma,
to him

in

also alleged that he had let this land to the father

of
in

execution of which he alleged

the land was delivered

1873.

Plaintiﬁ
Bojjaya

and to Subbadu who refused

to give up possession

Viramma pleaded that the decree in suit 283 of 1869 and
the sale deed on which it was based were collusive, intended to
1881.
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protect the land against her creditors not to transfer

it

to plaintiff,

and that the land had been in her possession throughout.
She also alleged that she had let the land to the other
defendants.

The Munsif found that it was not proved by Viramma that
the sale deed or the former suit were collusive.

He found that the land had been in plaintiff’s possession
after the execution of the decree, but that it was not proved that
defendants

Nos. 2 and 3 were tenants of plaintiff.

The claim was decreed.
Defendants appealed.
The District Judge found that the former suit was collusive,
that no valid delivery took place in execution thereof, and that
defendant

No.

1

had been in possession since the date of that suit.

The suit was dismissed.

Plaintiff appealed on the following grounds :—
I. As between the plaintiff and defendant No.

1

the process

of the decree in Original suit
283 of 1869 transferred possession from the defendant

of delivery in execution

N0.

to the plaintiff

;

and the defendant

No.

1

and defendants

Nos. 2 and 3 Who claim under him are precluded
contending that there was only
pessession

a symbolical

from

delivery of

and that such possession as defendant No. 1

had was not transferred to plaintiff.

MADRAS SERIES.
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Whether the process of delivery purported to be under
s. 223 or s. 224 of Act
of 1859 is immaterial as

VIII

between the parties to the said suit and such delivery
-

III.

any having a right of occupancy.
That defendants Nos. 2 and 3 are estopped from denying
the title and possession of the plaintiff on the,dates ,of
the rental agreement

executed by defendant

the father of defendant

IV.

if

cannot affect the rights of third parties, or the tenants

No.

2

No. 3 and

in favour of the plaintiff

whether or not rents were paid under those agreements.

Defendant

No.

1

who

was defendant

in Original

Suit

No. 283 of 1869 cannot be permitted to plead that the
decree in the said suit was obtained by the plaintiﬁ
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in collusion with her.
V. The decree in Original Suit N0. 283 of 1869, dated 22nd
April 1870, is in force, and even assuming that it can
be set aside by a party alleging that it was obtained

in

collusion with him, the period of limitation of three
years for setting aside such a decree has long ago expired.
BMsbyam Ayyangdr for appellant.
Ammddcharlu for respondents.
The Court (Brandt and Parker,

JJ.)

delivered

the following

J.—The District Judge ﬁnds that there

was such deli

judgments :—
Baarzn'r,

very of possession as the case admitted

of, viz., symbolioal delivery
by proclamation, the land being in the occupation of tenants ; and
such delivery is in the circumstances as effectual to effect transfer

physical delivery, and the suit is brought within
twelve years from the date of such delivery.

of possession

as

It

is admitted then that the decree of the Lower Appellate
Court cannot be supported, except upon the ground that there was
in fact no sale by defendant

N0.

1

to the appellant,

and that

the suit and decree in and-by which the land was adjudged to the

appellant

can be, and

having
merely colourable
been, as

transaction

the pretended vendor’s

be treated

as a

nullity,

the sale

intended

creditors.

It

to screen the land from
is suggested that the

rule

in which plaintiff and defendant are in pan'
should be observed in this case also, viz., that the position

observed
deh'cto,

in

should

it is found by the Lower Appellate Court, a

cases

Yunna
MANIA

VIWA.

‘annrns- of
XLNNL
0.

Viﬂsm.T
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the defendant

plaintiff in such

is the better, and that the Court

But

case.

will

not assist a

of the learned vakil for

the contention

the plaintiff is correct, viz., that where there is a decree which
the defendant has taken no steps to have set aside on the ground

of fraud or otherwise,
fraud and collusion
treated

as a

nullity

the decree, although it was the result of

between

the parties,

injury

when no

The subject is dealt with in Ahmedblzoy
and, on the authorities therein cited,

I

will not

be set aside, nor

to third parties
Hubz'blzoy

I consider

will

ensue.

v. Cassumblzoy, (1)

rightly dealt with.

may add that there is also considerable force in the argument
that as defendant No. 1 would not be in time with a suit to set
aside the decree on the ground of fraud,

so

it is not open to her

now to set up this plea; but the case may be disposed of_irrespective

I
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of this, and on the broad ground above stated am of opinion that
the decree of the Lower Appellate Court should be set aside, and
that of the Court of First Instance restored, and the appellant
should have costs of this appeal and in the Lower Appellate Court.
PARKER, J.—-A1though when a contract or deed is made for
or immoral purpose

defendant against whom it is
for
his own sake but on grounds
sought to be enforced may—not
of general policy (per Lord Mansﬁeld in Holman v. Johnson (2)
an illegal

and Luckmidris

Klu'mji v.

a

Mal/'1' Cn-nji (3)-—-show the

turpitude of

both himself and the plaintiff, it is otherwise when a decree has
In
been obtained by the fraud and collusion of both the parties.

it

such case

is binding upon both, Alzmedblzoy

Hubibkoy

v. Gas-sum

Prudham v. Phi/hips. (4) It is not therefore open to
defendant No. 1 to plead the collusion of herself and plaintiff in
obtaining the decree in suit N0. 283 of 1869.
bhoy (1) and

And,

as between them the

formal transfer of possession carried

out by the Court is conclusive,

transfer was under
Juggabumihu

it

s. 223 or 224

Mukerjee

makes no difference whether the

of the Code of Civil Procedure,

v. Ram Chunder

Bysack (5) and Lokessm

Koer v. Purgwn Roy.(6)
The suit is within twelve

years.0f the transfer and cannot

be barred.

I.L.R., 6 Bom., 703.
343.
Cowper,
(2)
I.L.R., 6 Bom., 296.
(3)
(1)

(4)
(5)
(6)

2 Ambler, 763.

I.L.R., 6 Cal., 684.
I.L.R., 7 0111.,418.
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The decree of the Lower Appellate Court should be reversed

Mﬁnsif

and that of the District
must bear appellant’s

costs

and

restored,

the

respondent

in this and in the Lower Appellate

VM,m_
mm“

Vimllu

Court.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

Mr. Justice Parker.
’GREGORY

1886.
September

against

KAN GANI.*

VADAKASI
Act
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V

XII! of lBﬁQ—Juriadiction—Breach

having received an advance of money from G, contracted

foreign territory.

of

of contract to labour in foreign territory.

1859, ordered

Having broken the contract
to repay, and sentenced

V

was

to labour for him

prosecuted

under Act

in

XIII

to imprisonment in default :

Held, that the order was illegal.

Cass referred to the High Court by S.
Magistrate of Tinnevelly, in calendar

H. Wynne, Acting District
case

No.

of 1886 on the

10

ﬁle of the Second-class Magistrate of Tenkasi.
The facts were stated as follows :—
“ The
magistrate has directed a man_to pay up a sum under
of 1859, and, in default, ordered him to
the Contract Act

XIII

be kept in rigorous imprisonment for one month,

which sentence

has been undergone.

“ The contract was for work in Travancore

territory. This is
of
India,
limits
British
and
the
Act does not apply,
beyond the
though the contract was made in British territory (High Court
Proceedings, 15th December 1876, No. 2940).”
Counsel were not instructed.

The Court (Parker, J.) delivered the following
JUDGMENT :-—The defendant was prosecuted under the Breach
of 1859, and was ordered to repay the
of Contract Act

XIII
It

money advanced.

is not stated whether

in British territory, but the work was to
ten'itory.

\

’

the contract was made

be performed

>

Criminal Revision Case 307 of 1886.

'

in foreign

28.
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The

Gasoom

case is

[VOL. X.

similar to that on which the High Court Proceed

ings of 15th December 1876, No. 2940, were passed, in which
case it was shown that the contract was made in British territory.
It was then held that such an order was ultra tires.

v m1"; m
MGM"-

The order of the Second-class Magistrate must be set aside.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

KL, Chief Justice,

H. Collins,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

NARAYANA NAMBI

1886,

sum

20, so.

(Dneann-nonnnn),

APPELLANT,

and

PAPPI BRAHMANI

syn morass

gJunomr-nnn‘ron’s
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Rnrussnrsrwss), Rssronnsnrs.'
Limitation

Tim

Act, uh

II,

arts.

178, 179~Dccree—Ezecation—Attsohmt

occupied in suing to declare property liable to attachment

set aside—

not excluded from

amputation.

An application for
children thereupon

'

execution

of a decree having been made in 1880, certain

as being the property of the judgment-debtor (deceased).

land was attached

claimed the land and the attachment was raised.

His

Upon this,

the judgment-creditor sued to establish his right to sell the land in execution and
In 1885, the
obtained a decree in 1882, which was conﬁrmed on appeal in 1883.
judgmentoreditor again applied for attachment and sale of the same land :
Held that the application was barred by limitation—Paras

I.L.B.,

1

All,

356, dissented

Ram v. Gardner,

from.

APPEAL against an order of H. J. Stokes, Acting District Judge
of South Malabar, reversing an order of the District Munsif of
Chowgat in execution of the decree in suit 132 of 1877.
In suit No. 132 of 1877, the decree-holder, Thengil Narayana
Nambi, applied for execution, on the 19th mm 1880, by attachment

J

of certain

land, the property of the

Undadi Vasu Nambi.

After

deceased

judgment-debtor,

attachment his daughter Pappi Brah

mani and two others presented claim petitions, and the attachment
The decree-holder then instituted suit No. 383 of
was withdrawn.
1882 on 10th

July

against the claimants, and on the 13th September

the Court decreed that the property which had been attached was

liable to he sold in satisfaction of the

decree.

" Appeal against Appellate Order 36 of 1885.

'

6

MADRAS SERIES.
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On appeal, that decree was conﬁrmed on the 16th June 1883.
On the 28th July 1881 suit No. 132 of 1877 was struck off
On 6th

July

applied

for execution of

of 1877 by attachment

and sale of the

1885, the decree-holder

the decree in suit No.

132

property previously attached.
The Munsif granted the application,
his order on appeal, dismissing

reversed

but the District Court
the application

as barred

by limitation.
The decree-holder appealed to the High Court on the ground,
inter alia, that limitation began to run from 16th June 1883 when
suit No. 383 of 1882 was decided on appeal.
Anantan Ndyar for appellant.
Sankaran Na'yar for respondents.
and Parker,
The Court (Collins,

J.)

JUDGMENT :—-The ﬁrst application

to execute the decree was
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OJ,

June

on 19th

made

An

1880.

objection

delivered the following

petition was put in on

1881 and allowed on 11th July 1881.
On 10th
1882 the decree-holder brought a suit to have it declared that

9th February

July

property was liable to his attachment, and got a decree in his
On appeal, that decree was
favor on the 13th September 1882.
the

on 16th

conﬁrmed

to attach the same

The District

June

The present application, which is
property, was put in on 6th July 1885.

Munsif,

1883.

following

the

Full Bench

decision

in

Paras Ram v. Gardner,(1) held that the application was not barred,
since it was in effect an application to revive the previous appli
cation

and

declaratory

brought within three years of the date of the
decree in plaintiff’s favor.
was

On appeal, the District Judge held the application was barred,
since the extension of time—if the decree-holder was entitled to
any at all—could not exceed the time actually taken up in prose
cuting the suit. _ He refused. to follow the Allahabad High‘Court
in reckoning
decree

in

0.

new period

the declaratory

of three years from the date of the

suit:

-;

The decisions referred to by the District Mﬁnsif [Ramsoonder
Sandyai v. Gopcssur Mostofcc,(2) Krishna/'1' v. Amndrdv
which
he refused to follow, do not really apply to such a case as this,
since

Nuts:

Parr!

the ﬁle.

'

Nialnn

in

the one case the second application

(1) 1.1.11,

1

All,

355.

(2)1.L.R.,

a 011.,716.

was to attach other
(a)

I.L.R.,

7 Bom.,293.

Baaxum.
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N5

Knru

lands

v.

the

nun

Parr:

BRAHIANL

andin

those at ﬁrst attached,

than

judgment-debtor.

They

the second
fresh

therefore,

Were,

[VOL.
to

X.

arrest

applications

and could not be regarded as reviving previous ones.

In

In that

Virasdm'i v. Atln',(1) the question was discussed.

case the fresh

application

therefore

to be barred,

Brandt,

held

J.)

intimated

been regarded

was also to arrest the debtor,

but the Court (Turner, C.J., and

that, could the subsequent

a continuance

as

of the former

by
followed Paras Ram v. Gardner.(2)

a step necessary to give

pended,

This

and was

sus

proceedings

effect to them,

remark, however, is not authoritative,

have

application

it would

have

since the question

did not arise in that appeal, and the cases Krishna Chetty v. Rdmi
Chetty (3) and Mahalakshmi Ammél v. Lakshmi Arnde (4) were
not brought to the notice of the Court.

N o.

late order

In

appeal against appel

47 of 1883 (not reported) in which they were quoted,
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this Court has taken a different view.
two rulings were given

These

of 1871, art.

under the Limitation

Act

IX

in both of them the decree-holder applied

167 ; and

a second time to attach the same property, which had been released
on an objection

petition and the liability of which to his decree

regular suit. In both these cases, it
was held that the time must run from the date of the ﬁrst appli
by

had been established
cation,

and

a

that the time during which the judgment—creditor

was prosecuting

another suit to remove obstacles to the execution

of his decree could not be deducted.
with

therefore,

Act of

Limitation

the same

the Madras

Article
Act

IX

These cases are in conﬂict,

355, which was also a ruling

It

1871.

from the

dissented

and took

All,

1

will

be observed that Pearson,

Full Bench ruling
view

as

under the

J.,

of the Allahabad

Court

Morgan, C.J., and Kindersley,

J., in

High Court.
179 of the present Limitation

Act follows

art. 167 of

of 1871, in that it makes the time run from the date of

the decree, or from the date of the last application to execute;
and though

it might

appear reasonable

and equitable

to exclude

from the computation of the period of limitation the time during
which the suit was pending, such a come is not authorized by
the law.
(1)
(2)

Lita,

I.L.R.,

7

ma,

1

AIL,

5%.
3.55.

(a) a
(4) s

M.H.C.B.,
M.H.C.R.,

99.
105.

VOL. X.]

MADE-AS

SERIES.

The Allahabad High Court in Basant

25

Lal v. Batu! Bibi(1) held N‘alnn

that an application of this nature ought to be considered as one
for the revival of former proceedings after removal of the injunction, and that art. 178 of the Limitation Act 1877 (rather than

Nana:

,,

BamL

art. 179) was applicable to it; but, with all respect, we cannot
In the ﬁrst
agree with the learned Judges in that conclusion.
place, the application in that case was to attach other property
than that in respect of which the execution of the decree had been

stayed; and, secondly,

art.

178 only applies

to applications for

which no period of limitation is provided elsewhere in the schedule.
But art. 179 clearly provides for all applications for the execution
of decrees or orders, and hence art. 178 will not, in our judgment,
apply.
The date of the last application in the present

June
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the

1880, and the decree is therefore

barred.

case was 19th

We

must dismiss

appeal with costs.

APPELLATE ‘GRIMINAL.
Mr. Justice Ker/Ian

Before

Justice Parker.

and
IN RE.*

Code, :. 517—Disposal

of stolen property—00w stolen—Diapolal of
calf, not in use at time of theft, by Magistrate on conviction of thief.

Criminal

Procedure

B.’s cow having
convicted.

in his

"86.

stolen,

been

the thief after a lapse of a year and-a-hal! was

Six months after the theft, V. innocently purchased the cow, which while

possession

had a calf.

The magistrate, under s. 611 of the Code of Criminal

ordered that the cow and calf should be delivered up by V. to R.:
Held that, as the calf was not even in embryo at the date 01 the theft, the

Procedure,

order

to deliver up the calf was illegal.

Cass referred to
trate of Nilgiris.
The
before

case

the

the

I

High Court by L. R. Burrows, District Magis

was stated as follows

3rd of February

:—“ About

a year

and-a-half

1886, a cow was stolen

from one

Rangasami and was sold by the thief to Mr. A. Stonehouse, second
witness in calendar case No. 53 of 1886, on the ﬁle of the second
class Magistrate of Coonoor.
(1)

I.L.R.,

6

AIL,

23.

After

‘

that,

it

changed hands several

Criminal Revision Case 481 of 1886.
4

September

—

28

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Vanna!
In re.

[VOL X.

times and at last was purchased by Mr. Vemede for Rs. 20.
While in Mr. Vemede’s possession, which lasted about a year, it had

In

a calf.

the calendar

case

above mentioned,

one Michael was

convicted of the theft of the cow, and the Magistrate passed an order

that the cow and calf should be handed over to Rangasami, and that
if the ﬁne imposed on Michael should be recovered, Rs. 20 should
be paid to Mr. Vernede as compensation.
quashed by the

High Court in

proceedings,

This latter order was
dated 7th

April

1886,

Criminal Revision Case No. 180 of 1886.
“ The cow and the calf
appear to have been taken back to Patti
kombi, in the Coimbatore District, by Mr. Vernede, who was most
reluctant to part with them.

The second-class Magistrate wrote
to Mr. Vernede on 20th May 1886 that if he did not give up the
cow and calf, he would report him to the District

I

of his (Magistrate’s) legal orders, adding “ should
be sorry to go to this extreme and would therefore advise you to
hand over the property without any delay.”
“ Mr. Vemede new states in his petition that the cow and calf

disobedience
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Magistrate for

were removed from his possession under protest on the 1st of

June,

and shows reasons for his prayer that the order of the second-class

Magistrate may be cancelled and the cow and calf returned to him.
think the calf at all events should not have been taken away from

I

Mr.

It

Vernede.

embryonic

could not have been in existence, not even in

existence, at the time the theft was committed

and is

‘

not therefore stolen property.’
“ think the second-class Magistrate’s order should be modiﬁed

I

by making it apply only to the cow.”
The Acting Public Prosecutor (Mr. Powell) appeared for the
Crown.

It

The Court (Kernan and Parker, JJ.) delivered the following
JUDGMENT :—The calf was not any part of the stolen property.
was not in fact in embryonic existence when the theft took

place.
calf.

Therefore no order could be legally made to deliver up the
So much of the order as relates to the calf is quashed.
The

rest of the order must stand.

VOL. X.]
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APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
Bq/‘ore

J.

Sir Arthur

H.

KL, Chief Justice,

Collins,

Kernan, Mr. Justice Muttuszimi
and

and Mr. Justice
Mr.
Justice Brandt
Ayyar,

Mr. Justice Parker.

Rsrsunxcn

max 'ms

BOARD

or Rsvsso's usnxn
Aer, 18791

s. 46

or

ms Ismxx

Stamp Act, sch.

By an

II,

cl. 2 (a)~—.4yreement

for

or relating

to the sale of goods.

in writing the vendor agreed to sell and the purchaser to buy
The salt was to be at purchaser's

agreement

certain salt for a price to be paid at a future date.

risk

from the date of the execution of the agreement,

if not

and,

within a

removed
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certain time, to revert to and become the property of the vendor;
Held that this document

Indian Stamp Act,

Tins

was

from duty under sch.

exempt

II,

cl. 2 (a), of the

1879.

stated for the opinion of the

was a case

Board of Revenue under

High Court by

the 21st May 1886.
The proceedings which led to the reference were

May

On the 8th

Barlow) forwarded

1886,

the

of the Indian Stamp Act, 1879, on

s. 46

the

as

follows :—

of Madras

Collector

to the Board of Revenue,

under

(R. W.

s. 45

of the

Stamp Act, a document presented to him for adjudication of stamp
duty under s. 30 of the Act by Messrs. Arbuthnot and Co.

This document purported to be an agreement to sell salt, the
price to be paid one month after the execution of the agreement,
and the salt to be at the risk of the purchaser upon the execution of
the document

it

was agreed

;

if
it

the salt was not removed

should

revert

on the date stipulated,

to and become the property of the

vendor.
The Collector was of opinion that the document was a sale deed,
and, as such, liable to stamp duty, while Messrs. Arbuthnot and Co.
contended that it was exempt from duty
ment for the sale of goods.

As the amount of

as

being simply an agree

stamp duty involved in the decision

of this

question was very large, the Board, while of opinion that the terms

'

Referred Case No. 2 of 1886.

1886'
September

STAMP

23.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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of the exemption contained in schedule II, 2 (a), covered the case,
st“, A", referred it for an authoritative ruling. _
5' 4r"
The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. Pou'oll) for the Board of

Renaisch
UNI)le

Revenue.

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr.

Sbcpharll)

for Arbuthnot

and Co.

It was

contended by the Government

Pleader that the docu

ment was really a sale of goods and therefore liable to duty (under
art. 21 of sch.

it

I), though it

purported

to be an agreement to sell,

the property to the purchaser.
for
Counsel
the other side was not called on to argue.

because

transferred

J

The judgment of the Court (Collins, C. ., Kernan, Muttu
sémi Ayyar, Brandt, and Parker,
.) was delivered by
COLLINS,
schedule

II,

C.

J .—We

2 (a), in

JJ

are of opinion that

Act No.

1

the exemption

of 1879, covers the

case.

in
The

Solicitors for Arbuthnot and Co.—Barcla_r/ 5' Morgan.

ORIGINAL JURISDICTION—FULL

BENCH.

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Kernan, Mr. Justice Muttuscimi Ayyar, Mr. Justice Brandt,
and Mr. Justice Parker.

Before

SULLIVAN (Parrrronnn)

1886.

August 23.

and

24-

v

NORTON

(Rnsrormmsr).

"

Pricilcgs of Counsel.
An advocate in India cannot be proceeded against civilly or criminally for words
uttered in his ofﬁce as advocate.

APPLICATION under

s. 10

’

of the Letters Patent for the High Court

at Madras.

The facts appear from the judgment of the Court (Collins,
C.J., Kernan, Muttusami Ayyar, Brandt, and Parker,

JJ

Civil Miscellaneous Petition

12 of 1886.

.).

Reptember

1'
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instrument is not liable to stamp duty.

VOL. X.]
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The Acting Advocate-General (Mr.

29

Sbephard) and

Mr. Bramon

U.

for petitioner.

Noa'rox.

Respondent in person.

(Kernan, Muttusami Ayyar, and Parker, JJ.,
is a petition of the Honorable Henry Edward
concurring).—This

CJ.

Coauxs,

Sullivan, Senior Member of Council

Civil

Service,

and a Member of the Madras

complaining of the conduct of Mr. Eardley Norton,
and an Advocate of the High Court of Judicature,

Barrister-at-Law
Madras.

The prayer of the petition is as follows :—
(1) That this Honorable Court will call

upon

the

said

Eardley Norton to explain under what circumstances he
applied for and obtained a subpcena against your peti
tioner and to justify the statements made by him upon
such application.
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(2) That

‘

he may also be called upon to explain his conduct

in making charges against your petitioner during the
trial of the case of a grossly defamatory character in

justify

the absence of any evidence on the record to
the same.

.

(3) That this Honorable Court will

pass such Orders on this

petition and on the aﬁidavit ﬁled

herewith

as to

your

ﬁt and proper.
(4) That the said Eardley Norton may be ordered to pay
the costs of and incident to this petition and the order
Lordships may

seem

to be made thereon.

Mr. Sullivan alleged in his afﬁdavit accompanying the petition
that he had been subpoenaed as a witness on behalf of the defence

in

the prosecution

of the Queen-Empress of India against the

zamindar of Bodinayakanﬁr

and

others who were charged

with

abetment of dacoity and other oifences under the Indian Penal

Code

trial,

;

and that although he was in Court he was not called at the

but that Mr. Norton, who

charges of

during
tion to

defended

the zamindar, made

against him not only
the course of the trial but also when making an applica

the

a grossly

defamatory character

High Court for

leave to summon

certain witnesses, he

(Mr. Sullivan) being one of those witnesses.
The words principally complained of were—
lst—Mr. Norton when making an application
Court for

St:me

leave to summon witnesses, said—

to the

High

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Smmrvm
U0

“ The defence is
that this is
Sullivan knew it to be

Newton.

a concocted

[VOIL

case and

X.

that Mr.

and he kept the ease

so concocted

Why should Mr. Sullivan try to
He knows that if he is able to smash the
zamindzir of Bodinayakaniir, he will have a strong case
against Mr. Crole.
That it is a concocted case and concocted to Mr. Sullivan’s
up for ulterior purposes.

ruin my client

“

?

-

knowledge and for reasons of personal animosity.”
his speech to the jury at the trial he said

And in

“ He was not at all
quite certain of calling witnesses, though,
as at present advised, he believed he would call some.
In

cf

his stand upon
the fact that no motive had been proved against his client
for the commission of the offence with which he was charged.

witnesses, he would

Nor had

the prosecution

a motive

why a person

of Bodinayakani'ir should

take

even suggested

the shadow

of

in the position of the zarnindér
behave himself in the manner

the purpose of committing that which was a
with
the mere object of loot.
If he were forced to
dacoity

allegeder

call evidence, he would say that there had been a persecu
tion, and that the motive that inﬂuenced the persons who
had worked out the case against his client was simply the
desire

to reach,

through his client, Mr. Crole, the then

Collector of Maduia: they were inﬂuenced by animosity
There existed very bitter feeling
and a spirit of revenge.
on the part of some persons against

Mr. Crole,

whose con

viction—moral conviction—was to be obtained through the
physical conviction of the zamindar.

at the same time

I

And

I

has been opened in this

?

opened in the Lower Court as

it

is,

“ The question for you, gentlemen, to decide
should
have
been committed to stand my trial here, had the case been

am also entitled to say this, now

these facts before you, Mr. French
whom

is

is

I

that we have traced these documents to the police from Mr.
Garstin, am fairly entitled to ask you whether you think
that
likely that, under these circumstances, with all

it

the true culprit upon

the responsibility of the introduction of

Mr. Crole’s

characterized

as

mistake.

And

if

name rests, an introduction which my learned friend has
a
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dependently

you agree with me

that the responsibility rests, not with Mr. French, but with
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powerful, if nameless, clique, then ask yourselves, is this

a

instituted in the ends of public justice or to
promote the ends of private malice?
wished to recall Mr. Garstin to
You may remember that
prosecution

“

I

ask him whether he had not communicated
said that

I must

this scandalous

that the learned Chief Justice

record to the Government,

give names, that

I replied to

Mr. Grant

Duff, to the Honorable Mr. Sullivan, to the Honorable

Mr. Master

and that his Lordship ﬁnally ruled the question

I

irrelevant until and unless

could

I have already told you, gentlemen,

prove
that

a

conspiracy.

I cannot

with the

evidence at my disposal, establish that what the law would

But

alone hold to be a conspiracy.

there is enough upon

the record already to entitle me to ask you to believe that
the present

case

is the outcome of personal vindictiveness
that it is not a prosecution, but a
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against Mr. Crole,
persecution.

“ As

I have

begun so

I will end.

No

motive is opened.

No

motive is alleged : you cannot convict upon so bald a state
ment as that advanced by the prosecution.
Give me your
verdict, gentlemen, and in giving it believe the theory for
defence that this is a case cast upon the waters to
”
gratify the shameful ends of private malice.

the

The petition supported by afﬁdavits was originally heard before
Muttusémi Ayyar and Brandt, J' ., and a rule was granted call
ing upon Mr. Norton under the provisions of s. 10 of the Letters
Patent (amended) as an Advocate of the High Court to explain

J

the matters urged against him contained in the afﬁdavits.
Upon the rule coming on for argument, the Acting Advocate
General (Mr. Shephard) and Mr. Branson appeared for Mr. Sullivan

in

support of the rule, and

Mr. Norton

Mr. Norton

him to answer the matters contained
as it
Judges; that it should have been
Court; and that it should have been

law,

showed cause against it.

contended that the order of the Court calling upon

in the affidavits was bad in

was issued by a Divisional Bench consisting

also contended

issued

under

of only two

the seal of the

heard by a Full Bench.
He
that the order was issued without such reasonable

cause as was contemplated

He further submitted
stated in Mr. Sullivan’s

by

s. 10

that,

of the Letters Patent.

taking everything to be true

afﬁdavit,

no reasonable

cause

as

has been

SULLIVAN
O.
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to proceed under s. 10; and that

in all he said with regard to Mr. Sullivan he was acting under
his instructions and was absolutely privileged (Munster v. Lamb).(l)
The Acting Advocate-General in supporting the rule contended
that Mr. Norton had exceeded his privilege as an advocate.
He
that in an ordinary case it would be suﬂicient for counsel

admitted

to say that he was instructed,
should

position
before

be taken

he makes

Mr. Sullivan’s

but in the present case

into account and that counsel

such serious allegations,

satisfy

must,

himself of the

truth of the charges or at least take more than ordinary pains to

He contended that it
satisfy himself that the charges are true.
was impossible for Mr. Norton to say that he was acting under
instructions with respect to the matter complained of in his summing
There was no evidence of any kind
up his evidence to the jury.
that
Mr.
Sullivan
had been privy to the conspiracy
jury

before the
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alleged

or had been guilty of misconduct

Mr. Norton

had reiterated

of any kind and yet

his charges against

Mr. Sullivan,

and

although he did not mention Mr. Sullivan’s name, yet he submitted
to the jury that Mr. Sullivan was guilty of gross misconduct in
connection with the trial.

,

The Acting Advocate-General referred us to the Evidence Act,
-

ss. 149 and 150.

The Acting Advocate-General also contended that the rules of
the English common law did not apply to advocates in this
country in

cases

of defamation—Indian Penal Code,

s.

499—and

a person uttering defamatory words against another would be guilty
of defamation unless he came within the 9th exception given by
the Act: in fact the imputation must be made 1n good faith

it or of any
for the protection of the interests of the person
other person or for the public good; and that the privileges of an
advocate in India, so far as liberty of speech is concerned, is not
as great as it is by the common law of England.

I am of opinion that a Divisional

Court consisting of two Judges

has power to direct a rule to be issued calling on an advocate of
the

High Court

to answer matters alleged against him under s. 10

of the Letters Patent (amended).
The ﬁrst paragraph of the prayer of the petition was not argued
before us.
Mr. Sullivan has no right to ask this Court to inquire
(1) 11

Q.B.n., sss;

s.c. 52 1...].

(can)

imnaas ssams.

11.]

as

The only point really involved in this
Court take notice of defamatory

words

case

against

is,

why Mr. Norton obtained a subpoena against him. The High
Court granted it for reasons that appeared to them sufﬁcient.

will

the

High

an individual used

or criminally

responsible

is

The common law of England

that an advocate

is

by an advocate during the progress of the case.
not civilly

for anything he may say in his ofﬁce

as advocate.

within

original jurisdiction, inter aim, the common law as

the

prevailed in England in the year

it

The courts in this country are undoubtedly bound to administer,
1726 and which has not been

subsequently altered by statutes especially extending to India or
by the Acts of the Legislative Council of India.
Now there can be no doubt what the common law in England
in relation to the privileges of advocates was and is. In Brook v.
is

it

it

it

in evidence,
him by his client and to give
being pertinent to the
matter in question, and not to examine whether
be true or false.
In R. v. Skinner (2) Lord Mansﬁeld, C.J., said “ Neither party,
witness, counsel, jury, or judge can be put to answer, civilly or
spoken

in

Hodgson v. Scarlett (3)

was held by

Lord Ellenborough,

will not lie against
barrister
in
counsel
cause pertinent to the

an action for defamation

for words spoken by him

as

a

C.J., that

oﬂice.”

a

In

it

criminally, for words

matter in issue.
is

In Kennedy v. Broun(4) Erle, C.J., says, “The advocate
trusted with interests and privileges and powers, almost to an
degree.

fortune and

His client

character

and life.

must trust

to him at times

The law trusts him with

a

unlimited

for

pri

is

in practice bounded
vilege in respect of liberty of speech which
only by his own sense of duty, and he may have to speak upon
of social life and the

....... His words

acts ought to be guided by a sense of duty—that

is

concerning the deepest interests
innermost feelings of the human soul.
subjects

him to exert every faculty and privilege, and
order that he may maintain that client’s right, together

in
‘

(1) 0:0,

(3)

B.

Jac.,

&A.,

90.
282.

(2) Lotft., as.
(4) 32 L.J.C.P.

(us),

137.
5

power

and

to say, duty to

his client—binding

l
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counsellor in
Montague (1) the Court of King’s Bench held that
law retained hath a privilege to enforce anything which
informed
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with duty to the Court and himself, binding him to guard against
the abuse of the powers and privileges intrusted to him, by a

right.”

constant recourse to his own sense of

In Dawkins

v.

Lord

Rokeby,(1) the Court of Exchequer Chamber

Kelly, O.B., and

of nine judges, held
that “the authorities are clear, uniform and conclusive, that no
action of libel or slander lies, whether against judges, or witnesses,
over by

presided

consisting

or parties, for words written or spoken in the ordinary course of
any proceeding before any court or tribunal recognised by law.
that eﬁect is established

to

decisions

and governs

pervades

by the

of Lord Coke.”

IV,

3,

Edw.

numberless

of Floyd v.

case

III,

Edw.

pl. 15;
pl. 10, down to the time
27

v. Smith-,(S) in which

See also Ram's

number

and

.
.

.....

.

it if

is

judge,

the

a

witness,
how can
be
equally given to
not equally,
would say more, beneﬁcial to

the public that

I

it

considered that

is

privilege

privilege shall be extended to

a

that such

a

it

of authorities are cited.
In Munster v. Lamb, the Master of the Rolls says, referring
to Dawkins v. Rokeby and other cases, “if
right and wise
is a

counsel

and an

should come to the

advocate

of his duty with an equally free and unfettered
any one needs to be free of all fear in the performance
that person.
His
of his arduous duty an advocate
position

performance

If

a

for him to contend

in this position of difﬁculty

a

way as not to degrade himself;
under difﬁculties which are often pressing.

he has to do this' in such

but he has to do

it

for;

thesis which

is

has to argue and to support

it

he does not speak of that which he knows, but he
a

of diﬂiculty:

is

is

mind?

If

he had to consider whether everything

which he uttered were false or true, relevant or irrelevant, he could

acceded to him

is

abundantly clear that an

Court of Justice in England

civilly or criminally for defamatory
Q.B., 255.
(1) L.R.,
(3)18 CB. 126

;

s.c. 25,

is

in

have quoted

it

cases

advocate speaking
either

above all for the beneﬁt

of the public.”
a

From the

needed and accorded

I

and advantage

is

not possibly perform his duty with advantage to his client; and
the protection which he needs and the privilege which must be

s
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and

;

60,

9

IV,

pl.
9

Barker,(2) and many earlier authorities from
9 Hen.

the

a

“The principle which

words spoken

(2) 12 00. Rep, 23.
(0.1%), 195,

LJ.

not liable
in his

VOL. X.]
ofﬁce

if
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they are pertinent to the inquiry.

Acting Advocate-General that

the

3:;

But it is

said by

the principles of the common

law thus laid down are not applicable to this country, and that
the privileges as to the
ofﬁce as advocate

in his

liberty of speech of an advocate

in this country

are materially

and

abridged,

if he uses defamatory language against
an individual, to be prosecuted for defamation unless he can bring
himself within the 9th exception of s. 499 of the Indian Penal
that an advocate is liable,

I

Act (Act of 1872) is also
That section however

Code; and

s.

150 of the Evidence

referred to

as

supporting this contention.

refers to questions put in cross-examination
by any barrister,
pleader, vakil or attorney of the class referred to in s. 148 and gives
the court the power,

if

such court is of opinion that such question

was asked without reasonable

grounds to report the circumstances
but
it
limits
the scope of the section to questions
Court,
High
asked under the circumstances mentioned in s. 148.
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to the

It

is also said that Mr. Norton

should

the

have considered

position of Mr. Sullivan as a Member of Council before he carried
out his instructions and made the allegations complained of
against

I

Mr. Sullivan.

cannot agree with

the

Acting Advocate-General.

I

think

that the advocates in this country have and should have the same
privileges in respect of liberty of speech (bearing always in mind
the remarks of Erle, C.J., in Kennedy v. Broun) they have so

long enjoyed in England; and that in this country it would be
beyond measure embarrassing
interests of the client,

if

the

to the advocate and disastrous to the
advocate was exposed to the

liability

of a criminal or civil charge for defamation for words uttered in
To quote again the words of the Master of the Rolls in
court.
Munster v. Lamb, “ If any one needs to be free of all fear in the
performance of his arduous duty an advocate is that person.”

I

see no reason to fear

that the privilege will be abused, but

should unfortunately turn out that
at once be taken to prevent
powers the

High

(amended)

prove

Court

I am

mistaken,-measures

if it
can

the abuse of the privilege, should the

possesses

insufﬁcient.

I

under. s.

10

of the Letters Patent

hold therefore that an advocate

in this country cannot he proceeded against either civilly or crim
inally for words uttered in his ofﬁce as advocate.

I

disagree with the learned

advocate

is bound to consider

Acting Advocate-General that
the position in life

an

of the person

Saunas
Neuron.
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whose conduct he is condemning.

Newton.

to be guided by a sense

X~

[V010

His words and

acts ought only

of duty—duty to his client—and by a

recourse to his own sense of right to guard against the

constant

abuse of the powers and privileges intrusted to him.

Mr. Sullivan

that Mr. Norton

recklessly,
unprofessionally and unscrupulously and without that due care
and caution (see s. 52, Indian Penal Code, deﬁnition of good

High Court

he was bound to

acted under my instructions

I

is,

“

said and did was within the four corners of those

I

and my duty to my client compelled me to say what
no allegation

is

There

instructions
said.”

in the petition that Mr. Norton was
Mr. Sullivan, and
cannot be said that
it

actuated by malice against

all
:

I

an Advocate of the

as

Mr. N orton’s reply

acted

:

faith) which
take.

complains

of (if true) was not relevant to
am of opinion that no reasonable cause has been
the inquiry.
shown to empower the High Court to take proceedings under
(amended),

and

I

10 of the Letters Patent

s.

think therefore

J

that this petition should be dismissed.
.—As stated in the few words delivered at the hear
BRANDT,

proper case for inquiry under the 10th

of the Letters Patent (amended).
We were all further agreed as to the contention

that

section

a

but that this was

a

ing in dismissing the application, we were all agreed that Mr.
Norton was protected in what he said by the privilege of counsel,

rule

a

Divisional Bench of the Court
could not legally be made by
calling on Mr. Norton under that provision of law to answer
and explain in respect of the matters alleged

against

him being

untenable.

entirely concur with the learned Chief Justice and my
learned colleagues that there were not grounds for calling upon
Mr. Norton for any explanation in respect of any thing said or

I

done by him
the

in

prior to trial or during the course of

proceedings

trial in which his client

was concerned

prior to the conclusion

of the evidence taken therein.
regards

counsel’s speech to the

was and remain of opinion that
as to whether

by inuendo

Sullivan was indicated

in

on the \whole case,

the case of an issue to be tried

or implication

the

Honorable

Mr.

the several passages of that speech there

would have been sufﬁcient
view to their giving

in

jury

I

As

a
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I

the defamatory matter complained

evidence to lay before a

verdict.

As

jury with

however on mature

considera

a

VOL X.]
tion

MADRAS SERIES.

I could not undertake

to say that question should be answered

doubt in the aﬁirmative,

beyond

it were beyond all reasonable
at that gentleman,

directed

37

the further question whether,

it

doubt that the imputations were

there would be reasonable cause for

exercising the powers conferred
Patent does not call for decision.

upon this Court by the Letters

Mr. Norton did not disclaim

an intention on his part to imply

and emphasised the allegations which under
instructions he had made prior to and during the preceding part
that he reiterated

of the trial against the Honorable Mr. Sullivan, and it certainly
is not going too far to say that the
might, whether rightly
or wrongly, understand that those observations

were directed at

that gentleman.

As

we are agreed that there are not grounds on which

Norton sh0uld be censured

even, I abstain
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further than it is in my opinion

a

Mr.

from saying anything
question whether his client's

interests might not have been equally well protected without sug
gesting that the conspiracy, if there was one, was the resulth
personal feelings of enmity on the part of individuals

indicated

with more or less precision.
As to the law on the subject the English cases are suﬂiciently
There are among them
stated by the learned Chief Justice.
authorities which
the diSposal
opinion

as to

I ;can

of the matter before

as

us, without

whether we should be bound to

length to which the
law

accept without hesitation as suﬂicient for

case

expressing

_'go

any

to the extreme

of Munster v. Lamb has carried the

now expounded in England.

As regards

the arguments of the learned Acting Advocate
that
the courts in this country are not bound abso
General, ﬁrst

lutely to follow theEEnglish precedents, or to adopt them as con
clusively applicable to all libel or slander suits, Abdul Hakim v.
but that regard may and should be had
to the provisions of law, if any, in pari materid, specially applicable
to this country, and secondly that some consideration should have
Tej Ckandar Mukarj'i,(l)

for the position and presumably high
am by no means prepared
petitioner in this case,
been had

I

dissent from the several propositions
and as

to the second,

I consider
(1)

I.L.R.,

it
a

propounded
sufﬁcient
AIL,

815.

character of the
to express entire

in the

case

cited;

to say that the legal

Sourvm
i7.

Non-row.
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maxim quoted in Court that “ all men are equal in the eye of the
law ” though it undoubtedly is true, absolutely true in one sense,
is after all but a maxim, and such maxims are from the nature of
the

case

capable of misleading and of being misapplied unless

applied with reservation and nice discrimination; and this particular
maxim is in my opinion by no means of itself conclusive in respect
of the proposition put forward by the learned Advocate-General.
would refer to one instance only in which the maxim is not

I

and cannot be adhered

to to the letter an instance

of every-day

occurrence: when there is a question as to the probable truth or
untruth of a particular statement, and a statement in one sense has
been made by a person of hitherto high accredited

truth, and of position such

as presumably

probity and

to place him above temp

tation to speak untruly, and a contradictory statement on the other
side by one whose character is not above suspicion and whose
might lay him open to temptation, a Judge who on
these grounds accepted the statement of the former in preference
to that of the latter would not,
presume, be obnoxious to a charge
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circumstances

I

of having violated the legal maxim above enunciated.
Again, having regard to probabilities, experience
there is at least equal truth in the proposition

shows

that

repentefuit
of good character do not as a rule at one bound
To the extent that under instructions
become absolutely depraved.
counsel might suggest the possibility of such a change,
am will
nemo

: men

turpz'ssimus

I

ing to accept the applicability of the maxim, but not fmther, in this
particular

case.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before
I
1386April 21.
Sept. 7.

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chiqf Justice,
Mr. Justice Muttuszimi Ayyar.

and

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA
and

THE MUNICIPAL COMMISSIONERS OF THE CITY OF
MADRAS.*
City of Madras Municipal Act, s. 128—1'41 on buildings—Hospital built by Gmwnmmz
~Standard of hypothetical rent.
Under 5. 123 of the City of Madras Municipal

Act, the gross annual rent at

which a building might reasonably be expected to let from mouth to month or from

‘ Referred

Cases 2 and ‘3 of 1886.

von.

MADRAS seams.

24.]

3.9

of assessment

to house-tax under the Act, to be

deemed tobe the annual value of such building.

The Lying-in Hospital at Madras,

to year is for the purpose

year

built and supported by Government, having been assessed by the President of the
Municipality ason a rental of Rs. 1,000 a month, the Magistrates on appeal reduced
that Rs. 7,920 per annum would be a reasonable

the assessment,‘ﬁnding,

rent, having

regard to the letting value of the buildings in the neighbourhood, but, at the request
of the Municipality,

referred the following questions

to the High Court:

by Government) the property in question should be
valued and assessed on the rent which, on the property being offered in the open
market without reserve, a person desirous of securing it would have to pay; or
Whether

(as contended

Whether

(as contended

on the highest reserve

by the Municipality) it should be valued and assessed
rent which an owner of the property offering it in the open
and below which sum he would not be willing

market would reasonably demand,
to let :

_

Held, that the standard value was what the hypothetical tenant requiring the
building for use as a hospital would be willing to pay rather than rent a less suitable
building and adapt it to his requirements at his own expense, and that in this sense
the contention of the Municipality
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CASE stated and referred

was correct.

to the

High Court under

s. 193

of the

City of Madras Municipal Act.
The facts are set out in the judgment of the Court (Collins,

C.J.,

Ayyar, J.).

and Muttusami

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr. Shepherd) for the Secretary
of State.

Mr.

Wedderburn for the Municipality.

The following authorities were referred to in argument :—
Rosker’s Parochial Assessments Act, pp. 83, 86, 87, 91, 99, 100,
101, 106, 122, 133; The Queen v. London andNorth-weste-rn Railway

00.;(1) Mersey Docks

v. Liverpool

;

(2) Brown on Rating, pp. 26,

27, 30.

It

was

contended

by the Acting Advocate-General that

if

a

Lying-in Hospital were put up to auction, Government
secure it for_ a sum just in excess of 1that which would be

lease of the
could

by persons who might require the building for ordinary
purposes, 110., purposes other than that for which the building was
specially built and adapted, and that such sum was the amount at
offered

which the building should be

For
market

the Municipality
there

special purpose

(1)

it

was urged that as in the hypothetical

was one person
and

L.R.,

assessed.

no other

9 Q.B.,134.

who

required the building

suitable

for a

building, the hypothetical
(2)

L.R.,

9 Q.B., cc.

Sscnsunv
or Sure
v.

Manna:

Mononu

urr.
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Sim-M“ landlord might
°"

g'f‘“

M15332;
u'rr.

reasonably

than would be offered

if

This

JUDGMENT :—

[VOL X.

demand and could obtain a higher rent

the auction were without reserve.
is a case referred to this Court for decision

I of 1884-

of Madras Act

The buildings which 00m
pose the Lying-in Hospital in the town of Madras were valued
at Rs. 12,000 per annum, and the Superintendent’s
residence
under

s. 193

at Rs.
due

for the purpose of calculating the tax

1,248 per annum,

upon

under

them

s. 119.

The Government

an

preferred

appeal against this valuation to the President of the Municipality
under s. 190, on the ground that it was not in accordance with
the provisions

of

The President, however, conﬁrmed

s. 123.

Again

the

the

'

valuation.
Government

Magistrates under

from his decision

appealed

Mr. Chisholm,

s. 192'.

the Government

to the

Archi

all the buildings, including the Superin
He stated in his
tendent’s residence at Rs. 10,488 per annum.
originally

valued

if

evidence before the Magistrates that,
the buildings alone were

to pay for the Hospital, including

residence and Apothecary’s quarters, which,

he said, would fetch Rs. 190 a month, and that, ordinarily, a

rental for Government
Rs. 833 a month.

of

considered, Rs. 1,000 per mensem would

be a fair rent for Government
the Superintendent’s

the special character

It

in

such circumstances

for the Municipality

was contended

fair

to pay would be

that

in obtaining
though the Government
for these buildings if they were to let them, yet the
present value of the buildings to the hypothetical tenant was
might have much difﬁculty

tenants

the true test of ratable

value, and that the consideration

of what

if they rented the buildings to others
who might not require them for use as a hospital, was immaterial.

the Government might get,

The Lying-in Hospital must, for the purpose of this reference,
be taken to be a building occupied by the owner himself.
Admit

ting

the principle that the value to the owner, whether he occupies

it

is to be measured by
the amount of rent per annum it would be worth to a hypothetical
tenant on the terms laid down by the Act as the standard, the
the building himself or lets

to a tenant,

Magistrates came to the conclusion
pretty accurately calculated

that such amount

could be

only by considering the letting value
is,
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tect,

of other buildings in the same locality, that
by considering the
in
the _open market.
demand for the Lying-in Hospital
In this
view, and also taking into consideration

the value of the premises
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to the present tenant,

(excluding the
quarters

the Magistrates reduced the rateable value
residence

Superintendent’s

as to which the parties were

per mensem, or Rs. 7,920 per annum.
respondent’s
question

41

solicitor, they referred

and

the Apothecary’s

not at issue) to Rs. 660
But, at the request of the

for our decision the following

:—

Whether

in

the property

question

should

be valued and

on the rent which, on the property being' offered in the
market
without reserve, a person desirous of securing it would
open
have to pay; or, whether it should be valued and assessed on
assessed

the

highest reserve rent which an owner of the property offering it
in the open market would reasonably demand and below which
sum he would not be
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Our

willing

to let.

of Madras Act

I

on the provisions of section 123
of 1884, which provides that “ the gross annual

rent at which

a

building or land might reasonably

decision

must

depend

be expected

to let from month to month or from year to year shall

for the

Act be deemed to be the annual
of such buildings or land." The letting value from year
to year is the standard prescribed also in the Parochial Assessments
Act (6 and 7, Will. IV, cap. 96,) and the words used in it are that
purposes of assessment under this
value

the rates are to be made upon an

of the several hereditaments

“ estimate of the net
annual value

rated thereunto, that is to say, of the

rent at which the same might reasonably be expected to let from
The intention of the Legislature in referringto
year to year,” 8:0.
a tenancy from month to month or from year to year was evidently
to establish in regard to all buildings'a uniform rule for assessing
the value of the occupation.
observed

by the

Magistrates,

The standard of value is certainly, as
the value of the property to the owner,

which is to be measured, whether he occupies the property himself
or lets it to a tenant, by the amount of rent per annum it would be
worth to a hypothetical tenant on the terms laid down by the Legis
lature. Having regard to the course of decisions under the English
Statute, there are several matters which ought to be kept in view
The standard value is the rent which
in ﬁxing the rateable value.
the building would be worth to a hypothetical tenant on the terms
The terms on which any particular pro
laid down by the Statute.
perty is in fact lot are therefore immaterial, and the tenancy from
month to month or year to year is prescribed as the standard by
which all buildings should be valued in order that their assessments
e

Bacari'rmx

or Burn
U.
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might be equal.

Again, the standard value is the value which the

building

at the time the assessment is made.

possesses

Hence the

of the property in the past or future is immaterial.
The
of
is
not
the
value
value
but
the
value
any exceptional year
present
value

Mnucnm

Lm

which under present circumstances the building would be worth
to let in an average year or taking one year with another.
Neither
nor exceptional

repairs

exceptional

In letting

year are to be considered.
.

made in a particular

proﬁts
a

building from year to year,

the rent would ordinarily be regulated by two matters

by Blackburn,

J

in

.,

The

Queen

v. London

and

as observed

North-western

Railway 0'0. ;(1) on the one hand by the beneﬁt which the tenant
could be likely to derive from the occupation, because he would not
give more
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;

on the other hand, by the nature of the property,

such

or the number of :pcrsons there are who could

situation,

as local

supply him with an equally eligible building and be willing to let
to him ; for, while he would not be willing to give more than he

it

expects to gain by the occupation, he would not give even that

if

he

could get a similar building at a lower

Further, in rating
price.
property, it must generally be assumed that the hypothetical tenant
would be in the same position and use the building in the same way
asthe party rated, for, the object is to ascertain its intrinsic value to
the owner in its present condition.

for London(2) it was

In

The Queen v. The School Board

contended, inter alia, for the respondent, before

a Divisional Court of Queen’s Bench, that‘the rent which the School
Board might be supposed to be Willing to give for the school pre
mises

if

the Board were in the market

anxious

to rent'premises

suitable for use as school, was a fair test of rateable value.
other hand,

it

On the

was urged for the appellant—1st, that the School

Board owning the premises should not be supposed to be in the
market anxious to rent premises, but should be excluded from the
number of hypothetical

tenants who might be supposed to be

will

ing to rent the school premises, and 2ndly, that the only true
indication of rateable value was the rent for which the premises
could in their present condition
year

to year, supposing

be let to a hypothetical

were applied to any other use or purpose
made
allowed

available

by

a tenant.

and the appellant’s
(1) 1.12., 9

Q.B.,

tenant from

they were not used for Board Schools but

134.

for which they could be

The respondent’s

contention

objections were overruled.
(2) 55

L.J.(Q.B.D.),

Cave,
so.

was

J

voL.

x]
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“ when
you want to ﬁnd what a hypothetical tenant will give,
must
not
take a man who does not want the premises for the
you
use for which they are built, but wants to use them for some other

said

:

purpose, unless you can ﬁrst show that they cannot be let for the
purpose for which they

are built.

If

they cannot be let for the

for which they are built, then, no doubt, you may go and

use

see

what you can do with them for some other purpose and the best
subsidiary purpose you could put them to. But, as long as they
can be let for the purpose for which they are built, it seems to be
“ well if this man were not
them, they could
idle to
say

occupying

not be let to anybody else.”

The Court of appeal conﬁrmed the decision (the case is not yet
Lord Esher, M. R., observed: “ In this case there was
reported).

All

no tenant as the Board were owners and occupiers.

In

estimating

possible

the rent, no tenant was

excluded and the actual occupier might be included, and the owner,

if

he was occupier, as to whom

it might

be considered what rent he

The School Board might

expected to pay.

might be reasonably

be tenants, and therefore

the rent they would be

might be considered.”

Lord Justice Brown

says

:

willing

to pay

“ the test of rateable value was the

rent for which the premises might reasonably be expected to let
In estimating that, in the present case, the rent
to a tenant.
for which the premises might be reasonably expected to let to the
Board themselves may be considered, for how could the only body
likely to require thepremises be excluded from the estimate, that
is,

why should the only body likely to require or use the premises
from the estimate of rent payable?”

be excluded

Having these principles in view, we are of opinion that
Lying-in Hospital should not be valued at the rent which
would fetch
were offered in the open market without reserve.
but one building in Madras specially eligible
Admittedly there
it

would

is

it

and pay no more

for use other than

as

hospital would

than those who require
choose to pay.

tenant

of the absence of demand for

No

prudent landlord, who

a

take advantage

to require the premises, were

then the hypothetical

it

from the market,

occupied by the owner.

aware of the fact that

only one person requires the building for use as
in the open market without reserve.
offer

a

the owner,

excluded

Lying-in Hospital, and
the only person likely

is

If

as

it

for use

a

is

if

it

the

it
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If such

demand

is far in excess of the special convenience or beneﬁt which the
hypothetical tenant can expect to derive from the occupation, the
.tenant would prefer to rent less suitable buildings and adapt them

Moxrcnm
L1?!

to his requirements, though at some expense, or to forego the special
convenience if it is not indispensable.
The standard
building for

value

use as a

what

is then

a

tenant requiring

the

hospital would consider it reasonable to pay

from year to year rather than resort to renting a less suitable
In
building and adapting it to his requirements at his expense.
this sense, the standard value is the higher reserve rent which
reasonably

it in

the open market

would

demand and below which sum he would not be

willing

the owner of the property oﬁering

-
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to let.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

1886.
13, 16.

April

KRISHNA

Sir Arthur

AND

J. H. Collins, KL, Chiry" Justice,
Ma Justice Parker.

mornnn

(DEFENDANTS

1x APPEAL

THE

No.

Nos.

2 AND 3),
'

and

APPELLANTS

127,

COLLECTOR OF SALEM (DEFENDANT N0.
APPEAL No. 130,

1), APPELLANT

IN

and

MEKAMPERUMA

m

ornnns

(Pmmrn‘rs),

Rnsronnmvrs.*

V of 1804, a. 14 (4), a. 20—Salefor
of 1831, u. 1, 2, 3—Regulation
in
tenants
common during minority of some of
held
by
arrears of revenue of mitia
Procedure Code, I. 32.
to
sale—Civil
bar
oera—thrity
no
the

Regulation

X

A mitta held by tenants ,in common was sold for arrears of revenue at a time
when the owners of a moiety thereof were minors.
In a suit brought by the mother of those minors on their behalf against the
held that Regulation x of 1831,
Collector to set aside the sale, the District Court
s. 2, absolutely debarred

the Collector from selling the estate of the minors during

their interests were concerned ;
their minority and set aside the sale so far as
sole proprietors, their estatg
being
not
the
minors
that,
Held, on appeal,
assume the management and, therefore,
Wards
could
of
Court
the
which
of
one

“I

not

I.

2, of Regulation

X

of 1831, did not aﬂth the sale.
“_‘Appeals

127 and 130 of 1886.
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the above-mentioned suit the plaintiﬁs
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impleaded

owners of whom one was the purchaser at the sale.

Two

also the other previous

in their written

others

pleaded that the purchase had been made in fraud of their rights, and

statement

claimed to be still entitled to their shares in the mitta on the ground that the pur
chaser must be held to have

for their beneﬁt (Indian Trusts Act, 1882,
purchased
They further claimed that should the sale be set aside so far as the plain

s. 90)

tiﬂs‘ interests were concerned,

the sale of their interests also should be held to be

null and void.
Before the suit came on for hearing the District Judge mo motu ordered that these
two defendants

should be made plaintiffs in the suit under s. 32 of the Code of Civil
‘

Procedure.

At

the date when this order was made, the claim of these defendants,

had they

sued to set aside the sale in their own interest, was barred by limitation:

Held that the order was illegal.

APPEALS from the decree of C. W. W. Martin,

District Judge of

Salem, in suit No. 9 of 1884,

Bhdshyam Ayyangdr and Kalidnarzimayyar for appellants.

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr. Shephard)
Ayg/angeir for respondents.
JUDGMENT

:--—The plaintiffs’ father,

the

tered as

and Rdmasdmi

Mekapcruma Udayan was

the owner of half the Senthamangalam mitta.
and

He died in

1876,

plaintiffs, Mekaperuma and Ramasﬁmi, were then regis
the owners of his moiety. The other sharers were Krishna
who owned

T]?

who owned

;

i

No.

owned the remaining

and Malayandi

Pillai,

defendant

No.

8,

;

;

2,

(which he purchased in
Solamuttu, Karuppa and Varada Udayan, defendants Nos.
1880)
who
4—6,
jointly owned another T'; Vela Gounden, defendant
Chetti, defendant No.

7,

who

.

-,‘.—,.

On the death of plaintiﬁs’ father, one Varadaperuma Udayan
was appointed their guardian by the District Court under . 20,
allowed

V

The kists due to Government were
to fall into arrears for faslis 1290 and 1291, in conse

of Regulation

of 1804.

quence of which the whole
9th

Marchl882 by

mitta was attached, and was sold on

revenue auction.

It was

purehasedby plaintiﬁs’
guardian, Varadapemma Udayan, for Rs. 65,000 on behalf of
plaintiffs, but as he did not pay the balance of the purchase
money, the sale was ultimately cancelled.

The plaintiffs’ guardian died on 1st December 1882 and shortly
fresh attachment of the mitta was made for arrears
afterwards
which had accrued subsequent to the ﬁrst attachment.
At the
a
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The facts appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from
the judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,
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no new guardian had been appointed by

Kinsmm

date of this attachment

Mann

the Court for the minor plaintiffs under s. 20 of Regulation

-

Pencils.

1804.

V

of

The Collector did write to the Judge on 2nd March 1883,

suggesting that a fresh appointment

should be made (exhibit

IX)

;

but this letter appears to have been despatched subsequent to the
From the endorsement

attachment which was made in January.

Judge

made by the District

upon this letter (dated 16th

July

1883),

appear that he proposed to consult the Collector as to
the ﬁtness of Subbaraya Udayan (plaintiffs’ brother-in-law) tobe
appointed guardian, but there is nothing to show whether any fur

it would

ther steps were taken.

At any

rate when the mitta was brought
1883, no fresh guardian

to sale a second time on 14th September

by the Court.

had been appointed

At that

sale the mitta was knocked

down to defendant No. 2

for Rs. 1,50,800.

bid was Rs. 50 less than that of defendant N0. 2.

It

would appear

that they had in hand at that time some Rs. 15,000, which was
nearly double the amount of the arrears of kist due on the mitta
but plaintiffs’ mother and defendant No. 2 would appear to have
been equally desirous that the mitta. should be sold, each hoping to
become the successful purchaser of the whole estate.
The plaintiffs’mother, Sellammal (the unsuccessful bidder), now
sues on their behalf to set aside the sale, on the ground that the

whole proceedings were illegal and not binding on the plaintiffs.
The plaint was ﬁledion 12th March 1884, and alleged, among
other things, that the Collector (defendant No. 1) was bound to
have attached the movable property of the registered holders in
the ﬁrst instance

;

that the demand notice was not served upon any
guardian to the minor plaintiffs, nor was it

properly constituted

legally served; that the sale of the whole of this valuable mitta for
so small an arrear was unnecessary

and illegal, and that the minors’

interests were not liable to be sold at all.
the Collector as defendant N0.

1

The plaint impleaded

and the other joint owners (before
I

the sale) as defendants Nos. 2—8.

Defendant No.
defendant

N 0.

Defendants

they alleged

2 and his

undivided nephew, Ramasémi Chetti,

3, upheld the validity of the sale.
Nos. 4 and 7 put in written statements,

that they were still entitled

respective shares, and that defendant No.

‘2,
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attended the sale and bid for plaintiffs, but their last

as co-owners

in which
to their

having purchased in
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fraud of their rights, must be held to hold the estate for their
of 1882).
90, Indian Trusts Act
beneﬁt as eo-owners
They
contended, however, that should the plaintiffs succeed in the suit,
(s.

II

null

the sale of the interest of themselves also should be held

and

void.

and

It

ea: part0.

7

Nos.

4

The other defendants were
that defendants

shares on grounds utterly inconsistent,
was valid or invalid as regards

will

be seen from this

claimed to be still entitled to their
and whether the sale itself

They did not ask
to be made plaintiffs and throw in their lot with plaintiffs to set
aside the sale, but they asked for the beneﬁt of the decree should
the plaintiffs.

a

if

relief on
plaintiffs succeed, and,
plaintiffs failed, they claimed
a totally different cause of action on which they had never sued.
7.

7

4

for hearing, the District Judge suo motu ordered that defendants
and
should be made plaintiffs in the suit instead of
Nos.
and directed them to pay stamp duty upon the relief

defendants,

which they apparently wished to obtain should they be considered
in the same interest with plaintiffs. Defendant No.

4

as not being

was not,
willing to pay the stamp duty, but defendant N o.
and ultimately the Judge ordered them to be entered plaintiffs
under s. 32 of the Code of Civil Procedure without
and
Nos.
4

7

was

3

the payment of any stamp duty.
At the trial the District Judge held that the provisions of
Regulation X of 1831 absolutely debarred the Collector from
selling the plaintiﬁ's’

estate during their minority, and therefore

2. 3

binding on plaintiffs Nos.
them and defendant No.

and

4

oo-owners so far as the Collector was concerned, but that
as regards

it

it

He held,
set aside the sale as far as their share was concerned.
was valid as regards the shares of the other
however, that
was not

the relations between

1

(the Collector) in Appeal Suit
the former appeal we are constrained

Nos.

and

7

to hold that the procedure of the District
defendants

in Appeal Suit

Judge in transforming

into plaintiffs Nos.

and

4

In

130 have appealed.

and

3

N0.

Nos.

3

Against this decree defendants
No. 127 and the defendant No.

2

3

4.

2

The decree after setting aside the sale
to execute recon
of plaintiﬁs’ share, directed defendant No.
and
veyances to plaintiffs Nos.

4
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The only issue framed was the general one, whether the sale
was valid and binding on plaintiffs and defendants Nos.
and
time
after
this
issue
was
and
the
Some
before
suit came on
settled,

was, under

Kansans
'1).
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irregular.

the circumstances,

Kiusmm

It

does

not appear that either of

them desired to become a plaintiff, nor could they

Manam

rsaum.

I.

[VOL

in this suit have

been granted relief on the same cause of action as that set forth

by plaintiffs Nos. 1 and 2. Their position as plaintiffs could only
date from 14th March 1885, which was the date of the Judge’s
On that date

order.

of Government

II

a

Trusts Act would

set

which plaintiffs Nos.
lmder

1

Act); while

(art. 12-C, sch.
a suit based on s. 90 of the

forth a totally different cause of action in
and 2 were not interested, and which was

foreign to their claim.

s. 591,

for arrears

set aside a sale

would have been barred

revenue

of the Limitation

altogether

suit by them to

Defendants Nos.

of the Code of Civil Procedure,

2

and 3 can,

dispute the

validity

of the order passed on 14th March 1885, and we must set aside
the order passed under s. 32 and restore plaintiffs Nos- 3 and 4
The sole ground on which the District Judge has allowed the
claim of plaintiffs 1 and 2 is the legal one that Regulation X of
1831 debars the Collector from selling for arrears of revenue the
which are not subject to the Court of Wards.
No.1
and
the auction purchasers (defendants Nos. 2 and
Defendant
3) appeal against this decision, and it is contended that the pro
hibition enacted in Regulation X of 1831 only applies to estates
estates of minors

which have been, or which legally might have been, taken under
the charge of the Court of Wards.

If

the minor plaintiﬁs were the sole proprietors

of the Bentha

mangalum mitta, there could be no doubt that their estate was one
of which it was competent to the Court of Wards to assume the

it

be so sold even

01.

it could

Regulation

V

14,

assumed,
4,

not be sold for arrears of revenue
of 1804); nor could

been

the Court of Wards

had not chosen to assume the management—(s.

2,

management

if

such

(s.

Had

management.

Regulation

X

of 1831).

joint

the minor plaintiffs

proprietors

management

are not the sole proprietors,

but are

with others, who are not incapacitated from the
Their case
therefore governed

of their inheritance.

is

But

Regulation V of1804; and the duty of appointing
guardain for them devolves not upon the Court of Wards, but

by
a
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s. 20,

Zila

(now the District) Court.
The law imposes upon the Collector the duty of reporting the

upon the
case

to the District

Court, but having done that,

the Collector

von.

moms

x.]
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It was held in Subramdnyan,
appear to be ﬁmctua oﬂ’icio.
in re(1) that a District Court had no jurisdiction, under s. 20,
Regulation V of 1804, to appoint a guardian to the estate of a
would

minor when the estate pays revenue
case the minor was the sole proprietor.
sition would

to

In

Government.

that

The converse of the propo
also to be true, that where the law imposes

appear

upon the District Judge, as in the case of a minor co-owner under
s. 20, the duty of appointing a guardian, the right of the Court of

Wards to appoint a guardian is
of s. 20 are imperative

The

and we have to

could assume the management,

Ward's
whether

consider

the Government

is debarred

l)

preamble

(s.

arrears of revenue under Regulation

The

one of which the

estate of the plaintiffs is not therefore

Court of

The words

excluded.

ipso facfo

as to the procedure to be followed.

X of

from selling it for

1831.

of that Regulation shows that the enact

ment was passed for two distinct purposes—(1) to remove

of the Court of Wards, to be sold for arrears of
for the protection

persons, the provisions of

incapacitated

2
is

Section
is 3

for the

the enacting

and other

20, Regulation

s.

of

not subject to the Court

1804, to property of every description
of Wards.

and s.

of minors

V

management

revenue; (2) to extend,

section for the ﬁrst of these purposes

second.
4,

V

It
of 1804,
quite clear that s. 14, cl.
Regulation
had previously forbidden the sale of minors’ estates which had
been taken under the Court of Wards, and the second clause of

was with reference
Regulation X of 1831, shows that
to such estates (which might have, but had not, been taken under

in the

preamble.

such an estate.

with the second

the doubts

had

which are set

arisen

The estate of the minor plaintiffs

X

The 3rd section of Regulation
set forth

object

in

the

preamble

of 1831 deals
and extends

the powers of the Zila Courts to appoint guardians to
which

not

cases

in

Court of Wards) that

forth

is

the

it

s.

2,

incapacitated persons are possessed of property of every
not subject to the jurisdiction of the Court of Wards,

description

in, that
lation

V

does not pay revenue to Government.

of

1804, had limited the

(1)

I.L.B,.,

6
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the liability of the estate of a minor, not taken under the

as to

Section 20, Regu

Zila Judges’

ma,

187.

power to act to

Kursnm
' '
U.

Manam

rnsvua.
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Kmsnxs
If.

Maxim
Psalms.

[VOL X.

in which the estate was held by joint possessors and subject
to an undivided assessment of the public revenue, but it was then
cases

extended to the heirs of single as well as of

oint possessors of all

kinds of estates, provided only they were not subject to the juris
diction of the Ceiirt of Wards.

It

appears to

11s

that the District Judge has confused together
X of 1831 was

the two separate purposes for which Regulation

It

passed.

is intelligible that the Government

should legislate so

as to forbid the sale of the property of minors whose estates were
under the management and control of their own ofﬁcers, but to
forbid the sale of property not subject to such control and gua

rantee would be to place the State, alone oi all legal creditors, in a

by the Acting

It is

no doubt true as urged
Advocate-General that the words “ The property of

position of inability to exact its dues.

”

1

but the term “ such estates ” in the

estates of every description,
of the

clause

same section makes

it

2nd

clear that the Legisla

ture only intended to refer to estates of which the Court of Wards

We must there
might have originally assumed the management.
fore set aside the decree of the District Judge in plaintiifs’ favour,
is

which

based upon this preliminary

point.

There are however

other points arising in the suit, on which plaintiffs have based
their claim, and these must now be remitted for the consideration

of the Court of First Instance.

The points raised are several and
in its terms as

conveniently
that on which the suit has been tried.

be met by an issue so general

is 5

clauses

and

6

cannot

\Ve observe that, under

of the sanad-i-milkeut istimrér, under which this

liable in the
property of the holder
ﬁrst instance to attachment for arrears of revenue, and under s.
held, the personal

6,

is

mitta

II

of 1864, the procedure against the defaulters‘should be
Act
in accordance with the terms of this sanad. The plaintiffs com

comparatively

Another point raised

is

mitta for

a

valuable

a

plain that this has not been done, and they further complain that
s. 44 of the same Act would prevent the sale of the whole of so

and

is

served upon any one legally

it

and personal guardian under
purposes

the position

of

small arrear.

that the demand
competent

argued that the plaintiﬁs’

a
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cl.

in s. 2,
a minor not under the charge of the Court of Wards
of Regulation X, are Wide enough of themselves to include

notices were

to represent

not

the minors,

mother, though their natural

Hindu Law,

could not take for such

person duly appointed

by the Court

VOL.

x.]

under

s. 20,

as to the
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Further objections are raised

We merely

these as some of the points which

indicate

Kaxsmu
0.

publication and conduct of the sale.

will

Mann

Panes“.

require the attention of the Judge in framing fresh issues. The
appeals of the Collector (No. 130) and of defendants Nos. 2 and 3
(N0. 127) must be allowed and the decree of the Lower Court
reversed.
The names of plaintiffs Nos. 3 and 4 must be restored
to their original

in the suit, which must he retried on

positions

the merits after framing fresh issues.
the costs of these appeals,

The respondents

must pay

but the costs in the Lower Court will

abide and follow the result.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

J. H.

Sir Arthur

lllr.

JIVRAJI

KL, Chief Justice,

Collins,

and

Justice Parker.

Parmesan,

(JUDGMENT-DEBTOR),

1886.
24 .

Sept.

and

PRAGJI (Dscasa-sowsa),
Civil Procedure

RESPONDENT.

"

Code, as. 203, 622—Error of law—Application to bring durm I'an
con/mnity wit '1judgment—Limitation Act not applicable.

Applications to the Court under s. 206 of the Code of Civil Procedure are not
governed by the Limitation Act.
A Small Cause Court rejected an am'lication made under s. ‘306 of the Code
of Civil Procedure to bring a decree into conformity with the judgment, on the
ground that a former application had been dismissed for default and the petitioner
was bound to apply within one month from the date of dismissal and was now too
late.

On

an application tothe

High Court

under s. 622 of the Code to set aside this

order :

Held that the High Court could not interfere.

APPLICATION under s. 622 of the Code of Civil Procedure to set
aside an order of the Subordinate Judge of North Malabar, made
‘

in Small Cause suit 722 of 1885.

J

Khimj i ivraji

Shett, defendant N0.

s. 206 of the Code of

Civil

Procedure

1

in the suit, applied under

to have

the decree amended

and brought into conformity with the udgmcnt by reducing the
amount of the decree from Rs. 446-7-3 to Rs. 239-7-0.

' Civil Revision

Petition 29 of 1886.

'

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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J“ab!
'7

Pinon.

[von

1:.

The Judge rejected the application, on the ground that two
for the same purpose made to the Judge who

former applications

for default and that peti
within one month from

passed the decree had been dismissed

tioner should

have,

and had not, applied

'

the date of the dismissal of the ﬁrst application.
Srinivdsa

Ra'u for petitioner.

The second application was not dismissed for default, nor does
the Limitation Act apply (Referred case 18 of 1885).

Mr. Werlllerburn for Purushotam Dass Pragj i Shett, respondent.
This court has no jurisdiction to entertain this application.
The error of the Judge, if any, was an error of law, viz., that
by limitation—Amz'r Hassan Khan 1.

the application was barred

Singh.(1)

If

the second application was not dismissed,

it,

Shea Baksh

application was properly rejected.
The Court (Collins, C.J., and

and,

Parker,

in that

J.)

case,

this

delivered

the

following
the

were

applications

previous

Judge

the Subordinate
dismissed

states that both

for default, there

is

JUDGMENT :—Though

it

nothing on the record or the diary to show that the application of
was disposed
5th December 1883 was ever disposed of, or when

If

had not been disposed

have taken

If

it

of.

it

of, the Subordinate

Judge should

up again and heard the application.
is

that application was dismissed for default, there
nothing
the
Subordinate
another
Judge hearing
application to
to prevent

It

amend the decree.

in referred

has been held

No. 18 of

case

is

a

is

it

ministerial function to bring the
1885 (not reported) that
no period
decree in accordance with the judgment, and that there
of limitation—see also Vii/ml Janardan
This, however,

is

v.

an error in law which

tion for review, but not one under

Vitkojirliv Putlajirriv.(2)

will justify

s. 622

an applica

of the Code of_ Civil

Procedure.

We

therefore dismiss this petition with costs.

(1) I.L.R.,

11

Cal,

6.

(-2)

I.L.R.,

6
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the proper course was to proceed with

Bom., sec.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice,
Mr. Justice Brandt.

Before

SEVU

(PLAINTIFF),

and

APPELLANT,

1886.
Sept. 8, 11.

—__—

8.11d

MUTTUSAMI
Civil

Procedure

AND

morass. (Dsrsums'rs), RasPoNDI-Jsrs.*

Code, as. 318, 336—81111 to recover possession

of property sold in

execution of decree.

S. attached certain land and a house in execution of a decree against R. M. put
s. 278 of the Code of Civil Procedure, alleging that ho was‘in
The claim was rejected.
N onuit was brought by
possession as purchaser from R.
M. to contest this order. S. purchased the said land and house in execution, and
obtained a sale certiﬁcate.

In

1884 S. sued M. to recover possession

house alleging that in execution proceedings

of the

min,

land, but not of the house,

in

which was found locked up by the Court

and that M. prevented him from enjoying

pleaded

that S. had never been put into possession,

purchaser from R. and possession

of the land and

1882 he had been put into possession

both the land and house.
and

M.

again set up his title as

under such title.

The Munsif found that S. had been put into formal or constructive possession

of

the land, but not of the house, and decreed the claim.
On appeal the District Judge held that S. was bound to proceed according to
the provisions of s. 335 of the Code of Civil Procedure to recover possession, and
could not bring a separate suit :
Held that, whether there had been legal delivery or not, the suit was not barred.

APPEAL from the decree of

J. A.

District Judge of
Tanj ore, reversing the decree of T. Rangéchéryér, District Munsif
of Tiruvallir, in suit N0. 183 of 1884.
Davies, Acting

The facts and arguments appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of
from the judgment of the Court (Collins,
and

OJ,

J

Mr.

.).

this report
Brandt,

Wedderburn for appellant.

BMahyam Ayyanglir for respondents.
plaintiff, appellant, purchased the plaint pro
decree against one RAmasami Pillai. The
perties in execution of
UDGMENT.—Th8

a

J

Dorasémi

Ayyangar) raised

the lands, &c., being attached, setting up
Second appeal No. 72 of 1886.

a

objection

(Muttusémi Pillai and

*

respondents

to_
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in a claim under

claim on

Szvu
v.

Murrusﬁﬂ.
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Their

their own account.
and

proceedings,
them

against

in execution

they ﬁled no suit to set aside the order made

and

;

objections were disallowed

it is admitted

that they cannot

raise

any

objection on the merits to the appellant’s claim to the lands or
to his obtaining possession of them.

In

delivery, not actual delivery under

obtained

s.

318,

Civil Pro

Code, but symbolical delivery, presumably given under

cedure
s.

and he also

1882, the appellant obtained a sale certiﬁcate,

The District Munsif passed

319.

a decree

in plaintiif’s favor,

but in appeal that decree was reversed, the plaintiff’s claim being
disallowed on the grounds, apparently taken for the ﬁrst time in
in appeal, that the plaintiff accepted symbolical delivery
only when he was entitled to and might have had actual delivery;
that express provision for summary remedy in the case of obstruc
argument

in obtaining possession is
provided in the Code of Civil Procedure, and that the plaintiff is
therefore precluded from bringing a separate suit for possession;
to an auction

It

Chuckerbutty.(1)

that even

resisted

is further

is contended

observed

the plaintiff

Civil Procedure

s. 335,

It

if

purchaser

is made to Lolit Coomar B/wse v. Ishan Ckunder

and reference

could

by the District

still obtain

Judge

redress under

Code.

in appeal

that the decision

of the Lower

by the District Judge,

not reported in the authorized

is

mentioned

suit

the respondents to show affirmatively
not maintainable; and with reference to the case

it

a

that such

is

and that it therefore lies

(in

Appellate Court is wrong in law, that there is no express provision
in the Code of Civil Procedure in bar of a suit like the present,

is

Law

pointed out that this

case

and that there

are

Reports,

other subsequent decisions by the same Court, Kn'slma

Lall Dutt

v.

Radha Krishna Surklwl, (2) and Shaun: Charm: Cleatfmji v. Had/ml)
Chandra Mookmy'i,(3) t0 the contrary.
urged that the decision in Lolit
only follows another in Kristo Gobind Kur

the respondents

Coomar Bhose’s case

it

For

is

Section 244,

Civil

Procedure Code, has no bearing on the present

case, as the respondents

(1)
(a)

is

v. Gunga PEI‘S/Md Sumter/5(4) and that
correct in principle,
and may be distinguished from the other cases above cited.

it
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tions offered

10 c.L.R., 258.
I.L.R., 11 08.1.,

were no parties to the suit in which the

(1)
93.

(4)

I.L.B., 10 051.,
20 w.a., m.

4'0):

_
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of which the appellant purchased

Section
previous

Mur'rrsim.

13 has no

suit between

application, aslthere

has

not been any

in

respect of the

the parties to this suit

plaint lands.
of Loh't Coomar Bhose v. Ishan Okunder Uhukkerbutty
differs from the present case, in that there was no application made
The

case

for delivery in execution.

in the Weekly Reports above
referred to and followed in Lolz't Coomar Blmsc’s case is on all fours

with

The

it to

this, assuming

be

case

that the sym

correctly held therein

bolical delivery here given is in fact no delivery at all.

But

correctness of this latter decision was questioned by Garth,

C.J., in

Lolz't

Coomar Blzosc’s case;

Mad/nab Chandra Mookerjz'

and

(in

in Skama

which

C'Imran

the 'qh'éstihn

the

Ckattcrji v.

was whether

a
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plaintiff, who obtains a decree for possession against a defendant
and in execution obtains formal, i.e., symbolical delivery, has a
fresh starting point

as regards

limitation, and also

a fresh cause

is made to the case of Sara Molum Bam'a

action) reference
authority for the proposition

but may sue without proceeding
possession obtained under them
Gobiged’s

case

(l)

of
as

that an auction purchaser is not con
provided by s. 318 and 319 of the Code,

ﬁned to the remedies

Kristo

if

the

infrnctuous, the decision

in

under those sections, or
be

being thereby

overruled,

regards an auction purchaser.
We have to observe that Seru Molmn

at

all

Bania’s

events

case

is

as

not

precisely the same as that now before us, seeing that the auction
purchaser had failed to obtain any sort of delivery whatever by
reason of alleged errors in boundaries and of opposition by the
defendants on this score} in other respects it is an authority in
favor of the appellant.

We
for

are then certainly not met with any unquestioned

authority

the decision of the Lower Appellate Court in this case, and we

are of opinion that the appellant’s

suit is maintainable.

The appellant certame might have had delivery under s. 318,
the respondents being actually and physically ejected from the
land

if

necessary.

Delivery under

of

there

Save
1‘.

the plaint lands.

s. 319 could

being tenants

Or

(1)

properly

be made

other persons

I.L.R.,

9 09.1., 602.

entitled

only in the

case

to occupy the

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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land in occupation:

it is not alleged there were any tenants on
Either then
Mupgsbu. and the respondents were not entitled to occupy it.
there was
delivery of some sort, or there was legally no delivery
a

U.

If

at all.

there was no delivery at all, then certainly the appellant

is

in our opinion not debarred from maintaining the suit. If there
was delivery—whatever the nature of that delivery may have

been—the respondents either remained in possession or occupation,
having no right thereto, or they re-entered and their re-entry was
a

wrongful and

trespass.
is

a

suit
There are in our opinion no grounds for holding that
Code
Procedure
the
Civil
like
barred by reason of the
present
containing special provisions for putting an auction purchaser in

in

possession
Section

speciﬁes the cases in which questions

of decrees shall be decided

in execution

arising in

and not by

not one of those questions.

This disposes of the argument that the appellant, having been
resisted by persons not claiming in good faith, has his remedy
under

s.

335 of the

Civil Procedure

Code.

He might,

perhaps,

apply to the Court under that section: on the other hand, the

purchaser

and those opposing

him;

learned counsel for the appellant,

and, as

is

it

Court might hold that having given delivery before, on which
occasion no resistance or obstruction was oﬁered,
isfunctus olﬁcio
and has nothing more to do in execution with the conduct of the
pointed

out by the

tute

if

the latter did apply and obtain
under
that
an order in his favor
section, the respondents, as parties
against whom the order was made, might perhaps claim to insti
a

suit to establish their right.

However this may be, unless the suit
clearly not maintain
able by reason of some express provision of processual law,

it

is
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separate suit, and this

is

execution

execution proceedings.

244

cannot

be held to be barred: we have not been referred to any

such provision.

The decree of the Lower Appellate Court should be reversed,
that of the Court of First Instance being restored, and the appel
lant should have costs in the Lower Appellate Court and in this
Court.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice Kernan

and

Mr. Justice Brandi.

LAKSHMI (Arranxr)

1886.

Sept. 24, 29.

and

KUTTUNNI (Rssronnnxr).*
Civil

Procedure

"

Code, a. 311—“ Deal-ee-ledcr

attached,

but includes one entitled

not

matrirted

'
to decreesholdn' who luu

to ramble distribution under a. 295.

Where one decree-holder had attached certain land and another decree-holder
against the. same debtor had entitled himself to ratable distribution of the assets
under s. 295 of the Code of Civil Procedure :
Held that the latter was

entitled to apply under s. 311 of the Code to set aside

against an order of J. A. DeRozario, District Mﬁnsif
of Kutnéd, under s. 588 (16) of the Code of Civil Procedure

APPEAL

facts appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from

the judgment of the Court (Kernan
Gopdlan ng/ar for appellant.
Anantan

ng/ar for

and Brandt,

JJ

.).

The

respondent.

KERNAN, J.——In suit N0. 537 of 1884 the plaintiff therein got
.a decree, applied for execution and sale of Palisseri and other
lands held by the defendant.

P. V. Kuttunni

proved

a
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the sale on the ground of material irregularity.

The land was attached.

claim, by way of mortgage,

before

One
the

Mi'msif against the lands for Its. 300.
Owing to an error in
the Mﬁnsif’s Court, the proclamation issued by the Court stated
that the property was to be sold subject to the mortgage debt
of Rs. 430, whereas the admitted amount was only Rs. 300.

At

a sale by auction on the 14th of December

proclamation, the mortgagee,
bidder for the sum of Rs. 125.

P. V. Kuttunui,

1885 under that
was the highest

Before the sale took place, Lakshmi Ammo. Anakkara Vada
keth, the appellant, had obtained three Small Cause decrees in
suits Nos. 343 and 312 of 1882 and No. 390 of 1884 for Rs. 300,
and had applied before the sale to the Court of the same District
Mﬁnsif for execution against the defendant of those decrees by sale

R

*

Appeal against Order 78 of 1886.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Lanam
v.

KUT'rL'xxr.

of the same land and
December

did not get satisfaction.

1885 the appellant applied to the

the sale by reason of the irregularity

[VOL.

X

On the 18th

Munsif

to set aside

that the

of the statement

land was sold subject to Rs. 430 instead of Rs. 300, and alleged
if the property had been sold subject only to the proper
amount of the incumbrances, both the petitioner in N0. 537 and

that

appellant would have been paid in full. The Mdnsif by order of
the 9th January 1886 recorded the mistake and his opinion that

But

the irregularity vitiated the sale.

he held that appellant had

no right to apply under s. 311 for cancellation

of the sale, on the
”
“
decree-holder
within
ground, as it appears, that she was not a
the meaning of s. 311, and that the decree-holder within the
meaning of that section is the decree-holder at whose instance
the lands were ﬁrst attached.

I
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think however that, upon the construction of the provisions
of the Code, the expression “ decree-holder ” in s. 311 is not
limited to the decree-holder

If

at whose instance the lands were ﬁrst

construction is the only correct one,
then the right of the other decree-holder who applied for execu
tion would, in certain given events, he prejudiced. For instance,
attached.

if

such limited

the ﬁrst decree-holder

dies,

and

if no

representative

of his

applied under s. 311, or if that decree-holder did not, as in
this case, choose to point out to the Court the irregularity and
apply for a re-sale, then, if no other decree-holder could apply, the
irregularity and consequent loss would be incapable of remedy.
The excess amount of the mortgage stated is small inthis case,
still that sum of Rs. 130 and the Rs. 125, the purchase money,
would be sufﬁcient,
previous

it is alleged,

to pay the petitioner and the

But

occurred

decree-holder.

suppose a case

excess amount was large, the loss would be serious.

when the

If

the

sale

now stands, the purchaser (the mortgagee) will get the land for
Rs. 130 less than he contracted to pay, and will retain that sum.
which ought to be distributed under s. 295.
The deﬁnition of “ decree-holder” in s. 2 of the Code applies
certainly in terms to the case of the present appellant, and
although in ordinary circumstances, probably the ﬁrst attaching
would be the most proper decree-holder to apply
under s. 295 for resale if he was willing to do so ; but that is

decree-holder

no valid reason for holding that an application by any other decree
holder is not provided for by s. 311. It was suggested that if any

MADRAS SERIES.
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could apply, all or any number of decree-holders
might apply. But in such case, the Judge to whom the applica
tion should be made could either refuse to hear the application of
decree-holder

if

any other decree-holder,
proceed

or

;

if

he was not

the ﬁrst decree-holder

willing

willing to
Judge could

was

to proceed, then the

appoint any of the other decree-holders

to apply under s. 295, as he

should think ﬁt.
The rights of all the decree-holders under s. 295 are the
same, and the same proceeding must be taken by the subsequent
decree-holders
to apply to the Court for execution as the ﬁrst
decree-holder took.
From
the

the date that the

Court grants

decree under s. 245, all proceedings

are directed by the Code

to be taken

the order

to execute
and sale

to attachment

by the Court, and the ﬁrst
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attaching creditor has no more to do with the attachment and the
The ﬁrst attaching decree
sale than the subsequent decree-holders.

holder could not stay the sale even if he was paid in full after
the other decree-holders had applied to the Court for execution.

It

was certainly open to the appellant to have informed the
Mﬁnsif before the sale that proclamation was wrong, if the appel

But apparently
of the error until the sale, or if

lant was in fact aware of the error before the sale.
were not aware

the decree-holders

they were aware of the error, neither applied to have the error
corrected.
do not, however, think the omission to do so aﬁects

I

the question.

For
holder

the

above

reasons,

I think

that the power of any decree

to apply under s. 311 is essential

I

of all

to the rights

also think that upon the ground on which the
Mi'insif put his order, it is wrong.
would therefore reverse it
and instruct the Munsif that he is at liberty to entertain the
decree-holders.

I

application of the appellant and act on the facts, if he thinks it
is a proper case to set aside the sale. Costs to be provided for in
the revised order.

J .—It

is admitted that the appellant‘l has
”
to appeal in this case if she is “ the decree-holder
or “
BRANDT,

holder” within

the terms of s. 311,

Civil Procedure

a

right

a decree

Code, and

not otherwise.
She is

holding three decrees for money against the
in execution of a decree against whom another

a person

judgment-debtor
judgment-creditor

(the

plaintiﬁ in Original Suit N0.

537 of 1884)

LAlsimr
v.

Kv'r'ruxxx.

THE INDIAN

60

Imam
10.

K u'rrumu.

[VOL X.

REPORTS.

LAWV

attached and eventually brought to sale certain immovable

perty

;

and prior to realization of the “ assets,”

110.,

pro

the purchase

money paid for the property sold, the appellant had applied to the

Court which ordered the sale for execution of his decree against the
same judgment-debtor.

The property sold was subject to an encumbrance; inquiry was
held by the Court as to this, and the Court allowed the claim of the
encumbrancer
execution

for sale

of Rs. 300

to the extent

it would

department,

but, by a mistake in the

the property was advertised

seem

as subject to an encumbrance

;

of Rs. 430.

The encumbrancer himself purchased the property-

The appel

lant applied to the Court which executed the decree to set aside
the sale on the grounds that if the amount of the charge on the
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land had been correctly stated, the property would have sold for a
higher price, for a price sufﬁcient to satisfy the appellant’s claims

in full,

and that the mistake constituted

a

material irregularity, by

reason of which the appellant had sustained substantial

The District Mﬁnsif
as

loss.

held that there was such an irregularity

would vitiate the sale, but that,

as the

appellant is not the holder

of the decree in executing which the property was attached and
sold, she has no locus standi under s. 311 of the Code.

If

we are to hold that the District Mﬁnsif is wrong
”
“ the
decree-holder
respect, we must hold that the words
section include

under

“ any

decree-holder

”

in this
in that

who has made an application

s. 295.

The Code deals with the sale and delivery of property in
There are, ﬁrst, general rules,
sections commencing with 286.
ss.

286 to

295 inclusive; then ss. 296 to 303 deal with sale

movable, and s. 304 ct

In

seq.

of

with the sale of immovable, property.

these sections the holder of a decree is referred to ﬁrst in s. 293

in s. 294, it is provided tha “no
” shall
holder of a decree
purchase without the leave of the Court,
and prescribes what shall be done in case of a decree-holder who
as

“the judgment-creditor,”

purchases with such permission; up to s. 320 (beyond

which we

need not go for present purposes) the only section which contains

a reference to the decree-holder
whose instance

a

(‘

; and the only persons at
property under the chapter

is s. 311

sale of immovable

the decree-holder,” any person whose immov
able property has been sold at such sale, and the auction-purchaser.

can be set aside are

'

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. X.]

It

61

appears to me then that, according to the ordinary rules of

construction,

the words

“the decree~holder

”

should apply to the

On the other hand, it is contended that even

it could not

taken no

if

the words

“any decree-holder,”—and this certainly

cannot be read as
be, for

Kc-rrimm.

at whose instance the property has been brought to

decree-holder
sale.

Laxsuxr

that

be contended

steps whatever

in

execution

—they do include any decree-holder

a decree-holder

cannot

who had

could come under s. 311

who has taken action

under

Section
The “assets”
s. 295.
”
until the property had been sold
therein speciﬁed are no “ asse
and the proceeds realized; and there cannot strictly speaking be
295 is very curiously worded.

“to

any application

”

the Court by which

such assets

are held,

thereof, for there are, according to the terms
prior to realization
used, no assets until the purchase money is in the hands of the

Court.

Some reasonable

construction

must however be placed on
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the wording

The section requires that application be made

“for

execution

”

by those holding decrees and desirous of coming to share ratably;
it appears to have been generally assumed, and
do not say
wrongly, that there is a sufﬁcient application for execution if such

I

simply ask to share ratany in the net proceeds

decree-holders
when realized.

It
holders

is said that great hardship may be inﬂicted on such decree

if they have

no means of having sales set aside on good and

sufﬁcient grounds.

If

extended

in

clearly is in favor of the more

the balance of convenience
construction

to be put on the words “the decree-holder

”

not evidently not allowable,
think that no infer
such extended construction should be given.
from
the deﬁnition of “ a decree
ence either way can be drawn
” in
s. 2 of the Code; appellant certainly is a decree-holder
holder
within the meaning of the term as used in the Code; the only
s. 311, and

such construction

question is as above stated.

Under
creditor,

s.

271

of

Act

is

VIII

I

of

1859,

the

ﬁrst

attaching

even though he proceeded no further and a subsequently

attaching creditor brought the property to sale, had priority;
to prevent this and
s. 295 of the present Code was intended
to provide for ratable distribution, after deduction
the proceedings

of the costs of

necessary for and anterior to sale, and of the sale

;

and the holders of decrees for money only come in last, so that the
9
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Laxsnm

I.

Kurrvssx.

[VOL X.

preferential claims of decree-holders having superior rights and of
the creditor, at whose cost the sale is carried out, are provided for.
which occur to me from the peculiar

are diﬂ‘iculties

These

wording of

I am

s.

which

295

I

have above indicated; but on the

not prepared to dissent from my learned colleague in
the conclusion arrived at by him, viz., that it is open to us to
whole,

hold petitioner to be entitled to call the sale in question under
s. 311.

I,

in the proposed order—Girdhari Sing/r v.
Hurdeo Naraz'n Singh (1) being authority that a material error in
therefore, concur

describing the encumbrances on the property sold may be a material

irregularity in publishing and conducting the sale.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H.
Mr. Justice

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

Mutfusdmi

and

Ayyar.

YELLAYA (Pnsm'rrrr), Armnnm,

1886.
19.
Sept. 29.

July

and

VIRAYA
Revenue Recovery Act,

(DEFENDANT

No. 2), Rssrosnnsr.a

I. oil—Limitation—Sale

of land subject to mortgage—Suit

by

mortgagor.

Land which was subject to a mortgage
under Act

II of 1864 (Madras),

having been sold for arrears of revenue

the mortgagce’s

assignee

sued to enforce

the terms

of the bond by sale of the land more than six months after the date of the sale of
the land:

Held that the suit was barred by s. 69 of the said Act.

APPEAL from the decree of Venkata Rangayyar, Acting Sub
ordinate Judge at Ellore (Godavari) conﬁrming the decree of K.
Venkatachalam, District Munsif of Ellore, in suit 759 of 1882.
The facts necessary for the purpose of this report are set out
in the judgment of the Court.
Subba Beta for appellant.
Respondent

did not appear.

JUDGMENT.—The appellant Nidadavolu Yellaya is the assignee
of the mortgage bond A which was executed by defendant No. 1
(1)

an,

s I.A., 220.

a Second
Appeal see of 1885.

MADRAS SERIES.
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to defendant N0. 4 on the 29th

June

1879.

63

By that

document the

mortgage debt was secured on 68% cents of inam land now in suit.
The revenue payable to Government

by

It

the mortgagor, defendant
was considered

that

No.

l,

on some

jiraiti land

if that piece of land was put
it and the arrear might not be

no one might purchase
The land in suit was therefore

attached

II

No. 2, the respondent, under Act

owned

for fasli 1290 fell into arrear.
up to sale,
recovered.

and sold to defendant

of 1864.

The revenue sale

took place on the 24th November 1881. When the land was
under attachment, the original mortgagee, defendant No. 4,
brought to the notice of the tahsildar the existence of the mort
gage, but he was informed that
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ment would

be raised.

As

if

he paid the arrear,

the attach

he failed to do so, the land was sold,

and Umidi Viraya (defendant No. 2), the respondent, became
On the 10th August 1882, the appellant accepted the
purchaser.
assignment of the bond A and brought this suit on the ground
that what actually passed by the revenue sale was only the right
of redemption which the mortgagor had at the date of the sale.
The District Munsif passed a personal decree in favor of the
appellant

as against

the mortgagor,

and also directed

payment

to

the former of the surplus sale proceeds in the hands of the Collector
of the District (defendant No. 3), but he exonerated the property
in suit from all liability for the debt.
On appeal, the Subordinate Judge conﬁrmed the decree of the

District Mﬁnsif

on the ground that the suit, which was instituted

after the expiration of six months from the date of the sale, was
barred by s. 59 of Act
of 1864, and that under s. 42 of the

II

same enactment, the property in the land sold passed to the pur
chaser free of prior encumbrances.

It is

urged in second appeal that both the grounds relied on
by the Lower Appellate Court are not good in law. It cannot
be denied that what was really intended to be sold and what was
sold in fact was, not the mortgagor’s right of redemption, but the

entire property under mortgage.
It would become necessary to
determine whether more than the right of redemption was liable
to be sold only in case the suit is not barred by s. 59. This section
provides the

“nothing

prevent parties aggrieved
except

as hereinbefore

in this Act shall be held to
by any proceedings under this Act,
from applying for 'redress ;
provided,
contained

provided that Civil Courts shall not take cognizance of any suit

Yuuu
U.

meu.

VIRAYA

[VOL X.

instituted by such parties for any such cause of action unless such
suit shall be instituted within six months from the time at which the
cause of action arose.”

In

the case before us the sale of a larger
is,

Ynmva
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than what was liable to be sold

interest

to the

according

and the claim,

appellant, the grievance for which he seeks redress;

that the sale was illegal so far as
purported to
convey more than the right of redemption appears to us to fall
under that section. It may be that the appellant does not seek to
in

excess

injury

remedy for an

so

far

of the right of redemption,

caused by

as

the

is

conveyed

a

interest

but its cancelment pro tanto,

toto

is

annul the sale in

;

it

therefore,

also a

proceeding under the Act.

We
by

are of opinion that the suit was properly held

to be barred

APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
J.

Collins, KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Muttusiimi
Ayyar, Mr. Justice Brandt,
Justice

Sir Arthur

Bejbre

Ker-mm,

1113-.

H.

and Mr. Justice Parker.
REFERENCE mom THE BOARD

An

II,

endorsement

secured

art. 15 (a)—Receipl——Endorsmwnl
on

a

Stamp Act, sch.

or Rsvszws UNDER
Am, 1879.*

5,

46

or

m

STAMP

payment

of

Irmmn

on mortgage dud.

mortgage, acknowledging the receipt of the sum thereby
II, art. 15 (a), of the Indian Stamp

exempt from stamp duty under sch.

Act, 1879.

Rsrnasscs

to the

High Court by

the Board of Revenue under

of the Indian Stamp Act, 1879.
On the 1st April 1886 the Collector of Tanjore

s. 46

(J. B.

a

Pennington) made the following reference to the Board of
Revenue :—
“ The
has impounded
Sub-registrar of Tirukattupalli
an
instrument which purports to be
receipt endorsed on a deed of
mortgage without possession, whereby the mortgagee acknow
of the principal of the original instrument
plus the interest due on it.
ledges

the

receipt

*

Referred Case No.

3

1886.

Sept 8.

is
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limitation and dismiss this second appeal.

of 1886.
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“New, under

art. 15 (a), sch.

II of

Act

65

I of 1879,

this receipt

would appear to be exempted from the payment of any duty; but
the Sub-registrar considers that this provision of the Act has been
narrowed in its scope by the terms of the resolution of the Board,

in their Proceedings,
graph 3. He makes

dated 19th December 1883, No. 3852, para
a distinction between receipts

endorsed on

simple bonds and receipts endorsed on mortgage deeds whether
simple or usufructuary, and considers that these latter receipts
should be duly stamped with one-anna stamp; but do not know

I

whether this is the opinion of the Board, or, judging
the words ‘ custody of any speciﬁed property,’ whether

from
they

only distinguish between usufructuary mortgages and mortgages
creating only an encumbrance on property without involving its

And

custody or possession.

I

before drawing the distinctions referred
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to in paragraph 2, would submit that the terms of art. 15 (a),
do not understand how any
sch. II, of the Act, are so plain that

I

reservation in the class of exempted receipts can be made. The
‘
wording of art. 15 (a), sch. II, of the Act, viz., receipts endorsed
on or contained

in any instrument

duly stamped

’

seems

wide

enough to cover any kind of document.

“

I

request

therefore

inform me whether

that the Board will

be good

enough to

any distinction was contemplated

in their

Proceedings, dated 19th December 1883, and, if so, to instruct
me as to what classes of receipts are exempt from stamp duty
and what not.”
The resolution of the Board, dated 27th May 1886, was

as

follows :—
“ The
position taken by the Board in their Proceedings of 19th
December 1883, N0. 3852, was that receipts endorsed on deeds,
which involved the custody

of

property,

speciﬁed

amounted

to and,

therefore, were releases.

“As

at present

constituted,

they doubt

whether

they were
in Board’s Proceedings,
dated 27th October 1879, N0. 3028, they should, before holding

justiﬁed in

so

deciding,

or whether,

as

a receipt to be a release, have demanded

the additional words of

actual relinquishment.

“ The
present deed, as a case in point, they_ resolve therefore
to refer to the High Court for decision ; its wording is the receipt
of money, its eifect the release of land; is it to be exempted as
the former, or stamped as the latter ?

”

1\

Banana:

usnsa STAMP

Acr,

s. 46.
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The Acting Government

Barsmmca

man Srun
Act,

a. 46.

(VOL. X.

Powell) for the Board

Pleader

of Revenue.
The judgment of the Full Bench (Collins, C.J., Keman,
Muttusami Ayyar, Brandt, and Parker,
.) was delivered by

JJ

C.J.—We

COLLINS,
the mortgage

are of opinion that the endorsement

on

II,

bond is exempted from stamp duty under sch.
a receipt within the

art. 15, of the Stamp Act of 1879, it being
terms of the exemption.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur

Before

J.

H.

Collins,

KL, C'be Justice,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

and

SADASIVA
Limitation Act, sch.

for

refund

II,

(DEFENDANT), Rnsrorrnns'r.‘
Code, a. 583—Application

arts. 178, 179 (3)—C'ivil Procedure

of money: levied under decree revened on appeal—Review

rejected—lime

not excluded from computation.

Where a review of judgment has been applied for, and, after notice to the other
side,

refused,

excluded

the period during which such application

was

pending cannot be

in computing the period of limitation for execution of the decree under

II

of the Indian Limitation Act.
art. 179 (3) of sch.
Samble.—An application for refund of moneys levied in execution of a decree
subsequently
sch.

reversed

on appeal

II of the Limitation

is not governed

by art. 179 but by art. 178 of

Act.

APPEAL against an order of J. Kelsall, District Judge of Vizaga
patam, in execution proceedings in suit 11 of 1878.

J

.).

The facts necessary for the pm'pose of this report appear from
the judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,
Subba Rdu for appellant.

Mr. Powell for

respondent.

J

UDGMENT.—I!1 this case Sri Raja Vyr'icherla Suryanarayana
Razu Bahadur, zamindér of Kurupam, had sued defendant, Ku
for mesne proﬁts, and had got
chibhotla Sadasiva Parabrahman,
a
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Amm,

KURUPAM ZAMINDAR (Pnsmrrrr),

1886.

(Sept. 24, 25.

decree, which was subsequently

reversed

by the High Court

" Appeal against Order 56 of 1886.

VOL.

L]
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in Appeal Suit
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of 1881 on September 26th, 1881. Pending
the appeal the zamindar had collected in execution Rs. 7,100 ﬁom

aniNnLa

defendant.

Smasrva.

71

The zamindar petitioned the High Court to review the appeal
decree, but after notice to defendant the review was refused on
October 2nd, 1882.

The present application

under

s.

583 of the Code

of Civil

Procedure, for recovery of the Rs. 7,100 levied in execution, was
presented on August 6th, 1885, and the appellant contends that it
is barred except

If the

of the review proceedings.
falling under art. 179, sch.

as to Rs. 70, the costs

be regarded as

application

II

Act, the period of limitation will run ﬁ'om
the date of the High Court decree (September 26th, 1881), since
of the Limitation

clause 3 only applies to cases in which there has been a review of

judgment, and in this
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We

are

disposed

case the review was refused.

however

to

think that the

application

is

governed by art. 178, since it is not one for execution of a
decree or order, but to enforce a beneﬁt by way of restitution under
a decree passed in appeal.
rules

prescribed

in

the Code

Such execution

is governed

for the execution

of

by the

decrees,

and

limitation will run from the date when the right to apply accrues.
This was on September 26th, 1881, and the pendency of an ap
plication for review by the other side did not debar defendants
horn applying for the refund. The application is therefore barred

in either

case, except

with regard to Rs. 70, the

costs

of the review

proceedings.

The order of the District Court must be modiﬁed accordingly,
It
and the respondent must bear appellant’s costs in this appeal.
is not necessary now to consider the claim for interest, but we do
not think the Judge should have awarded a higher rate than 6 per
cent. per annum.

Knrwrax
U.

THE INDIAN mwinnrom's.

as

[von x.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J. H.

Colhns,

Kt., Chief

Justice, and

Mr. Justice Brandt.

ABDUL RAHIMAN (Rnsrosnnsr), Pmrrom,

1886.
October 1.

and

KUTTI AHMED (Parrrronsn), Rssrosnnsr.‘
Act
Where

XIX

a District

of 1841, s. 3—Civil Procedure Code, a. 622.

Court purporting

to 'act

under s. 4 of Act

XIX!

of 1841

directed an inventory of the estate of a deceased? person'to be taken'withoutfcon
forming to the requirements of s. 3 of that Act, the High Court set'aside the order

under

APPLICATION

s. 622

aside an order made

by

as made without jurisdiction.

of the Code of Civil Procedure to set

J.

W. Best, District Judge of South

petition presented under Act XIX of 1841.
On an application made under Act XIX of 1841 by the next

Canara, on

a

friend of Kutti Ahmed, a minor, alleging that he was entitled to
the '_estate of Kunhamed, deceased, his grand-uncle, and praying
that an inventory of the estate left by'_the deceased might be
taken, Abdul Rahiman opposed, claiming to be entitled to the said
estate under an agreement executed by the deceased which he pro
mother’s

This

agreement was impugned by the minor’s

sister, Biyatumma, a party to

it,

in Court.

duced

who was examined by

The District Judge under these: circumstances held
that the case was
proper one for the taking of an inventory of
a

the Court.

the movables and made an order to that effect.

To

set aside this order

Abdul Rahiman

made the present

application.

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr. Shephard) and Gopdla Rdu
for petitioner.

Mr.

Subramanyam and Na'rdyana Rdu for respondent.

snowman—In

J

our

opinion

the

District

Judge

has

acted
is

without jurisdiction in making the order to which exception
He has not set forth the facts necessary to show jurisdic
taken.
*
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under s. 622 of _the_Code of Civil‘Procedure

Civil Revision Petition 119 of 1886.

VOL. 1:.)
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tion, having regard to the requirements of

69

s. 3

XIX of

of Act

1841. Annex. Run

On the contrary, after citing the parties and having them before
him, he has himself recorded that they may properly be left to
their remedy by means of a regular suit, so far as the dispute

ms
0.

Kvm

Anxnn.

between them is concerned.

In
1841

his jurisdiction under Act XIX of
The order for taking an inventory had not been

these circumstances,
ceased.

made prior to the time when he decided that the parties should be

regular suit, and the Judge had no jurisdiction then
He directs that
to make an order for such inventory to be taken.

referred to

a

the inventory is only to be taken in certain

circumstances

and

under certain conditions; but the Act does not contemplate such
an order being made subject to conditions.
The order appears to
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us to be made without jurisdiction and must be set aside on that
The respondent

ground.
Court.

must pay the petitioner’s

costs in this

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

J.

Sir Arthur
and

TELLIS
SALDANHA

m

H.

Collins,

KL, Chiqf

Justice,

Mr. Justice Parker.
(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

1886.

Aug. 20.
Oct. 8.

and
orrmns

(Damnmrs),

Rssrorrniarzrs."L

Indian Suweasion Act, 1865, eﬁ'cct of, on estate: of Native Chriltiam previously
following Hindi law.

A

and

J,

brothers, Native

Christians, descendants

of Brahmans, were

living in

Qoparcenary and owned certain land on the date when the Indian Succession
Act, 1865, came into force. In 1872, no partition having been made, A died:
Held that

J did not take

APPEAL from

the whole estate on the death of A by survivorship.

the decree of C. Venkoba Ran, Subordinate

Judge

at

Mangalore (South Canara), modifying the decree of A. Venkata
ramana Pai, District Munsif of Mangalore, in suit 286 of 1883.
The facts of the

far

they are necessary for the purpose
of this report, are set out in the judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J.,
and Parker, J.).
case, so

as

" Second Appeal 1053-of 1885.
10
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Tums
ﬂ.

Bannarms.

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr.
yana Rdu for appellant.

[VOL X.

Shep/1am?) and

K. Ndrd

Bluishyam Ayyangdr and Strim'i-dsa Rdu for respondents.
a

JUDGMENT.—The ﬁrst question raised in this second appeal is
The question is whether the Hindu rule

very important one.

of survivorship obtains in the families of Native Christians, who
were living in undivided coparcenership at the time of the passing

Act

and who have not since effected a partition.
Tellis, and Augustine Tellis, the late husband
of defendant No. 1, were Native Roman Catholic Christians and
were living in coparcenership as to their ancestral lands when the
of the Succession

The plaintiff, J

Indian

Succession

osé

Act

came into force in 1866.

Augustine Tellis died in 1872, leaving a
a daughter, Anna Tellis, defendant

died previous to 1866.

widow, defendant N0.
N0.

2.

Their father had

1, and

The plaintiff’s contention is that, by the rule of survivor
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ship, he became sole owner of the ancestral property

on the death

of his brother in 1872 to the exclusion of defendants Nos.
Both the Courts

have disallowed

below

1

the plaintiff’s

and 2.
claim.

The District Munsif held, on the authority of Pon-nusdmi Naidan
v. Dorasa'mi Ayyan,(1) that the succession to .the property of
Augustine Tellis—including his share in the ancestral estate—
was governed by the Succession Act. He referred to a case
decided by the same Judges reported in 8, Indian Jurist, page
with the former ruling,
bound
to
follow
the
himself
ruling in the authorized
but considered
30, which appeared to him inconsistent

reports.

,

On appeal,
the

Jurist

the Subordinate

case

inconsistent,

Judge,

though not considering

also followed Pannusiimi Nddan v.

Dorasdmi Ayyan.

The

learned Acting

argues that both

He

Advocate-General,

on

second

appeal,

these cases are really in favor of the plaintiff’s

in the latter

plaintiﬁ’s
father died after the Succession Act came into operation and urges
that plaintiff may at his birth have acquired an interest to which
the rule of survivorship gives effect, and of which the subsequent
contention.

points out that

case the

of the Succession Act will not deprive him. It was
urged that the Jurist case was on all fours with the present, since
in that case also the father had died subsequent to the passing of
enactment

(1)

IL.B.,

2 Mad, 209.

MADBAS SERIES.

X.]

the Succession

Act;

and with regard to

was properly speaking

71

joint family property

there

no succession, but the rule of survivorship

The Succession Act, it was said, applied only to property
which was inheritable.
applied.

“

this Mr.

Against

joint tenants,”

Ayyangdr urges that the term

Bha's/zyam

to

as applied

Hindu

coparceners with respect to

their ancestral property, is misleading, since among tnem the
joint tenancy with rights of survivorship is by operation of law and
not by consent of the parties.
He argues that, under the law of
the Mitékshara,

the chance of an increased

share

on

partition
by the rule of survivorship is merely a contingent or
possible right, and not a vested right; that if it were a vested
right it might be attached and sold by a creditor, but it is not
accruing

266, cl.

;

(1:)

In reply

is

a

Christian

to him were he

right which could only accrue

contingent

Hindu by religion and governed by Hindu
Acting Advocate-General argues that when

a

to give to

a

is

it

which the parties are Hindus by religion—Joseph Vatkz'ar’s case; (.1)
and hence that
in force,
impossible, where the Succession Act

the

law.
two

persons have come into such a relation that the rule of survivor
whatever

there can be no question

would

be the case

claim by survivorship
(Mayne,

is

applies

ship

of inheritance,

and that

under the Bengal law, the plaintiﬁ’s

good under the law of the Mitékshara.

s. 242.)

The passage relied on by the plaintiﬁ in Ponnusdmi Nddan v.
Doracdmi Ayyrm does

not appear to us to carry the proposition
a

Native Christian, whose family had
up to 1866 observed the Hindu law of succession,' had by such law
acquired at his birth an interest in ancestral property, the sub

further than this—that where

sequent enactment of the Succession

divest him of

still be open, therefore, to son to sue his
partition and separation of such share in
a

It would

But

the ancestral family estate.

it

father and brother for

not

a

such interest.

Act would

does not

follow from this that

partition was made all the rules of Hindu law would remain
applicable after the passing of the Succession Act. It will be
managing member could bind the shares
hardly contended that
would not
(1)

1

of the others, or that

it

a

until

a
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cases

(s.

of the Code of Civil Procedure)
that the
to which the Succession Act does not apply are cases in

attachable

be open to each member to give

M.H.C.R.,121.

Tsms
U

VOL.
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or bequeath his share to

a stranger,

be opposed to, and inoperative

and yet such alienation would

under,

Hindu

law,

though valid

under the Succession Act.

In

the

Jurist

case the present

point did not arise.

That was

a

suit brought by one of three brothers (Roman Catholic Christians),
Hindii law of succession up to 1866

whose family had adhered to the
and had not afterwards

effected any partition.

The father died

in

1869 and the ancestral property continued to be managed by the
second son as oint family property.
On a 'suit brought by one of

the brothers

Act did

for partition, it was held that the Indian Succession
death the estate which

not apply, since on the father’s

had been held by him and his three sons jointly continued to be
held by the survivors, and that as there was no separate estate,

no letters of administration were required.
It was also held that
share
the plaintiff’s
was one-third, not one-fourth.
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In that

case

no widow or daughter

appeared to put in any

claim under the Succession Act, and the three brothers

had of

law equal rights in the father’s share. As
the only property in suit was property which the members of the
course under either

family had practically agreed among themselves to treat as if it
were joint family property under Hindu law, it would naturally
follow that the plaintiff was entitled to one-third, and the question
now in issue did not arise.

We

are of opinion that coparcenership

and the right of sur

vivorship are incidents peculiar to Hindu law, which law, as far as
it aﬁected Native Christians, was repealed by the Succession Act.
The Succession Act did not however take away any vested rights,
and Augustine Tellis had a vested interest on 1st January 1866.
That interest continued to vest in him till his death in 1872, when
a case of intestacy

arose which was governed

by the Succession

Act and not a case of coparcenary and survivorship governed by
Hindu law. The right of survivorship pro-supposes that the rule
of Hindu law is the rule of decision at the date of the coparcener’s
death, but the effect of the Succession Act was to convert vested
rights into individual rights and to subject such rights
of intestacy to the rules of succession provided by that Act.

coparcenary

in

cases

We

are of opinion that the decision of the Courts below was right.

The next pointis whether defendants Nos. 1 and 2 are liable
to account to plaintiff for half rent for land No. 2 for three years
or six. The Subordinate Judge ruled that the claim was governed

VOL.
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by art. 61 (apparently

73

II

for 62) of schedule
it is argued for the plaintiff that the
Das Pyne v. Ram Narai-n- Sahoo.(1)
:a clerical

error

the Limitation Act, and
is similar to Gooroo

Per

of

case

Tami
v.

Humans

Jo/um' Mahton v. Tbakoor Nath Lukee (2) and
v. Bansi Dkar (3) were referred to.
The Calcutta
case does not apply.
The Allahabad case was one in which one of
contra

Lal

Kundun

two heirs (each entitled to a moiety of deceased’s estate) received
the whole of a certain sum of money in a banker’s hands.
It was
held that art. 62 there governed the case.

The present

case

is that defendants

jointly entitled Jwith plaintiff
are called
art. 62

will

upon

to

and 2, who

were

to the whole of rent for land No. 2,

his moiety.

We think

urged that the Subordinate Judge
the clause for forfeiture against

improperly

to give up to plaintiff

is

enforce

It

Nos. 3 and 4.
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1

govern the case.

Lastly, it
refused

Nos.

these defendants

is found that plaintiff

a moiety

entitled to, and in any

case

defendants

refused to accept from

of the rent, which was really all he was

it would

be extremely unjust to enforce

such a clause under present circumstances against tenants who have

holding on a mulgaini lease since 1841. The case is similar
to Ndrayana v. Ndrdyana,(4) and we think the penalty is one
been

'

which should be relieved against.
The second appeal, therefore, fails and we dismiss it with costs.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
APPA RAO, In

re.

Be-hearing—Infancy of party at the time of the heariny of appeab“
not itself a ground

for

Ru

noviter

"

a. fez-hearing.

There may be exceptional circumstances which will warrant the Judicial Com
mittee in allowing, even after an order of Her Majesty in Council has issued upon
their report, a re-hearing at the instance of one of the parties. But this is an
indulgence with

a view

mainly

to

doing justice when by some accident,

without

any blame, the party has not been heard, and an order has been made, inadver
tently, as if he had been heard.

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

I.A., 59.
AIL, no.
° Presenl.‘ Lord Warsox,
(1)

(a)

Elem»

11

(2)

a

(4)

Coucn.

Lord

Hosnouss,

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,
Sir

5

on,

6

Mad,

ans

830.
327.

P340001,

and Sir

to.
Le.‘
1886.
11.

July
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A?“
In

Rm,

M

In

one of two appeals

in suits relating

[VOL X.

to the same estate, judgment was given

by the Judicial Committee after a hearing on the merits.
was given to the

that the questions

In the other, judgment
it being conceded between the parties
same.
After both judgments had been

same etfect as in the ﬁrst,

in both suits

reported to Her Majesty,

were the

and conﬁrmed

by her orders

in Council, a petition for a

re-hearing was presented:
Held, that, even assuming that a case of res noviter had been made out (which
the fact), the orders were ﬁnal, and the petition must be rejected.

was not, however,

PETITION for the re-hearing of two appeals in which orders of Her
Majesty in Council (15th December

1879 and 3rd May 1882) had

issued.

The question

in the two suits in which the

decided

above

orders were made, related to the partihility of the new zamindari

of Nuzvid, in the Kondapalli Circar, granted by sanad on the 8th
Shobhanadri, the son
After the death of
December 1802.

sts
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of the grantee, in 1868, leaving six sons, his third son Narasimha
brought the ﬁrst of the two suits against the eldest son Narayya,
joining the other four as defendants, for a declaration of his share
in the zamindari. In 1874, while this suit was pending, Narayya
died, and the Court of Wards, on behalf of his minor son Gopala,
the present petitioner,
was, as

This

it

had

maintained the defence that the zamindéri

been decided to be by the

was not upheld by the

Judicial

by their Lordships, on 13th December
zamindari of Nuzvid

High Court, impartible.
it being held

Committee,

1879, that as the original

had been declared

forfeited, and the new

of six parganas, part of the old) had been
without any provision for its descent otherwise than

lamindari (consisting
granted

according to the prevailing law,

it

descended according to the ordi

and was not impartible;

nary rules of inheritance,

Rdja Venkata

The second of the two suits was insti

Rao v. Court of Wards.(1)
tuted in 1873 by three of the brothers for their shares in the same

zamindari.
given

;

This

was pendingin 1879, when the above decision was

the defendants,

one of whom was the present petitioner,

no

longer contested the question of partibility; and judgment went
against him in this suit also on 15th March 1882; Appa Rao v.
The Court of Wards.(2)

Both judgments having been followed in due course by orders
of Her Majesty in Council, the petitioner now alleged that,

(1)
(2)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

2

ma,

5

Med,

12s; L.R., 7
237;

L.R.,

o

I.A.,
I.A.,

as.
125.

-
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having been an infant at the hearing of the above appeals in
1879 and 1882, be attained full age on 4th December 1882.
Also, that he had discovered

that there

were ofﬁcial papers at

Madras, showing that the old zamindéri of Nuzvid, never having
been declared by the Government to have been forfeited, was held
by

it only with

a view

to certain

being made

re-imbursements

out of the revenue; and, further, that previously to the sanad of
the 8th December

already ordered
family.

1802 having been granted, the Government had
that the zamindari should be restored to the

The reports of Revenue ofﬁcers in charge of Nuzvid at

the time, and other documents were speciﬁed.

Mr. H. M.
611080),

in

Bompas,

support

Q-C.

of the

(with whom was Mr. Nando Lal
petition relied mainly on (1) the
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minority of the petitioner at the time of the hearings in 1879 and
1882, and inability to defend his interests himself, coupled with
(2) the discovery of fresh evidence, which had it been forthcoming
would, it was contended, have~altered materially the case presented.

English

of equity in regard
to suits against infants, they being allowed on coming of age to
answer afresh as defendants, and to give fresh evidence in support,
Reference

was

made

to the

rules

although the guardian might have appeared and answered; Kelsall
The Indian High Courts admitted reviews on an
v. Kelsall.(1)
infant party attaining majority; Dabec Dutt Shakoo v. Suboa'ra
Again, the Civil Procedure of the Indian Courts had
Bibee.(2)
always allowed reviews on the discovery of fresh evidence, and
the Code now

Act

in force,

XIV

of 1882, provided

for this in

The petitioner, accordingly, might have obtained a review
in the High Court, had the decision been against him, and had

s. 623.

the question come up in India.

The Judicial Committee,

however,

Re-hearings were within its discretion,
even after orders in Council had conﬁrmed

could re-hcar the appeals.
and had been allowed

Rajundor Narain Rae v. Bg'jai Gom'nd
of Sir J. D.
Sing,(3) the precedents cited in the argument
”
and
“The
Singapore
(5), in
Coleridge in Hebbert v. Purchas,(4)
which last the authorities were all collected in the argument.
the Committee’s

Reference

(I)
(4)

reports

Practice of the Judicial

was also made to Macpherson’s

2 Myl. & Keen, 409
s P.C., 664.

L.R.,

; see

(2) 2a
(5)

W.R.,

449.

LR, l P.C.,

(3) 2

M.I.A.,

181.

378; see pp. 886, 387.

Arm Rm,
In re.
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Am
I”

Rm,

"'

Committee,
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p. 165, where the case of Rafa Deeda Hosaei-n v. Rance

Zahuran Nissa was stated.

The Judicial Committee having power to re-hear the appeals,
the fresh evidence would affect the result, and would negative the
premiss of fact on which the judgment of 1879 had proceeded.
That was that the N uzvid zamindari,

as

granted in 1802, could not

be identiﬁed with any estate, or title, existing prior

to the issue

of the sanad of 1802, which put Nuzvid on the same footing with'
So far from this being the fact, the fresh evi
ordinary estates.
dence would show that the Government

had virtually restored the

zamindéri before the sanad was granted, and the order of the Gov
ernment, not the sanad, constituted the actual grant of the estate.

This

was the main point to which the fresh evidence had reference;

and by

it

the supposed

Nuzvid would

between the old and

disconnection

be found not to exist.

This want of

tinction which had been taken between the Nuzvid
the Sivaganga zamindéri

the main dis
case and

that of

the judgment in Muttucadagliaimda

; see

Dora Singlza Tevar,(1) viz., that in the latter case the
istimrar zamindér received his estate back on no other terms than
Tevar v.

the old terms.

The evidence would show this distinction to be

it would

that Nuzvid was impartible as
Sivaganga had been held to be; the latter being, also, but a
portion of the larger impartible zamindari of Ramnad, as the

unfounded,

and

appear

new Nuzvid was of the old.

In regard

to whether

the

Judicial

Committee

take the evidence, and deal with
Makomed

Juveer

v. Forbes,(2)

Hossein

it,

the evidence itself, or send the case back to the

should

Indian

consider

Courts,

to

reference was made to Meer

Muttusawmy

v. Vencataswara,(3)

Blzaee v. Vumg' Blaaee.(4-)

Their Lordships’ judgment was delivered by

Loan WarsoN.—Their Lordships

of opinion that this
petition must be refused.
The petitioner asks re-hearing of the udgment of this Board
in these two appeals which was ﬁnally approved by Her Majesty
a

are

290, at pp. 304, 305;
(3) 12

M.I.A.,

L.R.,
203.

I.A.,
(4)

99.
3

Mad,

I.A.,

l.

LR,

3

(l) I.L.B..,
(2)

The ground upon which he makes
that he has discovered certain new matter which
8

is,

in Council in the year 1883.
the application

2
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between the new and the old zamindaris formed

new

connection

M.I.A.,

324.
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would,

if it

had

been produced

in

77

these appeals,

have materially

affected the judgment of the Board.
After hearing a very full
explanation from counsel at the bar, it appears to their Lordships
to be exceedingly doubtful whether the documentary evidence,

which is said to

be

new, could have had any bearing or any effect

upon the decision of the Board. But it is hardly necessary to con
sider that point, because some of the documents which are alleged
are printed at length in the record formerly before
this Board; and that which is new represented by the petitioner
to be the most important of them all is a recommendation of the
to be new

Special Commissioner,
on December

in

described

In

parties.

approved

That document

3rd, 1802.
the record,

it

short,

of by the Governor

so

is

fully

in Council

and correctly

that its existence was known to the

is certain that most of the documents

were
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well known to the parties, and were actually produced, and that,
with reasonable care and diligence, all of them might have
been recovered

and

made evidence, by the ordinary methods of

procedure.

Their Lordships are unwilling to dispose of this application on
They are willing to assume, for the purposes

these grounds alone.

of this petition, that a relevant case of res noviter is set forth in
it,—new matter which would, if it had been submitted to the
of this Board, possibly have led to a diﬁerent decision
from that which was formerly arrived at. But in considering the
consideration

petitioner’s motion for a re-hearing, the following facts must be
It is not alleged that there was any informality in
kept in view.
the conduct of these suits from their inception to their close.
Both
parties

appeared

the Committee; they

before

were

fully

heard

of the appeals, the petitioner being at that time
It is not said that there was
represented by the Court of Wards.
any error in framing the judgment of this Board, or that it did not
upon the merits

fully

and accurately express what

Then

it

was reported

to

the Board intended

to decide.

Her Majesty,

and was conﬁrmed by
regular orders in Council, dated the 3rd May 1882, and the 19th
July 1883. No authority has been cited to their Lordships which
can warrant them

in granting

a re-hearing under such circumstances

It is quite true that there may be exceptional circum
which will warrant this Board, even after their advice

as these.
stances

has been acted upon by
case to be

Her Majesty in Council, in allowing

re-heard at the instance of one of the parties.

The
11

a

cases

Arm Rao,
In re.
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in which that may be competently done are explained by Lord
case of Rajunder Narain Rae v. Bijai Govind

Rao,
re.

Brougham in the

His Lordship properly

Sing.(1)

describes this privilege,

allowed, not as a right, but as an indulgence.
second volume of Moore’s
is impossible

Indian Appeals,

At

his Lordship

to doubt that the indulgence

when

page 220 of the

extended

says: “

in such

It

cases

is mainly owing to the natural desire prevailing to prevent irreme
diable injustice being done by a Court of the last resort, where, by
some accident, without any blame, the party has not been heard,

if the party had been
Even before report, whilst the decision of the Board is

and an order has been inadvertently made as

heard.”

great caution has been observed in permitting
of
In the last case to which we were
appeals.
re-hearing
referred, that of Hebbert v. Purchas, in Moore’s Reports, volume 7,
not yet res judicata,

the
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N .S.,

where a litigant alleged, before report and approval,

that he

had been disabled by want of means from appearing and main
taining his case, the Lord Chancellor said :—“ Having carefully
the

weighed

arguments,

and

considering

the great

public mis

chief which would arise on any doubt being thrown on the ﬁnality
of the decisions of the Judicial Committee, their Lordships are of
opinion that expediency requires that the prayer of the petitions
should

be acceded

to, and that they

should

be refused.”

salutary maxim which ought to be observed by all Courts
Its strict
of last resort—Interest 'reipublicw ut sit ﬁm's litz'um.
observance may occasionally entail hardship upon individual liti

There is
'

not
a

gants, but the mischief arising from that source must be small

in

comparison with the great mischief which would necessarily result

from doubt being thrown upon the ﬁnality of the decisions of such
a tribunal as this.

Petition rejected.
Solicitors for the petitioner—Sam

6*

M.I.A.,

181.

(1) 2

Spalding.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice

Muttuscim-i Ayyar and

DEVI (Dnrmm

SR1

Mr. Justice Brandt.

No. 10), APPELLANT,

was.

July

and

KELU ERADI
Halabar

law—Decree

AND

mjaimt

members—Civil

A

decree

Rasronnmvrs.‘

OTHERS (PLAINTIFFS),

karnavan

having been obtained

anandraran not bindiny

and senior

Procedure

Code, 5. 13,

upl.

onjum'or

5, a. 30.

against the kamavan and senior anandravan

of a Malabar tarwad whereby the tarwad was dispossessed of certain land, the
junior members of tho tarwad who had not been impleaded in the suit sued to
recover the land :
Held, that the plaintiﬁs were

entitled to recover upon proof that the decree in
correct,

and that

they were

not bound to

prove malaﬁdes on the part of their kamavan in defending the former suit as a
condition precedent to recovcry.

APPEAL from the decree of H.

J.

Acting District Judge
of J. A. D’Rozario, Acting

Stokes,

of South Malabar, reversing the decree

District Munsif of Angadipuram, in suit 514 of 1883.
Suit by Kelu Eradi and seven others, junior members of the
Patharikat Arikkare tarwad, against (1) their karnavan Unni, (2)
their senior anandravan

Manissa,

of the Puthia Kovilagam,

(3)

Sri Devi, Valia Thamburatti

and six others,

to recover seven parcels

of land.

In

1880, the predecessor of defendant

No. 3 obtained

a decree

for the possession of this land in a suit to which defendants 1 and
and Krishnan, Cheria Thamburan of the Puthia

2 were parties,

Kovilagam (defendant No. 4), purchased this decree and obtained
possession of the land.
Defendants 5—9 were tenants of defendant
Defendant No.
as defendant

3

No. 4.

'

having died, her representative was impleaded

No. 10.

The Mfmsif dismissed the suit.
The District

Judge

decreed

Plaintiffs
the claim.

appealed.

Defendant No. 10

appealed.
facts necessary for the purpose of this report appear from

the judgment

of the Court (Muttusami Ayyar and Brandt,
Second

Appeal 982 of 1885.

JJ

.).

The

‘
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8:: Dan

Gopdlan

0.

ng/ar for
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appellant.

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr.

Knu: Exam.

[VOL

Skephard)

for the respon

dents.

Junomnnr.—-The

lands in suit originally belonged to the
tarwad now consisting of the plaintiffs (respondents) and de
Nos.

fendants

1 and

2, the karnavan

and senior

anandravan

of

the tarwad.

It

is the case for the appellant

Puthia Kovilagam

;

that the jenm right

in title

1839 sold to her predecessor

was

in

the then Thamburatti of the

that at the time of this sale they were held on

an outstanding kanam

by one Unnian

;

and having been demised

back on kanam by the Kovilagam to defendant

l

No.

as karnavan

of his tarwad, the latter in 1858 sued the tenants in occupation to
eject them, on which occasion defendant N0. 1 in his plaint sued
as

holding on

a kanam demise,

from the Puthia Kovilagam.
This
The Kovilagam, in original
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was in original suit 680 of 1858.

suit 172 of 1879, sued the present defendants,

Nos.

1

and 2, and

others, tenants.

The defendants in that suit denied the alleged sale of the jenm
right to the properties then and now in suit ‘; and the present
No. 2, pleaded that the admission of his karnavan
defendant No. 1) in the suit in 1858 was false and

defendant,
(present

fraudulent;

and the junior

establish their

In

the suit

j enm right.
in 1879 the

members

of the tarwad now

sue

to

jenm title was held proved,

appellant’s

though the ﬁnding was that a document which was produced to
prove it was not genuine: the admission of defendant No. 1 in
1858 coupled

with other facts was, however, considered sufﬁcient

to entitle the Kovilagam

to a decree:

in

execution of which the

tarwad was dispossessed.

In the

present suit the District Munsif held that the admission

of defendant N0.

1

in

1858 was made in good faith, and is bind

A document, purporting to be the jenm deed
ing on the tarwad.
of 1839, was produced in this case, and the District Munsif thought
it certainly was not a genuine document, but the introduction of
a fabricated

document was held

admission of defendant No.

1

not sufﬁcient

to

prove

that the

in 1858 was the result of fraud and

collusion between the defendant No.

1 and the

Kovilagam

against

the rest of the tarwad.

The District Judge held that the other members

of the tarwad

YOL.
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are not bound, nor even affected, by the admission of their karnavan

in 1858; and that that admission

was false,

there having been

no sale of the jenm right to the Kovilagam

in 1839, and that

it

was made by defendant

the representative

No.

1

in fraud of his

of the Kovilagam

tar-wad to oblige

whose kariasthan (agent or

he was, and at a time when he was not managing the

manager)

affairs of the tarwad, nor living with the family.
As showing
that the Kovilagam did not acquire the jenm title in 1839, the

Judge

says the plaintiff in the suit of 1879 did not know on what

grounds or on what documents

to base the alleged

title; and

this alone (he says) is sufficient to show the alleged deed of sale
to be a forgery.
Decree was accordingly passed in favor of the
respondents.

It is

in appeal that it lay upon the respondents to
prove afﬁrmatively that the admission of defendant No. 1 in 1858
contended
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was made fraudulently

;

that

a

claim to set aside an admission

fraudulently made is barred by time

;

as

that it is not alleged that
No. 2 in the matter

there was any fraud on the part of defendant

of original

suit No. 172 of 1879, to which he was a party ; that
in that

on the contrary, defendant No. 2 and the other defendants

suit then pleaded that the admission of defendant No. 1 in 1858
was fraudulent, and the suit was fully contested in this respect;
.

and that where

a suit has

been so defended,

the tarwad should

not be permitted to have the same issue tried over again on an
allegation of fraud in respect of admission made by the karnavan

in

1858, even

For

if

such suit be not barred by time.

it is contended that the District Judge
ﬁnds fraud on the part of the kamavan established ;and, as to the
the respondents,

senior anandravan

being a party, that this cannot estop the other

members from suing, as the anandravan

could not represent the

tar-wad.

I

We shall later on refer in more detail to the

Full Bench

case;

ttiachan v. Velappan.(1)

It

was sought

disposed of by the

in

the present appeal

Full Bench from

to property attached or sold

in

to distinguish the cases

the present, as relating only

execution of a decree

;

but we must

not overlook the fact that regard was had in the cases then under
to the laxity of procedure which for many years

consideration

(1)

r. L.

12., s Mad.,_484.

sin

I)“;

Kw, 1f;an
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in Malabar, and to the extent to which concession might

prevailed

The substantial question then

whether the defendants Nos.

1

is,

Ksau Essex. be made in such cases.

2

and
sufﬁciently represented the respondents’ tarwad in original
suit 172 of 1879, and whether the decision therein bars the present
suit.
The issue whether the jenm title was in the appellant’s

Kovilagam or in the respondents’ tarwad was also a material issue
in the former suit, and the respondents’ karnavan and senior anan
The former decision would clearly

bar

the respondents

if

be

a

dravan were party defendants.

could be taken to have been parties

unless they showed that those who were actually
not
defend the title of the tarwad bond ﬁde.
did
Whether
parties
the real question which we
this can be taken to be so in this case
is

to that suit,

have now to consider.

in V. Nardyanan Nambudri v.

that the

s. 30 were

case

the second suit

complied
did not

decisions

subsequent

was also found as

it

it

In that

throw doubt upon it.
plaintiff in

provisions of

the

if

suit in which

a

of

not limited to the

assisted

the

a

V

case

with, and we should follow

is

V. Nzirayanan
a clear authority for the position that Explanation

Nambudriﬂ)
of s. 13 of the Code of Civil Procedure

fact

karnavan in

defending the ﬁrst suit.
was not followed

in

case,

laid down in

sale in execution of

a

In that

a

the tarwad, the procedure

to

a

not necessarily

tarwad in the absence of fraud, and that

s.

binding on the
is

tarwad

is

a

be the karnavan of

It

Kornbi v. Lakshmi.(2)
person who happened

it

decision

if

This

was there held that the decree against

a

sought

to bind

30 must be followed.

decree against one who was

karnavan was set aside at the instance of the other members of

the tarwad.

The decision in Gopalan v. Valia Tamburatti

(3) proceeded on

the

a

a

tarwad was forfeited
perpetual lease granted to
ground that
title
the
karnavan of the
by
by the denial of the landlord’s
that,

tarwad, and

in fraud of

unless the karnavan was shown

to have acted

the tarwad, in denying the title, the leasehold interest

(1)

1.1.3.,

observed that

111.11.,328.

(2) 11.11.,

the Code of

Civil Procedure,

might be doubted
Mad,

201.

(3)

how far the

1.L.a.,

7

the Court then

to s. 30

it

Alluding

.5.

anandravan.

of

which was forfeited in law could not be restored at the suit of an

2
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would be now upheld whereby the kamavan was recog
representing the tarwad and entitled to sue or defend
without the association of the other

as such representative,

members

88

of the tarwad, who were nevertheless

held bound

by

decrees passed in such suits unless they showed mala ﬁdes in their
representative.

In

this state of decisions,

the legal effect of the procedure

which had prevailed in Malabar was considered by the

in Ittiacban

v.

Velappan.(l)

The grounds

Full Bench

of decision

unani

mously adopted by the Court were (I) when the karnavan of a
tarwad was not impleuded as such in a suit, and there was nothing
on the face of the proceedings to show that it was intended to
implead him in his representative character, tarwad property could
not be attached and sold in execution of a decree, even though it
was proved that the decree was obtained for a debt binding on the

sued as representative

of the tarwad, members of the tarwad who

were not parties to the proceedings

and had not been represented

in the manner prescribed by the Code of

Civil Procedure

were not

from showing that the debt for which the decree was
The principles on which
passed was not binding on the tarwad.
the grounds of decision were formulated are (I) that a decree can
estopped

only operate inter partes ; (II) that if it is desired to extend its
operation to those who are not parties to the suit, or who do not

claim under them, the procedure prescribed by
followed ; and (III) that a concession can legally

s. 30 should
be made

be

in view

of the irregular practice in Malabar only to the extent indicated by
the ruling of Privy Council in Bissessur Lall Sahoo v. Maharqje

In that

Lachmessur Singh.(2)

case the

Judicial

Committee observed

that, although there may have been some irregularity in drawing up
the decrees then in question, they were substantially decrees in res
pect of a

joint

debt of the family, and against the representative of

the family and might be properly executed against the joint family
property. Hence it was held by the Full Bench that the inten
tion to implead the karnavan
recognized

of the tarwad must

in the ﬁrst suit, and that the debt

by the decree must be binding on the entire tarwad.
(1)

I.L.R.,

a

ma, m.

1.3.,

a

appear

as representative

from the proceedings

(2)
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(II)

that, although the property of a tarwad might be
attached and sold in execution of a decree when the karnavan was
tarwad, and

1.11..

m.
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Kare Essex.
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these principles to the case before us, we do not see our

Kim: Exam. way to saying that the respondents were bound by the decree in
the suit of 1879, on the ground that their karnavan then in good

There can be no doubt that
faith opposed the appellant’s claim.
the association of kamavan and the senior anandravan may be
taken to disclose an intention on the part of the appellant to
tarwad; but upon the facts found, we

the respondents’

'implead

must hold that the respondents have shown that the former decree

The

was not substantially correct.

Full Bench

decision precludes

that the decision against a kamavan is binding on
the members of the tarwad unless they prove malaﬁdes in him, in
a suit to which they were not actually or constructively parties;
if they were so, it would be immaterial whether the karnavan acted
our holding

in

good faith or otherwise:

constructively,

it

if they

were not

parties

actually or

is open to them to show that the former decree

and therefore is not binding on them.
that
the
urged
Judge was in error in directing that the
mesne proﬁts be ascertained in execution.
But it is provided
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is substantially incorrect,

It is

by

of the Code of Civil Procedure that the Court may

s. 212

determine the amount of mesne proﬁts by the decree itself, or may

direct an inquiry and dispose of the same by further orders.
Another contention
The respondents

is that the suit is barred by limitation.

lands of which they lost
Assuming that they are entitled

sued to recover certain

possession subsequent

to 1883.

to recover possession, their claim is certainly not barred

In referring

of time.
in 1858

This

to the decree appealed against must then be over-ruled.

objection

as

to the admission

by lapse
No. 1

made by defendant

fraudulent, the respondents only intended to anticipate

a plea on the part of the appellant and to avoid it.

As

to the objection

the respondents,

that the burden of proving fraud lay on

the question does not arise upon the facts found,

in support of their
several contentions, and the respondents are found to have proved
the jenm title of their tarwad.
The result is that the second
appeal fails, and we dismiss it with costs.

inasmuch

as both

parties

produced

evidence

YOL.

X.]
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APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
Sir

Before

Charles

A. Turner, KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice

Kernan, Mr. Justice Multusdmi Ayyar, Mr. Justice Hate/tins,
Mr. Justice Brandt.

and

Bonn or Remus man

REFERENCE rnou run

Iu'nmx
Stamp

Act, Sch.

II,

Art.

STAMP

15 (b)—Rec¢ipt

Aer,

or run

s. 46

1885.
24.

April

18793“

given by Secretary

of

Club to a Memberfar

Club bill.

Where a receipt in writing is given by the Secretary or other Manager of a
Club to a Member acknowledging a payment above Rs. 20 on account of a. Club
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bill, it is liable

to stamp

duty.

CAsE stated by the Board of Revenue

Stamp Act, 1879.
The case was stated

“This

case

as

Indian

under s. 46 of the

follows :—

was referred

by the Collector

of Madras, on an

application preferred to him by the Secretary of the Madras Club
to determine the question whether receipts granted by him to
Members of the Club for sums paid in liquidation of Club accounts
exceeding

Rs. 20 in amount are liable to stamp duty, or are exempt

II

under cl. (b), art. 15, sch.
of the Act.
“ The
primary argument in support of exemption is ‘ no con
sideration,’ because the property of the Club is the property of each
of its members

(all members being jointly and severally

the debts of the Club).
In making a payment,
member is not paying the Secretary, but himself.

for

liable

therefore,

It

a

is further

urged that, as members are not legally liable to be sued for their
Club bills, 9. legal acquittance cannot be demanded for what is not
a legal indebtedness.

“ On the other hand, the
argument of

‘

no consideration

’

is met

by the assertion that the goods supplied represent the consideration
for the money paid, it being pointed out that, granting the joint
ownership of the whole body of members in the Club property,
the purchase

by an individual member of any portion of the com
"' Referred Case 3 of 1885.
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Bzramca
8:23:32“
9- 46-

mon property is an ordinary

mercantile

transaction,

the receipt

evidencing which becomes liable to stamp duty.”
The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for the Board
of Revenue.
The judgment of the Full Bench (Turner, C.J., Kernan,
Muttusami Ayyar, Hutchins and Brandt,
.) was delivered by

JJ

TURNER, C.J.—We assume that there is nothing in the rules
of the Madras Club which distinguishes the liability of members of
that Club from the liability of members of other similar societies.
The members of the Club agree that, in consideration of certain
payments, they shall be supplied with certain advantages gratui
tously and with accommodation and refreshments on payment
A member engages to pay his subscriptions
of certain charges.
and also to pay for such accommodation and refreshments, as
are supplied on credit, and this

liability is

a

liability which

arises
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out of a contract not prohibited by law.

It has been held that a Club is not a partnership and therefore
that its members are not precluded from enforcing contracts made
with a managing member or members in a Court of Law as dis
tinguished from

a

Court of Equity; C'aldioott v. Griﬂitks,(1) also

Ragget v. Bishop,(2) Raggct v. Musgraz'e.(3)

It is

merely a matter of procedure

liability of

If

a member

as to the

form in which the

for debts due to the Club is to be enforced.

therefore we are to hold that a receipt is only an acknowledg

ment of a payment made in satisfaction

of a debt or demand, we

should hold that on payment of a Club bill there is a satisfac
tion of a debt or demand, but the words of the Act are sufﬁciently
large to cover other payments of money for consideration.
We therefore reply that, where a receipt in writing is given by
the Secretary or other Manager of a Club to a member acknow
ledging a payment in amount

above Rs. 20,

it is liable

receipt stamp.

(1) 8

Ex.,

898.

(2) 2

c. a P.,

343.

(a) 2

c.

an,

556.

to

a
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice

and

MuttusdmiAg/yar

CHIDAMBARA

(PLAINTIFF),

.

M'. Justice Parker.

APPELLANT,

133;;
Oct, 14,
Nov. 12.

and

THIRUMANI
Game

of action—Suit for

(DEFENDANT No. 2), Rnsronnnxr.*
damages caused by false statement of witness in a suit.

No action will lie against
of

a judicial

a witness

for making a false

statement

in the course

proceeding.

from the decree of T. Kanagasabai Mudaliar, Subordi
nate Judge at Tanjore, dismissing an appeal from the decree of
APPEAL

H.
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of

Strinivésa Rau, District Miinsif of Kumbakonam, in suit 459
1883.

Plaintiff Ohidambara Chetti

It

1,292-6-0 damages.

sued Dandayuda Chetti for Rs.

was alleged

a false statement made by defendant

in

the plaint that, owing to

as witness

in

a

suit brought by

one Saminatha Chetti against plaintiff, to the effect that

deed was lost, the Court passed

a.

certain

against plaintiff, and plain
tiff was obliged to pay the amount now sued for. It was also
alleged in the plaint that defendant fraudulently induced Semi
a decree

natha Chetti to bring the said suit.
Defendant died pending the suit, and his minor son, Tirumani
Chetti, was made defendant.

An objection on his behalf, that the cause of action did not
survive, was overruled, but the suit was dismissed on the ground
that it would not lie.
On appeal

the decree was conﬁrmed

on the ground that the

damages were too remote.

Plaintiff

appealed.

Réu Saheb for appellant.
Rdmd Ra'u for respondent.

Rdmachandra

JUDGMENT.—The appellant and his brother, Saminatha Chetti,
entered into a partition on the 19th

M arch

18 79, and

it

was arranged

that the former was to pay the latter a sum of Rs. 595. The ap
pellant borrowed Rs. 405 more and executed an unregistered
" Second Appeal 150 of 1886.
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Oumuauu hypothecation bond for Rs. 1,000 in favor of the latter. In May
Tamumr. and June 1879 the appellant sold the hypothecated lands to the
who undertook to pay Saminatha Ghetti’s debt out of

respondent,

the purchase money.

It

was provided by the partition-deed that

Saminﬁtha Chetti should redeem some 8 pangus of land mortgaged
with possession to the respondent on the 15th February 1873 for
Rs. 8,000

;

and, in

with this provision, Saminatha
1879, Rs. 7,000 to the respondent;

accordance

Chetti paid, on the 19th July
credit for Rs. 1,000, due to him by the appellant, and
The appellant’s case was that the respon
redeemed the property.

took

dent since colluded with Saminétha Chetti, who was his son-in~law,

and instigated him to institute a suit against the appellant for the
recovery of Rs. 590 with interest due thereon; that during the

trial

of the suit the respondent,

to prove payment,
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thecation

who was cited by him as a witness

falsely and fraudulently stated that the hypo
1,000, which was returned to him by

bond for Rs.

Saminatha Chetti on payment, was lost, and that by reason of its
non-production the other evidence which he produced to prove pay
ment was discredited,

and that a decree was passed against him for

the amount sued for with interest and costs in favor of Saminétha
Chetti, and that on the 10th December 1882 he was obliged to pay
satisfaction of that decree Rs. 1,292-6-0, and that, as this loss

in

entailed upon him was due to the false evidence which the appel
lant gave, viz., that the hypothecation bond was lost whilst it
was really in his possession, he claimed a decree

for

Both the Courts below dismissed the suit with costs.

compensation.

The District

that it was not shown that the respondent’s
evidence was false, and assuming that it was, he was only liable to
Mfmsif considered

be prosecuted for giving false

evidence.

The Subordinate Judge

observed on appeal that, though the hypothecation

deed was sup

pressed, other means of proving payment was available

to the
appellant, and for his failure to use them, the respondent was
not responsible.
He rested his decision on the ground that the
damage

sustained by the appellant was not the direct and proxi

mate result of the wrongful act imputed to the respondent.

It is

urged in second appeal, (I) that the appellant had a good cause
of action against the respondent, and (II) that the means at his
disposal of proving payment was used by him, and that they failed
because of the non-production by the respondent

ation bond which he had in his possession.

of the hypothe

VOL.

We
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think that this

do not

89

second appeal jean

be supported.

No action will lie against a witness for making a false statement
in the course of a judicial proceeding, and the proper remedy is a
prosecution for giving false evidence. In Barber v. Lesiter (l) Erle,

C.J.,

observed

witness

:

“It

for uttering

has been decided that no action lies against

in the course of a judicial
is alleged to have been done falsely and

a false statement

even though

proceeding,

a

maliciously and damage

it

results

proper course being
what was meant by Lord Hale ina prosecution

therefrom to the plaintiff, the
for perjury, which is probably
Vanderbe-rg

v. Blake when he says

that to allow the action whilst the judgment is in force would be

In

to blow the judgment off by a side wind.”

the case before us,

the respondent stated in his evidence that he paid the debt due to
Saminatha Chetti and he was not credited, not simply because his
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statement

that he lost the hypotheeation

bond was regarded

with

suspicion, but also for other reasons which had nothing to do with
It was the action of the Court in not accepting
the respondent.
the evidence as a whole as proof of payment that is the proximate
cause of the damage sustained by the appellant.

Against him no

action can be maintained either for conspiracy

or any other wrong,
unless it is clearly shown that the damage to the appellant was the
There
necessary and proximate result of the respondent’s act.
were two causes to which the damage might be referred,

viz., the

of the hypotheeation bond by the respondent and
the weight which the Court attached to the evidence which was
produced by the appellant to show that it was fraudulently sup
suppression

pressed and that the plea of payment was true, and that of those
causes the act of the Court was the proximate and direct

Further, it is found by

the

cause.

District Mﬁnsif that in stating that

the hypotheeation bond was lost, the respondent probably spoke
On
the truth and the Subordinate Judge accepted the ﬁnding.
this ground also, this appeal must fail, and we dismiss it with
costs.
(1) 7

cans,

187.

Cmansm
U

Tamcmsm.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice

Before

GANGAYYA

1886.
14,
Oct. 16.

July

Ayyar

Muttusdm-i

and

Mr. Justice Brandt.

arm ornaas (Pnanvrrrrs), Arrnmiv'rs,
and

MAHALAKSHMI

AND ornnns

(Dnrnsnmrs), Rssrormmv'rs."t

Speciﬁc Relief Act, a. 42—Suil by rez'ersionn's of Hindu' widow.

The plaintiﬂ‘s,
sioners

uncle’s sons of R, a deceased Hindu,

brought a suit as rever

of R, for a declaration that certain alienations made by M, the widow of R,

M.

were not binding beyond the lifetime of

The District Judge held on the strength of Graeman Singh v. Wahari Lall Singh

(I.L.R.,

8 Cal.,

12) that the suit would

not lie under s. 42 of the Speciﬁc Relief

Act:
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Held, that the suit would lie.

APPEAL from the decree of

H. LeFanu, Acting District Judge

of Kistna, conﬁrming the decree of O. S. It. Kristnama,
Munsif of Masulipatam, in suit 687 of 1883.

District

The facts necessary for the purpose of this report appear from
the judgment.

The Acting Advocate-General (Mr. Skephara') for appellants.
Ananddckdrlu for respondents.
The Court (Muttusami Ayyar and Brandt,
following
JUDGMENT

z—The appellants,
N0.

to certain property on

Mahdlakshmi,

1

delivered the

Adusumilli Gangayya and two

others, claiming to be entitled in reversion
the death of respondent

JJ.)

the widow of one

Pedda Ramana, whose uncle’s sons the appellants allege themselves
to be, sued for a declaration that certain alienations of the said
No.

Seshayya and
Sayana Subbanna, respondents Nos. 2 and 3, are void as against
The respondents
them except for the term of the widow’s life.

property made by respondent

1

to Upalapati

pleaded among other things that the suit is not maintainable, and
the District

Judge,

Singh v. Wahari

on the authority of the case cited,

Lall Singb,(1)

the reasoning of which, he says,

he is unable to understand, allowed this objection.

-

Second Appeal ass of 1886.

Greenuzn

(1)

I.L.B.,

s 0.1., 12.

MADRAS

x.)

He
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of the appeal on the

to dispose

nevertheless

proceeded

ssmss.

merits.

It

is contended in appeal that the suit is maintainable, and it
is urged that even if the decision quoted be correct, it may be
distinguished from the persent case, inasmuch
as a fact that the

as here

appellants are the nearest,

whereas

reversioners,

in

it is found

if not the only,

the Calcutta case there were contending

reversioners.

We

are unable to distinguish

is stated

most

distinctly

in

the

case

It

on this ground.

the cases

quoted

that the suit was

on the ground that the plaintiﬁ was not entitled to

dismissed

a.

than the
“
defendants who also claimed to be reversioners, but that a person
not because he was not

declaration,

who stands

a nearer reversioner

in the position of a presumptive heir upon the
Hindu widow is not entitled to maintain a suit for a

declaration of his so-called reversionary right ;” and this because
“ s. 42 of the
Speciﬁc Relief Act refers only to existing and vested
rights and not to contingent rights like those of a person who has
only a chance of succeeding to the estate of a Hindu after the
death of a female heir in possession.”
We confess that we also are unable to follow the reasoning
or to concur in the conclusion arrived at.
The language used in illustration

((1)

and

(e)

s. 42 is referred to as supporting this conclusion.

itself apart from
maintainable.

(0)

that a suit like the present is main
before us, and reading the section

we entertain no doubt that the present suit

is

With illustration
it,

tainable.

to

appended

Illustration

(e)

appears to us to be conclusive

3

The alienation to respondent Nos.
was by way of sale, and
the widow and her alienee pleaded that the sale was for purposes

He

and

the widow

spondent No.

Nos.

pleaded

is

of respondent
altogether different.
case

2

necessary and binding on the estate.
more

complicated

and

that Ramana brought the re

it

a

a

then
young boy, to his house 16 years before
suit, promising the boy (or his parents)
share in his property
during his (Ramana’s) lifetime, and the whole of after his death,
2,

a

according to the custom of the country, the boy to be married
to the daughter of Ramana, and to help Ramana and to be
member of his

family:

they further said that the respondent No.

2
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“ became
(or was constituted) the heir of Ramana’s property after
his death.”

It

is admitted

that Ramana’s daughter died before she was

married to respondent No. 2, and it is found by the District
Mfmsif that after she died Ramana selected another girl for him
as wife, and, in accordance
respondent

No.

2

with his instructions, his widow had

married to this girl.

The District
taken

as

Munsif found that the respondent N0. 2 was
an “illatam” son into Ramana’s family, and that, as

he is entitled to the whole estate of Ramana, being
“ constituted his son at a time when he had full
power over his
”
and that the appellants
cannot call his right in
property
such,

question.

a
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The District Judge called for ﬁndings on the following issues:
(1) Does the custom of “illatam” prevail amongst Kammas in
this district?
If so, is it a. valid and binding custom ? (2) Can
the relationship of affiliation, otherwise termed “illatam,” be
established

in a Kamma family

in this district in

where

cases

the person said to be afﬁliated has not actually been married to
a daughter of the family

afﬁliated?

If

into which he claims

so, has defendant

N0. 2 been

so

to have

been

affiliated?

(3)

Was there, subsequent to the death of the daughter of Ramana,
any agreement that, in return of his taking part in the manage
ment of the estate, defendant No. 2 should receive a share, or be
Supposing such agreement to be
is it valid and binding so as to avail to oust the claim

substituted
proved,

as

heir to Ramana

of the reversioners

?

P

He found that without doubt the respondent No. 2 is not an
“ illatam ” son-in-law of Ramana, but in appeal the right of
respondent

No. 2 was put on the footing of a contract

supported

nuncupative will made by Ramana on his
death-bed, the consideration being Ramana’s promise to give to
respOndent No. 2 his daughter in marriage and a share in his
and evidenced by

a

property; a promise after the daughter’s death to afﬁliate him and
to give him half his property in his lifetime and the whole after
his death, which intention he instructed his wife to carry out after
his death, and also that he directed his wife to marry the young
man to a. girl whom he had selected, or whom she should select.

In

the event the District

Judge

considered that the respondent

No. 2 is entitled to succeed on the ground of a contract,

and a

VOL.
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direction by Ramana to his wife—which, he says, may be considered

GmoAn'A

nuncupative will—t0 make over the property to respondent
No. 2, and as to the alienation to the respondent N0. 3 he held that
it is open to the respondent No; 2 to repudiate or to ratify
but

WWW"

it,

a

a

special custom whereby respondent

No.

2

was affiliated

set up

a

2

1

is

a

that the appellants are not in
position to challenge it.
It urged in appeal that the respondents Nos. and

to, or made

member of, Ramana’s family, and that they referred to certain
said to have been made by Ramana to give respondent

promises
a

2

share in this property, or his property, only in proof of
No.
the alleged afﬁliation; that the District Munsif to‘whom issues
Were referred found

the alleged custom

not

proved,

and

No.2 had no right by inheritance; and that as
Judge did not express dissent from those ﬁndings

that
the

District

the

nuncupative will was an after-thought

Munsif

which the District

on

the ground that he

declined to express any opinion upon

was called on for

custom only, whereas

as to the alleged

that there

no evidence

of

a

argued

is

and

is

will

it

there

?

a

a

ﬁnding
the Judge disposed of the case on considerations not arising out
of the case originally stated, viz., was there
contract? and was
a

2

a

will, but only an agreement which was invalid,
the basis of the agreement on the part of Ramana, viz., the inten
tion to marry respondent No.
to his daughter, having failed by
reason of her death.
contract or of

We

look upon the instructions given by Ramana
shortly before he died as in the nature of
testamentary
disposi
a

cannot

a

tion of property, because he only conferred
power upon his wife
contract which he had made, but had not performed
to execute
a

promise, viz., either the promise to give respondent No.

2

during his lifetime. The instructions given may, however, be
regarded as given in furtherance of, or to complete, the prior
half of

living with and helping Ramana,

coupled with

a

2

his property during his lifetime and the rest after his death in
of respondent N0.
consideration
leaving his own family and
promise to give his

she lived, or
subsequent promise
daughter to him in marriage
to'do the‘same, notwithstanding that his daughter had died.

questions we have to decide are—whether there was

consideration for such promise,

whether

there

was

a

And the

a

if
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plaintiﬁs’ claim should have been allowed; that the theory of

a

respondent

13

contract

MA'QL
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which could be legally enforced, or whether the agreement was
altogether invalidated by reason of the daughter’s death?

Gwen-rs
v.

Manl

LAKSHII.

that respondent No. 2 was allowed by his
family to leave them and go permanently to Ramana’s house,
taking money with him, and to do service with and for him, and
There is evidence

this of itself would constitute

consideration.
The giving of the
No.
2
was
of
Ramana
to
part and part only
respondent
daughter
of the consideration moving from Bamana to respondent No. 2,

if

and

the two parties

resolved to adhere to their mutual agree

ment notwithstanding the death of the daughter,

No. 2 relying thereon continued

and

if

respondent

to work with and for Ramana,

we do not see why they should not do so, nor why the contract

should be regarded

as at an end

or incapable

of enforcement

or

by mutual consent, nor why it should not be regarded
fresh contract modiﬁed in reference to altered circumstances

performance
as a
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'

and acted upon by both parties.
As to the contention that the promises were referred to only in
proof of the alleged afﬁliation we have to observe that in sub
stance they imply a contract, although such contract

was not for

mally set out as one of the grounds on which relief was claimed ;
at all events the question was distinctly raised by the issues refer

and the appellant cannot be held to

red by the District Judge,

have been taken by surprise or in any way prejudiced.

The result is that the appeal is dismissed with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

H.

Mr.

POTHI REDDI
1886. Aug. 4.
Nov. 5.

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

and

Justice Parker.
(DEFENDANT),

Arrmax'r,

and

VELAYUDASIVAN (Pum'rrrr),
Evidence

Act, I. 91—Sm't

for

money

Rasrommm‘.“

lent— Unstmnpall promissory

note—Cams

cf

artion.
The terms
settled

of a contract to repay a loan of money with interest, having been

and the money paid,

a promissory note specifying these terms was executed

" Second Appeal 149 of 1886.

VOL.
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later in the day by defendant and given to plaintiff.

In

stamped.

a. suit brought to recover

95
This promissory note was not Porin Bnnm
U
of the loan on an oral

the unpaid balance

erom

contract to pay :

ervm.

Bald, that plaintiﬁ could not recover.

K. R. Krishna Menon,

APPEAL from the decree of

Subordinate

Judge at Tinnevelly, reversing the decree of V. Strinivasaoharlu,
District Mfmsif of Tuticorin, in‘snit 236 of 1884.
Plaintiff Velayudasivan Pillai
for Rs. 596-10-10,

of

sued the defendant

Pothi Reddi

balance of principal and interest due on account

a loan of Rs. 1,000, made on 28th March 1881, which

it

was

alleged defendant promised orally to repay on the 12th July 1881.
Plaintiff alleged that, on the evening of the same day, defen
dant gave him

a memorandum

admitting receipt of the money and
July 1881 with interest,

promising to repay the same on the 12th
and that
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Rs.

600

defendant

in

had

paid three

instalments amounting to

1881.

The Munsif held that the memorandum
and that,

as

it

was not stamped,

it

was a promissory note,

could

not be admitted in

of the Indian Stamp Act.
Rejecting it as inadmissible, the Mﬁnsif held that plaintiff
could not give evidence of the oral promise made in the morning
evidence under

for which

s. 34

the written agreement was substituted

in

the evening.

The Mi'msif held, however, that plaintiﬁ was entitled to prove
the payment of consideration which preceded the promise to pay
and that he might have recovered had the suit not been barred by
limitation, more than three years having elapsed from the date of
the loan before the suit was ﬁled.

The suit was dismissed.
On appeal the Subordinate Judge held that the memorandum
was not a promissory note but merely additional evidence of the

loan; that

the oral contract

on which plaintiff sued was proved

;

that the payments made subsequently were payments on account
as of principal, interest being due according
to the contract, and that endorsements of such payment made and
of interest as well

signed by the defendant on the memorandum were admissible
though not stamped for the purpose of proving part-payment of
principal.
The claim

Was decreed. .

Defendant appealed on the grounds—
(1) That plaintiff’s claim was barred by limitation

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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l‘o'rru Esnnl

That oral evidence was not admissible to prove the con
tract which was evidenced by a promissory note.

(2)

U.

Vsrnvns
ems.

[VOL.

Bha'shyam Ayya-ngcir for appellant.

Ayyar for respondent.
The Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,
Subramanya

:—We

JUDGMENT

the following

are clearly of opinion that the writing is not

simply a memorandum
Judge, but that it is

J.) delivered

in

a.

ledger as found by the Subordinate

a promissory

note, and being unstamped,

it is

not receivable in evidence.

It

is then urged upon us on the strength of the

ruling in

v. Ran-gasa'm-i (1) that plaintiff may be permitted to
prove the consideration which preceded the contract, and that the
Krishnasa'm-z'

suit may be regarded as one for the return “ of money lent” to
defendant on 28th March 1881.
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The ground on which that

case was decided was

that the cause

of action was complete in itself before the giving of the note,
and that therefore the case fell in the ﬁrst class of those described
by Garth,

C.J., in

Sheik/z Akbar v. Shaikh Khan.(2)
The facts of
not appear in the report further than this,—that the
money for which the promissory note was given was borrowed for the
Beyond that
purpose of paying a debt incurred in family trade.

that

case do

we do not know the circumstances of the particular case, and we do

not understand the learned Judges to have ruled that in all cases
where the original cause of action is the bill or note itself, it is open
to the

the note be lost or not receivable in evidence—
”
his suit as one “ for money lent
independently of the

plaintiff—if

to frame

We cannot assent to such a doctrine, and to do so would
entirely nullify the provisions of s. 91 of the Indian Evidence Act.
As pointed out by Garth, C.J., there is no doubt as to the
principle of the authorities, and the only difﬁculty is in the deter
note.

mination

in individual

belongs.

A

cases

plaintiff may

the promissory

sue

to

which class

a

particular case

on his original cause of action

if

note has been given on account of the debt, and has

not been parted with under such circumstances
debtor liable upon

it

to some third person,—as

as

will

render the

for instance, when

for goods sold and
note is given in payment
'But when a loan is made
or for an account rendered.
by plaintiff to defendant, and in consideration of that loan the
the

promissory

delivered,

(1)

I.L.R.,71\rad.,

112.

(2) 1.1.11, 7 Cal., 256.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. X.]
defendant

contracts by a promissory

it with interest
“ for money lent ” or

note to pay

at a certain date, there is no cause of action
otherwise than upon the note, and

97

if for want of

a-

stamp the note

is not receivable in evidence the plaintiff’s claim must fail.

This

has before been held by this Court in Muthalagan Ambalam v.
Ramanadham Chetti.(l)

It

appears to us the present is precisely

The term

such a case.

of the contract were settled in the morning and the rate of interest
The money was

and the date for re-payment were agreed upon.

then handed over and later in the day the promissory note specify
ing these terms was written and left in the plaintiff’s possession.

It

is a necessary condition to every written contract that the

terms should be orally settled
and to hold when

that

a

to writing,

before they are reduced

such a contract

has been reduced to writing,

plaintiff can take advantage of the absence of a stamp on
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the promissory note to sue at once for the return of money which
he may have contracted to lend for a ﬁxed period, would entirely
defeat the provisions of s. 91 of the Evidence Act.

As pointed out by

the learned Chief Justice

in

Sheik/t Akbar v.

Sheikh Khan one very material distinction between the two classes
of

cases

may be found in the investigation of the point on whom

In

lies the burden of proving the note.
can be no doubt that the onus must

fall

the case before us there

on the

plaintiff.

Upon this ground the suit must fail, though we may further
point out that even had it been open for the plaintiff to bring
for the part-payments
lent,” the
the suit as “ for
money

receipts

would not be receivable in evidence, and the bar

being unstamped,
of limitation is therefore

Limitation Act.

not removed under
'

The decree of the Lower
and the suit dismissed.

s. 20 of_ the

Appellate Court must

be

Indian
reversed

Each party should bear his own costs

throughout.
(1) 4 Ind.

Jun,

568.

Pom;

Rm“

VBLA'Q'UDA

m“
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

VENKATESWARA,

1886.

Nov. 17, 25.

in

-re.*‘

.

Act

XX

qf1868, a. 18— Civil Procedure

not appsalablc,

An order

nor subject

under s. 18 of Act

passed

s. 622 of the Code of

Arrucxrros under
permission
18 of

XX

to

Act

011863,

permission

ofCivil

to we

Procedure.

refusing leave to sue, is not

his discretion, liable to revision under

Civil Procedure.

of the Code of Civil Procedure to set
Weir, District Judge of Madura, refusing

s. 622

aside an order of T.

s.

Code, a. 622—0rdt'r refusing

to revision under s. 622 oftba Coda

nor if' the Judge has exercised

appealablo,
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Mr. Justice Parker.

one Venkatéswara Ayyan

XX

to bring a suit under
of 1863- against the members of the Madura

Temple Committee.

Mr. Brown for petitioner.

It

was

contended

that even

if

the

application under

s.

622

would not lie, the order was appealable.
The Court (Parker,

J.)

delivered the following

of Civil

:—-This is an application under s. 622 of the Code
Procedure, asking the Court to revise the order of the

District

Judge of Madura refusing

JUDGMENT

Act XX of 1863. The learned
in appeals 48 of 1885 and 49 of
had not been argued,

leave to ﬁle a suit under s. 18,

counsel

referred to the decisions

1886, urging that these appeals

and pointing out that an appeal had been

allowed against an order under s.
Ackem' v. Skaz'k Brim Malimiyar.(l)

5

of the same Act

;

Sultan

The decisions quoted followed the Full Bench decision of this
Court in Civil Revision Petition 101. of 1882 (a) given on March
8* Civil Revision Petition 248 of 1886.

(1) I.L.R., 4 Mad, 205.
(a) Turner, C.J. (Inncs, Kcrnan, Kindcrslcy and Muttusémi Ayyru‘, JJ., con
The petitioner applied to the District Court, under Act XX of1863,
curring).
s. 18, for leave to ﬁle a. suit under the Act.
The petitioner then applied to this Court, under
The Judge refused leave.
s. 6‘22 of the Civil Procedure Code complaining that the Judge had referred his
application on grounds other than were contemplated by the Act.
It was objected that no application lay to this Court, under s. 622, inasmuch as
the order is open to appeal.
The question referred to the Full Bench is whether or not an appeal lies from
the grant or refusal of leave to sue.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. X.]
21st, 1883,

but which by an oversight would
appear not to have
I

been reported.

In that

ee

decision the case reported at

IV

Madras, 295, was dis

cussed and was distinguished from the present on the ground that

it

was a proceeding

analogous to a decree in a suit.

refusal of leave under
not analogous to

s. 18

a decree,

The grant or
is

of the Act, to institute proceedings,

but the sanction is

a

statutory condition
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precedent to the exercise of the right of suit.

In Kavirajja Sunda'ra Mu'rtiya Pillai v. Nulla Na'ilmn Pillai, 8 M.H.C.R., 93,
this Court held that no appeal lay against a grant of leave, and that decision the
High Court of the North-West Provinces has approved and folldvmd ; Haj“ Kohsb
Herein v. Shaikh Dean Ali, 4 N.W.P., 8.
The Legislature, in conferring on parties interested facilities for the institution
of temple property, has
of suits against persons charged with the management
from the principal Court of
imposed the condition that leave should be obtained
The Act directs that Court, on the
original civil jurisdiction in the district.
perusal of the application to determine whether there are sufﬁcient primd fan's
grounds for the institution of a suit, and if in the judgment of the Court there
It is to be inferred from the lan
are such grounds, to give leave for its institution.
guage of the Act that the Legislature did not intend that the grant or refusal
of leave should be interfered with by an Appellate Court. A suit cannot be insti
tuted under the Act without leave of the Court mentioned in the Act, and it leave
has been given' by that Court, the condition imposed by the Legislature has been
complied with.
The grant of leave by the Appellate Court would not satisfy the requirements
of the Act; the refusal of leave by the Appellate Court would not override the
sanction accorded by the Court mentioned in the Act. Itis left to the discretion 0!
whether or not there exist prim!
the Court empowered by the Act to determine,
fan's grounds for the institution of a suit, and the Appellate Court has no power
to constrain the judgment of the prescribed Court to pronounce aﬁirmatively or
negatively, in accordance with the views of the Appellate Court.
Where the Legislature intends that the Appellate Court shall have concurrent
power with the Court of original jurisdiction to grant sanction to the institution of
proceedings, it has expressly conferred the power.
It is, however, argued that an appeal is given by the provisions of the Code
'0! Civil Procedure, enacting that the procedure prescribed
by the Code shall be
followed in all proceedings in any Court, other than suits and appeals, s. 647, that
when otherwise expressly provided by that Code or by any other law for
except
the time beingintorce, an appeal shall lie from the decree of a Court exercising
original jurisdiction, and that the refusal or grant of leave to institute a suit under
the Act is a decree.
It was held by this Court in Sultan Ackmi Sahib v. Sheik Ba'va Halimiyar,
I.L.B., 4 Mad, 295, that in virtue of the sections of the Civil Procedure Code above
referred to, an appeal lay from an order passed by the District Court, under s. 5
o! the Act appointing trustees, on the ground that the order was analogous to a
We are, however, unable to hold
decree as deﬁned in the Code of Civil Procedure.
that the grant or refusal of leave under s. 18 of the Act to institute proceedings of a
special character is analogous to a decree.
The sanction is a statutory condition precedent to the exercise of the right of suit
and not an adjudication of any matter inter partes on a right claimed,
and, on this
ground, we hold that no appeal is given by the Procedure Code.
The case will be returned to the Division Bench for the disposal of the appliea‘
tion. under s. “22.
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has not
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The petition

is

on revision.
therefore dismissed.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Art/ear J. H. Collins, KL, Chin Justice,
Mr. Justice Parker.

Before

SESHAYYA

1886.

AND

ornsns (PLAINTIFFS),

Oct. 25, 28.

Arrnnnsnrs,

and

ANNAMMA

AND ANOTHER

(Daraxnurs),

Rssrounsms.*

Limitation Act, sch. 11', art. l32—Rrgistered hypothemtion

band-Parana!

remedy

barred after six years.

II

132 of sch.

a claim to enforce the personal remedy
pledged

on

registered

APPEAL against the decree of W.

F.

at Cuddapah, modifying the decree of

In

District

Grahame,

M.

ayaram

Judge
Ban, District

andalur, in suit 176 of 1885.

N

Mi'lnsif of

bond by which immovable

as security for the debt.

J

property

a

is

a

of the Indian Limitation Act, 1877, by which
period
allowed to enforce payment of money charged on immovable property,
refers only to suits to enforce payment by sale of the property charged and not to

Article

of 12 years

is

1885, the plaintiffs, Bandaru

and three others,

Seshayya

Kuravi Annamma and Ravanayya, to recover
Rs. 858-4-0, principal and interest, due under
registered bond of
a

sued the defendants,

of Krishnayya, deceased husband of defendant No.

By

the bond

certain land was made security

1.

1873 executed by Kesava Bhotlu, deceased, the undivided brother

for the payment

of the debt.
was alleged to have succeeded to, and taken

as

being

The Munsif decreed
amount

sued for before

January

defendants

1st, 1886, and

property pledged should be sold, and that

'

Defendant No.

was

distant .dayadi of Kesava Bhotlu.

that the

if

made defendant

a

possession of, the estate of Kesava Bhotlu.

2

Defendant No.

1
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and

Second Appeal 571 of 1886.

should

pay the

in default that

the

any balance remained
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due to plaintiﬁs after sale, it should be recovered
of Kesava Bhotlu in possession of defendants.
elapsed

the

of the bond,

date

the plaintiffs

only

could

proceed against the lands mortgaged.

The District Judge allowed the appeal on the strength of the
Privy Council in Ram Din v. Kai/ca Prasad.(1)

decision of the

Plaintiffs appealed.
Mr. Norton for appellants.
Mr. Shep/aural and Vcnkoba
The Court (Collins,

C.J.,

Ra'u_for respondents.
and Parker, J.) delivered the following

JUDGMENT :—-The only point in the present appeal is whether
of the Limitation Act of 1877 gives the
art. 132 of sch.

II

plaintiffs 12 years in which to sue to enforce the personal remedy
against defendants as well as to enforce the charge against the
The District Judge held that the decision in Ram Din
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property.

Prasad (l) settled the question,

v. Kalka

but it was urged by the

learned counsel that that decision was given under the Limitation

Act of

1871, and that the wording of art. 132 had been altered

in the corresponding section of the new Act. It was pointed out
that whereas the description of suit formerly was “for money
charged

upon immovable

property,” the present

words

enforce payment of money charged upon immovable

it

was suggested

were

“to

property,” and

that the object of the Legislature in making
the course of decisions in which

the alteration was to overrule

six years had been held to be the period of limitation in

a

suit

to enforce the personal remedy.

“ to

We

are of opinion that the language of the present Act, viz-,

enforce,

is more in favor of the contention

$40.,”

article in question

refers

that the

only to suite “to enforce payment of

money charged upon immovable property” by the sale of that
property, and we are fortiﬁed in this conclusion by ﬁnding that the
High Court of Calcutta has taken a similar view in illillor v.
Moulick.(2) The grounds on which the Privy Council
based their judgment in Ram Din v. Kalka Pro-sad appear to us
equally to apply to suits brought under the present Limitation
Runganath

Aet. There would appear no reason why a secured creditor should
be put in a better position than an unsecured creditor with respect

(1)

I.L.R.,

7

an,

502.

(2)

I.L.R.,

12

Susan“
0.

appealed 0n the ground that six years having

The defendants
since

from the estate

on,

ass.
14

Axum.

Sssrmrn
v.

ANNAIMA.
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money decree capable of execution against the
property of a judgment debtor other than the property

to obtaining
general

a

comprised in his mortgage.

We

are of opinion that the decision

of the District Judge was
right and dismiss this second appeal with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
szfbre Mr. Justice Mutfusa'mi

Ag/g/ru' and 10'.

VARATHAYYANGAR(PLA1NTIFF),

1886.

Nov. 4, 11.

Justice Parker.

APPELLANT,

and

KRISHNASAMI

(DEFENDANT), Revolversan
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“ Bcsjudimta "-—Estcppcl.
V.

K. from certain land, alleging that K., having entered under a
K. pleaded that he held as mortgagee.
It was found

sued to eject

lease, held as a trespasser.

that

K.

under a mortgage deed for Rs. 1,000, which had not

obtained possession

been registered,
on second

and that he held also a second mortgage for Rs. 50, and

that K. was entitled to defend his possession

appeal

it

was held

by virtue of the

mortgage for Rs. 50 and, as V. had not offered to redeem the charge but had sued
on false averments, the suit was dismissed.

V. then

sued

K.

to recover

the land on payment of Rs. 50.

his plaint V. stated that, though the mortgage deed for Rs. 50 was fabricated,
the High Court had decided that he was bound to pay Rs. 50 before recovering

In

the land from K.

The District Court on appeal dismissed the suit on the ground,

inter alia, that as V. denied the genuineness

of the mortgage, he could not sue for

redemption:
Held that V. was entitled to redeem.

APPEAL from the decree of D. Irvine, District Judge of Trichi
nopoly, reversing the decree of C. G. Kuppusami Ayyar, District
Mimsif of Trichinopoly, in suit 95 of 1884-.
The facts necessary for the purpose of this report are set out in
the judgment of the Court (Muttusa'mi A yg/ar and Parker,
Mr. Sleephard for appellant.

JJ

Bhdshyam Ayyangd-r for respondent.

:--The appellant Varathayyangér is the owner of
It is in respondent’s posses
now in litigation.
land
of
one pangu
sion and has been in the possession of his family from August
JUDGMENT

‘

Second

Appeal 394 of 1886,

VOL.
1865.
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On the 22nd

July
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1865 the appellant executed two docu-

in favor of Ramayyangér,

the respondent’s

grandfather.

One of those documents purported to be a mortgage

for Rs. 1,000

Exhibit

and the other to be a loan bond for Rs. 50.

“I

II,

which is

the loan bond, contains the following provision:
shall repay
the principal, Rs. 50, within 30th Ani Vibhava, the time ﬁxed for
the redemption

of my one pangu which

I

have mortgaged

this day and redeem the said pangu and this bond.”

of these documents

the execution
appellant

and Ramayyangar.

a disagreemet

to you

Shortly after

arose between the

The former refused to register the

mortgage bond for Rs. 1,000 and the latter applied to the District

Registrar, who referred him to a regular suit under Act
1864, which contained the registration law then in force.

XVI

of

Thereupon Ramayyangar instituted O.S. 373 of 1866 on the
Mﬁnsif of Perambalur, but the plaint in that

ﬁle of the District
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suit as

originally framed prayed for

a declaration

of his right

as

According to his own statement he was then in pos

mortgagee.

session as mortgagee

and he was not therefore in a position under

Civil Procedure then in
declaratory decree. He then asked

the Code of

one to compel the appellant

for Rs. 1,000.

force to maintain a suit for a
leave to convert that suit into

to register the instrument of mortgage

The District Mﬁnsif

considered

that this could

not be done, but the District Judge held that it might be done.
It was, however, held in special appeal that the suit was unsus
tainable on the ground that the then plaintiff was in possession.
The special appeal was decided in 187 7. Meanwhile 'the respond
minor, passed under
anaki Ammal.
The appellant

ent’s grandfather died and the respondent,

J

a

the guardianship of his mother,
brought OS. 259 of 1877 in the District Mﬁnsif’s Court of Trichi
nopoly, and grounded his right to reject the respondent on the
averment that part of the land was let to RamayyangAr
lease for a year or two only, and that the remainder

in

1865 on

was usurped

The respondent denied the alleged lease and trespass
The second
and referred his possession to the mortgage of 1865.

_by him.

in that suit was whether the lease or mortgage was
true and which should prevail. The District Munsif considered
the lease proved and held that the instrument of mortgage which

issue framed

was unregistered was not admissible
other

oral and documentary

mortgage

was the secondary

in evidence and that the

evidence which tended to prove the
evidence oflthe contents of a docu

VABATHAY

lg?“

Km““‘“"

Vanna-an
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ment which was not admissible

in evidence under the Registration

YANG‘R.
v.

Act then in operation.
On appeal the District Judge reversed the
Knrsurus‘m. decree of the District Munsif and remanded the suit for re-trial on
certain

one of which was whether

issues,

Exhibit

II

was duly

appellant and the statement contained in it
constituted in law and in fact an admission of existence of the
by the

executed

up by the respondent

set

mortgage

if

cl. 6, of the Evidence Act, and
took

At

place.

within the purview of

so, whether

the re-trial the District

s. 65,

the mortgage actually

Mr’rnsif

found this issue

in respondent’s favor and held that the lease set up by the appel
lant was not proved.
From this decision an appeal was preferred
and the District Judge dismissed the appeal; but he observed
that Exhibit

II

was not admissible

for the purpose for which

it
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was used, but that the lease and the trespass alleged by the appel

lant were not proved, and that, unless the appellant, then plaintiif,
In the con
made out his case, he was not entitled to succeed,
“
the result
of
his
he
remarked,
cluding paragaraph
judgment
will be, think, that plaintiff can at any time have his land on

I

redeeming

which

the mortgage

It

created on this land.

may

I have

seem

say this when proof of the mortgage

the defendant’s
admissible,

and

not the slightest doubt he
incongruous and illogical to
is inadmissible, but proof of

of the mortgage would certainly be
nothing in the judgment illogical or otherwise

admissions

I see

than in strict accordance with the ordinary rule that the plaintiﬁ’
must prove his case and succeed on the cause or causes of action
set fourth in the plaint and not otherwise,
the same time to think, as
also have been done.”
1882 was preferred.

I do think,

respondent

that substantial justice will

From this decision second appeal 151 of

The High Court observed that the averments

on which the appellant then
the

and it is satisfactory at

obtained

came into Court were untrue; that

possession

in virtue of

a mortgage

for

Rs. 1,000 and of
mortgage
evidence

a second mortgage for Rs. 50; that the ﬁrst
not registered and could not be admitted in
that the original instrument not having been registered,

was

;

the secondary
valueless

evidence of its existence and contents was practically

for the purpose of sustaining

a charge

on immovable

property exceeding in value Rs. 100; and that, although the
language of Act XVI of 1864, s. 13, “no instrument ............
shall be received

in evidence in any civil proceedings or any
Court or shall be acted on by any public officer” was not so

VOL. X.]
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language of the subsequent Act of 1866 in which
there are added the words “ or shall aﬂect any property comprised
explicit

as the

vmumv
“gain

therein,” yet its effect was not less prejudicial to the person Karsrwaslxr.
claiming under the instrument; for the Courts were prohibited
from acting on an instrument which should have been, but has
not been registered.

The learned Judges then concluded that the
was unable to defend his possession in virtue of the

respondent

original mortgage for Rs. 1,000, but that he might rely on the
further charge of Rs. 50, which was proved by an instrument of
which the registration was optional, and, inasmuch as the appel
lant had not offered to pay that charge but had come into Court
on averments which were not true, they afﬁrmed the decrees of
the Courts below and dismissed the second appeal.
This decree
was passed on 30th October

1882 and the present

menced by the appellant in August 1883.
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that the High Court set aside the mortgage
though document
the

High

under

it

II was fabricated

suit was com

In his plaint

he stated

for Rs. 1,000; that

by the respondent’s ancestor,
Court decided that he should pay the sum of Rs. 50 due

and redeem the land, and prayed for a decree directing

the respondent

to receive Rs. 50 and make over the land to him.

The respondent contended, inter ah'a, that the claim was barred by
limitation and that the appellant could only be declared entitled
to redeem on payment of Rs. 1,050, but not Rs. 50 alone.

District Mimsif decreed the claim, but on appeal

the

The

Judge

the decree on the ground that the present suit was
without any cause of action at all, and if it were held that he
could rest his suit on the bond for Rs. 50, then he should consider

reversed

that the suit was barred

He

Code.

mortgage

by

ss. 13 and 43

of the Civil Procedure

observed that, as a matter of fact, the land was really

not for Rs. 50 but for Rs. 1,050 and referred

to the

remarks of the District Judge in his judgment in the previous suit
The Judge also drew attention to the averments
for ejectment.
in the present plaint and remarked that, inasmuch the appellant
He
denied the second mortgage, he could not sue for redemption.
that the remark in the judgment of the High
Court could not give the appellant any fresh cause of action and

also

considered

that it only declared that the respondent might rely on the charge
for Rs. 50 and that it did not declare that the appellant could
recover the land by paying that amount.

It

is argued in second appeal that the effect of the

High

VARATHAY
YANG‘B
1).
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Corut’s judgment has been misapprehended,
that the suit is
barred neither by s. 13 nor by s. 43 of the Code of Civil

Kursnmshn. Procedure;

that the Judge omitted

to refer to the suit brought

by the respondent’s grandfather and the decree therein; and that
as the land is admittedly held as a security for the

inasmuch

sum of Rs. 50, the appellant

was entitled to the decree he claimed

I

do not consider that the decree appealed from can be supported.
The appellant is admittedly the owner of the land in dispute and
he is entitled to recover possession in virtue of such ownership
unless the respondent

it

In

to some valid transaction.

referred

to

two

his possession by refen'ing
S.A. 151 of 1882, the High Court

is able to defend

such

by the respondent,
for Rs. 1,000 and the second mortgage for

transactions

as named

viz., the ﬁrst mortgage
Rs. 50 and proceeded to consider whether
on the land and a right

a charge

they operated to create

to retain possession

until

the
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charge was satisﬁed.

After

the effect of the

discussing

for‘Rs.

upon the mortgage
the respondent

was unable

1,000,

Registration

Act of

1864

the learned Judges held that

to defend his possession

in virtue of

that mortgage.
They next referred to the second mortgage for
Rs. 50_and considered that it was proved by an instrument of
which the registration was optional and that the respondent might
rely on the charge created by it for Rs. 50 in support of his pos
session.
They then referred to the fact that the appellant came
into Court on averments which were untrue and concluded

that

the second appeal should be dismissed.

that the respondent could not defend his pos-.
session in virtue of the mortgage for Rs. 1,000 but could only
The decision

defend
decision

it in virtue of the

second

charge

for Rs.

50

was

a

on an issue the determination of which was material to

It was an action of ejectment, and the
the purposes of that suit.
owner, would be entitled to a decree
the
admitted
appellant being
for possession, unless
remain in possession,
speciﬁc

the respondent

showed a special

right

to

even though the former failed to prove the

lease and trespass mentioned

in his plaint.

The learned

Judges therefore proceeded to determine whether he might defend
for
his possession as contended by him under the mortgage
Rs. 1,000 and if not under any other and what transaction.
They

determined

for Rs. 1,000 was inope
made the payment of Rs. 50 a con

that the mortgage

rative and that Exhibit

II

'

’

von X.]

dition precedent to redemption
valid charge for that amount.
sion
as

‘
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of the land and thereby created a
Having arrived at this conclu-

a suit for redemption,

as

especially

a

and accordingly dismissed his suit.

The decision of the question, however, whether respondent could
defend his possesion under the mortgage for Rs. 1,000 and if
not under document

II

was conclusive

parties to that suit and the respondent

and

binding

is therefore

upon the

estopped from

now alleging the contrary.
The conclusion we come to then is that the appellant was
entitled to redeem on payment of Rs. 50. As to the objection
to the frame of the plaint we consider that it ought to be construed
as a whole. It should be remembered that the appellant alleged in

II

the former proceedings that document
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might have feared that
except to the

a charge

II was

decided by the

High

for Rs. 50 and that he was bound

pay that amount before he could

he might render

was not true and that he

he departed from his former statements

extent that document

Court to have created
to

if

claim possession,

lawfully

for perjury.

himself liable to prosecution

In

the view we take of the effect of the decision

of the High Court
in S.A. 151 of 1882, the suit can be barred neither by limitation
nor by

s. 43

of the Code of Civil Procedure.

As

to the observation

that the mortgage for Rs. 1,000 was true, we have only to observe
that the respondent’s
grandfather failed to comply with the
provisions of the Registration Act or pursue the remedy provided
by it for enforcing compulsory registration, and that we are
precluded

from

ignoring

the

policy of

the

Registration

Act.

We set aside the decree of the District Judge and restore that of
the District )Ii'insif and direct in the special circumstances of the
case

“M53

suit to eject Kuwait‘sij
the appellant came into

they next held that they should not treat

Court with untrue averments

vmmn.

that each party do bear his own costs.
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[VOL X.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

M

Bq/bre

Ma Justice

Kcrna-n and

Mr. Justice Brandt.

QUEEN-EMPRESS

1886.

against

NARAYANASAMI.*
Army Act, 1881 (44 Q 45 Vict., c. 58), s. 156.
Under the Army Act, 1881 (44 & 4-5 Vict., c. 58), s. 156, any person who takes
from a soldier is liable to punishment :

in pawn a. military decoration

of the Army Act, 1881, is applicable to a person

Held that this section

who

takes a medal in pawn from a sepoy in India.
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THIS was an application under s. 439 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure against an order passed by H. R. Farmer, Acting
District Magistrate of Trichinopoly, dismissing a complaint against

Pillai, under

one Narayanasémi

s. 203

of the Code of Criminal

Procedure.

The facts necessary for the purpose of this report are set out
in the judgment of Brandt, J.
The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for the Crown.
The accused was not represented.
The Court (Kernan and Brandt,
judgments
KERNAN,
Native

Army

J .—The

clause prohibiting,

.) delivered

the following

Indian Articles of War

in Act

are

JJ

in

terms,

V

relative to the
of 1869, which does not contain a

a person

not subject to the Articles

of War from taking in pledge, &c., any regimental equipments,
medals, &c., of a native soldier.
Section 47 prohibited the pledge, &c., by the soldier and made
the act punishable.

That Act related
The Army Act,
Act,

to the Native

Indian Forces

alone.

1881 (44 & 45 Vict., c. 58), is an Imperial
and, except when specially excepted, applies to the regular

forces, which expression

by

s. 190, sub-section

(8), includes

Her

Majesty’s Indian forces. Sub-section 2 (k) of s. 180 provides that
Part Two of the Act shall not apply to Her Majesty’s Indian
forces.
to the

Therefore all the Act, except when excepted, does apply

Indian

forces.
" Criminal Revision Case 106 of 1886.

von.
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The Act of 1881 in sub-section (6) of s. 190 provides that the
“ soldier ”
expression
applies to any person subject to the Articles

c.

of War, and therefore to the native soldier.

There is nothing in Nth'AXA

inconsistent with the context of

the term

s. 156

“ soldier” in both

190: therefore

s.

to all soldiers

sections applies

within

s.

190.

The Acts of 1879 and 1881 are in pal-i materid and to be construed
together.

Act

The subsequent

enacts

a

new provision,

s. 190,

it,

which is in no wise contrary to, or inconsistent with, the prior Act,
within s. 180 of the Act of 1881, sub-section (2) (a),
nor does
prejudice or affect the India military law respecting ofﬁcers or
soldiers or followers in Her Majesty’s Indian forces, though
doubt affects persons not oﬂicers, soldiers or followers.
The order of dismissal by the District Magistrate must be set
aside, and the case retried.

s. 156 no

BRANDT,

J.—The District Magistrate of Trichinopoly

Code,

a

24th November 1885 dismissed, under
complaint against a civilian

s. 203,

Criminal

shopkeeper

on the

Procedure

charged

with

a

a

medal from
having received in pledge
sepoy, an offence, as the
case for the prosecution was, under the Army Act, 1881, and under

VII

It

of 1867.

appears

decessor

that in

a

Act

similar

precisely

in ofﬁce of the

District

case

Magistrate,

tried by the pre
the

accused was

convicted.
is,

The District Magistrate states that, for reasons given, he
in
his opinion, more likely to be wrong than right in the decision
ﬁnally come to by him.

a

it

does not clearly
The reasons given for his conclusion are that
appear that the Legislature intended to make the act an offence,
and that the word “ soldier” when used in s. 156 of the Army Act,
native soldier, 5.0., a sepoy of Her
1881, does not include

is

it

Majesty’s Indian troops; the reasons given for arriving at the
latter conclusion are that
provided in s. 180 of that Act that
“
nothing in that Act shall prejudice or affect the Indian military
*

*

“‘
in Her Majesty’s Indian forces being
law respecting soldiers
that the Indian Articles of War provide
natives of India

for the punishment by

of any other

person

subject

Court Martial of

to those Articles

who

a

expressly

a

:”
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Qussx Exruuss

sepoy, and

pawns

any

medal, granted for service in the ﬁeld or for general good conduct,
while, unlike the Army Act, 1881, they contain no provision for
the punishment of any person,

not

being an ofﬁcer, soldier,
15

or

5AM].
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QUEEN

Eurasss
u.

N‘nlwuu
slur.

follower, who knowingly receives
the question

therefore

Army Act,

the

medal in pawn;

a sepoy’s

if

arises whether

[VOL. X.

a man

and

is punished under

1881, for receiving in pawn a medal from a sepoy,

Indian Articles of War,
does not affect the Indian military law respecting soldiers in Her
Majesty’s Indian forces, being natives of India, in which case the
such act, not being punishable under the

punishment would, with reference to clauses
(2), s. 180 of the

It

Army Act,

(a) and (b), sub-section

be illegal.

Bi

was decided in Nat/lad

v.

Jafar Hussainﬂ)

that there is

nothing in the provisions of clause 1 of s. 145 of the Army Act,
1881, which prohibits the application of that section to soldiers of

Her Majesty’s Indian forces;

and that clause 2 also applies.

The

decision turned on the interpretation to be placed on the third clause

with which we are not here concerned; and agreeing with the
learned Judges who decided that case as to the effect of s. 190, the
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only question

District
effect of clauses (a) and (b), sub-section (2),
any person taking in pawn any military
is whether,

we have to determine

Magistrate holds, the

as the

is to protect
decoration of a sepoy from the pcnalities provided in that section.
The proviso in s. 180 on which the District Magistrate bases

s. 180,

his decision makes an exception in the case of ofﬁcers, soldiers and
followers in Her Majesty’s Indian forces being natives of . India :
it does not make any exception in the case of persons other than
and the object of it clearly is to secure to such ofﬁcers,
and others being natives of India, in trials by Court Martial con

the above

;

of the Act, reference to the Indian military
law and to the established usages of the service: no special pro
vened

in pursuance

vision is made in the
soldiers

case

of persons

and followers being natives

other than such

officers,

of India in respect of such

law or usages.

This appears
before us; but
s. 156 as

for the disposal of the question

to be sufﬁcient

we may refer to

additional,

if not

to the case of any person

the concluding sub- section

in

conclusive proof that that section applies

taking in pawn

a

military decoration

from a sepoy.
would accordingly set aside the District Magistrate’s order
and direct him to restore the complaint to his ﬁle and to dispose of

I

it in

due course.
(I) I.L.R.,

a

ma,

sea.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, Kt., Chief sztz'ce,
Mr. Justice Brandt.

ALAGIRISAMI

and

arm ornnas (PETITIONERS), APPELLANTS,

1866,

Sept. 17.

and

RAMANA'THAN
Civil Procedure

AM) ornnas (Rssroucnsrs), Rssrorvnniv'rs.“F

Code, a. 292.—-Pkaders

within the meaning of

not qﬁcers of the Court

that section.

Pleaders of parties to a suit are not debarred

of the Code of Civil

s. 292

by

Procedure from purchasing property sold in execution of the decree.
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APPEAL

against

an

of A.

order

J.

Mangalam

Pillai, Subor

dinate Judge of Madura (West), rejecting an application to set
aside a sale of land in execution of the decree in suit 36 of 1878.
Nayak and two others, defendants 2, 3 and 5,
to the Court to set aside the sale on the ground,
petitions
presented
inter alia, that the sale of some of the land was illegal, inasmuch
Alagirisémi

as

it

was purchased

by the vakil of the plaintiff

and that such

purchase was opposed to s. 136 of the Transfer of Property Act.
Bizdshyam Ayyangdr and Kal'kinarémayyar for appellants:
Ra'md Rdu and Subramanya

The Court (Collins,

C.J.,

Ayyar for

respondents.

and Brandt,

J.)

the fol

delivered

lowing
JUDGMENT

injury

:—'l‘here is no evidence whatever

in

to the appellants

proceedings

even

if

there

consequence

of any loss or
of irregularity in the

were such irregularities, as to

which

we need express no opinion.

The appeal then fails

as against

respondents

Nos.

1

and 3 and

is dismissed as against them with costs.
It is contended that a vakil is an ofﬁcer of the Court having a
duty to perform in connexion with a sale in execution of a decree

If this
in a suit in which he is engaged by a party to the suit.
is so, the sale in so far as the three items of property purchased

by R. Rama Subbayyar, respondent

N o. 2, are concerned

set aside as void.
*' Appeal against Order 196 ot1885.

must be
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Aucmrsim
1'.

Kauai-mu.

It

is true that vakils

are spoken

[VOL X.

and are in some sense

of,

ofﬁcers of the Court, but we think that the words used
the Code of

vakil

Civil Procedure

in this

are not used

cannot be said to have a duty to perform

the sale as therein required.

Goskain

Jug

sense,

in

s. 292

of

and that a

with

connexion

Roop Gear v. Cbingun

has been cited as indicature of the probable

Lal(l)

in

intention of

if

the Legislature having

that case in view had intended to prohibit

vakils generally from

the Legislature, but

it

appears to us that

purchasing, they would have said

in
We

have

in plain language

as

they

must have regard rather to being assured that a civil

right

the Transfer of Property

so

Act.

-

has been expressly taken away from a class or section of the public

than to what may or may not be desirable.

We

consider the appeal

as against

No. 2

the respondent

it with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Brjforc

Sir Artlmr J. H. Collins, KL, 0111'sz Justice,
Mr. Jusllcc Ker-nan.

VENKATAVARAGAPPA (Damnmr),

1886.
30.
Oct. 5.

Sept.

and

'

APPELLANT,

and

THIRUMALAI

ixxn

ornnns (Pnanvrrrrs), REsrozvnanrs.*

Landlord and tenant—Hindi] law—Wells dug with consent of landlard—C'ampensalion.
Where tenants from year to year, with permission of the landlord, sank wells
.

in the land demised:

Held, that they were not entitled under Hindﬁ law to any compensation
from the landlord after the determination of the tenancy.

APPEALS from the decrees of

Judge

therefor

K. R. Krishna Menon, Subordinate

at Tinnevelly, modifying the decrees of G. RAmasami

Pillai,

J

.).

District Munsif of Tinnevelly, in suits 167, &c., of 1883.
The facts necessary for the purpose of this report are set out in
the judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J., and Kernan,
Bhrislzyam Ayyanga'r for appellant.
Subrmnanya Ayyar for respondents.

(l)

2
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also and dismiss

fails

N.W.P.,

46.

‘

Second

Appeals 66 to 61, 65, 66 and 73 of 1886.

VOL.
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J vacuum—In
in

these several cases the appellant is the defend

several suits brought by different respondents

There

is,

ant

113

however,

one point

in

0

the rights of the parties

by permission

is

respectively.

That point

whether tenants holding from fasli to fasli, who

sunk wells in

of the landlord during the tenancy

the land demised, are entitled at the end of their tenancy to be
-

is

not alleged

contracted

to

in any of the

that the landlord ever

cases

pay for such expenditure

or

to compensate

tenants therefor at the termination of their tenancy.

the

Neither

is

sinking the wells.

It

laid out in

by the landlord for their expenditure

compensated

The wells are found to be not built-up wells, but wells sunk in
manner, viz., ﬁrst
feet in clay, then for 1;} yards
6

in gravel, and then down to the bottom in quarried rock.
It was argued that, according to Hindu law, the tenants were
entitled to such compensation;

but no authority in Hindu law

has been cited so as to support such proposition.

under

re(l)

refers to the right of

the bond ﬁde

person, who erected

a

nick, in

I’m-ama

Obelnder

a

The authority of Narada cited in Tlmkoor

house

belief he was entitled to the land, and who

Nérada held, was entitled to take away the house,
To similar effect
the extract
or to be compensated therefor.
is

ejected,

case

when

Slzib Doss Banory'ee v. Bamun Doss Moot-my'eeﬂ)

land

is

from the Hidayah cited in the same
building or for planting.

is

when

a

let for

to the same

These authorities refer merely to

cases

where

there

is

effect in the case of an expired tenancy.
at the

house, or other building of
time of the expiration of the tenancy
which
has
erected
on
land by the tenant, and
sort
been
the
any

which remains there when the tenancy expires, and which
of being removed by the tenant.
In this case there was nothing to remove,

as

is

a
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it

alleged that there exists any custom in the country that the
landlord should, in such circumstances, make such compensation.
the following

the

B.L.R.,

811va vol. 696.

(2) l5

w.s.,

360.

capable

clay, the

gravel, and the rock are part of the freehold and belonged
landlord and never belonged to the tenant.

(1)

Vanna -

museum

each case, the determination Tnmunuur.

by this Court will decide

of which

hereto.

i

to the
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The Transfer of Property Act does not affect this case, the facts
of which took place in 1877'.
T“‘“-““-“In the absence of contract or of custom, the tenants had no
VLYXATA-

""2""

right

in sinking

to be paid for their expenditure

the wells, though

the landlord assented to such sinking.

The appeals in these several

In

will

be made

the Lower Appellate Court, so far as it awards
the respondent (or respondents)

in this

suit,

and costs

be allowed.

cases must, therefore,

each case the following decree

:

the decree of

compensation

for sinking the well,

in relation thereto,

will

as

to

claimed

be reversed with

costs throughout including the costs of this appeal

;

the decrees of

the Lower Appellate Court in other respects are conﬁrmed.
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APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
Before

Sir Artlmr

J.

H. Collim, KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice

Keman, Mr. Justice Muttusa'mi
and

Ayyar,

Mr. Justice Brandt,

Mr. Justice Parker.

POKALA (PLAINTIFF),

1886.

October 26.

-.______

and

MURUGA PPA
Presidency

(Dnrmvnszrr)!F

Small Cause Courts' Act, 1882, s. 18—Suitsfor

maintaiqu

cognisabk.

Presidency Small Cause Courts, constituted under Act XV of 1882, are not
from entertaining suits for maintenance not based on contract or declara
debarred
tory decree.

Cass referred by the Judges of the Small Cause Court of Madras.
The question referred was whether a suit for maintenance,
where the amount had not been ﬁxed

by contract or declaratory
decree, is cognizable by Presidency Small Cause Courts.
Ambrose for plaintiﬁ.
Defendant did not appear.
The Full Bench (Collins,

Brandt and Parker,

JJ .)

C.J., Keman, Muttusémi Ayyar,

delivered

the following

JUDGMENT :—-It was by oversight,

no doubt, that the Court, in
of November 1882, stated that in Presidency Small
Cause Court suits for maintenance could not be maintained.
It

their letter

' Special

Case 81 of 1885.

MADRAS SERIES.
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was so under the old Presidency Small Cause Court Act

IX

of

Poms
f).

1850.

XV of

The Presidency Small Cause Court Act

Muaucarrs.
1882, section 18,

authorizes the Court to entertain all suits of a civil nature, except
those specially set out, and a suit for maintenance is not one of
the latter.

The practice of the Small Cause Court before the Act of 1882
to entertain such suits was justiﬁed by the jurisdiction given by
the words of the Act 26 of 1864, viz., “ debt, damage or demand.”
The words used in Act

We

IX

of 1850 were “debt or damage.”

answer the question referred

in

the aﬂ‘irmative.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL,
Mr. Justice Kernan.
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Before

ALUBI

(PLAINTIFF),

C/u'zgf'Ju-etz'ce,

and

APPELLANT,

1886.
Sept. 14.
Oct. 21.

and

KUNHI BI
Limitation Act, Sch.

(Darnnnmrs),

AND OTHERS

II,

arts.

181,

132,

140,

RESPONDENTS.“

144—Claim for arrears

Ofi't’l'enuc

by

grantee from Government

The right to the revenue

In

1883,

the land.

a suit

It

was

brought to recover arrears of revenue

was found that no payment of revenue

defendants to the trustees,
art. 144, sch.

on certain land having been granted to the trustees

the said grant was conﬁrmed by Government in 1866.

of a mosque,

II

and the suit was dismissed

of the Limitation

from the owners of

had ever been made by the
as barred by limitation

under

Act:

Held, that the suit was not barred and that the plaintiﬁ was entitled to recover
12 years’ arrears of revenue.

L. Moore, Acting District Judge of
North Malabar, conﬁrming the decree of B. D’Rozario, District
Munsif of Pynad, in suit 19 of 1883.

APPEAL from the decree of

The facts necessary for the purpose of this report are set out in
the judgment.

J

Bhdskyam
aga Rdu

Ayg/angdr

Pillai for

The Court (Collins,

and Anantan Na'y/ar for appellant.
respondents.

OJ,

and Kernan,

J.)

lowing
"

Second

Appeal 115 of 1886.

delivered the fol
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Ann!
0.

Kusni

B1.

J L'ncnuxrz—This

is a suit by the plaintiff

Alubi bin IIassan IIydros Koya Thangal)
manager of

a

mosque

to recover

It

charged on the plaint paramba.

(Kunhi Bi and two others)
it is

charged

It

ernment.

as

[VOL X.
(Valagath Syed
inam-holder and

of Rs. 8 per annum
is admitted by the defendants

revenue

who are the

enmis of the paramba,

that

perpetually with Rs. 8 per annum in favor of Gov
is also admitted that the Government transferred

very many years ago in the time of
Tippu Sultan to the trustees of the mosque. The iném Com
mission deed is dated the 23rd April 1866. The trustees of the

the revenue of the paramba

mosque therefore became, on the transfer by Government, entitled
to recover
thereafter

from the jenmis of the paramba the revenue which
It has been found that the
became due and payable.
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rent or revenue of Rs. 8 per annum has not been paid by the
jenmis to the trustees of the mosque at any time, although
The
payment was demanded more than 12 years before suit.
raised
in
the
Courts
below
and
here
is
whether
the
question

right of

the trustees of the mosque is barred by limitation.

The District Judge has decided that the relation of landlord
and tenant never subsisted between the plaintiff and the trustees
of the mosque and the jenmis, and that the plaintiff’s suit is
barred by adverse possession under art. 144 of the Limitation
Act. But it is clear that there has been no adverse possession
of the land by the defendants,

inasmuch

as the

defendants

are

entitled to hold the land, and plaintiff does not seek to recover
possession.

The possession of the land by defendants is not adverse to
plaintiff, as defendants admit they hold the land subject to the
payment of the revenue to the party entitled. The plaintiff is the
person entitled to the revenue which defendants are bound to pay.
Article

140 of the Limitation

Act

does not apply.

The plaintiff

does not seek to recover the possession of immovable property or

any interest therein within the meaning of art. 140.
What the plaintiff seeks to recover is rent or revenue which has
Each year’s rent or revenue is a recurring right within
accrued.
art.

131.

It

is not correct to say that the relation of landlord

and tenant did not subsist between the trustees of the mosque and
the j enmis, inasmuch as the plaintiff is the party entitled to recover
the rent or revenue payable out of the land, and the defendants as
the

j enmis in

possession of the land are bound to pay the plaintiff

VOL.
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We think the plaintiff is entitled to recover 12 years’
rent or revenue up to the date of suit under art. 131 as a recur

such rent.

ring right,

and also under s. 132 as money

charged

Area!
0.

Kenn: Br.

on land.

The fact that the trustees of the mosque did not proceed to recover
12 years before suit cannot bar their

rent which accrued more than

right to the rents accrued during

We

12 years before suit.

reverse the decrees of the Lower Courts and make a decree

for payment by the defendants who admit their possession of the
lands during the accruing of the 12 years’ rent or revenue with
costs of this suit and appeal.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J. H.
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1113'.

Collins,

Kt., Chief Justice,

and

Justice Brandt.

RAVUNNI MENON

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

1886.

August 18.
November 4 .

and

KUNJU NAYAR

arm ornnns

(Darmms), Rnsrcrrnnnrsﬁ

Civil Procedure Code, 8. 244.
B. having

ants,

K

obtained

a. decree for money

died and the defendants

were

against K, the kamavan of the defend~

made parties to the suit as representatives

0f
ITarwad property was then attached
the Court raised the attachment.

R

by R, and the defendants

having objected,

sued for a declaration that the property released

was liable to be sold :
Held, that the suit was barred by s. 244 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

APPEAL

from the decree of V. P. D’Rozario, Subordinate Judge

of South Malabar, reversing the decree of T. Subbannacharyar,
District Munsit of Kutnad, in suit 77 of 1884.
The facts appear sufﬁciently from the judgment of the Court
(Collins, C.J., and Brandt, J.)
Pdrathasaradhi Ayyanga'r and Sankaran Na'j/ar for appellant.
Sankara Mount for respondents.

J UDGMENT.—Padinharam Kunnath

Ravunni Menon, the appel

lant (plaintiff), obtained a decree for money in original suit 314 of
1882 on the ﬁle of the District

Munsif

of Chowgat against

Menon, the late karnavan of the defendants
* Second

(respondents).

Appeal 297 of 1886.
16

Kondi

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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RAVIJSNI

Mason
v.

Kvs'u:
Nix-an.

The

having

judgment-debtor

[VOL. X.

the respondents

died,

were

brought upon the record in original suit 314 of 1882, on the
application of the appellant : when the latter proceeded to execute
immovable property, the respon
that
the property attached was
dents objected on the ground
tarwad property and therefore not liable in execution of the decree::
the decree by attaching certain

on their petition of objection,

an order, purporting

informed) to be passed under s. 280,

Civil

(as we are

Procedure

Code, was

April 1883, releasing the property from attach
On the 12th February 1884, the appellant ﬁled this suit.

made on the 13th
ment.

The respondents pleaded, ﬁrst that the judgment-debt was not
incurred by Kondi Menon in his capacity of karnavan ; that if it
was,

it

was incurred for purposes not binding on the tarwad; and
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that the properties were not, as alleged by the plaintiff in the suit,
the self-acquisition of Kondi Menon.
The Court of First Instance gave decree for the appellant.
On
appeal, the Subordinate Judge dismissed the suit on the ground
that the questions in dispute between the parties are questions
arising between them in execution
314 of 1882, and must

therefore

the provisions of s. 244,

of

made the subject

a

of the decree in original suit
in execution, under

be decided

Civil Procedure

separate

Code,

and cannot

suit; and he refers to the

be
case

of Kurz'g/ali v. Mayan.(1)
It is contended in appeal that the present suit will lie: that an
against the appellant under s. 280,

order having been made

Procedure Code, he must either ﬁle

a

ﬁnal

suit

as

Civil

allowed under

section 283 or accept the decision

as

to Aruncichala v. Zaminddr of

Sivagz'ri, (2) to Rdmakrisbna v.

Namasivaya-,(3)

;

and reference

is made

and to Ittiaclzan v. Velajwan.(4)

On the other side, it is urged that Kuriyali v. Mayan is directly
in point, and concludes the appellant, and that the other cases
cited are not to the point or may be distinguished.

The

Full Bench

case

of Ramakrishna

v. Numasivaya

is not

in

point here: the two members of the undivided family who had
hypothecated the family property were alive; the sons of those
members

had not been made parties to the original suit, either

before or after decree.

(1)

I.L.R.,

(3)1.L.R.,

7
7

Mad,
Mad,

255.
294.

(2)
(4)

I.L.B..,

I.L.R.,

7
a

Med,

mm,

325.
453.
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took
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part in the

case

of

vavxxr
Mas-ox

v. Mayan also sat on the bench which decided Armuic/mlu

v. Zaménda'r

of

It

to the former case.

Judge who

v.

Kumu

is made in the latter

Sivagirz', but no reference

Nina.

then that the learned

is to be presumed

heard both cases was of opinion that there is nothing

contradictory in the two decisions; and

if

there is not, then there

in Kuriyal'i

is nothing to prevent us from following the decision
v. Mayan.

A

claim may be preferred by a judgment-debtor, as well as by
a stranger, under s. 278, Civil Procedure Code, provided that the
claim

of the nature

be

in

speciﬁed

the following

on the ground that the property when
session of the judgment-debtor,
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in

the pos

not on his own account,

but in

(see Shankar Dial v. Amin Haidar(1) and
there cited); but where, as in this case, the objection that

trust for
cases

sections, 0.9.,

attached was

third party

a

is not liable to attachment

the property attached

in

on one of the grounds speciﬁed

ground which rises

a

s. 281 or

in

question

order made should not be passed under
an order was passed purporting

s. 282,

but on

a

under some other

determinable

special section, e.g., under s. 234 and s. 244,

is made, not

in

execution, then the

s. 280 ; and the

fact that

under that

to have been made

cannot give the appellant a right to ﬁle a separate suit,
It remains
whether under the provisions of s. 283 or otherwise.
to decide whether Amndckala’s {case is clear authority for the
section

proposition that asuit 0f the nature
are of opinion thatit is not.
The transactions
were

before us

out of which the suit

will lie;

in that

and we

case

arose

to those which led to the suit eventually dis

very

posed of in appeal by the

Privy Council, Muttayan

v. Zaminddr

of

The latter suit was in the ﬁrst instance thrown out

Sivagiri.(2)
on the ground that the questions therein raised could be disposed
of in execution of a decree in another suit in which the plaintiff
had already taken

out execution,

but this Court reversed

that

judgment stating that “the questions raised ........ are the liability
of the property in the hands of the present zamindér to satisfy the
decree obtained

The question
considerable

(1)

of

by the plaintiff against the late zamindér ....... ..
liability and of its extent being one of very

difﬁculty .........
I.L.R.,

2 All._. 752.

a

suit regularly conducted
(2);I.L.R.,

0

Mad,

1.

was the

‘
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Rum!
Mason

most

determined by their Lordships on the merits.

KUNIJU

Nina.

of determining it,” and the suit was

method

appropriate

This

fact, however, clearly cannot be taken as authority for the

proposition that any and every question at issue between parties
in execution of the decree should, even if it might, be determined
by separate suit.
The decision

in Aruna'clzala’s

instance, on the ground that the

case was

Judicial

based,

Committee

a similar suit in precisely similar circumstances

j udg'ment-debtcr,
it

in the ﬁrst
had allowed

against the same

and that after that decision of the

Privy Council,

could not be denied that the zamindari ought to be made avail

if

able,

not in execution

(and in proceedings in execution, the
that the zamindari was

defendant

had succeeded in his contention

not

in his hands available

in execution) than in a separate
that after the death of the original debtor

assets

suit; and, secondly,
zamiudér “since it had been decided
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constitute

assets

which could

be seized

that the estate did not
in execution,” it was open
debt, so far as it

to the creditor by a separate suit to enforce the

was binding on the deceased debtor, against his successor.

In

the case before us,

it

is not clear on what ground execution

was refused, whether on the ground that the properties

did not constitute

assets

of the deceased decree-debtor

attached

in their

hands, or that being tarwad property it was not liable in execu
tion of a decree not passed against the deceased in his capacity of
karnavan of the tarwad: but it does appear that the appellant
then pleaded that the property was the separate property of the
deceased (in which case, supposing that it was undisposed of at his
death, it would have become the property of the tarwad) and it is

to be presumed, the contrary not being shown, that the ﬁnding on
this point, viz., whether or not the property was the separate
property of the deceased was against the appellant, and had the
order then made been made,

as

it could and should have

been

made, not under section 278 but under section 244, the

appellant
would have had a right of appeal against that order, and of
second appeal from any order passed in appeal therefrom, and as
before said, the erroneous passing of an order purporting to be
made under section

280

cannot

give him

a right

to bring

a

separate suit.

in Ittiaclzan v. Velappan, it does no doubt
appear that a separate suit was held to lie for a declaration that

From

the

decision

VOL. X.]
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tarwad property attached in execution

of

121
a

decree obtained

the plaintiff in another suit, and released from attachment

by

on the

of two members of the family, defendants in the second
suit, was liable in satisfaction of the decree in the original suit:
but in that case, the debtor who had contracted the debt was alive,
objections

Rsvvxm
Mason
1).

Kuxw

Néus.

and was a party to the second suit

; and what was decided by the
lower courts was that the circumstances were insuﬂicient t0 invali

date the obligation created by the karnavan, the original debtor,
and that the money having been raised and used for the beneﬁt

of the tarwad, and the property being tarwad property,
available for sale to satisfy the original decree.

it

was

It was

held eventually by this court that the original debtor
not having been in the ﬁrst suit impleaded as karnavan, and there
being nothing on the face of the proceedings to show that he was
karnavan, the suit must fail.

in

that the question

is,

as

for our present purpose.
In the present case, however, it

But this

as before

issue in execution

is immaterial

stated, not shown

between

the judgment

creditor and those whom he had himself brought on the record, as
the representatives of the deceased judgment-debtor, was not one
it

which could not have been, and ought not to have been, decided
in execution and in execution alone, and we hold that was rightly
that the present

decided
appeal

with

suit will not lie; and we dismiss

this

costs.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

Mr. Justice

Muttusdmi

Ag/g/ar,

Mr. Justice Brandt,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.
QUEEN-EMPRESS
I”

KAMANDU

Boat Rules in Madras Ports—Refusal to carry cargo without reasonable excuse.

a

a

it

was proﬁded, (1) that all licensed boats must
By the Boat Rules of certain port
carry such number of passengers and quantity of goods as should,'be expressed in the
license and (2) that the owner of licensed boat who should refuse to let his boat on

*

1886.
12.
July 28.
October 29.

April

against

;
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Qunnu-
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Eur anus

3

hire without assigning reasonable

and satisfactory grounds for such refusal should

be liable to a penalty :

c.
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Held, that a refusal by a person

in charge of a licensed boat to receive goods on

board unless a tally-man was sent with them, on the ground that he could not count,
was not a reasonable

and satisfactory cause.

Cass referred under s. 438 of the Code of Criminal Procedure by
A. L. Lister, Sessions Judge of Godévari.
The facts are fully set out in the judgments of the Court
'
(Muttusémi Ayyar, Brandt, and Parker,
.)

JJ

PARKER, J.—-The defendant is the syrang of a boat at Cocanada
and has been convicted by the Port Ofﬁcer as Special ﬁrst-class
Magistrate for refusing to hire out his boat, punishable under
s. 14- of the

Boat Rules for that port.

The evidence shows that the cotton to be shipped was brought
alongside the wharf, but the defendant refused to receive it on
Mr. Wilkinson,
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board without a tally-man.

of Messrs.

Simpson

Brothers

the

(the shippers),

godown-keeper
told him that the

responsibility for the safety of the goods was on him, the syrang,
In his defence he ,stated
but defendant would not admit this.
that he was not acquainted with English or Hindustani nor did
he know how to count, and therefore he refused to ship the cargo
tally-man were given him to take the responsibility
Defendant further
for the delivery of the goods off his hands.

unless

a

stated that

Mr. Wilkinson

(defendant’s)

then told him he did not {want

boat.

Section 14 of the Boat Rules provides

of

a

penalty for any owner
licensed boat who shall refuse to let his boat on hire without

assigning reasonable and satisfactory

a

cause for such refusal.

Mr.

Wilkinson does not in his evidence say that defendant refused to
let his boat, but that he refused to take the goods unless a tally
man were sent with them.
assigned reasonable

It appears

The question is whether defendant

and satisfactory

to me that he did.

speak English or Hindustani
man might not

unfairly

cause for such refusal.

His inability

and to

to count

was an argument which a reasonable

assign for refusing to be held

respon

sible for goods when for their proper custody such knowledge was

It is not shown that the reasons assigned were untrue,
and the Sessions Judge has explained that it was a physical im
possibility for the defendant under the circumstances to perform

required.

the duty which

Mr. Wilkinson

sought to impose upon him.

VOL.
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I observe

that the Port Ofﬁcer (Mr. Baker) allowed the com
plainant (Mr. Wilkinson) to put questions to the accused as to
what took place on the occasion—apparently with a view of con
victing defendant

of his own mouth.

out

quite unauthorized by law.

Such

a

procedure is

Section 342 of the Criminal

dure Code allows the Court,—but

Proce~

never the complainant,—to

put
but the power of the Court itself to put
questions is limited to the single purpose of enabling the accused
to explain circumstances which appear in evidence against him.
questions to the accused

I

;

would set aside the conviction and direct that the ﬁne,

if

levied, be refunded.

J .—-The

BRANDT,

Session

Judge refers

the conviction in this case

as imsustainable on the ground that the accused had reasonable

cause for refusing to let on hire for the carriage

ply for hire

a boat

at the port of Cocanada.

The grounds on which the Session Judge bases his reference
are that the accused pleaded that not being acquainted
with
”
or with Hindustani he could not
or

English
account

:

that “ the physical impossibility

“tally

count,

an

of a syrang counting

bags or bales of goods, guarding them through

the night, and
watching them while he is steering the boat to the steamer and
then seeing them delivered, is so apparent that the hesitation
is,

of the syrang to incur criminal responsibility for short delivery
seems natural,” that
that his refusal to carry the goods unless

tally

in

him
“
from responsibility for custody of the goods was reasonable and

a

peon was sent by the shippers

charge, to relieve

satisfactory.”

boat

;”

is

is

The Session Judge says, “ the question at issue really
whether
a syrang
responsible for the safety of the goods placed on his
and he refers to a case in which another syrang at the same
a

carrier in respect
port was convicted of criminal breach of trust as
of one bag of jaggery, which conviction was reversed in appeal by
this Court.

of Act
licensed

VII

not bad in

the provisions

of 1867, the owners of only such boats

as are duly
for
the
several
ply
ports named,
hireat
not unreasonable that under the terms of the

are authorized to

and this being so

is

law.

Under the rules framed by Government under

is

am of opinion that the conviction in this case

it

I

license issued (which the rules provide shall be fully explained to
the OWners), they should be, as they are, bound to let their boats on
(
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of goods
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hire for the carriage of goods or passengers, as the case may be,
unless “reasonable and satisfactory” cause for refusal be shown.
There is no question here

as to the

“ criminal” responsibility of

the owner or syrang, and the fact that one syrang was charged
with criminal breach of trust in respect of certain goods com
mitted to his charge does not aﬁect the question.

That the owner of

or person deputed by him,
let his boat on hire for the

a licensed boat,

who is required under

14 to

s.

for the carriage,

of cargo, is primdfacl'e responsible

carriage

it

custody and delivery of such goods admits, as

question; to what extent he is

safe

seems to me, of no

liable may admit of question,
having regard to the special circumstances of each case, but the
ordinary rule would certainly seem to me to apply, viz., that when
so

it

goods are bailed by one to another for carriage

is no answer to an

action brought for recovery of damages for breach
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ment, to say that the goods were lost on the way
the loss affords prz'mdfacic

In

evidence of neglect and want of care.

the criminal case to which reference

shippers had,

it

;

of the engage
the very fact of

appears, voluntarily

was made

sent a tally-man

above, the

or peon in

charge of the goods shipped, and it was found that he had the
key of the hold in which the goods were placed, and therefore had

of them,|and the question was not as to the
civil liability of the carrier, but as to whether the latter was guilty

immediate

custody

of the criminal offence imputed.
The excuse that the accused could not count the goods because
he did not know English or Hindustani appears to me not reason
able

:

it

does not follow

languages

that because he did not know those

he could not keep count of such things as bales of cotton,

to the number

which his boat would hold;

and acceptance

of the

license, in my opinion, implies an undertaking on the part of the
owner of the boat to accept for conveyance goods to be carried from
the port to vessels in the roads or harbour,

and for delivery of such

goods, at the side of such vessels, and vice zrrsli ;
case is

held to

be reasonable and

satisfactory,

such a boat for hire must always
goods counted as embarked,

then the

provide

if the

excuse in the

a person

a servant

employing
to have

and again when disembarked.

liability of the boat-owner or syrang

as a

the

Even

carrier would

remain the same between the time when receipt was given for the
goods counted and delivered,

and the time when they were again

taken charge of by the tally-man

for the purpose of unloading;

MADRAS snmns.

X.]
as the

unless,

Session

125

Judge would appear to suggest, the carrier
liability for the safe custody of goods

can insist that he is under no

such a proposition there

as

it

is,

carried on his boat, but only for their conveyance, on the responsi
bility and in the custody of the shipper’s servant in charge. For
appears to me, no foundation.

I

am then of opinion that'the cause assigned by the accused for
refusal to hire his boat for conveyance of the goods tendered in
this case for
the
viz., “ that he would not
unless
ship

a

carriage,

cargo

tally-man was given,” was not reasonable and sufﬁcient.

I

agree with Mr. Justice Parker’s remarks as to the impropriety

of the

commented

Magistrate’s procedure

end of his

on at the

judgment.
a

Owing to the difference of opinion in the Court the case was
referred to
third Judge under s. 429 of the Code of Criminal

I

J

The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for the Crown.
MurrusAm AYYAR, .—The facts of the case are sufﬁciently
stated by my learned colleagues in their judgments, and
do not
to be shipped

but the accused refused to receive

Cocanada,

tally-man.

Mr. Wilkinson,

the

that

appears

wharf at

was brought alongside the

it

some cotton
a

It

necessary to repeat them at length.

it

consider

in his boat without
of

godown-keeper

Messrs.

denied that

it

Simpson Brothers, the shippers, told him that the responsibility for
the safety of the goods was on him, the syrang, but the accused

with English
count,

In

was so.
or

his defence he said he was not acquainted

Hindustani

and that he therefore

and

he

did not know

how to

refused to ship the cargo unless a

is

It provided by s. 14.- of the Boat Rules
tally-man were given.
that any owner of a licensed boat or person deputed by him
a

refusing to let on hire his boat without assigning reasonable and
satisfactory cause for such refusal should be liable to
penalty

if

be that

a

declining to take in the cargo unless
the accused assigned

reasonable

for decision

is

The question

whether

in

tally-man were provided,

and satisfactory

cause.

there was nothing in the rules themselves,

a

Rs. 10.

a

not exceeding

It

may

person who

if

license, the tindal of such boat shall be liable to
s.

that all boats must carry such number

a

is

8

is

is

it

did not know how to count might reasonably require the assistance
of a tally-man.
But
that
provided by s.
any boat
loaded with passengers or cargo beyond what speciﬁed in the
7
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quantity of goods as shall be expressed in the license, a refusal to
to the loss of hire and
take which will subject the owner
if
of
considered
These sections
license,
suspension
necessary.
presuppose that the person in charge of a licensed boat is able to
count the number of passengers taken into the boat and compare it

in

with the number mentioned
quantit

y of

cargo shipped and compare it with the quantity speci

As all

ﬁed in the license.

I do not consider

together,

the

the license and to ascertain

for his refusal,

the sections must be read and construed

that the

viz., his inability

cause

assigned by the accused

is

to count,

a reasonable

and

cause within the meaning of s. 14.

satisfactory

not to have taken charge

of

a

The accused ought
licensed boat unless he knew how

to count or was provided by the owner with men who knew how
to count for him.
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The conclusion

I come to is that the refusal of the accused to let

his boat on hire unless the shippers provided a tally-man was not a
refusal for a reasonable and satisfactory cause within the meaning
am also of opinion that the criminal revision case
of s. 14.

I

mentioned by the Session Judge is not in point.

I

quite agree with the remarks

Magistrate’s procedure.
The result is the conviction

of Mr. Justice Parker on the

will

stand,

and this Court must

decline to interfere on revision.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before1856_
Dec. 10, 29.

il/Ir. Justice Mtttusdmi

Ayyar

RATNA MUDALI
Penal

Code,

ss.

295,

297—Dqﬁliny

a

place

in

and .ler.

Justice Brandt.

911*

of worship—Trespass

on a place

qf

sepulture.

R,
ing

a

Hindﬁ, had

sexual

intercourse with a woman within an enclosure surround
He was convicted under s. 295 of the

the tomb of a Muhammadan Fakir.

Indian Penal Code :
Held, that in the absence of proof that the place was used for worship or
otherwise held sacred, the conviction was bad, and that it should be altered to a
conviction under s. 297 of the said Code.

Tms

was a case referred for the orders of the

High Court

1‘ Criminal Revision Case 697 of 1886.

under

MADRAS SERIES.
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s. 438

of the Code of Criminal Procedure by
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E.

C. Johnson,

Acting Rum

District Magistrate of Chingleput.
The facts necessary for the purpose of this report appear from
the judgments of the Court (Muttusami Ayyar and Brandt,

JJ

Counsel were not instructed.

J .—The

ﬁnding is that the accused had sexual inter
within
an enclosure surrounding a tomb or
course with a woman
”
“ in one corner of the
under which the remains of a
sepulchrc
BRANDT,

Muhammadan ‘Fakir,’ venerated by some of his co-religionists,
are buried, and that ﬁnding must be accepted.
The accused has been convicted
Penal

and

Code

months.

The

under

s. 295

of the Indian

rigorous imprisonment for three
Magistrate is of opinion that the First

sentenced

District

to

Magistrate’s conviction cannot be supported in
law, on the grounds (1) that there is not sufﬁcient evidence on
“ held sacred
the record that the place is
by any class of persons,”
(2) that an intention to insult is not only not proved, but
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class Divisional

negatived by the evidence as to the time when and the circum
stances in which the act was committed,
(3) that it is at least
doubtful whether a knowledge that any class of persons was likely
”
“ an insult to their
can legally be
to consider the act as
religion
imputed to the accused.
considering that

the intent

I

concur with the District Magistrate in
by the time at

to insult is negatived

which the act was committed, viz., 9 P.M., and by the fact that
his detection was the result of
reasonable

inference

a mere

chance,

is that the place

was

and that the only
selected

as

one

in

which the accused might gratify his passion in reasonable hope or
on a calculation that he would not be discovered.
am further

I

of opinion that there is not sufﬁcient legal evidence that this place
is a place “held sacred by any class of persons,” within the
meaning of the words as used in s. 295 of the Penal Code ;
nor that the knowledge that the act, if detected, would be
considered

an insult to the religion of such persons, can be legally

inferred.
There is

a

distinction, not arbitrary,

are objects of respect and even veneration

held sacred

;

as an example

of the former,

between

objects

which

and objects which are

I may refer to

of sepulture (not actually consecrated, as in the
specially consecrated for that purpose according

case

a place

of ground

to the rites of

distinguished from a place for worship
to the deity or where an idol or altar is kept ; and such distinction

Christian

churches),

as

M 1'

DALI
In re.
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appears to have been kept in view
295 deals with

s.

by the Legislature, for while
latter class of objects and places, s. 297

the

with trespasses on places of sepulture and
for the performance of funeral rites and as

deals more especially
places

set apart

for the remains of the dead.

depositories

Now

is

there

no

evidence

us that

before

this place was
that Muhamma

specially consecrated, and though we are aware
dans not uncommonly resort to gardens and enclosures

where

their ancestors or holy men have been buried, for the purpose of
saying their prayers, and from time to time to perpetuate the
memory of the dead, there is no evidence that this place was so
I

used, and we cannot take judicial notice of the custom.

I

it

am then of opinion that

there

are not

have been aware that his

the accused must

can be held that

on which

grounds

of any

act was likely to be considered as an insult to the religion

There

was,

undoubtedly

however,

and the question

sepulture,

to have known

he was likely

that

must

be held

sentiment

I

a

trespass

in

a place

of

the accused must be held

is whether

persons by such trespass, and

to wound the feelings of any

am of opinion that the

accused

sufﬁcient knowledge
of the general
of the community amidst which he lived,

to have had

and practice

and that he cannot be excused on the ground that perchanee

there

were no persons specially interested, or none ready to resent the act
and prosecute for

it,

or that his act might

detection; he was detected, and

as

as

likely

as

the event proved

not escape
there were

;

the act was the
persons whose feelings were likely to be wounded
result of culpable heedlessness and disregard for the feelingsof
to gratify personal lust,
others, resulting from a determination

of the consequences of his act
dis
failure to exercise that circumspection
which
was incumbent on him to exercise: he might then properly be
convicted

if

despite the consciousness
and

under

it

covered,

s.

297,

and

the

as

accused

will not

be pre

a

conviction under that section in
judiced by substitution of
295,
of
that
under
s.
would
set aside the conviction under
lieu

I

think

excessive, any positive

consider

that

sentence of one

that period.

I

rigorous imprisonment would have suﬁiced;
would
that the accused be released from jail on the completion of

month’s
direct

and

under the former.

a

regards the punishment,

intention being negatived,

conviction
is

As

a.

it

the latter section and substitute

I
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tomb

Fakir

a

case the accused, a

Hindu,

had

with a woman within an enclosure surrounding

sexual intercourse
the
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at 9 P.M. on the 5th October
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MUDALI
n re.
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The

last.

District Magistrate considers that the accused selected the place
as one in which his act was likely at 9 o’clock at night to pass
undetected, and that he had no intention of insulting the religion

I

of the Muhammadans in his village, and in this opinion
also
the
intention
of
the
accused
was
to
Though
primary

concur.

gratify his lust in a place where his act was considered likely
cannot say that he had no knowledge that
to escape detection,

I

his act was likely,

if

detected, to be considered by the Muhamma

insulting to their religion or to wound
their feelings.
There
however, no evidence to show that the
tomb in question was used as
place of worship or that any
a

is,

dans to be a deﬁlement,

was

295 cannot

found

if

the feelings of the Muhammadans.

a

trespass

s.

on

the

also think

297

can

be

place

of

detected, was likely to wound

I

and knew that his act,

sepulture

But

be supported.

conviction under

The accused committed

supported.

therefore

I

s.

facts

and

deﬁled,

a

the

held sacred
a

that upon

do not consider that his belief

deration in awarding punishment.

I

it

that the act would probably not be detected would make any
difference
may no doubt well be taken into consi
though
would alter the conviction

to one under s. 297 and reduce the sentence

as

by Mr.

proposed

Justice Brandt.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL,
M r. Justice Parker.

KAVERI

(JUDGMENT-DEBTOB),

C'ln'quusﬁce,

and

APPELLANT,

1886.
.Dec.
6.
3,

Before

and
Property Act, ss.

2,

Transfer

(DEGREE-HOLDER),
99—Attachment

RESPONDENT.*
property mortgaged

of

ANANTHAYYA
of

1884,

a mortgagee

obtained

decree

for arrears

of interest due

under

a

In

a

prior to 1882.

mortgage deed of 1879 and in execution of the decree attached and applied for the
sale of the land mortgaged

:
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particular object
conviction under

'

Appeal against Order 87 of 1886.
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Held, that by reason of s. 99 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, the land
could not be sold otherwise than by a suit instituted under s. 67 of the said Act.

APPEAL

from an order of

Caner-a, reversing

Munsif of Karkal,

J.

W. Best, District Judge of South

of M. Mundappa Bangera, District
passed in execution proceedings in suit 199

an order

of 1884.
The decree-holder,

Ananthayya,

having in 1884 obtained

decree for arrears of interest due under a mortgage

in

1879 by the judgment-debtor, Kaveri Amma,

the mortgaged

a

deed executed

applied to have

property attached and sold in satisfaction of the

decree.

The judgment-debtor objected to the sale under
Transfer of Property Act, 1882.

s. 99

The Munsif allowed the objection and dismissed

the

of the
appli
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cation.

On appeal the District Judge reversed this decree on the ground
that, under s. 2 of the Transfer of Property Act, e. 99 was not
applicable to the case.
The judgment-debtor appealed.
Srhu'm'sa Bdu for appellant.
Respondent was not represented.
and
The Court (Collins,

OJ,

Parker,

J.)

delivered

the

following
JUDGMENT

:—-The decree was obtained

interest due for three years and

plaintiff

got

the

Munsif held that

in

in

execution

21884

property attached.
of the Transfer of Property

mortgaged
s. 99

for arrears of

of that decree the
The District

Act

debarred

from bringing the property to sale otherwise
than by instituting a suit under s. 67 of that Act. On appeal
the District Judge reversed this order and directed execution to
the

decree-holder

proceed on the ground that s. 2 saved any right or
out of a legal relation constituted

or any relief in respect of such
sions of the Act.

liability arising
Act came into force,
right or liability from the provi
before

the

Although the legal relation of mortgagor and mortgagee was
constituted in 1879, the right to attach the property and bring it
to sale and the relief in respect to such right arose only out of the
decree

in

1884 which was subsequent to the passing of the Transfer

The right to enforce the decree is a substantive
right, but the mode of enforcing it is a matter of procedure.
By
of Property Act.

MADRAS SERIES.
in

the decree

of

s. 99

1884 the decree-holder

of Act

in satisfaction

IV of

did not, through the operation

1882, gain a right to have the property sold

Kay'er
ANANTHAYYA.

his procedure must
See Dz'ncndra Naik Sunny"! v. Chandra

of the decree, and therefore

be governed by s.
K'ishore
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67.
and

Mime-hill)

Ble-obo

Szmdari Debi v. Raft/ml

Oleander

Boae.(2)

The order of the District Judge must be set aside with costs,
and that of the District Mfmsif restored.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

Mr. Justice

Muttusdmi

Ayyar

and

Mr. Justice

Brand-t.

QUEEN-EMPRESS

1886.
Dec. 17.

BODAPPA.‘
Arms Act, 1878, u. 5, 19.
B. having obtained a license under the Arms Act, 1878, for a match-lock, had the
same converted

into a percussion

gun.

He was convicted under s. 19 of the said

Act, on the ground that the license did not permit him to keep a percussion gun :
Held that the conviction was bad.

Case referred under

438 of the Code of Criminal Procedure by

s.

G. Stokes, Acting District Magistrate of Cuddapah.
The facts of the case were stated as follows by the District

about which the question has arisen
he had

altered from

a

him when he obtained the license,

is

that the gun now in his possession and
the same that he had with

but that for convenience

match-lock to

a

defence of the accused

is,

Magistrate :—
“ The accused
[has been charged with possessing a cap gun,
while the license he produced covered only a match-lock. The

it

sake

cap gun after he obtained

the license.

“In

in

question.

(1)

I.L.R.,

consider that the legality of the conviction

12 Cal., 436.

(2)

l.L.R.,|12

" Criminal Rﬂigion Case 467 of 1886.

09.1., 583.

is

'

convicting the accused, the Joint Magistrate has not been
He has found
without doubt as to the legality of the conviction.
distinctly that the license produced was granted for the very gun

I
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refer the

doubtful and therefore

for the orders of the High

case

Court.”
The Acting Government Pleader (Mr Powell) for the Crown.
The Court (Muttusémi Ayyar and Brandt,
.) delivered the

JJ

following
is,

whether the accused had in his
:—The question
” in
“
arm
contravention of the provisions of s. 19 of
possession an
whether he had in his possession a ﬁre
the Arms Act, 12:78, that
”
“
thereby.
not in the manner and to the extent permitted
arm

As to the extent there

clearly refers to the

no question; that

of arms or quantity of ammunition, &c., for which the
given, and as to the manner the license does not cease to

is

number
license

is

is,

JUDGMENT

”
the word “ manner
as used in

;

percussion gun

no distinction drawn in the

a

it

;

if

kinds of explosive ﬁrearms and
will be seen that
distinction

is

it

to be kept

at the times required.

Act

reference

is

is

and used, and as to its being produced

There

how

as to

e.g.,

between
is

given

;

license for the weapon

is

5

a

appears to us to have reference to the conditions under which

s.

the various

had to schedule

[I,

there drawn not between the
a

different kinds of guns, as for example a riﬂe and
smooth-bore
but between ﬁrearms and ﬁrearm barrels, and pistols and pistol
we set

aside and direct that the ﬁne,

not good in law, and
levied, be returned to the

if

must hold that the conviction

is

We
it

barrels.
accused.

5

of

It was suggested that the accused might have been and may
now be convicted with reference to the provisions
of the
s.
“
Act, which enacts that
no person shall manufacture, convert, or
sell, or keep or offer for sale any arms, ammunition, &c., without
”
license.
On referring to the statement made by the accused,
we ﬁnd he ﬁrst said that he had the gun converted from a

himself in fact converted

statement

as

it

gun;

is true he afterwards

used

a

percussion-gun,” but, reading the
Whole, we cannot say that he intended that he

changed

a

I

into
it,

percussion

it

match-lock into
the words “

a

a
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match-lock to

a

protect the possession by reason of its having been altered from a

and we are not prepared

to convict

him of an offence different from that which he was called upon
to meet.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice

Ker-nan and

KRISHNASAMI CHETTI

m

Mr.

Justice Brandt.

crimes

(PLAmrn‘rs),

Arrannsxrs,

5:5?“ng

and

VIRASAMI CHETTI

AND orrmns

Custom-Caste usage—Erpulaion

(Darnrmsnrs), Rasroivnms.*'

of member of caste under mistake effect and
without notice.

In a suit relating to the management of the common property of the members of
a Hindd caste, the plaintiﬁ's right to sue was denied on the ground that, having
violated the rules of the caste, he had been expelled from it :
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Held, (1) that it was open to the Court to determine whether or not the alleged
expulsion from caste was valid ;
if the plaintiff had not in fact violated the rules of the caste,
that
(2)
but was expelled under the bond ﬁle, but mistaken belief that he had
the expulsion was illegal and could not

committed a caste offence,
aﬂect his rights.

J .—A

or usage of a caste to expel a member in his absence
without notice given or opportunity of explanation offered, is not a valid custom.

Per Ksaxsn,

custom

J

from the decree of Muttusami Ayyar, ., in civil suit
No. 376 of 1883, dated 9th September 1885.
The facts necessary for the purpose of this report appear from

APPEAL

J

the judgment of Muttusami Ayyar, ., which was as follows :—
“ The parties to this suit are members of the Beri Chetti caste
in the Black Town of Madras. They belong to a class of Chettis
or Vaisyas, consisting generally of merchants and tradesmen who
Beri Chettis are to be found
are inﬂuential and enterprising.
it
but
appears that in the City of Madras
throughout the Presidency,

It

is sub-divided into
the class has a special caste organization.
its
headman or head
about 18 or 20 divisions, each division having

Questions of caste are dealt with in the ﬁrst instance at
divisional meetings, and their resolutions are submitted either for
The meet
revision by or for the information of the entire caste.
men.

the entire caste, before which such resolutions are laid or
which deals with questions concerning the whole caste, is desig
The suit before me is
nated as the Periyagramam meeting.

ing of

instituted by four members of the

caste

1886.

in regard to the endowment

~ Appeal 24 of 1886.

18
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Kunminqu of a religious and charitable institution, styled Dharmasivaoharyar
Wag“, matham. The plaint prays, among other things, for an account
being taken of properties constituting the endowment, for their
being secured for the beneﬁt of the institution, for a scheme of
management

being settled, for plaintiff No.

1

and other competent

persons being appointed trustees, and for adequate provision being
made for the due administration of the endowment.
also speciﬁes the several

The plaint
performed in the institution, as

charities

consisting in the maintaining of a priest called Dharmasiva
charyar, in the performance of certain religious rites and cere
monies, and in the feeding of Brahmans on behalf and for the
spiritual beneﬁt of the whole caste.
“ The account, however,
given by the defendants,
of the institution,
institution

is

somewhat

is apurely caste institution,

admitting

that

defendants

assert that a section of the caste called Maligaikarar

the

the

Vaguppu is not entitled to the beneﬁt of the endowment, as that
seceded from Dharmasivachéryar and became the disciples
of another priest called Sattanéda Gurukkal, about 200 years ago.

This

averment

is,

section

only issue which

immaterial to the present inquiry, the

however,
have

to decide

that they belong to the class of seceders mentioned above. It
further contended by the defendants that Dharmasivachéryar

is is

is

I

being whether the plaintiffs
continue to be members of the Beri Chetti caste. It
not alleged

bound to worship an idol called Visvesvarasami and to perform
all rites and ceremonies for the due performance of such worship
for the beneﬁt and on behalf of those of the caste who are his dis
ciples, to pronounce benedictions

upon those disciples and to advise

and guide them in spiritual matters,
is

However this may be,

it

belongs

and that the endowment

and the Dharmasivachéryar

to Visvesvarasz'imi

sufficient

matham.

for the present inquiry to

in describing the institution as caste
and that none but those who are in the caste and
a

say that both parties agree

institution,

who belong to Dharmasivachériyar matham are interested in the
endowment and in the due performance of the charities for which
the institution

is

maintained.

In

advertenee

to their status, the

they are members of the Beri Chetti caste
is

plaintiffs aver that
and followers of the Dharmasivéchéryar matham and contributors
also one of the here
to that institution, that plaintiff No.
1
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of the scope
different. Whilst

ditary headmen of the whole caste, and that all the plaintiffs are
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interested in the property and management of the institution.

it is

and 2 that the plaintiff N0.

1

though it is admitted that he was

a

Nos.

denied by defendants

is a hereditary headman,

But

1

It

hereditary councillor of the headman.

is next asserted that,

though the plaintiﬁs were members of the Beri Chetti caste, they
have violated the usages and customs of the said caste and thereby
forfeited their privileges

as members

of such caste, and that they

from it. It is contended, therefore, that, by
of such forfeiture and expulsion, their interest in the pro
perty and management of the institution has ceased and that they
are not entitled to maintain the suit.
An issue has been framed
have been expelled

reason

with reference

trial in
which

to this preliminary contention and set down for

the ﬁrst instance.

I

The question then and the only question
have now to decide in this are the plaintiffs competent
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to maintain this suit, or have they ceased to be members of the
Beri Chetti caste, as alleged in the 67th paragraph of the written

At

statement.

of the trial, a question was

the commencement

As it is

raised on the form of the issue as to the right to begin.

admitted that the plaintiffs were once in the caste

in

the institution, and as the

right

and. interested

to begin depends rather on the

substance than on the form of the issue,

I

held that the onus of

proof was on the defendants who resisted the claim and that
The next contention had
they were, therefore, bound to begin.
reference to the precise questions of fact and law, which it is
necessary

It

issue.
removal

to decide in coming to a ﬁnding

alleged for the defendants

was

from

caste

is the only one

Civil Courts would

that otherwise

I

on the preliminary

that the

factum of

have to investigate,

arrogate

to

themselves

and
an

jurisdiction over caste assemblies, which it is not com
It may be open to argument how far
for
them to do.
petent
Civil Courts are entitled to examine into the reasons assigned

appellate

for expulsion from
presently.

in its

But

present

caste,

there is

and

this question

in my judgment

I

shall consider

no doubt that the issue

form raises a mixed question,

a question

of fact,

viz., the factum of expulsion, and a question of law, viz., the
legal effect of such expulsion in determining the interest which
the plaintiffs admittedly had at one time in the property and
management

of the institution.

As to

the factum of the plaintiifs’

removal from caste, there is considerable
is to be regretted

evidence

on record.

It

that the fact was not at once admitted, for, in

KRISHNAS‘II
o.

VlRAB‘IL
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it would not

Kmsumss‘ni that case

“Man

the

recorded

36 witnesses were examined

in

so

far

as

it

to record much

have become necessary

voluminous evidence

at

[VOL X.

trial.

the

for the defendants,

relates to the fact of removal

No

of

less than

and the evidence

from caste is over

Some witnesses depose to the resolutions arrived at

whelming.

by the divisional meetings which they attended, to the effect that
the plaintiffs should be removed from caste.
Several depose that
resolutions were laid before the Periyagramam meetings
which they attended and that they were either adopted or conﬁrmed
those

A
by those members of the caste who attended such meetings.
large number of witnesses deposed further to the intimation they
had in regard to the plaintiffs’

having acted upon
invited

from caste and to their

intimation and ceased to invite and be

plaintiffs for meals and for auspicious and in
There is also some evidence that the
ceremonies.

by the

auspicious
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that

removal

ﬁrst plaintiff attended the ﬁrst Periyagramam meeting held in
regard to his removal from caste.
“ In answer to this evidence, the plaintiffs only
allege irregu
larities in the procedure followed on these occasions, and say in
substance that they do not know whether they were put out of caste
or not, and that what is alleged to be their expulsion from caste is

They admit, however, that since 1881, they have not
invited and been invited by the majority of the caste for meals and
not legal.

for auspicious and inauspicious
corroborate

ceremonies.

This

appears to me to

materially the evidence adduced for the defendants in
The conclusion
come to is

I

regard to the factum of expulsion.

that the division to which the plaintiffs belong and the Periya
gramam resolved that the plaintiffs be put out of caste and that
the majority of the caste acted upon the resolution and forbore to
invite them for food and for auspicious and inauspicious ceremonies
and still to continue to do so.
“The plaintiffs next impugn the validity of their removal from
caste on the ground (i) that the procedure followed by the caste
and unjust, (ii) that
they committed no caste offence, (iii) that no civil right could be
forfeited by loss of caste under Act XXII of 1850, (iv) that the
expulsion was the result of enmity and personal ill-will, and (v)
meetings

was

highly irregular,

unreasonable

It is urged on the
that it is no bar to their maintaining this suit.
other hand for the defendants that Civil Courts have no appellate
jurisdiction

over

caste assemblies,

and that the decision of such

MADRAS SERIES.
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that a particular person has rendered himself liable to K lusnn'nsbu
v.
be expelled from caste is ﬁnal and conclusive.
Vin-Ash“.
“ It would
appear that expulsions from caste were rare among
assemblies

Beri Chettis in this city,

and that there were no caste dissensions

There are- only two such expulsions mentioned in
the evidence during this interval. One of them is the expulsion
The son was
of Mylapur Kandasami Chetti and of his son.

prior to 1876.

expelled from caste for renouncing Hindu religion and embracing
Christianity,
with

the

and

son,

so to associate.
deavoured

the

father was ﬁrst expelled

but he was readmitted into

It

appears,

however,

on

ceasing

that the father then en

to readmit the son into caste on the performance

certain expiatory ceremonies, but this the
sanction.

for associating

caste

An undertaking

caste .was

of

not prepared to

was taken from the father not to do so,
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but the latter acted in contravention

of it and was again put out of
It appears that he has not since been readmitted into caste.
caste.
The other expulsion is the one to which witness Remasami Chetti
refers in his evidence.

According to him, one Pakam Sabapathi
Chetti was expelled from caste for illicit intimacy with a low caste
woman. It appears also that in some of the divisions there were

and there are still rival parties who originally differed from each
other in regard to some secular matters.
Though from party feud,
these did not exchange meals and did not invite each other during
auspicious

merely

as

to them.
when

and

inauspicious ceremonies,

rival factions and no

This

was the

caste

were treated

taint was supposed to attach

state of things

Bamasami Chetti’s son, the

still they

late

in

the caste

Ratnavélu

until

1876,

Chetti of the

Madras Civil Service, returned from England to Madras.

On his

return, the question whether he might not be readmitted into caste
on performance of expiatcry ceremonies engaged the attention of
its leaders.

It

is stated by Ramasami Chetti that there was some

vacillation on this occasion among the members of the caste, that
was at ﬁrst considered that Ratnavélu Chetti might be read

it

mitted, but that it was ﬁnally decided that it could not be done.
However this may be, it is

Ratnavélu was not readmitted,
that Remasami Chetti thought that Subraya Chetti and Soma
a fact that

sundra Chetti opposed his son’s readmission, that several mem
bers of his division who were in favor of readmission
sympa
thised and sided with him, and that dissensions
the caste owing to the diﬁerence

thus arose in

of opinion which existed on this
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Kmsnmslm
1:.

00085100.

who

Vinas‘rn.

In January

1877 those in Remasami Chetti’s division

Ratnavélu’s readmission

opposed

x.

[VOL.

into caste put Rémasémi

Chetti out of caste until he renounced

Chetti’s division extended

with his

caste intercourse

and continue to mix with

Those persons who sympathised
him were also removed from caste.

son.

This split in Remasémi

to other divisions, and the sectarian

feeling gained strength, and the number of persons

put out

of

caste increased.

“ Ramasami Chetti continued to treat his removal from caste
with indifference

till

reconciliation with the caste.
and continued in it

it

1878, when he considered

till

1880.

desirable to seek

He

was readmitted into the caste

In

1879, a meeting of the caste

was held for the election of a Dharmakarta for Kandasami temple,
-

and to this meeting some 28 persons were not invited.
Defendant
No. 5, one of those put out of caste for siding with Ramasami
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Chetti, pointed out this irregularity

in which

High Court in

to the

a motion was then pending.

Subraya Chetti

a

suit

ﬁled an

He alleged that some of the
afﬁdavit justifying his conduct.
not
invited
to
the
meeting had ceased by transgressing
persons
the usages of the caste to be its members, and that as the headman
of the caste it was for him to decide who ought to be invited
to the

meeting of the caste.

Ramasami Chetti objected at the
of the afﬁdavit. Some of those

caste meeting to this portion

who were not invited
damages

sued

the

in original suits Nos.

Subraya Chetti, for

headman,
59,

203

and

204-

of 1880, but

When they were pending, the
were dismissed.
Subraya Chetti, convened a meeting to raise funds
At this meeting again Rémasami
for defending those suits.
Chetti opposed Subraya Chetti, and urged that the litigation

these

suits

headman,

should not be

treated

as

one

concerning

the

Periyagrarnam.
brought original suit

Subraya, defendant No.5,
of 1880 against the headman of his division for not in
viting him to the meetings of the caste; the headman justiﬁed
Amarambédu
269

his conduct

and contended

that he was one of those who were

put out of caste for joining Ramasami Chetti when he associated
with his son, and that though Ramasémi Chetti was since read
mitted into caste, defendant

No.

5

did not seek readmission

and

with persons who had been put out of
This suit was also dismissed.
caste, but not been readmitted.
“ Palayam Somasundra Chetti, one of the leading members of
continued to associate
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the caste, instituted original suit No. 166 of 1880 against the pre
sent ﬁrst plaintiff and others in regard to the dharmakartaship of
the temple at Tiruvattur.
But this suit also eventually failed.
“
About the end of 1880, plaintiff No. 1 was put out of caste for

taking part, as it was said, in the karmantram ceremony of the
daughter of Mylapur Kandasémi Chetti. Early in 1881, Ramasami
Chetti was again put out of caste. There was a festival shortly
before in honor of the idol Yagattal worshipped by the caste, and
during this festival it was customary to take to the temple in
The head
procession certain presents as an offering to the idol.
man, Subraya Chetti, desired that the procession

should start from

a place called Natakasala, whilst Ramasami Chetti and the plain

tiffs opposed the headman and started a rival procession from one
Linga Chetti’s house. A breach of the peace appeared imminent
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and both processions were stopped by the Police. Some time after
wards, plaintiffs Nos. 2 and 3 were put out of caste on the ground
that they associated with Ramasami Chetti. Subsequently plaintiff
No. 4 was put out of caste for the reason that he attended the
funeral ceremony performed by Remasami Chetti on the occasion
of his son, Ratnavélu Chetti’s death.

“It appears from the foregoing summary that it was usual in
the caste to expel persons from it for caste offences, that renounc
ing Hindu religion, illicit intimacy with low caste women and
association with expelled persons were treated as such offences.

“

It

shows

also that Remasémi Chetti considered that his son

was not readmitted into caste owing to the opposition

offered by
Chetti, that he often opposed
Subraya Chetti at caste meetings, that some of those who originally
sided with him and were put out of caste sued the headmen for

Subraya Chetti

and Somasundra

and that there was thus no cordial feeling between
Ramasémi Chetti and his adherents on the one hand and Subraya
i
Chetti and his supporters on the other.
“ shall now consider the several grounds on which the
validity
is
As
to
the procedure
of the plaintiffs’ expulsion
impeached.
damages,

I

followed at these caste meetings, it is admitted that it was not
judicial.

It

appears that no evidence was taken, no formal record

was kept, that the person accused of a caste offence was not invited

to the meeting, that no explanation was demanded from him, and
that no previous notice of the business done at each meeting was
given to the members of the caste.

It is

not contended

that the

Kaxsnrushu

’

Viaasﬁxx.
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it

Karsmmslm procedure was otherwise, but

’

Viaass'm.

was in accordance

[VOL X.

with custom.

it

ground that

is justiﬁed on the

Seeing that the members

who

attended the meeting were neighbours and fellow castemen, there
is ground for the contention that according

to custom more import

ance was attached to their opinions than to any formal procedure.

It

appears, however, to be the customary

of the caste,

procedure

and there is nothing in the evidence to lead me to a contrary
conclusion.

“

In

connection with this point,

it

is contended for the plaintiffs

for each division, and that it was

that there were two headmen

competent to the Periyagramam to reverse or modify

the decision

of divisional meetings.
In regard to the plaintiffs, there was no
of opinion between the Periyagramam and the divi

diiference

sional meetings, and the contention

As

inquiry.

is not material to the present

that there

to the contention

were two hereditary

for each division and for the Periyagramam, it appears
The defendants do not deny that there
to me to be well-founded.
was another person who assisted the headman,

but they assert that

the second was only an adviser or councillor, and that he was not

This

as one

is,

recognized

suggestion

who possessed the privileges of the headman.
however, inconsistent with several documents

which were executed before there were any dissensions in the caste
and

in which both

that Subraya Ghetti referred to two headmen
suits instituted against him.

I

Though

I

two headmen for each division,

It

as headmen.

are described

in

appears

also

several of the

that there were

consider

think that, when proceedings

are

it

instituted against one of them, the meeting convened by the other
not incompetent to put him out of the caste. In this view

is

and 4.

there was one headman

immaterial.

it

I

to the allegation that no caste offence was committed,

not think that

can be supported

in regard to plaintiffs Nos.

Several witnesses for the defendants

saw plaintiff

N0.

I

“As

whether

attend

the

do
1

-or there were two headmen

is

seems to me that the contention

depose that they

funeral ceremony

performed

on

and that though the ceremony
son-in-law, Ladu
of
Kandasami’s
in
the
house
was performed
stated, had associated with
Chetti, both he and his wife,

l

and plaintiff No.
he did not take

discredit the evidence on this point,
himself does not deny
though he states that

see no reason to

his meals

it,

Kandasémi.

is

it

account of Kandasami’s daughter,

I
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headmen

in Ladu Chetti’s house.

During his
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examination, plaintiff No. 4 admitted that he attended the funeral Kinsmuslm
v.
ceremony performed by Ramasami Chetti on account of his son, Vinaslxi.
Ratnavélu Chetti.

There is also evidence to show that, when a

person is put out of caste, those in the caste are, according to custom,

bound not to associate with him either by taking meals with him
or attending auspicious and inauspicious ceremonies in his house.

I ﬁnd that the

author of the Mitakshara on ceremonial law treats

such acts as association with one who is out of caste, and
say that, in

as

plaintiffs Nos.

1

I cannot

and 4 are concerned, they

no caste offence according to the usage obtaining among

committed

Beri

far

so

Manu, Madava, Devéla and Vignyanesvara speak
as a ground for removal

Ghettis.

of association with those put out of caste
from caste.

As

plaintiffs Nos. 2 and 3, the balance

regards

of
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evidence is to the eﬁect that Subraya Chetti stated at the Periya

gramam meeting that he saw them attend ceremonies and take
meals in Ramasami Chetti’s house.
But no evidence was given
at the trial before me that they actually did so.
The conclusion

I

come to in regard to them is that they were put out of caste in
the bond ﬁde belief that they committed
there is no reliable legal evidence

actually committed

“As to

before me to show

it.

the contention founded on

consider that

it is applicable

in its nature

a right to participate

but that

a caste offence,

Act

XXII

that they

of 1850,

I do not

The right in contest is
jointly with fellow castemen in

to this case.

the beneﬁt of a caste institution, and the continued possession

of

status as a casteman is a condition precedent to the enjoyment of

It

is also the understanding on which contributions
to the endowment must be taken to have been made, regard being
had to the usage of the particular caste to which the parties belong
such right.

and of similar institutions.

I

As

to the assertion that the plaintiﬁs’

ﬁde and due to personal ill-will,
There was no
do not think that it is borne out by the evidence.

removal from caste was not

bond

doubt no good feeling between Ramasami Chetti and his party on
the one hand, Subraya Chetti and his friends on the other.

it must

be remembered

that the plaintiﬁ's’

But

expulsion was the act,

not individually, of Suhraya Chetti, but of the members of their
It may well be that
respective divisions and the Periyagramam.
RAmasAmi Chetti and his friends hated Subraya Chetti because
he was hostile to the readmission

of Ramasémi Chetti’s son.

evidence affords no warrant for the suggestion

The

that the plaintiﬁs’
19
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x.

gums-Ash“ divisions and the Periyagramam voted the removal from caste
'
from personal spite and not from a bond ﬁde belief that there was
Vinsss'm.
It is argued for the plaintiffs that it is not
a caste transgression.
competent to me to examine into the validity of the plaintiﬁs’
expulsion, and that,

if

be taken to be valid.
concur.

It

exclusive

cognizance

the factum of expulsion is proved,

In this opinion,

however,

it must

I am unable to

relating to caste are within the
of caste assemblies, and that, when they act

is tme that matters

bond ﬁde in the exercise of their jurisdiction, their decision must
To this extent,
be taken to be conclusive.
accept the contention.

Here

I

must observe that at ﬁrst

I

I

felt some doubt whether

I

should not insist on strict legal proof of the commission of a caste
come to on further consideration
offence, and that the judgment

I

would be to assume an appellate jurisdiction over
caste assemblies in regard to matters of caste. But
must satisfy
is that to do

so

I
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myself that they dealt

ﬁde with a caste offence. Otherwise
there would be no spiritual basis for their action.
As to the legal
effect of the removal from caste over the right in contest,
consider
bond

I

that it suspends the exercise of the right until the plaintiffs obtain
It is alleged that the plaintiffs are
readmission into caste.
allowed to enter the caste temple and worship the idol there, to
make offerings to it and to perform festivals on particular occasions.

It

is also said that plaintiff No. 1 is the dharmakarta of the
But must say that Dharmasivacharyar
temple at Tiruvattﬁr.

I

matham is not

precisely similar institution.
Religious instruc
tion has to be afforded in the Matham, and according to ceremonial
a

law no priest is competent to afford such instruction to one who is
put out of caste. It may be a matter for regret that the matter in
contest was not settled out of court,

and that the ceremonial law

But in
of the caste does not meet the requirements of progress.
dealing with the question here, have no choice in the matter, and

I

my decision should be in accordance with the usage and cere
monial law of the caste. On the ground, therefore, that the
plaintiffs were removed from caste by their caste who act bond ﬁde

I

and in accordance

with the customary procedure,
have to ﬁnd
the issue against the plaintiffs and dismiss the suit with costs.”
Plaintiffs appealed.

Mr. Grant for appellants.
Mr. Branson and Mr. Norton for
Armnda'ckdrlu

respondents Nos. 1-4 & 6.

and Sundaram Sasfrz' for respondent N0. 5.
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JJ

The Court (Kernan and Brandt,
.) delivered the following Knmnusim
v.
judgments :—
VtaAsA'iu.
KERNAN, J.—[After ﬁnding that it was not proved that plain
tiffs Nos. 1 and 4 had committed any caste offence or had in fact
been expelled

in the manner stated by the witnesses, proceeded

follows] :—
There still remains

the question

whether,

if plaintiffs

as

were

to caste procedure or custom, their expulsion
The learned Judge states the matter thus: “As to the
procedure followed at these caste meetings, it is admitted that it
expelled

according

is valid.

was not judicial.

It appears

that no evidence was taken, no formal

record was kept, that the person accused of a caste offence was not

invited to the meeting, that no explanation was demanded from
him, and that no previous notice of the business done at each

was given to the members of the caste.
It is not con
that
the
on the
was
but
it
is
otherwise,
justiﬁed
procedure
tended
ground that it was in accordance with custom. Seeing that the
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meeting

member

who

attended

the meeting

were neighbours and fellow

that, according to
was attached to their opinions than to

castemen, there is ground for the contention
custom, more importance

It appears, however, to be the customary
any formal procedure.
procedure of the caste, and there is nothing in the evidence to lead
me to a contrary conclusion.”

“
Again, the learned Judge says: It may be a matter for regret
that the matter in contest was not settled out of Court, and that

law of the caste does not meet the requirements of
But in dealing with the question here, have no choice

the ceremonial
progress.

I

and my decision should be in accordance with the
On the ground, therefore,
usage and ceremonial law of the caste.
that the plaintiffs were removed from caste by their caste who act
in the matter,

ﬁdc and in accordance with the customary procedure ;” the
learned Judge acted on what he found was the procedure of the
bond

or usage, viz., to charge, and condemn
member, in his absence, without notice

caste, founded on custom
and expel

from caste

a

either of the intention to hold

a meeting

to consider his conduct or

of the time or place of the meeting, or of the nature of the charge,
and without any explanation being called for, or an opportunity
The evidence
given him of explanation or of meeting the charge.
shows that the custom

which the member to

is this,

be. expelled

viz., a meeting of the division (to
belongs) of the caste is called, but

[VOL. X.
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‘Kmnyugm no notice is given to him of the meeting or of the object of it. The
o.
division decide that the member has broken a caste rule, and agree
VIBAB‘IL
to expel him.
After that, a meeting, called Periyagramam, of all
the headmen of the different divisions is called in the morning

for

that evening, and as counsel for defendant admits, no notice is given
to the member of that meeting, no evidence is taken, no explanation
is demanded

that meeting merely records the expulsion recorded
The proceedings of the two meetings affect to
at the division.
The maxim audi alh'ram pal-[em contains a ﬁxed
be judicial.
;

It

principle of justice.

It

British rule.

prevails in all countries

is not conﬁned

subject to the

to public courts of justice, but

applies to all tribunals, public or private, of every kind which are
vested with or assume power to decide on the conduct

In

parties.

a

very recent

case

or rights of

decided by this court, very many
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of the decisions on this subject are referred to—see Gompm-ts v.
That was a case where a member of a club was
Goklingkam.(1)
and two of the cases referred

expelled,

to in that report were also

cases where members of clubs were expelled.

In

it

each case

was

held that the committee who expelled were bound in the exercise
of their functions by the rule expressed in the maxim audi alfcram
partem,

that no man shall

be condemned

to consequences resulting

from alleged misconduct without having an opportunity of making
his defence. Lord Justice Brett says it would be a denial of
natural justice

if

a decision

of the club was come to without his

There is no reason why
having an opportunity of being heard.
this principle should not apply to the proceedings of caste, meetings
which undertake to decide on the conduct of a member of the caste,
which conduct is alleged to be contrary to caste rules and usages.
To be expelled from caste causes most serious prejudice to the
member expelled and to his family and in their social relation.

it

In

that the expulsion disentitles plaintiffs
from any right to investigate the accounts of the charity which has
been created partly by their and their ancestors’ subscription to it.
this

case

is contended

The caste institution is not above or outside the law.
usages and customs of caste exist only under and not against

The
the

law.
Whenever

a custom

be a good custom.

or usage is opposed to the law, it cannot

Colebrook

(1)

B.

I.L.R.,

9

1, chapter

ma,

319.

2, section 2,

IX,

On
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Hence Usage KRISHNAS‘II
Usage—Practice which is founded on law prevails.
A custom must be rea- vmfgxm
inconsistent therewith must be abrogated.
is not reasonable, inasmuch

Judge

learned
to

as, according

has followed

member may be

a

the custom which the

it,

But

sonable.

although he has no opportunity of meeting the charge
against him. If reasonable notice of the time and place of the
intended meeting and of the substance of the charge was given to
expelled

if

him, and

he was allowed to attend

the meeting and explain or

himself, then the law would be complied

defend

with.

What
it

be
would be reasonable notice the caste may determine, provided
The application of this rule of law does not infringe
reasonable.
on any legal usages and arrangements

he does not choose to attend the meeting and

by any reasonable cause, then the caste may proceed to
according to their usual procedure and custom.

to the alleged custom, all that appears in the evidence

not usual to give notice to offenders.

There

that

it

decision

is

is

As

so
a

make

no proof of any

;

is

expulsion by :the caste prior to 1864 and though an expulsion
proved to have been made then and others in 1874 or 1875, yet
was given that the persons

no evidence

expelled

had not notice

of the meeting.
P. RamasAmi Chetti says that in 1878 he was expelled though
he got no notice, and that, for the reasons that he gives, he
recognized

the authority of the expulsion.

But

he was readmitted

is

it

that he was expelled again, and this
expulsion he disputes, and states he got no notice of the meetings.
Immemorial custom cannot prevail against the principle con

t0 caste, and

alleged

tained in the maxim audi alteram partcm—see

Williams v. Lord

Bagot. (1)

In my judgment,

therefore, the alleged expulsion of the plaintiffs

invalid on the ground that they had no notice of the meetings to
expel them or of the charges made against them, and that they had
no opportunity given to them of defending themselves against

is

such charges.

They were not present at any of such meetings.

(1) 3.13.

it

a

good legal custom.

0.,

786.

a

Though the learned Judge acted on the custom, he does not
nor does he decide that
say that he approves of
was
it,
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doing

not prevented from

is

given.

they may come to at their meeting of which notice was
after the member has received such reasonable notice,

If

is

decision

of the caste, or affect any

On the evidence

Kmsxsssiur
o.
Virus-15m.

produced

I

think that this very illegal practice has
much mischief in this caste. Several expulsions since

1878 have taken place, and

it is

if opportunity had
would not have taken

probable that,

been given of explanation, such expulsions

A question

place.
to

[VOL K.
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Hindu law,

was partly argued before us whether, according

an expulsion can take place except for some serious

offence and not merely for a slight transgression

However, this question
Court below.
Expulsion

from

was not open as
must necessarily

caste

If

the whole caste.

the alleged expulsions

me that in the evidence
evidence

of caste usage.
it was not raised in the
mean expulsion from
took place,

it

seems to

were only partial.
The
and of others is that many members

the expulsions

of plaintiff No.

1

of the caste not belonging to the faction of defendants Nos. 1-3
do associate with plaintiff No. 1 and others and have always done
Moreover, plaintiff No.
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so.

Tiruvattur

temple

1

is admittedly dharmakarta of the

to which members

of the Beri Chetti caste

many of the caste and others worship. It
appears not probable that a person put out of caste by his caste
would be allowed to act as dharmakarta. Defendant No. 1 in his
subscribe

and where

evidence said plaintiffs are eligible for readmission
that prohibition extends

or inauspicious
and that it

only

does

to

attending

not extend

to anything

for auspicious
for taking food ,

meetings

or attending when invited

ceremonies,

into caste, and

else, and that they are

If this

not entitled to be invited to caste meetings.

is correct,

would seem that on this ground the expulsion is only partial
not complete for all purposes.
The facts of the
view.

He

case

it

and.

of plaintiff No. 4 seem to support this

admits he was expelled

by Periyagramam, though he

says he got no notice of the division meeting.

He

says (and he is

not contradicted) that he worships at the Kandasémi pagoda (this
is the special temple of the caste) and conducts there the Pradosham
festival every fortnight, and that he enters the inner precincts of

If he was expelled from the entire caste, it is not
that temple.
accounted for by the defendants why he, an outcaste, is still
allowed to enter the inner precincts of the special temple of the
caste, and to conduct

expulsion

the

does

ceremonies
not

amount

there, unless the reason
to

exclusion

from

all

is that
caste

privileges.
do not think the defendants have proved that the expulsion

I

is an exclusion from all

cast-e

privileges,

as

alleged by the defend
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This being

ants in paragraph 67 of their written statement.

so, Kaxsusssa‘m

the plaintiffs are entitled to maintain this suit seeking for the relief

prayed by them, even

As

the alleged expulsion took place.

plaintiff N0. 4, the learned Judge’s ﬁnding that
is not very clear, although he does

regards

he committed

if

a caste offence

ﬁnd that the allegation that no offence was committed cannot be
He refers to this plaintiff’s admission that he attended
supported.
a funeral ceremony of Ratnavélu at Ramasami Chetti’s house,
and that he

invites Remasami Chetti to food.

This

plaintiff,
Chetti was not legally expelled.
The date of the ceremony was in or shortly after September 1881.
Ramasami was, as he admitted, expelled in January 1877 and was
says that Ramasami

however,

readmitted to caste in August 1878. As a matter of fact several
members of the caste signed a document of the 9th of January
1881 expelling

him, but Bamasami says he got no notice of the
it is said, he was expelled, and that he is in
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meeting at which,

In

caste still.

order to establish that plaintiff No.

4-

committed

a

should state clearly the oﬁence they
allege against him and prove it. The offence alleged being asso
ciation by him with Ramasémi and attending ceremonies with him,
it lies on defendants to prove that Ramasami was then out of
caste offence, the defendants

The production of the document of the 9th of January 1881
is not sufﬁcient for that purpose, as it has not been proved that
notice of the meeting to charge was given to him or that an
opportunity was given to him to defend himself. The evidence

caste.

I

am not able there
is that Ramasami did not get such notice.
fore to see that the expulsion of plaintiff No. 4 binds him.

In my judgment,

we are bound to reverse

the

decree of the learned Judge, and to ﬁnd the issue

plaintiffs,

and

to decree that the

plaintiffs

have

ﬁnding and

in favor of the
not ceased to

of the Beri Chetti caste,

as alleged in paragraph 67
that
of the defendants’ statement, and
they are entitled as members

be members

of the caste to ﬁle this suit.

Whether they can succeed in it must

depend upon facts which have not yet been tried.

We

reverse the decree of the learned

Judge of

the 9th day of

September 1885, and we ﬁnd that the plaintiffs are competent to
maintain this suit and they have not ceased to be members of the

Beri Chetti

caste, as alleged in the 67th paragraph of the written

This is a ﬁnding in favor of the plaintiffs, and under
the order at issue the case is to be remitted to the Issue Court to
statement.

U-

Viassim.
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KRisBNABA'I! frame issues as to the other

“all,”

[VOL X.

in dispute.
As to the costs
issues in the court below and in

questions

of the trial of the preliminary

appeal, we think that the defendants

Nos.

1

costs of such trial

to 4 and 6 should pay

and appeal,

and order

to the plaintiffs

the

accordingly. We

make no order as to the costs of defendant

BRANDT,

J.—I

concur

in the conclusions

learned colleague, and generally

in

N o.

5.

arrived at by my

the reasons stated

by him for

coming to those conclusions: the voluminous evidence is so fully
am saved a great deal
and clearly set out in his judgment that
of labour: it may, however, be satisfactory to both parties that_I

I

should state as brieﬂy

as

I

can the manner

in which

the case

presents itself to me after full consideration; in nearly all respects
did before
had the advantage of
take the same view of it as

I

I

I

reading the judgment of Mr. Justice Kernan.

alleged

in the 67th paragraph of

the defendants’

written statement,

and by such forfeiture and

ceased to have any interest

[enforceable

at law

?]

been expelled from

it,

by reason that they violated the usages and customs of the caste and
have thereby forfeited all the privileges of the said caste, and have
expulsion have
in the property

of the Dharmasivacharyar matham and of the
idol,
and to be entitled to participate in the worship
Visvesvarasémi
and services of the said matham, contains in fact two propositions,
and

essential to

and those two propositions

a

ﬁnding on each of which

issue

is

management

;

a

ﬁnding on the whole

are—

That the plaintiffs have been guilty of what may be called
certain

caste offences, on account of which they rendered

selves liable, according

to the custom

them

and usages of the caste to

which they are bound to submit, to expulsion from the caste, and
that they were in fact expelled for such misconduct.
Now on the ﬁnding of the learned Judge who tried the case
there

is

no legal evidence to which credit can

fairly

be given, in

proof of the fact that two of the plaintiffs, the 2nd and 3rd, were
guilty of any caste offence; and that being so, these plaintiffs’
alleged expulsion from caste cannot legally render them incapable
those
of enforcing the civil rights which they possessed, even
who profess to have expelled them did not act in bad faith and

if
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The issue, viz., are the plaintiffs competent to maintain~this
suit, or have they ceased to be members of the Beri Chetti caste as

from motives of personal spite, but in the bond ﬁde but mistaken
belief that they had transgressed caste rules.

it

learned brother puts

is

As my

it,
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not sufﬁcient

to say that Krusmusbu

certain things have been done in connection with the enforcement
of caste rules and Observances, (to which those aﬁected must
submit either by reason of their voluntary submission to the forum
which, in accordance with the custom of the caste, deals with the
breach of such rules and Observances, or to which

all

members

may be, for the very and only reason
that they are born in such caste,) and that members of the caste
been expelled

for

a

supposed breach

mistake as to the facts which

give to those enforcing the rules jurisdiction
justice that such

Nor

them.

plea or argument should be allowed.

anything inconsistent in so holding and in hold
ing at the same time that within its own sphere and in the exer
cise of its social and religious jurisdiction the decisions of those
who properly represent a caste shall be ﬁnal, so far as the civil
do

I

see

tribunals are concerned, and not open to revision or even discussion
by such tribunals.

;

and that, this being shown,
was not arbitrary
not whether those who decided on and gave effect to

and to show that
matters

it it

The learned Counsel for the respondents strongly and repeat
was sufﬁcient to prove the factum of expulsion,

edly insisted that

it

if

a

a

the order of expulsion had or had not before them evidence of the
commission of
caste oﬁence by those expelled:
very extreme
case being suggested, he did indeed go so far as to say that
the
from caste
member thereof alleging
to be displeasing to the
of
such
member
appearance
tribunal or to the caste or some members thereof, the expulsion
tribunal

expelled

a

caste

the personal

It

for all purposes, religious, social and civil.
well that the effects of
supposed principle should be

be good

a

would

is

so

;

it

illustrated; the illustration indicates the consequences of admitting
an authority such as
and
does not in my opinion
postulated
is

admit of doubt that the civil power has authority—not inconsistent
caste of exclusive jurisdiction in all

with the fair exercise by

a

if

a

religious, moral or social concerns connected with it—to decide
that a caste-man does not ipso facto lose all the rights of
citizen
in respect of property belonging to the caste as
he be
body,
faction
expelled by the tribunal which represents the caste or by
a

a
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to enforce

appears to me contrary to general and well-established rules of
a

It

of such rules

those ordering and enforcing the expulsion

acted in good faith, although under

a

in fact

and Observances, even

if

have

it

must submit, involuntarily

20

0.

Vimbn.
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provided that such body acts under mistaken but bond ﬁde
caste offence, when
belief that the accused person has committed
in

a

“main.

X.
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in fact he has not done

so,

and to secure to those aggrieved the

I

is

it

-

it
is

civil rights of which
attempted to deprive them.
The case incidentally raises many curious and some difﬁcult
would,
not necessary to goquestions: into several of these
for the purpose of showing how
very uncertain the defendants seem to have been as to the basis on
At one time in the course
which they should rest their defence.
position

But

that

man

is

and no intermediate

a

was suggested that there can be no half measures,
:

of argument

it

however, refer to some of them

either in caste or he

the

defendants’

own

;

;

without expulsion from caste by the Periyagramam, the body which
of
consists of all the other divisions, in conclave assembled
is

;

temporary as opposed to complete exclusion or expulsion and of
exclusion or expulsion which
complete, by which the member
becomes spiritually dead, but can be made alive again

and restored to all his rights and privileges on payment of

a

condemned

few

annas.
Does this give an impression

of systematic and well considered

dealing with the case of persons who, for associating with those
“
“ the heinous crimes”
great offences”
speciﬁed by
guilty of the
Mann, must perform penance for the sake of expiation “since they

will again spring to birth with
marks
?”—See
Manu,
chapter XI, sections 54 and 55
disgraceful
60 to 67.
Are the violations of caste customs and
56 to 59
;

;

who have not expiated their sins

alleged, akin to the oﬂences which Mann describes in
“
loss of class)?” or (section
section 68 as jafi bru/zmy-sw/l'ara (causing
or as cause for
69) as degrading the offender to a mixed tribe
?

a

usages

from social repasts, section 70

section 71

or as causing deﬁlement,

?

exclusion

'f

in no slight degree a
of guilds in many respects not dissimilar from

or has in course of time come to resemble
guild or federation

is

whole gives me
that
The impression which the evidence as
the division of the people of the Beri Chetti caste in Madras
“
Periya
Town into “ gramams,” which collectively constitute the
gramam,” and the organization thereof either was in its inception
a
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is

is

is

is

evidence shows that
“
exclusion” from caste, which
one
there
(according to some)
“
another
we heard
expulsion” from caste which
thing, and
also suggestions of “exclusion” from one of the caste divisions
an outcasts.
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those with which students of European History are familiar ; and Knmnusbn
Q‘.
that the organization is concerned at least as much with enforce
Viaashu.
ment of social Observances and of conduct deemed to be for the
good of the community—and possibly for regulation of its trade,

though of this there is naturally not much, if any, evidence taken
in this case—as with the punishment of ceremonial offences.
There certainly are more than traces,
evidence,

of the distinction between

I think

there is positive

of social ostracism, the

a sort

subjecting of an offender to certain social penalties and disadvan
tages, and exclusion from caste, which distinction has been noted,
commented

elsewhere

on and recognized

(see

Sza'laram

Patro v.

Ram)(1) and it is not unimportant to consider this with a
view to determining whether in the case of the plaintiffs Nos. 1
Sood/za

and 4 the caste

as a

body, or the divisions to which they belong
“exclude,” “ keep aloof,”
excommunicate,”

did in fact “ expe ,” “

plaintiffs or either of them for the commission of what
constituted a caste offence; or whether the allegation of such
‘.‘

a

is

it

is

it

may be, was made subsequently to the
now alleged to have taken place,
time at which the expulsion
not the result of a combination formed not for
and whether
caste offence, but with a view to
the purpose of punishing
expulsion” or whatever

No.

1

a

is

Hindu
perhaps the most
bringing to hear what in the case of
in
order
to
coerce plaintiff
be
conceived,
which
can
lever
powerful
or these two plaintiffs to comply with the wishes of another

if

very powerful member of the caste. My learned colleague has
not all, of the cogent reasons which appear
forcibly stated many,
for coming to the latter conclusion, and
case
on the record in this
entirely concur.
o.
that
do not believe
plaintiff
N

I

conclusion

1

in that

I

was excluded or put out of

by those who profess
relied on as
to speak to it. The factum of the alleged expulsion
the best proof of the commission of the caste offence or offences
do not believe, and there are other
imputed that evidence

I

is

caste in the manner and at the time alleged

:
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these

admitted and proved facts which appear to me to be irreconcileablc
with the alleged exclusion on account of the commission of such
offences or the violation of such caste requirements and usages as
are made the basis of the plea set up in the 67th paragraph of the
defendants’

written statement.
(1)

11

\V.R.,

457.
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(After dealing with

Kmsinusbn
v.

Vinesle

[VOL X.

the evidence on this point, the judgment

proceeded as

follows.)
Then there is the objection stated by my learned colleague as
to no notice having been given to plaintiﬁ No. 1 of the intention
to put him out of caste.
think it unnecessary to decide whether

I

in

if it

were proved to be

with the custom and usage of the caste not to give
an accused person an opportunity of being heard, we could hold
accordance

bad—I by no means say it would be
reasonable custom—but
think it unnecessary to decide
as I do not believe that there was an expulsion in fact.
such custom to be

I

I

agree that the suit must be remanded

in

I

agree as

respect of costs.

Solicitors for the appellants—Barclay

l,

Solicitors for the respondents
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the point,

for adjudication on

such of the merits as have not yet been gone into, and
to the order proposed

a good or

5*

Marga-n.

4 and 6—Bra-nson

&-

Branson.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

ANNAJI RAU

1887.

January

Mr. Justice Brandt

and

Ma

(PLAINTIFF),

19.

Justice Parker.

APPELLANT,

and

RAMA KURUP
Jurisdiction—Suit

AND

a suit brought

be sold

in

in execution of

REBPONDENTS.*

to declare land liable to be sold in execution of decree—

C'im'l Procedure

In

ornniis (Dnrnunms),

Code, a. 373— Withdrawal of part of claim.

a District
a decree

Munsif’s

Court to declare

for more than Rs. 2,600,

that the Court had no jurisdiction.

certain land liable to

the defendants pleaded

The Mﬁnsif allowed the plaintiff to amend the

plaint by stating that he abandoned

his claim to execute the decree against the

land for more than Rs. 2,500.
On appeal,

the District Judge held that the plaint could not be amended

after

the ﬁrst hearing :
Held, on appeal
amended

to the

so as to bring

High Court, that

the suit within

the claim was not one which

the pecuniary jurisdiction

could be

of the District

Mﬁnsif.

APPEAL from the decree of W. P. Austin, District Judge of North
Malabar, reversing the decree of A. Chathu Nambiar, District

Mﬁnsif of Badagara, in suit 4-23 of 1884.
The plaintiff, Annaj i Ran, sued the defendants,
" Second Appeal 596 of 1886.

Remé.

Kurup

MADRAS SERIES.
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declaration that certain

a

land (valued at

Rs. 100, being ﬁve times the revenue

assessment thereon) was
of a decree obtained by plaintiff in

liable to be sold in execution
suit 81 of 1880.

This land had

been attached

the intervention of defendants

by plaintiff, but was released on

2 to 4 on August 13, 1883.

The suit was ﬁled on August 11, 1884.

On the 10th October

1884 the plaintiff presented a petition to the Court, stating that,

although the amount of decree exceeded Rs. 2,500 (the pecuniary
the jurisdiction of the Court), the plaintiff relinquished
the amount in excess of Rs. 2,500.

limit of

The Munsif held that the amount to be enforced by the decree
was the criterion for determining the question

sought,

diction, and,

as the

of juris

plaintiff had relinquished his right to enforce

the decree for more than Rs. 2,500, held that he had jurisdiction
that,

as

it

decree was the criterion

jurisdiction
4

Mad,

On appeal,

for plaintiff.

the

District Judge held
of the

was admitted by both parties that the amount

(see

in this

case

for determining the question of

Krishnamd Cluiridr v. Srinivdsa Ayg/angdr,

340), the

Mfmsif had

no jurisdiction.

I.L.R.,

He held that

the

relinquishment could only be made at the time of presentation of
the plaint and that the amount relinquished should be shown in

As the relin
50(_/") of the Code of Civil Procedure).
until
after
the
made
ﬁrst
had
not
been
hearing, when
quishment
the defendants Nos. 2—4 objected to the Court’s jurisdiction, the

the plaint

(s.

District Judge reversed the decreee of the Munsif and directed the
plaint to be returned to plaintiff.

Plaintiﬁ appealed on the grounds—
(1) That the withdrawal of portion of

the claim was not

objectionable.

(2) That the plaint as amended was cognizable.
(3) That the value of the property attached ought to have
been ascertained by inquiry.

For

the plaintiff

it

Anantan Ndyar for appellant.
Mr. Wedde-rburn for respondents.
that the plaint could be
373 of the Code of Civil Procedure

was contended

properly amended under

s.

(see also ss. 50 and 53).

For the

respondents

it
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and decreed

was urged that s. 373 was not applicable

to the present case, inasmuch

as

plaintiff did not seek to recover

Armin
U

VOL.

Ra'us'

Kuaur.
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Arm‘s:

mn-

‘kURU-I,‘

[VOL X.

money and abandon part of his claim, but sought to declare the
whole property liable to sale.

He could

any portion of his claim by
stating that he desired to sell this property to liquidate his decree
to the extent of Rs. 2,500 only.
The only possible decree was
not be said to abandon

that the property was or was not liable to sale.
The Court (Brandt and Parker,
delivered the following
JUDGMENT :—The claim in suit was not in respect of a sum

JJ

of money, but for a declaration that certain property is liable in
execution of a decree already obtained, and the appellant cannot be
said to have abandoned a part of his claim when he expressed his
willingness to forego proceedings against the property attached
by him in excess of the sum of Rs. 2,500.
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Being of opinion that it was not open to the District Munsif to
decide the suit in respect of which he had not otherwise jurisdiction,
by reason of the appellant’s signifying his willingness not to claim
anything in excess of Rs 2,500 out of the sum which might be
realized by the sale of the property in suit, we uphold the decree
of the Lower Appellate Court and dismiss the appeal with costs.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

In

1337,

January

19.
————-———

re

110'.

J

ustz'cc

Justice Parker.

Brandt and

VENKATACHALA PILLAI

AND

ornaas.‘
_

Criminal Procedure Code, a. lQ5—Rrgistration Ad, .9. 41—Sanctton

of Registrar—
will
registered.
forgery
of
for
A Sub-registrar acting under s. 41 of the Registration Act, 1877, is a “ Court
within the meaning of s. 195 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Conditimz precedent to trial

Cass referred to the High Court by

J. A.

"

Davies, Acting Sessions

Judge

at Tanjore.
The facts were stated as follows :—
“ In this case, ﬁve persons have been committed for trial on a.
charge of forging a will, punishable under s. 467 of the Indian

Penal Code.
“ The will alleged to be

a forgery was duly registered by the
under s. 41 of the Registration Act,
of
Mayavcram,
Sub-registrar
after satisfying himself that it was genuine.
* Criminal

Revision Case 478 of 1886.

mums ssmss.

VOL. X.]
“Exception

is taken by the prisoners’

on the ground that the Sub-registrar

155

vakil to the commitment

acting under

of the

s. 41

Registration Act is a ‘Court,’ and his sanction to the prosecution
is accordingly required before this Court can take cognizance of
is

(0)

of the Code
the offence according to the terms of s. 195, clause
of Criminal Procedure, and that such sanction
wanting in the
present case.

“Section 537 of the Code of Criminal Procedure declaring that
no ﬁnding, sentence or order, &c., shall be reversed or altered for
the want of any sanction

in

under s. 195, refers only to proceedings
or revision, or when sentences are submitted for con

appeal

is

it

ﬁrmation under Chapter XXVII, and
therefore inapplicable
The objection that has been taken appears to have been

here.

the Committing Magistrate, but he has not
The question for determination simply
whether
Sub-registrar acting under s. 41 of the Registration Act of 1877
or
not
of s. 195
Court within the meaning of clause
raised

before

is
(a)

’

‘

a

is

is

Comt’ in

and compare

;’

Court

s. 352,

‘

to have this second signiﬁcation in s. 195 itself,

a

udicial authority and in others

personal

the Code of
some places

it

In

used ambiguously.
‘

a

means

is

no deﬁnition of the word

it

is

“There

Criminal Procedure, and

‘

of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

It seems

place.

proceeding

in.

any

the place, in which any Criminal

held for the purpose of inquiring into or trying any
offence shall be deemed an open Court.’ The last clause of s.
however provides that
deﬁned

in

the

‘

4

is

Court

all words and expressions used herein and

Indian Penal

Code and not hereinbefore

deﬁned

attributed to

shall be deemed to have the meaning respectively
them by that Code.’

’

‘

a

is

‘

is

“ But neither in the Penal Code
there any deﬁnition of
Court,’ There
deﬁnition of Court of Justice in s. 20, but

‘A. Magistrate exercising jurisdiction in

reference

to s.

himself

Court, the

of the Code of Criminal

Procedure which describes all Magistrates as Courts—and

is

by

Court,

‘another Court’ does not

it

set at rest

expression

that such Magistrate

a

imply

the

respect of a charge on

for trial to another

6

doubt

is

suﬂiciently

If

a

not a Judge.’

only to commit

is

which he has power,

is

it

‘

is

Court,’ for by illus
evidently not synonymous with
tration (d) of s. 19 giving the deﬁnition of Judge which enters
declared that
into the composition of the deﬁnition in s. 20,
that term

is
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also

noticed it.

only

In

re

VENKATX CHALA.

In n
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cums.
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trial under

to them that power is or can be given to commit for
s.

206 of the

Therefore though Magistrates when

same Code.

’

holding preliminary inquiries, are not ‘Courts of Justice they
are ‘ Courts,’ and so it follows that the terms are not identical.
’
“
Looking elsewhere for a deﬁnition of ‘Court we ﬁnd none
in the General Clauses Act, i_but we do ﬁnd one in the Evidence

Act of

‘

1872.

Court’

is there

deﬁned

in

include

3 to

s.

‘all

Judges and Magistrates and all persons, except arbitrators, legally
authorized to take evidence.’
A Sub-registrar is generally so
authorized under s. 63 of the Registration Act of 1877, besides‘
authorization in

a special

The High Court of

33 and 35.

ss.
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Calcutta have accordingly ruled that a_ Sub-registrar is a Court
within the meaning of the Criminal Procedure Code.
Sardhari
La], in re (13 B.L.R. Appendix, 40).
“ Though this
ruling was passed when the Criminal Procedure
Code of 1872 was in force and that Code does not contain like the
present Code the reference to the Penal Code for deﬁnitions yet as
the Penal Code is silent

in

the matter,

as

I

have shown,

nothing to affect the validity of the ruling.
“As the Evidence Act is an Act of general

I

’

‘

there is

application, the

deﬁnition it gives of the word Court should,
think, be taken in
the absence of any other deﬁnition either in the Code of Criminal
Procedure,

or in the Penal Code, or in the General Clauses Act, as

what the Legislature intended the word should ordinarily signify,
when not otherwise deﬁned for the purposes of any particular Act.
“ It might be answered that the Legislature clearly did not
contemplate

Sub-registrars or Registrars

as

‘

Courts

’

under the

Procedure Code, or they would not have declared they
should be deemed as such only in certain instances (ride last

Criminal

clause of s. 84 of the Registration

Act

as modiﬁed

or impliedly

But this
repealed by s. 483 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).
in the case of Registrars by the Madras

doubt was considered

High Court in their

proceedings,

No. 962, dated 12th May 1881

(Weir’s Criminal Rulings, pages 399-401), and it was there held
‘
Court’ under the Criminal Procedure
that a Registrar was a
Code

in

other cases

when framing

“

At any

s. 84

than

those contemplated

by the Legislature

of the Registration Act.

I am

bound by the Calcutta High Court decision,
there being none to the contrary by the Madras High Court, to
’
‘
Court under the Criminal
hold that the Sub-registrar is a
rate
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his sanction

s. 195, clause (e),

was required for this prosecution.

“ But it is still further contended that even under the Madras

High Court Ruling
considered

Act in

referred to above a Sub-registrar

Court when he acts under

a

should

be

of the Registration

s. 41

registration of wills presented by third
was held by the High Court in the said proceedings

respect to the

It

parties.

that a Registrar acting under ss. 73, 74 and 75 of the Registra
tion Act was a Judge, and thereby a Court of Justice within the
meaning of the Penal Code, and it is now urged that although
with respect to an ordinary document, the Sub-registrar is ‘ functus
’
as the High Court have said,
yet that in regard to
oﬂicio
wills he has the same powers as the Registrar under ss. 40

In the case of an ordinary
when its genuineness is disputed, the Sub-registrar
has no power to proceed further.
He is to refuse registration.
But, in the case of a will, the Registration Act confers on him

and

41

of the Registration Act.
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document

He

extended powers.

can go into evidence and ﬁnd the document

His powers in regard to wills do not
or otherwise.
in any way differ from those of the Registrar. So that if a
Registrar is a Judge and a Court when acting under s. 41 of the

to be genuine

Act, by analogy of

the reasoning that he is a

Judge

and a Court

when acting under ss. 73, 74, and 75, so also is the Sub-registrar.
take it as a
think there is much force in this argument, and

I

I

ground for holding that the Sub-registrar
he was inthis case under s. 41 of the Registration

second or additional

when acting as
Act was'a ‘ Court’ and therefore

his sanction was required for

the prosecution.

“I therefore

refer this case to the

of quashing the commitment
Procedure.”

under

High Court for

s. 215

the purpose

of the Code of Criminal

Bkdshg/am Ayyangdr for the accused.

The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for the Crown.
The- judgment of the Court (Brandt and Parker, JJ.) was
delivered

by

PARKER,
s.

J .—We

195 of the

Criminal

“ Court of Justice ”
6 of the

Code

are of opinion that the

term“ Court ” in

Procedure Code is not restricted

as deﬁned

of Criminal

in the Indian Penal Code.
Procedure

to a

Section

clearly contemplates

the

existence of Courts constituted under other laws, and the Legislature

In r4
Vssxsri
CHALA
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”

in preference
expression “Court
“ Court of
ustice.” A Sub
description

has seen ﬁt to use the general
to the more restricted

J

VIII

III

and he

points,

of 1877,

before

evidence

him in

a

of the Indian Evidence Act.

it

had to determine whether
registered,

the document

when acting
the meaning

has been given

in which the Sub-Registrar
or should not, be

proceeding

the document should,

appears to us that his sanction

necessary

under

of the Code of Criminal Procedure before a Court can take

of an offence alleged to have been committed
party to that proceeding.
cognizance

by

having reported that all the accused were parties

to the proceedings the commitment

is

udgc

J

The

quashed.

APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
Sir Arthur

Collins,

Mr. Justice Brandt

Ayyar,

UNDER

Stamp Act, a.
executed

STAMP
clause

4

Harnesses
18.

A

KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice

Mr. Justice Parker.

1887

Aer,

s.

49.,6

(b)—Bond.

by which he promised to pay on demand Rs. 16 to B.

document,

The writer of the document

signed the document

as writer, for

the purpose

of

attesting A's signature

:

Held that the document

Cass referred under

was liable to stamp duty as a bond.

s. 49

of the Indian Stamp Act, 1879, by

J. D.

Goldingham, District Judge of Bellary.
The case was stated by K. Lakshmana Rau, District Munsif

date 21st September

not contain

1883

and

is

of Narain Deverkeri, as follows :—
“ In small cause No. 57 of 1886, the plaintiff sues upon an
instrument which secures the repayment of Rs. 16. It bears
payable to the payee.

‘payable to bearer
executant,
as well as
of
its
the signature
Referred

(‘ase

4

the words

1‘

January

H.

Mr. Justice Muttusdmi

Karma,
and

J.

3,

Before

a
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in

a

s. 195

a

As

therefore,

“ Court” within

is

himself upon certain
under s. 41, Act

is,

registrar is legally authorized to take evidence under Part
of the Indian Registration Act for the purpose of satisfying

of H386.

or order.’

It

It

does
bears

the signature of its
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writer, and stands engrossed on paper to which one anna adhesive
stamp is afﬁxed.

“The plaintiff

instrument of

attested by witnesses.
similar nature, put in evidence in another

a

I

by me as a bond.

case, was treated

note,

it was not

because, as he stated,

“An

the instrument as a promissory

treated

levied the

proper

stamp

should

was not an attested document,

be treated

therefore

as

note.

promissory

a

and that

it

ofﬁcer was of opinion that

it

That

a

it,

and, under s. 35 of the Stamp Act, sent
duty and penalty on
copy of the instrument to the Acting Head Assistant Collector.

doubt

as to the amount

witness

case,

3

s.

of

was not

to the signature of

a

is

it

the executant, there was, apparently, no necessity for the former
appears to me that the
signing the instrument. Therefore,
the attestation of
witness within the
signature of the writer

Rs. 16
annas.

a

a

is

meaning of the above clause, and that the instrument under
bond and not
A bond for
consideration
promissory note.
required to be engrossed on an impressed stamp of four
The instrument in question, however, bears an adhesive

is

stamp of one anna.

“ The
questions submitted for the decision of the High Court
are :—

“

lst.——VVhether

promise

an instrument containing

an unconditional

to pay on demand and bearing the signature of its writer,

a third party,

bond or promissory note.
“ 2nd.—Whether an instrument
containing an unconditional

The District
attested, the

Full

it

is

not made

Judge having

reported that the document

Bench (Collins,

C.J., Kernan, Muttusami Ayyar

)

.

JJ

Brandt, and Parker,

delivered

was

the following

:—We

of the obligor being attested by

a

are of opinion that the document in question
bond, not being payable to bearer or order, and the signature

JUDGMENT

isa

bond

if

to pay on demand becomes
payable to bearer or order.”
Counsel were not instructed.

promise

a

a

is
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the present

it

In

of 1879.

intended that the writer should be

by clause 4(b) of

if

as deﬁned

a

a

the Stamp Act No.

bond

1

order or bearer

is

a

I

feel

a

of duty to be
This
paid in respect of the instrument under consideration in this case.
“ Any instrument attested by
witness and not payable to
being the case,

witness.
22

Barnnnxcz
vxnsn
STAMP A01“,
5. 49.

[VOL X.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice Huttusdmi Ayyar
Mr. Justice Brandt.

Before

1887.

Jan.

ll.

VENKATA SHETTI

AND OTHERS (DEFENDANTS),

and

'

APPELLANTS,

and

RANGA NAYAK
Meryer

(PLAINTIFF),

Rssrosnmﬁ

of securities—Civil Procedure Code, as. 43, 373

On the 6th September 1874 R. , a Hindu, and his sons borrowed Rs. 5,000 from
V. and mortgaged to him certain land, items 1, 2 and 3. On the 7th September
1874, V. borrowed Rs. 5,000 from R. N. and mortgaged his rights in items 1 and. 2
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and land of his own to R. N.

In

1877

R. N. bought

at 9. sale

in execution of

a.

against R. the share of R. in the said items 1 and 2 subject to the mort
gage created by R., on 5th September 1874, and to another mortgage created by R,
In 1880, R. N. sued V. and the sons of R., for arrears
dated 11th January 1875.

decree

of interest due under his mortgage bond.

This suit

was withdrawn

with liberty to bring a fresh suit for the principal and

interest due under the bond.

In

R. N. sued V. and the sons of R., to recover principal

1885,

and interest

due under his mortgage bond.

V.

pleaded

that, as R. N. had bought R.'s share in items 1 and 2, subject to the

mortgages created by him, R. N.'s rights as mortgagee

were merged in his rights as

purchaser.

R.’s

sons

pleaded,

inter alie, that the suit was barred by the provisions of

Civil Procedure:
Held that the claim of R. N. was neither merged nor barred.

is. 43 and 373 of the Code of

APPEAL

from

-

decree of C.

Venkobéoheryér, Subordinate
in
3
suit of 1885.
Judge of South Canere,
The facts necessary for the purpose of this report appear from
the judgment of the Court (Muttusémi Ayyer and Brandt, JJ.).
the

Bha'slzyam Ayyangdr and Nzirdyana Rein for appellants.

Ra'machana'm Rdu Saleeb and Gopala Rdu. for respondent.
JUDGMENT
ants Nos. 1,

:-—This is an appeal preferred on behalf of defend
2 and 4, in original suit 3 of 1885, on the ﬁle of the

Subordinate Court of South Genera.
ants

Nos.

1

and 2 are

The interests of the defend

not identical with those
* Appeal 142 of1885.

of defendants

MADRAS SERIES.
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Nos. 3 and

4;

161

of I the two latter are identical, but

the interests

defendant N 0. 4 alone is before us

Vaxxsn
0.

as an appellant.

Essex.

On the 5th September 1874 defendant No. 3, Krishna Shetti,
appellant N o. 3, Narasayya Shetti and Néréyana Shetti (deceas
brothers,

ed),

appellant No.
Rama Shetti,

and their father Rama
1,

Venkata

Rs. 5,000

Shetti borrowed of the

Shetti, a divided brother of the said
and

in favor of the lender

executed

an instrument hypotheeating landed property, items

1

and 2 in

this suit, and another parcel not included in this suit, Exhibit B.
On the 7th of the same month appellant No. 1, Venkata Shetti,
and his son, appellant No. 2, Devappa Shetti, borrowed of the
respondent, Ranga Néyak, Rs. 5,000 (the bond states the consider
Rs. 6,000, but it is admitted that only Rs. 5,000 were
advanced) and gave their mortgagee a bond hypotheeating the

ation

as
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land constituting items 1 and 2 in this suit and another parcel
of land, the jenm title to which the mortgagors hold in their own
right, Exhibit A.
The suit was brought for the recovery of the principal and
interest due under Exhibit A.

In

the year 1850 Malappa Shetti, a brother of Rama Shetti,

obtained

a personal decree against Rama Shetti in a partition
suit, and in 1876 Malappa’s son Ganapathi took out execution of
that decree, and in 1877 the respondent in this suit purchased

Rama Shetti’s share in items

1

and 2 now in suit, subject to the

incumbrances created by Rama Shetti under Exhibit A, and
under another instrument, dated the 11th January 1875, whereby
as security for a further loan of Rs. 8,500 borrowed of appellant
No. 1, Venkata Shetti, Rama Shetti hypotheeated his share in
1 and 2 now in suit, and also three other-parcels of land.
the respondent was even
The share which the auction-purchaser

items

tually held to have purchased consists of
and ~,';th of plaint item No. 2.
The respondent ﬁled
appellants Nos. 1 and

ith of plaint item No.

1

suit 164 of 1880 against his mortgagors,
and against defendant
No. 3, and
appellant N0. 3 for arrears of interest only, then accrued due
under Exhibit A: that suit was by permission withdrawn with
a

2

leave to institute a fresh suit for recovery

of the principal (then
Defendant No. 5, Venkatesa Mala, was made

due) and interest.
party to the suit by the respondent,

a

on the ground that the

purchase of Rama Shetti’s share in execution

of the suit of 1850

’
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vBNm-M

mg“

X.

[VOL.

was in fact made by Defendant N0. 5, but the ﬁnding is that the
respondent is the real purchaser,

and no appeal has been preferred

against this ﬁnding and nothing turns upon it in appeal.
Appellants Nos. 1 and 2 pleaded that by the purchase
Rama Shetti’s share in items

Exhibit

created by

incumbrances

the respondent’s

1

and

A

in suit subject

to

of
the

and by the mortgage of 1875,
under
Exhibit A were lost, by
rights

mortgage

of the latter in the right

merger

2

acquired

by him under his

purchase.

appellant No. 3 pleaded that in no
held
liable in respect of either principal
circumstances can they be
No.

Defendant

3 and

or interest due under
by the appellants

in

securities

A;

Nos.

the hands of the

2 and 3, and defendant

N0.

3

to the

respondent,

and appellants Nos.

1,

all contended that, notwithstanding
to withdraw his suit
respondent

given
permission
No. 164 of 1880 with leave to institute a fresh suit

the
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1

they further raised the objection taken
and 2 on the ground of merger of the

above

as

stated, the present suit is barred by the provisions of sections

Civil Procedure.
The Subordinate Judge framed issues intended

4-3

and 373 of the Code of

to meet the

of the said defendants as to the character and effect of

contention

the respondent’s

purchase in execution

of Rama Shetti’s share in

and 2, and held that what was purchased

was the equity
under the mortgage
instrument A, and to the charge in favor of appellant No. 1
under the mortgage of 1875, but that “he did not purchase
his mortgagor’s right of redemption nor the right of the mort
items

1

of redemption

subject to his own incumbrance

gagors of appellant No. 1, but only the interest

of one of them,”

and that the plea as to merger was therefore imtenable: he held
that appellants Nos. 1 and 2 are primarily (and personally) liable,
and that the respondent is entitled to recover the principal and
interest due under A “by sale of the properties mortgaged”
under A; the decree is thus worded “that the plaintiff do
recover”

the

defendants

and

decreed

amount

and costs “from

from the mortgaged

properties

unless the said sums be paid within six months
decree; and the several properties

”

1st

and

described

2nd

below,

from date of the

are then speciﬁed in a schedule

appended to the decree.

The
reason

Subordinate

of

Judge disallowed

the provisions of

ss. 43 and

the

objection that by

373 of the Code of

Civil

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL.
Procedure,

suit is not maintainable, on the

the

ground that

to withdraw from the suit of 1880 was given by

the permission

the District

163

Mﬁnsif in

the exercise

of his discretion and that

that discretion was not improperly exercised.
The ﬁrst ground of appeal argued at the hearing was that
the respondent should have sued appellants Nos. 1 and 2 alone,
and for sale of their mortgage right in items 1 and 2 and of
their jenm right in item No. 3, and that they had ne‘cause
of action against the original mortgagors, defendant No. 3 and
appellant No. 3, but it was subsequently conceded that to a suit
for realization of respondent’s security under A, the original
mortgagors, as having an interest in the property items 1 and 2,
were

not

improperly

made

parties,

and

the

contention was

Exhibit

B, and nothing more, can be sold

respondent’s

claim under Exhibit A.

in

satisfaction

of the

The decree of the lower

Court will accordingly be amended by substituting for the words
“by sale of items 1 and 2” the words by sale of the mortgage
rights of the 1st and 2nd defendants in items 1 and 2 :” the order
for the sale of “the mortgaged property ” as regards item 3 is

It was contended for the respondent that the allowing
of the appeal to this extent is a matter of form only; but this is
not so; and by consent, for the purpose of assessing costs in this
appeal only, the value in respect of which the appellants must be
correct.

taken to have succeeded is assessed at Rs. 1,500.

But, in respect of the second ground of appeal that there was
merger of the securities, by reason of which the respondent is
barred from enforcing his mortgage lien, we must hold that the
appellants fail.
a

higher security

The doctrine of merger applies in
is

alone is not sufﬁcient
co-extensive

cases

in which

the same parties; but this
given by the higher must be

given between
,-

the remedy

with that given by the

original

lower security;

the rights which unite must be in respect of the same property;
is,

but here the property mortgaged and the property sold are not
identical; all that was sold was Rama Shetti’s interest in, that
the

right of

mortgaged.

one of several sharers to redeem part

_of
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conﬁned to the terms of the decree; it was then admitted on
behalf of the respondent that so far as items 1 and 2 are concerned
the interest which the appellants Nos. 1 and 2 have therein under

the property

The respondent’s purchase then has not the effect of

stxsra
1;.

Raxoa.

Vsmun
0.
RAN GA

[VOL X.
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depriving him of his right to put up to sale the mortgage
of appellants Nos. 1 and 2 in plaint items 1 and 2.

As

to the third and only remaining argument

in

rights

appeal

that

the statutory bar to a second suit brought in respect of a portion
a portion of which a party has omitted to sue in
of
in
a former suit, subsists, notwithstanding that such
respect
former suit has been withdrawn by permission of the Court with

of a claim,

leave to institute a fresh suit founded on the same cause of action;

if this

censtruction

be put upon the two sections

it

is not possible

for them to stand together, but the sections must be reasonably
together so that they may if possible both stand, and

construed
we

are of opinion

that it is not necessary to hold that

s.

43

applies in the case of a suit withdrawn by permission under s. 373,
but that the effect of such an order is to leave matters in the
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position in which they would have stood had no such suit been
instituted. The obvious intention of the Court which made the
order was to allow the respondent

to sue for principal and interest,

instead of compelling him to proceed with his claim for interest
alone, in which case any second suit for the principal would have
been met by the plea that the suit is barred by s. 43 of the Code ;
and if the contention now raised were to prevail, the anomaly
would be presented of an order made by a competent Court as to
a matter within its discretion to which order no legal effect could
be given.
Section

373 was presumably intended to allow of mistakes

or omissions being corrected, within the discretion
concerned,

and we do not

think it

of the courts

necessary to hold that section

43 is a bar to the entertainment

of the present suit.
The result is that the appellants fail in respect of the main
grounds of appeal argued before us, but succeed in so far as the
decree is amended in the manner hereinabove provided.

The appellants will then pay the proportionate costs of the
respondent in respect of the amount in regard to which they fail,
and the respondent
respect
amounts

will pay

of the amount

the appellants’ proportionate costs

in

in which the latter succeed, and these
of estimating such costs only, by

are, for the purpose

consent taken as Rs. 7,500 and Rs. 1,500 respectively.

7
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Sir Arthur

Before

J.

KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice

H. Collins,

Kernan, Mr. Justice Muttusdml Ayyar, Mr. Justice Brandt
and

Mr. Justice Parker.
QUEEN-EMPRESS

1887.
18.

Jan.

against

VENKATESAGADU

AND

ornsns.*

Code, a. 33—Penal Code, a. 65—Impriaonment

Oriminal Procedure

payment

in default

of

of ﬁne.

Section 33 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1882, does not authorise a magis
trate to pass a sentence in default of payment of ﬁne in excess of the term prescribed
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by s. 65 of the Indian Penal Code.

Reg. v. Muhammad

Saib,

I.L.R.,

1

Med,

277,

was overruled in 1881.

Case referred for the orders of the High Court under
the Code of Criminal Procedure by

J.

s. 438

of

Thompson, Acting District

Magistrate of Kistna.
Venkatésagédu and four others were convicted by the Second
class Magistrate of Mangalagiri, under s. 510 of the Indian Penal
of being drunk and causing annoyance in a public place.
Three of the accusedwere sentenced to twelve hours’ simple impri
Code,

sonment and a ﬁne of Rs. 5 each, and

in default

to 2 days’ simple

imprisonment, and the other two to a ﬁne of Rs. 3 each and in
default to 2 days’ simple imprisonment. The ﬁnes were levied.
The District Magistrate referred this case on the ground that
the maximum punishment for the offence being twenty four hours’
simple
excess
s. 33

alternative imprisonment awarded in
of six hours was illegal under s. 65 of the Penal Code and
imprisonment,_

the

of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

The

case

and Brandt,

was referred

JJ

to a

Full Bench by Muttusémi Ayyar

.

The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for the Crown.
The Full Bench (Collins, C.J., Keman, Muttusami Ayyar,
Brandt and Parker,

JJ.)

delivered

the following

* Criminal Revision Cases 629 of 1886.

"

QUEEN

Enrasss
U.
VBNKATESA
ohm .

:—-The ease, Reg. v. Muhamnmd

JUDGMENT

by an unreported case of a

overruled

Saib

Full Bench in

(1), has been

1881 ,I published

in Weir’s Criminal Digest, p. 335.(a)
(a)

H igk

Court Proceedings,

18th May 1881, No. 994.

Magistrate to
The defendant in this case was sentenced by the Second-class
pay a ﬁne of Rs. 10, or in default to suﬁer one month's simple imprisonment for an
oﬁenoe under s. 510 of the Indian Penal Code.
The Joint Magistrate submits, through the District Magistrate, that the term
of imprisonment awarded in default of ﬁne was in excess of the period allowed by
law, and that inasmuch as the period of imprisonment provided as a substantive
penalty for the offence is limited to 24 hours, the Second-class Magistrate was not
competent to sentence the accused in default of payment of the ﬁne to a period of
imprisonment in excess of 6 hours.
Issss, .—The sentence as it stands is of course illegal and the proceedings upon
which it professes to be founded do not warrant it.
The portion of these proceedings applicable to the case runs as follows :
“ But if the sentence is line only, the imprisonment in default of payment may
be the whole period of imprisonment which the Magistrate is competent to inﬂict for
the offence."
The Magistrate, therefore, when imposing ﬁne only and imprisonment in default,
is limited as to the term of imprisonment in default in two ways—
Firsl.—He cannot go beyond the substantive term of imprisonment ﬁxed for
the oﬁence, because that is the outside measure of the imprisonment that it is com
petent to inﬁictfor the oﬂ'enca.
Second.—He has to see whether that term of imprisonment is beyond his own
If it is not, he may impose the whole of it in default of
powers as a Magistrate.
payment of ﬁne. If it is beyond his powers, he can only impose such a term of
In the present case, the Magistrate simply
imprisonment as is within his powers.
considered what were his general powers ; he altogether neglected to consider what
The limit of his competency in this
to inﬂict for the ofence.
he was competent
As the ﬁne was paid, the High Court could only interfere
respect was 24 hours.
setting aside the sentence of one month's imprisonment.
The Magistrate referring the case would read the words “ or as is allowed by
law” in the last clause of s. 309 as meaning “as. limited by s. 65 of the Indian
Penal Code,” which would admit of only one-fourth of the term of substantive
imprisonment as the outside measure of the imprisonment impossible in default of
In either view, however, the Sub.
payment of ﬁne when ﬁne alone is inﬂicted.
magistrate was clearly acting illegally in the sentence he imposed.
Hurcnms, .—On either view of the question, the sentence referred is wrong
because a sentence of imprisonment for one month for an oﬂenee under 3_ 510 i;
not one “allowed by law” however those words are to be construed. The more
important question remains, whether those words in the third clause of a, 309
of the Procedure Code mean “allowed by law as the full substantive penalty for
” as held by this Court, or allowed by the
the offence
particular section applicable
“ taken together,” as
to the offence and s. 65 of the Penal Code
held by the High
Court of Allahabad (Empress v. Darba, I.L.R., l AIL, 461).
It will hardly be denied that when such a general expression as “allowed by
law ” is used, its most natural meaning is “ allowed by all the provisions of the law
" If the Legislature had intended that
taken together.
nothing but the particular
section applicable to the offence was to be locked at, surely there would have been
no diﬁiculty in ﬁnding apt words to express that meaning. “As is previded by
”
would have answered their purpose well enough.
law for the particular oﬁence

J
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J

(1)

I.L.R.,

1

and,

277.

Von.
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We follow

the

16‘?

latter ruling—see also Empress

of India

v.

Dal-bu (1).
Let the case be remitted to the Division Bench for disposal.

I
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think therefore that the construction adopted by the Allahabad Court is the
natural construction of the third clause of s. 309, even if it stood alone.
Mr. Knox, who makes this reference, has pointed out other reasons for coming
The section purports to deal exclusively with cases punishable
to this conclusion.
with imprisonment in addition to ﬁne, and its ﬁrst provision is that in all such
cases, whether the sentence he a ﬁne alone or a ﬁne with imprisonment, and
whether the Court be one of limited jurisdiction or competent to inﬂict the full
penalty provided for the particular offence, the period of imprisonment is to be
In other words, it starts
regulated by ss. 64 and 65 of the Indian Penal Code.
with one general principle, viz. , that no Criminal Court shall award alternatively
a longer term of imprisonment than one-fourth of that which the law provides as
the maximum substantive punishment where it provides imprisonment at all as a
substantive punishment.
Then comes in the proviso, which is applicable only to Magistrates whose powers
If they choose to
to imprison have been further limited by the preceding sections.
imprison as well as to ﬁne, then their power to add a further term of imprisonment
for non-payment of the ﬁne is further restricted. Not only shall they not impose
more than a fourth of the maximum term provided for the particular oﬁenco, but
they shall not exceed a fourth of the term to which the previous sections had
restricted their general powers.
The clause in question comes next. It also is applicable to magistrates only, but
it deals with cases in which they might have passed a substantive period of imprison
ment, but have chosen to ﬁne only. In such a case, the additional restriction which
had been imposed by the preceding clause is removed, and the Magistrate may go
up to the full term which he has been generally empowered to inﬂict, provided that
do not think that a sentence of
the sentence is one otherwise allowed by law.
alternative imprisonment exceeding one-fourth of the maximum substantive term
provided for the offence (when such a term has been provided) is in any case
" allowed by law."
may add
would therefore rescind the ruling of this Court.
that it is clearly recognized by this very section (309) that the penalty to which a.
man is subject is to be determined by reference to the Penal Code.
The Procedure
Code does not in any case alter penalties and is only concerned with the ofﬁcers
by whom they are to be inﬂicted and the limits within which the various classes
of courts may inﬂict them,

I

I

I

Tunssn, C.J.—the ruling of this court reported in
in my judgment be supported.

the

Indian Law Reports,

1 Madras, 277, cannot

The 309th section of the Criminal Procedure Code declares that Criminal Courts
without exception shall in every case punishable under any law in force for the time
being with imprisonment as well as ﬁne govern themselves by the provisions of
as. 64 and 65, Indian Penal Code, in awarding the period of imprisonment in default
of payment of ﬁne.
This provision would ordinarily have found its proper place in the Indian Penal
Code, which declares penalties rather than in the Procedure Code which declares the
powers of Courts, but the provisions of the Indian Penal Code were conﬁned to
oﬂences made punishable by that Act, and although the 6th section of the General
Clauses Act extended the provisions of the Penal Code to all ﬁnes imposed under
any Act thereafter to be passed unless such Act contained an express provision to
the contrary, it was convenient in an Act declaring the powers of Criminal Courts

(l) I.L.R.,

1

an,

461.

23

QUEEN

Eursass
0.

stnrssh
emu.
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to extend the provisions of the 64th and 65th sections of the Penal Code to every
case punishable with ﬁne under any law in force for the time being.
understand was the purpose of the principal clause of s. 309. But inas
Such
much as the Code of Criminal Procedure had, in declaring the powers of Criminal
Courts of diﬁerent grades, restricted the powers conferred on Magistrates to award
imprisonment as a substantive part of the sentence, it was necessary to place
some restriction also on the powers conferred on Magistrates to award imprisonment
in default of payment of ﬁne. With this object, the second and thirdlclauses of
s. 309 were enacted.
The second clause deals with cases in which the Magistrate
awards imprisonment and ﬁne and declares that, in such cases, the further
imprisonment to be awarded in default of the payment of ﬁne shall not exceed one
to inﬂict as a
fourth of the whole period the Magistrate would be empowered
The third deals with cases in which the Magis
substantive part of the sentence.
trate imposes a sentence of ﬁne only and declares the Magistrate may in such cases
impose such term of imprisonment in default of payment of ﬁne as is allowed by
law, provided it is not in excess of his powers under the Act.
The “ term of imprisonment in default of payment of ﬁne allowed by law" is
the term which in the particular case is prescribed by ss. 64 and 65 of the Indian
The construction adopted by this Court involves the anomaly that
Penal Code.
a Magistrate could in the case of certain otionces impose a more severe penalty
in default of payment of ﬁne than could be imposed by a Court of Session, and
requires the transposition of the terms of the provision and the introduction of the
words “ for the offence” after the words “ allowed by law."
Mar-rosin! Arum,
.-—Section
65 of the Indian Penal Code presupposes an
offence punishable with imprisonment as well as ﬁne and ﬁxes the maximum alter
native sentence at one-fourth of the term of imprisonment sanctioned by the Code
as a substantive sentence.
Offences may be punishable with imprisonment or ﬁne
under a special or local law, and the ﬁrst paragraph of s. 309 extends s. 65 to
those offences.
The second paragraph refers to a case decided by a Magistrate
where imprisonment is actually awarded as a penalty and directs that in that case
the alternative sentence shall not also exceed one-fourth of the maximum term of
imprisonment which it is competent to the Magistrate to award. The last para
graph refers to a case in which there is a sentence of ﬁne only and provides that
the additional restriction mentioned in paragraph 2 shall not apply. Reading
think the restriction in the ﬁrst paragraph, viz., that the alter
them together,
native imprisonment shall not exceed one-fourth of the substantive imprisonment
sanctioned by law, is applicable to all offences punishable with imprisonment or
ﬁne, whether the sentence actually passed is one of imprisonment or ﬁne, and that
neither of the restrictions mentioned in the ﬁrst and second paragraph is appli
cable to an offence punishable with ﬁne only.
The ruling in I.L.R., 1 Mad., 277,
gives no eﬁect to the words in the ﬁrst paragraph of s. 809, “ whether with or
without imprisonment, ” and the words in the third paragraph “ allowed by law "
do not necessarily imply that s. 65 is not applicable, and that ss. 65 and 66 are not
the provisions of law referred to as regulating the amount of alternative imprison
ment. In either view, the sentence under reference is clearly illegal and must be

I

J

I

set aside.

Inns, J.-—Having had the advantage of seeing the opinions of the Chief Justice
and the other Judges who have taken part in the consideration of this question,
am of opinion that our ruling was erroneous and should be overruled.

I
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice Kernan

Before

SAMI AYYAR

and Mr. Justice Brandt.

(PLAINTIFF),

Airman,

1886.
Sept. 29.
Dec. 16.

and

KRISHNASAMI are

9

ornnas

(Dmumx'rs),

RESPONDENTB.*

Civil Procedure (lode, ss. 268, 274—Sale of intereatqf obliges in a hypotheoalimt
bond.

The interest of the obliges in abond hypothecating certain land as security for
attached under s. 274. of the Code of Civil Procedure andsold,

a debt having been
a suit was

brought by the purchaser upon the said bond ; it was objected that the
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suit was not maintainable because the bond had not been also attached

as a debt

under s. 268 :
Held that the fact of the bond not having been attached

as a debt

under s. 268,

did not aifcct the right of the purchaser to realize the amount due under it.

from the decree of T. Ganapathi Ayyar, Subordinate
of
Tanjore, at Kumbakonam, in suit No. 8 of 1884.
Judge
Bkdshyam Ayyangrir and Désikdchdryar for appellant.

APPEAL

Ayyar for

Subramanya

Bdkiji Rdu

respondents Nos. 1, 9 and 10.

and V. Rdmachandra

Rita for respondents Nos. 2,

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

did not appear.
The facts necessary for the purpose

Respondent

in

No.

8

of this report are set out
and
Brandt,
of
the
Court
udgments
.) :—
(Keman
KERNAN, .—The appellant, Sami Ayyar, is the plaintiff in

the

J

JJ

original suit No. 8 of 1884, on the ﬁle of the Subordinate Court
The Subordinate Judge dismissed the suit
of Kumbakdnam.
with costs.
The facts are not in dispute, and the questions in this appeal are
The plaintiff seeks to recover, out of the lands
questions of law.
particularized in the plaint, the amount due on a. hypothecation
deed, dated the 12th of March 1869, executed by Muttu Ayyan,
the father of defendant No. 1, for Rs. 5,000 to Kuppustmi

payable on the 11th of March 1872.
" Appeal 146 of 1885.

Ayyan
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The defendants claim the lands speciﬁed in the hypotheoation
deed, under different titles and in different shares.
Knmmusbu.
The ﬁrst question is whether the plaintiff has acquired the right
Sim
Us

and interest of Kuppusémi, the grantee in the hypothecation deed
of 12th March 1869, to the debt thereby secured and whether he is
entitled to enforce that security against the lands.
The plaintiff’s claim is founded on a purchase of the right of
Kuppusémi in execution of a decree. The respondents contend
that the proper proceedings
due on the hypothecation

were not adopted to attach the debt

bond and that therefore plaintiff is not

entitled to maintain this suit.
There are various other defences afterwards referred to, but
the main question is whether plaintiff has title to maintain the
suit. The facts on this question are as follows, viz. ,--The plaintiff“
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obtained

in suit No.

a decree

15

of 1875 in the Court of the

Subordinate Judge of Kumbakonam against Venkatarém Ayyan
and others, sons of the same Kuppusérni, for money; and attached
the deed of hypothecation

which is in terms the same

under
as s.

s.

269

of the Code of- 1877,

269 in the present

Code; and

thereof for Rs. 1,200; and obtained a certi

became the purchaser

ﬁcate of the purchase, and possession of the deed of hypothecation.

The plaintiff afterwards ﬁled suit No.

63 of 1877 against several

of the respondents to this appeal founded on the purchase

so made,

but that suit was dismissed upon the ground that the plaintiff had
not in suit N 0. 15 of 1875 attached the debt secured by the hypo
thecation deed

I.

in

the manner prescribed for attachment

of debts by

After

268, 5.0., by obtaining an order under that section.

dismissal, the plaintiff attached in suit No. 15 of 1875 under
the estate and interest of the defendants

on the 15th

Plaintiff
of June

received a certiﬁcate
certiﬁed

pledged as security

1880, and on the 21st of September

of sale in these terms, viz.,—~“

that, in the auction-sale

the hypothecation

274

became the purchaser at the auction-sale held

It

1880

is hereby

held on 15th June 1880 in exe

cution of the decree passed in this suit, the aforesaid

K. Semi Ayyan,

s.

in that suit in the deed of

the 12th March 1869 and in the lands thereby

for the debt.

such

plaintiff,

has been declared to have purchased for Rs. 1,200
bond

along with the said defendants’

therein, executed on 12th March 1869 by Muttu

interest

Ayyan in favor

of the defendants’ father, Kuppusémi Ayyan, for Rs. 5,000, hypo
thecating

the two houses bearing Municipal

Door Nos.

4 and 61

VOL. X.]
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in Pachayappa Mudaliyar

Agraharam in Kasba Kumbakonam,
Sim
attached to the Sub-registration District of 'Kumbakénam, in Tan- Kmag'u‘m‘
jore District, veli 1 and gulis sag of nanj a, ptmja and other lands
in Pulukappu
aforesaid

Kattalai

District;

1

mi

village, in Kumbakonam Taluk, in the
43116 gulis of nanja land in Somanw

and

dhan Kattalai, in the aforesaid taluk; and 5 velis,

l3

mas and

901!’a

gulis of nanja, pﬁnja and other lands in Puttl'u' village, Melaytn'
Maganam, attached to Mathyarjanam Sub-registration district, in
the aforesaid district—total for the three villages being 6 velis, 16
mes and 26% gulis—in order that the amounts thereof may be
recovered on the liability of the hypothecated

fully

and that

properties,

the said sale has been duly conﬁrmed by the Court.”

Upon these facts the question of law is whether, by reason of
the debt not having been attached in the mode pointed

out by

viz., by a restraining order, the title of the plaintiff to sue
for the recovery of it under the deed of hypothecation is defective.
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s. 268,

If the
sold

debt only was intended to be sold or

jointly with immovable
remedy,

personal

it

if it

was intended to be

should

have

been

attached

under

s.

of a defendant

in

Appaseimi

v. Scott,(l)

secured by hypothecation

interest in land and should be attached under s. 274.

268.

But it

Section 284 only authorizes the sale of attached property.
has been held by this Court,
interest

it by

property in order to recover

that the

of land is an
Under that

an order duly proclaimed prohibits the defendant from
transferring or charging the property in any way, and prohibits all
persons from receiving the same by purchase, gift, or otherwise.
section

The interest of the mortgagee
the right to realize thereout

in

the hypothecated

the amount

property was

due under the hypothe

The mortgagee had no interest in the property hypo
thecated except as security for the debt for payment of which it
The attachment and sale were not of the
wum
hypothecated.
cation deed.

interest of defendant No.
defendant

No.

l

l in

the land alone, but of the right of

to recover the amount of the bond secured on the

land.

As
in

the Court had power to sell the interest of defendant

the property to realize the debt,

attachment

I

No.

1

am unable to see how an

of the debt alone was necessary to enable the Court to
In the case of decrees
attached under s. 274.

sell the interest

(1) 1.1.3., 9 Mad.,'_5.
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to raise the amount
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or charges on land which have

Kammass'mx. been attached, it has been held that the attachment
made under s. 274, Hari G. Jacki v. Rdmchandra,(1)

Bizawani

Kuar

Rai. (2) No doubt in cases of such
passed into a decree, but no distinction was

v. Gulab

debt

decrees the

made on that ground.
the Court say

should be
Mummmat

:—“ The

In

Musammat Bkawani

decree is for money

Kuar

v. Gulab

Rai

recoverable by sale of

The right and interest
property hypothecated for its payment.
which it creates is a right in a judgment-debt recoverable by sale
of immovable property charged with its payment.
The decree
gave to the decree-holder

a subsisting interest

in

the nature of a

property, and the sale of their rights
under the decree must be held to be a sale of an interest in

charge

on hypothecated

immovable property.”

It

is not necessary to decide whether a sale of the interest of

after attachment

right to the purchaser
by limitation.

For

under

s. 274

the debt‘by

to recover

against the debtor, as the

plaintiif

admits

carry the

Would

personal

remedy

such remedy is barred

I think

the plaintiff’s title to realize the
property is not defective by reason of
the absence of attachment of the debt under s. 268.
the above reasons

debt from the hypothecated

I may add

that the mortgagee has not assigned the debt, but
he produced the hypothecation deed in Court before the sale, and
,
the plaintiff has had the possession of it since the sale.
The next question is whether the share (5) of defendant No. 1
in the plaint ancestral property is liable to pay the amount due
on the hypothecation deed of the 12th of March 1869.

“ contracted for

the purpose of the family of defendent

N o.

1

it,

The Subordinate Judge found that the debt secured by that
to use his language,
not, nor was any part of

deed was

and

not liable.”

:

is

The Subordinate Judge does not
explain what he means by the expression “contracted for the
_
purpose of the family of defendant No. 1.”
The facts appear to be these Muttu Ayyan, the father of
that his share

No.1,

dant No.

Muttu Ayyan

(1)

Was

Bom., H.C.R., e4.

from Kuppusami

borrowed
(2)

I.L.R.,

1

1,

in Exhibit A,

in possession of ancestral property mentioned
the hypothecation deed; and after the birth of defen

defendant

9
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Ayyan
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Rs. 4,000 and executed therefor two bonds, one for Rs. 3,000 and
SK)“
one for Rs 1,000 on the 25th January 1869 ; Mutts. Ayyan lent Kn,,,,§',,,“,_
money to a son of Kuppusémi named Sabhépati, who on the same
day executed

Muttu Ayyan for Rs. 5,000. On the
Muttu Ayyan again, in order to relieve himself

a bond

12th of March 1869

to

from a pressing decree, borrowed from Kuppusémi Rs. 936, and
therewith paid off the decree. For the amount of these 3 bonds

Muttu Ayyan

deed, 12th March 1869,

executed the hypotheeation

to Kuppusémi Ayyan as security charging the ancestral property.
The two bonds for Rs. 3,000 and Rs. 1,000, interest thereon, and
the amount of the decree for Rs. 936 were the debts due by

Muttu

Ayyan antecedent to the execution of the hypotheeation deed, and
Muttu Ayyan was entitled as against his son, defendant No. l,
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to give security therefor on the ancestral property, even though
those debts were incurred not for family beneﬁt or necessity, and
for which debt the family never received any beneﬁt, Gz'rdlzarec
Lall v. Kanloo La”. (1) The plaintiff did not allege that the debts
secured by the deed of 12th March 1869 were incurred for any

family beneﬁt or necessity.
The evidence before us is sufﬁcient
the deed

of 12th

March

pay or secure antecedent

1869 was
debts

to enable us to

to the

extent of Rs. 5,000 due

by him.
The Judge has erroneously referred to Exhibits
and

XXVII

say that

given by Muttu Ayyan to

as leading him to the conclusion

XI, XXVI

that the full Rs.

5,000 was not advanced, and further leading him to the conclu
sion that Muttu Ayyan and Sabhépati had been leading immoral
lives. In his judgment he admits that these documents are not,
as he says, “ strictly speaking evidence against the plaintiff.”
If
so, he should not have relied on them.

As

the plaintiff proved that the deed of 12th March 1869, was

executed as security by

Muttu Ayyan

to pay antecedent debts due

by him, the onus lay on defendant N0. 1 to prove, if he could,
that such antecedent debts were incurred for illegal or immoral
purposes, and this he has not done; nor has the Subordinate Judge
found that the debts were incurred for such purposes.

It

was

contended

Ayyan could not

rightly by

defendant

N o.

1

that Muttu

have given a security to affect his share for the
{(1)

I.L.R.,!11.A.,

321.

Six:
1'

Knisnxssim.

[VOL X.
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bonds for Rs. 3,000, and Rs. 1,000 when they were executed, and

it

was contended

to charge

it

was

that it would be illusory to allow Muttu Ayyan

the share of defendant No.

called, for those two bonds.

by giving a renewal, as
If the giving of the deed

1

of March was merely a device resorted to by Muttu Ayyan and
Kuppusémi to enable Muttu Ayyan to give a security binding
on defendant No. 1 such device could not_be allowed to succeed,
and the plaintiff’s,
to believe

case

should

so

far fail.

But

there was any such device resorted

we see no reason

to.

Muttu Ayyan

was on the 12th of March 1869 liable to pay a decree for Rs. 936,

and when applying to Kuppusami for a loan to pay the latter
sum, it is not improbable that Kuppusami required security for
There is not any evidence to lead us to
the belief that the full sum, Rs. 5,000 was not due by Muttu
the two prior
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Ayyan
cuted.

debts.

to Kuppusami when the deed of hypothecation was exe

No

Kuppusami

evidence
was

aware

has

been

showing that
he lent it that the

referred to

at the time

when

as

borrowed in order to lend it to his son Sabhapati.
Such knowledge cannot be inferred from the fact that Exhibit A
money

was

recites that the loan of Rs. 3,000 was taken to lend to Sabbapati.

Nor is

there satisfactory legal evidence that the money was spent

by Sabhépati for illegal or immoral purposes.
The Subordinate Judge has held that the plaintiﬂ’ is not en
titled to redeem mortgages affecting the plaint property vested in
respondents Nos. 2, 3, 4, respectively, granted by Muttu Ayyan
prior to the 12th of March 1869, upon the ground that the mort
gagees obtained decrees on such mortgages and for sale of the
property and that defendants, 2, 3 and 4 have purchased the lands
they held under such decrees.
This view of the Subordinate Judge is wrong, inasmuch as
neither the plaintiff nor Kuppusami nor defendant No. 1 was
made a party to any of the suits brought on foot of such mort
gages, and they are not bound by the sales in such

plaintiﬁ is clearly entitled

to redeem the mortgages

suits.

The

prior to the

deed of the 12th March 1869, provided he do so within 6 months

from the date of the decree in this appeal.
He will have to pay
the sums due respectively on foot of such prior mortgages and
interest and costs, and in default of such payment this suit should
be dismissed as regards those defendants

with costs.
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The plaintiff alleges that some of the defendants, Nos. 1, 2, 3,
have sold lands not mortgaged to them.
The defendants Nos. 5, 6, 7 claim different portions of the
property

March

in the deed of the 12th

comprised

1869

l‘.

Knrsn xssixl.

by

Nos. 2, 3, 4, and the Sub-

purchase or mortgage from defendants

_

ordinate Judge held that their lands are not subject to plaintiff’s
claim. The rights of these defendants Nos. 5, 6, 7 as between
are the same as the rights of their grantors

them and the plaintiff

or mortgagors,

defendants

redeems the mortgage

Nos.

2,

3,

if the plaintiff
Nos. 2, 3, 4, he will

and

4,

vested in defendants

be entitled to sell the lands held by defendants
be entitled to deduct
redeem

the
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purchasers

the mertgage

Nos. 5, 6,

7.

But

hold mortgages will
debt from the fund paid to

such of them

of these latter defendants

as

As to the
prior mortgages to their mortgagors.
from defendants Nos. 2, 3, 4, such purchasers may

then have an equity to be paid the value of their interests out of
the sums paid to discharge the prior mortgages vested in defend

But

ants Nos. 2, 3, 4.

except by agreement between the parties,

the application of this equity,

if upon

the facts

it

exists, must be

determined by suit between these parties.

Under

the hypothecation deed,

Exhibit A,

interest was payable

half-yearly, and suit No. 1 of 1870 was brought in the Kumba
kénam District Munsif’s Court against defendant No. 1, and a
This decree was assigned
decree was obtained by the plaintiff.
to
defendant
N
o.
and
he by execution thereof
8,
by the plaintiff
sold the estate and interest of defendant
comprised
thereof.

in the hypothecation

After

deed

No.

A

in part of the lands
and became purchaser
1

such purchase defendant No. 8 sold to the defend

ants Nos. 9 and 10 portions of the land so purchased

of 1870.

in suit No.

1

The defendants

defences, that, as

Nos. 8, 9, 10 contend, amongst other
the interest due on the bond was charged on the

land under the hypothecation bond, Exhibit A, and as the land was
sold in suit No. 1 of 1870 to pay that interest, the land cannot now
be resold to pay the principal sum.

They rely on Srz'nalh Dutt v- Gopal Chandra Mittra (1), in
which, and in other cases, decided by the different High Courts,

it

was held that

if

a mortgagee

footing of the mortgage

obtains a money decree on the

debt and sells the mortgaged property
(1)

I.L.R.,

9 01.1.,511.

24

in
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for payment of principal and interest,

such sale passes

176

Slim

execution

'0.

of the mortgagee to the purchaser free from the
do not think that principle applies to this case,

Kursusauim. the interest

I

mortgage.

inasmuch as the decree, though for the amount due for interest,
was only a money decree, and was assigned to defendant No. 8
who sold in execution and who was not entitled to any lien on the

land.

Defendant No.

therefore

in

in selling in

8

the position of a mortgagee

execution

did not stand

who sells to realize the

principal amount in respect of which he has a lien, and also an
execution for the debt and who cannot in the sale separate his
lien from the interest he sells under the execution.
Moreover, the defendant No.

1

had an equity of redemption

in the lands, and this was the right and interest which defendant
No. 8 bought in the lands. The interest under the hypothecation
deed in all the lands vested in defendants Nos. 8, 9, 10 may be

But they
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sold.

are entitled to redeem from the plaintiff

if they

so desire.

There is no question of limitation.
The decree of the Subordinate Judge will be reversed

and a

decree given for the plaintiff
interest at 6 per cent.
the hypothecated
mortgagees

for the amount due and subsequent
date of payment, to be recovered from

till

lands; that the plaintiff

and assigns,

do

pay to the prior

parties to the suit, the amount due to
six months

them respectively and their costs of this suit within

from the date of this decree, and in default of such payment this
suit shall stand dismissed against the said prior mortgagees with
costs.

In

case the

above directed,

plaintiff shall

redeem the said prior mortgagees

then the lands comprised

A

in Exhibit

as

are to be

sold by auction, and out of the proceeds the plaintiff is to be paid
the amount paid by him to the prior mortgagees for principal and
interest and also the amount due to the plaintiff upon

It is

Exhibit A.

represented by the vakils on either side that there

sufﬁcient information as to what lands are comprised

is not

in the plaint

hypothecation bond given to plaintiff, and we think this is so and
frame the following issues
1.

:—

Whether any and if so what items of land mentioned in
the plaint bond A are comprised in the prior hypothe
cation bonds

D. E. F.

MADRAS SERIES.
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II.

III.

What is
E. F.

177

the amount, inclusive of kist, payable under

I).

Whether the items of lands in possession of defendants
Nos. 1, 5 and 7 which were comprised in the prior
hypothecation bonds D. E. F. have been exonerated
from the ﬁrst prior mortgage by reason .of the razi
nama in suits 207 of 1885 and 272 of 1881.

IV.

Whether any and which of the lands in possession of
defendant No. 1 were comprised in the plaint bond A.

The Subordinate Judge is requested to try the above issues
on the existing evidence and upon such further evidence as the
parties may offer, and to submit his ﬁnding thereon in two‘months
from the date oi the receipt of this order, when 10 days will be
allowed for objections.
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BRANDT,

J.—I

only wish to add a few observations regarding
viz., whether or not this suit is maintainable

the ﬁrst question,
reason of the plaintiff having failed to attach in execution the
mortgage instrument on which he sues, both as a debt, under

by

s.

268 of the Code of Civil Procedure and also under

s. 274

as

immovable property or an interest in immovable property.
It is not alleged that what was sold was not duly attached
and brought to sale quit immovable property under the execution
proceedings taken by the appellant in 1880.

In execution of the decree in original suit No. 15 of 1875,
obtained by the Plaintiff against the sons of Kuppusami Ayyan,
the interest of the latter under the mortgage instrument A was
attached and sold as movable property.

A

suit brought by the plaintiﬁ on the strength of his purchase
at such sale was dismissed on the ground that under the attach
ment no interest in the immovable
and this is not questioned.

property passed under the sale:
The decision is in accordance with

In support of his decision that
authority, Appasdmi v. Scott.(1)
unless the interest of the mortgagee be attached under s. 268,
as

well

as

chase, the

Nalh

Sim

on the dates on which the lands therein speciﬁed KMJQZMML
were sold in execution.

plaintiﬁ took no title under his pur
Subordinate Judge refers to Mabadeo Dubey v. Bkola

under

Dz'chit;(2)

s. 274,

the

Fidu Husain v. Kutub

Husac'n;(3)

and

Dutt v. Gopal Chandra Mittra.(4)
(1)
(a)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

9
7

Mad, 5.
AIL, as.

(2)1.L.R.,
(4)

I.L.R.,

o

AIL, ss.

9 0.1., 511.

Srinat/z
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The question for consideration in the ﬁrst case cited was
Kuuu\_\>i\rr. whether a sale in execution of a simple money decree is de facto
void where there has been no attachment, and the question was
Srlxu

r.

answered as might be expected

in the

afﬁrmative.

The case is not apposite here, for here there was an attach
“ a
ment, and there is nothing to show that it was not
regularly
”
attachment
:
the
is
whether
the
question
appellant must
perfected

fail

because there were not (as

it

is said)

two attachments,

one as

of a debt, and the other as of immovable property. The second
case cited has no bearing whatever on the point before us: it
appears to have been cited
case

in

the Court below simply because the

of Mahadeo Dubey is mentioned in it.

In Srinath Dutt v.

Gopal Chandra Miftra

do no doubt throw out a suggestion
execution

of

a debt

Judges
of sale in

the learned

that in the

secured by a mortgage there

case

should be an

under both sections, viz., 274 and 268, but the only
point really determined was that the sale of such adebt as a debt
alone, under the provisions of the Code applicable to movable
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attachment

material irregularity producing substantial injury
to the judgment-debtor: and that may well be; but in the case
before us the interest of the mortgagor in the immovable property

'property, was

a

was attached and sold, and
-

it is difﬁcult

to see what

injury

could be to the mortgagor by reason of its not having‘been
and sold as a debt also.
The particular question

before

us has not, so far as

there

attached

I

know,

been decided, and the objection appears then to me to be purely
technical : it remains to consider whether it must prevail.

It was
singular.
that the personal remedy of the mortgagee against the
mortgagor is barred by time, and that fact was relied on as
The facts of this

case

are in some respects

conceded

showing that there was no debt to attach
“ debt ” unless there is
there can be no

;

and it was argued that

personal liability.
The
”
if
would
been
for
“no
have
debt
stronger,
there
argument
had
“ no such debt as is
been substituted the words
contemplated
”
but even then the
under s. 268 of the Code of Civil Procedure:
necessity

for an attachment

the ground that,

before

under that section might be l'put on
creditor should sell, the
pay the amount secured to a third

the execution

mortgagor might otherwise
party and the land could not then be sold

as the security.

MADRAS seams.
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The attachment of the

if

we

debt,

119

debt, was necessary not so-mueh,

sm

at all, in the interest of the judgment debtor as of the judgment Kn,,,,;'m-m_

creditor; and

as a matter

made to a third party.
where

necessary

and under

of fact no payment of the money due was
And it was not contended that it would be
have been made both under s. 258

attachments

that whatever

s. 274

or movable

is attached

should

be sold both

property;
and a sale of the interest put up to sale as immovable property
might, and in the present case at all events did, in my opinion,
convey all that was capable of being sold ; and that, as my
property and also as immovable

learned colleague has put

it,

as a debt

was the interest of the mortgagee

in

property,—that interest consisting of the right to
realize the amount due under the hypotheeation deed; and the right

the hypotheeated

also am therefore

of opinion that the sale of such interest

of
as

had in the property mortgaged was, in the circum
stances of this case,
valid sale.
a

1

defendant No.

I

respects to the judgment of my

have nothing to add in other

in which

I

learned colleague,

entirely concur

as regards the other

questions arising and disposed of by him.

APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Kernan, Mr. Justice Muttusdmi Ayyar, Mr. Justice Brandt
and Mr. Justice Parker.

Before

VENKATAsiMI
STRlDAVAMMA

of—Appealable order—Civil

is

An order rejecting
under s. 603, and

AND ANOTHER (DEFENDANTB), RESPONDENTS.*

an application to appoint

therefore appealable

Procedure.—Subramanya v. Appassmi,

IN suit No.

12

Procedure

Code, ss. 603, 606, 588.

a Receiver

an order passed

under s. 588, cl. 24, of the Code of Civil

I.L.R.,

Mad,

355, overruled.

1884 in the District Court of

’

is

appointnwnt

August 16.
December 23.

.

6

Receiver,

1m

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF),
and

of
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I

of the appellant was to have that property sold in satisfaction
the amount due under Exhibit A.

Kistna

the plain

Appeal against Order 66 of 1886.
.

26

[VOL. X.
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for the appointment
Vmarssbn tiff, Makarla Venkatasami Nayudu, applied
v.
of a Receiver under s. 503 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Srnimvsm.

The application was dismissed with costs.
Against this order plaintiff appealed to the High Court.

Mr. Grant for

appellant.

Bkdshyam Ayyangdr and Ananddcharlu for respondents.
The case was heard on the 16th August 1886, and on the 23rd
August the Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker, J.) delivered the

following

petitioner appeals against an order of the
District Court of Kistna, refusing to appoint a Receiver under
The petitioner has by
s. 503 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
litigation established his status as an adopted son, and the suit
ORDER :—The

rupees.

property valued at over

of movable

is for recovery

Defendant No.

1

has given a list of

lakh of

a

movables

to the

petitioner prays that a Receiver
to take charge of the property in suit pending the
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value of Rs. 2,560 only and the
be appointed

taking of an account.
It is objected‘that an order refusing to appoint a Receiver is
not appealable under s. 503 of the Code of Civil Procedure—
Subramanya.

We

have

v. Appasdmi.(1)

that one of the learned

ascertained

J

Judges who

enter
.) has subsequently
decided that case (Muttusémi Ayyar,
tained doubts of the correctness of the ruling, and we ﬁnd that
the

High Court of Calcutta

has ruled that an order refusing to

Dulmtr

appoint a Receiver is appealable.—Gossain

Puri

v. Tekaz't

Hetnarain.(2)

It has

been held both by this Court in Appeal against Order

115 of 1885,(3)

and by the Calcutta Court

(1) I.L.B.,~6

am,

v.

(2) 6 Cal. L.R., 467.

355.

(8) APPEAL

in Birajan Kooer

sensor Oanss.

J

115

or 1885.

., ooncurring).—The
Subordinate Judge in
PARK!R, J. (Muttusémi Ayyar,
Original Suit No. 17 of 1886 nominated under s. 605 of the Code of Civil Procedure
The District Judge expressed an
a certain person to be appointed as a Receiver.
opinion that the suit would not'lie in its present_forrn and refused to sanction the
appointment of any Receiver. This appeal is presented against the order of the
District Judge, and it is objected that the order of the District Judge is'passed under
s. 606 o! the Code of Civil Procedure, from which s. 688 of the Code of Civil
Procedure provides no appeal.
Against this it is urged by the learned Advocate-General that as the power
conferred by chapter XXXVI can only be exercised by High Courts and District

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. X.]
Ram Churn

Lall Mahata,(l)

passed under s.

505,

181

that no appeal lies from an order anunsxm
it was held that a513i91;‘m_

and in the latter case

District Court ought to decide on the necessity for the appointment
a Receiver on a reference from a Subordinate Court, before

of

authorizing the Subordinate Judge to appoint a Receiver.
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By analogy

when the appellate authority is the

High Court it

Courts, the order of the District Judge must be regarded as an order passed by the
District Court under s. 503, and is therefore subject to appeal.
It has already been held by this Court in Subramanya v. Appauimi (I.L.R.,
6 Mad, 355), that an order refusing to appoint a Receiver under s. 503 is not
appealable, but it does not appear that the same question is raised in the present
There a Subordinate Judge refused to make an order under s. 503, which in
case.
any case he could not do unless authorized by the District Court under s. 506.
But here the order of the District Court is clearly passed under the last clause of
s. 505. It has been held in Bimjan Kooer v. Ram 01mm Lall Mahata (I.L.R., 7 Cal.,
719) that the concluding words “or pass such other order as it thinks ﬁt,"
authorize the District Court not only to decide the ﬁtness of the person nominated,
but also the necessity for the appointment of a Receiver at all.
In the present case no order has been passed under s. 503, either by the Sub
ordinate Court or by the District Court. The Subordinate Judge proposed to pass
an order under that section and solicited sanction, but the sanction was refused.
The question therefore does not arise whether if the District Judge had approved
the nominee and accorded sanction to the Subordinate Judge to make an order
under s. 503, that order would be the order of the Subordinate Court or of the
District Court.
understand the argument of the learned Advocate-General to be that the
order would be that of the District Court which would be exercising its'powers by
delegating them.
I ﬁnd from the notes to Mr. Justice O'Kinealy’s Code of Civil Procedure
in the cases Gomzin Dulml'r v.
(pages 386, 387) that this subject was considered
Takm'l Hetmtain
(6 C.L.R., 467) and Birajan Kooer v. Ram 01mm Lall Mabata
(I.L.R., 7 Cal., 719). In the former of those cases it was laid down that an order
made by a Subordinate Judge dismissing an application for the appointment of a
Receiver after obtaining sanction from the Dim-M Judge is an order under s. 603,
This would favor the view that
and not under s. 505, and therefore appealable.
after sanction given, it is the Subordinate Court which makes the order under
s. 503 and not the District Court, the Subordinate Court having been authorized
thereto under s. 505. In the latter case it was held that the ﬁrst step taken by
the Subordinate Judge was to nominate and that from this proceeding there is no
The Judge then approves and under s. 505 authorizes the appointment,
appeal.
Then the Subordinate Judge @point: the
and from this also there is no appeal.
Thus this
Receiver previously nominated, and from this order there is an appeal.
ruling also corroborates the view that the action of the District Court is not
taken under s. 503 but under s. 505, and that the appeal is from the order of the
Subordinate Court under s. 503. Applying these principles to the present case it
would follow that no order refusing to appoint a Receiver under s. 503 has been
made either by the Subordinate Court or by the District Court, and therefore no
question arises as to the correctness of the ruling in I.L.R., 6 Mad, 355. The
Subordinate Judge has in fact passed no order at all. He solicited sanction to pass
The District Judge under s. 505 refused to accord that
an order under s. 503.
sanction (or refused to delegate his power). ,From that refusal there is no appeal.
would dismiss this appeal with costs .

I

I

(1)

I.L.R.,

1

on,

719.
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Vamuslm may
v.

S'rainsvnnm.

x.

[VOL.

be argued that a similar power exists, and that an application
s. 503

made under

can only be disposed of by an

order passed

under that section, which is appealable under s. 588, cl. (24).
Against this it may be urged that when orders are passed
refusing applications under certain sections they have been else
where made expressly appealable—see

s. 588, cls.

(7), (8), (9), (16),

(20), (27%

As our

the Calcutta Court

and

Is

has

taken

Full Bench

view, we refer for the decision of the

“

of the correctness of the

has doubts

learned colleague

Madras decision,

a different

the question—

an order refusing to appoint a Receiver under s. 503 of the

”
appealable under s. 588, cl. (24) ?
On the 13th October the case was heard by the Full Bench
Civil Procedure

(Collins, C.J., Kernan, Muttusémi Ayyar, Brandt and Parker,
Mr. Grant and Sadagopacluiryar for appellant.

JJ

.).

Code of

for respondents.
ustioe, Kernan and Muttusami Ayyar,

Procedure

In

is

a

refusing to appoint

question

Receiver

order
of the Code of Civil
an

01. (‘24).

answer we are referred to Beasut

Abdoollah,(1)

Had/'00

Privy Council in

s. 503

whether

in which

was said by the

question raised under the 76th section of the
that the words “ no appeal lies from any order

a

v.

under

appealable under s. 588,

support of an aﬁirmative

Hossein

referred

is

concurring).——The

it

.,

(the Chief

J

J.

PARKER,

JJ

Registration Act
under this section” must be taken to exclude
is

a

not only an appeal
deed, but also
when the Judge directs the Registrar to register
for
the
registration
Their Lord
rejected.
application
one when
ships observed that there would be great difﬁculty in saying that
did not fall within the term “an order made

an order of rejection

under this section.”
Similarly the High Court of Calcutta in Nubbi Buksh v.
Ohasni(2) held that an order refusing an application to be made
an insolvent must
the Code

of Civil

be considered to be one made

Procedure,

under

s. 351

of

and appealable under s. 588,

01. (17).
observcd‘that s. 351 (like s. 503) did not expressly authorize
the Court to refuse the application, but from the language of the

It was

L.a.,

I.A.,

221.

(2) I.L\B.,

o

(1)

it,

was obviously within

a

the Court’s power to refuse
and
of
refusal
must
be
taken to be made under
therefore that an order
section

it
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Bkdshg/am Ayyanglir and Ananddc/mrlu

001.,

168.
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Exactly the same reasoning would apply to the appli- Hymns“,
cation for the appointment
of a Receiver under s. 503.
_
smingmnb
We ﬁnd also that the same High Court has ruled that an order
the section.

refusing to appoint a Receiver is appealable—G'ossain Dulmir Puri
v. Tekaz't Hetnarain.(1)
This decision is not however reported in
the authorized Indian Law Reports.
Against this it is urged that it is the policy of the law to give
an appeal only when extraordinary powers

and not

are exercised

when the exercise is refused, and we are referred to cls. (7), (8),
(9), (16), (20), (27) of s. 588 in proof of the theory that where
the Legislature intended

it

an appeal to be given against

refusal

a

was careful to give that appeal by express enactment.

If

that the Legislature did not intend to make
the refusal to exercise a power appealable were to be allowed,
the contention

it would follow that

there could be no appeal
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refusal to remove a person under

to

of

case

a

when such person had

s. 503(b)

misappropriated property committed

in the

his

We are

custody.

bound to place a reasonable construction upon an Act, and the
But
Legislature certainly could not have intended to enact this.

if

an appeal would lie from a refusal to exercise a power

s. 503(1)),
an

appeal

I

can see no sufﬁcient

from

a refusal

The consequences

to

under

reason why there should not be

exercise

of an improper

a

power

under

refusal might

s. 503(a).

be

no

less

disastrous.

I

am not insensible

by the other
would point out with respect to most
of them, e.g., cls. (8), (9), (20), (27), that when an order is
granted it becomes appealable in the further progress of the suit,

clauses of s. 588, but

and

hence

it

was

to the difﬁculty suggested

I

necessary

for the Legislature

order of refusal specially appealable,

to

make

the

since the effect of the order

was to stop the further progress of the suit.

of an appeal from an order under s. 505 is
no argument for the absence of an appeal from a refusal to act
under s. 503, since in the former case the District Court merely
The absence

authorizes a Subordinate Court to act, and when

it

has acted there

is an appeal from the order passed—see Bl'rajan Kooer v. Ram
Churn Lall Mahata.(2)
would answer to the Division Bench that an order of refusal

I

(1) 6 Cal.

L.R.,

467.

(2)

I.L.R.,

7 Cal., 719.
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Vxxxsrssém to appoint a Receiver is an order under s. 503 of the Code of
0.
would
Srninavunu. Civil Procedure, and is appealable under s. 588, 01. (24).
therefore

Subramanya

overrule

I

v. Appasdmi.(1)

I

am

fortiﬁed

in this opinion by the fact that one of the learned Judges who
decided the case (Muttusami Ayyar, J.) is himself not now
satisﬁed with the correctness of that decision.

J

.—I concur. An order or proceeding recording a
BRANDT,
refusal to appoint a Receiver is certainly “an order under s.
503 of the Code of Civil Procedure ;” and orders “under” that
and other sections

are appealable under the provisions of s. 588,

cl. (24).

The principle adverted

to in Beasut Hossein

v. Hadjee Abdool

Ill/1(2) appears to me to be applicable in the case before us, not the
less so because the order or orders under consideration in that case
to direction for registration of, and refusal to register
The power to make an afﬁrmative order implies (in the

related
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deeds.

words of the learned

Judges who decided the

case

reported on)

the power to make an order refusing to exercise powers.
.

There is no doubt considerable force in the arguments

advanced

by the learned pleader on the other side. It was pointed out that
under the Civil Procedure Code of 1859 no appeal lay against an
while an appeal allowed
against an order making such an appointment; and that under
s. 94 of that Code an appeal against orders made under the two
order

refusing to appoint

preceding

a Receiver,

sections was open to the defendant

only; and it

was

suggested that the intention was to allow an appeal only when the

extraordinary powers given were exercised, and not when a Court
refused to exercise them; and that the same intention is to be
inferred from. the manner in which the present Code is expressed,
as it now stands, after amendments.

If

regard be had to principles and to expediency it is obviously
most important that a valuable property should not run the risk of
being ruined because a Court has declined to exercise a power
which,

if

given were properly used, it should have

the discretion

exercised.
Reference

was also made to the fact that an appeal is expressly
allowed from an order refusing to issue an injunction; to the

wording

of

es.

(1)

I.L.R.,

351,
6

492, 493, 496, 497, 502

ma,

355.

(2)

and

L,R., a_1.x.,

505, and to
22s.

mamas seems.

VOL. X.]

we

(ll),

(16) and (20) of s. 588, as showing that generally VBNKATAB‘II
when the Act allows an appeal against proceedings recording SMDA'QAW.
refusal to make an order it does so in express terms.
cls. (9),

Mr. Justice Parker

the inferences which may be
of
ss. 503, 505, and from cls. (8),
drawn from the provisions
(9), (20) and (27) of s. 588, and it would be quite possible to meet
many of the objections taken on behalf of the respondent, though
possibly not all of them. It appears to me however unnecessary to
go into details;

has noticed

there may be some slight inconsistencies

of Civil Procedure discoverable

Code

no reason to think that the Legislature intended
appeal

against

Receiver, and

an

I

under

order

it is

think

consonant

the

I see

not to allow an

503 refusing

s.

more

in

by acute minds; but

with

to

appoint a
the

general

principles of the Code, and with the rules of construction, as well
as with the wording of cl. (24) of s. 588, to hold that an appeal
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does lie

in

the case before us, than to hold that

it

does not.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice

RAMAYYANGAR

Ke-rnan and

__

Mr. Justice Brandt.

AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFFS),

APPELLANTS,

1886.

August 18.

an d

KRISHNAYYANGAR

AND ANOTHER

RESPONDENTS.
Oivs'l Procedure

Code, a. 689—Sanction

*

(DEFENDANTS),

granted to two persons separately to institute

in respect of breach of charitable

suit

trust.

R. instituted a suit with the Collector’s sanction to compel the performance of
trust; D. was subsequently joined as plaintiff, having also obtained the

a charitable

Collector’s sanction to institute the suit:
Held that the sanction obtained

by D. related back to the institution of the suit.

APPEAL from the decree of
Tinnevelly, in suit No.

7

J.

C. Hughesdon, District Judge of
of 1885, dismissing the suit on the ground

had not been sanctioned by the Collector
'
as required by s. 539 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

that the plaint, as ﬁled,

Pzirtkasdradhi Ayyangdr for appellants.
Respondents did not appear.
~

Appeal 70 of 1886.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

186

v.

JJ

snowman—The

J

KEISHNAY
YANG‘B.

The facts and arguments appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of
this report from the judgment of the Court (Keman and Brandt,
suit was instituted by appellant No.

1,

YANG‘II.

.).

Blun

[VOL X.

Ram

ayyangar, after he had obtained the sanction of the Collector.
Subsequently, Ramayyangér’s son, Dorasami, was added

as

The Judge holds that the Collector’s
not sufﬁcient with reference

issues were framed.

sequently

in

sanction

the case of Dorasami

is

it

is

2,

and he also obtained the Collector’s sanction to
plaintiff No.
”
the suit, as
“institute
termed in the Collector’s order.
Sub

to s. 539 of the Code of Civil Procedure, as at the time when the

suit was instituted, the Collector’s sanction had not been obtained
Referring to the decision of the Privy Council in
Muhammad Asmat Ali Khan v. Lalli Begum-,(l) which appears
to be an analogous case, decided with reference to the Pensions

by him.

we are of opinion that the sanction

obtained

by Dorasami

relates back to the institution of the suit.

the case to his ﬁle and to dispose of

it

a

;

We think the order dismissing the suit was wrong and as the
Judge dismissed the suit on preliminary ground which excluded
evidence, we set aside the order and direct the Judge to restore
on the merits.

The costs of this appeal to be costs in the cause.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Eff/078

Mr. Justice Kernan

and

Mr. Justice Muttusdmi Ayyar.

QUEEN-EMPRESS

1887.

March 1.

against

quoint property

co-paraener.

Tms

was a case referred for the orders of the

if

a

Theft of joint property may be committed by co-parcener
he takes
joint possession and converts such possession into separate possession.

(1)

I.L.R.,

Cal., 422.

from

High Court under

Code of Criminal Procedure by W.
s. 438
District Magistrate of North Arcot.

of the

it

Penal Code, ss. 24, 378—leeft

by

PONNURANGAM.*

8
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Act;

H. Glenny,

" Criminal
Revision Case 765 of 1886.

MADRAS SERIES.
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follows :—

case was stated as

QUEEN_

it,

“Ponnurangam, the accused, aboy of 18, took a cart from
his father’s mandi, or shop, without his father’s knowledge, and
sold
and appropriated the proceeds. He admitted all this, but

“are”

ﬁrst, that he was undivided from his father and was a

pleaded,

owner of the cart; and, secondly, that the reason he took the

cart was that his father, who was married

a

joint

EMZBE"

second time, does not

He kept, he said, part
support either him (accused) or his mother.
of the proceeds for his own support and sent the rest to his mother.
‘

“The Second-class Magistrate took the accused person’s word
for all these allegations and found he seems to have acted under
bond ﬁde claim of right,’ and discharged him.”
Counsel were not instructed.

possession and converts
See Weir’s Criminal

it

a

family may be committed
he takes
from joint

co-parcener,

if

by

one of the family though

a

Theft of joint property of

are wrong.

such possession into separate

Rulings,

possession—

Indian Penal

p. 154, on s. 379,

Code.
set aside

is

is

directed to
Magistrate
re-try the case and to have regard to the deﬁnition of theft in
“ dishonestly ” in s. 24.
s. 378, Indian Penal Code, and of the word

The acquittal

and the

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Juelice Kernan and Mr. Justice Muttusrimi Ayyar.

VENKAPPA

AND ornrms

(DEFENDANTS), APPELLANTB,
and

Rnsrounmvrf

(PLAINTIFF),

Stamp—Court Fees Act—Vllof1870,

a.

6,

NABASIMHA

schedule:

II,

art. 17.

In a suit on a mortgage bond a decree was passed for payment of principal and
Some of the defend
interest, and in default for sale of the mortgaged property.
much
of
the
decree
as declared the
so
against
of
appeal
ants ﬁled memorandum

" Referred Case No.

:

stamp of Rs. 10 only

1

a

liability of the property, afﬁxing

of 1887.
26

Mme}?2
arc

'

1111'.

.

Before

a
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The Court (Kernan and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ.) delivered the
following
JUDGMENT :—The Second-class Magistrate’s judgment and order

Vxxxsrrs
v.

Nanssnms.

[VOL X.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

188

Held that the proper stamp to be paid was not Rs. 10 as in the case of a decla
ratory decree, but on the value of the debt not exceeding the value of the property.

Tms

was

a

referred

case

to the

High Court by

District Judge of South Canara, under
Procedure.

s. 617

J. W.

Best,

of the Code of Civil

'

as follows :—
of the original suit was to recover from the
Alyasantaua family of the defendants, on the responsibility of the
mortgaged lands, Rs. 2,169-15-10 due under a mortgage bond;

The facts were stated

“The

object

and the court fee paid on the plaint was on this amount, namely
Rs. 135.
“

Defendants Nos. 3, 4 and

5 denied

the plaint mortgage and

disputed the chargeability of the debt on the family estate.
“ The
District Mﬁnsif who tried the suit, ﬁnding that the debt
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was properly chargeable on the family property, decreed the
plaint amount with further interest (Rs. 137-8-0) and costs to
be paid by defendant

No.

1, and, on

his default to do

so,

to be

recovered by sale of the mortgaged lands after a speciﬁed time.

“Against this

decree, defendants

Nos. 3, 4 and

5 have pre

sented the appeal in question in order to aronerate the lands from

liability for the amount decreed.

“The

appellants

have stamped the appeal with a court-fee

of

Rs. 10, on the ground that the relief sought in appeal is a mere
declaration that the debt is not chargeable on the family property.
“
am of opinion, however, that as what they seek is not a

I

mere declaration
declaration

to be made use of on some future occasion, but a

relief so that the lands may not be
of the original decree, the appeal should be
to the amount of money concerned (as in the

will» conseq'urniz'al

sold in execution

valued according
Lower C01u't), and that the court-fee to be paid is the ad valor-em
fee on Rs. 2,169-15-10, namely, Rs. 135 (Chief Justice’s ruling—
November 1872, quoted in the foot-notes at page 240 of Weir’s
Digest of Rules, &c., 1883).”
Counsel were not instructed.

The

Court

(Kernan

and

Muttusami Ayyar,

JJ

delivered

the following

:-—We agree with the referring ofﬁcer.
There was
a decree directing the payment of the amount and in default
that the lands of the defendants should be sold and the produce
JUDGMENT

applied to payment of the debt.

The defendants

appealed against

VOL. X.]
so

MADRAS SERIES.

much of the decree

as declared

189

liability of their property,

the

and to be released from the decree.
not

therefore,

a

The relief they sought was,
mere declaratory decree but to be released from

Vamurra
v.

NARASIMRA.

The proper stamp to be paid, therefore, is not Rs. 10
declaratory decree, but on the value of the debt, not

the decree.
as

in

a

however, the value of the property.

exceeding,

The

case

of Vithal Krishna v. Bdlkrishna Jamirdan

(l) is not

in conﬂict with this, as-there the relief sought was only to obtain
a declaration of the right claimed.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur

J.

H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice,

and

THOPARA MUSSAD

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

1886.
December

and

THE COLLECTOR OF MALABAR

AND

OTHERS (DEFENDANTS),

Rnsroivnmx'rs.’
under a kanam—Denial of jenm riyht by kanamda'r—Adverse
possession—Limitation—Declaration of escheat.

Kalahar law—Rights

A.

demised

certain lands on kanam to B. in 1853.

B. afterwards committed an

oﬁence under the Mapilla Act and the lands were handed over for the beneﬁt of his
representatives to C.

Government subsequently, without making A. a party to their

preceedings, declared the lands to have escheated,

and in 1863 sold them to C.

A.'s

representatives now sued to recover the lands from C.’s representatives who set up
an adverse title and alleged that the suit was time-barred :
Held that C. was, at the time of the escheat,

in the position of a manager for

mortgagees; that the escheat proceedings of which the mortgagor had no notice did
not affect his rights; that denial by the mortgagee in possession

right

to redeem is not sufﬁcient to convert such possession

APPEAL

of the mortgagor’s

into adverse possession.

from the decree of V. P. de Rozario, Subordinate Judge

of South Malabar at Palghat, reversing the decree of B. Kamarau
Ndyar, District Ml'lnsif of Betutnad,in suit N0. 359 of 1884.
The facts and arguments appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of
this report from the judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J., and
Parker,

Mr.

J

.).
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Mr. Justice Parker.

Weddcrburn
(l) I.L.R.,

and Sankara Manon for appellant.

10 Bom., 610.

“

Second Appeal 196 of 1886.

21.
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Muss/m
0.
Tax COL~

Lacron or
Manama.

The

Government

Pleadcr (Mr.

Malabar.

[VOL.

X.

Powell) for the Collector

of

I

Sankara Ndyar for defendant

J UDGMENT.—-Tlle

No. 3.

plaintiff sued to recover

two items

of land

Kutti Muppan
Mahmad Kutti Muppan was the husband of the second
and the father-in-law of the third defendant.
demised on kanam by his brother to one Mahmad

in 1853.

The facts found are that the kanam sued on was granted in
amicable settlement of a suit based upon a prior deed of 1816;
that three years after it was granted (110., in 1856) the lands were
by Government on account of an offence committed by

attached

Mahmad

Kutti under

the

Mapilla Act,

and a ﬁne of Rs. 15,000

levied therefrom; that after realization of that ﬁne, the lands were

Ali

handed over to

Kutti’s

Muppan in 1857 with the consent of Mahmud

heirs and for their beneﬁt
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came to the conclusion
the Betutnéd

without heirs

sts
;

that subsequently, Government
that the plaint property had belonged to
;

and had escheated to Government on his death

that Government then sold the lands to

Ali

Muppan

who paid for them by instalments, the sale being completed in
1863 ; and that Ali Muppan, and after him defendant No. 3, had
since remained in possession.
The District

Munsif

found that _Ali Muppan was in posses

sion as kanamdar, and that the suit being to redeem a mortgage

He

of 1853, the limitation was sixty years.

therefore

decreed

in

plaintiff’s favor.
On appeal, the Subordinate Judge reversed this decision, hold
ing that

Ali

Muppan was neither the mortgagee nor the assignee

or representative of the mortgagee, and that even if he had been,
his tenancy determined, and his possession became adverse when
the Government declared the property to be an escheat and sold
it to him; and hence that the suit was barred.
The decision in
Ammu

v. Ramakishna Sdstri

(l)

was relied on in support

of this

decision.

Both
mortgage,

the

Courts below

have treated

the kanam deed

and we think that they were right

in

so

doing.

as

a

The

kanam was granted for the amount due under a decree and for
a further advance ; and in such case, the law of limitation applic
able to mortgages

must
(1)

be applied:

I.L.R.,

Nellaya Variyatlr Silapam'

2 Mad. 226.

VOL. X.]
v. V.

ill.

MADRAS SERIES.

Asktamurtz' Nambadri.(l)

the Subordinate

cannot, however, agree with

We

Ali Muppan

Judge that

191

was not at the time when

the Government purported to deal with the property as an escheat,

in the position of representative of or
Exhibit E appears to us clearly to
entrusted

manager for the mortgagees.
show that the property was

to him, with the consent of the heirs of Mahmad

Kutti,

for the purpose of being managed by him on their behalf.

But
ing

we do not think that the action of Government

the lands to be an escheat and in selling them to

in

Ali

declar

Muppan

can affect the plaintiff’s title, unless it be shown that he was aware

of the proceedings, and that by the action of Government the
relation of mortgagor and mortgagee ceased to exist between the
plaintiff and the heirs of Mahmud Kutti, on whose behalf Ali
with the land.

Muppan had been entrusted

In

Ammu v. Rama

Sdat-ri (2) the Deputy Collector appears
to have held a
regular inquiry and to have declared formally that the land was a
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kisbna

Government escheat in

a proceeding

to which the plaintiff

in that

suit was a party. In the case before us, there is nothing to show
what was the procedure adopted, or whether the plaintiff was a
The Subordinate Judge observes that
party to the proceeding.
“ Nerayana Musad became aware of the sale by Government and

It is not, however,
sued (1859) to redeem the plaint property.”
altogether clear that the property then sued for was the same.

That suit apparently referred to property which had been sold by
Government in 1859 for Rs. 532, and it is not clear what that
property was.

Ali

the same,

Assuming the property or part of it to have been
Muppan, no doubt, set up a title adverse to the

plaintiff, but the District Mflnsif dismissed the suit on the ground
that the Government was not a party.
We are not prepared to hold that the mere denial by the
mortgagee in possession, or by the representative of the mortgagee
in possession, of the mortgagor’s right to the equity of redemp

tion is of itself sufﬁcient
possession

:

Ali

to convert

Muhammad v.

Lalta Bakhs/z.(3)
has failed to observe

The Subordinate Judge
contention that land item No.
to

Ali

(1)

I.L.R.,

Muppan in 1863.
a

ma,

382.

such possession into adverse

If

1

the plaintiff’s

was not included in the land sold

this be

so,

(2)1.L.R., 21mm,

Ali

226.

Muppan’s purchase

(a)

I.L.R.,

1A11., 666.

Musssn

Tan

0.
Cor.

Lscron or
Manama.

Mussan
Tang-Cor.-

Limo“ or

MAI-ARAB.

[VOL- X.
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from Government cannot possibly give rise to an adverse title with
item,
TGSPQCt to this

With these Observations
dinate Judge and remit the

we set aside the decree of the Subor
.

appeal for re-hearmg.

The costs to be

costs in the cause.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice Muttusdmi Ayyar

Before

AHMED KUTTI

1887-

January

- "‘
27.

and Mr. Justice Parker.

(DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
and

KUNHAMED

(PLAINTIFF),

Rssrounmvr.*
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Malabar law—Kanam—Construction of redemption clause—Time

for

redemption.

The primary intention that a kanam is to be redeemed only after 12 years, can
be negatived either expressly or by implication by a special clause.

Kanara

Kuridipravan
5

Mad,

Kurup

v. Prathenpurayil

Kuridipravan

hathcnpurayil

Govindan

(I.L.B.,

311) distinguished.

from the decree of W. P. Austin,

Judge of
of A. Annasami Ayyar,

APPEAL

District

North Malabar, afﬁrming the decree
District Munsif of Pynad, in suit N0. 601 of 1885.
This was
demised
October

ing

a

suit brought

to the
1880.

clause

:—

defendant

in' 1885 to redeem a certain

under

a

paramba

kanam deed, dated

The marupat (Exhibit A) contained

I

11th

the follow

“ \Vhen the
shall restore the same by
paramba is demanded,
receiving the kuikanam and kanam amount
according to
the custom of the country.”
The defendant objected that he was entitled to hold the land

......

for 12 years, but this objection was overruled by both the

Lower

Courts.
The defendant
Anantan

appealed to the

Ndyar for

High Court.

appellant.

Sankara Menon for respondent.
The Court (Muttusami Ayyar and Parker,
following
" Second
Appeal 509 of 1886.

JJ.)

delivered the

MADRAS SERIES.

X.]

198

JUDGMENT :—We are of opinion that the construction placed
by the Judge on Exhibit A is correct.
The words, “ when the

I shall restore,”

is demanded,

paramba

are inconsistent

intention that the terms should continue

It

for

12

with the

years

Asian
KUTT!
0

VOL.

KCNHAMED.

certain.

is no doubt true that when a kanam is granted, the primary
intention is that it should be redeemed after the expiration of

But when that intention is negatived, either expressly
or by necessary implication by a special clause, we do not consider
that we are at liberty to introduce into the document words which
12 years.

it,

we do not ﬁnd in
so to render the special provision operative
The language of the docu
only on the expiration of 12 years.
ment referred to in Putlzenpurayz'l Km'idz'pravan Kanara Kurup
have we that document

not the same as in
(1)
We consider
before us.

that the second appeal cannot be supported, and we dismiss

it

Exhibit A, nor

Gor'z'ndan

is

v. Puthenpurayil Kuridipracan

with

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice

Ker-nan

BURGESS

and Mr. Justice Brandt.

AND ornrms

1887.

(PLAINTIFFS),

February 25.

and

SIDDEN

AND ANOTHER

(Dr:rm~m.xrrrs).‘it

406—Application for permission
several pauper-a jointly.

Code, as. 404,

to me a: pauper-a

by

Civil Procedure

presented

it

The mere fact that several persons jointly present an application for permission
on behalf of appli
does not authorize the Court to entertain

to sue as paupers

Tms

was

s. 617

a

cants who do not appear in person.

case referred for the orders of the

of the Code of Civil Procedure by W.

High Court under

E. T. Clarke, Sub

ordinate Judge, Nilgiris.
The
“

case was stated as

follows :—

petition for recovery from the executors under the
will of the late Thomas Sidden of the sum of Rs. 3,888 (being 12
trust fund
and of Rs. 3,600, the corpus of
years’ maintenance)
interest,
and
further
&c.,
Sidden
deposited with the said Thomas
pauper

a

A

(1)

I.L.R.,

Med,

311.

'

1886.

Referred Case

8

was presented to me on the 29th September
5
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costs.

of 1886.

Bonus:
0.
SIDDBN.
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“ The
parties to this petition are ﬁve in number, all resident
beyond the jurisdiction of this Court.
“ The
petition was presented to me by ﬁfth petitioner only in
person; the said ﬁfth petitioner produced no authority authoriz
ing him to appear and act for the other petitioners, but vakaluts

in with

were put

the petition by which 1, 2, 3 and 5 petitioners

Messrs. Cowdell and 00., Solicitors

empowered

to appear for them,

petitioner

N o.

4

together with a power

apparently authorized

at Ootacamund,

of attorney by which
1 to act for

petitioner N0.

her in recovering

the moneys alleged to be due to petitioners by

the representatives

of the late Mr. Sidden.”

Counsel were not instructed.

JJ

The Court (Kernan and Brandt,
.) delivered the following
JUDGMENT :—An application to sue as a pauper must be made to
the Court by the applicant in person, unless he is exempted under
from appearing in Court (which is not the case here),
and it is only in the case of persons so exempted that the applica
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s. 640 or 641

tion may be presented by a duly authorized agent.
The mere fact that several pauper applicants jointly present an
application cannot authorize the Court to entertain it on behalf of
applicants

who do not appear

in

person.

The application in this case was not presented on behalf of the
petitioners who did not appear by an agent duly authorized to
appear under s. 404, and therefore the provisions of s. 406 do not
apply

APPELLATE
Before

Mr. Justice Kernan

SIRIAH

1887.

AND

February 25.
I

MCCKANAOHARY
Civil Procedure

Code,

as. 268,

Judgmmt-debtor-Sale

A
cedure

284,

CIVIL.

and Mr. Justice Brandt.

ornsas (Pnamrrr'rs),
and
AND

ornsas (Duncan-rs)!

287 (e),

of debt—Payment

SOL-Attachment

of a debt due to a

into Uourt—Prokibitory order.

decree-holder by a prohibitory order made under s. 268 (a) of the Civil Pro
The debt was not paid
Code attached a debt due to his judgment-debtor.

into Court :
"‘ Referred Case

11_of 1868.

VOL. X.]

MADRAS SERIES.
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Held, that the Court cannot, under s. 268, of the Code of Civil Procedure, call
order to pay or show cause why he should

-on a person subject to a prohibitory

not pay his debt into Court.

The Court is bound to satisfy itself that a debt is due,
the debt must then be sold and delivery made under ss. 284 and 301 of the Code of

Civil Procedure.

THIS was
s.

617

referred for the orders of the High Court under

a case

of the Code of Civil

Procedure by

W. E. T. Clarke,

Subordinate Judge, Nilgiris.
The facts were stated
“ In the execution

as

follows :—

proceedings connected with original suit
No. 79 of 1885 on the ﬁle of the High Court of Judicature at

Madras, the decree in which was referred to this Court for execu
certain

under

s. 268, 01. (a) of the Code of
debts said to be due by various

to his judgment-debtor;

this Court issued notice to the

tion, the judgment-creditor

Civil Procedure
persons

attached

notices, the alleged debtors appeared

(if any) why

In

answer

to such

before this

Court;

some of

should not be paid into Court.

their debts

to be due, others said they had owed

them admitted their debts

debts but had paid their amounts, and one said it depended on a

of accounts between the judgment-debtor and himself
whether he owed anything to the said judgment-debtor or not.”

settlement

Sundaram

Mr.

Sastryar for plaintiffs.

Reimaszimi

Razz/u

for defendants.

JJ

The Court (Kernan and Brandt,
.) delivered the following
JUDGMENT :—The ﬁrst question referred for our decision is—
“Whether a Court is not justiﬁed under s. 268 in issuing a
is styled by the Subordinate Judge,
to show cause why he should not pay his debt into Court, seeing
”
that it has power to make further orders under that section ?
notice

to a garnishee,

as he

The Court has not power under s. 268 of the Code of Civil
Procedure to call upon a person warned by the Court not to make
payment to his creditor to show cause why he should not pay his
.debts into

Court: under

the section

it is optional
But
into Court.

above quoted

with the debtor to pay the amount of his debt
the Court executing the decree has power to
under s. 287
thinks necessary, in order to ascer
summon any person whom
it

(e)
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several alleged debtors, calling on them to show cause

tain, among other things, the nature and value of the property;
and we concur with the Bombay IIigh Court—Hrn'ildl Amthabhai
27

Sims}!
1:.

Mummi
cru'nv.
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Sinus

v. Abbesang

“6(2Ax‘-

“‘m"

Meru

(1)—in considering

that

if

[VOL. X.

there is- notice or

reasonable cause to suppose that there is no debt due, the Court

not only can, but ought to satisfy itself on the point.
The second question is: “Whether if as the result of an

inquiry held under

s.

287

a Court ﬁnds either that

it is

shee admits a debt or that

a

garni

proved to be due by him to the

judgment-debtor, a Court is imperativer bound to put such debt
up for sale, or whether it may order the same to be paid into
Court by the garnishee instead of proceeding to sell it ?”

If

amount of his.
debt into Court, but the code does not empower the Court to
compel the

debtor to pay the money into Court, while

does

provide for the mode in which sale and delivery of

the debt attached
to pay the

to be made.

power to compel the debtor

of his debt into Court cannot

amount

be imported

a

is

by reason of greater convenience of the course suggested by the
course
not
Subordinate Judge, nor from the fact that such
expressly

forbidden by the code.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

H. Collins, KL, Chiqf Justice, and

Mr. Justice Parker.

CHEKKONEKUTTI no woman
‘

Arrrnux'rs,

AHMED

Ayn ornrms (Dxrsxnmv'rs),

Alepillahllubcmmdan

Law—Gift

Rnsroxnnxrs.‘

to take eject at rm indeﬁnite

future time.

Gifts to take eﬂect at an indeﬁnite future time are void under Muhammadan law.

declaration of the plaintiﬁs’ title to certain
property under a deed of gift. By that deed Ahmed Haji,
Mapilla, conveyed the land in question to his wife, Mama, for
life, and after her death to his daughter, Pathuma, and children
Pathuma had no issue at the date of the deed, but
born to her.

a

True was a suit for

a

'

subsequently

had two children, the plaintiffs in this suit.

(1) X.L.R.,

4

~~l

26.

(Pmm'rxr'rs),

'

and

um.

nun

Bom., 323.

'

1886.

November 16.

J
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the debtor may pay the

A

expressly

s. 268

is

s. 301.

it

Under

(s.

debt must be sold

that there is a subsisting debt, the
to be made under
284); and delivery
is

the Court is satisﬁed

Second Appeal 464 of 1886.

She

MADRAS SERIES.
her mother,

predeceased

on

death

whose

197

the defendants

took UIIIKOS

v

VOL. X.]

KIY'I'H
z'.

possession of the property as her heirs.

The suit was dismissed

by

Judge of North Malabar, and his

K. Kunjan Menon, Subordinate
decree was afﬁrmed on appeal by

W. P. Austin, District Judge of North Malabar.
Plaintiffs appealed.
Skephard and San/ram Mono” for appellants.
Wedderburn and Ammtan Na'yai' for respondents.

Mr.
Mr.

The facts and arguments

appear sufﬁciently for the purposes

of this report from the judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J., and

J

Parker,

property which forms the subject of the
present suit was given by one Ahmed Haji to his wife Mama
by Exhibit A. The deed, after setting forth the particulars of
JUDGMENT.—-Tl16

children born to her.”

At

the date of the deed, Pathuma had no children, and she

died before her mother Mama, but left two children (the plaintiffs)
The plaintiffs new claim the property under the
surviving her.
deed

A,

on the death of Mama.

framed,

does

not arise

whether Pathuma

in the present

took a vested interest

suit

as

is

question

it

that the

is

is

is,

The parties are Mapillas of North Malabar and are governed
Law. The sole question argued in the appeal
Muhammadan
by
valid.
It admitted
whether the gift to an unborn person
and whether

Law by

reason

of its indeﬁniteness

and the District

was void as regards Pathuma, because

it

Judge that

it

hammadan

;

plaintiffs could claim as heirs to Pathuma.
The District Mi'msif held that the gift was void under Mu
was never

rendered complete by seisin on her part, and was void ab

initio in

such

a

the ease of her unborn children, since no one could make seisin for
class.

Cases have been quoted

at the bar to show

that such a

over to unborn children would be invalid according to Hindu Law,
Such
but no ruling under Muhammadan Law has been cited.
s.
12
of the Transfer
gift would not contravene the provisions of

a
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“I

have agreed that the said properties
the property, goes on :
should be perpetually enjoyed by you, as long as you are alive,
and after your death by Pathuma who is born to me in you, and

But s. 129 of that Act directs that nothing in
of Property Act.
that Chapter, viz., VII, relating to gifts, shall be deemed to affect

Alum».

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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(humxoxn
KY'ITI
1‘

A u up.

we

any rule of -Muhammadan Law.
whether such a

gift is prohibited by

[VOL. X.

have therefore

to consider

law by which the

the special

parties are governed.
to the principles of Muhammadan

Referring

the standard work of
a

gift being

Mr. Macnaghten,

made to depend

Law

collected

in

we ﬁnd prohibitions against

on a contingency, or being referred

to take effect at a future deﬁnite period (Rule 3, page 50), also in
the case of a gift 'made to two or more donees, the interest of each

of making the gift or on
delivery (Rule 7). In the present case, the gift to Pathuma and
to any children that might be born to her was contingent upon
must

deﬁned, either

be

their surviving Mama

at the

time

and assuming such a

;

gift

be valid

to

subject to Mama’s previous life interest, there is the condition that
the interest of each donee must be deﬁned at any rate on delivery.

Had

the deed declared that on the death of Mama the property
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should be divided in certain deﬁnite

shares between Pathuma and

such of the children born to her as might be

gift

the

include

living

at that date,

then would be deﬁned; but as the words stand, they would
as

sharers any children that might be born to

after the death

of Mama.

At

the date of the

Pathuma

gift, the

interest

of Mama alone was deﬁned, but that of Pathuma was incapable
of deﬁnition, since it would depend on the number of children
that might be born to her. Even granting that the seisin required
by Muhammadan Law could be postponed by Pathuma and her
children till the death of Mama, no one could make seisin for an
indeﬁnite number of future children.

It may

be urged that the result of

with a gift to

a class is to ascertain

is to be ascertained,

and that the

of the class as are then

capable

English

in dealing

decisions

ﬁrst, at what period

gift

the class

takes effect in favor of such

of taking, after-born members

of the class being simply excluded; but in India, in cases arising
under Hindu Law, the course of decisions has been to establish
whether vested or contingent which includes or might
include persons unborn at the date of the gift is wholly void, that
no one can take under a gift who is not in existence and thus cap

that

a

able of taking at the date from which the
Sett v.

Kanai Lal

Judge

took in that

Sett.(1)
case

(1)

gift

speaks

:

Ram L07

The view however which the learned
implied some doubt
I.L,R.,

12 0111., 663.

as to whether

the

VOL.

moms

x.]

SERIES.
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far;

decisions had not been carried too

previous

and the gift was

‘allowed to stand with respect to persons alive and capable of taking
at the date of the gift, but was set aside with regard to persons

Cannon

“in

“um

unborn at the date of the gift.
The principles of Muhammadan Law which prohibit indeﬁnite
gifts and ‘gifts in future appear to us equally to exclude the
validity of such gifts to take effect at an indeﬁnite future time.
The rules referred

Law

tends to

to would seem to indicate that Muhammadan
more

correspond

closely

with

Hindu than with

English Law in its principles.
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We dismiss this Second Appeal
but without costs, as in the Court below, the point being a novel
one, and by no means free from difficulty.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice Kernan

LAKSHMAYYA

and

Mr. Justice Brandt.
APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF),

1887.

February 18.
March 9.

and

JAGANNATHA.M

ornnas

AND

(Dnrnxnm'rs),

Rnsronnnxrs.*
Limitation Act—Act X

Vof

1877, Sch.

II,

Reciprocal

Art. 85—Jlulual

ran-rm! account:—

demands.

A employed B as his agent. B alone kept mitten debit and credit
B for a balance due on the account between them :
A

accounts.

sued

Hold, that the debit and credit account showed

plaintiff and

defendants,

and that the account

account within the meaning of Limitation

was

reciprocal demands between
a mutual

Act, 1877. Schedule

THIS was an appeal against the decree of
Judge of Kistna, in appeal suit No. 199 of

and current

open

II,

Art.

85.

H. LeFanu, District
18:14,

modifying the

Munsif of Masulipatam, in original

decree of Subba Rae, District

suit No. 631 of 1883.
Defendant
members

No.

l

(the

other

of his family) worked certain

'

S.A.

being undivided
harbour boats belonging

defendants

472 of 1886.

28

200

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

LAxsmux-n

to the plaintiff

on commission,

J‘WZ'MH

on the plaintiff’s account

[VOL X.

and was authorized to pay money

for the expenses of working the boats,
Debit and credit accountswere rendered to the plaintiff on

&c.

31st December

1879, which showed

This item

favour of Rs. 17-1-3.
dered on 30th March

a balance

in the defendants’

was brought into account

1880 and formed part of a balance

ren

in the

favour of Rs. 45-3-6, which was again brought into
accounts rendered on the 7th July 1880, showing a balance in
defendants’

favour of Rs. 179-11-4.

defendants’

The defendants left off work

ing the plaintiff’s boats in April 1880. On the 14th March 1881,
defendant No. I sent signed copies of the accounts of 30th March
1880 and 7th
a

July

1880

(Exhibit A)

letter demanding payment of the balance (Exhibit B).
The plaintiﬁ sued to recover a balance alleged to be due to
The plaint was ﬁled on the 6th

him on the boat accounts.
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with

to the plaintiff together

July

1883, and (as amended) stated that the cause of action arose on
the 14th March 1881, the date of Exhibit B which was relied on
as an

acknowledgment within the meaning of

s. 19

of the

Limi

tation Act.
The lower Courts held that the plaintiff’s claim was barred by
limitation.
The arguments employed in this second appeal appear sufﬁ
ciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
Court (Kernan and Brandt,
).

JJ

Bdmai Rdu for appellant.

for respondent N0.
UDGMENT.-—Tl16 plaintiﬁ, under

Anandacha-rlu
_

J

of January

1879, entrusted

boats, and authorised

1.
a

kararnamah, dated the 10th
with the working of his

the defendant

the defendant

to receive the moneys payable

by people using the boats, and to pay on his account money for
The defen
expenses inourrediin and for the working of the boats.
dant was entitled to receive commission for his work. The defen
dant worked the plaintiff’s boats from about the 10th January 1879
to April 1880. The defendant kept the accounts of receipts and
payments

in

respect of the boats and in respect of moneys paid to

the plaintiff, and of moneys paid at his request to other parties
and in respect of moneys due on other accounts settled between

the plaintiﬁ
defendant.

and

An

the defendant
account

was

and for commission

due to the

furnished to the plaintiff

by the

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.
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defendant up to 31st December 1879, which showed a balance of LAKSM‘,“
0
Rs. 17-1-3 due by the plaintiff to the defendant.
That item is
JAG“ NAT!“
brought into another account furnished by the defendant to the
up to the end of March 1880; and the latter account
due by the defendant to the plaintiﬁ of Rs.

plaintiff
showed

a balance

45-3-6, which sum is the ﬁrst item in the last account furnished
by the defendant

to the

plaintiﬁ down

on the 7th

to the plaintiff

July

to and including

This last

1880.

a debit

account

after

with all receipts by the defendant therein
and debiting the plaintiff with various payments as

crediting the plaintiff
speciﬁed,

above mentioned,
the defendant

in

and with a charge for Rs. 200 for discontinuing
the business,

showed

an alleged

of Rs.

balance

179-11-4 due to the defendant.
The plaint was ﬁled on the 6th July 1883. The cause of
action was originally stated in the plaint to have arisen on the

July 1880, but the plaint was amended stating that the cause
of action arose on the 14th of March 1881, the date of Exhibit B.
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7th

The defendant
tion.

At

the

ceased to

Exhibit B,

pleaded that plaintiff’s claim was barred by limita

trial it

appeared

allow the defendant

a letter of the defendant

March 1881, the defendant
plaintiﬁ

that the plaintiff, in April 1880,
to work the boats, and that in
to the plaintiff,

says he sent

in April

14th

took the boats, an account to the end of March 1880

and an account to the 7th of

July

1880, and that he sent two

duplicate accounts signed by the defendant,
regard to them you owe us Rs. 179-11-4.”
calls on the plaintiff
week,

dated

1880, when the

and threatens

plaintiff in

a

to pay that sum

that otherwise

Civil Court.

and he says, “with
The defendant

and interest

the defendant

then

within one

will

sue the

The duplicate accounts referred to in

that letter are mutual open current accounts within s. 85 of the
Limitation Act of 1877, and the Courts below were in error in
holding the plaintiff’s suit barred by limitation.
The accounts are not accounts containing only one side of the
account, but they contain items

of debit and credit to both parties

mutual credit, and the account between them was open and
current. The case of Calling v. Skouldingﬂ) is probably the ﬁrst
reported case in which the case of mutual accounts, not being
on

merchant’s

accounts was discussed.

(l)

In

that

6 Term. Reports, 189.

case

another

case

of

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Luann“

Cotes

v.

Harris

[VOL X.

was referred to in which the account

was

all on

v.

Jacmna'rnau one side; and Lord Kenyon says, in such case “the last item
within the limitation in the account would not draw after it those

of longer standing, but it was not doubted that if there had been
Other cases
mutual demands the plaintiff might have recovered.”
of mutual accounts are

on the subject

Webber v. Tim'll.(1)
There were here reciprocal

demands

collech in

the

notes

between the plaintiff

to

and

apparent on the accounts, viz., the money received

the defendant

for the earnings

by the defendant

of the boat formed to that

extent the plaintiﬂ’s demand, and the payment by the defendant
at the plaintiE’s request to other parties and the payment to the
plaintiff and payments for the expenses of working the boats and
the commission

due to him to that extent formed the defendant’s

demand against

the plaintiff.

In
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order that an account

it

shall be

is not necessary

mutual account,
that parties
It is enough if the
shall have each kept accounts in writing.
dealing amounted to mutual debits and credits on both sides, and
deemed to be a

if

it is enough if one of the parties
Khus/mlo v. Belmri Lal,(2) art. 85, schedule

the account is kept in writing,

keeps

it

In

so.

of the Limitation

II

Act, was held to apply to an account of debits

In

and credits kept by a banker.

Na'rramla’s

IIemnij

v. Vissandas

Hemra'j(3) it was held that when the course of business has been
of such a nature

as to give rise to reciprocal

parties art. 85 would apply:

It

demands between

the

Watson v. Aga .He/zedee Sherasce.(4)
raised, whether the

is not necessary to consider the question

letter of the 14th of March 1881 was an acknowledg
ment within s. 19 of the Limitation Act, or whether it could be
defendant’s

received

in

evidence without being stamped.

The suit must for the above reasons

be remanded

Costs of the appeal to be provided for

the merits.

for retrial on

in

the revised

decree.

(l)
(3)

2 Saunders,

I.L.R.,

127.

6 Bom., 134.

(2)
(4)

I.L.R., 3 All., 523.
L.R., l I.A., 346.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur

Before

and

J. H. Collins, Kt., Chief Justice,
Mr. Justice Parker.

APPA RAU

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

1887.

January

and

SURYANARAYANA

(DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.‘

Contract Act, a. 74—Penalty—Enhancad rate of interest and compound interest.

A mortgagor

agreed

that if any instalment of interest accruing due on the

mortgage was not paid, he should pay

compound interest and discharge the prin
cipal in one year, and further that if the principal was not so discharged he should

pay interest at an enhanced

rate :

Hold that the mortgagee could enforce
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THls

the agreement,

was a suit brought by a mortgagee

interest

a balance

to recover

of

due on a mortgage bond in which the mortgagor agreed

as follows :—

“ Should

I

the interest at

so

fail

to pay the amount of interest,

2 per cent. per

month,

I

shall pay

as stated above, on the amount

I

shall
of the interest also from the expiry of the instalment.
pay the principal, the amount of interest due, and the amount of

I

fail
in Vizagapatam. Should
shall pay
amount due to you,
you the whole of the amount due, together with interest on it from
that date at the rate of 3 per cent. per month.”

interest

thereon, within one year

I

to clear a year hence the whole

Default was made in payment of an instalment of interest, and
within the following year.
The District Munsif of Vizagapatam held that the agreement
set out above was penal in character and not enforceable by the

the principal was not discharged

mortgagee, and that he was only entitled to interest at the original
rate of 2 per cent. per month and decreed accordingly.

On appeal the District Judge of Vizagapatam conﬁrmed
decree of the District Mﬁnsif.

the

The plaintiff appealed.

Mr. K. Brown for appellant
s.

(2

74—Adanky

(inter alia) Contract Act,
Rcimac/zandra Row v. Induku'rt Appalarriju Gdru

M.H.C.R., 451);

Mackintosh

'

Second

cited
v.

Crow

(I.L.R.,

Appeal 333 of 1886.

9

Cal., 689);

26.
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Ana Bio
V

Soar/mini
ram.

Belmry

Lal

Loll

qu Narain (I.L.R.,
Roy (I.L.R., 13 Cal., 164).

Doss v.

v. Bazjnatk

10

[VOL X.

Cal., 764); Sungut

The Advocate-General (Honorable P.0’Sulliran) for respondent
referred to Madras Regulation XXXIV of 1802 and cited Dip
Narain Rao' v. Dipan Rai (I.L.R., 8 All., l85).
The Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,

:—It

JUDGMENT

J.)

delivered the following

has frequently been held that an agreement to

add interest to principal and so to pay compound

penalty.

The only question

is whether an agreement

increased rate of interest as well as compound
a

penalty.
The old laws

interest is not a
to pay an

interest amounts to

usury referred to by the learned Advocate
General have now been repealed, and the only case of authority
as to

relied upon is Dip Naraz'n Rai v.‘D17pan Rai.(1) It was therein
if a lender stipulated for both kinds of damages, viz.,

held that
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stipulations together
with

reference

rate, the two

and also interest at an increased

interest

compound

to

fair agreement
by the lender but would

could not be regarded

the loss

sustained

as a

amount to a penalty.
The learned Judges did not, however, refer
to any authorities in support of the proposition thus laid down.
With all deference, we cannot assent to so general a rule, and
are of opinion that the question

of each particular

circumstances

for special

reasons

a

sum

largely depend upon the
It might easily happen that

must

case.

of money

unusually favorable terms and that,

might be at ﬁrst lent on

if unpaid

at the time stipu

lated, compound together with increased interest, would not amount
to more than a fair indemnity against loss.

We think

the true principal of decision

is that

a

Court should

not interfere to protect persons who, with their eyes open, choose
knowingly to enter into even somewhat extortionate bargains, but
that it is only when
ignorance

a person

has entered into such a bargain

in

of the unfair nature of the transaction,

been taken of youth, ignorance

is justiﬁed

in' interfering,

plea was raised

in

advantage having
or credulity, that a Court of Equity

Mackintosh

v. Wa‘ngrovaﬂ)

N0

such

the case now before us.

The appeal is allowed, and, in modiﬁcation of the decrees in the
Courts below, we award the plaintiff the sum sued for together
with his costs throughout.

(urns

s

an,

185.

(2)

I.L.R.,

4 Cal., 131.

moms
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PRIVY COUNCIL!
THAYAMMAL

AND ANOTHER

(Dnrnnnms)

p_ O,
1887.
Feb. 12.

and

VENKATARAMi
[On appeal from
Adoption—Widow

adapting

the

(PLAINTIFF).

High Court at Madma]

to her deceased husband, with

consent of sapindae—Eful

qfe'state having already vested in the widow

ofa

.

son.
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A son's widow having obtained her widow’s estate in the property inherited by
her deceased husband from his father, the widow of that father cannot adopt a son
to the latter, whether she acts under authority from her husband or as widow with
the assent of sapindas.
That the power of the father’s widow to adopt a son to him is brought to an end
upon the vesting of the estate in the son's widow was decided in Musmmat Bhoobum
Hoyee Debia v. Ram Kishore Achan Chowdhry (l)and Padmakumari Debi v. The Court

of Wurda.(‘l)

APPEAL
afﬁrming

from a decree (21st March 1884) of the High Court
a decree (18th January 1882) of the District Judge

of Trichinopoly.

In

the suit, out of which this appeal arose, a son, adopted by

the widow of a son of one of two brothers

declaration that an adoption
sapindas

assenting, was

deceased, claimed

a

by the widow of the other brother,

invalid;

and he had obtained a decree to

that effect on the ground that, before the adoption now disputed,
the estate had already vested in the widow of a son.

Of two brothers, Dorasami, deceased in 1858, and Subha Aiyan,
also deceased, the former left a son, Kuttisami, who died
and a widow, Thayammél, the ﬁrst defendant

latter brother left

a

1866,

suit.

The

in

1861.

Rangasémi, who died

son named

Kuttisami, son of Dorasami, left

in this

in

widow, Thangammél.
The plaintiff, claiming as adopted son of Rangasémi, alleged
that an adoption purporting to be made in 1877 by Thayammal,
widow of Dorasami, whereby she attempted to adopt Chitambara

'

a

Lord Warsox, Lord Frrzonasm, Lord Honuousa, Sir Bum"
Prelent:
PIACOCX, and Sir R. Cocon
(2) 1L.B., 8 Cal., 302; L.R., 8 I.A., 229.
(1) 10 M.I.A., 279.
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Transmit Aiyan,

the second defendant,

[VOL X.

was invalid by law.

One of the

reasons alleged for the invalidity of the adoption was the existence

aims.

of Thangarnmal, the widow of Kuttisami, who had
was alleged
as another reason) adopted
son to her deceased husband, thereby,
a

(it

9.
VBNKATA—

although this son had since died, preventing any further adoption
in the line of succession to Dorasami. Another objection was that
Chitambara Aiyan was too old for the adoption to be valid; also
that his upanayana had already been performed before 1877.
a

On this last ground the Court of First Instance decreed the claim,
question of fact raised
deciding, also in favour of the plaintiff,
by the

defence,

whether the plaintiff

viz.,

had himself

been

adopted, as he alleged, to ltangasami.

A

Bench of the High Court (Sir C. Turner, C.J.,
dismissed an appeal from that decree.
and Muthusami Aiyar,

J

Divisional

suit in which the present plaintiff was also
heir of Rangasami in virtue of this same adoption,
a

Venkataramm'yah,(l)

plaintiff
suing to set aside some dispositions
as

of property made by the

widow.

As

on

sion

a

to the other part of the case, the

High Court put the

deci

different ground from the ﬁrst Court. The Judges
be invalid for the reason that an adoption
widow after the estate has vested in the
made by

held the adoption to
cannot

a

be

Court

The judgment

Wards.(2)

is

They referred to Padmakumari Debi v. The

of

widow of the son.

in

reported

leayamma'l

v.

Venkatarcinui.(3)

On this appeal, Mr. J. D. Mayne and Mr.
appeared for the appellants.

H. H.

Skephard

The respondent did not appear.
that the High Court had
the application of the judgment in Padmakumari

the appellant

misunderstood

Debi v. The Court

it

For

was argued

Wards,(2)

in that

of

not having
had been held to be, entirely applicable to the facts now
been, as
nor had
been kept in view that the adoption of the
presented
second appellant, having been intended to operate for the beneﬁt
the decision

case

91.
(a)

(2) I.L.R.,
I.L.R., ma,

0111., 302;
401.

L.R.,

s

ma,

s

I.L.R.,

7

(1)

2

;

it

it
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it

They afﬁrmed the ﬁnding of the plaintiff’s adoption, pointing out
was supported by what appeared in Ramasdmi Aiyan v.

that

I.A.,

229.
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0

of the widow’s deceased husband, accorded with principle. It Tmnxxﬂr.
.
was clear that if an infant son, left by the husband, had died, the Vsmmra
widow, with the assent of the sapindas, could have adopted a son
to him—See Vellanlci Vault-am Krishna Row v. Venkafa Rama

Narsayya. ( 1)

Lakshmi

It did not appear why this power should be taken away
by reason of the son having grown up, married, and then died,
leaving a widow; although it must be admitted that this widow,
having inherited, would not be liable to be deprived of her
Notwithstanding, however, that the adoption
widow’s estate.
,be
so
far
would
inoperative, as regards the latter purpose, it did
not follow that it would be invalid altogether; and it was con
sistent with law that the adopted son'should take on the death
of the widow, and not before.

As

to the prior adoption of Krishnasémi
order

to

since deceased by
that adoption a valid ground
now in dispute, it must be shown to

make

of objection to the adoption
have taken place before the latter adoption which occurred in May
187 7 ; and due authority for it must be shown, or else, that the
were estopped from disputing it.

appellants

in regard to the ground
counsel would dis

Barnes Peacock inquired whether,

[Sir

of the High Court’s decision, the appellant’s
pute that, when

once- the estate had vested in the son’s widow,
the rights of the heirs, coming in after the widow, could not be

He

altered.

also asked whether

it

was not clear that an adop

tion must be valid at the time when it was made,

if it

was to be

valid at all.]

It

rights

was

submitted

following

that there

upon the

might be

adoption.

a

suspension

The power

and

of the
duty of

adopting was continued, as for three generations male offspring,
was required.
It was true that an
or its admitted substitute
must be either valid or invalid at the time when it took
it did not follow that this adoption was invalid for
but
place;
that reason, as
might be that the right of the adopted son to
take possession did not accrue till after the death of the widow—
adoption

it,

an argument which none of the decisions

appeared

altogether

(1)

I.L.11.,1Mad.,

m;

L.R.,

I.A.,

1.

negative.

4
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Thangammal, in

29

to

mini

.

Reference

THAYAMH‘L
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1‘.

was made to—

Digest of the Hindu Law, by West and Buhler, Vol.
Book II, Section III, 3rd Ed., p. 995.

Vsmu'ra
mini.

II,

Mayne’s Hindu Law and Usage, paras. 163, 178.
Tagore Law Lectures, 1882.
Judgment of Jackson,
Kis/wre Achmjee.(1)
Mussmnat

Bboobum

J

.,

in Puddo Kumaree

Moyee

chz'a

v.

Debee v.

Juggut

Ram Kishore Acharj

Chowdkry. (2)
Tlae

Collector

of

Madam

v.

Muttu Ramah'nga

(Ramnad C'ase)-(3)

Sri

Raghunadha

Vellanki

v.

Venkata

Setku-paz‘i

_

Sri Brozo Kis/zoro.(4)
Krishna

Row v. Venkata

Rama Lakshmi
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Narsayya.(5)
Ram Soondor Sing/a v. Surbanee Dossoe.(6)
On a subsequent day, 26th February, their Lordships’ judg
ment was delivered by

Sir

BARNES PEA(‘OCK.—Th18

is an appeal from a judgment of

High Court at Madras in a suit instituted by
have it declared that an alleged adoption of the

the

by the ﬁrst defendant

was

invalid.

It

the respondent

to

second defendant

appears

that Dorasami,

who was entitled to certain property, died many years ago, leaving

Thayammal, the ﬁrst defendant,

his widow, and also an only son,

Kuttisami, his heir-at-law, surviving him.

~

Kuttisami, the son, married Thangammal, and subsequently
died without issue, leaving Thangammél, his widow, who, upon
the death of her husband, succeeded as heir to the property.

It

is alleged that, after the death

of Kuttisémi, the son, and
during the life of Thangammél, his widow, Thayammal, with
permission of sapindas, adopted the second defendant as a son of
her deceased husband.

Several objections have been taken to that

lawfully

adoption, and, among others, that the son’s widow having
adopted a son to him, the father’s widow had no power

to adopt.

The adoption by the son’s widow was disputed, but it was objected
whether she
on behalf of the respondent that it was
immaterial
that,
or
for
even
in
the
absence
of
such
not,
had adopted
adoption,

(1)

I.L.R.,

a 0.11., 615.

_
(a) 2 M.H.C.R., 208; 12 M.I.A., 397.
(5)1.L.R.,1Mad., 174; 1.11., 4 1.1.,1.

(2) 10
(4)

M.I.A., 219.
a I.A.,164.
W.R., 121.

LR,

(6) 22

VOL.
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the survival of the son’s widow and the vesting

of the estate in Tsunnu's

her put an end to the right of Thayammal, his mother,

to adopt a

son to his father.
are of opinion that the objection is fatal to

Their Lordships

the adoption of the second defendant.

It is

therefore

unnecessary

or to

to that adoption,

to express an opinion as to other objections

whether there was or was not a valid adoption by the

consider

son’s widow.

Their Lordships

are of opinion that the

in considering that the
Committee in the case

case

High Court

was correct

by the decision

is governed

of this

of Padmakumari Debi v. The Court of

Wards (1) which was founded upon the case of Muss-unmt Blwo
bum Moyee Debia v. Ram Kislzore Achawj Ckowd-hry.

It

by the

learned counsel

This

the estate from the widow of the son.

recover

appears

to

have been the view taken by the Lower Courts in Padmakumari’s

But this

upon appeal, held that the case went
much further.
Nothing can be clearer or more explicit than the
“ The
language used by the Committee in that case.
They said:

06188.

substitution of
question

Committee,

a new

heir for the widow was, no doubt,

to be decided,

and

the

such substitution might have been

disallowed, the adoption being held valid for all other purposes,
which is the view which the Lower Courts have taken of the
but their Lordships do not think that that was in
They consider the decision to be that, upon the vesting
of the estate in the widow of Bhowani (i.e., the son), the power of

judgment;
tended.

adoption was at an end and incapable of execution, and if the
question had come before them without any previous decision

Their Lordships
upon
they would have been of that opinion.’
entirely concur in that view, and they are of opinion that the
adoption, with the permission of sapindas in the present case,
could have no greater eﬁect as regards the right to property than
’

it,

the adoption under the deed of permission

in

the cases to which

reference has been made.

(1)

I.L.R.,

09.1., 302;

L.R.,

s

For the above reasons they will humbly advise Her Majesty
that the judgment of the High Court ought to be aﬂirmed.
The
s
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for the appellant
that all that was decided by the Judicial Committee in Bhoobum
Moyee’s case was that the son adopted by the mother could not
was contended

I.A.,

229.

30

v.

Vsuxns

xiii.
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Tn .u'umfr. respondent
1‘.

Yrs KATA

not having appeared,

there

will

[VOL. X.

be no

costs of the

appeal;

RAMS.

Appeal dismissed.
Solicitors for appellants: Messrs- Burton,

Yeates,

Hart and

Burton.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

J.

Sir Arthur

H.

Collins,

Kt,

Chief Justice, and

Mr. Justice Parker.
REFERENCE UNDER s. 39 or Ac'r

1887.

January 21.
March 4.

V or

1882*

Madras Forest Act,—Act V of 1882, u. 14, {SQ—Indian Limitation Act,—
Act XV of 1877, u. 5, G—Poriod of limitation—Power to arouse delay.
Delay in preferring

under the Madras Forest Act beyond the period

an appeal

prescribed by s. 14 of that Act, may be excused

under s. 5 of the Indian Limita
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tion Act, 1877.

THIS

Act

was referred by the Collector of Salem, under Madras
of 1882—the Madras Forest Act, s. 39.

case

V

The question

referred

under which it

and the circumstances

arose appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the

judgment of the Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,
Counsel were not instructed.

J soonest—The appeal

preferred under

s. 14

as to

which this reference is made is

of the Madras Forest Act

the term of 60 days

prescribes

J).

as

V

of 1882, which

the period within which the

appeal must be preferred.

The appeal was preferred two days out of time.
The question referred by the Collector is whether he has power
to excuse the delay under paragraph 2, s. 5 of the Limitation Act
of 1877, regard being had to the provisions of s. 6 of the same
Act that, when a period of limitation is specially prescribed by
any special or local law, nothing in that Act (i.e., the general
Limitation Act) shall affect or alter the period so prescribed.
The Collector has recorded his opinion that the general pro
visions of the Limitation Act cannot apply to a case in which
the period of limitation
the decision

'

in Thir Sing

is ﬁxed by a special
v. Venkatarzimierﬂ)

Referred Case 2 of 1886.

(1)

I.L.R.,

or local law, and
would at ﬁrst sight

3 Mad., 92.

MADRAS SERIES.
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But it

appear to support that view.
sion

in that

was governed

case

211

must be noted that the deei-

by the Limitation Act 0f1871,

of which differs in its wording from the corresponding section
(also s. 6) of the present Act.
In the Act of 1871, the concluding words of s. 6 were “ nothing
herein contained shall aﬁ‘ect such law,” but in the present Act the
s. 6,

words are “nothing herein contained shall

REFERENCE

“Y:€°::"
~

1882'

aﬁect or alter the period

so prescribed.”

It

was held

in Bekari Loll

and

Oband

kerjjeeﬂ)

Golap

Mockmy'ee

v.

Mungolanaih

v. Kris/Ito

Nowluckka

Moo

C'lzmzder

Dass

Biswas(2) that the object of the alteration was to give persons
suing the beneﬁt of the rules contained in the present Act for
computing the period within which the suit must be brought, and

in Ny'abutoolla v.

Alf,(3)

Wazz'r

of

that the provisions

the Judges went further and held

s. 5 were

generally applicable

to

all

suits
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and appeals notwithstanding anything contained in s. 6.

We think that

the Collector is at liberty to excuse the delay

under the second paragraph of s. 5.

To

do so does not alter the

period prescribed by any special law, but is merely the exercise
of a discretion which is not expressly prohibited and which is
generally applicable.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice

Muttuszimi

MUTTIRULANDI

Ayyar

AND ornnns

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

(Darennms), Arrnmmrs,

and

KOTTAYAN

(PLAINTIFF),

Rnsronnmvr.‘

Civil Procedure Fade, s. '51— Plain! presented in a wrong; Court.

In

all cases where no option as to the selection of the Court is allowed by law to

the plaintiff, a. plaint presented

in

in the proper Court.

a wrong Court must be returned for presentation
'

APPEAL from the decree of A.

Judge of Madura
(1)
(3)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

J.

Mangalam Pillai, Subordinate
(West), aﬁirming the decree of P. S. Guru

6 Cal., 110.
8 0111., 910.

(2) I.L.R., 5 0111., 314.
Second Appeal 743 of 1886.

°

1887.

Feb. 11, 28.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

2l2
Mr-rrr

Rl'LANDI
v.

Kenn“,

[VOL X.

murthi Ayyar, District Munsif 0f Tirumangalam, in suit No. 673
of 1884.
This suit was brought to recover a certain manyam, situated
within the limits of a zamindari village. Both the lower Courts
decreed for the plaintiff.

The defendants

appealed to the

High Court

on the following

grounds :—

Regulation VI of 1831 precludes Courts of Civil Judi
cature from taking cognizance of suits for this nature.
2. The Subordinate Judge is wrong in holding that Regula
1.

tion

VI

of 1831 does not apply to

zamindari village,

a

but only to ayan villages.
B/nishyam Ayyangdr for appellant.
Subramanya

Ayyar for

The arguments

respondents.

employed

in this

second appeal

appear

sufﬁ
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ciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the

JJ

Court (Muttusami Ayyar and Parker,
.)
UDGMENT.—It is admitted in second appeal that the Courts
below had no jurisdiction, and that the suit should have been

J

The only point argued
brovght under Regulation VI of 1831.
was whether the plaint having been presented in a Court of Civil
Jurisdiction can be returned under s. 57 of the Code of Civil
Procedure for presentation in a Revenue Court.
We are of opinion that the wording of the section is impera
tive, and that in all cases where, as here, no option as to the selec
tion of the Court is allowed by law, the plaint must be returned for
presentation in the proper Court ; Pe'abhdkarbkat v. Vic/madmer
Pandz't(1) and Bhadeskwar Chow'th v. Gaum'kant Nath.(2)
The decrees of the lower Courts must be reversed and the

plaint returned to the plaintiff.

The plaintiff must bear defen

dants’ costs throughout.

(1)

I.L.R.,

a Bom., s13.

L(2)

I.L.R.,

s

on,

834.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice Keman

Before

PACHAMUTHU

Mr. Justice Parker.

and

(DEFENDANT No. 5),

Arrnrm'r,

1887.

M9.

Feb. 22,

and

CHINNAPPAN
Indian Limitation Act—Act

XV

Rssroxnrnr.*

(PLAINTIFF),

II,

of 1877, Sch.

of title—Inchith relief—Setting

arts. 91,120—Sm't for dechration
aside instrument.

The period of limitation for suits to declare title is six years from the date
when the right accrued, under Indian Limitation Act, 1877, Sch. II, art. 120;
and this period is not affected by art. 91, though the effect of the declaration is to
set aside an instrument as against the plaintiff.
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APPEAL from the decree of S. Gopaléchary, Acting Subordinate

Judge of Madura (East), in appeal suit No. 239 of 1885, reversing
the decree of T. Venkata Ramayya, District Mfmsif of Parama
gudi, in original suit No. 523 of 1884.
This was a suit for a declaration that the plaintiff was owner
of certain land.

In

1880 the plaintiff

brought an action 'against the
defendants, Nos. 1-4, and in November 1880, the plaint land
was attached before judgment.
In the interval, defendant N o. 1,
the
to

October

father of defendants
defendant

Nos. 2-4, mortgaged the plaint land
J. The same land was

under Exhibit

5

sold in execution

subsequently
creditor

No.

against

defendant

plaintiff became the purchaser
dated 26th

a certiﬁcate
a declaration

as

of

No.

June

a decree obtained

l,

and

and entered
1883.

by another

in December

1882, the

into possession under

The plaintiff now sued for

above, alleging that the mortage

to defendant

No. 5 was fraudulent and without consideration.
Defendants Nos.

1—4

did not appear.

The District Munsif dismissed the suit on the ground that it
was barred under Indian Limitation Act, 1877, Sch. II, art. 91.
The Subordinate
declaration

Judge

reversed

his decree and granted the

prayed for.

Defendant No.

5 appealed.
*

Second

Appeal 287 of 1886.
31
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0.
CHINNAPPAN

A yyar and

Subramanya
.

art. 91 was applicable
the appellant’s

(Exhibit

mortgage

Mr. K. Brown for

Ali (I.L.R.

Singh v. Achumbz't

J)

Lal (ER.

set aside.
(inter

Uma

alz'a),

All., 75) and Ikram Sing/i.
and
referred to Raj Bakadoor
260)

(I.L.R.

All.,

6,

for appellant argued that
in fact sought to have

relied on

respondent

Shankar v. Kalka Prasad
v. Intizam

Rangackdrydr

since the plaintiff

[VOL X.

6,

I.A.,

6,

110).

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
Court (Kernan and Parker,

JJ .)

JUDGMENT.—The appellant’s principal ground of appeal is that
cause of action was, at the time of ﬁling of this
suit, the 18th of March 1884, barred by limitation.

the respondent’s
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The plaintiff prays for a declaration “that the 5th defendant
has no right whatever to the plaint lands valued at Rs. 300,
and that the plaintiff

is the owner

by right of auction
The appellant contends that art. 91 of the Limitation
Act applies. The plaintiff contends that art. 120 applies, but that
if art. 91 applied still the suit is not barred.
thereof

purchase.”

The facts necessary to refer to and found by the Subordinate
as follows :—

Judge are

The plaintiff ﬁled
1880 against

a

defendant

suit No. 632 of 1880 on the 8th of October

No.

1,

3, and 4, on two hypothecation

and his sons defendants

bonds for Rs. 1,040 to recover the

amount due, and on the 19th October

with notice for an attachment
November

1880

defendant No.

attached

the

Nos. 2,

1880 served the defendants

before judgment, and on the 21st

plaint lands.

1 executed a mortgage

In

the

to the defendant

meantime
No.

5

with

possession for 20 years for Rs. 1,000, dated 16th October 1880,
Suit No. 147 of 1881 was
which was duly registered (Exhibit

J

brought against

defendant

No.

1.

by another creditor of his, and

judgment having been obtained, the plaint lands were attached
in that suit, and the plaintiff became the purchaser thereof on the
6th December

1882 and got a certiﬁcate

dated 26th

June

1883

E). The plaintiff obtained possession from the Court under
of
the Code of Civil Procedure in August 1883 and
318
After the execution by defendant
has since been in possession.
No. 1 of the mortgage to defendant No. 5 (Exhibit J), the
(Exhibit

s.

plaintiff’s son on behalf of the plaintiff and with his knowledge
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presented a petition to the Registration oﬂicer not to register

that Pscuuw'ruu

alleging that it was executed with fraudulent intent
suit No. 632 of 1880 was pending.

mortgage,

as

The Subordinate Judge differing from the Mfmsif has found
that the 5th defendant’s
for valuable consideration

mortgage

(Exhibit

J)

and was executed

was not executed

to defeat and delay

execution by his creditors.

It

is true, as argued by the plaintiff’s

Vakil, that fraud

must be

But the evidence in this case being believed
proved not presumed.
by the Subordinate Judge, we cannot say that, on the facts, he was

It has not been made
wrong in holding that fraud was proved.
ground of appeal that, if the fraud was correctly found, still the
would not lie, nor was this question raised in the Lower

action
Courts.
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It

is not clear when the facts that entitled the plaintiff to sue
became known to him, within the meaning of Indian Limitation
Act, Sch.
within

II,

art. 91, and

if

we were of opinion that the case came

that section we should

direct further

inquiry.

But

we

think that art.

91 does not apply as the plaintiff does not and
did not seek to cancel or set aside the mortgage of the 16th of

October 1880.

No doubt

no title to the plaint

a declaration

setting aside that mortgage.
leave

that defendant

N0. 5 has

land would be to that extent equivalent to

But

such

the deed to operate as between

declaration
the parties

would still
thereto,

and

therefore would not amount to cancelling or setting aside that deed.

Moreover the plaintiff has no title or interest to set aside the deed
as between the parties thereto.
Assuming that the plaintiff had a
right to ﬁle a suit for the declaration prayed, is that right barred
under any other provision of the Limitation Act? The only
article, which it appears to us, affects plaintiff’s right is art. 120
which prescribes the period of six years from the date when the
The plaintiff purchased in December 1882, and he

right

accrued.

relies

on his right as a purchaser

to have

the declaration.

No

doubt the plaintiff had information before his purchase, and pro
bably in November 1880, that the deed to the defendant N o. 5 was
executed without consideration and was fraudulent, and he pur
at auction, but we do not think
considered as the plaintiff’s right

chased the interest of the defendant
these

matters

should

be now

to maintain this suit, subject

to the questions of limitation, is not

Cumin,»
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made a ground of appeal, and as the deed of mortgage to the defen

Oamxi'ﬂm dant No.

This

5

is found to be fraudulent.

second appeal is dismissed with costs.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

J.

Sir Arthur

H.

Collirw,

KL,

Chief Justice, and

Mr. Justice Parker.
QUEEN-EMPRESS

1887.
~Feb. 18,
March 22.

against

BAODUR BHAI sun o'rmmsf
Madras District Municipalities Act—Act
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Butehers‘

licenses—Private

IV of

1884, as. 191, 192, 193, 198—

market,

meaning of.

A Municipal Council, under the Madras District Municipalities Act, refused to
give licenses to certain persons keeping butchers’ shops not used as slaughter-houses,
except on the condition that they should remove to a ﬁxed market :

"
Held, that butchers’ shops are not “ private markets within the meaning of the

Act, and that the action of the Municipal Council was ultra circa.

Tms

was a petition under ss. 435 and 439 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure praying

the

High Court

to revise

an order

of the

District Magistrate of Bellary dismissing the complaint in case
No. 43 of 1886 on the ﬁle.
The Acting Government Pleader (Mr. E. B. Powell) for the
Crown.
The accused were not represented.
The facts and arguments sufﬁciently appear for the purpose of
this report from the Judgment of the Court (Collins C.J., and
Parker, J).

J

UDGMENT.—Th0

Prosecuting

Inspector to

the

Municipal

Council of Bellary laid a complaint before the District

Magistrate
to
out
for
licenses
four
take
for
their
failing
persons
shops,
against
under s. 191, cl. 2 of the District Municipalities Act. The accused
are keepers of butchers’ shops

in Cowle Bazaar,

and

have

never

hitherto been called on to take out licenses for their shops. They
are willing to take out licenses, but the Municipal Councillors
require them to remove their shops to the municipal market in
* Criminal Revision Case 456 of
1886.
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order that the District Surgeon and his assistant may be able to
they are selling good meat, such supervision
butchers’ shops are scattered all over the town.

daily whether
diﬁicult

if

see

being

declining to give licenses to existing shopkeepers, except on the
condition that they should remove to a ﬁxed market, was ultra vires,
and dismissed

the complaint.

This criminal revision petition is

presented by the Public Prosecutor.

The ﬁrst point for determination is whether the defendants are
bound to take out licenses for their shops. By s. 198, 01. 1, it is
provided that the owner of every private market for the sale or ex
posure for sale of animals or articles of food shall obtain from the
a license to keep open such market, and

by cl. 2,

if,

Municipal Council

in
Municipal Council is empowered to refuse such license,
their opinion, the market by position, construction, or arrangement
unﬁt for the purpose of
market and calculated to be nuisance
a

to the neighbourhood.
shops, private markets, for the sale of
s.

Act

25 of the

01.

Act

be declared by the Municipal

as
at

or which may hereafter

Council to be

market.”

a

licensed market,

is,

in

3,

deﬁned

place ordinarily used for the sale of meat, &c., which

the passing of this Act,

a

“any

is

The term “market”

?

these butchers’

articles of food Within the meaning of the

These shops were not licensed markets at the passing of the
Act, nor have they since been declared by the Municipal Council

no place

in any Municipality shall be used

as

is

s. 191, 01.

it

in

2,

contended, however, that

a

It

is

to be markets.
enacted that

slaughter-house

or

a

for the slaughtering of any animal intended for food or for selling
or storing the ﬂesh thereof“, unless
license for such use thereof has

This

section, however,

from the Chairman.
is

been previously obtained

one of those relating to “ slaughter

intention of the legislature in ss. 191—193 was
clearly to provide for the maintenance of public or licensed
in places under Municipal control, in which
slaughter-houses

houses,”v and the

animals intended for food might be slaughtered,
or the ﬂesh thereof sold or stored for sale. It
necessary that
cls.
and
of s. 191 should be read together, and
reasonable
a

3

is

slaughter-houses
2

a

2

is

construction put upon them.
Clause
wide enough in its terms
to be ccnstruedfinto
prohibition against killing chicken intended
a
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the
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Magistrate held that the action of the council in

The District

Quasa
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for food in any house within the Municipality, but that such
cannot have been the intention of the legislature may be inferred

Bun. from cl. 3, which expressly prohibits the slaughter of any cattle,
sheep, goats, or pigs within the Municipality except in a public or
licensed slaughter-house.

Having regard

to the subject matter of legislation (slaughter

clause and the context, we think that the
“ the ﬂesh thereof ” in cl. 2 can only be taken to mean
expression
the ﬂesh of the animal intended for food and slaughtered in the
houses), the preceding

same place, otherwise

there

was no necessity for cl. 3 which pro

hibits the slaughtering of cattle, sheep, or pigs otherwise than in a
public or licensed slaughter-house.

If

the butchers

situated

used the premises

as slaughter-houses,

on which their shops are

their action would be punishable

If

This, howevcr, is not alleged in the complaint.
they merely sold in their shops a supply of meat obtained elsewhere,
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under

s. 192.

which is all that is apparently alleged,

they have committed

no

offence.

The view we have taken appears to be similar to that taken by
the High Court of Bombay in Rdja Paba thii, in re (1), and
Queen-Empress v. Mayan Hary'z'van (2).
On these grounds, the order dismissing the complaint was right,
and we must dismiss this petition.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

J. H.

Sir Arthur

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice, and

Mr. Justice Parker.

MILLARD

1887.

March 22.

April I.

AND ssorrma,

in

ra"

Penal Code, as. 103 and 494—Native Chrialian—Harriage

by relapsed convert.

into the Roman Catholic Church, but subsequently
relapsed, with the rest of her family, into Hindﬁism and was married to a Hindﬁ.
Her Hindﬁ husband since discarded her, and alleged that he would not have married

A

was baptized in infancy

A was subsequently re-adrnitted
her if he had known that she had been baptized.
into the Roman Catholic Church and married by B, a priest, to a Roman Catholic
during the lifetime of her Hindu husband

(l) I.L.R.,

ll

Bom., 106.
(2) I.L.R.,
Revision Case No. 55 of 1887.

9 Bom., 272.

' Criminal
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Held, that A’s marriage with the Hindu was subsisting and valid at the time
of her Christian marriage; that she was guilty of the oﬂcnee of bigamy; and that B
was guilty of abetting that offence.
Lopez v. Lopez (I.L.R., 12 Cal. , 706) discussed.

PETITION under

ss. 435

cedure, praying the

and 439 of the

High Court

Code

to revise the

of Criminal

Pro

proceedings

of

J.

Hope, the Sessions Judge of South Arcot in calendar case No. 2
of 1887, convicting the ﬁrst and second accused, respectively, of
the offences of marrying during the lifetime of a husband,

abetting that offence under

ss. 494 and 109

and of

of the Indian Penal

Code.

The facts of this case, which were not in dispute, were stated
by the Sessions Judge as follows :—

“During the famine that prevailed ten years ago the ﬁrst
Irisi, then a little girl, was taken by her parents away
from their village Polakunam in the Tiruvannamalai taluk to
Alladi in the Tindivanam taluk. There they, along with other
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accused

by the Roman Catholic priest of the place.
Almost immediately after, they returned to their own village and

people, were baptized

Irisi’s father

This

died.

was

about

1877.

In

Irisi

1885

was

married to the ﬁrst witness Subban in accordance with the custom
of the pariah caste (to which the parties belong) and with religious
rites which were non-Christian.
She cohabited with her husband
for about a month, during which she conformed to his religion.
Pos
The immediate cause of their separation does not appear.
sibly it was Subban’s

At any
married

discovery

that

she

had once been baptized.

rate he now alleges he was deceived and would not have
her

bad he known the fact.

Catholic priest,

Mr. Millard, who

And

the Roman

when

is the second accused in Court,

tried subsequently to effect a reconciliation between them, Subban
refused to take her back on the ground of her being a Christian,
and even consented to pay Rs. 20 to meet the expenses of her
second marriage.

“In

1886,

September

Millard under
named Zachary.

her

If

Irisi

was married by the Reverend

Christian name

of Therese

to

a

Mr.

Christian

her marriage to Subban was avalid marriage

found guilty of bigamy and the priest must be found
guilty of abetting her in the commission of the offence.”
she must be

Grant and

Lam'ng

for petitioners

cited

(inter

alia) ex parts

I

u re

Human.
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Karaka Ndclzz'dr,(1) Gopal Sing]: v. Dhungasec,(2) The Government
v. Ganga,(3) and Weir’s Criminal Rulings, Ed. 11, page

re

anmn. of Bombay
216.

The Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) in support
viction cited also Regina v. Samblzu Rdghu. (4)

of the con

J

J

Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,
UDGMENT.—Tl16 ﬁrst accused

.).

The arguments further adduced on this petition appear suffi
ciently, for the purpose of this report, from the judgment of the

Irisi

has been convicted

under

of the Penal Code for marrying again during the lifetime
of her husband Subban, and the second accused,
Roman Catholic
a

s. 494

.

priest,

has been convicted

for abetting her in the commission of

that offence.
The facts found are that in 1877 Irisi, when

a

little girl, was,
into the Roman Catholic Church, but

the pariah caste, to one Subban;

that, after some cohabitation,
a

Subban made the fact of her former baptism reason for discard
ing her; that she has since been re-admitted to the Roman
a

Catholic Church by the second accused and was married by him
Roman Catholic Christian, in 1886.
to one Zachary,
The Sessions Judge held that the marriage between Irisi and
Subban, not having been dissolved under the Native Converts’
a

a

valid subsisting
Marriage Dissolution Act XXI of 1866, was
marriage at the date of Irisi going through the form of

ishment,

on the ground that they had acted under

a

a

Christian marriage with Zachary, hence that both the accused
were liable to conviction, but he imposed
merely nominal pun
mistaken

view of the law.
on which we are asked to set aside this con

The grounds

viction on revision are—
(1) That the pariah marriage

between

Irisi and Subban was

M.H.C.R.,

I.L.R.,

254.

Bom., 330.

(2)
(4)

W.R.,

I.L.R.,

1

(3)

4

(l)

was legally dissolved.
3

presumed

it

it

it

if

legally void.
valid,
was dissoluble by the Canon law
(2) That even
of the Roman Catholic Church, and that
should be

3
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;

with her parents, baptized
that, after her father’s death, the family relapsed into Hinduism
that Irisi was married in 1885, in accordance with the custom of

206.

Bom., 347.
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On the ﬁrst ground it is contended that Irisi never reverted to
at all, and hence that her marriage with Subban was

Hinduism

void under the Indian Christian Marriage Act (Act XV of 1872),
s. 4.
But there was ample evidence on which the Judge was
entitled to ﬁnd that the family had relapsed into Hinduism after

is,

their return to their own village, and we must, therefore, hold that
the marriage of Irisi and Subban was a valid marriage.

on record that

no evidence

Christian marriage.

Mr.

dissoluble by Canon law, and that, though

it

is

there

it

Laing

at the date of the alleged

contends that

is

dissolved

whether that marriage had been legally

was so dissolved,

there

is

The second question

is

a

legal presumption—the marriage having been’ performed—that
all the necessary preliminaries were properly observed.
We are clearly of opinion that in this case there
no such
a

a

as to

a

a

that there has also been
such presumption

marriage in law.

There can be no

form of marriage gone through, when a

the onus

is

former valid subsisting marriage has been proved.
entirely upon

In

such case,

defence to show that the earlier

the

subsisting marriage has been validly dissolved.
We are then asked to admit evidence to prove

(1) that the

;

it

marriage between Subban and Irisi could be dissolved by Canon
and we are referred
was in fact so dissolved
law, and (2) that
in support of the contention that
according to the rule of the Church of Rome,
dispensation,
can give validity to
marriage between persons within prohibited

to the-case of Lopez v. Lopez(1)
a

a

degrees when such parties

are not governed

by English statute

law of the class to which they belong.
The rule there laid down can have no application to such

case

as

the present,

Subban, has never

where

It

upon this subject,

since no

could operate to deprive Subban of.

It

viz.,

by the customary law of the
would be irrelevant, therefore, to

been governed

Roman Catholic Church.
take evidence

one of the contracting parties,

a

law, but by the customary

rules of Canon law

his wife.

then urged that the Native Converts Marriage Dissolution
Act (Act XXI of 1866) does not apply to Roman Catholics and, in
is
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is,

presumption. The rule we are asked to apply to the facts before
that when once
us
marriage in fact has been proved, there
in
the absence of evidence to the contrary,
arises
presumption,

(1)

I.L.R.,
-

12 011., 706

32

In

re

MILLABD.

In

re

MILLARD.
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have always been exempted from the
the
Acts
of
passed by the Governor-General in
Marriage
operation
Council. In support of this contention we are referred to s. 34

fact, that Roman Catholics

of that Act and the Indian Christian _Marriage

Act (Act

XV

of

1872), s. 65.

The object of Act XXI of 1866 was to legalize, under certain
circumstances and with a certain procedure, the dissolution of
marriages

of native converts to Christianity who were deserted or

by their wives or husbands, and
34 of the Act declared that nothing in that Act should be taken

repudiated
s.

on religious grounds

to declare invalid any marriage of a native

Catholicism
ceremonies

if
and

in accordance

celebrated

customs of the

convert

to Roman

with the rules,

rites,

Roman Catholic Church.

The

section does not exempt Roman Catholic converts from the proce
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dure laid down by the Act, but merely declares that nothing in
that Act shall render a Roman Catholic marriage invalid.
This

would certainly not render it lawful for
to marry a woman

to another

living.

All that

a

Roman Catholic priest

man, her own husband

is enacted by s. 65,

Act

XV

of 1872, is

being still

prohibi
tion against the solemnization of a marriage between Roman
Catholic Christians under Part VI of that Act, 210., by a certi
a

under the Act. The effect of
law
was
of
the
that
Roman Catholics could only
the change
merely
have their marriages solemnized by their own clergy according
ﬁcate granted by a person licensed

to the rites of their

church, nothing being said about prohi
bited degrees—see Lope: v. Lopez (l)—but it certainly will not
authorize a Roman Catholic clergyman to solemnize a marriage
between a man and a woman who, by the law of the land, is

still the wife of another man.
We entertain no doubt

that the conviction was right and

must, therefore, dismiss this petition.

(1)

I.L.R.,

12 Cal., 706.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice

Before

Muttuszimi

SUBRAMANYAN

Ayyar

and

Mr.

AND ornnas (DEFENDANTB),

J

ustz'ce

Brandt.

Arranunrs,

1886.
October 18.
1887

and

GOPALA

AND

ornnns

JIlalabar law—Karnavan—deeree

(Pmm'rrrrs),

against,—Female

April i4.

Rasrozvnnnrs.*

not incapable

of managing the ajairl

of a tarwad—Res judicata.
The senior female member of a Malabar tarwad, who managed

its affairs, insti

tuted a suit on behalf of the tarwad and in the capacity of kernavan :
Held, (1) that a female is not precluded from managing the affairs of her tarwad
in her family capable of performing the duties of
a karnavan; and
(2) that the

junior

members

of the tarwad were, in the absence

of fraud

shown, constructively parties to the suit, and were accordingly bound by the decree
passed

in it.

APPEAL against the decree of V. P. deRozario, Subordinate Judge
of South Malabar, in appeal No. 149 of 1885, afﬁrming the decree
of N. Sarvéthama Ran, District

thsif

of Palghat, in original

suit N0. 1038 of 1883.
This was
their mother,

a

suit brought by the plaintiffs, who together with
defendant No. 9 constitute a Malabar tarwad, to
The land in question was alleged
in 1838 by the then karnavan of the

redeem a certain piece of land.

to have been demised

plaintiff’s tarwad on kanam to one Annamalai,
interest

to a devasom belonging to defendants

who assigned his
Nos. 1 to 4 but

6

7

under the management of defendant No. 5. Defendants Nos. 1
who were tenants of the land
and
to
and defendants Nos.
4-,

9

8

claimed the jcnm
in question, did not appear. Defendant No.
No.
had
land.
Defendant
brought
in
the
original suit
right

Second

Appeal No. 940 of 1885.

8

and

8

being found that the jenm right was in defendant N o.
not in the tarwad of defendant N0. 9. Defendant No.

it

it

8,

to redeem the alleged
No. 210 of 1881, against defendant No.
tarwad;
but
was dismissed,
her
1838
made
by
demise of

*
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No. 5 (who claimed through him) accordingly now
The plaintiffs in reply
pleaded that the matter was res jmlicata.
alleged that defendant N0. 9, being a female, was not legally
competent to represent or sue on behalf of the tarwad, and that
they were not affected by the decree in the former suit.
Both the
defendant

lower Courts decreed for the plaintiffs. Defendants Nos. 5 and
appealed, defendant N0. 9 being joined as respondent N o. 4.‘

This

8

second appeal coming on for hearing on the 18th October

1886, the Court made an order directing the Subordinate

try the following

.

issues, viz.—

Judge

to

(1) Whether the respondents’ tarwad was sufﬁciently repre
sented in the former suit by respondent N0. 4.
(2) Whether the decree in that suit against respondent N 0. 4
was passed against her as representing the tarwad and
is binding as against the other respondents.
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The Subordinate Judge returned
decided both issues in the afﬁrmative

“Fourth

:—

respondent

(ninth defendant)
senior lady in her tarwad.
First plaintiff
and third plaintiffs are her

second

ﬁnding, and

the following

Emuri Amma is the
is her grandson

At

daughters.

the

and

date

of

the former suit (No. 210 of 1881) brought by ninth defendant,
ﬁrst plaintiff, the only male member in the family, was a minor.

Ninth

defendant,

of the tarwad.

therefore,

The

was quite competent to sue on behalf

proceedings

show

that she sued not on

her own behalf but on account of the tarwad.

The land was

described in the plaint as tarwad land, and she sued to recover
the representative

of her deceased karnavan.

as

The ﬁnal decree in

favour of_ﬁfth and eighth defendants passed in that suit is therefore
It is not pretended that the decree was
binding on the plaintiﬂ's.
The record shows clearly that the
obtained by fraud or collusion.
former suit was prosecuted by ninth defendant with due diligence
Exhibits S and T and X and Y now

on behalf of her tarwad.

by plaintiffs show that ninth defendant joined her late
karnavan in demising tarwad lands and in suing for their recovery.
produced

These exhibits tend to show that ninth defendant took part in the
management in the lifetime of her karnavan and was not unquali

VIII

shows
ﬁed to manage on the death of the karnavan. Exhibit
that, after the death of her karnavan, she solely demised tarwad

property.
ninth

In Exhibits V

and.

defendant in 1051 and

W, two
1053,

simple bonds executed by

plaintiffs

also

appear

as
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but they were admittedly minors at the time, and it
cannot be contended that-they joined in the bonds, because they

executants;

joint

were

with ninth defendant

managers

and not because the

obligees required their junction.

“

I ﬁnd both

in favour of

the issues

ij/angdr for

Bhdshyam

the appellants.”

appellants.

ng/ar for respondents.
The arguments adduced in this second appeal appear sufﬁ
ciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
Court (Muttusémi Ayyar and Brandt,
Mr.

Weddcrburn and Sankara

4

No.

spondent

.).

JJ

found by the Subordinate Judge that re

is

JUDGMENT.—It

sufﬁciently represented her tarwad in the former

on behalf of her

karnavan and

it

suit, and that she instituted and conducted

in her capacity as

Assuming that these
ﬁndings can be accepted, there can be no doubt that appellants
must succeed and the suit must fail.
But
urged that, as
was

karnavanship of her family when
unable to assent to this contention.

of performing the duties of

the decision

that

passed

210 of 1881.

is

v. Kelu Eradi,(1)

in

a

ksrnavan.

.

against

It must

open to the respondents

whilst

the

Sri Devi

to challenge

their karnavan in original suit No.

be observed that in that case, the plaintiffs

the second suit were some of the junior

tarwad,

is

are aware of no usage of

next contended, with reference to the decision in

it

It

We

a

is

her tarwad when there

had

female from managing the affairs of
no male member in her family capable
a

Malabar which precludes

lawfully entitled to the
minor son.
We are

not

she

a

No.

the respondent

4

female,

is

previous

suit was

members of a Malabar

instituted not

by the

claiming from the karnavan and the
of
the tamed property.
Our decision
senior anandravan
portion
therein was in accordance with the ruling of the Full Bench of
stranger

a

a

karnavan but by

this Court reported

in Ittiackan v. Vclnppa-n ;(2) but in the

Nos.

to

3

that respondents

1

the estate and on behalf of the tarwad: and, unless fraud
we must take

is

before us, the former suit was instituted by the representative

it

case

of

shown,

were constructively

parties to that suit.

We

reverse the decrees of the Courts below and direct that the

suit be dismissed with costs throughout.
I.L.R.,

10

Mai,

79.

(2)

I.L.R.,

a
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before
Feblﬁfly-

April

n

Mr. Justice Kernan

OHANDRAMMA

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

(DEFENDANT N0. 1), APPELLANT,

19.

and

VENKATRA J U
XXIX of

Rayulation

Rnsrormnx'r?

(PLAINTIFF),

of karmtm in a samu'nddri village—Succession
claimant—Incapacity of next heir.

1802, a. 7—0ﬂice
—Female

The karnam of a zamindari village having died,
zamindlir appointed her to the ofﬁce of karnam.

leaving a widow his heir,
The nearest male

deceased karnam (from whom he was divided) sued to establish

to

the

sapinda of the

his right to the oﬁce
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of karnam:
Held, (1) that a woman cannot hold the oﬁice of kamam ;
(‘2) that when the immediate hair is incapacitated, the nearest male sapinda
of the deceased karnam is
entitled to succeed to the oﬂice.

APPEAL from the decree of T. Ramasémi Ayyangar, Subordinate
Judge at Cocanada, in appeal suit No. 38 of 1885, reversing the
decree of

T. R. Malhari Rea, District Ml'msif of Peddapuram, in

original suit N 0. 128 of 1884.
The plaintiff sued for a declaration of his right to the ofﬁce
of karnam in a zamindéri village and to have the appointment of
defendant

N o.

1

set aside.

On the death of the karnam of the zamindéri village of Kan
defendant
dregula, the zamindar, defendant No. 2, appointed
No. 1 to succeed him.
Defendant No. 1 was the widow and heir
of the deceased karnam, and was
appointment.

a

minor at the time of her

was the nearest male sapinda of the

The plaintiff

deceased kamam, from whom, however, he had been divided:
claimed the ofﬁce on the ground that defendant
to

female, was incapacitated

The District

ﬁll

No.

1,

being a

the ofﬁce.

thsif dismissed

the suit on the ground that the

plaintiff, being divided from the late karnam, had no title
maintain it.

His

’

N0.

Second

to

by the Subordinate Judge, against

decree was reversed

whose decree defendant

he

1

preferred this second appeal.

Appeal No. 386 of 1886.
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Subba Rdu for appellant.

CHANDRA!“

Bhdshyam Ayg/angdr for respondent.

ermraiw.

v.

The arguments adduced in this second appeal appear sufﬁ
ciently, for the purpose of this report, from the judgments of the
’Court (Kernan and Parker, JJ.).
KERNAN,

J .—It

has been found that the plaintiff was divided

from the late karnam of Kandregula
appellant (defendant

village, the husband of the
No. 1), who is the heir of her husband, after

whose death she was appointed karnam by defendant

N o.

2.

The

plaintiff is karnam of another village called Kanapur and seeks,
in this suit, to cancel the appointment by defendant No. 2, and
_to have a decree declaring him karnam, and to gain possession
of mirasi lands attached to the ofﬁce. The plaintiff is a sapinda
'

of the late karnam and puts forward his claim on the ground that
defendant No.
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Regulation

in

1,

being

XXIX

a female,

of 1802,

is incapacitated
s. 7, directs

to

ﬁll

the ofﬁce.

that in ﬁlling vacan

of karnam the heir of the preceding karnam
shall be chosen by the landholders concerned, except in cases of

cies

the ofﬁce

incapacity, on proof of which the landholders shall be free to
exercise their discretion in the nomination of persons to ﬁll vacan
The plaintiff contends that, by reason of her sex, defendant
is incapacitated to ﬁll the ofﬁce. No doubt it has been so de
cided in this Court (see the cases collected in Venkata v. Rdmd. (1)

cies.

N0.

In

1

those

cases,

the plaintiff,

a female, sued the

declared karnam as heir of the deceased karnam.

it

was held, was entitled to resist

the

claim.

zamindar to be
The zamindar,

In this

case the

female is not plaintiff and the zamindar has appointed her.

by karnam

ever, looking to the duties to be performed

in

How

as speciﬁed

the regulation, many of which are for public purposes,

I am not

ustify the zamindar in
or relieve the appellant, defendant N o. 1,
from the incapacity arising from her sex.
But the question now is whether the plaintiff, respondent, had

able to see that the special facts of this case

making the appointment,

He is not the heir of the deceased
title to maintain this suit.
karnam, and though the heir may be incapacitated, and though the
plaintiff is a sapinda of the deceased karnam, is he entitled to the
will of the zamindAr ?
that in ﬁlling vacancies in

Section 7 of the regula

ofﬁce against the

tion provides

(1)

I.L.R.,

a

ma,

the oﬂice of karnam, the

257.
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Owns-null heirs of the preceding karnam shall be chosen by the landholder,
v,,,,§',,,‘,,,_ except, in case of incapacity, the landholder shall be free to exercise
his discretion in the nomination of the person to ﬁll the vacancy.
The zamindar has not nominated the plaintiff to the ofﬁce.
Therefore, he has no title to maintain this suit, unless the true
of the regulation is that when the immediate heir
a sapinda of the deceased karnam, who is not his

construction

is incapacitated,

heir, is entitled to succeed to the ofﬁce.

in

the

This

regulation.
of such construction

veniences

from the family of the

in another village.

I

is

case

as here the plaintiff is divided
karnam and is already a kamam
am not aware that the exact point has yet
;

deceased

But many

been raised and decided.

cases appear to have been de

Vcnkayya v. Subbarriyudu.(l)

cided adopting such construction—see

I think,
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the appeal must be dismissed with costs.

therefore,

PARKER,

There is no such provision
of the incon

an illustration

J .—The

karnam of Kandregula

having died, the

zamindar, defendant No. 2, appointed his widow, defendant No. 1,
She was no doubt the nearest heir to the deceased,
to the otﬁce.
but was incapacitated, by her sex, from holding the ofﬁce of kar
nam— Venlcataratnamma v. Ra'mdnujaslimi.(2)
The plaintiff, the present claimant, is found to be the nearest
male sapinda of the deceased, and the question

is whether he has

right to sue, though not the nearest heir.
The tendency of the decisions has been that under Regulation
XXIX of 1802, . 7, the zamindar is bound to appoint from among
a

the heirs of the deceased karnam, in order that the ofﬁce may
remain hereditary in the family, but passing over the nearest heir
in case of personal incapacity— Vcnkatamirdyana v. Subbardyudu (3)

and Venkayya

If

v. Subbardyudu.(l)

the incapacity arise

from

minority, and another member of the family be appointed, he can
on the nearer heir attaining majority— Venka

not be displaced

tamirdyana v. Subbamiyudu.

We

were referred

to the judgment of this Court

appeal No. 735 of 1882 (unreported).

aminor

had been appointed

That was

a case

in second
in which

karnam and sued for the emoluments

of the ofﬁce, and all that the Court held was that he was entitled
to the emoluments until the appointment was regularly set aside.
(1)

I.L.R.,

9

ma.

283.

(a)

I.L.R.,

(2)

9

Mad,

1.L.a.,
214.

2

ma,

312.

MADRAS SERIES.
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case has, therefore,
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no bearing upon the present, which is Caannmxxl

a suit to set aside an appointment.

Under
Judge

the circumstances

vnnzlln‘w.

the decree passed by the Subordinate

was right and the second appeal

must be dismissed

with

costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

H.

KL, Chief Justice,

Collins,

and

Justice Parker.

110'.

RAMACHANDRA

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

1880.

November 16.

and
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NARAYANASAMI
Rent Recovery Act (Madras Act

(DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.*

VIII of

Attachment

1887.

March 30

I.

1865),

held good

13—40120entitled to proceed under-—

u

to part.

A granted two villages in perpetuity to 13 under a deed, reserving a certain rent
“ according to the Act ” if it
to himself which was to be recovered
felLIinto arrear.
. The rent remained unpaid for twa years, and

A

obtained

an attachment for the

whole arrear under the Madras Rent Recovery Act:
Held, (1) that

A

was entitled

to proceed

as landlord under the Madras

Rent

Recovery Act;
(2) that the attachment held good for such amount

able under that Act—Bdmasa'mi

v. The Collector of Hoduraﬂ)

of rent as was recover
discussed.

APPEAL against the decree of H. T. Knox, Acting District Judge
of North Arcot, reversing the decree of G. W. Fawcet, Acting
Sub-Collector of North Arcot.

VIII

of 1865
summary suit brought under Act
against the manager of the Kangundi Zamindéri under the Court
of Wards to procure the release of property alleged to have been
This was

a

illegally distrained

and to recover damages.

The plaintiff held under

a deed

of grant from the Kangundi

Zamindar, (exhibit A) dated 22nd October 1875, therein described
as a “permanent patté” of certain villages, reserving a rent of
Rs. 35_0 “payable according to the kist bunds of each year,” with
regard to which it contained the following term :—

'

Second

Appeal No. sea 01 1886.

(1)

I.L.R.,

2

ma,

e1.

33

Rincnmm
v.

Nashua
slur.

[VOL X.
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“

If it is allowed to

said manner, the same

fall into arrears without being paid in the
will be recovered according to the Act with

interest and batta for establishment.”

The rent having fallen into arrear for two faslies, the defend
of 1865.
ant distrained for the whole arrear under Act

VIII

The Sub-Collector held that the plaintiff was not a tenant of the
of 1865, and that in
defendant within the meaning of Act

VIII

itself the distraint was illegal “inasmuch as it purported to be on
account of arrears due for more than a year,” and passed a decree
for the release of the property and for damages.
The District
Judge reversed this decree, and, with reference to an objection as
to stamp duty (alluded to in the judgment of the High Court),
observed in paragraph 5 of his judgment :—
“ The
appellant did not pay the stamp duty necessary to cover
a claim

to recover the property released from attachment,

him in

case have to proceed against

a

and, as

and he will in any

regular suit, does not press

his claim.”
The plaintiff appealed.
Rdmachandra Rdu- 80/sz for appellant.
Ananda Chrirlu for respondent.
Besides
Rowten v.

the authorities

discussed in the judgment Zinulabdin

sz'cn Virapatrenﬂ)

was cited for the appellant.

J

.).

The arguments further adduced in this second appeal appear
suﬂ‘iciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of
the Court (Collins C.J., and Parker,
plaintiff holds two villages under a perma
nent lease and the defendant has attached certain properties under
the Rent Recovery Act for arrears said to be due for faslies 1292
UDGMENT.—-Tll6

and 1293.

The suit

is

J

to

set aside

the

attachment

and for

damages for illegal distraint.

The Sub-Collector decreed for the plaintiff and awarded Rs. 35
as damages, but the District Judge reversed the decision on appeal
and dismissed the suit with costs.
Three points were argued on second appeal :—
(1) That the distraint was illegal, as the defendant had no
right to proceed under the Rent Recovery Act.
(1)

I.L.R.,

1
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That (granting the defendant had such right) the distraint Rixaci-mumu
was illegal, as process must be taken within one year Nmztmr
8"“
and defendant had distrained for kists of fasli 1292

(‘2)

more than one year due.
(3) That the Court had given a relief not asked for, inas
much as the property had been returned to plaintiff.

With regard

to this last point, there was no necessity for the

to pay stamp duty for the recovery of the property
which had been restored to plaintiff’s possession.
The effect of
this reversal of the Sub-Collector’s decision was to restore the
defendant

and the ﬁfth paragraph of the District Judge’s decision

attachment,

is based on

a misapprehension.

With regard

to the second objection there is no reason why the

should not hold good for the amount

attachment

of such kists

as
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may be recoverable under the Act.
The ﬁrst ground of appeal is the most important, viz., whether
The
defendant is entitled to proceed under the Act at all.
wording of exhibit

A

shows that the parties regarded

the

Act

as

applicable to them, but they would not be competent to legislate
for themselves, and could not by mutual agreement give the
Revenue Courts Jurisdiction.

It

is admitted that under the decisions in

Appa'sa'mz' v. Ra’md

Srinimsa (2) the plaintiff would be
a “tenant” within the meaning of the Rent RecQVery Act, but
Subba

it

(l)

and Subbaraya

v.

that in passing these decisions the learned Judges
overlooked the decision of the Privy Council in Ra'masdmi v. The
is contended

Qf Madura,(3) in which it was held that the inter
change ,of pattas and muchalkas contemplated by the Act and
Collector

provided in ss. 8 and 9 would only be available
landlords and tenants engaged in actual cultivation of

the remedies
between

the lands.

This

decision

has been followed in Rdmzi v.

Venka
.

teichalam.(4)
We are not able to see that there is any irreconcilable conﬂict

in

It

and plaintiff,
though not landlord and cultivating tenant between whom pattas
and muchalkas must be interchanged, or who must have agreed
the

decisions.

may be that the defendant

with pattés and muchalkas, are yet landlord and
tenant authorized under s. 13 of the Act to have recourse to the
to dispense

I.L.R.,

7

{3) I.L.13.,

2

(1)

Mad,

Mai,

262.

(2)

67.

(4)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

7
8

Mad,
Mad,

580.
676.
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RXuscuANnn remedies provided therein.
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shows that such agreement

in writing existed, and that it was understood by the parties that
they stood to each other in a relation to which the provisions of
This view is consistent with that taken by

the Act would apply.

Morgan, C.J., in Gopalasawmy Mudelly v. Mukkee Gopalicr.( 1)
The decision of the District Judge appears to us to be correct,
and we dismiss the second appeal with costs.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL—FULL BENCH.
J. H.

Sir Arthur

Before

Collim,

KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice

Keman, Mr. Justice Muttuszimi
and

QUEEN-EMPRESS

1886.

October 13.
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Ayyar, Mr. Justice Brandt,

Mr. Justice Parker.

against

1887.
29.

April

SHEIK BEARI

AND

Criminal Procedure Code, a. 195—Sanction

A conviction for preferring

ornsns.*

to prosecute—Notice

to accused.

a false complaint is not illegal only by reason of the

prosecution having been sanctioned

without notice previously given to the accused.

Sanctioning a prosecution for an offence is a judicial act, and the party to
whose prejudice it is done must be previously heard and a judgment formed upon
legal evidence.

In

cases

in which the Magistrate

dismisses

the original complaint

upon a report from the police, there is no legal evidence before him on which to
In cases, however, in which the Magistrate examines the
form his judgment.
complainant and hears the evidence and acquits or discharges
without notice to the complainant, sanctions

the accused, and than,

his prosecution for preferring a false

charge, sanction cannot be said to be improperly given.

CRIMINAL Revision Cases Nos. 226 and 234 of 1886 were cases
taken up by the High Court in the exercise of its powers of revi
es. 435 and 439 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

sion under

In criminal revision

case

No. 226 of 1886 the District Magis~

trate of South Canara had dismissed the charge of preferring a
false charge in calendar case No. 12 of 1886, on the ground that
the prosecution

of the accused had been sanctioned by the Deputy

Magistrate of South Canara 0n the report of the police without
an opportunity of proving his case having been given to the
accused.
(1)

7

M.H.C.R.,

312.

" Criminal Revision Cases Nos. 226, 234 and 242 of 1886.

VOL.
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In criminal
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J. D.

revision case No. 234 of 1886

Goldingham,

Sessions Judge of Bellary, had acquitted the accused charged
with preferring a false charge, on the ground that the prosecution
had not been legally sanctioned.
The circumstances were stated

:—

as follows

“ Prisoner is
charged with preferring a false charge before the
Village Magistrate of Harikbavi and before the Second-class
Magistrate of Kudlighi, charging one Madhava R611 and others
with having broken open her house and stolen certain property
On the 24th September

therefrom.

the accused

preferred the

in question before her Village Magistrate. He sent it on to
the Taluk Magistrate and the Taluk Magistrate referred it to the
charge

On the 18th October

police.
a

sheet stating the

charge

referred

for sanction

the police

to prosecute
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was

case

false

and asking

After waiting until

the complainant.

another and a different case was disposed

Rea

sent to the Magistrate

of, in which Madhava

complainant and her son and brother with assault,
from the accused on the 5th

charged

the Magistrate took a statement

and on 8th November recorded

November,
s. 195

under

a proceeding

of the Code of Criminal Procedure, giving his sanction to

prosecute

her for preferring a false charge under
'

of the

s. 211

Indian Penal Code.”
The

Sessions

Government

v.

Judge

and discussed

cited

Karimdad,(l)

Empress

v. Bhawani Prasad,(3) Rdmdsdmi

v.

in his judgment

Salik Roy,(2) Empress

v. Queen-Empress,(4)

and Queen

Empress v. Ga-nga Ram.(5)

Criminal revision
orders of the

High

case

No.

242 of 1886 was referred

for the

Court under s. 438 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure by J. B. Pennington, District Magistrate of Tanjore.
The case was stated as follows :—
“ One Venkatachala Tevan, of Unjiaviduthi, in Patuko'ta taluk,

charged

Viran, of Kaliranviduthi,

January

1885 before the station-house

and six others

the

15th

ofﬁcer of Tiruvonam

on

with

having committed the offences of house-breaking and theft under
The station-house
ss. 457 and 380 of the Indian Penal Code.
ofﬁcer, after inquiry, referred the case, on the 3rd February

Magistrate of Patukota taluk

to the Second-class

(1)
(a)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

0 Cal., 496.
4

an,

182.
(5)

I.L.R.,

(2)

I.L.R.,

as false,

6 Cal., 582.

(4) I.L.R., 7 Mad., 292.
s AIL, as.

1885,
and

QUEEN

Emzfm
BB“!

5551‘

Qvaas -

Exrnass

Sam

0.
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prayed for sanction
preferred

a

complainant

for prosecuting the complainant for having
false charge.
The Magistrate, after examining the
on the 21st February

the complaint and dismissed
the Code of Criminal

s. 203

any orders

of
of
on

On the

to prosecute the complainant.

17th February 1885, Viran,

Taluk Magistrate,

the truth

it on the same date under

Procedure without passing

the request for sanction
the

1885, distrusted

one of the accused in the case before

preferred

complaint before the Sub-Divi
division charging Venkatachala

a

sional Magistrate of Patukéta
Tevan and some others with the offences of wrongful conﬁnement
and making a false charge before the station-house ofﬁcer of
Tiruvouam,
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Sub-Divisional

The

Venkataehala Tevan, and some others.

against

Magistrate inquired into the complaint, heard the

evidence of witnesses, framed a charge of wrongful conﬁnement
and of preferring a false complaint under ss. 342 and 211 of the
Indian Penal Code, and proceeded to enter upon the defence. He
then reverted to another appointment, and Mr. Shipley, Assistant

Magistrate, who took his place, threw out the case on the 15th
October 1885, on the ground that previous sanction had not been

I then

obtained under s. 195 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

obtained the record of the

ease and passed proceedings

on the 14th

November 1885, ordering further inquiry into the case for the
These proceedings were passed, of course,
reasons stated therein.
before
had seen the ruling in szcn-zE-nwress‘v. Ganga Ram.(l)

I

On the 3rd December.1885 the Second-class Magistrate of Patukota
taluk refused to sanction the prosecution, on the ground that the
original complainant had not been given an opportunity of esta
On the 29th January 1886,
blishing the charge he had preferred.
the Assistant Magistrate reported to me that the Second-class
Magistrate had refused

sanction, and, referring to the

Queen-Empress v. Ganga Ram, requested
the

Sub-Magistrate

ruling in

to be informed whether

apply to the District Magistrate to
re-opened, or whether the defendant in

should

have the original

case

the original

might be told to make the application.

case

I

I

should
thought that the case having been formally dismissed,
not be justiﬁed in ordering a further inquiry, unless it appeared
that there were some valid grounds for proceeding with the case,
and called for the entire records of the case and all connected cases
The Assistant Magistrate, perhaps
on the 6th February 1886.
(1)

I.L.R.,

8

ss.,

as.
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before the receipt of this call for the records; dismissed the case for

want of sanction on the 10th February 1886, refening to the above
ruling of the Allahabad High Court; and having already (on the
2nd and 9th February 1886) made an inquiry into the original
and

complaint

examined

Quasa
Euraass
U.
SHEXK

the

witnesses (though
complainants’
without an order from the District Magistrate under s. 437 of the
Code of the Criminal Procedure)
sanctioned the prosecution of
the original complainant and certain others.”

The Government Pleader (Mr. Sleep/lard) for the Crown cited
(besides the cases referred to in the followinng judgments) Gour
Mokun IS'z'ngk re, (1) Aslzrqﬁ' All re, (2) Chakrarlar Patti re, (3)

Abul Hasan

re, (4) Empress v. Bllau-Ymi Prasad. (5)
MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,
.—The question referred to us for deci

‘

J

sion in these cases is whether a Magistrate is at liberty to sanction

for an offence mentioned

in

s. 195'

of the Code of

Criminal Procedure without previous notice to the accused. There
for an offence is a

can be no doubt that sanctioning a prosecution

held in connection

judicial act and the proceeding
judicial

It

proceeding.

is declared

with it is

that any sanction

a

given or

refused under s. 195 may be revoked or granted by any authority
is,

to which the authority giving or refusing
appeal

it

is subordinate.

allowed from the order

therefore,

An

of the Magistrate,

pre-supposes the existence of judicial evidence on which an

opinion can be judicially formed.

_

Again, no act can be said to

judicial unless the party, to whose prejudice

is

is

is

Mondul, in re,(7)

the intention

that prosecution by

a

cation made to him, or whether

there

it

the Magistrate to see whether

is

is

of the Legislature in requiring
to enable
private party must be sanctioned
is

in Gyan

be

done,
previously
formed upon legal evidence.
As observed
udgment
Ol'nmder Roy v. Proz‘ap Chmzder Dass,(6) and Girz'd/lari
a

heard and

it

and

it

good ground for the appli

made solely for the purpose of

harassing the accused or preventing any further legal proceedings
which he may be entitled to take, and effect cannot satisfactorily
heard.

It

seems

to me, from the very nature

is

be given to that intention unless the party concerned

of the

previously

case,

that an

I.L.R.,

an,

(2) 1.1..1c,
282.

(1)

(4)

182.

I.L.R.,

on,

I.L.R., 1am,
I.L.R., 031.,

(e)
0111., 435.

7

(s)

l6 W.R., 44.
1.1.3., 80al.,

a

(1)
(a)

.5

opinion must be formed as to whether sanction should be given or
refused up'on legal evidence and after the party concerned has had

4
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in which the Magistrate
the complainant and hears the evidence and either ac

an opportunity of being heard.
examines

quits or discharges

cases

the accused, there is ground for the

tion that the conditions mentioned

conten

above are substantially oom

plied with, and though no previous notice is issued after sanction
for, sanction

is applied

cannot be said to be improperly given;

it would

even in that case,

not be inappropriate to give notice

to

the opposite party to show cause why sanction should not be given

for, and to decide after hearing any argument which
may be urged on his behalf whether sanction should be given or
as applied

refused.

But in

upon a report

complaint
before

It

in which the Magistrate dismisses the original
from the police, there is no legal evidence

cases

him upon which he is in

is irregular to substitute

his opinion.

to frame

ofﬁcer who

for that of the Magistrate, and notice must be

made the report
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a position

the opinion of the police

issued to the party concerned to show cause why his prosecution
should not be sanctioned,

if

necessary,

in

and the Magistrate should hear evidence,

support of the cause shown.

would invalidate the sanction,
position

it

to say, with reference

unless

The omission to do so

the superior

Court is in a

to the provisions of s. 537, that

has occasioned no failure of justice.

It is

said that no previous

required to be given by s. 195, but it must
that the proceeding held under that section is a

notice is expressly
be remembered

judicial

proceeding,

tended that the

if

in which it may

be presumed that

it

was

in

accused should have an opportunity to be heard

he has not already had that opportunity

in

the course of a

trial

or inquiry held before a Magistrate. The section seems to pre
suppose that sanction is given or refused with reference to the
trial or inquiry held before the Magistrate resulting in the dis
missal of the complaint.

THE CHIEF

JUSTICE.—I

concur.

PARKER, J.——I concur.
KERNAN, J.—From

the Sessions Judge’s judgment (in crimi
nal revision case No. 234) it appears :that the accused made a

complaint of false charge, against Madhava Rfm, 1st, before the
Village Magistrate—2nd, before the police—and 3rd before the
Second-class Magistrate, who referred

for report.

It

before referring it.

him that the

the complaint to the police

is not stated that he examined

case

the complainant

The police, on the 1st of October, reported
was false, and asked for sanction

to

to prosecute.
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order for sanction,

before giving

the Magistrate

Quain

a case (No. 102 of 1885), in which Madhava Rea charged
EMT!"
On the 5th of sum BIA"
the accused in this case and his son with assault.

heard

November the Magistrate took a statement from the accused (com
plainant), and on the 6th of November gave order for sanction
The accused
under s. 195 to prosecute accused for false charge.
was

The Sessions Judge held that the

to Sessions.

committed

order for sanction was void,

as the order

was made on the police

report without further inquiry and acquitted the accused.
The case came before this Court in revision. What the details
of the statement of the accused to the Magistrate made on the 5th
of November were, does not appear.
But do not doubt that the

I

Magistrate made such investigation as he thought the circumstances
required to satisfy himself whether an offence of false complaint
was committed,

and whether sanction

If he had done so, his ordermade merely on
report of the police.
the police report should be held to be illegal.
quite agree in the
principle of the decision in Government v. Karimdad, (1) and Gopal

I

Dkanuk, in re, (2) approved of in Ra'mdsémz' v. Queen-Empress.(3)
It appears to me that sanction granted by a Magistrate merely
on the report of the police

The law requires

the Magistrate to exercise his own judgment on

the facts proved before

him and decide whether

it,

which sanction sh0uld be accorded.
case and disposes

required by law.

is not the sanction

of

When

the case is one

in

Magistrate hears a
of the person

a

having heard the statement

I

be given,

would not think

it

(complainant) against whom an order for sanction may afterwards

in

necessary that

such case

any

This

the

view which

I

an order for sanction.

is

notice need be given by the Magistrate to the party before making

BRANDT,

no doubt,

understand

Das v.

cases above

a

not in conﬂict with the other
is,

is

and

it

Full Bench of Calcutta held in Krishnanund

the

Hari Bera,(4)

referred to.

conﬂict in the decisions.

I.—-There
addition to the cases cited (in criminal revision case No. 234)
by the Sessions Judge, in Abbi/akk Singb v. Khub Lall decided
by Divisional Bench of the Calcutta High Court in 1884,
was

it

In

a

(a)

1.1.3.,

I.L.B.,

0.1;, 496.

ma,

292.

(2)
(4)

Lira,

I.L.B.,

1

(1)

o

is

held that sanction to prosecute, when applied for after the termin
ation of the proceedings in which the offence
alleged tohave

1
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ought to be granted before
He did not act merely on the

car,

as.

12 081., ss.

84

Quasa
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But a
ought not to be gre nted without notice.
Bench of the same Court, in 1885, unanimously declined

been committed,

Full

Slain Bum. to follow that decision

in

reference to sanction

given by

a

Court

before which an alleged offence has been committed—Krishnanund
In Giridhari Mondul re,(2) it is observed
Das v. Hari Bera.(1)
a
fair
course
to pursue towards a prosecutor to direct
that it is not

him to be placed on his trial without ﬁrst giving him an oppor
tunity of having a judicial inquiry into the charge originally
preferred; and that the sanction was given without the exercise of
proper discretion.
The question, however, before us is not whether or not a Court
would not, in most, if not in all, cases exercise a proper discre
tion in giving a person for whose prosecution sanction is asked
an opportunity of showing cause why

whether

a

it should not

conviction or commitment

be given, but

is illegal by reason of this
'

not having been done.
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This

question should not be determined

without due consider

ation given to the fact that in some instances express provision is
made in the Code of Criminal Procedure where notice is required
(see ss. 436 (a) and 439).

But, subject

to the limitations

expressed,

I am

not unwilling

that the question should be decided upon the principles on which
and Muttusémi Ayyar, JJ., are based.

the judgments of Kernan

It

is obvious that in some

cases great

injustice might be done

if

in other cases in which the Court giving
this sanction has before it material on which a judicial determin
ation may be arrived at, it is not essential that there should be
fluther inquiry on notice given, and it appears to me that we are

notice were not given;

not precluded from deciding the point upon general principles. In
accordance with those principles, the test will be whether or not
the

Court giving or refusing the sanction had before it legal
concur with the
upon which to form a decision ;—as

I

evidence

Calcutta High Court in considering there would be in cases of the
nature under consideration in Krishnamch Das v. Hari Bem, and
on the other hand that there cannot

for

a

be said to be legal grounds

decision as to whether sanction should be accorded or refused,

where the original complaint is dismissed

upon a reference to, and

report made by, a police oﬂicer alone.

(1)

1.1.3.,

12 0.1., as.

(2)

1.1.3.,

8

on, m.
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The Court then made the following :—
ORDER :—In criminal revision cases No.

Judge

Sessions

passed an order purporting

urns
234

of 1886, the

to acquit the accused

without trial on the ground stated in Kar‘imdad’s casc.(l)
Assuming that the Court was debarred from taking cognizance
of the offence, with which the accused was charged, by reason of
no sanction having been given, or by reason of the sanction

being invalid,

s. 215,

given
that
Code, provides
a

Criminal Procedure

commitment once made under

s.

213

or

2H

by

a

competent

Magistrate can be quashed only by the High Court, and only on
a point of law (except in the case of an irregular commitment
provided for by s. 532, which does not apply here) and the

Judge should

Sessions

have referred the

commitment for the

orders of this Court on the grounds stated by him for acquitting
the accused.

The facts of this

case

as

appearing from the record

are as
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follows :—
One Basavva was committed
charged
constable

Court, Bellary,

with having preferred a false charge against a head
and others.
The original charge in which the accused

imputed to the said head
broken

to the Sessions

into her house and

decided by the Sessions

constable
stolen

Judge

and

certain

others

that

they had

property therefrom,

is

as having been made ‘before the

Village Magistrate of Harikbavi, before the inspector of police,
Kudlighi, and before the Second-class Magistrate of Kudlighi,’
When and how the charge was made to the police inspector does
; as further explained, it seems that

not appear, and is immaterial

preferred or information given to the Village
who
submitted it to the Taluk Magistrate, and the
Magistrate,
latter referred it to the police. The police submitted a referred
the

charge

was

charge sheet stating that the charge was false and suggesting that
the complainant should be prosecuted:

and sanction for her prose

cution was given, but not before the Magistrate had disposed of a
case in which the head constable was charged with assault by the
complainant and her son and brother, and in which, after trial,
the accused were acquitted, and after a further statement had
been taken from the woman Basavva.

In

these circumstances

sanction given for the prosecution of Basavva was not illegal.
(1)

I.L.R.,

a

Car,

496.

the

Em?!”

5”“

33"“

QUIIX

Exams

Sin:

0.
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The order of acquittal by the Sessions Judge must be set aside,
the length of time which has elapsed since that

Lat considering

Biz/nu. order

was made, and seeing

that other

proceedings

may in the

meanwhile have been taken, we think we should not direct a retrial.
In criminal revision case No. 226 of 1886, the order of the
District Magistrate refusing to sanction the prosecution is in ac
cordance with the principles held by us to be applicable, and no
is called for.

interference

In criminal revision

case

No. 242 of 1886, the

Second-class

Magistrate dismissed the charge against Viran of house-breaking,
Viran com
but did not grant sanction to prosecute complainant.
plained to

a

Sub-Divisional

Magistrate

the former com

against
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plainant charging him with the offences of wrongful conﬁnement
and making a false charge, and that Magistrate framed a charge
against Viran for having made a false charge, without sanction.
The Magistrate was removed and a succeeding Magistrate dis
missed the charge against

Viran for want of

The District
full inquiry by the

sanction.

Magistrate ordered on the 14th November 1885

Assistant Magistrate, but subsequently saw reason to think he ought
not to have ordered the inquiry, and for the reasons he gives he was
right.

In January

1886 the Assistant Magistrate reported to the

District Magistrate that the Second-class
sanction.

While

the

District

Magistrate had refused

Magistrate was

considering

matter, the Assistant Magistrate dismissed the case against

the

Viran

for having made a false charge, on the ground that no sanction
had been given, but he inquired into the original case without any
orders from the District Magistrate under s. 437, and having
examined

complainant’s witnesses

sanctioned

the prosecution

of

It is quite clear that the direction of the District
Magistrate for further inquiry was, for the reasons he gives,

the complainant.

illegal.
his order

Therefore the inquiry of the Assistant Magistrate and
for sanction were without authority and illegal. No

other sanction had been given and the sanction granted by the
order of the Assistant Magistrate of the 10th of February 1886
must be set aside.
We do not think we should make further
order in the matter.
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PRIVY COUNCIL.
PETTACHI CHETTIAR

AND OTHERS

(anrrrs),

12;,

——
March-8,
9, and 10.

and

BANGILI VIRA PANDIA CHINNATAMBIAR
[On appeal from
Civil Procedure

of

Code,

Act

an undivided family

was an impartible
consisting only

VIII

High Court at Madras]

of 1859, s. 264—Ezecution of decree against a member
interest in the family estate, which

by sale of his personal

tamiudért;

of the

the

(DEFENDANT).*

such interest,

by reason of his death before the sale,

rents and proﬁts then uncallected.

On a sale of the right, title, and interest in an impartible zamindziri in execution
oi decrees against the zamindér, the head of an undivided family, the question was
whether (a) only his own personal interest, or (b) the whole title to the zamindéri,
The procla
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including the interest of a son and successor, passed to the purchaser.

mation of sale purported to relate to (a) only; and between the dates of proclamation
and the auction sale the zamindér died.
On the argument that, this having given rise to an ambiguity, the Court must
be understood to have sold

all that it could sell, and that under the cirumstances it

could sell, and was bound to sell, (b) ; because, the debts, the subject of the decrees
under execution, not having been incurred by the late zamindér for any immoral
purpose, the entire zamindtm'

formed assets for their payment in the hands

of

his son :
Held, that the question of what the Court could, or should, have sold had not

All

arisen.

that required decision was what the Court had sold.

put up for sale, then that interest only could have been purchased.
having concurred in ﬁnding that (a) only was sold,
agreed, only that interest passed to the purchaser.

APPEAL
afﬁrming

from
a.

a.

decree (17th

January

decree (18th March

1880)

It

(a) only was

Two Courts

in which also their Lordships

1882) of the

of the

High Court,
District Judge of

Tinnevelly.
The question on this appeal related to a sale of the right, title,
and interest in an impartible zamindéri in execution of decrees
against the late zamindér, deceased at the time of the sale. The
late zamindér was the head of an undivided family, and the
question was whether the interest, sold as his, and acquired by
the purchaser at the sale, consisted only of his personal interest, or
included the interest of his son, and successor in the zaminddri, as
forming part of the right, title, and interest sold. If only the life
*

Present

.' Lord WAT-soy,

Lord FITZGERALD,

and Sir

Baa.sz Pascocx.
35

'
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Pérncm
v.

CHINNA

rausua.

interest

was sold,
uncollected

proﬁts

it

[VOL X.

was no more than the right to the rents and

and

due

amounting to Rs. 39,000

;

at the

of the late zamindér,

death

and this was all that the Courts below

held to have passed by the sale.
The suit giving rise to this appeal was brought by twelve
plaintiffs, who held decrees against the late zamindér, to obtain
possession of the Sivagiri

zamindari, consisting of twenty-three

villages in the Tinnevelly

district.

The zamindari having been
attached in the lifetime of the father, the sale in execution took

place after his death,

and after the son had obtained

possession.

The price paid by Subramania Moodelly, the purchaser, was Rs.
He was in the employment of one of the decree-holders,
12,600.
and to them he immediately transferred his purchase.

ﬁrst sanad-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar,

the

his daughter,

Viramamlal

On her death in 1835 she was succeeded

Nachiar, succeeded him.

by the elder of her two sons, Varaguna Rama Pandia Chinnatam
biar, referred to in this report as the late zamindar, whose trans
gave rise to this litigation.

actions

He

contracted

many debts;

and decrees were passed against him, both for money,
of parts of the zamindéri.

and upon

hypothecations

In

1871 the whole

receiver

by

estate was attached

was appointed.

This

continued

till

a

creditor, and a

1874, and

the cre

ditors, having issued their attachments, received rateable distri
bution to about 34 per cent. of their debts. In 1872, the present
respondent, as son, obtained a declaratory decree that the life
estate

of his father was

alone

affected

by the incumbrances.
who set up that the

Pending an appeal, however, by the creditors,
it,

zamindari was not ancestral estate of such a character that the son
the late zamindar died, on the 20th
took a vested interest in
September

1873.

The above declaration

being then no longer

necessary, the suit for the declaratory decree was dismissed

(25th

November 1873).
Application for sale of the zamindari had in the mean time been
made

(18th

November 1872), the present respondent objecting;

proclamation of sale was issued, relating only to the right,
title, and interest of the late zamindér during his life. It stated
and

a
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The zamindéri of Sivagiri was an impartible zamindari formed
out of an ancient hereditary polliem at the permanent settlement.
On the death in 1819 cf the zamindar, who in 1802 had received

that he was then in his ﬁfty-ﬁfth

year.

Before the sale took
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The present respondent,

place he died, as above mentioned.

his son and successor, then obtained

as

an order that the zamindéri

be made over to him, stating also that he was not entitled to the
rents due at the death of the late zamindar.

On the application of two decree-holders for a sale of the pro
perty attached, the Court (19th December 1873) again ordered
issue of proclamation for the sale of the right, title, and interest
the late zamindar.

It

of

was notiﬁed that the zamindéri of Sivagiri,

the estate of the late zamlndar, would be sold, and that the sale
would extend “only to the right, title, and interest of the said
deceased defendant,

On the

5th

in

the estate.”

February

1874

the respondent

ﬁled
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petition
against the sale, stating that he was in possession, and that the
estate was not answerable for his father’s debts.
This petition
was dismissed, and the sale took place on 25th February follow
a

ing, the zamindéri being said to be subject to other incumbrances,
amounting to Rs. 1,40,000.
The sale-certiﬁcate (18th April 1874) was as follows: “ We do
hereby declare that in the public auction held before the Court on
the 25th February 1874 for the amounts, &c., of the decrees in the
Subramania Moodelly purchased for Rs. 12,600 the
title,
and
interest of the judgment-debtor, the said defen
right,
dant, deceased, in the properties hereunder mentioned.” Then
followed particulars of the twenty-three vanithamas making up'
said

suits,

the entire zamindari,

and a note

“The hills in

the said villages

also are included in the sale of the said villages.”

The present respondent on the 24th April 1874 petitioned that
all proceedings taken in execution of the decrees without giving
notices to him, should be cancelled ; but this was rejected, on the
ground that the execution was not against the petitioner as the
legal representative of the deceased, but against such right, title,
and interest

as the late

zamindar had in the estate.

The auction purchaser having applied (4th September 1874) for
delivery of possession of the estate purchased by him, a warrant
for delivery by proclamation was issued under s. 264 of the

VIII

of 1859).
He having also
of Civil Procedure (Act
issued notices to the karnam and raiyats that rents should be paid
to him, the respondent instituted a suit against him for an injunc
Code

tion to restrain him from interfering with the estate

as

he had

Pan-scar
U.

CHINNL
TAMBLAB.
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Par-mom

only acquired the right to the rents due down to the death of the

Curmu

late zamindar.

TAILBIAE.

(having bought the purchaser’s rights for Its.
Of these
13,600) were then made defendants in the above suit.
four were so made, on their own petition of 13th April 1875.
The appellants

But

as he was

the respondent,

to be entitled to a declaratory
decree-holders,

in

possession, was considered

decree.

whose decrees had

not

Meanwhile some of the

proceeded upon hypothecation

of parts of the zamindari, contested orders

made by the Court

In the

refusing to declare the sale subject to their liens.

course

of the litigation that took place in reference to these last matters,
the High Court in Muttajan C/zeﬂi v. Sang/iii Vz'ra Paradia Chin
natam-bia-rﬂ) decided that the zamindari was not, as the creditors
had attempted to make out that it was, the “ self-acquired ” pro
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perty of the late zamindar in consequence of its having been
inherited through a maternal ancestor: a decision which on this
point was supported by the Judicial Committee (which, however,
would not express any opinion about the rights of a son upon birth

in property

so

inherited), holding that the property, at all events,

was liable to be attached and sold for the father’s debt.(2)
The creditors now sued (3rd November 1877) for possession of
the zamindéri, and for mesne proﬁts from November 1874, making
title through the purchaser.
The plaint,l among other things,
.alleged that the late zamindar having succeeded to the inheritance
son, had

as a daughter’s

full

power to dispose of the estate.

The

defence was that the defendant

held the zamindari by hereditary
property, and that the purchaser acquired only
the arrears of rent due at the death of the late zamindar.

right

as ancestral

The District Judge dismissed the suit, being of opinion that
the auction sale only conferred a right to the rent in arrear at the
date of the death of the late zamindar.
On 31st January 1879

the High Court reversed that decree, remanding the suit for
The result was another judgment to the same effect
decision.
upon issues, for the settling of which the remand

had been made;
and the principal of these related to the nature of the right, title,
and interest acquired under the sale-certiﬁcate.

An
bench

appeal to the

(Turner, C.J.,
(1)

I.L.R.,

3

ma,

High Court
and Muttusami

370.

was dismissed

by

Ayyar, J.). On

a

divisional

the incidental

(2) I.L.R., 6 Mali, 1 ; L.R., 9 I.A., 128,
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question, relating to the descent of the zamindari from Viramam

Phantom

lal’s father, the Judges observed that until the effect of the descent
of an estate from a maternal grandfather, as distinct from its

Canvas
mnwraa .

descent

in

in another

male line, had been recently decided

the

suit connected with the same estate, it was regarded as a contro
verted point whether a son’s right, acquired upon birth, extended
to such property

They would dispose of the case in reference to the main
Their judgment continued as follows :—

subject.
.

but that it was not necessary to enter upon the

;

question.

is,

“ The main
as the Judge has rightly apprehended,
question
what was the nature of the right of the judgment-debtor of which

no doubt

pertinent to the

determination of that issue to consider what interest

But

the Court

where the orders of the Court afford

it

is

has actually

since the

sold,

was the intention of the Court to sell.

If

a

orders of the Court

is

it

would not be entitled to take advantage of the circum
larger interest than
apparent from the

stance and claim

it

purchaser

larger interest than
a

sold

have

a

it

sufﬁciently clear indication of the nature of the interest the Court
intends to sell,
immaterial that the Court was competent to

decree-holder

is

Court directs the sale of an interest less than that of which the
entitled to demand

appeal by the decree-holder

“ Assuming

the sale, the remedy lies in an

before the sale takes place.

then for our present

it

purpose that the Court
executing the decrees was competent to order the sale of the
zamindar'l so as to bind the interest of the respondent,
must be

whether the entire estate was in fact sold or no more
than the right alleged by the respondent.
We allow that the
determined

the

cannot be affected by the report made by the

High Court

subsequently

to the sale, and that

it

appellants

Judge

to

Would

be

from the action of those of the
who held mortgages.
The inadequacy of price too
circumstance not unimportant in determining whether the
bidders were aware of the character of the rights offered for sale.

unsafe

to deduce any inference

a

decree-holders

is

It may

well be,

on the part of the appellants,
of claims of incumbrancers
would havc
the entire zamindari had been
greatly affected the prices bid,
offered for sale. Tomascertain what was sold, we must look to the
as has been suggested

that the apprehension

if
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was competent to sell.

a

is

is

of decree respecting the attachment and

ambiguous,

it

orders passed in execution
sale of property

Where the language of the

and effected.

the sale was ordered

v.
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which preceded and resulted in the sale, and of which
intending purchasers were bound to inform themselves.”
proceedings

The judgment then referred to the proceedings, of which the
principal are mentioned above, and continued thus :—
- “
These references to the death of the judgment-debtor and the
restriction of the sale to the right of the deceased only point to an
estate distinct from the interests of which the living zamindér was
then in possession.
“ It is to be noticed that at the time
the order for the second
sale was obtained, no steps had been taken to make

a representa

tive of the deceased judgment-debtor a party to the proceedings
in any of the suits under execution, and the earliest orders passed
for this purpose, which have been put in evidence, are the orders
of the 19th January unserved before the 1st February, whereby
the respondent

was not, as the Code

requires,

called

on to show
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cause, but informed he had been admitted as representative

judgment-debtor.
“ The

respondent at once took exception

of the

to the terms of the sale

proclamation, which was certainly ambiguous and inappropriate if
Judge intended to sell no more than he had declared available

the

for sale.

advantage was not taken of the occasion

Unfortunately,

to correct the notiﬁcation.

“The grounds of the objection
Judge on dismissing the application

were not disallowed,
gave as his

but the

reason that the

right, title, and interest of the judgment-debtor was attached, was
still under attachment, and would be sold.
Construing this decla
ration in the light of his previous orders, it is plain he considered
the right, title, and interest of the judgment-debtor was the right,
title, and interest which alone the Judge believed the judgment
debtor possessed, and which was deﬁned in the ﬁrst proclamation.
The receiver’s

accounts

were made up, and before

purchasers had the means of knowing the amount
and approximately the amount

of arrears.

duced no evidence to show what took

of the witnesses for the appellants,
sworn that he heard
interest

it given

the

sale the

undistributed,

The respondent

pro

place at the sale, but one

himself a decree-holder,

had

out at the time of the sale that the

of the late zamindér alone was sold, and that he heard

it stated the proﬁt due to the
What took place subsequently
on the main issue.

late zamindar was alone being sold.
to the sale has no material bearing

The appellants,

it is

true,

obtained

an order
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for the delivery of possession of land in the possession of raiyats.
It may be that this order was considered not inappropriate, seeing
that there were rents outstanding due to the interest sold—the
estate of the deceased judgment-debtor—and

it is

noticeable

the application for such an order as would be made

that

when the

judgmentpdebtor or his representative is himself in possession, was
not persisted in. We are unable to say that the Judge was in
error in ﬁnding that all that was offered for sale and bought was
the arrears of rent due up to the date of the decease of the third
”
zamindar.
The plaintiffs appealed.

Mr.

J.

D.

Mayne, and

Mr. H. H.

Shepherd, for the appellants,
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argued that the decree-holders were entitled under the purchase by
their assignor at the auction-sale to the whole estate, including the
interest of the respondent.
If when the proclamation of sale, dated
26th April 1873, was made, the Court held the erroneous opinion

that the impending sale would not affect the interest of the zamin
dér’s successor, the intention of the creditors was to sell all that
they could attach during the zamindar’s life ; and it was the law
that the sale of the son’s interest, as well as that of the indebted
father, was authorized
Inasmuch

in order to satisfy the debts of the latter.

as the debts, the subject

of the decrees under execution

had not been incurred for any immoral purpose, the entire estate
was, in the hands of the son of the late zamindar, assets for their
The entire estate was, in fact, attached, and in offering
discharge.
for sale the right, title, and interest of the late zamindér, the Court
offered what was legally available

for sale; and it was bound to

sell every interest which was capable of being sold, to satisfy the

The amount of interest which passed by the sale could
not be affected by any error on the part of the Judge as to the
creditors.

Moreover, the wording of the second
proclamation was consistent with the sale of every interest which
could be disposed of in satisfaction of the judgment-debts. The

legal result of that sale.

legal operation of an execution sale so conducted did not depend
upon the view taken of it by the Court, which view moreover was
not shared by those who really brought the zamindari to sale,
viz., the creditors whose rights rested upon the law as declared in
Girdhane

Lall

v. Kantoo
(1) 1.11.,

Lall.(1)
II.A.,

321; 14 B.L.R.,

187.

Pinscm
v.

Camus

nusma.
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I

(Loan Warsox.—-The questions were—What did the Court
intend to sell; and what did the purchaser understand that he
bought

If

F)

the only questions,

these were

from

they were inseparable

a prior one, viz., what estate had the Court the power to sell, and

what was it bound

to sell?

The purchaser could not be preju
diced by any mistake on the part of the Court as to what interest

it could

sell, when the language of the proceedings

comprise all that

it

was sufﬁcient

Reference was made to Suraj Bunsz' Koer v. Slzeopersad

.Piiam

Sing}:

to

was empowered to sell.

Singk,(l)

v. Ujagar Singk,(2) Muttayan Chettiar v. Sangz'li Vira

Pandia Chennatambz'ar.(3)
Besides

the above reasons,

it was suggested

that the entire

estate in the zamindari passed at the sale, because the son had
not obtained an interest at his birth, on account of the zamindéri
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not having descended from
father, to the late

a

line of fathers, but from a mother’s

As

zamindar.

it

this, however,

to

was

observed that there having been a brother of the late zamindar,
was not only the

in regard

question

interest

of

a

son that might be brought

it
in

also that of another

to what was sold, but

member of the family.

J.

Mr.
pondent,

Graham, Q.C., and Mr. G.

P.

Joknstone,

for the res

were not called upon.

Their Lordships’ judgment was delivered by
SIR. BARNES Famous—This
is an appeal from

a decision

of

High Court at Madras afﬁrming the decision of the Lower
That issue was—“ What
Court upon the ﬁrst issue in the suit.
the

is the nature of the right, title, and interest acquired under the
”
sale-certiﬁcate issued by this Court to the purchaser P
The ﬁrst Court, after considering all the facts and the evidence
in the case, came to the conclusion that all that was offered for
sale, and all that

under the sale, was the interest

was purchased

which the father of the defendant had at the time of his death.
The High Court stated the facts very fully, they considered
them very maturely, and they reviewed them very carefully

;

and

they came to the conclusion that the decision of the Judge of the
ﬁrst Court was correct.

(1)

(3)

I.L.R.,

I.L.R.,

5 Cal., 149;

L.R.,

e

I.A.,

3 Math, 371 ; and on appeal

to

ss.

(2)

P.C., I.L.R.,

I.L.R.,
6

11511., 651.

Mad.,l L.R.,

9

I.A.,128.
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ﬁndings of the Courts. It may
be said that they were not upon a mere question of fact, but on a
As regards the fact, both Courts
question of mixed law and fact.
There Were two concurrent

that what was offered for sale, and what

came to the conclusion

was intended by the purchaser

to be purchased,

was the

right

and interest which the father had at the time of his death.

There is no doubt
the attachment
expressly

made,

that when the execution

in

was issued,

the time of the father,

and

the proclamation

stated that all that was to be sold was the life-interest

At

of the father.

page 220 of the Record

it will

be found that a

petition was put in by the creditor in one of the suits, praying that
that notiﬁcation might be altered.
He said: “
pray therefore
that in conformity with the above sections of Civil Procedure Code,

I

advertisement
may be made the expunging the words
”
Those words having been put into the
during his lifetime.’
proclamation that nothing was to be sold except the interest which

a fresh
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‘

the father had in his lifetime, one of the creditors asked to have

But the Court made this order (page
expunged.
“ The advertisement is that the right, title, and interest of

those words
221)

:

the said defendant in the estate during the term of his life be sold,
the judgment having distinctly declared that only such is liable
for this decree debt.

At that

time,

in

This prayer

cannot therefore

the father’s lifetime,

it

be granted.”

was expressly

decided by

the Judge that what was intended by the decree to be sold, and
what could be sold under the decree, was only the interest of the

The sale was postponed at the instance
of the creditors, in consequence of the father’s illness. They said:
“ As the estate is to be sold only for the father’s interest during

father during his lifetime.

his lifetime, the sale will not fetch

it would if

he were

in

a

during his illness as
better state of health,” and therefore
so much

they asked to have the sale postponed

in

consequence of the illness

If it had taken place
The sale was postponed.
during the lifetime of the father, the purchaser would have obtained
all that the father was entitled to during his life, and that only,
of the father.

and he would have been entitled to possession of the estate during
the father’s lifetime, and to receive the rents which were then in
arrear.

The father died.

No

fresh attachment

was to take place after the father’s

death upon

which had been made during his lifetime.
-

The sale

was made.

the attachment,

The proclamation
36

Pin-scar
0.

Oma
TUIBIMI.
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that the property was to be sold only for the interest
of the father ; but after the father’s death, as it appears, the Court
stated

allowed the son, notwithstanding the attachment (because it was
only for the life-interest of the father) to take possession of the
estate, stating that all that was to be sold was the life-interest of
the father, viz., not then the right to the possession of the estate,

but the right to receive the rents in arrear.
The property was put up for sale, and it is said that the pro
clamation was ambiguous, that it did not state that the sale was
merely for the life-interest 0f the father, but that it was a sale
of only the interest of the father.
And it is contended on behalf
of the appellants that by the change of the terms the purchasers
thought that they purchased

necessarily

But, even

if

in the

the whole interest

proclamation was ambiguous, the
purchasers, if they had made the ordinary inquiry which they
ought to have made, would have discovered that all that was
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estate.

the fresh

intended in the ﬁrst proclamation was the life-interest

of the

father in the property which had been attached, and that the same
interest was intended to be sold under the second proclamation.
The purchaser purchased

for

a

small sum, about

but he had not the money to pay.

He

subsequently

-

Rs. 12,000,

He paid merely

conveyed to the creditors

be no doubt, in their Lordships’ minds,

themselves.

a deposit.

There can

that when he purchased

he was purchasing benamee for those creditors, and although they

might have
because,

purchased

if they

in their own

names, they did not do so,

had done so, they would have purchased

having

themselves the knowledge of all that had previously taken place.

allowed the property to be purchased in the name
clerk of one of the execution creditors in order that it might

They therefore
of

a

appear that it was purchased by a man who had no notice of what
had taken place previously.

It

is unnecessary to go into the question

whether

the estate

came from the paternal ancestors, or, in other words, whether
ancestral estate or not.
endeavoured

argument,

The learned counsel, in
to show that a difference

a

it

was

very ingenious
existed

in

con

sequence of its being an estate which came from the maternal and
not from the paternal grandfather, and consequently that it was
not ancestral estate. But that makes no difference in the present
case.

If

the whole estate could-have been put up for sale

not put up.

It

it

was

is not a question of what the Court could have done,
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or what they ought to have done, but they did, what was put up
for sale, and what was purchased.
If what was put for sale was
merely the estate which the father had in his lifetime, then what
the purchaser purchased was only-that interest.
The High Court having carefully reviewed the whole of the

PETTACHI

CH;ij

“mm”

evidence, and the whole of the documents, came to the conclusion

that the ﬁrst Court was right in ﬁnding that all that was intended
to be sold, and all that was sold was the life-interest of the father,
and not the whole interest in the zamindari.

Their Lordships entirely agree with the conclusion at which
High Court has arrived, and they will therefore humbly advise
Her Majesty to aﬂirm the decree of the High Court, and the
the

appellant must pay the

costs

of the appeal.
'

Appeal dismissed.
Burton, Yeales, Hart, and

Solicitors for the appellants—Messrs.
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Burton.’
Solicitors for the respondent—Messrs.
and Laiqford.

Lawford,

Waterhouse,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J. H.

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice, and

Mr. Justice Parker.
SUBBAYYA

(PLAINTIFF),
,

,

SURAYYA

AND ornnns

Hindu Law—Ser-acquircd

APPELLANT,

1386,

July

21.
1887
M amh '22.

and

(Damms),

REsPoNDEN'rs.*

immovable property—Nuneupatire will—Disinlm'isou

of an undivided son.
Under Hindﬁ law, a father has power by a nuncupative will to dispose of self
acquired immovable property as he pleases and to the complete

disinheriting

of an

undivided son.
a Hindii, took up some abandoned waste land and brought it into cultivation:
Held, that the true test as to whether the land is his self-acquired property or

A,

not, is whether it was brought under cultivation by family or self-acquired funds,
and the onus probandi

lies upon those who alleged the latter.

APPEAL against the decree of T. Ramasami Ayyangar, Subordi
nate Judge of Cocanada, in Appeal Suit No. 87 of 1884, conﬁrm
“ Second Appeal No. 703 of 1885.
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A. F. Elliot, District Mfmsif of

Susan-n

ing the decree of

Shayp

Original Suit No. 188 of 1883.

This was

[VOL X.
Cocanada,

in

a suit for a declaration of the plaintiff’s title to certain

land, and, to set aside a lease, by which part of it was demised for
three years to plaintiff by defendant No. 3. Defendants Nos. 1
and 2 were the sons of one Chowdry, deceased, and defendant

No.

The land in question was found to have been
the self-acquired property of Chowdry, being waste land brought

3 was his widow.

under cultivation by self-acquired funds, and the evidence showed
that the day before his death he told defendant No. 1 that he
should divide the land with defendant No. 3 in equal portions.
The land was divided shortly afterwards,
to be set aside, part of

for three years.

plaintiff

inherited, objected
subsequently

was demised by defendant

Defendant N0.

to the plaintiff’s

2, who

taking

No.

3 to

the

been dis

had

possession,

executed a sale-deed to the plaintiff

the land, under which the plaintiff

but he

of the whole of

now sought to have his title

declared.

This suit

was

dismissed

in

both

the

Lower Courts, and

the

plaintiff appealed.
Mr. Norton for appellant argued that the father of defendant
N0. 2 had no right to dispose of the whole of the family property,

if it were his self-acquisition, without making any provision
for his son, and that a mere expression of intention on the part of

even

Chowdry to divide the property between defendants Nos.
could not deprive defendant N o. 2 of his rights over it.

Mr. JIM/tell for

1

and 3

respondents.

it

J

.).

The further arguments adduced on this Second Appeal appear
suﬂioiently for the purpose of this report from the order of the
Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,
“ ORDER—The
plaint land appears to have been taken up by
was waste, and
Chowdry at the request of the Tahsildar when

it

is

had been abandoned by other cultivators.
that fact alone that

We

cannot

infer from

necessarily to be regarded as self-acquired

The ordinary presumption
would be that Chowdry
under culti
for
the
of
his
and
beneﬁt
family
brought
acquired
vation by the aid of family funds, in the absence of evidence that he
The
had self-acquired funds which be utilized for that purpose.

it

property.

it
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and by the lease sought

District Munsif says that Chowdry acquired the land without the
use of any patrimony, and he might have said, without the expen
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diture of any funds at all, since the land was taken up from the
Revenue authorities when it was waste.
The true test is whether

it

was brought under cultivation by family or self-acquired funds,
and the ouus probandi lies upon those who alleged the latter. The
Subordinate Judge has clearly put the issue upon the wrong side.
“ We must ask the Subordinate
Judge to re-try this issue upon

the evidence on record and upon any further evidence which the
parties may adduce and in the event of his again ﬁnding that the
land was the self-acquired property of Chowdry he will proceed to
try the further issue whether according to Hindu law a father has
power

by

nuncupative will to dispose of self-acquired immov
disinheriting of

a

able property as he pleases and to the complete
an undivided son.

“ We are
clearly of opinion that the evidence as to what took
place the day before Chowdry died—if it is true—would establish
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a bequest to take effect after the death of the testator

and not a

gift, inter vices.”
The Subordinate Judge having found the above issues in the
the Court delivered the following

afﬁrmative,

JUDGMENT

:—We

must accept the ﬁnding of the Lower Court

self-acquisition of Chowdry, and we have
already expressed our opinion that the evidence of what took place
the day before Chowdry’s death would establish a bequest to take
that the land is the

effect after the death of the testator and not a gift, inter time.

The power of a Hindu governed by the law of the Mitéksharé.
disposition is unquestioned, as also his
to make a testamentary
power

make

to

Pachc/ze,(l)

it by nuncupative will—

Vallz'ndyagam

Pillai

Crim'z'dsummal v. Vijdyammdl,(2) Baboo Beer

Sakee v. Maharajah Rajender 1301‘de Sa/zee.(3)

v.

Pcrlab

The only contested

his power to make such a testamentary disposition
to the complete disinheriting of any one of his male descendants.
We can see no reason to differ from the view expressed by the
question

is

as to

late Chief Justice of this Court in Pormappa Pilla'i v.
ga'r,(4) that the power of the father to deal with

Pzgppuvdg/g/an

self-acquired

immovable property at his pleasure is unfettered by legal obliga
tion, though the exercise of the power to the extent of depriving
his family of the means of support would still be considered as
u) 1M.H.C.R.,
(a) 12 M.I.A., 1.

326.

(2) 2
(4)

M.H.C.R., 37.
4 Mad, p.

I.L.R.,

42.

Susan“
0.

SﬁRAYYA.

Susanrs
l?

Sﬁasrn.
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contravening

in by our

a

moral duty.

learned colleague

were concurred

These observations

Muttusarni Ayyar,

J.

The same rule was followed in Baba v. Timmaﬂ) as far as self
acquired property was concerned ; and the Allahabad High Court

in

similar to the present, Sital v. Madbo,(2)

a case precisely

which

was also a case under Mitakshara law, has taken the same view as
to the validity of an exclusive

It

gift

to one son of self-acquired pro

is admitted that in Bengal

father has such powers.
It is urged that the Privy Council in Lakskma-n Dada- Naik
v. Ramo/zamlra Dada Nail-(3) have thrown out doubts upon the

perty.

a

former Madras rulings, but that decision was anterior to the Full
Bench case—Ponnappa Pillai v. Pappuvdyyangdr, and the doubts
expressed were as regards ancestral and not self-acquired property.

We may refer

distinction between ancestral and self-acquired

gz'ri case(4) on the

property. But in Chapter 1, s. V, 01. 9, the author of the
Mitékshara says: “The grandson has a right of prohibition, if his
unseparated father is making a donation or sale of effects inherited
from the grandfather, but he has no right of interference
effects were acquired by the

father.

is dependan

7,

if

the

On the contrary, he must
In clause 10 he states:

acquiesce,

because he

dependant

on his father in regard to the paternal estate, and since

.

“ Consequently the difference is this;
although he have a right by
birth in his father’s and his grandfather’s property, still he is
the father has a predominant interest as it was acquired by himself,
the son must acquiesce

in

the father’s disposal of his own acquired
a right in the
of interdiction
the

but since both have indiscriminately

grandfather’s estate, the son has a power

(if

property;

but co-ordinate,

and

is

not subordinate

it

is

father he dissipating it).” According to Vignyanésvara Yogi, the
author of the Mitékshara, the son’s ownership in ancestral estate
dependent only when the

father himself acquires the property.

That

varied by the Privy Council
Vim Pandia Ohinnatambiarﬁ) on the

decision was subsequently

Muttayan Chetti v. Sangz'h'
ground that the Coru't should have followed the rule laid down
in Girdharee Lall v. Kantoo Lall, (6) and that the whole interest

(a)
(a)

L.R.,
L.R.,

ma,

357.

I.A.,181.

I.A.,

128.

(z)
(4)
(e)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,
L.R.,

1

I.L.R.,

an,

394.

ma, 310.
LA, 321.

a

(1)

had taken by heritage from

1

the zamindari, which defendant
7

in

9 1
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by descent for the payment of his

Seansrva

does not detract from the weight

Sﬁaarn.

That, however,

of the remarks distinguishing between the son’s rights in ancestral

a.

and paternal self- acquired property.

On these grounds, we are of opinion that the ﬁnding of the
Subordinate Judge was correct, and we dismiss this Second Appeal
with costs.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Sir Arthur

Before

J.

H.

Collins,

Kermm, and

KL, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice

Mr. Justice Brandt.

QUEEN-EMPRESS

1887.

February 22.
March 18.
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against

KOTAY YA

AND ANOTHER.“

Penal Code, as. 22, 378, 379—Theft—Hovable property.

A dug up and immediately carried away, without any authority or right, several
cart-loads of earth, part of unassesscd lands of a village:
A

Held, that

was not guilty of theft.

a case referred for the orders of the High Court, under
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, by W. R. Weld, Acting
District Magistrate of Kistna.

THIS was
s. 438

The

case was stated as

“The

follows :—

two accused in this case have been convicted

of theft
of
the
Indian
Penal
Code
for
punishable under
taking some
cart-loads of earth from a piece of poramboke land.”
s. 3'19

The accused did not appear.
The Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for the Crown.
The arguments adduced in the support of the conviction appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the udgment.
The Court (Collins, C.J., and Brandt, J.) being equally divided

in opinion

recorded

the

following opinions,

under

s.

429 of the

Code of Criminal Procedure :—
COLLINS,

under

s. 379,

C.J.—-The

defendants

Indian Penal

‘ Criminal

haVe been convicted

Code, and ﬁned 5 rupees each.

Revision Case No. 340 of 1886.

of theft

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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The facts are

Quasa

Enranss
0.

Konrn.

as

[VOL X.

follows :—

On the outskirts of the village of Amaravaram there is some
unasscssed waste land.
The defendants removed a portion of this
land and carted away some cart-loads
enacts—Whoever

of the earth.

Section 378

dishonestly any movable
property out of the possession of any person without that person’s
consent, moves that property in order to such taking, is said to
commit theft.
that section says,
thing so long
Explanation 1
take

theft

as soon as

Section

it

of theft; but
is

subject

a

attached to the earth not being movable property

it

it
is

as

becomes capable

not the

of being the subject of

severed from the earth.

Indian Penal

22,

is

to

‘to

intending

Code, deﬁnes movable

property

as

is

intended to include corporeal property of every description except
land and things attached to the earth or permanently fastened to
attached to the earth.
anything which

I

Gkantayaﬂ)
is
a

undoubtedly good law, but
very different one from this.
is

v. Tamma

The Queen

not of stealing any “thing”
but the earth or land itself. The ease of

were convicted

the point there decided

am of opinion that the charge of theft cannot

be sustained

and that the conviction must be reversed and the ﬁne returned to
the defendants.
.—The accused dug out and removed some cart-loads

accused had no right to take the soil,

took

and

;

piece of waste land belonging to Government

it
is

a

J

BRANDT,

of soil from

it

the

found that they

dishonestly, for their own private use, for gain to

them

selves by unlawful means, they not being entitled to the property
taken.

The rule that by Common Law larceny cannot be committed

5

of things which savour of the realty and are part of the freehold,
does not apply in respect of theft as deﬁned by the Indian Penal
M.H.C.R. App.
Code; see Explanations to s. 378; (see also

I

XXXVI)
contained

also accept the exposition

in The

Queen

of the law on this subject
that the rule as to

v. Tamnm Gkanta-yatl)

(1)

I.L.R.,

4

I

things immovable becoming movable by severance, applies in the
“ stones quarried, minerals, iron or salt collected, as well
case of
as to timber which has grown or ediﬁces which have been ra'used
” and
am unable to draw any distinction between
on the land
;
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soil or earth

and gravel,

excavated

and

reduced into possession after severance from the land or earth

which it was embedded

or to which

Nor is it material,

attached.’

it

as

it

in

was before ‘permanently

seems to me, that there was

no interval between the severing and the taking.
” is deﬁned in s. 22, Indian Penal
“ Movable
Code,
property
“
as including
corporeal property of every description except land
and things attached to the earth or permanently fastened to any
thing attached to the earth,” but under the Explanation to s.
378, the very things which so long as they are attached to the
earth are not the subject of theft, become so by severance.
Soil before it is removed from the earth or land of which is a
’

‘
part, might be described as land ; but the theft is not of ‘land
but of soil or earth severed from the land, and am not prepared

’

I

to hold that the conviction is bad in law.

Stating the proposition

conversely,
under the Code, theft may be committed
in respect of soil removed from land in which before severance it

or to which it was

was embedded

I would refuse
This

of the

case,

Code

delivered

‘

And

permanently attached.’

to interfere in revision.

with the above opinions, was laid under section 439
of Criminal

Procedure before

J .,

Kernan,

who

the following

JUDGMENT

accused dug up and immediately

:—-The

carried

away, without any authority or right, several cart-loads of earth,

part of unassessed lands of a village. He was convicted
s. 378 and sentenced under s. 379, Indian Penal Code.

under

the facts do not bring the offence within s. 378,

Indian

I think

Penal Code, inasmuch

“
movable
property taken was not
Section 22 of the
22 and 378 of the Code.
as the

property” within ss.
“ the words
Code states

‘

movable property

’

are intended to include

property of every description, except land and things
attached to the earth or permanently fastened to any thing which
is attached to the land.”
corporeal

Section

378 provides

is theft.

that dishonest taking of movable property
378 states that a thing which
1 to s.

Explanation
is attached to the earth not being movable property, is not the
subject of theft, but is capable of being subject of theft, as soon
as

it is
The

severed from the earth.

illustration

growing, which

“

a

”

to s.

A severe with

378

gives

the

case

of a tree

dishonest intention of taking
87

it,
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I hold that,

and

Qunim -

Euraall
9

VOL.

Koran.

he has committed

Indian Penal

be observed that in ss. 22 and 378,

Explanation No.

It

theft.

Code, and

will

in

the

to s. 378, certain property mentioned as being
“ attached ” to the earth.
of
theft
possible subject
property
The illustration “a ” though not exhaustive, clearly explains that
the property that may be so subject, means property different and

a

is

1:.

Kenna.

states that as soon as he severe

[VOL X.

1

Quas

Enema:

it,
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In this

distinguished from the earth itself.

(not what was attached

severed and took

case,

the

accused

to the earth but) what

was itself part of the earth.
Section 22 and s. 378, are framed on the lines of the Common

Law of England

with

as to larceny,

some of the

modiﬁcations

introduced by statute.

if

but

cut any of them,

the owner

then

larceny might be com

if

mitted of the thing cut.(l)
Several statutes provided that
any one stole or severed with
intent to steal such things, he might be convicted of larceny.(2)
5

The casein

XXXVI

M.H.C.R. App.

was theft

of a tree,

and was clearly within s. 378.

In

The Queen v. Tamma

the point referred

Ghantayn,(3)

of the salt which

sion

it

whether on the facts found, the Government
was

stated

was,

were in legal posses

in the reference that the

natural produce of the earth, being an elflores

it

on the surface of

cence'from
The Court

so treated

and was attached to the earth.
the salt in that case and thus the taking of

was held to he as much

it

The salt was

a

accused took.

it

within

ss. 22 and

grass growing on the ground, corn,

fruit

378 as the taking of

and trees attached to the

if

is

a

That case
not an authority for the proposition, that
stone
or minerals, or dug up and severed part of the
quarried
person
earth from the rest of the earth, the material so quarried or severed
earth.

from being part of the earth and as such, not
“ movable
”
movable property, to the condition of being
property

became changed

ss. 22 and 378,

(a)

Code.

and

Geo.

4,

109.

M., c. 9;
Mod, 228.

and

8

Co. Inst.,

Will.
I.L.R.,

Indian Penal

7

(1)
(2)

4

within

3 3
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At Common Law, larceny could only be committed in respect
But of personal goods which savoured
of “ mere personal g00ds.”
of the realty, n0 larceny could be committed such as corn and
grass growing on the ground, or fruit upon trees or wood growing,

c. 29; 24 and 25

Vic.,

c. 96.
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The owner of land could alter the character of any part of the
to the land by severance and then the

land or of things attached

Stone and minerals quar
things severed became personal goods.
ried by the owner and trees or other produce of the earth severed

Quasa

Eurnsss
v.

Konn's.

from it by the owner, were always treated as personal goods; and
see no reason why clay (part of the earth) dug up by the owner

I

and set apart for removal
also be considered

But if

and use, in a loose state, should not

as movable

a person

property.

severed things attached to the earth and

immediately took them away, such taking was not, at Common

if

he

Law,

larceny.(l)

considered

However, Explanation 2 to

s. 378 meets

this point

regards
things attached to land, by providing that a moving effected by
the same act which effects the severance, may be theft.

But

the case where a thief quarries

stone or minerals or digs
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up part of the earth is not provided for by

In my judgment,
and

I order

s. 378.

the conviction for theft should

The ﬁne,

accordingly.

as

if paid,

be set aside

to be refunded.

APPELLATE CIVIL,
Before

Mr. Justice Kernan and Mr. Justice Muttusdmi Ayyar.

SITAYYA (Pmmnrr),

1887.

APPELLANT,

March 22.

April

and

RAN GAREDDI

AND ornrzas

Indian Limitation Act—Act

XV

~Mutual

(Dnrxrmms), Rnsrou'nrx'rs.‘

of 1877, a. 19, sch.

II,

art. 85—Acknowledgmmt

0pm and current accounts.

A acted as commission agent for B and C. A furnished a debit and credit account
1818.
The account was disputed and the matter was referred to
arbitration: for which purpose in March 1880 a “ Memorandum of items to be settled"
in February

was drawn up and signed by B and C, in which they denied that any balance
be found due to

A, but admitted that

accounts

would

must be taken and that they would

In June 1850 B signed and supplied
to the arbitrator an account on behalf of himself and C, which contained a similar
A ﬁled a suit
admission. The arbitrator made an award which was set aside.
be liable

if any

balance

were found due to A.

against B and C in September

(,1) 8 Co.

Ind,

109.

1882 for a balance

due to him :

* Appeal No.

111 of 1006.

20.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

860

Stuns
1.7

[VOL X.

Held, that the accounts were mutual open and current accounts ; that B and 0

Mammal.

had made an aclmowledgment of their debt to

A;

and that the suit was not barred

by limitation.

APPEAL against the decree of L. A. Campbell,
Kistna, in Original Suit No. 7 of 1883.

This

Nos. 2 and

in their

3 were

Nos.

and defendants

stated

Defendants

and 4.

1

merely made parties to have the accounts taken

presence.

The plaintiff acted
1

Judge of

was a suit to recover the sum due on an account

between the plaintiff

Nos.

District

as

commission

for the defendants

agent

and 4, and bought and sold goods on their account

occasionally

received goods from them on his own account.

In February
account

and

1878,

the

plaintiff

furnished them

with

an

up to 20th January 1878, showing a sum due to him.

The defendants

paid a certain sum on account, but said the
On the 25th September 1878, defendant
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accounts were incorrect.

N o.

4 wrote a letter to the plaintiff

(ﬁled

as

exhibit B), in which

the following passage occurred :—

“ Had you come with him (meaning the plaintiff’s
brother)
the accounts could have been looked into in our presence, and

it would
Though

haVe been convenient

R

wrote

to settle all disputes

to you to come in that manner,

personally.
you did not

Therefore the following discrepancies have been found on
comparing with the telegrams and your letters which are here.”
do so.

It was subsequently

agreed to submit the disputes

to arbitra

tion, and on 31st March 1880, defendants Nos. 1 and 4 signed a
“ Memorandum of items to
(ﬁled as exhibit A) headed
”
be settled
between them and the plaintiff, as to the contents of
document

see the judgment of the Court infra p. 262.
On the 14th June 1880, defendant No. 4 by the direction

which

of the arbitrator made out an account (ﬁled
1, giving

behalf of himself and defendant No.

as
a

exhibit

RR)

on

list of shipments

of goods sent by and to the plaintiff, and alleging
balance would ultimately be found due from the plaintiff.

and prices

that

a

The arbitrator made an award which was subsequently

set aside

by the Court.
The plaint was ﬁled on the 5th September 1882. The District
Judge dismissed the suit on the ground that it was barred by
limitation, holding that the accounts between the parties were not
mutual accounts within the meaning of the Indian Limitation Act,

VOL.
sch.

MADRAS SERIES.
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II,

to the

art. 85

261

that the defendants never admitted indebtedness

;

plaintiff; and that

consequently

there was no acknowledg

ment of the debt by the defendants.

The plaintiff

appealed.

Ayyangdr and Désikacharyar
Rdmd Rdu for respondents.

BMshg/am

for appellant.

The arguments adduced on this appeal appear sufficiently for
the purpose of this report from the judgment of the Court (Kernan

Ayyar,

JJ

.).

and Muttusami

1

4

a

J

nnomnnr.—The plaintiff sues to recover
balance of Rupees
22,751-15-4 alleged to be due by the defendants Nos.
and to
the plaintiff on account of mutual dealings between them.
The

District Judge

dismissed the suit as being barred by limitation.

The facts are-—

defendants

agreed

to pay the plaintiff therefor by remittances

cash or in hundies or drafts,

and to pay him commission

in

on the

amount of such goods.
1

4

The plaintiff, during the year 1877, forwarded to the defen
dants Nos.
and large quantities of grain and other goods, and
received from time to time large remittances
the month of December

forwarded to the plaintiff

1877, the defendants Nos.
”
“
at
quantity of horns
price

1

In

from the same defen
a

and

a

dants.
4

Nos.

1

1877, the defendants

and

4

of Rupees 1,734-9-4 purchased by the defendants at the plaintiff’s
In the month of December
request to be paid for by the plaintiff.
forwarded to the plaintiff 3,000

gunny bags to be sold for the account of the defendants.
dants 1,508 gunny bags at,

In

February

is

1878, the plaintiff sold on account

it

In January

of the defen

said, Rupees 227.

1878, the plaintiff

furnished to the defendants

an account, up to the 26th January 1878, of the goods sent by
him to the defendants, and of moneys received therefor, and of
the sale of the 1,508 gunny bags, showing an alleged balance, on
the accounts due to the plaintiff, of Rupees 19,915-6-10.
account did not debit the plaintiff or credit the defendants

with the residue of the 3,000 gunny bags, nor did

tiff or credit

the defendants

defendants to the plaintiff

it

That

at
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1

4

The plaintiff who lives at Masulipatam agreed in 1876 with
and who live at Nellore to buy grain, oil
the defendants Nos.
seeds, &c., and to forward the goods to the defendants, and the

debit the plain

with the price of the horns sent by the
his request.

In 1878,

plaintiff’s brother

shun
0.

Bush-imer

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Sirens
U.

Bmeiasnm.

[VOL X.

went to Nellore in reference to the plaintiff’s account so furnished,
and received

about

Rupees

4,001!

from the defendants, but the

In a letter

defendants objected to the account.

dated the 25th Sep

tember 1878 (exhibit B) to the plaintiff from defendant No. 4, the
latter refers to the account sent by plaintiff and to the absence of

the defendant No. l at Madras and to the fact that the plaintiff's
brother and gumasta had not the plaintiff’s vouchers, and says
He says, “ Had you
that the accounts could not then be settled.
come with him (the plaintiff’s brother) the accounts could have been
looked into in our presence, and

all disputes

He

personally.”

made by the defendants
others the omission

it would
then

be convenient

to settle

points out many objections

to the plaintiff’s

accounts, and amongst

to introduce into the account

to the debit of

the plaintiff the price of the horns supplied.

The difference between the plaintiff and the defendants
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to large sums, and it was agreed in
parties

related

that accounts between the

should be, and they were, referred to Koka Alasangari
On the 81st of March 1880, the defendants

Naidu

as mediator.

Nos.

and 4 signed the exhibit

1

18250

A, which

is headed “Memorandum

of items to be settled between Sitayya (the plaintiff) and the defen
dants Nos. 1 and 4, presented to K. Alasangari Naidu (mediator)
residing in Nellore, by Burla Ranga Reddi and Muttarazu Venkata
Row (defendants)-” This document refers to the letter of the 25th
September 1878 already mentioned, and states that the plaintiff
did not reply, and that the items speciﬁed in that letter should be
recovered.

It concludes

has mentioned

in

looked into in person.
items

in this

that “according to what Sitayya (plaintiff)
proper vouchers have to be

the cash account,

As it

memorandum,

on the day which may be

is not convenient

to mention allthose

we will look into and settle the same
appointed by you in respect of this.

You should receive proper vouchers from us and Sitayya (plaintiff)
in respect of the items of difference of prices mentioned above and
in respect of all the items which should be allowed and is due, and
settle the same.”

That

memorandum

was delivered by the defendants

Nos.

1

and

4 to the mediator; and the parties on the 11th of November 1881
proceeded to have their mutual accounts examined by the mediator.

The mediath made an award which was set aside by the District
Court, and afterwards by High Court.
This suit was ﬁled on the 5th of September 1882,

the

mass

von. x.]

seams.
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substance of the matter above stated, but alleging that an account
was furnished by him to the defendants

down to the 25th

January

v.

Rmoiasnm

account to the 23rd of March 1881, taking up

1878, and another

in

the prior account and crediting

1879 and in 1881 certain

sums

received by plaintiff on the sale by him of the residue of the gunny
bags and other items and showing a balance of Rupees 19,820-11-7

In

due to plaintiff.

the plaint, the letter of the 25th September

of the 31st of March 1880 are stated,

1878 and the memorandum

and the plaintiff prayed for a decree that the sum claimed, amount

22,75l-l5-4

The
and costs, should be paid to him.
that
limitation;
the
suit
was
barred
that
by
pleaded
there were no mutual accounts between plaintiff and defendants.

ing to

Rupees

defendants

At

the trial, the plaintiff proved amongst other things the furnish

ing of the accounts to the defendant in February 1878 and in
March 1881, and the letter of the 25th September 1878, and
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memorandum

(exhibit

RR)

of the 31st of March 1880, and also an account
made out on behalf of the defendants

4 by the defendant

N0. 4 by direction of the mediator,

In this

14th of

June

gave a

list of the shipments

1880.

Nos.

1

and

signed the

(exhibit RR), the defendants
of grain, seed, &c., and the value

account

and also of the money received by
for
plaintiff, Rupees 231,
gunnies sold in 1878, and of Rupees
1,734-9-4, the price of the horns supplied to the plaintiff by the
In a note to that exhibit RR, defendant No. 4
defendants.
and expenses and remittances,

remarks that it is not convenient to make any kind of entry in
“ balance of accounts ” and
the head
disputes the correctness of the
plaintiff’s allegation and alleges that there will not be under any
circumstances any thing found due by them, but there will be a
balance found due to them by the plaintiff.
an explanation as to very many items,

of defendants and showing

a balance

To that list

is added

supporting the contention

of Rupees 13,946-7-4

due to

defendants.

The third issue framed was,

“ Is

the plaintiff’s suit barred by

limitation ?” On this issue, the plaintiff put forward two answers—

First, that

the dealings between the plaintiff

were mutual accounts under sch.

II,

and defendants

art. 85 of the Limitation Act,

1877; and the last item admitted or proved in that account was

in

1879 and 1881, and therefore the suit is not barred.
Second, that there was an acknowledgment

Limitation Act,

1877, by the defendants

Nos.

under
1

s. 19

of the

and 4 in 1880, of

I
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them in respect of plaintiff’s right to have any balance

due to him paid.

The District Judge held that the accounts between the parties
were not mutual accounts within art. 85.
In this he is clearly
Plaintiff had a claim against the defendants for the
wrong.(1)
value of the goods bought by him and shipped to the defendants,
and pending that account, the defendants had a claim against the
plaintiff for the value of horns supplied to plaintiff at his request,
and for the price of gunny bags consigned
and

parties,

The account

for sale.

plaintiff

it

never

to

by the defendants

was settled

between

the

was open and current, and there were reciprocal

demands between

the parties.

But

the

Judge did not credit the

plaintiff’s allegation that the last item in the account either
admitted or proved was in January 1879 or March 1881, and he
held the plaintiff’s suit was barred. On the evidence before the

This subject

udge, we cannot say he was wrong as to the facts.

will be referred to hereafter.
As to the acknowledgment.

The District Judge observed that

the letter of the 25th September 1878 (exhibit B) and the memo
randum signed by the defendants on the 31st of March 1880
(exhibit A) pointed out that the accounts furnished by the plaintiff
were incorrect and that many discrepancies existed between his
telegrams

and letters,

between the parties

in

that the accounts

and

person.

He held that

had

ledgment in exhibit A or admission that anything
He says that it renewed exhibit
to the plaintiff.
defendants’
defendants

But
tial of

the

ettled

to be

there was no acknow

“

is due

”

B and the

objections thereon, and that from ﬁrst to last the
" to the plaintiff.
“never admitted indebtedness

Limitation Act of

an acknowledgment

an admission

an admission of indebtedness,
of 1859, and in

s. 20

1877 does not require as an essen

of Act

as was

IX

of money being due, or
s. 4 of Act XIV

required in

Both of which Acts

of 1871.

Under the Acts last mentioned, the operation
to bar limitation was limited to suits to
of an acknowledgment

have been repealed.

recover debts and legacies, and for redemption
pledges of property and to certain execution

of mortgages,

proceedings.

and

But in

the Act of 1877, s. 19, the operation of an acknowledgment
“ suit or
application in respect of any property or
extends to any
That section provides that
before the expiration of
right.”

if,
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J

(l) (Reporter's Note)

see Lakckmayya v. Jaganmthan,

at. p.

199.

VOL. X.]
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suit or application in respect of any pro
perty or right, an acknowledgment of liability in respect of such

the period prescribed

for

a

property or right has been made in writing, signed by the party
against whom such property or right is claimed, a new period of
limitation according to the nature of the original liability shall be
computed from the time when the acknowledgment was so signed.

Such acknowledgment may be made to a person other than the
person entitled to the property or right—see s. 19, explanation I.
In s. 19, explanation 2, it is declared that “signed” in that
section means either

personally or by an agent

duly authorised

in that behalf.
a

4

1

is,
a

The right claimed by the plaintiff was, and
right to recover
balance which he alleges to be
from the defendants Nos.
and
due to him on the accounts between

A, though they deny that any

that they

acknowledge

in

balance
or shall be found
that the accounts must be taken, and

is

exhibit

due by them,

are liable in respect of plaintiff’s

the terms

there

signed,
there

a

Such acknowledgment of liability
and provisions of exhibit A-

is

RR.

if

right to pay him any
be
found
due
to him—see con
that
any,
might
cluding paragraph of exhibit A, ante page 262, and see exhibit

such balance,

in

each side

clear inference from

When exhibit

was no doubt that limitation

was no difﬁculty

A

was

had not applied and

admitting liability for any

balance found due.

For

of an acknowledgment of right to bar limit
ation the fact that the defendants in the acknowledgment contended
the purpose

is

is

that nothing would be due to plaintiff 0n taking the accounts
immaterial—see France v. Sympsonﬂ) and River Steamer Com
of the plaintiff’s right to have
pany re.(2) The acknowledgment

liability to pay any
What was the
balance that might be found due to the plaintiff.
of
their
accounts.
The
the
balance must depend upon
taking
acknowledgment contained in exhibit A, dated 31st March 1880,
was made within time under s. 19 of the Limitation Act, 1877'.
the accOunts taken and of the defendants’

The result

is

Judge must be reversed
Judge disposed of the case

the decree of the District

and the case remanded for trial, as the
the preliminary issue of limitation which excluded evidence on

on

the record.
(1),

Kay p.

678.

(2)

L.R.,

e
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No relief is sought by the plaintiff against the defendants Nos.
2 and 3, as they are merely made parties to have the accounts
No objection has been taken by them
taken in their presence.
or on their behalf.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
_.B(_>for0

1836-

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice, and
Mr. Justice Mutbusa'mi Ayyar.

PADA KANNAYA (Darnxmmr No.

ll

.
October
November 13 .

and

a

NABABIMMA
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2), Arrannsx'r,

Rssroxnnxrs.”

VIII

of lSGﬁ—Jlulngmi [vase—Ifncumbcrcd
Salafor arrears qf rmll.

imam-y—

A demised land to B on a mulageni leasc_ B mortgaged his tenancy to C. Tln'
rent under the mulageni lease fell into armors, and A obtained a decree against B
for the amount :
Held, that arrears of rent are not a ﬁrst charge on the tenant's holding,
accordingly that the landlord could not execute

his decree

free from the mortgage created by the tenant~~Rriﬁgopdl
7

Mad,

and

by sale of the tenancy
v.

Subbardya

(I.L.R..

31) followed.

against the decree of H. M. Winterbotham, District
Judge of South Canara, conﬁrming the decree of A. VBDkalZEI‘i'l'
mayya, District Mﬁnsif of Mangalorc, in Original Suit No. 40 of
APPEAL

1884.

The plaintiff was the mulagar or proprietor of certain lands of
which defendant No. 1 was the tenant under a mulageni or per
manent lease granted by the plaintiff’s father. The lease reserved
a certain Jannnal rent which subsequently fell into arrears.
The
plaintiff sued defendant No. 1 to recover the arrears of rent and
obtained a decree for the amount in Original Suit No. 302 of'
1881 on the ﬁle of the District

Mlinsif of Bantval, and in

execu

tion of the decree attached the mulageni right of defendant No. 1.
But, long before the suit, defendant N0. 1 had mortgaged his

II

mulageni right to the father of defendant No. 2 under exhibit
of which the material parts are set out in the ﬁrst paragraph of
the judgment of the Court,

'

Second

see

infra.

Defendant No. 2 accord

Appeal N0. 13 02 1886.

I
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in the attachment

by the

plaintiff, and his claim was allowed. The plaintiff brought this
suit under s. 283 of the Code of Civil Procedure for a declaration
that he was entitled to execute his decree by the sale of the
mulageni right of defendant No. 1 free from the mortgage of
defendant N0. 2.
Both the Lower Courts decreed in far or of the plaintiff, and
defendant No. 2 preferred this second appeal.
Ramachand'ra Rdu Saba?)
and Srim'rnsa

Riu for

appellant

argued that the plaintiff could only sell the mulageni interest sub
ject to the mortgage of defendant N o. 2, because defendant No. 2
did not undertake to pay rent either expressly or impliedly, and
was not a party to the decree sought to be executed.
They further
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urged that the decree was only a money decree, and that neither it
nor the mulageni lease made the rent a charge on the mulageni
interest of the tenant ; and relied, inter alia, on Rdja'gopdl v. Sub
bardya

(I.L.R.,

7 Mad., 31).

Gopafa Ra'u for respondents.

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufficiently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
Court (Collins,

C.J.,

and Muttusami

Ayyar,

J.)

Juneiusxr.—On the 29th June 1854, the plaintiff’s father
”
“
granted the land in suit to the defendant No. 1 on a Mulageni
or permanent lease.
On the 22nd April 1865, defendant No. 1

”
his “ Mulageni
right to the father of defendant N o. 2
with possession. Exhibit II, which is the instrument of mortgage,
mortgaged

contained

the following

provision :—“Heneeforth

we shall culti

and land as under you, and pay
of the produce of the garden, 25
muras of rice for mulageni to the muli proprietor out of the geni
of the ﬁelds, and from the remaining rice, we shall pay you 23

vate the said mortgaged

garden

Government assessment out

muras,

at 45 polike as ﬁxed on, at your house at the two suggi

(second crops) of Kartigai within the 30th Palguna Bahula of
every year, and get receipt for the same. The time ﬁxed for
redeeming the mortgaged land is 16 years from this date, that is
to say, the Mesha Sankramana (the commencement of the Mesha
Should any of the loan
month) of the next -Vikrama year.

obtained by us and part of the interest remain unpaid, we shall pay
for the balance of rice its price during the year, with interest
thereon

at the ﬁxed rate, and release the mortgage

deed and the

Plums/m

ans

Q‘
NARASIMMA.
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mulageni chit and the tahanama, the mortgage deed executed to
Ballukraya and the simple bond which we have given you and the
"

garden land, 8:0.”

Subsequently to this mortgage, the defendant No. I allowed
the rent due to the plaintiff (mulagar or proprietor) to fall into
arrears; and in Original Suit 302 of 1881 on the ﬁle of the Ml'insif
at Bantwal, the latter obtained a money decree against the former
for those arrears.

In

execution of the decree, the plaintiff attached

the mulagem' right of defendant

No.

l, but defendant N0.

ferred a claim with reference to his mortgage.
allowed, the plaintiff brought this suit under

2 pre

This claim being
s. 283

of the Code

of Civil Procedure to obtain a declaration that he was entitled
to recover the arrears of rent decreed to him by the sale of the
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mulageni right free of the encumbrance created thereon by the
The Courts below decided
mortgagee in favor of defendant No. 2.

Mflnsif

in favor of the claim.

The District

mulageni right assigned

to defendant No. 2 by way of mortgage

vested in him subject to the pre-existing
on appeal, the District

Judge

that the

observed

liability

to pay rent

;

and

agreed with him and held that the

to pay rent was inseparably attached to the right of occu

liability

pancy, and that the one could not be severed from the other byI a
mortgage

executed by the tenant in favor of a third party.

Defendant No. 2 contends

in second appeal that rent is not

a ﬁrst charge on land as considered by the
Zamz'nddr of Ra'mndd

v.

Raim-amany

Judge, and

Alli/1241(1)

and

relies

on

Vimppa v.

Ji'aﬂzana. (2)
also drew our attention to Mdm'srimi v. Dalsslzamumu-tlu'(3)
and stated that it was overruled by the Full Bench decision in

He

Bit/(igch v.

In

Subbarayd.(4)

of Ra'mna'd v. Ra'mamani Ammd/(l) one of
the questions raised for decision was, whether the rent due to the
zamindér was a charge onamaganam or division of the zamindﬁ-n',
the Zanu'nddr

and whether the persons who purchased

it

subsequent

to the date

on which the rent claimed accrued due were liable for its payment

It was held in 1880 by a Division
by reason of the purchase.
Bench of this Court that poruppu (annual payment) due to the
(1)
(a)

I.L.B.,

2

1.1.3.,

6

ms, 234.
me, an.

(2) I.L.B., a M.,42s.
(011.11,? ma, 31.

MADRAS SERIES.
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zamindar was rent and not peshcush, and that as such, it was
due to the zamindar and not a charge on the maganam.

a debt

PA mun- wars

a mittadér
at Salem
Dali's/(annular!!!i(1)
brought to sale the interest of a puttadar on his estate for arrears

N/munnu.

In

Mimz'szimi

of rent under the provisions of Act

VIII

the puttadér upon a prior hypotheeation
tédar’s interest in satisfaction of his debt.

VIII

for the sale of the put
The question raised for

that passed to the purchaser

decision was whether the interest

Act

of 1865, and the then

one Kuppaiya obtained a decree against

plaintiff became purchaser;

the sale under

v.

v.

at»

of 1865 was subject to, or free of, the
was held that the rent was ﬁrst charge on

It
prior hypotheeation.
that
the
the land, and
puttadar’s interest, which was the subject
of hypotheeation, was an interest defeasible on the exercise by the
mittadar of his power of sale, subject to the provisions of Act

VIII

of 1865.
a

Raf/eigopdl v. SubbmriyaQ) the quest-ion, whether a sale by
a tenant’s

'interest

of rent under Madras Act

VIII

in'his holding for non-payment
of 1865, defeated existing incum
Bench.
As the prior

was again raised before a Division

brances,
decisions

upon that question were conﬂicting, it was referred

It

Full Bench consisting of four Judges.
was subject to the existing encumbrances.
was that the course of legislation

to a

was ruled that the sale

The ground of decision

from 1802 and the provisions

of Act VIII
the landlord was entitled to sell for arrears of rent was the tenure
itself, and not simply such property as existed in the tenant at

of 1865 were incompatible with the view that what

the time of the sale.

In

Vz‘rappa

v. Kat/zana(3) there was a competition between a
at a Court-sale of the tenant’s interest in execution

prior purchaser
of a mortgage decree and a subsequent purchaser at the sale held
of 1865. The decision was in
for arrears of rent under Act

VIII

favor of the former, and it followed the Full Bench decision.
We must take it then that arrears of rent are not a ﬁrst charge
on the tenant’s holding.

I.L.R.,

mm,

371.

(a)

I.L.R.,

(2)

6

(1)

ms,

I.L.R.,

7

is,

in second appeal
that by agreement
and
rent payable to the
the
the
mortgagee,
between the mortgagor
mulagér or landlord was charged on the land. But exhibit II,
Another contention

.5
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only an undertaking

on the part of the mortgagor to pay the mulageni rent due to the

N‘“"““’“- landlord

out of each year’s produce.

Further, the landlord was

no

party to this instrument, and we cannot say that the contention is
However this may be, the decree under execution
is only a money decree, and in the case of a competition between the
well founded.
decree-holder

and a mortgagee, the former is certainly not entitled

to bring to sale the execution

debtor’s

property free of existing

incumbrances.

We
Courts.

decree the appeal

and reverse the decrees of

will pay

The ﬁrst respondent

the

our Lower

appellant’s

costs

throughout.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Kernrm and Mr. Justice Parker.

ALWAR AYYANGAR um

1337_
19.

April

_._

ANOTHER (PLAINTIFFS),

Arrnmxrs,

and

SESHAMMAL

AND ANOTHER
Civil Procedure

A District Munsif struck

(Darnxnmrs), Rusroxnnn'rs.‘

Code, as. 98, 99, 167, 158.

a case of! the ﬁle of his Court on neither party appear

Subsequently on an application by thelplaintiﬁs the case was restored.

ing.

order of restoration was reversed

The

by the District Judge.

Held, (1) that the order to strike utf the case was illegal ;
(2) that assuming that the case was dismissed, no appeal lay to the District
Judge whose order was accordingly made without jurisdiction.

appeal against the decree of

SECOND

J. H.

Nelson, District

Judge

of Chingleput, reversing the decree of N. R. N arasimhayyar,
District Mfmsif of Trivellore, and Civil Revision Petition, under
s. 622

of the Code of Civil Procedure,

revise

an order

of

J. H.

praying the

Nelson, District

High Court to

Judge of Chingleput,

dated 18th April 1895, reversing an order of N. R. N arasimhayyar,
District Munsif of Trivellore, dated 21st January 1885.

A

suit ﬁled in the Court of the District Mﬁusif

was by an order,

dated 13th December

on neither party appearing.

Munsif

of Trivellore

1884, struck oﬁ the ﬁle

On 21st January 1885 the District

on an application by the plaintiffs made an order restoring

" Second Appeal No. 770 of 1885 and Civil Revision Petition No. 245 of 186-5.

mamas SERIES.

the

case to

his ﬁle.
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Against the last-mentioned order the defend

ants appealed.

Sscmnmln.

The District Judge reversed the order of 21st January 1885.
The plaintiffs appealed.
Subram/mya

Ayyar for'

the appellants

ceedings, dated the 13th December

Munsif, been passed under

s. 98

that the pro

argued

1884, having, according

to the

of the Code of Civil Procedure,

no appeal lay to the District Court against the order, dated 21st
January 1885; and that if the case was one falling under s. 158
of the Code of Civil Procedure,

the District

Court should

have

upheld the order of the District Mdnsif, dated the 21st January
1885, whereby the order, dated the 13th December,

was set aside.

for respondents.

Subramanyam and Srb'angdclmryzir

JJ

.).

The further arguments adduced in this case appear sufﬁciently
for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the Court
(Kernan and Parker,
UDGMENT.—The order of the 13th day of‘ December 1884 of

J

is

the Mﬁnsif records that neither party appeared and that he struck
no authority in
the case off the ﬁle.
That was illegal.
There

law justifying
under

Mﬁnsif

to make

He had

such order.

and 157 to dismiss the suit
it,

ss. 98

the

as

power

neither party appeared.

it

then
was open to the plaintiff
Assuming he did dismiss
to apply under s. 99 to restore it. The Mﬁnsif on notice restored
the case, and against that order no appeal lay.

An

appeal was, however, made to the District Court, and that

Court ﬁnding that there was no appeal against an order to restore,
treated the order to strike off the ﬁle as decision under s. 158.

Now

did not apply to this case, as the application to adjourn
to the 13th was not made by the plaintiff alone, but was made on
s. 158

His

s. 158 applied.

In

adjourned and on the day

That
case,

not this

case.

order was to strike the case oﬁ the ﬁle.

Comalammal v. Rungasawmy Ig/engarﬂ), Ambalacana

ydtclu' v. Subramdm'a Padeiydtcbz'(2), the plaintiﬁ

56.

(‘2)

6

M.H.C.R.,

Pgdei

who got time did

not produce his witnesses on that day.
(l)

Again

bound to do

as he was

if

is

not ready.
of adjournment he
the Mﬁnsif did not decide the

Section 158

and plaintiffs.
case

is

a

the joint application of defendants
applies where any one party had

4
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M.H.C.R.,

262.

40

v.

Sisaunl‘L.

he proceeded under ss. 98 and 157.

The Mﬁnsif says
We think that

‘LWLB

[VOL X.
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of the District

order

the

Judge

was

made

without jurisdiction, and we accordingly reverse his decree of
the 18th of April 1885 and restore the order of the Munsif of the
21st of January 1885 with costs of the appeal in the Court below
and the costs of this appeal.

This judgment

Civil Revision Petition

disposes also of the

245

of 1885.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice

Before

Muitzlsdmi

VENKATACHALAM

1886.

November 22.
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and

Mr. Justice Parker.
APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF),
and

1881.

April

Ayyar

6.

MAHALAKSHMAMMA
Civil Proordure
friend

for

in 1886 to

sued

#1859, a. 148- Res judicata.

default—Evidence

of fraud

Preview suit by next

of next friend—Limitation

by a minor—Ratiﬁcation by acquiescenco.

Contract

A

VIII)

Code (Act

dismissed

(DEFENDANT), Rnsronnnm‘.*

recover certain estates

from B, alleging

claim under his

adoption which took place in 1865. A suit to recover the same estates had been
ﬁled on behalf of A by his next friend and had been dismissed for default in 1872.

In

1876 A, being still a minor,

relinquished his claim to the estates for Rs. 12,000

B;

but now alleged that he thought he was relinquishing it only
in favor of the defendant’s predecessor in title who died in 1883, having been in
under exhibit
possession

of the estates since 1867.

The plaintiﬁ attained his majority in 1878:

Held, that the claim was resjudicata, the plaintiﬁ having failed to prove fraud on
the part of his next friend : that whether the cause of action arose in 1866 or 1867, it
was equally barred from 1879 : that assuming the plaintiﬂ was a minor of 15 years
of age at the date of the deed of relinquishment, it is not likely he would not have
understood its effect, or that he failed to ascertain it when he attained his majority
in 1878.
Per can—The plea of res judicata ordinarily presupposes an adjudication on the
s. 148 of the Code of Civil Procedure (Act VIII) of 1869 contains

merits; but
a statutory

direction that in case the plaintiff

neglects

to produce

evidence

and to

prove his claim as he is bound to do, the Court do proceed to decide the suit on
such material as is actually before it, and that the decision so pronounced shall
have the force of a decree on the merits, notwithstanding

the default on the part of

the plaintiﬁ.

APPEAL against the decree of J. Kelsal, District Judge of Vizaga
'
patam, in Original Suit N0. 6 of 1885.

' Appesl146

of 1885.

VOL.
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This suit

was ﬁled on

in

certain

estates

and for

a declaration

20th

the possession

June

1885

273

to get possession of

Vasxsn

Hindu lady,

CHALAM
v.

of the defendant,

8.

IIAH‘LAKSH

of the plaintiff’s title thereto.

nuns.

The plaintiff set up the following case.
In 1837 the estates in question descended to two brothers,
Venkata Ran managed the estates
until 1845, when he died leaving a son Venkatachalam. The Court
of Wards then undertook the management of the estates for Rama
Venkata

R611 and

Rama Réu.

Reiu and Venkatachalam, and
V

1851)

handed

leaving

a

them

over

in

1863 (Rama Réu having died in
He died in 1865

to Venkataehalam.

widow Remayamma for whom the Court of Wards
for two years, and who remained in

undertook the management
possession

till

her

death in 1883 when she was succeeded by her
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The plaintiff now alleged that
daughter, the present defendant.
he had been adopted on 19th August 1865 at the age of three
years by Bhanamma, widow (since deceased) of Rama Réu,
acting under the authority of her deceased husband, and claimed
.
accordingly.
The defendant denied
further alleged

authority and the adoption, and
that Rama Ran had never any interest in the
the

It was also pleaded that' the matter was res judicata by
of a suit brought by the plaintiff’s father (exhibit
‘as
his next friend in 1872, which Was dismissed; that the plaintiff
estate.

III)

reason

was estopped from suing by a document

(exhibit B) executed by
him in February 1875 to Ramayamma, by which he surrendered
his claims on the estate in consideration of receiving Rs. 12,000 ,
as not having been ﬁled within
of
the
12 years from the date
alleged adoption, or within 3 years
of the date when the plaintiff attained the age of 18, viz., 1878.

and that the suit was time barred

The plaintiff said, with regard to the plea of res judicata, that
the suit of 1872 was dismissed for default, owing to the fraud of
his next friend, and to collusion between him and the defendant
with regard to the plea of estoppel,

;

that exhibit B was executed

by him when still a minor and was obtained from him by fraud
and misrepresentation, as he was induced to believe that he was
relinquishing his rights only as long as Ramayamma lived ; with
regard to the time-bar, that under Act IX of 1875, s. 3, he only
attained his majority at the age of 21 years, and further that the
cause of action arose only on the death of the defendant’s

in

1883.

mother

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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The District Judge dismissed the suit on the ground that it was
precluded by the decree in the former suit and barred by limitation.

With

regard to the allegation of fraud against the plaintiff’s next
friend in his conduct of the former suit the District Judge made

the following

(referred to by the High
of his judgment :—

observations

paragraphs
“ 25. The ﬁrst six witnesses
25—27

conduct

of Original Suit

pleader,

acted in

it

them

of 1872.

as the adviser

to go on with the case,
to examine

7

J

examined

as

to the

Rama ogi (ﬁrst witness), a
of the next friend who refused

because an adjournment was refused,

even the witnesses

examined

have been

Court) in

in attendance,

at the same time

as others

or

because he wanted

not in attendance.

About the conduct of the casein appeal he thinks ‘the next friend
was ‘not much interested’ in it. Venkayya Guru (second witness)

’
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gives evidence to same effect.

“26. Venkat Row
He considers
mother.

(third witness) is brother of plaintiff’s
‘
the next friend mismanaged the case.
He

was not calling witnesses properly and changed his vakil from
time to time.
He was in communication with the defendant and

told me he thought of compromising the suit as he could not stand
trouble.’ Another uncle (fourth witness) considers the suit

the

was mismanaged

because the next friend did not attend Com-t in

person and changed his vakil several times.

in Original Suit

The ﬁfth witness is

and though present
was not examined.
Somiajulu (sixth witness) was another witness
’
who was not called, and he says the ‘ next friend told him he
had arranged a compromise and that the suit had been dismissed,
a man who was summoned

7

but did not mention the terms of the compromise.
“ 27. There is
absolutely no evidence of any fraud on the part
of the next friend or of any collusion between him'and the defend
ant Ramayamma.”

The plaintiff appealed.

Mr.

Skepkard

and

Venkata

Subba Rdu for appellant argued,

int-er alia, that even if the plaintiff was not misled as to the effect
of the deed of 1875 (exhibit B), it was for the defendant to prove
that be ratiﬁed his promise not to disturb the heirs of the defend

ant’ smother: and that at any rate after the date of exhibit
the possession of the defendant’s
adverse to the plaintiff.

mother

was permissive

B,

and not

VOL. X.]

MADRAS SERIES.

The Advocate-General (Hon.
Bran-son for respondent.
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P. O’Sullivan)

and

Mr. Spring

stss'rs
can“;
(1.

The further arguments adduced on this appeal appear sufﬁciently Mm‘mxsn
MANIA.
for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the Court

JJ

).
(Muttusémi Ayyar and Parker,
JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal from the decree of the District

Judge of Vizagapatam,

who dismissed, with costs, the appellant’s
suit to recover from the respondent possession of the estates of
Kasimkota and Melupaka. The party last in possession was one

Ramayamma, the respondent’s
August

1883, the

mother,

and upon her

appellant commenced

the present

death

in

litigation.

Assuming that Remayamma was the lawful owner, there can be
no doubt that the respondent, her daughter, is entitled to succeed
to her in preference to the appellant.

But

the appellant’s case was that his title was,.,superior to that
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of Ramayamma.

K. Venkataehalam

was the male ancestor under

whom both parties to this appeal claim, and upon his death in 1837,
without male issue, the two estates in suit devolved on the sons of
his daughter named Venkata R611 and Rama Ran.
Of these the
former died in 1845 and the latter in 1851.
Venkata Ran left a
son named Venkatachalam, and

Ram Ran left

a widow named

Bhanamma, and in 1851 Venkatachalam was the surviving male
copareener of the joint Hindu family which consisted previously
of Venkata R611 and Rama Ran. The properties in question then

in him
2nd May

vested
the

and continued in his possession until
1865, when he died leaving him surviving the

as sole owner,

RamAyamma, a widow, the lady last in
Under
possession, and Bhanamma, his uncle Rama Rau’s widow.
the Mitakshara law which governs the parties, the estates devolved

respondent,

_
'

a daughter,

on Venkatachalam’s widow upon his death.

The appellant’s

case

Bhanamma in 1851 to adopt a son
for him, and that, in pursuance of that authority, she adopted the
appellant, when he was a child of three years of age, on the 19th
was that Rama Ran authorized

It

for him that the adoption divested
Ramayamma of the property which vested in her husband as sole
owner during his life and in her upon his death and constituted

August 1865.

is alleged

the appellant the sole owner under the law of survivorship.

On

that Bhanamma adopted
the other hand, the respondent
the appellant or that Rama Ran authorized her to adopt, or that
denied

by such adoption

the appellant acquired

any right to the estates

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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which she inherited from her father through her mother.
The
Judge, however, did not go into the merits, but disallowed the
appellant’s

it

claim on the ground that it was
by limitation.

was barred

now to determine

and that

res judz'cata

The only question which we have

in this appeal is whether the suit was properly

dismissed for the reasonsmentioned by the Judge.
On the death of Venkatachalam in 1865, a disagreement
between his widow, Ramayamma,

and the Court of Wards assumed management

in litigation.

Each of the ladies claimed

XXVII of 1860

arose

and uncle’s widow, Bhanamma,

of the estates now
under

a certiﬁcate

Act

to collect the debts due to Venkatachalam, but the

widow’s claim prevailed, the uncle’s widow being referred to a
regular suit to establish the appellant’s adoption.
In 1867 the
Court of Wards restored the estates to Ramayamma and placed
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her in possession, and Bhanamma died in June 1869. In Original
Suit N o. 7 of 1872, the appellant’s natural father, Sita Remayya,
alleged his adoption,

and as his guardian and next friend claimed

from the respondent’s mother possession of the estates. That suit
came on for ﬁnal disposal in October 1872, but an adjournment
was applied for, and on
declined

to

it being

refused, the appellant’s

call such of his witnesses

Thereupcn the

Judge dismissed

of 1859,

from the decision

and

as

were

guardian

in attendance.

the suit under s. 148 of

Act

VIII

passed under that section,

the

guardian preferred Appeal No. 43 of 1873. On the 16th June
1873, the High Court ordered that upon payment, within one
month, of the
dent’s mother,

costs

incurred by the then defendant,

the decree of the District

the suit be remanded

Judge

for retrial, otherwise

be

the

respon

reversed and

that the appeal

be

The appellant’s guardian failed to comply with the
Thus the suit, which the
order and the appeal was dismissed.
in
March
1872 to establish the
commenced
appellant’s guardian
dismissed.

mother,

adoption and eject the respondent’s
adverse decision on the 16th

June

1873.

But

ended ﬁnally

in

an

on the 4th February

1875, the'appellant executed in favor of Ramayamma exhibit

B

which premised his adoption and his claim thereunder and pur
ported to relinquish it in her favor and that of her heirs in consi
deration of Rs. 12,000, which

$11111

it

was recited was agreed to be

When this document was presented for registration,
It
the Registrar held an inquiry in regard to the appellant’s age.
appears, however, from exhibit D, dated the 16th February, one
paid to him.

MADRAS SERIES.
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Achuta Rémayya, the respondent’s father-in-law who deposed
that he was then Itéméyamma’s agent or manager, wrote a letter
to one Lingavaakshmaji, a relative of the appellant, to the
effect that the compromise was brought about by him and that no

execution would be issued for the costs decreed in favor of the
respondent’s mother in Original

During

the inquiry

before

Suit No.

the Registrar,

7

of 1872 (exhibit D).

the appellant made a

deposition on the 18th February 1875 and addressed a petition on
and II).
These documents
the 25th February 1875 (exhibits
show what the appellant stated repeatedly that he was then 19
years of age, that he executed exhibit B with his free consent and

I

that those who wrote anonymous petitions to the Registrar, that
the appellant was a minor, ought not to be trusted.
Exhibit B
on the 10th March

1875, and on the

11th

March the appellant granted the receipt (exhibit C) acknowledging
payment in ready money on that day of Rs. 12,000, the consider
ation for exhibit B. Neither the appellant nor his father since
instituted any proceeding or took any action with reference to his
mother died in August
alleged adoption, until the respondent’s
1883,

when the

appellant commenced

the present

suit stating

that a false representation was made to him by Lingam Lakshmaji
and Sitaramayya that exhibit B would be operative only during
Ramayamma’s life, that it would not preclude him from asserting
his claim after her death, and that he discovered the true legal
effect of the document shortly after Réméyamma’s death in 1883.

As to the plea of res judicala, it is urged in appeal that Original
Suit No. 7 of 1872 was dismissed for default, and that unless there
udication of the merits, after full investigation,
the claim could not be treated as res judicata.
The plea no doubt

was in fact an

ordinarily

presupposes

an adjudication on the merits

as contra

distinguished from an adjudication of which the effect consists in
the right of action until a certain event occurs or for

suspending

some time.

It

appears

to us that the learned

Counsel

for the

appellant overlooks the fact that there may be a statutory direction
case the

his claim

plaintiff neglects to produce evidence and to prove
bound to do, the Court do proceed to decide the

as he is

suit on such material

it,

that in

as is actually before
and that the decision
shall
the
of
have
force
decree
on the merits,
pronounced
We are
notwithstanding the default on the part of the plaintiff.
of opinion that s. 148 of Act VIII of 1859 under which there

so

a
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against the appellant in Original Suit N0. 7 of
It was held in Oomalammal v.
such direction.

was a decision
1872 contained
Rungasau‘my

Iyengarﬂ) that

the decision under s. 148 was a decree

The material words of the section are
and open to appeal.
“ The Court may, notwithstanding such default, proceed to decide
the suit forthwith” and the intention which they suggest is that
The ground of
should not be vexatiously prolonged.
decision under that section is not simply that there was default, but
In this connection we are refer
that there were no merits proved.

litigation

red to several decided

As

in point.

cases,

but none of them is in our judgment

to the decision

in Rungrdv

quji

v. Sidlu' Makomed

Act X of 1877, s. 381,
on the ground that the plaintiff who resided out of British India
did not furnish security for costs as directed by the Court.
The
learned Judge who decided that case observed that the dismissal
under s. 381 was like a decision under s. 102, not ﬁnal within
the meaning of s. 13. This observation was made with special
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Ebrdh-im(2), the ﬁrst suit was dismissed under

reference

to

the

fact that the

not brought
and to the contention that

second

by the plaintiff in the ﬁrst suit,
the dismissal of the latter precluded

suit was

him from pleading in the

second suit, as a matter of defence, the ground on which the claim
was rested in the ﬁrst suit.
The learned Judge guarded himself
“
by saying
give no opinion as to the result if a plaintiff, whose
suit had been dismissed under s. 381, should attempt again to
litigate the subject matter of the dismissed suit.
Possibly a

I

reference to s. 373 may be found sufﬁcient to preclude
so doing.”
Assuming
that what is not available

available

as a

him from

(and we express

no opinion on the point)
ground of defence in a second suit is
ground of attack, the decision is certainly not in
as a

favor of the appellant.
Another case cited is Bessossur Bbugut v. Murli Salm(3). The
ﬁrst suit was in that case held to have been dismissed under
s. 97 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and the right to bring a fresh
suit is then expressly reserved by

As
decision

to Denobundkoo

Okowdkry

s. 99.

v. Kristomonee

Dossee(4),

the

proceeded on the ground that the party in the ﬁrst suit

was not represented

(1) 4
(a)

in the second suit.

M.H.C.R.,'66.

I.L.R.,

a 051., 163.

(2)
(4)

I.L.R.,
I.L.R.,

e Bom.,
2

on,

m.
152.

VOL. X.]
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the decision proceeded on the view

contest was withdrawn from adj udication in the

ﬁrst suit under the Indian Oaths’ Act.

We may here refer to the case of Eshan Chandra Safooi v.
szdamoni Dassee(2) wherein it was held, with reference to
s. 97 of Act VIII of 1859, that a party who withdrew a suit
without leave of Court was precluded from bringing a second suit
on the same cause of action.
Sir Richard Garth, C.J., observed
that “ though the withdrawal did not constitute a case of resjudicata,
properly

there was a statutory prohibition, and that the

so called,

rules applicable to

of resjudicata generally applied to a
statutory bar of this kind.” We may also refer to Act X of 1877,

VIII

or Act

s. 103,

cases

of 1859,

s. 114, as

creating another

case

of

a

statutory bar.
that

did not expressly prohibit
a' second suit, it should be remembered that it directed that the
Court might proceed to decide the suit, notwithstanding the
to the contention

default,

constituting

s. 148

thereby the

decision

on

the

imperfect
material on the record into a decree on the merits which under
s. 13

would bar

a second suit.

inserted because the decision is
a mere judgment by default.

No

express rule of prohibition is

merits and not

a decree on the

We entertain

no doubt

therefore

that the claim is res jua’icafa, unless the appellant showed fraud on
the part of his guardian who conducted the former suit.

As

Judge has, in our
Exhibit III, which is a

to the fraud imputed to the guardian, the

opinion, come to

a correct

conclusion.

with

Judge
Exhibit
shows, no
his Vakil twice, that he ﬁrst
stated by the

III

in paragraphs 25-27 of his judgment.
and

then

endeavoured,

But

refused

who were in attendance

(1)

1.1.3,,

Mad,

and

shows great imprudence,

a

This likewise
Vakil

that he had then

259.

to advise him.
(2)

1.L.B.,

was

does not follow

shows that after the

ﬁde.
an adjournment the appellant’s father declined

call the witnesses
the suit.

Again,

when

In

to

to proceed with

but

it

Judge

bond

it

too late, to cite another set of witnesses.

that he did not act

it

doubt, that the guardian changed
cited one set of witnesses,

it

is

the question of fraud, in connection

it,

copy of the judgment in Original Suit N0. 7 of 1872, shows
how the guardian conducted that suit, and the oral evidence on

5
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were

ready to prove
his claim, we cannot say that the father intended to injure his
son, for there was no motive for his seeking to defraud the
The imputation is further inconsistent with his con
duct in preferring an appeal to the High Court, in trying to raise
appellant.

money, according to the appellant’s

fourth witness, to comply with

in appeal. As to the statement made by the third
and fourth witnesses that the appellant’s father was in communi
cation with Achuta Ramayya, and that he said that he could
the order made

not conduct the suit and desired to effect a compromise, we cannot

Judge

say that the

was

in

in

error

not attaching weight to it.

The appellant is the nephew of these witnesses, and assuming that
what they say is true, it does not prove that the endeavour was

It

not honest.

in

is argued in appeal that what took place in 1875,

connection with the execution

of exhibit B, should be referred
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back to the time when the suit was pending, and that the

in

in not doing

Judge

There is not a particle of reliable
was
evidence to show that any negotiation for a compromise took place
during the pendency of Original Suit No. 7 of 1872_, and we are
error

so.

not prepared to hold that the Judge was wrong in treating exhibit
B as a transaction concluded long after the ﬁnal decree. We
agree therefore

in the opinion of the Judge that

there is absolutely

no evidence of fraud on the part of the next friend or of any

collusion between him and Ramayamma. The conclusion we come
to is that the Judge was right in holding that the appellant’s
claim was

As

res

judicata.

to limitation, the appellant’s

to him on the 19th August

May

It

1865,

and

the present

adoption took place according

1865, whilst Venkatachalam died
suit

was brought

in March

in

1885.

appears that on Venkatachalam’s death, the Court of Wards

assumed

management

of the estates for some time and

placed

Remayamma in possession in 1867. Whether the original cause
of action arose in 1865 or 1867, the claim was equally barred
from 1879. In view, however, to avoid the operation of the
Limitation Act, the appellant alleged that he was only three years
old when Bhanamma adopted him. It is found by the Judge that
his majority in 1878, and even assuming that the
appellant came of age only in 1880 as now alleged by him, the
additional term of three years to which he would be entitled on

he attained

account of his minority expired

in

1883, whilst the suit was insti

VOL.
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In this

tuted only in 1885.
the appellant drew

2s1

the learned

connection

our attention to exhibit

B

Counsel for

and argued

the appellant, who was a minor, was induced to execute

that

it by

within

three years before

has found that

Judge

it

suit.

As

to the alleged fraud, the

was not proved,

and we see no reason

It

to come to a different conclusion.

whatever

is admitted by the

appellant in his evidence that he wrote exhibit B and it contains
“
have agreed to receive Rs. 12,000 in money as

the words

I

consideration

for the relinquishment and

I will not therefore

here

after prefer any claim whatever at any time against you and your

in any

respect of any matter.”

Assuming that he was then
a minor of 15 years of age, it is not likely that he would not have
understood that he was completely relinquishing his right, or
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heirs

failed to ascertain its effect when he attained his majority in 1878.

Again, exhibits

I

and

II,

which are copies of the appellant’s
deposition and petition in the record of the Registrar, show that
he was anxious to get the instrument registered and he did not
then consider that he relinquished his claim only during Remayam

Further, Lingam Lakshmaji, to whom fraud is now
is
the appellant’s relative, and it is far more likely
imputed,
that he interfered in bringing about the execution of exhibit
ma’s life.

B rather to secure Rs. 12,000 for his relation than to defraud
Nor
Exhibit D favors this view of Lakshmaji’s conduct.
him.
would the appellant’s father have stood by and allowed his son to
be defrauded.
Though the eighth, nineth, and twelfth witnesses

Lingam Lakshmaj i said, during the execu
tion of B, that the estates would go to the appellant after Rama
yamma’s death, only one of them appears to have attested the

have now deposed that

document.

We

cannot say that the

Judge

was wrong

in refusing

to accept their evidence as it is opposed to the probabilities of the

that the appellant,
after getting Rs. 12,000 through the interference of Lingam
Lakshmaji and by representing that he was 19 years of age under
the guidance of his father and Lakshmaj i, now feigns fraud on the

case.

The evidence conveys the impression

part of Lakshmaji, his father, and the respondent’s father-in-law
in order to renew a litigation which was set at rest by the decree
The appeal fails and we dismiss
in Original Suit No. 7 of 187 .

it with

costs.

Us

a Mur‘mxsa

fraudulent ,representation that it would operate as a relinquishment
of his claim only during Remayamma’s lifetime, and that he dis
covered the fraud shortly after her death in August 1883, which
was

vaxa'ra
casux

mm.

[VOL X.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
J. H.

Sir Arthur

Before

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

THAYAMMAL

1887.

March 3, 22.

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF),
and

MUTTIA

(DEFENDANT), Rssronnmvr.‘

Rent Recovery Act (Madras), Act
Cultivation

A

VIII

landlord has a right to charge

Tenants—

of 1865, s. 11— Wam--cess—

improved by water taken from landlord’s
water-cess

tank.

when his tenant cultivates a wet

crop on dry land or a second wet crop on wet land by means of water taken from the

landlord‘s tank.

appeal against the decree of J. Hope, District Judge of
South Arcot, reversing the decree of the Temporary Deputy Collec
tor of Cuddalore.
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SECOND

This was

a summary suit under the Madras Rent Recovery Act,

e. 9, to compel the defendant

a muchalké.

to accept a patta from, and execute

to the plaintiff of whom

he'held certain land.

The

objected to a water-cess inserted in the patté on account

defendant

of water taken from a tank belonging to the landlord, but it was
admitted that he had used it to cultivate a wet crop on his dry land
and a second crop on his wet land.

The Temporary Deputy

plaintiﬁ:

Collector decreed in favor of the

accordingly appealed to the District Court
which modiﬁed the original decree by directing that the water-cess
the defendant

should be struck out of the patta.
The plaintiff preferred this second appeal.
Rdmd Rdu for appellant argued that the introduction of the
water-cess

or kasar in the patta was not an enhancement of rent,
a charge which the landlord was entitled to make

but that it was

on dry lands cultivated with the aid of his tank water.

Mr. Spring

for respondent argued that the charge was
an additional rent which could only be charged under s. 11 of the
Branson

Madras Rent Recovery Act, and

Naik

(5

M.H.O.R.,

cited Kottasawmy

294).

'

Second Appeal 758

of

1886.

v. Sandama

VOL.

mnms

X.]

snares.
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The Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker, J.) delivered the following Tairsmdi.
v.
JUDGMENT :—The question is whether the landlord has a right
MUTTIA.
to charge water-cess when a wet crop is cultivated on dry land, and
when a second wet crop is cultivated on wet land.

It

is not denied that the water taken for these purposes is taken

from the proprietor’s tank.

This is not a question of a landlord having, at his own expense,
land formerly cultivated as punjah
repaired a tank and__[rendered
cultivable as nunjah, as in Kottasawmy v. Sandama Naik(1), but
the question is whether the tenant can be called

upon to pay for

water taken from the landlord’s tank for special crops.
There is nothing illegal in such a charge see Vayt/zena'tlm Sdstrz'al
extra

v.

Sdmi Pandither(2).

In

the present case there is no dispute about the rate of assess
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ment.

The appeal must be allowed and the decree of the Lower
Appellate Court reversed and that of the Temporary Deputy
Collector restored.
The respondents

must pay appellant’s costs

in this

and

in

the

Lower Appellate Courts.

APPELLATE CIVIL—FULL BENCH.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H.

Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Justice Muttusdmi Ayyur, Mr. Justice Brandt and

Kernan,

Collins,

Mr. Justice Parker.
MUTTIA (Comma-Psmronn),

APPELLANT,

and

VIBAMMAL (Parmomaa),

RESPONDENT}

Hindu Law—Execution of decreafor maintenance of widow—

Liability of ancestral

estate.

Maintenance decreed to a coparcener’s widow by reason of her exclusion from
succession in a joint family cannot be regarded as a charge on the family estate or
the decree treated as a decree against the managing member of the family for the
time being.

(I)

M.H.C.R., 294.
(2) I.L.R., 3 Mad, 116.
" Appeal against Appellate Order No. 1 of 1886.

5

1886.

Oct. 13.
1887
2‘9.

April

Morris
9.

Viaunsln

LAW REPORTS.

THE INDIAN

284

A, the widow of

an undivided member

[VUL. X.

of joint Hindu family, obtained a decree

for maintenance against B, the brother of her deceased husband, not expressed
be a decree against the head or representative of the joint family.

B

died,

to

having been brought in as his representative, resisted

and 0, his son,

the execution of the decree by attachm'ent

of the family estate :

Held, that the family estate was not liable.
Per crux—In a regular suit, 0 may clearly be held liable to pay maintenance to

A,

and a decree may be passed against him ; but

in execution

proceedings

the decree

must be taken as it stands and executed against the son as his legal representative
in the mode prescribed by s. 234 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and it is not open
to extend the scope of the decree in such

(I.L.R.,

5

Mad,

234) approved

proceedings—Kande

v. Subbaywn

and followed.

APPEAL against an order of

J.

W. Reid, District Judge of Coim

conﬁrming an order made by P. Narayanasami Ayyar,
District Munsif of Coimbatore, in Original Suit N0. 19 of 1872.

batore,

In

the above suit one Virammal
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nance against Venkatakristna

obtained a decree for mainte

Gounden, the undivided brother of

.her deceased husband, not expressed to be a decree against the
head or representative of the joint family.
The decree was exe
cuted from time to time against Venkatakristna Gounden, and, on

his death, his son, Muthu Gounden, was brought on to the record
as his legal representative.
The plaintiff now ﬁled Civil Miscel
Petition N0. 210 of 1885 in the above suit applying for
the execution of her decree by the attachment of a house, which
laneous

formed part of the ancestral property of the family.

The defendant
maintenance

opposed the petition on the ground

that the

decreed to the petitioner did not constitute

a charge

on the family estate.

Both the Lower Comte held that the family house was liable
for the decree amount and ordered accordingly.
Bhdshyam Ayyangdr for appellant.
The decree to be executed was only a decree for money passed
against the appellant’s father in a suit to which the appellant was
no party; therefore, the decree-holder is not entitled to execute
the

decree by the

attachment

of ancestral

property which has

passed to the appellant by survivorship.—Km'pakambdl

I.L.R.,

Mad,

v.

Sub

for, in the present
bayyan,
case, the property sought to be made liable was not the self
acquired property of the father. —Nan0mi Babuam'n v. Modlmn
Mokun (I.L.R., 13 Cal., 21) was also referred to.
5

234, does not apply;

Rdmdnujdchdrydr for respondent.
The further arguments adduced on this appeal appear sufﬁci
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ently for the purpose of this report from the order of reference and
Mvrrn
1!.
'
the judgment of the Court.
VinumXL.
This appeal came on for hearing on 30th July 1886, before
Muttusémi Ayyar and Brandt,
who seeing reason to doubt

JJ,

the

of the decision

correctness

decided to refer the case to the

in

Full

Karpakamba'l

v.

Subbayyan,

Bench, and accordingly made

the following

or

:—The respondent, the widow of a
deceased brother of the minor appellant’s father, an undivided
ORDER

member of a

REFERENCE

oint family, had

a decree

for maintenance

against the

appellant’s father, now deceased.
The minor appellant’s name was entered on the record

as the

of the original decree-debtor, and the question is
whether the Courts below are right in holding that the ancestral
representative
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property of the family now represented
execution of the decree
The District Mfmsif referred to the

by the minor is liable in

Full Bench

decision in the

of Karpakambdl v. Subbayyanﬂ), but held, on the authority
“
estate
of the Sivag-a'n' case(2), subsequently decided, that the
which a son takes by heritage from his father constitutes assets by

case

descent for the payment of the father’s debts,” being debts not
incurred for vicious or immoral purposes.
case

The District Judge appears to have considered Karpakambdl’s
to be an authority for holding that a decree for maintenance,

such as we have to deal with here, can be executed against all the

right and interest of the son to the extent of the assets descended
to him from his father, and that the right and interest of the son
in the ancestral property descending to him constitute assets liable
in execution of such decree.
It is doubtful if the District Judge rightly apprehended

the

principle of the decision in Karpakambdl’s case, and we are bound
by that decision, which, unless it be reconsidered and modiﬁed or
overruled by another Full Bench decision, is conclusive, and the
orders of the Courts below must be reversed.

Having

considerable

doubts as to whether that case is decided

on correct principles, and seeing reason to doubt whether the view
now propounded
before the
(1)

Full

is not more correct, we resolve to lay this case
Bench in view to discussing the question whether

1.1.3.,

a

Mart,

284.

(2)

I.L.R.,

6

ma,

1.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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MUTTIA
U.

VlBAMM‘L.

are or are not suﬁicient

there

[VOL X.

for reconsidering that

grounds

decision on the following grounds.

If

the decree passed against the deceased had been expressed

to be passed against him as representing

if the

the undivided family, or

property had been indicated

ancestral

which the maintenance

was to be provided,

as the

it could

from

source

no doubt be

Is

executed against that property in the hands of the appellant.

it not

an inference

necessary from the facts of the case itself that

the decree was passed against the deceased in his capacity of re
presentative of the family, and that it was intended to be satisﬁed

by means of the ancestral property, if any? It is suggested that
the true principle upon which the solution of the question appears
to depend is as follows: according to the Mitakshara
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law, widows
of coparceners are excluded from inheriting their husbands’ shares,
and in consideration of their exclusion from such inheritance, the
right of survivorship is burdened with the obligation to provide
The right then that survived to the appellant’s
potentiality, in other words what actually

for their support.
father survived
survived

as a

was the difference

between

the value of the undivided

share, and the cost of the widow’s maintenance during her life;
and having regard to this legal basis of a decree for the mainte

widow, the decree might be taken
to be a decree passed against the appellant’s father as the head or
representative for the time being of his branch of the joint family.
nance of an undivided brother’s

We would

it

observe that

Karpakambdl’s

case,

does not appear

from the report in

whether the maintenance was awarded

widow of an undivided coparcener, or to

a mother,

to the

or other female

relative.

We would

if

also draw attention to the results which must follow

the decision in that case is correct;

it would, in

such case, be

necessary for a widow of a coparcener in a joint Hindu family
in Southern India to institute a fresh suit for maintenance as

often

as the head or

managing member of the joint family happens

to die.

The decision must be in accordance with the true principles of
but if decrees for maintenance in such cases

the law applicable,
cease

to have effect on the death of the person

party to the suit,

it may

originally made

be matter for consideration

whether

a

it is

not desirable to have recourse to the assistance of the Legislature.

This

appeal

came

on

for hearing before

the

Full Bench

VOL.

287

C.J., Kernan, Muttusami Ayyar, Brandt
13th October 1886 and on 29th April 1887,

(Collins,

JJ.),

MADRAS SERIES.

X.]
on

judgment was delivered :—
L'DGMENT.—In this case

J

obtained

the respondent

Parker,

and

the following
a

decree

against the appellant’s father, since deceased, for her maintenance,
in Original Suit No. 19 of 1872 on the ﬁle of the District Munsif

It

of Coimbatore.

in

not charged

Nor

does

it

is conceded that the maintenance

the decree against family or ancestral

appear that the decree was in terms

was

property.

a decree

of the joint family.

or representative

the head

awarded

against

So long as the

appellant’s father was alive, the decree was executed against him
For some time after his death, the appellant’s
from time to time.
execution.

When the respondent
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in 1885 by attaching

the decree was put into

whenever

guardian paid the maintenance

to execute the decree

attempted

guardian objected to the attach
ment, alleging that the appellant’s father left no separate estate,
and that, as the ancestral property survived to the appellant on
a house, the

the death of his father, a more personal

decree against the latter

could not be executed against the former who had inherited no
separate estate from the judgment-debtor.’ The District Mimsif
overruled the objection on the ground that the house, which was
ancestral, formed assets in the son’s hands available for the pay
ment of the father’s debts, provided they were

The District Judge upheld the order in appeal,
of the High Court in Karpakamba'l v.

nor immoral.
relying

on the decision

In that

Subbayyanﬂ).

case, there

was a decree for maintenance

it did not

father, but

against the respondent’s

of the decree that he was sued as the manager
was

neither vicious

held by the

Full Bench of this Court

can be executed against

appear on the face

It

of the family.

that, though a decree

the sons for arrears

which have accrued

it can only be executed against them as
of their father, and, until his assets are exhausted,

since their father’s death,
representatives

it being, of

course, understood,

interest he had

on the

that,

in his lifetime in joint

and would not be available

father’s

ancestral

death,

the

property lapsed,

as assets.

This

decision, far from supporting ,the order made by the
is
clearly an authority against it.
Judge,
Muttajyan v. Sangili Vera Pandz'a Ohinnatambiar(2), on which
(I) I.L.R.,

a

ma,

234.

(2

I.L.R.,

6

Mad,

1 , s.c.

L.R.,

9

I.A.,
42

128.

Moms
0.

ViasuMKL.

Munsif

the District

MUTTIA

[VOL X.
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relied, shows only that

in

a regular suit ances

tral property that has survived to the son may be treated as assets
for the payment of the father’s debts, those debts being neither

Vinsmu’t.

which

It

nor immoral.

vicious

is not

a decision

as to

the extent to

decree against the father can be executed against
his representative under s. 234 of the Code of Civil

a personal

his son

as

Procedure.

is,

.

by the Division Bench in this appeal
decreed to
coparcener’s widow by reason

whether maintenance
as

garded

a

from succession in

a

of her exclusion

a

The question referred

joint family

cannot

be re

charge on the family estate or the decree treated as

a

decree against the managing member of the family for the time

It

now appears, upon further consideration, to Muttusami
., who entertained some doubt on the point,
Ayyar and Brandt,
rest
of
the Court, that the question must be
as well as to the

JJ

being.

the decree must be taken as

Civil

and

Procedure,

As

it

of the

the scope of

to the observations

contained

may be pointed out that the difﬁculty

suggested may be obviated by the
decree making

s. 234

not open to extend

person entitled to maintenance

a

it

a

charge on the family property,
obtaining
any, or making the judgment-debtor liable as the representa

We are, therefore, of opinion that
tive of the undivided family.
the decision of the Full Bench in Karpakambril v. Subbayyanﬂ)
must be adhered to, and that the case must be referred back to
the Division

Bench for disposal with reference

to the foregoing

observations.

This

second appeal

came on for hearing on 15th

July

1887

Bench (Muttusami Ayyar and Brandt, JJ.),
when the following judgment was delivered :—
In accordance with the decision of the Full Bench, the orders

before

the Division

of the Courts below are set aside, and the application for execu
dismissed with costs throughout.
tion
(1)

I.L.R.,

a

is

_

the order of reference,

and

stands and executed against the son

the decree in such proceedings.

in

to the respondent,

but, in execution proceedings,

in the mode prescribed by

his legal representative

Code of

him;

is

as

it

decree may be passed against

it

a

clearly be held liable to pay maintenance

if
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regular suit the appellant may

a

In

answered in the negative.

ma,

234.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J. H.

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.
SUBBAMMAL

(Dursunsxrs Nos. 1—3), APPELLANTS,

AND orrrnus

1887.

March 23.

and

VENKATARAMA

AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFF

AND DEFENDANT N0. 4),

Rnsromnnxrs.*

I

Tramfer of Property Act—Act qu 1882, as. 131, lilo—Notice—Assigmnant
of actionable claim—Rights of tramferea for value.

A

sued for principal and interest due on a mortgage assigned
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the plaintiﬁ’s

The sum sued for exceeded the amount paid by the plaintiﬁ

dcmand.

for the assignment and reasonable
tendered

to him for value

No notice of the assignment was given to the mortgagors before

by the mortgagee.

to the plaintiff

interest on it ; but such amount was not paid or

:

Held, that the plaintiﬁ

was entitled to a decree for the whole amount due on

the assigned mortgage.

APPEAL from the decree of A.

J.

Mangalam Pillai, Subordinate

Judge of Madura (West), reversing the decree of RA. Lakshmanan
Chettyar, Acting District Munsif of Madura, in Original Suit
N0. 546 of 1884.

This
interest
and

was

a

due on

executed

suit to recover Rs. 149-4~0, being principal
a.

registered

by defendants

mortgage-deed,

dated

1st-

July

and
1881,

Nos. 1, 2 and 3 to Venkatachalam

The plaint alleged that on 16th April 1884 he obtained
of the mortgage from the mortgagee for the sum
N 0 notice of the assignment was given to the mort
of Rs. 100.

Ayyar.

an assignment

gagors before the plaintiff’s demand.
mortgage

Defendant

N 0.

asserted a

lien over part of the property included in the mortgage

sued on.

The District Mfmsif dismissed the suit on the ground that th
mortgage sued on was obtained by fraud.

e

The Subordinate Judge reversed the decree of the District
Mﬁnsif and decreed “ that subject to the mortgage right of defen
dant N0. 4 in plot No. 3, the plaintiff is entitled to recover the
sum sued for.”

‘

Second

Appeal No. 477 of 1886.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Defendants Nos.

SUBBAIIAL
0.

Vienna“

1, 2 and 3

preferred this second appeal

plaintiff and defendant No. 4 being joined

RAMA.

and

Venkatrcimayyar

[VOL X.

Seshagz'ri

;

the

as respondents.

Ayyar for appellants argued

that the assignment was invalid for want of notice to the mort
gagors under s. 131 of the Transfer of Property Act, and that in
any

case the

plaintiff was only entitled to

money and interest under s.

13-5

a decree

for the purchase

of that Act.

Subramang/a Ag/yar for respondents pointed out, as to the con
tention that the plaintiff could not recover the whole claim, that
no payment or tender of the purchase-money

and interest had been

proved.

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
suﬂ‘iciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of
the Court (Collins,

J

C.J.,

and Parker,

J.)

principal point argued before us is that no
of transfer was given under s. 131 of the Transfer of
This point was not raised at settlement of issues.
Property Act.
UDGMENT.-—Tll6
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notice

We follow

the rulings

in Lula Jugdeo

Sahai

v. Brzj Behari

L01 (1) that the transfer came into operation when the debtors
became aware of it (and he became aware of it when the action
was brought),

and in Grish Chandra

v. Kaskz'sauri

Debi(2) that

plaintiff is not debarred from recovering the full amount.
The second appeal is dismissed with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

ALWAR

1887.

April

Mr.

J

ustice

Kernan and Mr. Justice Parker.

AND ANOTHER

9.

(PLAINTIFFS),

Arrsnmrzrs,

and

SESHAMMAL

AND

morass (Dnrsxnmrs), Rssrosnsms.*

Civil Procedure Code, as. 98, 99—Dccree passed in a restored suit pendiuy appan against
order of restoration.

A
and

suit was ﬁled in a Miinsif’s Court, but neither party appeared for the hearing,
The Mﬁnsif subsequently on review made an order

the suit was dismissed.

The defendant in the
restoring the suit and eventually decreed for the plaintiff.
meanwhile appealed to the District Court against the order of restoration, and after
(1)

I.L.R.,

12 Cal., 505.
(2) I.L.R., 13 Cal., 145.
" Second Appeal No. 1112 of 1886.

VOL.
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the date

of the decree, the District Court made an order allowing the defendant’s

appeal.

The plaintiff

appealed

to the High Court and the order of the District

Court was reversed

and the order of restoration upheld :
Held, that the Monsif’s decree was not passed without jurisdiction.

T. McCarthy, Acting District
decree of N. R. N arasimhayyar,

appeal from the decree of S.

SECOND

Judge of Chingleput, reversing

the

District Ml'insif of Trivellore, in Original Suit N o. 830 of 1883.
This was a suit to recover principal and interest due on
N0.

bond executed by defendant

mortgage

in favor of the minor

On 12th January 1885, the Milnsif dismissed

plaintiff’s father.

the suit under s. 98 of the Code of

January he

1

a

Civil Procedure; but

on 21st

made an order restoring the case of the ﬁle of the Court,

and eventually passed a decree in favor of the plaintiffs on 20th

March.

Meanwhile

had been preferred against the
and
the
late District Judge heard the appeal
January,
and reversed the order appealed against on 18th April.
The
an appeal
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order of 21st
defendants

appealed

against the Mfrnsif’s decree of 20th March,

alleging as their ﬁrst ground of appeal that the decree of the Lower
Court was void in that the Mﬁnsif’s order of restoration had been
S. T. McCarthy, the Acting District Judge,

set aside on appeal.

heard

the

appeal

and

reversed

the- decree appealed

against

as

having been passed without jurisdiction, but expressed an opinion
favorable

to the plaintiffs

on_

the evidence.

The plaintiffs preferred this second appeal; the order of the
District Court, dated 18th April, having been meanwhile reversed
by the High Court.

See ante, p. 270.

Subramanya Ayyar for appellants argued that the order of the
District Judge setting aside on appeal the Munsif’s order of 21st

January having

been made subsequently

decree was not passed without

Srirangricharyrir

urisdiction.

for respondents

decree was ultra sires.

to the Munsif’s decree, the
argued

that the Munsif’s
'

JJ

The Court (Kernan and Parker,
delivered the following
JUDGMENT :—-The District Judge on 18th April 1885 reversed
the order of the Mfrnsif
and

in

appeal

March 1885.

reversed

to

restore

of the 21st January 1885,

the decree of the Mﬁnsif

of the 20th

The appeal against the decree of the Mﬁnsif was
May 1885 and the hearing was on 1st Septem~

ﬁled on the 8th of

By the decree the District Judge reversed
Mﬁnsif on the ground that the decree of his

her 1886.
of the

the decree
predecessor

‘ LWAII.
V).

Sﬁsrrsuxir.
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Lawn.

[VOL X.

of April 1885 reversed the order to restore the suit, the effect of

U.

Sianunrlt. which was that the suit was no longer in Court and the decree
of the Munsif was wrong.
The present District Judge expressed an opinion in favor of the
plaintiff on the merits, in order that the Court might, if it felt

But

justiﬁed, act on that opinion.

do so, as the

we cannot

trict Judge had no jurisdiction to pronounce
as the decree of his predecessor stood.

Dis

such an opinion as

long

We

reversed the decree of 18th

have

April

1885.

Therefore

the order of restoration stands and the decree of the Munsif made
before the decree of 18th

We

April

1885 stands.

reverse the decree of 1st September

1886 and direct the

District Judge to rehear the appeal on the merits, but not on the
ﬁrst ground of appeal which we have already decided.
Costs of
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this Appeal to be paid by the respondents to the appellants and
the costs of the appeal to the Lower Appellate Court and of the
original suit are to abide the result of the suit.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H.
Mr. Justice

GANAPATI

1887.

Collins,

Kt.,

Muttusrimi

(DEFENDANT),

March 28, 29.

Clziqf Justice, and

Ayyar.
APPELLANT,

and

’SlTHARAMA
Civil Procedure

Code, a. Mil—Appeal

Rssronnanr.*

(PLAINTIFF),
from appallatc

of objections—Limitation Act-Act XV of

decree disallowing memorandum

1877,

:. l2—Karnam—Rigbt:

of do

tacto karnam.

A

ﬁled a plaint on 28th June 1882 for a declaration of his title as kamam of
to him as such, including those for
a village and for arrears of dues payable
His family had held the oﬁce
due
on
July
1st
which
accrued
1879.
1288,
fasli
and discharged its duties for three generations, but there was no evidence

of any

formal appointment of A or his ancestors :
IIeld, that the plaintiff was entitled to the dues as rle faolo karnam, and his claim
of any of the arrears claimed.

was not barred in respect

Per czlr.—-The

preliminary

objection taken by the respondent

appeal lies from so much of the decree of the Subordinate Judge
objections ﬁled by the appellant under s. 561 of the Code of

without weight.

'

Second Appeal No. 361 of 1886.

that no second
as disallowed the

Civil Procedure

is

MADRAS SERIES.
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APPEAL against the decree of S. Gopalaohari, Acting Subordinate
Judge of Madura (East), modifying the decree of P. S. Guru
mi'rrthi

Ayyar, District Munsif of Tirumangalam, in Original Suit

No. 584 of 1883.

This

was a suit to declare the plaintiff’s right to, and to recover

of, certain dues alleged to be payable to the plaintiff as
karnam of acertain village. The arrears sued for were for faslis
1288—1290. The plaint stated that the karnam mirasi of the
village of Pattam belonged to the plaintiff, and that he and his

arrears

ancestors since the

enjoyed

and

the

appertaining
swatantrams

emoluments

it; and that

to

of the ofﬁce

the duties

(mannihams
the defendant

and

swatantrams)

did not

assessed on the land cultivated by him.

was ﬁled on 28th

The

had performed

faisal,

June

defendant

pay the
The plaint

1882.

pleaded

that the plaintiff was not the karnam

Mﬁnsif held that

The District

the

was the mirasi

plaintiff

karnam of the village in question and made a decree for the pay
ment to him of the dues of faslis 1289 and 1290, but held that
the claim for the dues of fasli 1288 was barred by limitation.

The plaintiff appealed to the Subordinate Court in respect of
that part of the decree which refused part of his claim, and the
defendant

ﬁled

a memorandum

of objections.

The defendant preferred this second appeal.
Kalirindrdmayyar for appellant argued that the plaintiff had no
mirasi right to the ofﬁce, as he was not appointed by the zamindar,
and referred to Regulations

lation

VI

of 1831

;

XXV

and

XXIX of

1802 and Regu

that the formal requisites of the appointment

karnam cannot be dispensed with, and that as do fam‘o karnam
It was further argued
he was not entitled to the dues claimed.
of

a

that in any

case

claim for the arrear of fasli 1288 was time

a

barred.
Kistnasémz'

Ayyar for

respondent

objected

that no second

appeal lies from so much of the decree of the Lower Appellate
This contention
Court as disallowed the defendant’s objections.
was overruled.

the Court (Collins,

C.J.,

.InnounNT.—This

and Muttusami

was

Ayyar,

J

.).

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of
a
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of the village and had no right to the dues in question.

suit brought by the respondent

to
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Sin-rials“.
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recover

the
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by the appellant
to the karnam of the village in question.
It

swatantram

for faslis 1288—1290

payable

(emolument)

he was entitled to

it,

was not shown by the appellant that he ever held the oﬂioe, or that

or that he was under no obligation to pay.

has been found that the respondent

It

has been serving as karnam

for the last ﬁve or six years; that his grandfather held the ofﬁce
and that one Subrainanyam served as their

during his lifetime,

gumastah during the minority of the respondent, and during the
It was also in evidence that the respondent
lifetime of his father.

karnam in the Inam Register of 1864, and that

was described

as

the appellant,

his father and his guardian paid the swatantram

the gumastah

(agent)

Kuppu Subramanyam, until

these facts, we are of opinion

Upon

to

fa.in 1287.

that the

Subordinate

Nor

is
it

there was

when, by whom, and in what circumstances the
grandfather was appointed to the ofﬁce, or whether
formal appointment at all. But the recognition of

proved

respondent’s
a

in the Inam Register of 1864
and the fact of his family having held the ofﬁce for three gener
ations are sufﬁcient to raise the presumption that there has been a

the respondent’s

claim contained

that the claim to theiemolument due for
It conceded that accrued

due on the 1st

July

187

it

fasli 1288 was barred by limitation.

is

Another contention

is

valid appointment.

9,

and the period of limitation began there

fore to run only from that date, which must be excluded

computation under

s. 12

of Act

XV

of 1877.

from

The decision

of

Judge that the claim was not barred
right.
The preliminary objection taken by the respondent that no
second appeal lies from so much of the decree of the Subordinate
Judge

disallowed the objections ﬁled by the appellant under
561 of the Code of Civil Procedure
without weight, and the
is

as

decree appealed against was

meaning of

s. 584, whether

in

appeal within the

a

s.

is

the Subordinate

decree passed

it

dealt with the grounds of appeal

urged by the appellant or the objections taken by the respondent
under s. 561.

This

second appeal fails, and we dismiss

it
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is

is

true that
Judge properly decreed the respondent’s claim. It
the
karnam
at
the
time
of
the
Pillai
was
Picha
one
permanent
in no way related to him.
settlement, and that the respondent

with costs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Collins,

Kernmz, and

K

Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Justice Parker.
t.,

J. H.

Sir Arthur

Before

QUEEN—EMPRESS

1886.

Nov. 29.

against

n. 342,]364— Withdrawal

Code,

of

Criminal Procedure

AND ANOTHER.*
urworroborated

evidence

by

RANGI

1887.
12.

Jan.
ﬂu

and some cloths were

a

statement,

by the Village Mﬁnsif, to the effect that she had lured

A, who

and that

was her pal-amour,

recorded

into a garden,

murdered him in her arms, which state

had

frequently with greater detail in answer to questions from the

ment she repeated

committing Magistrate, and subsequently before the Sessions Court.
to the

There was

found in a neighbouring
made

G

4

June

B

a

skull,

burying ground which were identiﬁed as those of C.
on

the husband of B.

had said her husband was dead, a few days after his disappear.

ance; and some bones,

High Court after

she had been: sentenced

On her appeal

she retracted her former

to death,

and made the usual charges of ill-treatment against the Police.

statements

A

made

a

statement to the committing Magistrate which he subsequently repudiated before

C

the Sessions
at

Court, to the effect that he had assisted in disposing of the corpse of
of his brother-in-law, who corroborated the statement in two

the_ request

depositions before the Magistrate which were likewise repudiated by the deponent
'

Court:

that the conviction of

B

was wrong and

A

Held, that the conviction of

further

(Parker,

was wrong.

to

there

is

is

the evidence and see

all the confessional

according to the rulings of this Court, to

necessary,

if

examine

made by her,

it

Per Ii'crmln, J.—~“As the second prisoner has withdrawn
statements

reliable independent evidence to corroborate

material extent and in material particulars the statements

If no

withdrawn confessional statements.
the contradictory statements

is

which statements

., dissenting)

J

before the Sessions

a

contained in the

such corroborative evidence exists, then

of the second prisoner remain and doubt exists as to

true, and the confessional statements

cannot be safely relied on

same

rule should be followed

J.--The
is

Per Kernan,
dure Code 364

witness

withdraws

examination of an accused person under Criminal

subject to the purpose referred to in s. 342, viz.,

him to explain any circumstances

Referred Trial No. 88

his

Proce

“to

enable

appearing against him," and not to supplement

for the prosecution against him

oi

the case

when

_

to show that he

is

Semble.—-The

deposition before the Sessions Court.

a

against the prisoner.”

'
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C,

were charged with the murder of

some evidence that

B

A and

B

witness—Examination of the accrued—Conﬁrm.

guilty.

1886 and Criminal Appeal No. 429 of

43

1836.
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THIS was a case referred to the High Court by the Sessions Judge
of Kistna for conﬁrmation of the sentence of death passed upon
the second prisoner and appeal by the ﬁrst and second prisoners

against the sentences passed upon them.
The most important exhibits in this
memorandum of confessional

statement

case

were—exhibit B, a

made by the second

soner to the Village Munsif, dated 4th June; exhibit J1,
6th June, exhibit J2, dated 14th June, exhibits J“ and J4,
15th

June, and

J

5,

dated
dated

dated 25th August, all being confessional

ments made by the second prisoner to the Second-class

of Bezvada, but not all recorded

as

pri

state

Magistrate

having been voluntarily made.

Some of these were made in answer

to numerous

from

questions

the Magistrate and all of them were made when the prisoner was

in

statements.

Mr. Kernan for the appellants.
The Acling Government Pleader (Mr. Powell) for

the Crown.

and the arguments adduced on this
appeal appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the
judgments of the Court.
of the

case

The Court (Collins,
appeal

came

on

C.J. and Parker,

J

.),

The facts

before whom this

for hearing in the ﬁrst place,

delivered

the

following judgments :-~

;

is

COLLINS, C.J.—I am of opinion that the evidence against the
ﬁrst prisoner Meer Shufee
not sufﬁcient to convict him, and the
Government Pleader did not press the case against him the con

viction should therefore be reversed and Meer Shufee discharged.
The case against the second prisoner Rangi, who was sentenced
very diﬁ'erent from that against the ﬁrst prisoner.
The man who
said to have been murdered was her husband

they had been living apart for many years, and there

Rangi

is

;

is

to death,

is

strong

intrigue with
It
Meer Shufee.
alleged that Vengataswami, the husband
of Rangi, was murdered on the 22nd May 1886, and the 4th
witness for prosecution, the brother of the second prisoner, alleges

evidence that

was carrying on an adulterous

is

that Vengataswami, who was living at Talagatur, came to Vallur
where his wife was living, apparently in the hope of inducing
his wife to return with him to Talagatur, and there
evidence
is
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the custody of the Police.
Further, the second prisoner made a
self-incriminatory statement in the Sessions Court and ﬁnally ﬁled
a petition of appeal in the High Court withdrawing all the previous

that Vengataswami and Rangi were together about that date, that
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he saw both of them walking

up the

297

Kistna

embankment,

and

some time afterwards Rangi, the second prisoner, came back alone,
she said she had told her husband

that upon being questioned,
as she was giving milk

that

to two children in the village she

would go three days afterwards, that he (her husband) got angry
and went away, and would be at that time at Ghagantipadu,
a place on

the way to Talagatur where

her husband lived.

fact of second prisoner and her husband

The

being together about this
for prosecution.
The

time is also spoken to by the ﬁfth witness

second prisoner went to Talagatur on the third day after this inter
-

view with her husband, taking her children with her.
witness
swami,

The third

for the prosecution, the daughter of Rangi and Vengata
says that the last she saw of her father was when her

Vallur

This witness also deposes
saying, “they would send his wife.”
returned
some
nine days after her
when
her
mother
that
Rangi
father had left for Vallur, she asked her where her father was,
that the second prisoner tried to beat her with a brass vessel and

“your father is rotting in

said,

made about
arrested

pit.”

a

were

Vengataswami. A man named Budden Sahib was
and he, after he had been in custody for a

time, gave an account of how he and the ﬁrst prisoner

buried the body of Vengataswami,

had

In June inquiries

on suspicion,

considerable

and on the 15th June

he took the Second-class

Magistrate to the place of the supposed
burial, and bones, ﬂesh, pieces of blanket, &c., were found there.

It

appears, however, that on the 3rd

June

a search had been made

at this spot, which was used as a burial ground, by the Constable,
the seventh witness,

and the

Village Mdnsif, and that two skulls

and other bones, pieces of blanket and other things were found
Budden Sahib when before the Sessions Judge retracted
the whole of his former statement and declared that the Police
there.

had instigated him to make it.
Rangi when arrested made

a

long statement

in which she

alleged that the ﬁrst prisoner had induced her to lure her husband

garden for the purpose of having connection with her; that
“
whilst her husband was, as she describes
sitting on her,” the
a

it,

into

a

ﬁrst prisoner came from behind some bushes and struck her hus
large stick, that on the second blow
band on the head with
being given the head broke and the brains came out. She made
a
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mother’s elder brothers came to Talagatur and took him to

Very similar statement before the Sessions

Judge

when

on her

Quaran

Exrasss
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anlm-

trial, and it is clear,

Em?“

took her husband into the garden at the suggestion of the ﬁrst
prisoner and for the purpose of the ﬁrst prisoner’s killing him.
The second prisoner in her appeal petition to the High Court

BANQI-

her confessions are to be believed, that she

declares that she knows nothing of the alleged murder, and that
the Police teased her into making the statement incriminating
herself and the ﬁrst prisoner.
am of opinion that it would not be safe to convict this

I

In

woman of murder under the circumstances.

the ﬁrst place

I

am not satisﬁed on the evidence that Vengataswami is really dead.
The Sessions Judge in his statement to the High Court under
date 11th September

1886 says,

“it

is

highly improbable that

he

‘

possibility of such an event happening (that
Vengataswami
be
taken
into
should
consideration
and
in
the
turning up
ﬂesh)
”
that an irrevocable sentence should not be passed.’

Rangi called before
Judge deposed that her

One ofithe daughters of Vengataswami and
the Magistrate but not before the Sessions

says,

a

if

a

maternal uncles made her father lie down by some bushes and one
“ He
small knife.
_of her uncles out her father’s throat with
“ as
he did
She also
out,” she
sheep and killed him.”
said she made this statement

which she afterwards

said was false,

bold enough to swear that
her father’s,

“ used to pick lice out
because she

of

one of the skulls dug up from the burial ground
his head.”

is

Another daughter, third witness,

is

because her grandfather and paternal uncle told her to say so.

She also swears,

“ the bones are my father’s.”

With regard

to the skull indentiﬁed as that of Vengataswami

was when found (so say the witnesses) broken into two pieces.
The second prisoner in her confessional statement says that ﬁrst

it

prisoner

“ broke ” her husband’s

head.

The

apothecary

who

it,

however, says that in his opinion the fracture was
examined
caused afier death and gives good reasons, in my judgment, for his

opinion.

Taking into my careful
case,

cannot

consideration

say that the statement of the ﬁrst prisoner

is

that he heard the Police tutoring
she should say

the whole of the evidence

false

the second prisoner as to what

beyond reasonable

confessions relied on against

doubt

and that the

the second prisoner are true,

it

of this

I
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is,

(Vengataswami) will ever turn up in the ﬂesh,’ and although he
has sentenced the woman to death, he recommends that ‘the

may

.
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“
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the hope of saving her brothers

ruﬁans,”

who

are

But
from being accused of the crime.
Judge who tried the case,

above all, the suggestions of the Sessions

heard the witnesses and observed their demeanour,

that the extreme

sentence of the law should not be carried out for the only reason

apparently that the man supposed to be murdered might turn up
some day in the ﬂesh, leaves me no alternative but to say that the
safer course is to acquit the second prisoner.

PARKER, 'J.—-The

appellants

-

on or about

the 22nd

May

in this

case,

Meer Shufee and

of the murder of one Vengataswami

Rangi, have been convicted

last.

The second prisoner in the

Rangi, is the wife of the deceased, and the ﬁrst prisoner
whom she had been carrying on an illicit intercourse.

a man

case,

with
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The evidence shows that deceased and his wife had been living
apart for some three or four years, the deceased in the village of
Talagatur with one daughter and a son, and Rangi with the youn
Deceased
ger children at Vallur where her brothers also lived.
now and then to
to go
his wife’s brothers.

used

The

for

case

the

Vallur, but

prosecution

is

was not on good terms with

that Vengataswami

left

Talagatur for Vallur with his wife’s brothers some time in May,
—the date is not accurately ﬁxed, but it is endeavoured to ﬁx it
with reference to some local festival—and did not return.
31st

About

May Rangi returned

with inquiries

as

to Talagatur without him, and was met
to where he was. She said he had left her to

return alone, but her answers were regarded as suspicious and her
husband’s brother Gopadu was not satisﬁed about Vengataswami’s
The village people appear to have taken second
disappearance.

in the lock-up while
Gopadu and Ammallu, her elder daughter, went on to Vallur to
On 2nd June the Police and the Village Magis
make inquiries.
trate were searching about Vallur for traces of Vengataswami, as
to

prisoner

Vuyyur

where

she

was kept

Gopadu and his daughters declared a murder had been committed.
On 3rd uue were found by the Village Munsif and the Police
Constable No. 40 (seventh witness) two skulls, some leg bones,

J

pieces of arms, &o.,

in

be situated close to the

in the burial-ground which appears to
bank in the bed of the Kistna river; with

a pit

these were found some pieces of blanket and also bits of two cloths

belonging to her father. An inquest
was held the same day in which it was reported that the remains

which Ammallu identiﬁed

as

Quasa
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were those of Vengataswami who appeared to have met his death

and that seven persons,

by violence

including the brothers of

Rangi, were suspected of the crime.
The Village Miiusif Ganganna (second witness), who conducted
the inquest, has deposed that Rangi was then present, having
been brought by the Police and others, and confessed to him then

and there that her husband had been beaten and killed by Meer
He speaks to a state
Shufee, the ﬁrst prisoner, in her presence.
ment (exhibit B) as having been made by her at the time, and
by him in which she confessed to him that
she had decoyed her husband into the garden in order that Meer
Shufee might kill him, and that the ﬁrst prisoner had been lying
recorded

in writing

in wait for them and had killed her husband in accordance with
their joint plan,——having previously arranged that Vengataswami
should be ﬁrst intoxicated.
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This

statement
declares

Ganganna

is dated however
that he began

on 4th June, and though
it on the 3rd and ﬁnished

it

on the 4th (exhibit B being really a fair copy of the original
statement given), there is reason to believe he was not telling

the truth in regard to this.

From

the

H. N ammayya

of the Police

evidence

I

ﬁnd that Rangi was
(seventh witness)
was
sent
for from Vuyyur—where
not present at the inquest, but
Constable

she was in the Police Station—on

the following

day,

'i.e.,§

4th

June, and

the absence of all allusions in the inquest paper to the

statement,

said to have. been made by her before the inquest,

is

proof positive that the statement had not been then made.
Ganganna’s explanation of the absence of any reference to it in

almost

the inquest paper is that he considered

Rangi

was not speaking

the truth, and therefore

he put down what her daughters

viz., that the suspicion

was upon her brothers;

ment appears

originally

to me to have

inaccurate

statement

stated,

but this state

been probably made

to cover

that Rangi was present

the

at the

inquest.

It

is however certain that the statement (exhibit

B)

was made

4th June and was forwarded to the Second-class
Magistrate of Bezvada on the same date with the covering report
(exhibit C), which bears the Magistrate’s initials of receipt on
by Rangi

on

8th June.
Seeing that there has been
circumstances under which and

an inaccuracy in describing the
the date on which exhibit

B

was

mus seams.
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have put it altogether out of consideration

had the

evidence against Rangi,—so far as it is based on confessions—
This however is not the
depended upon that document alone.
case.

On 6th June, two days later, Rangi made a confession

Vuyyur—which

was recorded

under

s. 164

of the Criminal

at

Pro

cedure Code—before the Second-class Magistrate of Nuzvid, and
which she repeated in much greater detail before the Second
class Magistrate of Bezvada on 14th June. She repeated it again
on 15th June on which date she made two statements,——aiter
pointing out the place to the Magistrate where the murder was
oommitted,—one at Vallur and the other at the place where the
body was found. More than two months later, viz., on 25th August
and again on 28th August, she repeated the same story, nor did she
It is now for the ﬁrst
vary it when she was tried at the Sessions.
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time in her appeal to this Court (after she has been sentenced to
death) that she retracts her former statements, and makes the usual
charges of ill-treatment against the Police.

The ﬁrst prisoner Meer
on 13th

July by

Shufee

was arrested

the tenth witness

Mahomed

at Secunderabad

Ali,

9.

Police Con

Magistrate of Bezvada, on 18th
August, he made a statement that he had assisted in disposing of
the dead body of Vengataswami in the pit at the request of Budden
Before the Second-class

stable.

Sahib,‘his

but he denied all knowledge of how

brother-in-law;

Vengataswami met his death.

This statement

he repudiated at the

Sessions saying he was suffering from pain and did not remember

what he had said.

In his

appeal

petition he urges

that the

charge has been brought against him through enmity.

It

was urged upon us by the learned

prisoner that
by sufﬁcient
safe to convict
Sessions

the death

Counsel

evidence, and that for that reason

any one of his murder.

Judge that

for the second

of Vengataswami was not established

the evidence

I

it would not

be

entirely agree with the

of identiﬁcation of the remains

found in the pit is not sufﬁcient to enable us to ﬁnd with certainty
that those remains are the remains of Vengataswami. But the
evidence of the death of Vengataswami does not rest only on evi
dence of identiﬁcation of the remains.

There was the unretracted

statement of the second prisoner at the Sessions that her husband

had been murdered and that his remains had been deposited in that
pit, and further the statement of the ﬁrst prisoner himself before the
Magistrate to

that

eﬁect, though the statements of the two prisoners
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of the murder.

differed as to the circumstances

was the evidence of Budden Sahib which the

admitting in evidence under
dure,

I

s. 288

[VOL X.

Beyond that there

Judge

was justiﬁed in

of the Code of Criminal Proce

think under the circumstances that there was evidence not

really open to reasonable doubt on which the Judge might ﬁnd
that Vengataswami is in truth dead, and that his body was buried
in that pit. As there is evidence that other persons had also been
buried there, it is obviously quite impossible to tell with certainty
whether the particular skull and bonesproduced before the Court
were those of Vengataswami or not.

It

is then urged that the various confessions made by the
second prisoner may not have been voluntary, and we are referred
to slight discrepancies
degree of

light and the

the different statements

between

made no ‘less than seven statements
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As

place where she waited, &c.

as

to the

the prisoner

at different times and after

intervals of time, some of which statements entered much more into
detail than others, it would be surprising if one or two small inconsis
tencies could not be perceived,—-—but

none that have been mentioned

at all affect the main features of the story.

Rangi may

but

is suggested that

false story in order to shield her brothers,

have told a

the real culprits;

It

if this

in
That

were so, she would hardly have

vented one which throws so much of the

guilt upon

herself.

suspected her brothers,

and that

Gopadu was ready enough to suspect them is obvious,

and it is

the village

authorities

at ﬁrst

clear that the ﬁrst suspicions which fell upon them were dissipated

It would appear
by the statements of the second prisoner herself.
the invitation
went
to
at
that
deceased
Vallur
the
evidence
from
of his wife’s brothers who were anxious that she should return to
Talagatur with her husband possibly with the wish to put an end
to the intimacy between her and ﬁrst prisoner as is suggested by
the

evidence of fourth witness

Ramaswamigadu.

The fact that

deceased had gone at their invitation would naturally incite Go
padu’s suspicions against

them in the ﬁrst instance when he found

that his brother had disappeared.
The story told by the second prisoner that her husband went
away with her in the direction of the Government garden and that
she returned alone

is corroborated

by the

evidence

of Rama

swamigadu.
the

Upon all this evidence'and upon Rangi’s own statements at
am of opinion that the Judge was justiﬁed in
Sessions trial

I
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ﬁnding that she enticed her husband to the garden in order that
that she has been properly

he might be murdered and therefore

Riser.

convicted.

With regard

to the ﬁrst prisoner Meer Shufee

it

is admitted

by the learned Government Pleader that on the evidence on record
the conviction can hardly be supported.
not evidence on which he can be convicted,

Rangi’s statements are
and there is nothing

else against him except the retracted deposition of Budden Sahib,
which was given after ten days’ detention in custody on suspicion

of being himself

in

The ﬁrst prisoner’s
no admission of being in any

some way concerned.

statement of 18th August

contains

way an accomplice in the murder, and with regard to him

I think

that the conviction and sentence should be reversed.

' Accepting

statements as regards herself

the second prisoner’s

do not ﬁnd that she suggested the murder and
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it is

I

possible that

action was more or less dictated

by fear of the anger and
Her confession to which she adhered
jealousy of her paramour.
up to the time of her conviction was given almost as soon as the
do not think that weight
restraint of his presence was removed.
her

I

that possibly the ﬁrst prisoner may have
in the garden and killed the
surprised Rangi
No such defence
latter without any previous concert with Rangi.
is due to the suggestion

and her husband

set up by the prisoner herself at any stage of the pro
and
as she has not scrupled to admit her intimacy with
ceedings,
the ﬁrst prisoner she would hardly have omitted to advance a plea

has been

so

much in her favor, had it been

But having regard

a

true one.

to the possibility that she may have acted

I

did through fear of her paramour would not conﬁrm the
capital sentence, but reduce the sentence to transportation for life.
as she

The ﬁrst prisoner Meer Shufee should be set at liberty.
The case of the second prisoner was then referred, in accord
ance with the provisions of s. 378 of the Criminal Procedure Code,
to Ker-nan,

J.,

KEBNAN,

J

who delivered the following judgment :—
.—The two prisoners, Meer Shufee and Kuthada

Rangi, have been convicted by the Sessions Judge of Kistna of
the murder of Vengataswami, husband of the second prisoner, on
have to consider only whether the
or about the 22nd May 1886.

I

conviction of the second prisoner who has appealed is right.
_
The principal questions will be—
1.

Quasa

Exranss

Is it

proved that Vengataswami is dead?
‘14

2.
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Whether

confessional

certain

statements

second prisoner and retracted

v.

RANGI.

circumstances

of,

made

by the

in appeal are under the

and on the evidence

in the

case,

satisfactory evidence that her husband was murdered,
and that she was a party to the crime ?

Upon the evidence it appears that Vengataswami (of the Yera
kala caste) who lived by labour as a cooly was married several
years to the second prisoner, by whom he had four children, and
that for some years the second prisoner, lived with him at Talagatur
village, and that about four years ago she went to the village of
Vallur to a vacant house of her parents leaving two of the children
with her husband and having with herself two others of the
children.

.

The fourth witness for prosecution, the second prisoner’s brother,
says that her husband came to her hut at Vallur, and they were
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on good

terms,

to this witness

and stayed

about three days, and that he said

he would take his wife back with him as she was

saying she would go, and that he would go at night.
This witness says that the husband spoke something

to his

wife in the hut, and he with his wife went out, up the Kistna
embankment, saying he would come back,>——that it was then lamp
lighting

that she returned at

time,

8 o’clock,

and in reply to a

question by witness where her husband was, she said she told her
husband that she would go with him to the village in three days,
and he got angry and went awayThe witness says that on the

third day after,

she

of Talagatur.

It

left with her children and went to the village
appears that on the 31st May, she made a

statement before the Station-house Ofﬁcer,

in

to the effect that her brothers

evidence

ﬁfteen

days

brothers

before

to

Vallur

and

Vuyyur, which

was put
brought her husband

that ten

days

before

her

and her husband quarrelled and he went away—and that

she arrived at Talagatur the day before yesterday

thinking her
husband was there, that she did not know whether her husband
died or had gone anywhere, that her brothers did not kill her
husband.

Ammallu, her daughter, stated to the Station Oﬂicer

that the second prisoner said when she came to the village that
“ her husband would come but he was not dead.”
It is alleged
by Ammallu in her evidence at the Sessions that the second
prisoner on her arrival at the village when questioned by her
daughter

as to

her husband said, “your father is decaying in a

VOL. X.]
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K. Gopalu, paternal

uncle of Ammallu,

evidence before the Sessions Court, says the same.

As

to Ammallu,

no such statement

was made

by her to the

Station Ofﬁcer, and it is contrary to her statement above referred
to.
As to K. Gopadu, Ammallu says that he and she complained
of the second prisoner from suspicion that
Now a complaint was made by K.
they might have killed him.
against

the brothers

Gopadu and by Lakshmidevi,
Ofﬁcer.

Lakshmidevi

daughter, to the Station
stated that her maternal uncles in her
another

presence laid her father on the ground, and that her uncle Laksh
migadu cut: his?v throat. She says in her deposition before the
Magistrate, dated 28th August 1886, that the same K. Gopadu,
her paternal uncle, told her to say that her maternal uncles

In

killed her father.

had

the same evidence before the Magistrate, she

was obliged to admit that her statement to the Station Ofﬁcer was
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entirely untrue.

It

on the statement

is quite plain that no reliance can be placed

of Lakshmidevi

or Ammallu

or on that of

K.

Gopadu.

The only complaint of any kind

up to the 31st

May

was made

against the brothers of the second prisoner for killing her hus
band. But the second prisoner denied that—see Station Ofﬁcer’s
report, 31st May.

No information being

obtained up to the 2nd

K. Vengataswami and his body not having been
Police
found, the
brought to Vallur the second prisoner and her
daughters, and K. Gopadu, her brother-in-law, as appears in
June

about

of the Village

the evidence

Munsif,

the second witness.

This

witness says that the children were crying and said a murder had
been committed.

village and

in

The witness then stated that he searched in the

the burning and burying ground of the village

in

the sand near the river, that on the 3rd June he took Nammayya,
a Constable, seventh witness, with him and that he dug up with
his stick one piece of skull and bones and pieces of hair, goehi,
langoti, sikatadu for tying the hair, and that the second prisoner
and her daughters were brought there, and they, the daughters, said
those things were of their father and that the second prisoner said
‘yes.’

He

says that some ﬂesh was adhering to the bones and

that the remains appeared

to have been there about

ﬁfteen days,

and that bones, big bones, were scattered on all sides there.
Constable,

seventh

witness,

The

says that they searched the snmsmm,

burning and burying place, that

a

pit was dug and they found

Quasa
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two skulls, leg bones and three pieces of arms, sikatadu, pieces
of cloth and other cloths.
These two witnesses, viz., the Mﬁnsif
and the Constable,

that the Inspector came afterwards, but
although some pieces of cloths and bones found, the pit was not

fully dug

out.

say

Several

witnesses

cumny and

pieces of the

to identify the

were examined

the sikatadu and of the cloths

belonging to the second prisoner’s

husband,

found as

but upon the evidence

it

appears that articles of the same description are used by all
“ Yerakalas,” and no
special reasons for identiﬁcation are given by

I do not

the witnesses.
evidence

think any reliance can be placed on the
any of the things found as those which

identifying

as

were worn by second prisoner’s

The daughters of the
second prisoner and their paternal uncle said that one of the skulls
was that of the second prisoner’s husband.
One of the daughters
husband.

said his skull was round, and she used to take lice from his head,

knew it.

she

This is not satisfactory

village, and the discovery

evidence of the

The place where the skull
and burying place for the

of such remains

as these would most

A punchayat was held on the 3rd June
probably be made there.
It records amongst
1886, and its report was put in evidence.
other things that no body was found and that bones were found.

It

also records a statement made then by Ammallu, the daughter,

and

K.

Gropadu, the brother of second prisoner’s

husband,

that the

of the second prisoner.
It also
records that the bones were those of a man who died by violence,
but that there was no corpse, and the punchayat could not identify
latter was killed by the brothers

That punchayat was signed on the 3rd June.

the remains.

Mﬁnsif

says the second prisoner

The

was at the punchayat, but was

not examined before the punchayatdars, and he says that after the
punohayat,

the second prisoner

made a statement

to him which

June, but that he did not do so at the
He also says that next day on the 4th

he wrote down on the 3rd

marked

as

to the second prisoner and

exhibit B.

In exhibit

B

and

and was read
is

that she signed

made

it,

June

of the Police.

a copy was

it

request

the

is

It

a

herself as
party to the murder of her
not explained by the prosecution how or why or
under what circumstances that statement came to be made. All
second prisoner implicates

husband.

proved

is

that the second prisoner was brought to the
punchayat by the Police, and that she on the 3rd June, after the
that

is
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and therefore

skull being that of Vengataswami.
bones were found was the burning
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punchayat was over for that day, is stated to have made an
original statement not produced, and that she signed exhibit B on
the 4th.
the.

It

is stated she was not arrested

second prisoner made that statement

allegations against
quent statements

That

her brothers.

J‘,

J

2,

J’,

the murder, are inconsistent

until

Before

the 4th.

she was aware

of the

statement and her subse
herself in

J4, and J5, all implicating

with her statements made up to the 3rd

June.

Though the second prisoner adhered to those statements
the Sessions Court before the verdict was given and before
sentence of death was pronounced on her, she in appeal to this Court

even

in

says that she made the statements

at the instance

of the Police,

who teased her greatly, and that those statements are not true.
The case of the prosecution against the second prisoner de
pends on these statements, and on the supposed corroboration of
them principally
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a

by the evidence of Budden Sahib made before

Magistrate on the 14th and 15th

June

and on the 26th August,

and also on other evidence after referred to.
the second prisoner
states where

in exhibit B,

In

the statement by

dated the 4th

June

1886, she

she and her husband had lived and that he came to

Vallur and that she agreed to return with him as before set forth.
She says, how
So far there is no reason to doubt her statement.
ever, in exhibit B, that the ﬁrst prisoner used to have illicit
intercourse with her and threatened
occasions

her on three or four prior
of visits of her husband to Vallur, that he would kill

him, and that on the occasion of the last visit the ﬁrst prisoner
induced her to decoy her husband after dark into a garden near
Vallur called the Circar gardens, in order to have intercourse with
her, and that he, the ﬁrst prisoner,
husband.

said he then would

She says that the ﬁrst prisoner arranged

kill

her

with Veerama,

the ﬁfth witness, a toddy-seller,'to give the second prisoner’s

hus

of the day that he was to
She says that in accordance with that
be decoyed into the garden.
agreement she and her husband drank toddy at Veerama’s shop,

band toddy and arrack, on the afternoon

and that the second prisoner brought her husband into the Circar
gardens

in the evening, they lay down, and that while her hus
with her, the ﬁrst prisoner, who was

band was having intercourse

hiding behind trees, came and struck her husband on the neck
with a stick two cubits long, that her husband fell on one side of
her and then the ﬁrst prisoner struck another blow on her husband’s
head, which broke his head, and he then died, and that she went

Quasa
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home, and at dawn in the morning the ﬁrst prisoner came and

QUBBN

Emrasss

told

her that he and the ﬁrst witness Budden Sahib had buried the

v.

Raver.

corpse, but refused to tell her where.

On the 6th June 1886 the .second prisoner made a statement
exhibit 1, before the Second-class Magis

J

recorded as a confession,

trate in which she repeats in substance what he stated in exhibit
B, but she added that while the ﬁrst prisoner was coming to where
her husband was having intercourse with her, there was noise of
leaves, and her husband asked what

it

was and she said

perhaps a pig, and that the ﬁrst prisoner

threatened

it

was

to stab her

if

she said to any one that he killed her husband, and that the
ﬁrst prisoner’s brother-in-law had brought_a cumny and mamoti
from the house and dug a pit in which her husband was buried,

and that she showed the Police the place where the murder took
I
place.
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Again

the second prisoner made a statement on the 14th

exhibit J2, before the Second-class
he certiﬁes to be voluntarily

June,

Magistrate of Bezwada which

made.

In

answer to the question

“ when and
why did your husband die,” the
statement appears to show that she repeated what was in the
The repetition occupies two pages of print.
prior statements.
of the Magistrate

Then fourteen other questions appear to have been put to her by
the Magistrate, the answers to which occupy two other pages of
print.

Again

on the 15th

June

she made a statement,

before the same Magistrate at
the offence.”
'

This

statement

Vallur which is

exhibit J5,

headed “scene of

is not certiﬁed to be made volun

tarily, but the particulars of it have been used as a confession by
The opening questions are—“ Where did
Judge.

the Sessions

your husband

Kuthada

Vengataswami drink teddy and arrack;

and how did he and you come from that place into the Govern
ment garden ?

How did Meer

How did your husband sit ?
and beat your husband? How did

Where did you lie
Shufee

your husband fall down

come

P”

All

?

these

questions

same time and before she answered any of them.
asked her, how

it

The Magistrate

was there was no blood at the place of offence ?

She replied that ﬁrst prisoner told her, he wiped

rain also fell.

were put at the

it

away and that

Then the Magistrate refers to her statement on the
prior day, that leaves of the trees rustled while her husband was
lying with her, and that she told her husband it was a pig—and
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the thing that was coming a pig, or what did

” In
you see and say so ?
reply she says the ﬁrst prisoner told
her that he would come and murder her husband, and that if the
leaves rustled she should tell her husband that a pig perhaps

was

coming. Then the Magistrate asked her, was it convenient for
her and her husband to lie down at home. She replied, it was not
convenient as her brothers were living in her hut. As to this
fact there is evidence of the fourth witness that she lived

belonging to her father and that her brothers

After recording

the statement as taken,

in

a hut

lived elsewhere.

the Magistrate states he

six or eight in all, and
went
then he says,
made the prisoner go before me and
myself behind to the place at the scene of the murder,” and then

asked the second prisoner other questions,

I

“I

he records what she did and said.

Again
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exhibit

J

“at the

June

on the 15th

4,

the second prisoner made a statement,

before the same Magistrate.

was buried.”

the corpse

place where

appears to have

asked her,

“to

The statement is headed
The Magistrate

whom a clout and other articles

ground at the burial place belonged,” and

dug there out of the

“they belonged to
worn by him when he was killed.”
Again the same Magistrate examined

that she replied that

her

husband

and were

the second prisoner on

the 25th August 1886, when the ﬁrst prisoner was brought before
the Court,

stating the

and

she

a

made

statement,

facts against the

given by the prosecution

ﬁrst

J

exhibit

prisoner.

5,

apparently

No explanation is

of the circumstances

under which any
25th

confessions were taken except the statement of the

of those

August in the presence of the ﬁrst prisoner, as to how they were
brought about or whether the second prisoner expressed a desire
or whether she was sent for by the Magistrate
or brought up by the Police.
She-was in custody of the Police
when she made all the statements except her statement before the
to make

them,

Sessions Judge.

As

the second

prisoner has withdrawn all the

statements made by her,
this

Court, to examine

independent
material

it is

the evidence

evidence to corroborate

particulars, the statements

confessional

statements.

If

and

see

confessional

to the rulings of,

necessary according

if

there is reliable

to a material extent
contained

in

and

in

the withdrawn

no such corroborative evidence exists,

then the contradictory statements of the second prisoner remain,

QUEEN

Enrasss
r.
RANGI.

QUEEN

Elnmsss
O.

RAND!
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and doubt exists

as to

[VOL X.

which statement is true, and the confessional

cannot be safely relied on against the prisoner.

statements

In

is special reason for requiring such corroborative
evidence before acting against the second prisoner on the con

this

case there

fessional

because the second prisoner up to the 2nd

statements,

June, had

made statements

about

different from the confessional

absence of her husband

the

Again

statements.

false evidence

with
prisoner’s brothers with

was given by at least one of the witnesses for the prosecution
the knowledge of another, charging second

husband and that statement pre
statement.
It is suggested by one of the

the murder of second prisoner’s
ceded second prisoner’s
assessors that the

of the second prisoner may have

statements

Again

been made to save her brothers.
them under Police

instruction.

and re-examinations in exhibits

But
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are not given.

she alleges that she made

The reasons of the examinations

J

2,

J

J3, and

4,

by the Magistrate

one re-examination brings out the extraordi

nary addition made in the statement, exhibit J’, supplementing
the prior statements of the rustling of the leaves by showing that
such

circumstance

had been anticipated,

says, by the ﬁrst prisoner and

prisoner’s

the

second

prisoner

an explanation provided

second prisoner’s husband inquired about

I now refer to the matters

as

if

the

it.

of alleged corroboration of the second

statements.

The fact that after the ﬁrst confessional statement, the prisoner
made several others subsequently
confessional

statement

over,

made at the trial, cannot

of the prior statement,

corroboration

require corroboration

themselves

the motive

confessional

to the same effect, including the

as

be accepted as

as such subsequent

statements

they are withdrawn.

More

which induced the prisoner to make the ﬁrst
may have induced her to make all those
That motive may no longer have affected

statement,

made subsequently.

the prisoner when she withdrew all the confessional
on appeal to this Court.

The fact that the skull produced

statements

appears to be broken into

two parts is supposed to afford some corroboration to the second
prisoner’s statement that her husband’s head was broken, as she
alleges.

But

the Apothecary Brown states his belief that that skull

was broken after life was extinct, and not during life.

skull of second prisoner’s
The fact that the second prisoner’s husband is missing

the skull is not at
husband.

all identiﬁed

Moreover,

as the

VOL. X.]
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is no corroboration of the statement
The fact that he was

a man

311'

(unproved)

that he is dead.

who never was in the habit of being

absent formerly for any_long time, is not evidence that he is not

still alive.

The brother and brothers-in-law and the two children

of Vengataswami say he is dead; but this is mere assumption.
There is no legal evidence that he is dead. As to the evidence
given by Veerama the toddy-seller, though she says in her direct
examination that the ﬁrst prisoner directed her to give toddy to the
second prisoner and her husband

and paid her, and that she did so,

yet on cross-examination she says the day was a festival day and that
great numbers came, and that she cannot tell the names of any one
else that got toddy that day, and that she cannot say that the man
who came with the second prisoner was her husband,

whom wit

ness admits she did not know, but from the conversation
them she came to know they were husband and wife.

between

The witness
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did not make her ﬁrst information until the 15th June.

It is

highly improbable that in
these two people

the crowd of people she would recollect
got toddy on that day. She says she did not

know the husband of the second prisoner, and cannot say if he was
one of the two.
But if her recollection was correct, her evidence
is not corroborative

It

of any important fact in relation to the offence.
is consistent with her evidence that the second prisoner and her

husband did not go to the garden as stated by the second prisoner.
As to the alleged corroboration by Budden Sahib.—He made
two statements, exhibit A, as a witness before the Magistrate,
one on

the

14th

June, and another on the 15th June.

In

the

statement of the 14th June, Budden Sahib stated that the ﬁrst

prisoner came to witness’
the

night in question

house about half past eight o’clock on

and said that he and Vengataswami had

a ﬁght and that the latter was killed, and he, the ﬁrst prisoner,

would get into trouble if witness did not help him to conceal the
body and that after some time witness agreed to do so, and that
the ﬁrst prisoner got a mamoti and cumny

from witness’

house

and went into the Ciroar garden and then saw and spoke to the
prisoner and that the ﬁrst prisoner, tied up the body of
Vengataswami, the second prisoner’s husband, and that both the
second

ﬁrst prisoner and witness can'ied the body 50 or 60 yards to the
sand of the Kistna and the ﬁrst prisoner buried it there, having
In the statement of the 15th
dug up the sand with a mamoti.
June made, as the heading of it shows, “ near the place where the
45
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dead body was buried,” Budden
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Sahib repeated in substance his

of the day before, and pointed out the place where he
To that statement

statement

said the act was done to which he was a party.

the Magistrate appends remarks which are not evidence.
On the 26th August 1886 when the ﬁrst prisoner was brought
before

Budden

the Magistrate,

depositions

Sahib was

examined,

and his

of the 14th and 15th June were read and the witness

stated that the

facts

therein

and that no one

stated were true,

taught him to state the circumstances deposed to by him.
Sahib, however,

at the

trial

were made under Police pressure.

and
read

evidence

as

at the

trial by

These

288 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,

were

depositions

Court, under

Sessions

the

Budden

were untrue

stated these depositions

s.

Judge having

the Sessions
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The Judge though
exercised his discretion given by that section.
with some doubt or diﬂiculty believed they contained the truth and
that the evidence given by the witness at the Sessions was untrue.
The question now arises, was the reliance placed by the Judge on
the truth of these depositions justiﬁed, and was the discretion
vested in him properly exercised?

At

the trial before the Sessions

Uourt, Budden Sahib admitted he made these statements
these details,

and

says,

he stated what is

in

those

in all

depositions

because the Police told him to say so, but that he did not tell this
to the Magistrate.
Cross-examined

“ the Police
put me

he says,

the case of the murder of Vengataswami.
suspicion.
state what

in

They

a lock-up

arrested me on

I was in Police custody for nine days.” I was asked to
I knew about the murder. I stated I knew nothing and
“

The Police

that inquiry should be made regarding my conduct.
said

‘

in

you must tell, you cannot but tell.

If you do

not say against

your brother-in-law, the ﬁrst prisoner, we will take your children
and keep them in the lock-up.’
They said if
spoke against

I

him they would release me and take me

I did not,

as a witness,

told to say so.”
places, telling

“I

pointed

each place

I

I

stated
was

What

out to the Tahsildar

as the

I did not complain to the Tahsildar. I

complain.”

“

For fear that

I

the different

Police told me to say so; the

Police tortured me.”
“ The Police beat me with hands.
Ree-examined.
marks.

if

stated those words as

they would bring a charge against me.

before the Magistrate is not true.

and that

I would be handed

There are no

was told not to
over again to the

VOL. X.]
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did not complain to the Magistrate.

They kept me ﬁve
days at Vuyyur and three days at Vallur. There is no station at
There is a ehowki of Jamadar Sydalh'.
Vallur.
They put me
in it. They released me on the day after the Tahsildar came to

Vallur.
released.

The Tahsildar took

I was

a deposition

from me before

I was

released on the day after that on which deposition

was taken from me.

I

did not say on the 26th August fearing
The Police were present when my evi
that they would beat me.
am saying in this way here as you gods are
dence was taken.

I

all here.”
There are some facts stated in this evidence of Budden Sahib
at the Sessions Court which are not contradicted,

viz., that he was

when he made these depositions and the deposition of the 26th
August, the Police were present in Court and no doubt were listen

His discharge from custody synchronizes
ing to his depositions.
with the making by him of the depositions, but of course there is
not proof that he was coerced to say what he did. However, it
shows that when the Police got from him the sworn information,

He had

and

if

after nine days’ conﬁnement,
He accounts for the re-statement
prosecuted.

made a deposition

it,

he was no longer wanted by them.

he retracted

he might be
of his evidence on

a

the 26th August by saying that he was afraid of being sent again
In the Sessions Court, he found
to the Police or of being beaten.
himself before
superior tribunal and assessors, and was apparently
relieved from fear of the Police, and he says that he then told the
truth.
may be applicable to all or

the above observations

the truth.

must be whichever of his statements
bility of relying on either statement
the course adopted by this Court

to ascertain

A perjured

which of the
man the witness

acted on and the responsi

very great.

in similar

cases

one, viz., not to rely on either statement unless

It seems

to me

the only safe

it is
is

difﬁculty

is

The
former statement.
witness
the
of
statements

witness chooses to deny the truth of his

is is

cases where

is

nearly all

a

No doubt

corroborated

by independent
as to some main material fact of importance
Mr. ustiee Morris in The Queen v. Amanullaﬂ) states
evidence.

J
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arrested and kept in the custody of the Police (who had access to
him at all times for eight or nine days), and that he was released
after he made his deposition on the 15th or 16th June, and that

(1) 12 Bang.

L.R., App.

15.
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0.

Essex.
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the rule applicable

to such case.

He

says,

[VOL X.

“ it seems to me that

Procedure Code, a Judge may base his
judgment on the evidence given before the Magistrate in the
presence of the accused, when there are special and particular
under

s. 288,

Criminal

reasons for considering that evidence

to be honest and true,

when that evidence is to a certain extent corroborated

and

by inde

testimony before himself. In the present instance there
is really nothing of this kind. There is really no one such sub
pendent

fact conclusively proved as can enable the

stantive

Judge

to say

with conﬁdence that the evidence given before the Magistrate was
true as opposed to what was said before himself.”

if it is suggested that the

Now,

facts that Budden Sahib pointed

out the places of alleged burial and of the offence, and of his recog

nition of the pieces of cumbly and cloth, are corroborative, the
answer is that these places and similar pieces of cumbly, &o., had
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been already shown to the Magistrate and to the Police, and were

Budden
owing to Budden Sahib’s information.
Sahib says he pointed them out by direction of the Police in whose
The fact that Vengataswami has not been
custody he then was.
not discovered

found either alive ordead is consistent with his being still alive.
The evidence of BakariAli’and others which purport to identify
pieces of cumbly and cloth and other articles dug out of the pit is
entirely insufﬁcient to identify those articles as belonging to any
am unable to see that there was any inde
particular person.

I

satisfactory evidence before the Sessions Judge corrobo
rative of the deposition of Budden Sahib to justify credit being

pendent

given to the statement of Budden Sahib before the Magistrate,
rather than to the evidence of that witness in the Sessions Court.
I, therefore, do not think that the evidence of Budden Sahib
before the Magistrate

can

be safely relied on as evidence of the

facts stated therein or as corroborative evidence of the retracted
confessions and depositions

The conclusion
proved,

or that

I

feel

beyond reasonable

if

made by the second prisoner.

bound to arrive at is that it is not
doubt,

that Vengataswami

is dead,

he is dead, the second prisoner was in any way a party

The conviction of, and sentence
implicated in causing his death.
must
be
reversed.
on, the second“, prisoner
feel bound to notice the fact that the Second-class Magis

I

trate has given no explanation why the recorded confessional
1886 was taken. The
statement, exhibit
2, of the 14th June

J

second prisoner

had already made the confessional

statement,

VOL. X.]
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June and J1 of the 6th of June.
June goes over all the matters already

the 4th of

statement of the 14th

The
stated

in exhibits B and J1.

Many questions are put by the Magistrate
which bring out answers that do not enable the accused under
s. 342, Criminal Procedure Code, “to explain any circumstances
appearing against her,” but on the contrary seem calculated,

both

and answers, to supplement- the previous story of the
prisoner told against herself and to fasten guilt on the
the question amongst others :as to “ What was her
accused—fsee

questions
second

intention

in bringing

s.

342, Criminal

to

the purpose

her husband into the garden.”

Under

Procedure Code, the Magistrate had power for
the purpose speciﬁed in that section to put questions necessary for
The examination referred to in s. 364 is subject
that purpose.
referred to in

s.

342.

In

Ea: parte

Viz-abua'ra
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Gaud(1), and in the case of Hoasein Buksh(2), and in other cases,
it has been decided that the power to put questions to the accused
is not given to force an accused to make criminating admissions
The same Magistrate examined the
after searching examinations.
second prisoner on the 15th June—see exhibit Js—and a second
time on that day—see exhibit

J‘.

Neither of these examinations

is certiﬁed as or purported to be a confession.

No explanation

is given why such examinations were had.

It

does not appear

that these examinations were had to enable

the second prisoner

to explain any circumstances

appearing in evidence against her.

The examinations drew her on to criminating admissions—see the
question as to how there was no blood on the spot of the offence,
rustling of the leaves, and the question,
the wounds on your husband ;” also the question

and the question

as to the

“Did you see
was it convenient that
course in her

exhibit J4.

plainly

but;

see

she

and her husband should have inter

also the answers to the questions put

in

if

true, were calculated
The answers to these questions,
the case for the prosecution against her, and

to supplement

The examination of the accused
to show that she was guilty.
the
and
confessed,
bringing her for examination
after she had
to the scene of the offence and of the supposed place of burial,
require explanation.
(1) 1

u.n.c.a.,

199.

(2)

I.L.R.,

~_-_-—

s 01.1., 96.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Beg/"ore

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice,
Mr. Justice Muttusdmi Ayyar.
GURUVAPPA

1887.

(PLAINTIFF),

and

APPELLANT,

and

April 19.'

THIMMA

am)

morass

(DEFENDANTB),

Rnsronnnnrs.*

Hindi; Law—DEEMB against an undivided brother—Mortgage

A,

an undivided member

of joint property.

of a Hindu family, mortgaged part of the family pro
B having sued A personally

perty by way of conditional sale to B,tc secure a loan.

for the amount due, A admitted the mortgage and said he would surrender the
property in discharge of the debt, and a decree was passed accordingly.

A’s undi
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vided brothers intervened in execution:
Hold, that the decree not being passed against the joint family or its repre
sentative, and not describing the property, which it directed to be delivered to the
plantiﬁ by way of absolute sale tobe family property, could not be executed against
the family property.

SECOND appeal against the decree of W. F. Grahame, Oﬂiciating
District Judge of Cuddapah, in Appeal Suit No. 3 of 1886, con
ﬁrming the decree of S. Subba Rain, District Mﬁnsif of Proddati'ir,

in Original Suit No.
Kondadu,

282 of 1885.

the brother of the

family property

to the plaintiff

mortgaged certain
of
conditional
sale, to
by way
defendants,

The plaintiff sued the mortgagor to recover princi
pal and interest in Original Suit No. 152 of 1885. The mortgage
was admitted, and the mortgagor said he was willing to surrender
secure a debt.

the property; the present defendants, however, intervened under
of the Code of Civil Procedure and claimed two-thirds of

s. 332

the property

as

their share,‘and their claim was allowed.

plaintiff ﬁled'this

suit to declare his title to the property;

The
the

declaration was refused by both the lower Courts.
The plaintiff preferred this second appeal.
for appellant

Mr. Prirthdsaradhi Ayyangrir

argued

that the

present suit was maintainable and the plaintiff’s claim should be
allowcd if he proved that the mortgage of conditional sale executed

‘ Second

Appeal No. 674 of 1886.
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by Kondadu, the brother of the defendants, was executed for the Gwnuvun
0.

beneﬁt of the family of which the said Kondadu ,was the manag

ing member; and pointed out that the decree originally obtained
by the present plaintiff was not a simple money decree, but one
enforcing the sale.

Mr.

Rdju for

Rdmascimi

respondents.

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of
the Court (Collins, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J.)

J

and

respondents

UDGMENT.——Th9

in Original Suit No.
That

decree against him.

152 of 1885, the appellant obtained

a

decree, however, was not passed against

managing member or representative of the joint family.
was founded upon an instrument of mortgage which had been

him

It

had a brother named Kondadu,

as the

and, although Original Suit N0. 152 of 1885

executed by Kendadu;
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was brought only to recover the mortgage debt, the decree directed,

apparently by consent of the parties, that the mortgaged property
be given up by way of absolute sale in satisfaction of the debt.
On the appellant proceeding
the decree, the respondents

to take possession

objected

execution

of

on the ground that they were

passed against Kondadu

not bound by adecree

in
in

respect of the

and
property of their joint family.
the appellant brought this suit to establish his right to the pos
Their objection was allowed,

property mentioned in the decree inclusive

session of the entire

of the respondents’

in

shares.

Relying

on

the decisions

reported

v. Samudrala(l) and Umamabéswara v. Singa
Judge dismissed the suit with costs. In

Virardgavamnm

permndl(2), the District

the last-mentioned case,

and it is not precisely
between brothers,

the decree was against

in point.

and as such,

The ﬁrst

it is similar

There it was held that a money

a

Hindu father,

case, however,

was one

to the one before

decree against

us.

one brother who

managing coparcener or representative of
the family did not bind his other brothers, and that no more than
the judgment-debtor’s share was liable to be attached and sold in
was not impleaded

It

execution.

as the

was also held that the question, whether or not the

original debt was a family debt, could not be gone into in that suit.
is conceded that if that decision governed the case before us,

It

the second appeal cannot be supported,
(1)

I.L.R.,

a

ma,

208.

but it is contended that the
(2)

I.L.R.,

a

ma,

376.

Tnunu.

Gvnvvarra
0.

Tunisia.
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decree

in that

decree, whereas the decree

case was a more money

Reliance
suit executes a pre-existing mortgage.
is also placed on the decisions in Rdnuikriskna v. Namasivayaﬂ)
and Narsanna v. Gurappa(2).
The decree in Original Suit No. 152 of 1885 was admittedly

in

the present

Nor
not one passed against the joint family or its representative.
the
to
delivered
plaintiff
to
be
it
directs
does it describe the property
by way of absolute sale to be family property. The principle laid

down by the Privy Council in Bissessu-r Lall Sakoo v. Maharajah
Nor
Luchmessur, Singk(3) does not therefore apply to this suit.
is the decision in Ramakrishna v. Namaaz'raya(1) applicable; for

in that

case the decree

the ﬁrst suit was against the father, and

in

the Court held that the execution creditor was at liberty to show

in

the second suit that the character of the debt was such as to bind the
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son’s interest,

because

it

was not brought on the cause of action

litigated in the previous suit. Nor are we prepared to hold that
That
the decision in Narsanna v. Gurappa(2) is exactly in point.
was also the case of a decree against the father and of the

liability

of the son’s interest in ancestral property to be sold in execution.
This Court followed in that case the ruling of the Privy Council in
Mussamut Nalnomi Babuasin v. Modun Mohun(4). The ruling was,
if in execution of a decree against a father, the purchaser bargains

and pays for the entire ancestral property, the whole property would
pass by the Court sale, provided that the decree debt was neither
nor immoral, because the purchaser might clearly defend
his title by showing that the nature of the debt justiﬁed the sale
vicious

in

impugned it in a regular suit. The ratio decidendi
was that the character of the debt, if it was neither vicious nor
case the sons

immoral, was

Judicial

a

valid ground of defence in a fresh suit, and the
observed further in their judgment that the rule

Committee

derived from the son’s pious obligation to pay the father’s debt was

of the son’s independent coparcenary
it was observed
Virareigavamma v. Samudrala(5)

destructive

rights.
as

But in

follows :-—“

It

is true that the liability is shown by the decree to have its origin
in the father’s debt, but there is nothing on the face of the decree
to show that the claim was made or relief granted against the then

ma,

295.
(1) I.L.R., 1
(3) 1.12., c I.A., 233.
(a)

I.L.R.,

(2) 11.11., 9 Mad, 424.
13 I.A., 1.

(4)

a

LR,

Mad,

208.
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defendant either in his representative character or as manager of
the family, and that if we had felt ourselves at liberty to go beyond

Grams?“
0.

Tunnu.

the decree, we should have acceded to the contention that the debt
was a family debt and binding on the respondents.”

The possi

bility of a second suit was not contemplated, because there was no
fresh cause of action as in the case of father and son.
Again, the
of
1885
does
not
decree in Original Suit No. 152
strictly execute
but it is

the prior mortgage,

cener that the mortgage

We
dismiss

a decree

be treated as

by the consent of one copar
if it were an absolute sale.

are of opinion that this second appeal must

it with

costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
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Before

fail, and we

Sir Arthur

J.

H.

Collins,

KL, Chief

Mr. Justice Brandt.

Jtam,

and

MAHOMED SAIB (Pmmm)

1887.
1, i4.

'April

and
A GGAS (DEFENDANT) .*
Civil Proeedm'e Code, .9. 468—Army Act of 1881, 44 g 45 Vic. c. 58, as. 144, 151—
Jurlndielion of Small Cause Courts over soldiers.

A

sued a soldier to recover a debt not amounting to £30 :

Held, that the suit was cognizable by a Court of Small Causes.
Semble.—-The

Commanding Oﬁcer of the defendant is bound to cause the summons
Court to be served on him.

of the Small Cause

of the Code of Civil Procedure, by
B. Ramasami Nayudu, District Ml'lnsif of Bellary, in Small Cause
Cass stated under

s.

617

Suit No. 667 of 1886.
The
“

In

case was stated as

follows :—

Small Cause N o. 667 of 1886, the plaintiff, baker

med Saib, brought a suit against

Department for the recovery
supplied to the

defendant.

of

Maho

Aggas of the Ordnance
sum of Rs. 6-13-0 for bread

Sergeant
a

The defendant’s

summons was for~

of Ordnance, Bellary, along with two
but they were returned unserved twice by that
ofﬁcer, stating that soldiers are under section 144 of the Army Act

warded

to the Commissary

other summonses

;

" Referred
CachNo. 3 of 1867.
46

'

, Msuosmn
U.
AGGAS.
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it

not liable to be sued for any debt unless
quotes clause 8, section 190 of the

In

for the exemption.

Major Hill,

I held that

a
as

under section 190, clause

Army Act,

exceeds £30.

He

1881, as an authority

former suit, brought against Sergeant
he came under the deﬁnition of soldier

6, he was exempt

from being sued in this

Court.

“My

attention is now drawn to a proviso to section 144, clause 5

of the same Act which makes

liable to such action not

a soldier

withstanding anything in this section after a due notice in writing
given to such soldier; and it is alleged by Mr. Shrienes, the plain
tiff’s vakil, that
“

It

a notice

in writing was given in this

would appear from

a perusal

case.

of section 148 of the said Act

that suits against soldiers of the regular forces are not cognizable
Therefore it appears to me that soldiers
by a Court of Requests.
are practically not amenable to either forum,

the proviso to clause

of section 144 of the Act be not applicable to them.

It

is con

ceded that Sergeant Aggas is a soldier under the deﬁnition above

mentioned; but the question which is urged for their Lordships’
consideration is whether this action which is for less than £30
is cognizable by the Court of Small Causes under the proviso to
clause 5 of section 144, granting that he is a soldier ; and, secondly,
of Ordnance right in refusing to serve the
is the Commissary

I

him to proviso to clause 5 of
section 144, because it appears to me that he is bound to serve the
referred

summonses,

although

summonses,

leaving it open to the defendant

It

of jurisdiction.

seems

military

a large

station,

to raise

the plea

to me that a difﬁculty arises only in the

The town of Bellary, being

execution of the decree and not before.

suits of this kind are often ﬁled in my

Court.”
Counsel were not retained.

The

Court (Collins,

C.J.,

Brandt,

and

J.)

delivered

the

following

He

section 190 of the
therefore,

taken out of

under

is

Army Act of
s. 144

Her Majesty’s

1881.

(l) of that Act

I

clause

6,

it

is,

JUDGMENT :—-The person against whom baker Mahomed Saib
has ﬁled a suit in the Court of the District Munsif of Bellary on
understood, admittedly
the small cause side of that Court
as interpreted in
word
“.a soldier” within the deﬁnition of the
is,
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to be compelled to appear in person

before any Court of Law, the debt claimed not exceeding £30.

But under

(1) to that section, any person having a
cause of action or suit against “ a soldier of the regular forces
proviso

may, after due notice in writing

given to the soldier, proceed in
such action or suit to judgment, and have execution other than
against the person, pay, arms, ammunition, equipments, regimental
necessaries or clothing of such soldiers.”

There is no difﬁculty whatever in giving effect to the proviso.
Except where the debt exceeds £30, a soldier cannot by any pro
cess or order of a Court of Law be taken out of the service, or
in Court in person; but where a claim for a
sum
of money is under that amount, the creditor
or
debt, damages
may proceed to judgment, as in any other case; after judgment
compelled to

appear

where the debt, &c-,
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case,

in the

case

exceeds £30 over and above all costs of the

in section 144 (1) does not apply
of decrees for debt, damages or sums of money; but

the prohibition

contained

where judgment is given in cases to which the ﬁrst proviso to that
section applies, the judgment-creditor is debarred from executing
his decree otherwise than in the limited manner prescribed.

There may be some doubt whether the words in the proviso
”
“ may
are controlled
proceed in such action or suit to judgment
by the words “or to be compelled to appear in person before any
Court of Law,” but the question is not raised in the reference before
There is of course nothing to prevent a soldier from so appear
us.
ing with the permission of his Commanding Ofﬁcer, if necessary,
and Chapter

XXXII

of the Code of

Civil Procedure

makes special

provision to enable ofﬁcers and soldiers actually serving in a mili
tary capacity to defend suits when they cannot-personally appear.
The question referred to us is not affected by section 148 of the
“
beyond
Army Act, for the defendant in this case is not serving
” and the
section
the jurisdiction of any Court of Small Causes
deals

only with “actions

ofﬁcers and other persons

of debt
subject

and personal

actions

against

to military law, with the excep

tion of persons being soldiers of the regular forces.”
The effect of section 151 of the Army Act is to recognize the
jurisdiction of Courts of Small Causes in India to the extent of

“in

of debt and personal actions against all
persons subject to military law other than soldiers of the regular
forces,” and in the case of the latter, 17.0., of soldiers of the regular

their powers,

actions

Mmoxsn
‘L'.

Aecas.

forces, to restrict the extent of the powers

Marion!)
0.

other Courts,

Ace“.
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of those

as

well as of

by section 144, but not

in the manner prescribed

absolutely to exclude such jurisdiction.

As to whether the Commissary of Ordnance, as the Command
ing ofﬁcer of the soldier in question, is bound to serve a copy of the
summons upon the defendant it is sufﬁcient to refer to section
468 of the Code of

Civil

Procedure.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice Kermm, lllr. Justice Muffusdmi Ayyar,
and llfr. Justice Brandt.

MOIDIN KUTTI
'

(Darmmsx'r
and
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March 18.

April

N0. 3),APPELLANT,

9.

KRISHNAN

AND ANOTHER

(PLAINTIFFS), Rssroxnnnrs.*

Civil B-ocedure Code, s. 30—Malabar_'Law—hinder of parties—Res judicata— 0mm!
lation ofdrnk—Dcrlm-atory snit— Withdrawal afpm't ofrlaim.

A

and

gages

B, junior members

executed

secured

debt

kamavan.
executed

of a Malabar tarwad, sued to cancel

The last part of the prayer was

withdrawn.

The mortgages were

the decree having been passed at parte against the

to secure a decree-debt,

late kamavan of the tarwad,

No fraud was

alleged,

but the Lower Courts found

that the kamavan had been guilty of fraud in allowing
czparle.

certain mort

by their karnavan and senior anandravan on the ground that the
was not binding on the tarwad, and to appoint A to the oﬂice of

the decree to be passed
and the other j unicr

The plaintiffs had not been parties to the decree,

members of the tarwad who had been joined were exempted

from liability :
Held, that the nature of the debt was not resjudl'mta, and that the plaintiffs were

entitled to a declaration that the mortgages in question were invalid as against them.
Held further par emu—All the members of the plaintiﬂs‘ tarwud should have
been joined actually or constructively ; but (Kenmn,

J.,

dissenting), the objection as

to non-joindcr is not essential, but merely formal, and weight should not be attached
to it when it is ﬁrst taken on second appeal.

against the decree of W. Austin, District Judge
in Appeal Suit N0. 660 of 1885, conﬁrming
Malabar,
of North
the decree of K. Kunjan Menon, Subordinate Judge of North
Ssconn

appeal

Malabar, in Original Suit No.

10

of 1885.

The plaintiffs were junior members of a Malabar tarwad, of
which defendants Nos. 1 and 2 were, respectively, karnavan and
* Second

Appeal No. 730 of 1881;.
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of the tarwad were not Mowmxum

ngmm

as parties.

This

was

a

suit to cancel certain

No. l

by defendant

mortgage

deeds executed

in conjunction with defendant No.

of the remaining defendants

2

in favor

on the ground that the secured debts

were not contracted

for tarwad purposes, and, to appoint plaintiff
karnavan of the tarwad, in the place of defendant N0. 1.
The prayer for the removal of the plaintiffs’ karnavan was with
drawu before the District Munsif.
No.

1,

Exhibits

II

were executed

Original

and

III,

two of the mortgage deeds in question,
in satisfaction of a decree on a bond passed in

Suit No.

157 of 1875 against

who did not defend the suit;

liability all
defendants

the plaintiffs’

the decree, however,

karnavan

exempted from

of the tarwad who were joined as
The present plaintiffs, however, were not

the anandravans

in the suit.

Defendants Nos.
Defendant No.
debts

by

secured

1

and 2 did not appear.

that the binding character of the
exhibits
and
was res

3 pleaded

II

the mortgages

III

The remaining defendants asserted mortgage rights over
The Subordinate
part of the property of the plaintiffs’ tarwad.
Judge decreed for the plaintiffs as far as concerned exhibits

judicata.

II

III

XVII

(executed in favor of defendant No. 3) and exhibit
(executed in favor of defendant No. 5): ordering that the docu

and

ments be set aside and declaring the invalidity of the incumbrances
.

created thereunder.

_

The District Judge conﬁrmed

the decree of the Subordinate

Judge.

No.3 preferred this

Defendant
decree so far as

it

affected exhibits

second

II and III.

appeal

against

the

This second appeal came on for hearing before Kernan and
Brandt,
., when Kernan,
., expressed an opinion that since
the plaintiffs were only individual members of a large tarward,

J

JJ

and did not purport to sue on behalf of the tarward, they were not

entitled to maintain the suit in the absence of the other members
of the tarwad, and that the second appeal should be dismissed on
this ground.
Brandt,

J

and Brandt,

JJ

not concurring in this opinion, the second appeal
was heard by a Bench of three Judges (Kernan, Muttusami Ayyar
.,

-).
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Mowm Kerr:
0.

KRISHNAN.

[VOL X

The plaintiffs are not entitled to
any decree on the plaint, partly on account of non-joinder of the
other members of the tarwad, and because the suit, as now framed,
Srim'wisa Rdu for appellant.

for

is merely

a

declaration

;

nor are they entitled to impugn

alienations made by their karnavan and concurred in by their
for the purpose of discharging a decree-debt
senior anandravan

No fraud is alleged against the karnavan,
binding on the tarwad.
and the binding nature of the debt is res judicata. It was further
argued that the plaintiffs ought not to have been allowed to
withdraw their prayer for the removal of their karnavan.
Sankara Ndyar for respondent pointed out that the objection to
the plaint on the ground of the non-joinder of the

other members

.——The

J

KERNAN,

appellant

No.

was the defendant

3

JJ

.).

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgments of
the Court (Keman, Muttusami Ayyar and Brandt,
in Ori

l

exhibit
N0.

III,

Nos.

are,

the

respectively,

of that tarwad. Defendant No.
and

2,

senior anandravan
defendants

and

exhibit

II,

dated 1st

kaniavan
3

Nos.

1

defendants

called Nambiattil, are plaintiffs, and the
2

of their tar-wad, which

is

ginal Suit No. 10 of 188-5 on the ﬁle of the Subordinate Judge
of North Malabar.
In that suit, two out of nine or ten members

In

the plaint

obtained from

April

dated 24th February 1882, mortgaging

certain lands of the tarwad.

and

1882, and

to defendant

III, IX, XVI and XVII may be cancelled;

that defendant No.

1

it,

it
is

alleged that
their mortgages were not executed for the purposes of the tarwad,
and that they are not binding on
and prayed that exhibits II,
3

3,

2

l

may be removed from, and plaintiff No.
appointed to, the oﬂice
of karnavan, and that the right of succession of defendant No.
The defence of defendant N o.
so far as
may be cancelled.
necessary to be now alluded to, was that the lands of the plaintiﬁs’

tarwad had been attached in execution of a decree in Oi‘iginal Suit
No.15? of 1875 obtained by him against the plaintiﬁs’ tarwad for
debts

due by the plaintiffs’

decree debt, exhibits

ancestors,

II and III

and in discharge

were executed.

of the

II

and
The issues framed were (1) whether the deeds (exhibits
III) were granted for proper tarwad purposes (2) as to limitation,
;
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upon which no question arises.
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The Suit No. 157 of 1875 was brought by defendant No. 3, Moxnmxuﬂ;
the appellant here, against the karnavan and seven or eight other
members of the plaintiffs’ Nambiattil tarwad, and against the kar

navan and ﬁve or six other members

of

Eledath tarwad, to recover the amount of
karnavan, and the

tarwad called

a branch

a debt due

now karnavan and plaintiff

by the then

contended

that

both branches of the tarwad were liable to pay the amount.

Evidence was given in that suit by defendant No. 3 (appellant)
The Eledath tarwad resisted the suit and it was

and his witnesses.
dismissed

against

that tarwad; but at the hearing, the plaintiffs’

Nambiattil tarwad didlnot appear, and a decree was made against the
plaintiﬁs’ karnavan on the ground that the debt was contracted
of the tarwad

for tarwad purposes, and the individual members
were held not liable.
The decree in appeal is dated 19th
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and

III were

July

1877.

Exhibits

II

executed to discharge that decree.

The plaintiffs were not parties to that Suit No. 157 of 1875,
and, although applying the decision of the Full Bench in Iltiac/zan
they were bound by the decree against their kar
navan in his capacity of karnavan, yet they were under the authority

v. Velappanﬂ),

of the same decision at liberty to show that the debt for which the
decree was obtained was not a tarwad debt.

The suit,

it now

as

stands,

after some amendments, is ﬁled to

have a declaration that the debt for which the decree was obtained,
and in consideration

for which exhibits

II and III

were executed,

was not a debt properly due by the plaintiffs’ tarwad.

Evidence

The appellant and his witnesses were
The appellant was cross
examined as to a deposition of his in Suit N o. 157 of 1875.
It is
not necessary to go into the details of the evidence, as it is clear
there was evidence entirely apart from the question of fraud in
was given on both sides.

examined

reference

and

were

cross-examined.

to the decree above referred to, from which it was open

to the Court to ﬁnd that the debt for which the decree in Suit No.
157 of 1875 was obtained

tarwad purposes.
and we cannot

was not a debt contracted for proper
Both Courts came to that conclusion, in fact,
interfere with that ﬁnding.
Exhibits
and

were given to appellant

II

to defendant No. 5, which

_‘

III

on condition that he was to pay a debt

it is found

(1) 1.113.,

s Mitt,

was not paid.

m.

In

second

Knm'fmm.
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MommKu-rrr appeal it is contended

that the decree in Suit N0. 157 of 1875

was res judz'cata against

K,,,,;;MN_

Itz‘z'ac/mn v.

[VOL X.

Velappmzﬂ),

but under the decision in

the plaintiffs;

it

cannot

be so considered in a suit

in

which the plaintiffs, who were not parties to that suit, alleged that
the debt was not contracted for tarwad purposes.

It

was contended in appeal that “there was not any allegation

or proof of fraud on the part of the karnavan or the decree-holder.”

This ground
Lower

has reference

to the judgment

Courts, to the effect that the conduct

given by the two
of the karnavan in

reference to the original debt, and in reference to his not defending

'

Suit No. 157 of 1875, and allowing the decree to pass against him
if not fraudulent.

was grossly negligent,

The District

Judge

states that he

looks

on the conduct

of

the karnavan in not defending Suit No. 157 of 1875 as a gross
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fraud.

I

On this point,
am bound to observe that there was no allega
of
tion
fraud in the plaint, and that no relief was. prayed on the
ground that the decree was obtained through fraud or gross negli
gence of the karnavan or through any fraud of the

appellant.
There was no issue on the point. A plaintiff must recover on his
allegation and proof, and the evidence and decision of the Court

If it

on the facts must be guided by the issues.
the plaintiffs to prove that the defendant

is intended by

acted fraudulently,

and

if it is intended

to found relief on that ground, the allegations of
fraud should be made in the plaint that the defendant may have
an opportunity of meeting it.
The only issue was whether the
debts were proper family debts of the tarwad and not whether the
decree in Suit

N0. 157 of 1875 was obtained by defendant No. 3

or yielded to by the karnavan by fraud.

The act of

a

man may’

or illegal without fraud. Very great prejudice may
arise to suitors if the reasonable rules of pleadings and of proce
dure are departed from.
The ﬁndings of the Lower Courts as to

be mistaken

the alleged

fraud and gross negligence

in reference

to the decree

were, in my judgment, extra-judicial, and do not arise on any facts

legally provable 0n the issues framed.
In the case referred to, Tbcnju v. Clu'mmu(2), the plaintiffs
replied that the defendant was guilty of fraud in obtaining the
There was an issue on this point. Moreover the party
decree.
(1)

I.L.R.,

a

Mad,

484.

(2)

I.L.R.,

7

ma, m.

moms

von. X.]

SERIES.

32%

who dealt with the karnavan in that case was aware that the latter Momm Kur'ri
was acting outside his duty as karnavan.

KMS'QMX

On the hearing it appeared 'that the plaintiffs and defendants
Nos. 1 and 2 alone of the members of the tarwad are parties to this

it

and

suit,

appeared there are others members of the tarwad.

It

also appeared that the plaintiffs do not in their plaint purport to sue
on behalf of the tarwad.

The members of the tarwad not parties

to this suit are not bound thereby.

Under

these circumstances,

am of opinion that individual members of the tarwad,

I

as regards

tarwad property, have no rights vested in them separate from the
tarwad, and that they can only sue as regards tarwad property
in a suit when all the members of the tarwad are either joined as
Members
plaintiffs or are made parties as defendants to the suit.
of a tarwad can consent to partition.
It is the tarwad alone, as a
body, that can sue, and this only for the tarwad,
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of any individual.

not for the beneﬁt

The question was thus referred to a Bench com

JJ

., and myself, whether the
posed of Muttusémi Ayyar, Brandt,
two plaintiffs, being members of a tarwad, are entitled to maintain

this suit in the absence of the other members of the tarwad—see

I

am not able to agree in the opinion
Arumiclzala v. Vyt/zialingu( 1).
of my learned colleagues that the plaintiffs in the absence of the rest

of the tarwad have any right of suit as regards tarwad property.
The tarwad is a quasi-corporation,
and the individual members
have no separate right to, or in respect of, tarwad property, save

A karnavan may sue to be declared kar
right of maintenance.
The
navan, but all the members of the tarwad should be parties.
karnavan is not separate from the right of the tarwad.
represents in many instances the tarwad, and manages for

right of

'He

a

I do

the tarwad.

It
a

not think that this is a question of procedure.

is one that goes to the root of the plaintitfs’ title.
If it were
absence
of
the
of
objection taken would be
procedure,
question

conclusive,

and

so

would be the answer that this ground is not

in appeal.
Assuming the plaintiffs were entitled to sue,
what decree are they entitled to ?
They did not sue on behalf of

taken

'

the tarwad.

Moreover the decree in Suit N o.
Nos.

1

and

2

157

of 1875 bound defendants

in this suit, and all the other members of the tarwad
in that suit. The two Lower Courts set aside

who were defendants

(1) 1.1.11, 611.14.,

27.

47

-
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1 and 2 in discharge
of
Moms Kym the deeds executed by defendants Nos.
‘U‘
'2 that decree. The suit was one for declaration only, and no other
Knrsnxm.

"

relief could be given.
Again those deeds cannot be set aside
altogether as the Courts below have done, as defendants Nos. 1

The decrees are wrong in this respect.
and 2 are bound thereby.
Then what decree were the plaintiffs entitled to as the result ?
It
would be,

as

it

seems to me,

that the deeds are not valid

as regards

in the tarwad property.
.—The respondents are two junior

the interest of the plaintiffs
MUTTUSAMI

AYYAR,

J

bers of a Malabar family

called the Nambiatti] tarwad;

mem

and

as

plaintiffs, they instituted the suit from which this second appeal
arises to obtain a declaration that the incumbrances created by their
karnavan, the defendant No.

1,

II, III, IX, XVI,

under exhibits

XVII in favor of defendants Nos. 3, 4, and 5 are not binding
upon the tarwad or the tarwad property which those documents
The Subordinate Judge dismissed the
purported to encumber.
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and

claim

far

so

preferred

as

it

related to exhibits

no appeal.

related to exhibits
5,

in

IX and XVI,

and the plaintiffs
He decreed, however, the claim so far as it

II, III,

and

XVII,

and defendants Nos.

3

and

whose favor they were executed, appealed to the District Court

from the decision of the Subordinate Judge.
concurred in the opinion of the Court of

exhibit

XVII

nor exhibits

II

and

III

The District Judge
First Instance that neither
created a valid charge

the tarwad property, and dismissed the appeals.

on

Defendant No.

3

alone has preferred a second appeal to this Court from so much of
the decrees of the Lower Courts as invalidated exhibits

which had been executed in his favor.

Exhibit

II

II and III
is a jenm

panayom deed executed on the 1st April 1882 for Rs. 1,500 by
is an otti granted by
defendants Nos. 1 and 2, and exhibit
Both
the same parties for Rs. 750 on the 24th February 1882.

III

transactions

were concluded

in satisfaction of

the decree passed

in

Original Suit No. 157 of 1875 on the ﬁle of the Pynad Munsif
against Govindan Nair, the karnavan of defendants Nos. 1 and
2, who was defendant

N0.

7

in that suit.

That

decree was founded

upon a bond for Rs. 945 executed to the present appellant by one
Raroo Nair who belonged to Eledath tarwad, a divided house from
the Nambiattil house, and who held the stanom 0f Karingatical

Nair in conjunction with Unichannen Nair

who belonged

to the

respondents’ tarwad and succeeded to the stanom on Raroo Nair’s
The appellant brought Suit No. 157 of 1875 against the
death.
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and Nambiattil houses who were defend-

ants Nos. 2, 6, and 7—15 in that suit respectively.

The former

suit, and the latter allowed it to be tried ex parte,
and the appellant only showed at the trial that the debt was con
tracted for the necessity of the stanom and of the Eledath tarwad.
defended

the

Mfmsif

The District

passed a decree against the then holder of

the stanom, the karnavan of Eledath house, and the karnavan of
the Nambiattil
dravans

of

house, and exempted from

both houses who were then

liability all

included

as

the anan
defendants.

The karnavan of the Eledath house appealed from the decree, and
it was reversed, so far as it was against him and his tarwad. As
did not defend the suit or prefer an
The respond
appeal, the decree‘passed against him became ﬁnal.
ents who were not parties to the former suit or to exhibits
and
the

kairnavan

respondents’

brought the present action.

It

II

is found by the Courts below that
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the decree debt in question is not binding

that exhibits

II and III

are invalid,

it

as

No.

will,

however,

be observed

in Original Suit No. 157 of 1875 were
members of their tarwad, and that the respond
7 to 15

ents, who instituted the present suit,
the defendant

on the tarwad, and

and, upon this ﬁnding, the

It

second appeal must be dismissed.

that defendants Nos.
made parties to

III

1

only
No. 2 their

as defendants

their karnavan, and defendant

But

senior anandravan.

included

the non-joinder of the other members of

the family was not objected to by the appellant either in the Courts

below or in his memorandum of second appeal, and it is conceded
for him that he has in no way been prejudiced by this non-joinder.
The decree appealed against being in favour of the respondents’
tarwad, there is also no reason to think that any other member of

But
family may litigate the same matter again.
it is suggested that the respondents could not maintain the suit
without making all the members of their tarwad either co-plain

the respondents’

or following the procedure prescribed by s. 30
of the Code of Civil Procedure, Act X of 1877, and that the objec

tiffs or defendants,

tion is one which this Court ought to take in second appeal of its
am unable to concur. Assuming
own motion, but in this opinion,

I

that the non-joinder is only an error of procedure it is not a ground
upon which we can interfere in second appeal under clause (0) of
section 584 of

Act

X

of 1877, for it is conceded that the appellant
The substantial question

has not been prejudiced by the error.

then is whether the right which the respondents sought to enforce

Momm

Rum

sznl
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Ken: is

113,528“.

an individual right or a right which vests in their family only in
its collective capacity.
Having regard to the family system that
obtains in Malabar,
do not consider that a tarwad is a corporate

I

body in

of it has an individual

the sense that no single member

Each member of

right to enforce.

tarwad has

a

maintained in the tarwad house, and this is
has also a right,
management

if

right to be

a

right.

a personal

a male and not incompetent,

He

to succeed to

in the order of seniority, and this is also

a personal

The tarwad property is not partible at the pleasure of any
right.
one member, and he cannot maintain a suit to enforce partition
The tarwad

is

and this

see that the

and each

fund for subsistence,

karnavan to whose management

not exceed his lawful authority and waste it,
an individual right vesting in every anandravan by
does

is

a

is

is

there

common

of his position as such.
If the anandravan
female,
the further right to see that the tarwad property
not

reason

of

tarwad

that of

a

The conception

is

children.

a

wasted by the karnavan, and thereby divested from descent to her

ordinarily of the senior male,

under the management

joint family
in which the

have each

a

individual rights which they are
entitled to enforce individually or collectively either as against the
In the case before us, the karna
karnavan or his alienee or both.

anandravans

group

_of

II

van and the senior anandravan who executed exhibits

a

say that, as

cannot

matter of substantive

and

III

and we

and the alienee who accepted them are made defendants,

law, the respondents

had no individual

rights to sustain the suit.
Though other anan
might not object to the alienation, yet the plaintiffs are
therefore
case in which numerous
entitled to object, and
a

is

it

dravans

is

ought to be parties because

it

not one in which no one party has

a

parties have the same interest in the object matter of the suit, but

The others

separate right.

desirable to bring them

all before

the procedure prescribed by section 30 of
Procedure
to avoid multiplicity of suits.
of
Civil
But
the Code
the outcome of
the exigency
group of similar or equal rights
a

is

the Court by following

in its nature to

see

in question
should

created no valid charge

be observed that the right

that the tarwad property

is

that the documents

on the tarwad property, but

it

plaint

is

a

is

is

therefore
vesting in the anandravans severally and jointly, and
It
said that the relief claimed in the
matter of procedure.

is
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entitled to

entrusted

is

is

it

member

however,

a

property

is,

because no separate right to demand partition exists.

preserved, and
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I

that the relief claimed is an incident of that right.
agree with MommKum
Brandt, ., that this second appeal should be dismissed with costs
K8331" “L
on the ground that as the non-joinder is only an error of pro

J

cedure, and that, as the respondents

were successful, the appellant

not complain that the other members of the tarwad might

could

harass him by litigating the same matter again.

J

I

But

entirely concur in the opinion of Kernan,
., that in
suits of this kind all the members of the tarwad should ordinarily
be brought before the Court by either making them parties or by
following the procedure

Civil

Procedure.

prescribed

Otherwise,

in section 30 of the Code of

in many

it may

cases,

be possible

for

members of the tarwad to bring successive suits on failure of suits

brought by one or more members of the tarwad. The necessity for
following this procedure in cases in which members of a tarwad are
numerous,
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and

out by this Court in Kornbi v. Lakskmiﬂ),

was pointed

Full Bench in

by the

approved

Ittiaclzan

v.

Velappan(2).

The old practice that obtained in Malabar consisted in one who is
kamavan suing and being sued singly in respect of tarwad pro
perty, and in each anandravan being permitted to sue to set aside
the decision

by the

Full

against the karnavan' for fraud. It was pointed out
Bench in Ittiackan v. Velappan that a decree against

the karnavan could only bind the tarwad when

it

is shown by the

record itself that the 'decree passed against him was in his capacity
I

and when the anandravans

as karnavan,

decree debt was not binding

failed to prove that the
This opinion rests

on the tarwad.

also on the rule of procedure that a decree can only operate inter
partes.

While

I

am clearly of opinion that as a matter

cedure it is in the highest

to

degree desirable

of pro
in suits instituted by

of suits in respect of
the same right, to follow the procedure laid down in section 30, so
that the question litigated may once for all be determined, I feel
in order

anandravans,

check a succession

from holding that this second appeal should be allowed.
The result is that this second appeal must be dismissed with costs.
.—I am of opinion that this second appeal must be
BRANDT,
precluded

J

dismissed.

The respondents were not parties to the Suit N0. 157 of 1875,
and we have decided in Ifh'aclzan v. Velappan-(Q) that members
of a tarwad, who were not parties to a former suit, are not estopped
(1)

I.L.R.,

5

Mad,

201.

(2)

I.L.R.,

8

ma,

484.
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Moianu'r'rr from showing that a debt in respect of which a decree has been
0.
Knismum. passed in a suit against their karnavan as karnavan of the tarwad,
is not binding on the tarwad.
The securities evidenced by exhibits
No.

defendant

1,

Chatu Nair,

2 as senior anandravan

as the

III

II

and
were given by
karnavan, and defendant No.

of the respondents’ N ambiattil tavarai and
in lieu of the claim of the latter

were accepted by the appellant

under the decree which he obtained

Govindan Nair, the

against

then karnavan of the tavarai, in suit No. 157 of 1875.

And

the ﬁnding of both the Courts below is to the effect that

the debt for which that decree was passed was a debt not binding

tavarai; that there was in fact no debt which
their tavarai could have been compelled to pay ; that had the then

on the respondents’

karnavan not egregiously failed in his duty

by neglecting
to appear and plead that in the action of the plaintiff in that suit,
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(the present appellant,)

his tavarai, the appellant

In

as such,

no decree could properly be passed against
must have failed.

of duty it has been held in
982 of 1886 that the decision is

the case of such gross neglect

v. O'himmuﬂ) and SA.
not binding on the anandravans who were no parties to the suit.
Tkenju

It

is no doubt true that the respondents did not in their plaint
specially refer to the fact that the appellant had obtained a decree
against the karnavan of their tavarai, and allege that that decree
was the result of fraud on his part, or of gross negligence but for
which the decree could not have been passed, but in proof that the
debts now called in question were incurred for purposes binding
on the tavarai, the appellant himself set up and ﬁled in evidence
the decree in the former suit, and adduced evidence in this suit in
view to prove that the original debt was a debt binding on the
Nambiattil tavarai, and
do not see that the appellant has been

I

prejudiced by the irregularity or defect in the pleadings.
The
result of holding that it is not open to the respondents in this suit
to go behind the decree in Suit No. 157 of 1875 would be that a
creditor who has obtained a decree which an anandravan not being
a party to the' former suit might sue to set aside, and succeed in
having

grounds indicated in Thenju v. Ohimmu(2)
mortgage or other security in lieu of his decree,

set aside on the

can, by taking a

(1)

I.L.R.,

7

Mad,

413.

(2)

I.L.R.,

1

ma,

see p. 416.
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succeed in doing indirectly that which he could not do

if

he stood Mow“ Kum

upon his decree.
And if it is open to the respondents to go behind the decree—
as
am of opinion that it is—then on the ﬁndings of the Courts

I

below,

undoubtedly succeed in showing that the
debt not binding on their tavarai and are

the respondents

original debt was
entitled to relief.

Under the

a

in this suit the

decree

declared invalid

deeds (exhibits

II and III)

are

The decree shall be modiﬁed
“ that the deeds
and
be and the
by striking out the words
same are set aside,” and limited strictly to a declaration that the
and are set aside.

deeds are invalid

Ill

II

as against the respondents

and their interests in
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the tarwad property, but that this appeal be dismissed with costs.

The principle on which the decision reported in Arumickala
v. Vythialingaﬂ) was based, does not, in my opinion, apply here;
the initial mistake was on the part of the appellant in not making
all the members of the tarwad parties to his original suit, and it is
of that omission that, in accordance with the prin
laid
down
in the other cases above quoted, it is open to the
ciple
respondents to maintain this suit; the case might have been dif
ferent if this were the ﬁrst occasion on which the family sued for a

in

consequence

given by their karnav'an was given for a
how this suit can
do not
debt not binding on the tarwad.
see
stated
in Arumiclzala v.
0n
not
the
held
maintainable
be
ground
declaration that

a security

I

Vylhialz'nga,

and at the same time given effect to the principle

contained in

Ittz'acha-n

and other cases above cited

v. Velappan(2)

;

being different,
think, any conﬂict between the former case and the

but for the reason above stated, the circumstances
there is not,

latter

I

I

cases.

all members of the tarwad should

quite agree that ordinarily

be made parties to suits in which they are interested,

constructively, in the manner provided by
cedure Code

;

but

I

am not prepared

suit on

s. 30

actually or

of the Civil Pro

to reverse the decree and to

ground not taken by the appel
lant, but with reference to an objection which presented itself to

dismiss the respondents’

a

this Court at the hearing of the appeal.
(1)

1.L.R.,

6

ma,

21.

(2)

I.L.R.,

8

ma,

484.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice, and
Mr. Justice Muttusuimi Ayyar.

PARVATHI

1886.
December 7.
1887.
April 19.

AND ANOTHER

Arrsrnms,

and

-—-———

THIRUMALAI
Law—Rights

Hindl’s

and illsyils'male

A,

partition—Admissibility

of the zamind‘ri,

illegitimate,

In

for

A

was

In order

which was impartible.

to prove that

to have been signed and sent to the

by C, in 1871, referring

to A’s mother as a concubinc.

as a witness :

Held, that their contents
evidence

in evidence of petitions signed by a

zamindér, sued B and 0, his widow and brother,

C ﬁled two petitions purporting

Collector of the District
C was not examined

Rssroxnsnr.*

but not called as witness.

the son of a deceased

possession

(PLAINTIFF),

of an illegitimate Ion of a Swim—Position of legitimate, adoptive,
um: and daughter's mm, compared—Construction
of a deed of

partition—Partial
person available
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(DEFENDANTB),

were

not evidence,

but the petitions

were

themselves

to show that a complaint was made as mentioned therein.

order to prove that C was divided from the late zarnindéx,
by them in respect of their movable

A

a. deed of partition executed

ﬁled and proved

property and of a

which concluded as follows :—“ There shall be connection only by relation

house,

ship, but there shall be no pecuniary connection between us.”
Held, that the deed effected only a partial partition, and that the last clause must
be referred to the coprcener‘s

ment, and did not operate

right in partiblc property described

as a release

of any right of succession

in the instru~
to impartible

property.

A

was found to be an illegitimate

son of the late zamindér.

Held, that he could not exclude his father's coparcener or widow from succes
sion to the impartiblc zaminddri—Kris/mayyan
v. Muttum'mi, I.L.R., 7 Mad.,
407, and Kulantbai Natchear

v. Ramamani

(unreported), in which it was ruled that a

widow’s claim to inherit would exclude that of an illegitimate son, approved and
followed.

Han

Sada v. Ba'iza,

Singh,

I.L.R.,

I.L.R.,

4 Bom., 37, and Joymdra Bhuputi v. Ninyanund

11 Cal., 702, distinguished.

APPEAL against the decree of

K. R. Krishna Menon, Subordinate

Judge of Tinnevelly, in Original Suit No.
This was

a suit to recover possession

4 of 1884.

of the impartible zamindéri

0f Kellenkondan.

The plaintiff sued
1883.

as the

Defendant N o.

1

was the widow, and defendant

brother of the late zamindar.

‘

heir of the late zaniindar who died in

All

N0. 2, the

the parties were Sudras.

Appeal No. 27 of 1880.
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Panvarm
prayed in the plaint, ﬁnding
I).
and IV Tmavuur.
(1) on the evidence in the case, including exhibits
(which were two petitions purporting to have been signed and
sent to the Collector of the district by defendant No. 2 in 1871,

referring to the plaintiff’s mother

as

III

as a concubine,)

that plaintiff

was the illegitimate son of the late zamindar ; (2) on the construc
tion of exhibit D (a partition deed, the terms of which are set out
in the judgment of the High Court) that defendant No. 2 was

Hindu

divided from the late zamindar;

to

law an

heir both

and (3) that according
illegitimate son was among Sudras a preferable

to a widow and to even an undivided brother.

The defendants preferred this appeal, and the plaintiff ﬁled a
memorandum objecting to the ﬁnding that he was illegitimate.
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thiskyam Ayg/angdr for appellant No. 1.
Subramanya Ayyar for appellant N0. 2.
The position of an illegitimate son with regard to other heirs
has been wrongly estimated by the Lower Court.
Besides the
authorities cited in the judgment, reference was made to “Mayne’s
Hindi'l Law,”
Garu v,
ma

s.

465,

Sri Gajapafhi

Natchz'ar

v.

Sri

Radln'ka

Gajapaﬂzi

Pafta Maﬁa Devi

Nz'lamam' Patta Maha Dori

The Rajah

Garu(1), Kata
The

of Slu‘vagunga(2).

agreement

between the late zamindar and appellant N0. 2 shows on its true

construction that defendant

No. 2, while he became divided

regards the house and

movable

the

as

property belonging to the

family did not renounce his coparcenary right in the impartible
zamindéri : Thakur Dog/(ll v. Ram Nara'in Singh(3), Muttu Vaduga?
nadka Tévar v. Dora Sing/m Térar(4).
The Acting Advocate-General

(Hon.

J.

H. Spring Branson)

and

Rdmd Rdu for respondent.
The evidence does not prove the illegitimacy of the plaintiff.
Exhibits
and IV are no legal evidence against him, inasmuch

III

as defendant No._2 did not offer himself as witness and swear to

the truth oftheir contents.

That the right construction has been
put on D is made the more probable by the fact_(which was proved),
that in 1869 the late zamindar had an undoubtedly legitimate son,
N0. 2 had accordingly only

and the defendant
ance.

But
(1)
(a)

even

if

a

claim for mainten

the plaintiff is illegitimate, he has a preferable

13 M.I.A., 497.
I.L.R., 8 Cal., .375.

M.I.A., 543.
I.L.R., a Mad,

(2) 9
(4)

290, 339.

48
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The texts on the subject have
ans'rm claim to a widow or any brother.
Tnmtvhm been interpreted to mean that a father can enhance the share of his
illegitimate son from a half to a full share, but he cannot refuse
him any share: “ Manu,” chap. IX, ss. 178 and 179; “ Mitak
shara,” chap. I, s. 12(1) ; “ Yﬁjnavalkya,” II, slokas 133 and
“

IX,

and 30(3); “ Dattaka
Mimamsa,” s. 2, 0L 26(4); “Dattaka Chandrika,” s. 30(5); 3
“
“
Strange’s Hindu Law,
Jagannatha’s Digest,” CLXXIV, 1
134(2)

;

Dhayabhaga,” chap.

ss. 29

pp. 57, 69, and 132.
There is also abundant authority in the Courts for the proposi
tion that a dasiputra, who by mere birth, and without any form of
legitimation, becomes a member of his father’s family, Pandaiyci
Télaver v.
Chuoturya.

Puli

v.

Taver

N. Papa(9),Rdbi

Talaoer(8),

Pandz'a

v. Ramaeawmy

N.

Krisb~

Valad Te;jd(10), and Sam.

v. Gom'nd

Mamm(ll).

The present case is distinguishable from Kishnayyan v. Muttu
sa'mi(12) which proceeded on the assumption that a dasiputra is
not a sapinda, and also on the ground that the person who claimed
through the illegitimate son had treated the widow of the putative
father’s brother as the sole representative of the family and had
left her in possession for many years.
The further arguments

on this appeal

adduced

appear

sufﬁ

J

J

UDGMENT.——Tll6 contest

has reference

appeal

conceded that

it

It

is

succession to the zamindéri of Kollenkondan

trict of Tinnevelly.

is

right of

in this

.).

ciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
Court (Collins, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar,
to the

in the dis

an impartible estate

capable of being enjoyed but by one member of the family owmng
time.
The last male holder was one Ramasémi Thiru
at
a

it

malai Vandaya Tevar, who

died

on the 23rd September

1883,

leaving him surviving the plaintiﬁ (respondent), and the defendants
As between the appellants
(appellants), his widow and brother.
themselves there was no dispute, and the widow acknowledged
Hindu Law-books,

p. 426.
(2) Mandlik’s edition, pp. 219, 220.
Hindu Law-books, p. 298.
(4) Stokes’ Hindu Law-hooks, p. 661,
M.H.C.R., 478.
(6) Stokes' Hindu Law-books, p. 669, 660. (6)

l

(1) Stokes’
(3) Stokea'

(11)

(8)
(10)
(12)

1: M.I.A.,

I.L.B.,
I.L.B.,

1

1s.

M.H.O.B., 234.
1.1.3., All., 184.

7

(9)

M.I.A.,

2

(7)

4 7
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Bom., 97.
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that the brother, who is in possession, is the lawful successor of PA Rural
0.
It was further admitted for the respondent that, Tnxnnuaur.
her husband.
when the late zamindar died, he left a daughter’s son among his
survivors, and that that child, named Baggiam, has since died. As
the plaintiff in ejectment the respondent had to make out a title
superior to that of the widow and the brother, and he alleged that
he was the eldest son of the late zamindar by his second wife,
Angammal, and that the second appellant was a divided brother.
The appellants denied that the respondent

was the son of the

late zamindar at all, and contended that the latter never married

Angammal, that she was on the other hand married to one Sub
baiya Servai, that the respondent was the issue of that marriage,
and that the second appellant was an undivided brother.
The
found
that
was
the
Subordinate Judge
ooncubine of the
Angammal
late zamindér, and that the respondent

but his illegitimate
He also found that Angammal was not married to Subhaiya
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son.

was

for the sake of argument, that they had
been married as alleged, he observed that their conduct in relation
to each other amounted to divorce according to the custom of the
Servai, and assuming,

He

caste to which they belonged.

considered further that exhibit

D

showed that the second appellant was a divided brother, and
that it contained a clause, whereby he relinquished all his interest

in the:zamind6.ri.
Finally,
an
law,
Hindu
illegitimate

he was of opinion that,

according to

son was, among

a preferable

Sudras,

heir, both to the widow and to the undivided brother, and, accord
ingly, he gave judgment for the respondent. Each of the ﬁndings
and the law laid down by the Subordinate Judge are impeached

in

It

appeal.

is also argued, for the respondent, that the grounds
Judge refused credit to the evidence

on which the Subordinate

in proof of legitimacy

are, by no means, satisfactory.
whether
the second appellant is a divided
As to the question
or an undivided brother of the late zamindér, we are unable to

offered

supp0rt the
exhibit D.

“ After

construction

It

placed

by the Subordinate Judge on

is in these terms :—

the demise of our father, who was the zamindar of the

in the month of Audi of Andu 1030, you,
the eldest son, became entitled as usual to the said zamin and the
immovable properties attached thereto; and, after keeping these
said Kellenkondan,

apart, a division was already effected with regard to the remaining
ancestral

movable

properties,

viz., jewels, vessels, cash, cattle and

'

338
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grain,
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succession

in

the presence

got

a

X.

of arbitrators.
Thirumalai

brothers,

among

Subramania Tevar

LVOL.

moiety;

According to the
Vandaya Tevar and

yourself and myself divided

equally the other moiety. For maintenance,

you gave Olugu seed

kottas 7 of nunjah and chains 7 of punjah, and Rs. 10-8-0 out of
on palmyra trees; you shall give the said
Tevar
and Subramania Tevar Olugu seed
Thirumalai Vandaya
kottas 12 of nunjah, chains 12 of punjah, and Rs. 10-8-0 out of

the teerwah

(collected)

on palmyra.
While thus holding enjoy
no
was made for the payment
that
provision
complained
of my share in the value of the house, and an agreement was
entered into this day in the presence of arbitrators as follows :
the teerwah

ment,

I

(collected)

Aocording to the award passed by the arbitrators in respect of
the expenses of the building of the said house, the amount
got this sum of Rs. 700 assigned
agreed to by me is Rs. 700.
of his decree in Registration
to one Vembaian in satisfaction
Suit N0. 30 on the ﬁle of the

Principal Sadr Amin’s Court of

I

shall
Tinnevelly, and as you have agreed to pay the same
to
claim
in
future
either
the
no
our
have
ancestral property
house,
in which you are living,

or

to the movable

properties.

only by relationship, but there

shall be connection

There

shall be no

pecuniary connection between us.
“ To this effect this
agreement was executed with my free will
and consent.”

seems to us to be clear that the zamin, and the immovable
attached to

it,

It

,

were excluded

from partition

as property
which, according to custom, devolved on the late zamindar as the
division was effected between the brothers
eldest son, and that
a

properties

only in regard to other

ancestral

properties.

The Subordinate

the rule of Hindu Law that
in
in regard to some property and
divided
interest
brother may be
at the same time
coparcener in regard to other property.
He
has laid stress, however, on the clause at the end of the document,
shall have no claim in future either to the house, our
viz., “
ancestral property, in which you are living, or to the movable pro

a

has apparently overlooked

a

Judge

I

perties; there shall be connection (hereafter between us) by rela
tionship only, but there shall be no pecuniary transactions,” and
is

a

release of the right of succession
concluded that
operated as
now claimed by the second appellant.
This conclusion
at variance with the well-known rule of interpretation that general word

it
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with reference

us are to be construed

to the

PABVATHI
v.

object-matter ofithe instrument in which they occur, and that Tumuusur.
they are not to be extended to matters which were not in the con
It is not denied that, at the date of
templation of the parties.
this instrument, the late zamindar had a legitimate son by his wife
Rakkammal, and that the right which since accrued on his death
and that of the zamindér could not have then been in contempla

tion.

the instrument

Again,

recited

that all partible ancestral

of the zamindari, which devolved solely on the

property, exclusive

eldest son, had been divided and that some land had been given

for maintenance,
the omission

but that there had been

to provide

for the brother.

a house

on to set forth the arrangements

in regard to
It then went

a dispute

made in settlement

of that dis

pute according to the decision of certain arbitrators, and contained
a clause which released specially all claim to the

living and

these circumstances,

coparcener’s
ment

as

expressly

then contained

in which

the general words.

can only be referred to the

those words

right in partible property described

in

the instru

adjusted by division or otherwise,
excluded as not partible.

but not to property
The conclusion we come to is

The next contention for each party

is

if

second appellant’s right of succession to

it,

that exhibit D neither imports division in regard to the zamindari
which is the property in suit, nor operates as a release of the
any.

that the evidence adduced

by him or by them ought to have been accepted by the Subor
dinate Judge

trustworthy.

Several witnesses called by the
that
married Subbaiya Servai and
Angammal
appellants deposed
lived with him for upwards of 10 or 15 years, that the respondent
as

and his brothers

and sisters were the children of that marriage,
and that Angammal since separated from her husband and lived
with

the late

zamindar

as

his concubine

for about

15

or 20

On the other hand, the respondent’s witnesses deposed
that the zamindar married Angammal as his second wife about

years.

30 years ago in the mode prescribed

by the custom of the caste for

lawful marriage, that all her children were born to him, and that
they and she always lived under the protection of the zamindar

a
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the zamindar was

In

house

part of his family and in his house. Apart from this conﬂict
of evidence, there are other difficulties in accepting the case for

as

either party
dinate

as

true in its entirety.

Judge that

the oral evidence

We

agree with the Subor

adduced

by the appellants

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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is altogether

Psavnm
Tumgh‘luu
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I.

Angammal’s alleged husband, Subbaiya
Servai, deposed that, when he was a child of 4 or 5 years of age,
Angammal’s father and mother tied a tali (token of marriage) in
worthless.

his name; that Angammal had then attained maturity; that the
late zamindar had kept her from that time; that the respondent
was born to him, and that the witness

was then 10 years old and

He
with Angammal at any time.
does not support the story told by the other witnesses, viz., that
Angammal and himself lived together as husband and wife when
His story
the respondent and his brothers and sisters were born.
had no sexual

intercourse

is also improbable in itself, ﬁrst, because it was admittedly not
usual among Maravars, of whom the late zamindér was one, to
marry

a

girl

years old,

who

had attained her maturity

and secondly,

to a child

4 or 5

for the reason that his own parents and
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relations would have ordinarily considered as revolting the idea
of marrying her to their child when it was known that she was
to become the

zamindér’s mistress

told by the witnesses

forthwith.

appears to be questionable

Again,
when

the story

it is

con

with the age of Angammal, with the number
of children she has had, and in particular with the conduct
of the late zamindAr towards them, to which we shall refer
presently. As to the oral evidence adduced by the respondent,

sidered in connection

‘

the Subordinate Judge has accepted it so far as it is corroborated
by the conduct of the parties concerned, and refused credit to it so
far as it tends to show that there was

legal marriage between the
late zamindér and Angammal, because it could not be reconciled
In the deposition made by the late zamindar
with such conduct.

in November

a

1881 in Original Suit 205 of 1881, he stated upon

“I

:
did not marry Angammal.
She is living
house” (exhibit I). Again, in March 1873, he des
“ my concubine and her
cribed Angammal and the respondent as
”
son
(exhibit O). This document is an instrument of gift which

solemn afﬁrmation

in

her own

states that six pangus of land were granted by the zamindér to the
concubine

and her son, the respondent,

for “maintenance,”

and

that the patta was issued in the name of the latter. In the view
that the respondent was regarded by him as his concubine’s son,
the necessity for this grant is intelligible, but in the view that he
was the legitimate son andlheir'to'the zamindari, the provision was
wholly uncalled for. Moreover, in the instrument of mortgage
which was executed by Angammal and the respondent in March

MADRAS SERIES.
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1873, the executants

Nagaiyan

described

841

themselves

as

“the daughter of

Servai and her son, Subramania Servai

”

In

U.

(exhibit V). Txmvmn.

a lease executed by the respondent
and others in July 1880,
the former styled himself as “ Subramania Tevar, son of Angam

mal, Maravar,” (exhibit II).
August 1883 the respondent

It

appears

A that in

from exhibit

of age according to
was
the late zamindar, and it is not unreasonable to account for his
25 years

in describing himself as the son of his mother by con
that
the contention that he was an illegitimate son is well
cluding
It is also inevidence that the lands granted to the
founded.
conduct

respondent

for his maintenance

still in

and that of his mother are

his possession.
respondent

The ﬁrst time when the zamindar said that the
“ eldest son and heir” was in
was his
August 1883,

when he addressed the petition, exhibit A, to the Collector during
his last illness, and in December next the respondent described
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himself

as the son

of the late zamindar.

It

is also true that in

March 1883 the late zamindar referred to the respondent as his
In connection with this change in the zamin
son in exhibit B.
dar’s conduct,

it is

suggested that the legitimate son he had by his

wife, Rakkammal, died before

the zamindar about

and that, when he was suﬁering from an

January

1883,

attack of paralysis and

enfeebled by protracted illness, Angammal gained ascendency over
It
him and prevailed on him to favor her son, the respondent.
is also suggested for the appellants that from 1869 the second
appellant protested against his brother bringing Angammal into
the palace,

and denounced

his connection

with her as immoral,

and therefore the late zamindar was inimical to him.

The plaint

stated that by Rakkammal, the ﬁrst appellant’s co-wife, the late

zamindar had

a male

child named Muthusami, and that both the

mother and the child died, the former about 14 years and the
and IV show
latter about a year before suit. Exhibits E,

III

that from

1871

and his brother.

there

was

In this

enmity between

the late

state of mind, enfeebled

as

zamindar

it

was by

illness and afﬂiction and inﬂuenced by the respondent
and his mother, it was not unnatural that the late zamindar should
protracted

have desired that his illegitimate son should succeed him in pre
ference

to his brother who was obnoxious

to him.

On the other

hand, it was suggested for the respondent that, so long as Rak
kammal lived, she had an ascendency over the zamindar and
contrived to induce him to treat Angammal

and

Pmnrnl

her

children

with injustice, and that it was after her death the zamindar became

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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1’1“an
v.

'l’mnuuun.

We

inclined to do them justice.

[VOL. X.

are unable to accept this sugges

Thereis no evidence to indicate that the late
zamindér ever treated them with injustice, and the provision made
by him for them shows that, on the contrary, he treated them with
tion for several reasons.

Again, Rakkammal

kindness.

died, according

to the

1870, or 14 years before suit, and most of the documents

Angammal was described as
It was urged that exhibits

a concubine

III

and

IV

are subsequent

plaint, in

in which
to 1870.

are no legal evidence

against the respondent, inasmuch as the second appellant did
not offer himself as a witness and swear to the truth of their con
tents.
evidence

Their

contents

however

evidence, but they are
that the second appellant made
therein in 1871. The conduct of the

are certainly no

to the extent

a complaint as mentioned

late zamindar, of the respondent and of his mother, prior to the
death of Muthusami, Rakkammal’s son, is not consistent with a
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belief on their part that Angammal was the late zamindar’s wife
or that the respondent was his legitimate son. It is conceded that
Nagaiya Servai was a watchman on the estate of the late zamindér,
and it is not probable

that the latter would have married his

watehman’s

But it

daughter.

the respondent

was said by the learned counsel for

that several of his witnesses were the relations of

the late zamindar, and that some were men of great respectability.

Of

the witnesses

who deposed that they saw Angammal

married

late zamindér, the second

witness, Karuppan Servai, is
paternal uncle, and he is engaged in litigation with
The fourth witness, Pichali Servai, is the
the second appellant.

to the

Angammal’s

father of Angammal’s cousin.
At all events, these two witnesses
are in-a position to be biassed in respondent’s favor.
The ﬁrst
Ponnappa Tevan, stated that he was the late zamindar’s
aunt’s son; the ﬁfth and sixth witnesses deposed that they were his

witness,

sons-in-law, and the third and eighth witnesses deposed that they
In a suit like this, in which the rival claimants
were his agents.
are connected with the late zamindar, relations often ordinarily
take one side or the other according to their predilection or pre

judice, and it is unsafe to place implicit reliance on them unless
their evidence is supported, at least not contradicted, by the
conduct of the parties concerned and of the last holder of the estate.

As

to the ninth witness,

who

is the sub-divisional zamindér of

Ramnad, he no doubt believed that the respondent was the late
zamindér’s son, but he was not in a position to have known
whether

he was legitimate or illegitimate.

We

see

no suﬂicient

MADRAS SERIES.
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reason

doubt that the Subordinate Judge has properly held

to

that the

343

is,

zamindar.

but in this opinion
According to the decisions of Division
is,

a

is

whether the 'illegiti
The next question arising for decision
his
heir
to
Sudra
impartible estate in preference
mate son of
to his undivided brother or widow, daughter or daughter’s son.

The Subordinate Judge considers that he

a

we are unable to concur.

is

Bench of this Court in Krz'sbrzayyan v.1[attusdnu'(l) and in Rana/'5
v. Kundoji,(2) an illegitimate son
not a coparcener with his
sons of such brother,

can neither inherit to them nor demand from them

In

it

both those cases,

a

father’s undivided brother or with the
ancestral property.

and

partition of

was not doubted

that

the illegitimate son inherits the separate

estate of his putative
legitimate son, son’s son, son’s grandson,
widow, daughter and daughter’s son. Nor was
doubted that he
co-sharer in such separate property with his legitimate brother
a

is

There

is

and a co-heir with his father’s widow, daughter or daughter’s son.
as observed

authority,

considerable

by the Subordinate

Judge, in support of those propositions of law, but the question
which was considered in those cases was whether to any and what
extent the copareenary law modiﬁed the special rule laid down
children among Sudras in s. XII,
It clear that the text of Yagnya
in s. XII, chap.
refer to the
upon

I,

it

As

householder.

Ranoji v. Kandqy'i,(2) there

position

purpose,

in

in

the

case

of

rule of decision by analogy.

the illegitimate son may be compared,

the family, ﬁrst, with

a

For this

observed

no special provision on the subject,

and the Courts of Justice have to ﬁnd

a

separated

is

a

valeya and the comments

estate of

is

in regard to illegitimate
of the Mitakshara.
chap.
1

as to

his

legitimate son with whom he

Again, in coming

to

a

a

a

for half

a

with
share, secondly,
daughter and a
he
an
with
whom
takes
equal share, thirdly, with
daughter’s son
an adopted son who, in competition with
legitimate son, takes
but an inferior share, and fourthly, with the father’s coparcener.

participates

decision, his legal status under the special

may be considered in connection with his
among all classes of Hindus, and with the legal
basis on which the right conceded to him originally rested and

rule of Yagnyavalcya
ordinary status

(1) I.L.R.,

ma,

407.

(2)

].L.R.,

8

still rests.

7
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it

a

father on failure of

Paale-rur

0.
illegitimate son of the late Tmaummr

was only the

respondent

ma,

557.

49
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THIRUMALAI.

As

[VOL X.

with the legitimate son, it will not be disputed;
that the analogy fails in several material points—(l), a legitimate
brother takes an equal share in the father’s separate estate, whilst.
an illegitimate brother participates but for half a share; (2), the
”
“
extends to the entire joint Hindu family,
kinship of an Aurasa
compared

that of an illegitimate son is conﬁned to his father and"
mother and their branch of a joint family; (3), the former has

whereas

a concurrent and eo-ordinatc right in ancestral property from the
time of his birth with his father and father’s coparceners, whereas
the latter can only take a share at his father’s pleasure, and the
father cannot, before partition, give coparcenary property of his own
authority and otherwise than with the consent of his coparceners ;
(4), the legitimate son excludes the daughter and the daughter’s
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son, whereas the illegitimate

son is an equal sharer

with them.

The only points in which the analogy apparently holds good
are in regard to sonship and to his being a co-sharer with the
legitimate son in his father’s separate estate. As to the sonship,.

it is imperfect for want of legitimacy which implies

a legal

marriage. The nature of the inequality created by this imper
fection is indicated by the author of the Dayabhaga in chap. IX,
s. 31, wherein he explains .the ground on which Yagnyavaleya
considers the illegitimate son to be equal to the daughter’s son,
and observes that the one, though born of an unmarried woman,
is the son of the owner, and the other, though sprung from a

married woman, is onlya daughter’s sou. Thus, the absence of
legal marriage between the father and the mother is considered
to produce
family

the

same

by reason

of

effect

as severance

sex.

As

from the coparcenary

to his position as the partaker

of a portion of the father’s estate with the legitimate

son,

it

was usual, even at the time of the Mitakshara, to allocate portions

of the estate in lieu of maintenance for daughters and mothers.
Therefore, there can be no doubt that in the case of a competi
tion between a legitimate son and an illegitimate son, the former
as a preferable heir to an impartible estate.
with
a daughter’s son, the position of the illegiti
compared
mate son is that of an equal sharer and a member of the family of
the maternal grandfather, and whether he ought to be accepted as

must be accepted

As

a preferable

heir to an impartible estate must be determined with

reference to other considerations.

As
tion

compared with the adopted son, the illegitimate son’s posi

is certainly inferior.

The adopted

son

has a co-ordinate

VOL. X.]
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interest with his father in ancestral property. He can claim par
tition from his father. He represents his father as against the

He

father’s coparceners.
the daughter’s son.

In

widow, the daughter and
ancient law, he was one of the twelve
excludes

the

descriptions of sons, whereas the illegitimate son, as the son of a
female slave, had no place among them—see Mit. chap. I, s. XI.
the adopted son takes a smaller share in competition with the

If

legitimate son, it is because he is a mere substitute provided by a
ﬁction of law, whilst in the case of the “Aurasa ” there is actual
blood relationship consecrated by legal marriage. In default of a
legitimate son, the ﬁction operated as a special rule of law to give
the adopted son the same status in the family as against every one
of its members.

On the other hand, save as to taking an inferior
share, there is no analogy between him and the illegitimate son.
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Again,

with the father’s coparcener, the analogy
equally fails. The father’s coparcener has the same rights as the
father had in ancestral estate and the former was not bound to
as compared

consent to the

gift by

the latter of any part of the ancestral estate

to the illegitimate son. It was pointed out in the case of Rana/'1'
v. szdzy'iﬂ) that the ancestral property descending through the
father to the legitimate sou may well be subjected to the individual
obligations of the father, whilst his own coparceners may stand
on a different footing. As compared with the illegitimate son in
the higher classes, it is clear that the illegitimate son of a Sudra is
always entitled to maintenance

as a member

of his father’s family

by reason of his sonship though through an unmarried woman.
Yagnyavalcya’s text purported to provide a special rule applicable
to Sudras as an exception to the general rule, but the rule has
reference

to the estate of a separated

rule was therefore

in

householder.

The special

v. KamlojeK

Rana/'5
1) to allocate a
portion of the property of a separated father in lieu of maintenance,

considered

and it was held that in

cases

which did not fall under the special

text the general rule must prevail.
Having

regard to the

basis on which the right

of the ille'

gitimate son rests, this view does not seem improbable.

It

was

explained in Krishnayyan v. Muttusdmi(2) that an illegitimate son
It was pointed out
was originally in the position of a slave’s son.
what the precise position of a continuous concubine was among
the ﬁfteen descriptions of slaves enumerated by Narada, and how,
m

11.11., a

ma,

557.

(2) 11.12.,

1

ma.

401.

PABVATIH
o.

TIIIRL‘MAI.AI.
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under a text of Gatyayana, the begetting of a son on a female
Tumuxsmr. slave ﬁrst created an obligation to enfranchise the mother and her
son, and eventually passed into a manumission by operation of law
PABTATHI
'U.

owing to the importance

attached

in early

to a son however
Though relationship as son removed the taint of being
born of a slave, still the position of the illegitimate son in the
times

begotten.

joint family, until slavery was
that of a freedman, and in that

abolished

by Act

V

of 1843, was

inferior to that of the other

sense

members.

\Vc

do not therefore see reason to overrule

those decisions; and

following them, we must hold that the father’s undivided brother
heir to his illegitimate son who ranks as a co-heir

is a preferable

with the father’s daughter and daughter’s son, both of whom are
In Kulanllmi Nate/zear v.
excluded by the father’s coparcener.
(ville judgment in Regular Appeal No. 86 of 1866), it
was held by the High Court that even the widow would exclude
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ermmani

the illegitimate son.
based

Having regard

to the fact that relationship

on a legal marriage is a ground of preference,

originally

the emancipated

and that

slave and her son, though free after the

birth of the son, would have ordinarily

held an inferior position
to that of the regular members of the family, we consider that the
illegitimate son was properly postponed to the widow. Our atten
tion was drawn at the hearing of the appeal to two
v. Bée'za(l) and Jogcndro Bkupufi v. Nittyzmmd
They may, however, be distinguished from the

cases,

viz., Sada

ﬂlzm

Singlz(2).

case

before

us on

the ground that there was no competition in those cases between
the illegitimate son and the father’s undivided brother. Nor was
the

ruling of this Court

who decided

those cases.

on the subject before

With all

the learned

Judges

deference to them, we do not

see Our way to adopting the view that the case of an adopted son
is analogous to that of an illegitimate son. Following the decisions
of this Court, we reverse the decree of the Subordinate Judge

and dismiss the respondent’s suit with costs, on the ground that he
cannot exclude his father’s ccparcener or widow from succession
to the impartible estate in dispute.
(1)

I.L.R.,

4 B0m., 37.

(2)

I.L.R.,

11 Cal., 702.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur

J. H.

Chief Justice, and
.Mr. Jusfice Mitt'uscimi Ayyar.

Before

ANDI

M

Coll'z'us,.Kt.,

AND ornnas (Dnrnnnan’rs),

Arrnnnan'rs,

1887
4, (l.

Apnl

and

THATHA

AND ornaas (PLAINTIFFS),

Rmrownsxrs?

Civil Procedure Code, a. 43—Declm'at'io'n of title to continue to enjoy separate possession
of laml—Suitfor partition.
having obtained a declaration of title to continue to enjoy sepa

The plaintiffs

of certain lands sued the former defendants again for partition of

rate possession

the same lands :
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Held, that the suit was unnecessary and should be dismissed.
Per our.

The claim and the remedy mentioned in section 43 of the Code of Civil

Procedure have reference to the cause of action litigated in the previous suit.

SECOND appeal against the decree of

of Coimbatore,
decree of

W.

J.

W. Reid, District Judge

in Appeal Suit No. 86 of 1885, modifying the
E. T. Clarke, Subordinate Judge, Nilgiris, in Cri

ginal Suit No. 45 of 1884.
This was a suit for partition of the plaintiffs’ share in certain
speciﬁed lands and for damages.

In

1875, the present defendants

sued to eject the plaintiffs from speciﬁc portions the lands now

in

question,

but the suit was dismissed.

Subsequently,

in

1882,

the present plaintiffs instituted a suit with regard to the same land

against the present defendants and obtained a decree deelarin g that
they were entitled to the speciﬁc portion in their possession which
were described by them, the Court holding that the actual area

in their enjoyment and its proportion to the entire area were not
The present suit was
matters to be adjudicated on in that suit.
_

brought for partition of the lands, and for damages for obstruction
to their title; and the plaint alleged that the defendants had
been requested by the plaintiffs but had refused to divide the lands

according to the shares decreed in their favor in the suit of 1882.
The Subordinate Judge passed a decree in favor of the plain
tiffs, but the District Judge modiﬁed
“ Second

it on appeal and passed a

Appeal No. 872 of 1856.
50

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

348
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0.

Tu nm.

[VOL X.

“that

the defendants have partitioned off to them the part
corresponding to the parts marked in Mr. Fraser’s plan in burnt
sienna (as to which it was in evidence that the plaintiffs had been

decree

long in possession), and that the suit for damages be dismissed.”
The defendants preferred this second appeal.
I
Mr. erderbum for appellants argued that no cause of action

in any case the suit was barred by section
43 of the Code of Civil Procedure; the plaintiﬁ's obtained sub
stantially no relief beyond what they had obtained in the previous
was disclosed,

and that

suit, and no obstruction had been offered to their demarcating
the area in their possession.

Mr. Grant for

argued that the plaintiffs had not
in fact gained any relief from the former suit; and further ob
jected that the decree for damages should have been allowed to
respondents
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stand.

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
suﬁiciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
Court (Collins, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J.).
UDGMENT.—-Th0 parties to this second appeal are Badagas, on
the Nilgiri hills, and it arises out of a suit for partition instituted

J

The plaint prayed for
against the appellants.
partition of the plaintiffs’ 5, 2, and 3 equal shares in the plaint
Sarvahalli, and Annahalli, and
lands known as Ekkadahalli,

by

the respondents

This litigation was com
for damages to the extent of Rs. 100.
menced in continuation of two previous suits, Original Suits, No. 53
of 1875 and N0.

szpf

1882.

The ﬁrst-mentioned suit was brought

by the appellants to eject the respondents from speciﬁc 'portions
of the three ﬁelds named above on the ground that they were
demarcated

as included in the patta standing

in the

names of the

former, and that the latter dispossessed them otherwise than in due
eleven months previous to that suit.
The

course of law about

Judicial Commissioner found that there was no
alleged, that the land in dispute had been in

dispossession

as

the respondents’

for many years previous to the institution of that
suit, that the appellants had no title, and that the respondents’
possession

(which went to show that they were eo-sharers with
the appellants) was supported by reliable evidence.
Upon these
ﬁndings, the High Court upheld the decree of the Court of ﬁrst

pedigree

instance which dismissed that suit with costs.

It

will

be observed

that the land then in litigation consisted of speciﬁc portions of the
\

VOL.
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three ﬁelds.

then instituted Original Suit

The respondents

82 of 1882 to have

it

349

N 0.

that they were entitled to separate
shares in the three ﬁelds, and stated that

declared

enjoyment of 5, 2, and

3

they had been for many years in exclusive possession of 3'45
acres which they said represented those shares.
The Court of
ﬁrst instance

made a declaration accordingly, adding that such

separate possession and enjoyment might be ascertained

in

execu

The District Court considered in appeal that
tion proceedings.
that suit was in the nature of a suit for the partition of the
respondents’

shares.

But

on

second

appeal,

the

High Court

held that it was only a suit for a declaratory decree and in that
view cancelled the direction contained in the decree of the District
Court that the exact area of the portions in the respondents’
possession be ascertained

in

execution,
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decree, declaring that the respondents

and passed

an amended

were entitled to the speciﬁc

portions in their possession which were described by them to be
3'45 acres and to represent their 5, 2, and 3 shares in the three
in the plaint.
In its judgment, the High Court
observed that “this was not a suit for partition, but was a suit

ﬁelds

named

for a declaration that the land in the respondents’ possession has
been enjoyed by them for many years in right of inheritance, and
that they are entitled to enjoy it in such right by prescriptive
title, whatever may be its area, whatever may be its proportion to
the entire area.”

It will

be observed that the grounds of decision

were that the suit was one for a declaratory decree, and that the

declaration to which the respondents were entitled was of title
to continue in enjoyment in right of inheritance by reason of the
prescriptive title which they had acquired, and that the actual
area in their enjoyment and its proportion to the entire area were
not matters to be adjudicated upon in that suit.
Thereupon the
The plaint prayed for a partition of
present suit was instituted.
the respondents’

5, 2, and 3 equal shares

in the

three ﬁelds men

tioned above and for declaration of the areas of the said shares in
the said three pieces of land and for Rs. 100, damages for obstruc
tion to their title and to partition, and for the costs of the suit.
The Subordinate Judge decreed the claim with costs, but on appeal
the District Judge set aside the decree of the Subordinate Judge,
so far as

it

awarded

the respondents’
to pay the

damages, and directed the appellants to pay

costs on the relief awarded and the respondents

appellants their costs on the amount

of damages.

Asa!
ii.

Turns.
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Both parties object to this decree. It is argued for the appellants
that the plaint discloses no cause of action and it is alleged for the
respondents

that damages should have been decreed.

The ground of action mentioned
is that the defendants

in paragraph

8

of the plaint

by the plaintiffs

have been requested

to

divide the lands according to the shares decreed in their favor
but that the defendants have refused to do so. The contention,
that the plaint discloses no cause of action cannot be
The right asserted is an incident of an alleged copar
supported.

therefore,

and it

cenary,

If

there

was not adjudicated upon

were a subsisting ccparcenary

mentioned in the plaint and

if

in any previous

suit.

in regard to the lands

the respondents

were entitled to

the shares speciﬁed by them, they would be entitled to a decree for

As to the objection that the suit is barred by section
partition.
43 of the Code of Civil Procedure. it must 'he observed that the
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cause of action disclosed by the plaint is distinct from the cause of
action in the suit of 1882, and that it has been held that the claim

and the remedy mentioned in section 43 have reference to the
cause of action litigated in the previous suit, Pathuma v. Apes/1(1) .

As

to the merits,

the

Judge

observes that the claim

shares in the three ﬁelds in dispute

must be taken

to

half

as made

in

in the plaint that certain shares were
ignorance.
decreed to the respondents in the suit of 1882 is opposed to the
judgment of the High Court in that suit pronounced on Second
The averment

Appeal which declared that the area then mentioned and the shares
which it was said to represent were mere matters of description;
the Judge therefore properly disallowed the claim to any excess
area which was not already in their possession.

of

the

have

Judge

partitioned

parts marked in
ascertains

Nor is

the decree

open to objection, so far as it directs that the plaintiﬁs
OH

to them

the portions

corresponding

Mr. Fraser’s plan in burnt

sienna.

It

to the

simply

the precise area and the position of the land already

the respondents’

in

possession in right of inheritance by prescriptive

enjoyment,
thereby avoids future litigation 0n the ground
that the area and the site were not deﬁned by the ﬁnal decree in
the suit of 1882.
It is contended, however, that the respondents
and

obtained substantially no further relief beyond what they had
in the previous suit and that no obstruction was offered to their
(1) Second

Appeal No. 699 of 1883,

'
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demarcating the area in their possession and deﬁning it.
Counsel for the respondents is unable to meet this objection.

The

AM)!

We

Tum“.

u.

must, therefore, hold that this litigation was practically unnecessary.

On this ground we decree that the respondents
costs

pay the

and

appellants’

do bear their own

costs throughout, and,

with this

modiﬁcation, conﬁrm the decree of the Lower Appellate Court.
As to the memorandum of objections, it must be dismissed.
The
damages claimed were

in

the nature of a ﬁne claimed for vexatious

litigation, and the Judge was right in .holding that such claim
must be disallowed.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
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Before

Sir Arthur

J.

H.

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

and

Mr. Justice Muttuedmi Ag/yar.

LAKSHMANA we morass (Darnnnanrs),

Arrnnnarvrs,

April

RAMAOHANDRA (Pmm’rrrr),

Rnsrorman’r."L

Landlord and tenant—Forfeiture— Waste—Pluntiny a mango tape on dry land.

In

the absence of local custom,

cultivation

into a mango

grove.

tenants are not entitled to convert land under
Tenants from year to year are not at liberty to

change the usual course of husbandry without the consent of the landlord.

Sscoxn appeal against the decree of J. Kelsall, District Judge of
Vizagapatam, in Appeal Suit No. 259 of 1885, reversing the decree
of V.

A. Narasimha, District

Suit No.

5

MLlDSlf

of Pérvatipiir,

in Original

of 1884.

suit to eject the defendants from certain lands of
which they were tenants from year to year, on the ground that
This was

a

they had committed

waste by planting

mango trees on some dry

land which formed part of their holding.
The District Munsif dismissed the suit.

His decree was reversed

on appeal by the District Judge, who observed :——“The land is dry

land, but the plaintiff hopes at some future time to convert it into
wet.
Whether it will be practicable for him to do so is beside the
question.

He

leased the land to defendants
“ Second

1887.

Feb. 14,

and

Appeal No. 547 of 1886.

for cultivation and

19.
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LAXBHMANA
1?

Rs’xa
CHANDRA.
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dealing with
it for cultivation now and for the future.”

has a right to be protected against the defendants
the land as to unﬁt

The decree of the District Court directed

so

the defendants

to

remove the young trees planted, and generally before the end of
the current fasli to restore the land to the condition
was when leased to them, and

“in default of

their

so

in which it

doing

I direct

that from that date they be ejected from the land.”
The defendants preferred this second appeal.

Mr. Michell for
Planting

appellants.
trees is not waste; and

mango

was only on the dry land that the mango

in any

case

since it

trees were planted, the

if at all, only in respect of the dry land
which bears a distinct and separate rent from that paid in respect
of the wet land.
forfeiture was incurred,
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J.

The Acting Advocate-General (Hon.
H. Spring Bremen) for
the respondent cited B/colai v) The Rajah of Bansi(1).
The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of
the Court (Collins, C.J., and Muttusémi Ayyar, J.).
JUDGMENT.——Th8

respondent

is renter of the

under the management of the
the appellants are raiyats on that estate.
Merangi

Court

zamindari of

of Wards,

and

Their holding consists
partly of wet and partly of dry land assessed at Rs. 83-11-6 and
In September 1883, they planted a mango
Rs. 10, respectively.
a
of
on
the
portion
dry land which was usually cultivated with
tops
a dry crop and thereby renderedjit unﬁt for dry cultivation.

There

upon the renter sued to eject them, and the contest was whether
they were liable to

ground that they planted the
than with the permission of their landlord.

be ejected on the

mango tope otherwise
It is found by the Judge that they were only tenants from year to
year, that the land converted into mango garden would, if under
dry cultivation, ordinarily yield an eight-anna crop, and that there
was no special custom in the village in justiﬁcation of their acts.
He came to the conclusion that the appellants were not at liberty
so to deal

with the land

as to render

and for the future, and directed

it unﬁt for cultivation now

them to remove the young trees

the end of the
planted, ﬁll
fasli to restore the land to the condition in which it was when it was

up the pits dug and generally before

(1)

I.L.R.,

4A11., 174.
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From this

ment.

in default of their doing

353

so, decreed their eject

decree the renter has preferred no second appeal

and it is not necessary to consider whether the decree is right in
To that extent the decree is in
ordering a conditional ejectment.

LsxsuxAsA

I.

Rhu

canvass.

the appellants’ favor, and we are not prepared to attach weight to
the contention that the Judge had no power to grant prospective
relief, nor do we consider
tenants

that in the absence of

local custom,

a

are entitled to convert the land under cultivation into a

mango grove without the consent of their landlord and thereby
As tenants from year to year,
change the nature of the property.
the appellants were under the obligation to restore the land in the
condition in which it was when it was leased to them, and they
were not at liberty to change the usual course of husbandry except

with the consent of their landlord.

Having regard

which the decree is made, we do not consider
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to notice after committing waste.

to the form

in

them to be entitled

The decision

of the Judge is

right, and we dismiss this second appeal with costs. But in view
to giving the appellants suﬁicient time to comply with the direction
contained in the decree, we order that the current fasli mentioned

in

the decree of the Lower Appellate Court be taken to be the

fasli current

at the date of this decree.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J. H.

Collins,

KL, Chiq' Justice,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.
1887.
8.

QUEEN-EMPRESS

July

against

JOGAYYA.*
Penal Code—Act

XLFTof

1860, a.

504-Imm

toprovokc

B to such an extent as to reduce B to
Held, that A having given to B such provocation

A

abused

a bread;

of the peace.

a state of abject terror:
as would under ordinary circum

504 of the
stances have caused a breach of the peace was guilty of an offence under s.

Penal Code.

Tms

case

was reported

for the orders of

theHigh Court under

" Criminal Revision Case No. 102 of 1887.
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of the Code of Criminal Procedure, by
Judge of Ganjam.

Earn!»

s. 438

Joann.

Sessions

11.

The accused was convicted

J.

[VOL X.

Thomson, Acting
Magistrate of

by the Second-class

Chicacole,

under s. 504 of the Penal

Principal

Assistant

Magistrate

Code.

He

appealed

to the

of Ganjam, who acquitted him,

observing that the complainant had been reduced to a state of
abject terror by the abusive language of the accused, whose insults
were accordingly unlikely

to cause him to break the public peace

or commit any other offence.
The Sessions

Judge submitted

that, in order to substantiate
Code,

given

it

”

was not

the case

with the observation

a charge under s. 504 of the Penal

“
necessary that the
provocation

in his opinion

should have been accepted by the other party.

Counsel were not instructed.
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The Court (Collins,

C.J.

and Parker,

J.)

made the following

ORDER :—The accused was convicted of intentionally insulting
and thereby giving provocation to the complainant, with the inten

tion, or knowing it to be likely, that such provocation

would cause

the complainant to break the public peace.

On appeal, this judgment was reversed on the ground that the
complainant was in such an abject state of terror that it was impos

likely

to cause him to break

Judge that

the law makes pun~

sible to suppose the provocation was
the public peace.

We

agree with the Sessions

ishable the insulting provocation

which, under ordinary circum

stances, would cause a breach of the peace to be committed,
that the offender

is not protected

and

from the consequences of his

acts because the person insulted became too terriﬁed to accept the

provocation in the manner intended.

We

set aside the acquittal and direct that the appeal be‘reheard.

VOL. X.]
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice Muftusdmi A yyar

Beg/0n

SUBRAMANYAN

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

(DEFENDANT N0. 1), APPELLANT,

J anuary
1887.

and

KALI

ornsns (Pmmrrrrs

AND

Malabar Law—Suit

against

of intention

July

AND DEFENDANT No. 2), Rasro'sDiners.“l
and senior female member

karnavan

of a tarwad—Evidence

to sue defendants as represenlalim of the tarwad.

The kamavan and senior female member

01 a Malabar tarwad executed

a hypo

thecation bond, on which a suit was brought against them asking for the sale of the
tarwad property.

The defendants

had

were not in this case expressly sued

represented

the

tarwad in other suits, but

in representative capacity.

The plaintiff ob

tained a decree :
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Held, that the decree was binding on the tarwad.

Sscorm appeal against the decree of H. M. Winterbotham, Acting
District Judge of South Malabar, in Appeal Suit No. 977 of 1885,
modifying the decree of P. Govinda Manon, District Mﬁnsif of
Chowghat in Original Suit N0. 336 of 1885.
The plaintiﬁs, who are members of a Malabar tarwad, sued to
set aside the sale

obtained

of certain land in execution of

in Original

a mortgage

Suit N0. 460 of 1881 by defendant

decree

No.

1

Nos. 2 and 3, being respectively karnavan
It was
and the senior female member of the plaintiff’s tarwad.
against defendants

admitted that the land sold was the property of the plaintiff’s
But it was denied by the plaintiffs that the decree in

tarwad.

question

had been obtained

the tarwad

as such, so as to

Defendant No.

2

against

the proper representatives

of

bind the junior members.

did not appear.

The District Mfmsif dismissed the suit, but his decree was, so far
as concerned the property involved in this second appeal, reversed
by the District Judge on the ground that the decree in question
had not been passed against the defendant as representing the
'
tarwad.

Defendant No.

preferred this second appeal.
Sankaran Ndyar for appellant cited Kannack'i

(I.L.R.,

8

Mad,

1

491),

and relied on evidence,

v.

Ndrdyana

showing that

" Second Appeal No. 499
o! 1886.
51

27.
12.

Seamus“:
U.

[VOL X.
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defendants

Nos.

2 and 3, who had

executed the mortgage

sued on

in Original Suit No. 460 of 1881, had generally represented the
tarwad in suits.

Kur

Ndyar for

that the mortgage
decree was not passed against the j udgment-debtors
in any repre
Gopala

respondents

argued

sentative capacity.

The

Court

(Muttusami Ayyar

and Parker,

JJ .)

made

the

following
ORDER :—“ It appears from the decree in Original Suit No. 460
of 1881 that the plaint prayed for the sale of tarwad property.
This is evidence of an intention on the part of the appellant to sue
the defendants in that case as representatives of the tarwad.
In

Kannachi v. Ndrdyana(
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for rent against
two members of the tarwad.
Nor did it appear from the proceed
ings in that suit that the plaintiffs sought to obtain more than
a personal decree.
Though defendants Nos. 2 and 3 in the case
before

1) there was

us joined in the execution

which Original

only

a decree

of the hypothecation bond on

Suit No. 460 of 1881 was brought, it does not

imply that they were not intended to be sued in their
It is true that the decree is not in terms
representative capacity.
necessarily

against the representatives

of the tarwad, but the proceedings show

that the appellant intended to hold the tarwad responsible for the
debt through its karnavan and the senior female.
“ We shall therefore ask the
Judge to return a. ﬁnding on the
second issue, viz., whether the decree debt in Original Suit No. 460
'

of 1881 was contracted for purposes binding on the tarwad.”
The issue having been found in the afﬁrmative, the Court on
rehearing this second appeal set aside the decree of the District
Judge so far as it reversed that of District Munsif which was
accordingly restored.

(1)

I.L.R.,

s Mad.,491.

X
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
quore Mr. Justice Muttusdms' Ayyar and Mr. Justice Parker.

AOHUTA

(PLAINTIFF),

Digsaz'o

APPELLANT,

“1,3321,

and

MAMMAVU
Givil Procedure

ﬂit—Limitation Act—Act

Code, as. 335,

ll—Order disallowing
-—M'alabar

(Dsrsunms),

AND NINE ornrms

in execution

claim

XV

REsros'nEs'rs.*
of 1877, sch.

proceedingl—Reviow

II,

art.

of judgment

law—Personal decree against kamacan.

Where a review of judgment was applied for on the ground of the subsequent
publication of the report of a High Court decision on a point of law which arose in
the case but which had not been urged at the previous hearing, it was considered that
for his omission to bring the decision to the notice

the applicant was not to blame

of the Court at the ﬁrst hearing, and the application for review of judgment was
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granted.

A

sued for

of certain shops belonging to a Malabar tarwad, which

possession

in execution of

had been attached

a prith debt.

a personal

decree passed against a karnavan

in

a.

suit on
In the execution proceedings, an objection petition was put
in stating that the shops were sridhanam and was rejected ; and the order of rejec
tion was not appealed against for one year. Respondents Nos. 1 to 4, the husbands
of the persons who put in the objection petition, were in possession and were now
for possession.
The plaintiﬂ‘ was assignee of the purchaser at the execution

sued

sale :

Held, that upon the facts found the plaintiﬂ acquired nothing under the Court
sale.

For our.

An order rejecting

'Procedure Code,
of a decree.

a claim

not being appealed

Veldyuthan

SECOND appeal

v. Laksmana,

against

petition under section 336 of the Civil

against within

I.L.R.,

8

the decree of

Mad,

one year

acquires the force

506, followed.

K. Kunjan

Menon, Sub

ordinate Judge of North Malabar, in Appeal Suit N o. 342 of 1884,
reversing the decree of B. D’Rozario, Acting District Mﬁnsif of
Cannonore, in Original Suit N0. 462 of 1883.
This was a suit for possession of ﬁve shops, together
arrears of rent.

In Original Suit No.
Mimsif of

with

_

Oannanore,

473 of 1876 on the ﬁle of the District
the present

plaintiff

obtained,

on

20th

October 1880, a. personal decree against Puckroo Cutty, in execution
of which be attached the shops in question, being the property
of the Ayamandagath tarwad of which the judgment-debtor was
karnavan. Objections were made to the attachment by the wives
"

Second

Appeal No. 606 of 1885.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Acne-n
v.

MLIIAVU.

of defendants

Nos.

[VOL X.

to 5 on the ground that the shops had been

1

given away as sridhanam (exhibit L), but the objections were
disallowed and the shops were sold in execution of the decree
to Anantha Kamati, whose interest was afterwards assigned to
the present plaintiff, possession not having been given under the

Defendants Nos.

sale.

execution

tenants of defendants

Nos.

6 to

10 were in possession

as

to 5.

1

The order rejecting the claim petition under section 335 of the

Civil Procedure, Act VIII of 1859 (re-enacted in section
of the Code of Civil Procedure of 1882) which was ﬁled in

Code of
335

this suit
of

exhibit

as

L,

was not appealed against within the period

a year.

The District Munsif decreed in favor of the plaintiff, but his
decree was reversed by the Subordinate

J

udge>on the ground that

the decree in the previous
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Cutty

as

suit was not passed against Puckroo
karnavan, and that the decree debt was not a tarwad debt.

The plaintiff preferred this second appeal which came on for
., on 21st October
1885
hearing before Hutchins and Parker,

JJ

and was dismissed on the ground that the appellant claimed under
a merely personal decree.

The appellant ﬁled on the 17th December 1885
review of the judgment of Hutchins and Parker,
ground that
Court in

was governed

the case

Veldg/utlzan

v. Laksmana,

by the

I.L.R.,

8

a

petition for

JJ

.,

on the

decision'of the High
Mad., 506, of which

the report had not been published until a month after the hearing

of the second
Parker,

J

., on

appeal.
6th

before Muttusami

The

March

Ayyar

review petition
1886

and

was

admitted by

and now came on for hearing

Parker,

JJ

.,

Hutchins,

J.,

having

meanwhile resigned.

Mr. Wezldcrburn and Srinivasa Rau for appellant.
The order rejecting the claim petition (exhibit L) not having
been appealed against within a year acquired the force of a decree
under the ruling of the High Court in Vela'yut/zan v. Laksmana,
I.L.R., 8 Mad, 506. The then petitioners would accordingly be
estopped

from denying the title of the execution

purchaser,

and

the respondents who claimed through them are subject to the same
estoppel.

Mr. K.

Brown and Sankara

Manon

for respondents

objected
that the subsequent publication of a decision by the High Court
Was not a sufﬁcient reason for granting a review of judgment and
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(I.L.R.,

cited Jomncnjoy Mullick v. Dassmoncy Dassee

8 Cal., 700),

AchA

0.
but this objection was overruled.
Msuxnw.
The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of

JJ

.).

the Court (Muttusami Ayyar and Parker,
JUDGMENT.—The property in dispute in this case consists of
ﬁve rooms, which are used as shops by respondents Nos. 5—8
7,

is

who claim to hold them under respondents Nos. 1—5, and which
It
were similarly used also by defendant No.
since deceased.

the appellant, Aehuta Mallen,
he attached

Objections

the shops and some other property.

and defendant

N 0.

3

4,

by the wives of respondents

Nos.

since deceased, on the ground that the

shops were given away as sridhanam or dower to the former;

but

their claim was disallowed by the District Munsif upon investi
One
gation, and the shops were thereafter sold in execution.
Anantha

Kamati

purchased

them

for Rs.

500 on 25th

October

1880, and upon his death his sons transferred their interest to the

On Anantha Kamati proceeding to take possession by
to
right of purchase, he was obstructed by respondents Nos.
and upon his application under section 335 of the Code of Civil

5,

1

appellant.

Procedure, the District 'Munsif referred him to a regular suit in
September 1882. As the assignee of the purchaser in execution
of the degree in Original Suit No. 473 of 1876, he instituted the
present suit, his case being'that the decree debt was incurred for
tarwad purposes, that the execution-debtor, Puckroo Cutty, repre
sented his tarwad, and that by virtue of the Court sale and of the
3

4

transfer from the representatives of the purchaser he was entitled
to
and defendant No.
to possession.
Respondents Nos.
1

contended that the shops were given to them as sridhanam on
the occasion of their marriage to the females of Puckroo Cutty’s
tarwad, that the decree in Original Suit N 0. 473 of 1876 and the
Court sale did not bind them, that Puckroo Cutty was not the
karnavan of the tarwad at the time of the Court sale, and that the
decree debt was not contracted

for tarwad purposes.

It

was found

by the Subordinate Judge that the decree debt was not

a
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decree against

Cutty on the 20th October 1880, and, in execution

were made to the attachment
to

money

1

of

it,

one Puckroo

obtained

a

a

conceded that the shops originally belonged to
family in North
Malabar called the Ayamandagath tarwad.
In Original Suit N o.
473 of 1876, on the ﬁle of the District Munsif of Cannanore,

tarwad
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debt, and that the decree was not passed against Puckroo Cutty

Acnnn

as the

Maxxsvv.

were

karnavan of his tarwad.

given

they were occupied

held also that the shops

by their tenants

and that rent was collected
dents Nos.

He

sridhanam to several females of the tarwad, that

as

(defendants

Nos.

6 to 10),

for them by their husbands

(respon

On these and other grounds the Subordinate
Judge dismissed the suit with costs in appeal, and a second appeal
1

was preferred

to 4).

from this decision; but no objection was taken at

the hearing of the second appeal in reference to the order (exhibit
L) disallowing the claim preferred by the ladies, on whose behalf
the

respondents

was dismissed

to hold the shops.

profess

decree against a karnavan, and that he could not make

personal

out a title except against the parties
were in possession,

pondents

to the decree while the res

and it was found that they had a

good title to hold the shops either
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The second appeal
under a

on the ground that the appellant claimed

in- their right

or in right of

their wives.
Thereupon the appellant applied for review of judgment on
the ground that the respondents did not contest the above order

L) within

(exhibit
so,

the

order

not published

till

was considered

emission
the

a

and that by their omission

the force of

acquired

v. Laksmanﬂ 1).

yuthan

it

one year,

As it

decree as ruled in Vald

appeared

that that decision was

month after the hearing of the second appeal,
that the appellant was not to blame for his

to bring the decision

second appeal

a

to do

to the notice

was argued, and the

of the Court when

application for review of

judgment was granted.
The second appeal comes on therefore for disposal again, and
in its support that the shops in dispute are tarwad pro
perty, and that the claimants whose objections were disallowed are

it

is urged

the wives of respondents

Nos. 1—4 and defendant No. 3, and that

the respondents themselves have no independent title. It is urged
on the other hand for respondents that the objection now taken was
not taken at the hearing of the second appeal, and that there was
no sufﬁcient ground for granting a review of judgment.

It

appears from exhibit

L

and the written statements on the

June

record, that the right asserted in
a

gift of

the shops to the wives
(1)

I.L.R.,

a

1880 was that arising from

of respondents

ma,

we.

Nos, 1—4 and

MADRAS SERIES.
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defendant N0.

3, whereas

the transaction

361

relied upon in the suit

sridhanam to those respondents
the occasion of their marriage.

'was a

5

as

themselves

made on

The ﬁnding of the Subordinate Judge is that respondents Nos.
to 8 and defendant No. 7 are in occupation and respondents Nos.

1—5 collect the rent due to their wives and that the title to which
their possession and management are referable is that asserted and
disallowed in June 1880. . There can be no doubt that, as was held

in B. Krishna Rdu

Skanb/zogue(1), when a summary

v. Laksbmana

declaration of want of title in the objector is made in answer to a
claim made to property under attachment, and when it is not set
aside by a regular suit within one year it becomes equivalent to
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a ﬁnal adjudication against his right, and the right ceases on the
expiration of one year to be available as a ground either of attack
or defence.
But the parties in whom legal possession vests and

who are really interested are, according to the facts found, not the
respondents Nos. 1—4 or respondents Nos. 5 to 8, but the wives of
the former; they are not parties to

theth before

us, and

if it

were

necessary to consider this objection to the decree, we might deem

it ﬁt to order
But upon

a new

trial after making them parties to the suit.

the facts found by the Lower Appellate Court, the

nothing by the Court sale. It is found that
the decree debt was not a tarwad debt and that the decree itself
appellant acquired

was not passed against Puckroo Cutty

in his

capacity

of karnavan

and the shops which on appellant’s own showing belong to the
tarwad could not pass to him by the Court sale. Unless the ap
pellant proved his own title we do not consider that he is entitled
to succeed, though

it may

be that the respondents are in possession

without title, and may be liable to be evicted at the suit of the
This; was one of the grounds on which the former
in second appeal proceeded, and we consider that the
so far as it rests on it is not open to question.
Though

true owner.
decision
decision

the respondents cannot plead the title of their wives

in favor of

the

than trespassers, and it is
in
actual
possession to insist that it should
open to them as parties
not be disturbed until and unless the appellant proves his title.

claim, they are not in

a worse possession

On this ground we are of opinion that this second
fail and we dismiss it with costs.

must

(I) I.L.R.,

4

Mad,

p. 308.

appeal

AOHUTA

Mun".
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

H.

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

and

Illr. Justice Parker.

TIMMA

1887.

Jan
Ap

'

11.
26.

orurss (Dnrnxnms),

AND

Arranrs,

and

DARAMMA

AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFFS),

Aliyasantdna law—Fartilion—Evidwace—Admiasibility

Rnsronnnms.*
as to pedigree

in a document

that has been set aside by the Court.

In

a suit for division of the property of an extinct divided branch of the family

of the parties who were governed by the Aliyasantﬁna law, a written agreement
which had been set aside by the Court as against the defendants was offered in
evidence

by the plaintiff
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ship, in which

case

it

to prove that the parties were of equal grade of relation

was admitted that partition was enforceable

Held, that the written agreement

was admissible as evidence

:

of pedigree and that

the plaintiﬁ was entitled to the decree sought for.
SECOND

appeal against

the decree of C. Venkoba

Charyér, Sub

Judge of South

Canara, in Appeal Suit No. 147 of 1885,

conﬁrming the decree of

U. Subba Réu, District Mﬁnsif of Karkal,

ordinate

in Original Suit No. 120 of 1884.
This was a suit by the plaintiffs

to recover a moiety of certain
property belonging to one Puvani Surgi, deceased, the last member
of a divided branch of the family of the plaintiffs and defendants.

The parties were governed by the Aliyasanténa law.
In order to prove the relationship of the parties, the plaintiffs
relied partly on exhibit J, that document being a. certiﬁed copy
kararnama entered into by the plaintiff and an ancestor of
defendant N0. 1 on 7th August 1877, which had been set aside as

of

a

against the defendants in a previous suit.
Both the Lower Courts decreed in favor of the plaintiffs, and the
preferred this second appeal.
Ndrdyana Rdu for appellants admitted that

defendant
enforced

under the Aliyasanténa law

if

division can be

the reversioners

equal grade of relationship,

is not enforceable

a

stand

in

but argued that in other cases a division
and contended that the contents of exhibit

J

were not admissible as evidence as to the relationship of the parties.
" Second Appeal No. 276 of 1886.

MADRAS ssmss.

VOL. X.]

Rdu for respondents

Ga'peila

argued

363

that the document was

in evidence though invalid as an agreement.
The Subordinate Judge found (on an issue remitted

admissible
the

High Court) that

the parties were reversioners

Turns
Deanna.

to him by

of equal grade

to the Surgis.

On the receipt of the ﬁnding, the Court (Collins, C.J., and
Parker,
delivered the following

J

:—We

JUDGMENT

must accept the ﬁnding.

J was

Though the kararnama
see no reason

set aside on other grounds,

why the relationship therein

be considered; and though the evidence
evidence is admissible
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This

set

we

forth should not

is partly hearsay,

such

on questions of pedigree.

second appeal fails and we dismiss it with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

H.

Mr. Justice

NARAYANA

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice, and

Muttusdmi

Ayyar.

(DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,

1586.
22, 20.
Nov. 10.

July

and

MUNI
Civil Procedure

AND ornnns

Code, a. 684—Powar:

Act—Madras Act

VIII

(PLAINTIFFS),

aingh

Court

REBPONDENTS.*
on second appeal—Rent

of 1865, u. 3, 44 and 7—C'ontent:

Recovery

of pant—Dots

of

tender ofpatta'.

A landlord within three days of the end “of the fasli tendered
containing a statement
way of patté a document
respect of the current fasli :
Held, that the document tendered

was a good

to a tenant by
of account of rent payable in

patti, and that under local

custom

a valid tender of patta may be made at the end of the fasli.

On second appeal by a landlord against a decree of a District Judge, who stated

in his judgment that “ though the tenant admitted the execution of the muchalka,
it was not shown that he dispensed with the patta ;” no objection was taken in the
memorandum of appeal
patté was necessary,

that the muehalka,

had been neglected

which contained a statement

or misconstrued.

that no

The High Court ordered

that the Judge be asked to take the postscript into his consideration and submit a
revised ﬁnding.

against the decrees of H. T. Knox, Acting
District Judge of North Arcot, in Appeal Suits Nos. 112 to 122
SECOND

appeals

* Second Appeals Nos. 1006 to 1015
and_1035 of 1886;

'2

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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lelvlmi
U.

Mum.

LVOL. X.

of 1885, conﬁrming the decrees of J. Andrew, Acting Head
Assistant Collector of North Arcot, in Summary Suits Nos. 92 to
101 and 103 of 1884.
These

were

summary suits by the landlord,

Rent Recovery Act,

under Madras

of a patta, and
49 of that Act for the release of property

s. 9, to enforce the acceptance

by the tenants under s.
distrained for arrears of rent.

In Summary Suit N0.

94 by the tenants, the execution

muchalka was admitted,

and there was a question

of the

whether the

tender of a patté was dispensed with. The Lower Court answered
this question in the negative, although, a postscript to the muchalka
stated, that a patta was not necessary

:

and decrees were accord

passed in favor of the plaintiffs.

ingly

In

Summary Suits Nos. 96 and 98 by the tenants, it was found
had been executed and
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by the Lower Coru'ts that no muchalkas
no proper pattas tendered
favor of the plaintiffs.

In

Summary

:

and decrees were accordingly passed

in

Suits Nos. 92, 93, 95, 97, 99—101 by the

and Summary Suit No. 103 by the landlord, the tenant’s
case was that the documents tendered as pattas were not in accord,
ance with the provisions of s. 4 of the Madras Rent Recovery
tenants,

Act,

on the ground that they were only statements of an account

of rent to be paid, and further that the tender had been made too
The Lower
late, viz., nearly at the end of the fasli in question.
Courts recorded ﬁndings in accordance with these contentions and
passed decrees in favor of the tenants.
The landlord preferred these second appeals.
Mr. Subramang/am- for appellant. The documents

tendered

pattés were lawful pattas, though they were, as the District

“ statements

as

Judge

of rent payable.”
Further the
fasli
in
lawful,
the
question was about to expire
though
tender was
in three days, under a local custom followed for many years by the
said,

of account

parties to the suit, by which pattas were tendered only at the close
of the fain when the amount payable by the tenant is ascertained.

Mr. Prirt/msardhi

for respondents
Ayg/angdr
argued that
the
tender
nor
was
valid
neither the patté.
according to the
of 1865, ss. 3, 4 and 7, and further with
provisions of Act
regard to Summary Suit No. 94 that the High Court could not

VIII

on second appeal

go behind the ﬁnding of fact that

shown that the tenant dispensed with the patta.

it

was not

VOL.
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OJ,

the Court (Collins,

Ayyar,

and Muttusémi

J

.).

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufficiently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of

J

these Summary Suits, Nos. 92 to 101

UDGMrsNT.-—Of

were

instituted by certain tenants against their landlord for release of
of 1865
property distrained for arrears of rent under Act
and Summary Suit No. 103 by
tenant.

a

tance of apatta by

a

VIII

landlord for enforcing the accep
case was that the distraint

Their

was illegal, and that the landlord failed to comply with the provi

unless pattas and muchalkas have been exchanged,

be proved that the party attempting to enforce

tract had tendered

such

a

unless

it

sustainable

of that Act.

a

proceedings

This section provides that no legal
taken to enforce the terms of
tenancy shall be

7

sions of s.

or

the con

putta or muchalké.

as the other party
shall have agreed to
none of the cases before

was bound to accept, or unless both parties

In

ant Collector has also found that
were tendered,

it

us have patté. and muchalka been exchanged.

The Head Assist

was not proved

that pattés

On appeal the Judge con

and decreed the claim.

ﬁrmed the decree but not on the ground mentioned by the Head
Assistant Collector.

In Summary Suits Nos.

96 and 98, to which Second Appeals

Nos. 1010 and 1012 relate, the District Judge has found that the
alleged to have been executed by the tenants, had not

really been executed by them. It
patta has been tendered and refused.

also found that no proper

We

accept the ﬁnding and

Second Appeals Nos. 1010 and 1012 with costs.

dismiss

In

is

muehalkas

Summary Suit No. 94, from which the Second Appeal
Judge observed that though the tenant ad

mitted the execution

of the muchalka,

dispensed with the patta.

In

it

No. 1008 arises, the

was not shown that he

coming to this ﬁnding he has over
is

it

stated that no
looked the postscript in the muchalka, in which
The District Judge will be asked to take this
necessary.
patté.
fact into his consideration

In

the other

cases,

and to submit

the District

a

is

Judge

revised ﬁnding.
has held that though

certain documents were tendered as pattés and refused,

they were
not pattés but statements of account and that they do not satisfy
of 1865. This section men
of Act
the requirements of s.
tions among the particulars which a patta ought to contain, the
4
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dispense with pattas and muchalkés.

amount and nature

VIII

of the rent payable

and the period at which

Nlnlun
e.

MUNL
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Mom.

payments are to
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Adverting t0 the words, the period at
which payments are to be made, the Judge observes, “ the section
contemplates
whereas

be made.

which will prevent disputes in

a document

the documents

produced

as pattés

are not

the

future,

intended to

regulate or declare the relations of the parties, but only to enable
the landlord to recover by summary process, a debt long overdue.
Though the tenant might have waived this objection and accepted
the document as a patta, it cannot be said that the tenant was
bound on the 27th June to accept as a patta a document declaring
what he ought to have paid months before.” It was held by a
majority of Judges of this Court that, where pattas were required
to be tendered, the tender must be made before the expiration of
the tasli for which rent was

in the suit: Gopalasawmy

claimed

Mudelly v, Mukkee Gopalierﬂ).
Again, it was held in

Sesha'dra'

Ayyangdr v. Sandanam(2) that
should be entered
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at what precise time these written agreements

into, the Act has not expressly enacted or declared, but that they
should be made and exchanged as soon as conveniently may be
after the creation

and during the existence of the tenancy.

The

of exchanging pattas and muchalkas after the annual
is made is observed in several places in the Presidency,
and in the case of considerable number of tenants having occupancy

practice

settlement

rights, the

patté-

is not the original

contract

which creates the

tenancy and its terms but only a written memorial of the settle
ment made or to be made for the year on those terms.
The distribution of the amount of rent in instalments in which
rent was payable according to usage is not fatal. In cases in
which tenants had paid before the annual settlement several in
stalments on the previous year’s demand, the distribution is neces
sary, as in the case of Government raiyats, to show the amounts

for which the landlord was entitled to take credit and the surplus,

if any, whichshould
construction

lawfully

be set off against instalments

still

due.

The

then placed on section 4, viz., that the patta may be

tendered

before the expiration of the fasli is reasonable

regard being had to the usage generally obtaining in places where
the amount of rent is ascertained and an annual settlement is
made in the course of the fasli.

that pattés tendered
(1)

7M.H.C.R.,

before

312.

We

are, therefore,

the-expiration
(2)

of opinion

of the fasli year for

I.L.R‘,

1

ma,

140.
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Ngarnm

and set aside the

0.

decrees of the Lower

Courts in Appeal Suits 112, 113, 115, 117
to 121 (Summary Suits 92, 93, 95, 97, 99 to 101) and

and 119

direct that the suits be dismissed

Must.

with costs, and we reverse the

Courts in Appeal Suit 122 (Summary Suit
103) and allow plaintiﬁ’s claim with costs throughout.

decrees of the Lower

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir

Before

A. Turner, KL, Chief Justice,

Charles

and

Mr. Justice Brandt.

RAMUNNI

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF),

1884.

Dec. 16.

_______.
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and

SHANKU
Civil

Procedure

Code,

(DEFENDANT),

I. 244—Eucution

Rnsrormnxr.‘

proceedings-~Revaluation

of improomh

allowed for in decree.

A

mortgagor obtained a decree for redemption on payment of the mortgage

amount, together with a further sum assessed as the value of improvements made
by the mortgagee.

it

When

the decree-holder applied for the execution of the decree

on behalf of the

was contended

mortgagee

that the improvements ought to be

revalued as they were at the time of execution of more value than at the date of the
decree :

Held, that the mortgagee was entitled to a revaluation in the execution pro
cecdings.

THIS was an appeal against an order of F. H. Wilkinson, District
Judge of South Malabar, dated 15th January 1884, rejecting an
appeal from an order passed by the District Ml'insif of Patambi

Civil Miscellaneous Petition No.

In

a suit on a mortgage,

in

114 of 1883.

the Court passed a decree for redemp

ti0n on payment of principal and interest, together with a sum
ﬁxed as the value of certain improvements made by the mortgagee.
The value of the improvements

increased between the passing
The mortgagee accordingly ﬁled
proceedings for a revaluation of the

and the execution of the decree.
a petition

in

improvements,

Courts.

the execution

but his petition was rejected

He accordingly

appealed to the

by both the Lower

High Court.

" Appeal against Appellate Order No. 17 of 1884.
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Sankaran Ndyar for appellant.

RAxt'sm
l7

Respondent

Samar.

did not appear.

The arguments adduced on this appeal appear suﬂiciently for
the purpose of this report from the judgment of the Court (Turner,
C.J., and Brandt,
JUDGMENT.—A mortgagee in possession is liable for waste,

l).

and

if

waste is proved, the mortgagor is entitled to have an account

taken and the value of the damage deducted from the mortgage
debt:

Weatherington v. Bankesﬂ).

The circumstance
tained by

if the

a

that the rights of the parties have been ascer
decree does not deprive the mortgagor of his equity

waste is committed

as the mortgagee

to the decree.

subsequently

Inasmuch

may be entitled to a deduction which he could

ordinarily establish by separate suit, the provisions of section 244
of the Civil Procedure Code appear to us to enable him to require
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the Court executing the decree to take account of the altered circum
stances when application is made for the execution

This

of the decree.

appears to give eﬁect to the policy of the law which is adverse

to the institution of a fresh

suit;

the orders of the Courts below

set aside and the case remanded,

are therefore

costs to abide and

follow the result.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice Hutchins

and

Mr. Justice Parker.

MAHOMED (PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT,

1885.

Aug. 31.

and

LAKSHMIPATI
Civil Procedure Code, 5.

ll—cht

40, 78—Remedy

of

(DEFENDANT),
Recovery Act—Act

RESPONDENT}

VIII of 1865,

tenant aygriewd by notice

of

Jladras, ss. 39,

attachment.

A tenant having received a notice of attachment under s. 39 of the Rent Recovery
Act sued in a District Mﬁnsif’s Court to have the notice cancelled, no speciﬁc damage
being alleged

:

Held, that the suit did not lie.

against the decree of T. Weir, Acting District
Judge of Madura, in Appeal Suit No. 485 of 1884, reversing the
SECOND appeal

(1) Sci. Ch. Ca. 31.

“

Second

Appeal No. 480 of 1885.

MADRAS SERIES.
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decree of S. Krishnasémi

369

Mum,“

Ayyar, District Munsif of Dindigul, in

Original Suit No. 479 of 1883.

This

was a suit brought by the plaintiff

alleging that a notice sent to him by the defendant,
intention to sell certain land speciﬁed in the plaint

intimating his
as

and muchalka or agreement

such exchange

had been made between them;

No

the notice be cancelled.
The District
reversed

if

there were

in law, in that

arrears of rent due from the plaintiff, was invalid
no change of patta

LAKWZIHTL

against his landlord

to dispense

with

and praying that

speciﬁc damage was alleged.

Munsif decreed

but his decree was

as prayed,

Judge

on appeal by the District

it

on the ground that

was passed without jurisdiction.

The plaintiff preferred this second appeal.
Rama Rdu for appellant argued that s. 40 of the Rent Recovery
does not oust the urisdiction of the ordinary Civil Courts, and
that the District Munsif had jurisdiction to entertain and try the
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Act

suit under

s. 11

of the Code of Civil Procedure.

also made to s. 78 of the Rent Recovery

Reference

was

Act in support of this

View.

for respondent

Subramang/a Ag/yar

argued

that

s.

78 of the

Rent Recovery Act did not apply, the suit being neither to recover
money paid nor to obtain damages ;, and that that Act specially
urisdiction claimed by the District Munsif under s. 11
of the Code of Civil Procedure; and further, that the suit was

barred the

barred by limitation.

\

The further arguments adduced on this second appeal appear
sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of
the Court (Hutchins and Parker, JJ.).

J UDG)IENT.——Th8

appellant brought this suit in the Munsif’s
Court and the relief which he sought was that a notice, intimating
his landlord’s intention to sell some of his land for arrears of rent,
might be cancelled.
acceptance, tender,

His

case

was that there had been no such

or waiver of

a.

patta

lord’s taking proceedings under Act
that the rent claimed was excessive.

as

VIII

warranted the land
of 1865, and further

The Mfmsif granted the relief prayed for with costs. On ap
peal, the District Judge held that the Munsif had acted without
jurisdiction

and dismissed the suit.

is that the Mﬁnsif had

The contention in. this Court

urisdiction and that

s. 40,

Act

VIII

of

-

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Mme!!!)
9.
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Civil Courts from taking

1865, does not preclude the

Lusauuarr. of such a suit.
There is course, no doubt, that

cognizance

aggrieved by any pro
is at liberty to ﬁle his
suit for damages either before the Collector
49) or in the ordi
tribunals
the
not one for damages,
78), but
nary
present suit
a person,

Act

VIII,

(s.

is

(s.

ceedings taken under colour of

by the general principle that there must be

a

at least limited

is

and the right to resort to the ordinary tribunals

cause of action shown,

is

is

a

is

of

an injurious act producing damage.
Here there
no cause
action alleged.
All that stated
the
that
landlord sent
notice under s. 39 that he intended to

month.

Section 40 allows

a

were paid within

a

move the Collector to sell certain land unless certain arrears claimed

month’s grace

cause of action
the notice gives
enables the defaulter to come into the

therefore,

he has any objection to make.

But

it

if

Collector’s Court, and indeed requires him to do

so

within

a

a

sense,

it

certain

before the Collcctor, for

month,

gives no cause of action

The Courts are strictly judicial, but
judicial and executive functions, being

Collector combines

both bound to sell
appear

if

the

no objection

is

before the ordinary Courts.

raised

and the proceedings

regular, and bound to adjudicate on such objections as

may be raised.
Section 40 says that the appeal,

210.,

the showing cause against

month.

It

there

anything in the

within
Act to

a

it

if

a

a

it

may also be made before the ordinary Courts of
can be made in
Munsif’s Court,
must be under
justice. If
the ordinary law and upon
proper cause of action shown. A mere
cause of action, but
did, there
notice does not aiford such

it it

imply, that

does not say, nor

is

the intention to sell, must be made before the Collector and
a

being no other article in the Limitation Act applicable, the suit
might be instituted at any time within six years under the general
article 118.
The decree of the Lower Appellate Court
dismiss this second appeal with costs.

is
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In

a

Within which the alleged defaulter may either pay the money or
show cause before the Collector why the sale should not be held.

right, and we
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur

J.

KL,

.H. Collins,

Oln'g"

Justice, and

Mr. Justice Parker.
SUNDARA

AND o'rmms (DEFENDANTB

1887.
25.

1—3), APPELLANTS,

April

and

SUBBA

AND

mormm (PLAINTIFFS), Rssrounnn'rs.*

Valuation of suit—Jurisdiction
paid dices—Withdrawal
involving

In

of claim

the right to the others.

a suit to declare

thaifs—Suit for

of District

declaration

to some of the oﬁceb—Oﬁee

I

title to four paid oﬂices in a temple,

of title to
still claimed

the plaintiﬂs asked that

the issues with regard to three of them should not be tried, but on cross-examine.
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tion asserted right to them :
Held, that the plaintiffs were not shown to have relinquished their claim on the
three offices for the purposes of the suit.
On ﬁndings that the fourth oﬂice carried with it the right to the other three and
that united value of the four ofﬁces exceeded the jurisdiction
Held, that the District Mﬁnsif had no jurisdiction

of the District Mﬁnsif :

to entertain the suit and that

the plaint should be returned for presentation in the proper Court.
SECOND

appeal from the decree of S. Gopaléohéryér,

ordinate Judge of Madura.

Acting Sub

(East), in Appeal Suit No. 300 of

P. S. Gurumﬁrthi Ayyar, District
Mﬁnsif of Tirumangalum, in Original Suit N0. 34 of 1882.
This was a. suit for a, declaration of the plaintiﬁs’ title to
1884, conﬁrming the decree of

in the temple of Thirupsrangundram, viz., the
Issues
Sténikum, Archaka, Nirvékum and Parichéraku ofﬁces.
were framed with regard to each of these oﬂices, but the plaintiﬁs
certain

ofﬁces

requested that those relating to the last three should not be tried

plaintiff N o.

limit

2 said, however,

in

cross-examination,

;

that he did not

his suit to the Stenikum ofﬁce alone.

The District Mﬁnsif passed a. decree declaring the plaintiﬁs’
title to the Stunikum and his decree was conﬁrmed by the Sub
ordinate Judge who made the following observations
to this ofﬁce :—
“ The Stanike is something
ple, and is responsible

.

like

a,

with regard

superintendent of the tem

to higher authorities for the due perform

Second

Appeal No. 897 0f1886.
53
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ernans
a

SKII‘.

ance by the other ofﬁcers of their duties
be performed by himself.

No lands

[VOL X.

and for certain acts to

are attached to that oﬂice

in

particular, but there are certain emoluments, honors and responsi
bilities attached to it speciﬁcally, and although the Stanikum oﬂice
is a distinct one from the other three ofﬁces, Archaka, Paricharaka
and Nirvakum, and one holding the latter need not necessarily and
does not often hold the former, it has so happened in this temple
that, while there are individual

Stanikas strictly

so called

ofﬁcers for the other

have also

right

had a

duties,

to the

the

other

ofﬁces.”

The defendants preferred this second appeal.
Rdmd Ra'u, Subramanya Ayyar and Rdmasdmi Ayyangeir for
appellants argued that the suit was beyond the pecuniary limits of
attached

in the plaint should be considered
of jurisdiction and not those attached

to all the ofﬁces claimed

in

deciding the question
Stanikum oﬂice only.

to

Ayyangrir and Rangdclzdrydr for respondents contra‘,
on the ground that the declaration had been only asked and
Bhds/zg/am

granted in respect of the Stanikum oﬂice alone.
The Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,

J.)

made the following

:—We

can ﬁnd nothing on the record to show that plain
their
claim to share in the other three oﬂ'ices besides
tiifs relinquished
There is nothing in
Stanikum, as far as this suit is concerned.

it,

ORDER

to

If

the right to the Stanikum

ofﬁce carries

had ever consented

with

it

plaintiif in his cross-examination that he
limit the suit to the Stanikum oiﬁce alone.

second

a

it

and we cannot infer
from
mere request
writing to show
that certain issues need not be tried in the face of the denial of

the

right

to the other three in this temple, they must all be valued for the

oﬁice

a

accordance

recorded

?

ﬁnding on the

”

with the above order, the Subordinate Judge
the emoluments attached to the Stanikum

ﬁnding that

alone

to return

are to be considered,

the valuation

is

In

Judge

the value of the suit for purposes of jurisdiction

if

issue“ what

ask the Subordinate

is

We will

a

purposes of jurisdiction.

Rs. 70-13-4,

those appertaining to all four otfices are to form the basis

and
for calculation, the valuation exceeds Rs. 2,500, the pecuniary juris
diction of the District Mfmsif.

if
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This second appeal coming
C.J., and Parker, J.) delivered
JUDGMENT

:——-We must

373

on for rehearing, the Court (Collins,
the following

hold that the District Mimsif had no

Scream
0.

k Sunni.

jurisdiction on the ground that the plaint stated that the right to
the Stanikum included and carried with it the right to the other
The decrees of the Courts below must be reversed
and the plaint returned for presentation in the proper Court.
three ofﬁces.

'The respondents must pay all costs hitherto incurred.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Justice Kernan

and

LAKSHMANAN

Mr. Justice Mutlusdmi Ayyar.

AND anorrma

'1887.

(PETITIONERS)

April

PERYASAMI
Civil Procedure

Code, a. 699—Limitalion

(RESPONDENT).*
Act—Act

XV

of

1877,

s. 12, sch.

II,

a; t.

177—Period of limitation for admission of an appeal to Privy Council.
to the Privy Council presented on the B‘h
that the period of six months from the date of the decree to be

On a petition for leave to appeal

.April, it
appealed

appeared

against had expired on the 23rd of March

petitioner in getting

ii

the time occupied by the
in that period :

a copy of the decree was to be computed

Held, that the petition was barred by limitation.
It is not at all clear that the word “ ordinarily

Per cur.

of Civil Procedure

"

in s. 599 of the Code

does not refer to the circumstance referred to in the second para

graph of that section,

viz., when the last day happens

to be one on which the Court

is closed.

of the Code of Civil Procedure
for liberty to appeal to the Privy Council.
Subramanya Ayyar and Rangdc/zdrydr for petitioner.
THIS was

a

petition under

s. 599

Respondent was not represented.
The facts of the case and the arguments adduced on this
petition appear sufﬁciently for the purpose of this report from the
judgment of the Court (Kernan and Muttusdmi Ayyar, JJ.).
Junomnrrr—This is an application under s. 599, Civil Pro
cedure Code, for liberty to appeal to the Privy Council. The
in time within that section
whether the application
question
is

is,

and art. 177, Limitation Act of 1877.
Civil Mia. Petition No.

'
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and

264 of 1886.

21.
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The dates are—

LAKsnlAmm
v.

23rd September

Decree pronounced,

quvssbn.

1885.

Copy applied for by applicant, 11th December 1885.
Stamps called for by oﬂ‘icer, 21st January 1886.
Stamps deposited,

25th

January

1886.

Copy ready for applicant, 26th January 1886.
The six months’ time under s. 599 and art. 177 expired on

This petition
23rd March 1886, which was not a day in vacation.
It was contended that
was presented on the 8th of April 1886.
under section 12 of the Limitation Act of 1887, the time occupied
by applicant in obtaining a copy of the decree should not be

in the six

counted
s.

12 only applies

months.
to appeals

We

are unable to agree to this, as

and to applications to appeal as a

pauper or for review.
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Then it was contended

by the applicant that this petition is
really an appeal to this Court. But this is clearly not so; the
It is an application for leave
appeal is to be to the Privy Council.

in the schedule to the Limitation Act, it is
“
the
head
under
for
applications.”
provided
It was again contended that by section 599, it is provided that
the application should ordinarily be within six months, and that

to appeal, and therefore

therefore

It

an exception

is thereby allowed in a ﬁt case.

is not at all clear that the wo

the circumstance

in the

“ordinarily ”

does not refer to

second paragraph of that section, viz., when

the last day happens to be one on which the Court is closed which

would not apply here.

But if

an exception may be allowed under

that term ordinarily, we do not see what circumstances are here to
The copy of the decree was ready on the
26th of January and the applicant had until the 23rd of March to

create an exception.

present his application for leave to appeal.

We

are therefore

obliged to dismiss this petition and with costs.

VOL. X.]
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Arthur J. H. Collins, KL, Chief Justice,
Mr. Justice Muttuadmi Ayyar.

GIYANA SAMBANDHA PAN DARA SANNADHI

and

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

Hindi Law—Religious
Civil Houdm-a

(DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT?

initiation—Succession
Code, as. 44,

146,

in religious

147, 539—8115"

houses and among ascetic:—

in respect of religious and

trusts—Joinder of claim for movable and immovable property—Form of
in tbeplaint but indicated by the issues—Limitation Act, 1877—
not
indicated
decree
charitable
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Act XVof1877, a. lO—Act

This

Vof lB43—Spiritual

llaccrg ofapu-pil to his Guru.

was a suit brought in 1881 with no written consent of the Advocate-General

by the head of an hdhinnm for declarations that a Mutt was subject to his control :
that he was entitled to appoint a manager : that the present head of the Mutt was
not duly appointed and his nomination by his predecessor was invalid; and for
delivery of possession of the movable and immovable properties of the Mutt to a.
The claim extended

nominee of the plaintiﬁ.

also to religious establishments at

The Mutt was founded by a
Many previous heads of the Mutt had agreed to be
“ slaves ’1 of the head of the Adhinam, but for over 60 years the head 0! the
over the endowments
belonging to the Mutt;
nam had exercised no management
Benares and elsewhere

connected

the Mutt.

of the ddhinam.

member

and in asuit (compromised)

thi

of the year 1864 the present pretentious of the head

of the Adhinam had been denied
The

with

defendant had succeeded

the will of his predecessor,

dated

in Ma.
in 1880 to the management

of the Mutt under

the same year, and was not a disciple of the

hdhinam.

mu, (1) that the Mutt is afﬁliated to the Adhhmm, but the head of the Adhihhm
is not entitled to appoint to the ofﬁce of head of the Mutt and is not entitled to an
order for delivery of the property of the Mutt to himself or to his appointee ;
(2) that on the evidence as to the usage in the establishments in question,
the head of the Mutt is entitled to appoint his successor,
to members

but his election is limited

of the Adhinam ; and the head of the ddhinnm is entitled to enforce this

rule though he is bound to invest a disciple properly nominated by the head of the

Mutt

;

(3) that the defendant not being a disciple of the Adhinam, his appoint
ment is invalid and the head of the Adhinam is entitled to see that a competent

thinmn

was appointed in his stead ;
plaintiﬁ is entitled to declarations based on the two last
mentioned ﬁndings since they were comprised in the issues framed under ss. 146

member

of the

H.

1887.
April 0..

and

KANDASAMI TAMBIRAN

1886.

February

(4) that the

* Appeal No. 13 of 1886.
54
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and 147 of the Code of Civil Procedure, although the appropriate form in which
the decree should be passed was not indicated with precision in the plaint itself ;
(5) that the suit was barred by limitation

the endowments

to manage

KANnass'ur

Tsunman.
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in

of the personal claim

respect

as to which no claim had been put forward for 60 years.

(6) that the suit was

not barred by limitation

in respect

of the claim to

the appointment of the defendant (who entered into possession in 1880
under a will, dated in the same year), and to see that a competent member of the
set aside

thinam

be appointed,

in

spite of the total denial of the claims of the head

of the

Adhinam in 1854 ;
(7) that the consent

of the Advocate-General to the suit is not required;

the suit having been instituted under the Civil Procedure Code of 1877 and the
cause of action not being an alleged breach of trust ;
(8) that there is nothing irregular in seeking to recover movable and
immovable property in the same suit if the cause of action is the same in respect

of both;
(9) that the agreement of the head of the

Mutt

to become the

“

slave

” of

his guru could have no legal operation since 1843, and that the adverse possession
of the defendant from that year is fatal to any claim of the plaintiff under such
agreement.

M.

the decree of

Cross, Subordinate

Kumbakonam in Original Suit N o. 38 of 188].
The plaintiff was Pandara Sannadhi, and
for the time being of

sentative

Adhinam

at

Tambiran of

Dharmapuram
9.

Matt

;

a

and

as

Judge of

such the repre

religious institution called the
the defendant

claimed

to

be

at Tiruppananadal.

dant’s

case set up

by the plaintiff was

(i)

that the Tiruppanandal
Mutt belonged to his Adhinam; (ii) that the appointment of
Tambiran of that Mutt rested with him; (iii) that only Tambirans
of his Adhinam were eligible to be appointed; (iv) that the defen
The

succession to that appointment, under the

will of his

prede

cessor, was illegal and invalid.

The plaint which disclosed the above case was ﬁled in October
1881, no consent to the institution of the suit having been obtained
under

s. 539

of the Code of Civil Procedure.

The prayer of the

(i)

plaint, of which the last clause related to both movable and immov
the Mutts of Tirup.
able property, was for declarations that
panandal and Benares are subject to the control of the plaintiff
and his successors at Dharmapuram; (ii) the plaintiff and his
successors are entitled to appoint and send Tambirans to manage

the Mutts in question; (i) the succession of the defendant was
unlawful in that he was not Tambiran of the Adhinam at Dharma
a
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deliver to the plaintiff, or
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Tambiran appointed by him the pro
perties of which he was in possession as Tambiran of the Mutt.
The defendant, Komarasami Tambiran (now represented on the
a

GIYAXA
SAMBAXDHA
PANDARA

Samson:
U.

record by the respondent), set up the following defence to the suit Kmmsjur
TAMBIH-AN.
in his written statement :—
“ The Mutts at
Tiruppanandal and Benares and the properties

belonging thereto are wholly independent of the Dharmapuram
Mutt.
The Tambirans thereof have acquired and managed pro
perties on their own account in various parts of India ; some in
their own names and some for speciﬁc charities.
They have never
accounted to the Pandara Sannadhi of the Dharmapuram Mutt in
respect of the properties

so acquired.

“ The order of succession in the

case

of the Tiruppanandal Mutt

is as follows :—

“ The Tambiran of
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usually nominates

a

Mutt for the time being
second or junior Tambiran

the Tirnppanandal

Tambiran to act

as

who takes part in the management of the property during the
life-time 0f the senior Tambiran and succeeds on the death of the

Upon the death of Ganapathi Tambiran in
November 1853, the then Pandara Sannadhi of the Dharmapuram
Mutt, attempted to get possession of the property of the Tirup
senior to his position.

panandal Mutt and claimed the right to nominate the successor.
Ramalinga Tambiran, who had been nominated second Tambiran
and successor by an instrument in writing,

dated

November

5,

signed by Gnnapathi Tambiran, asserted his right to the
The then Pandara
said Mutt and the properties belonging to it.
1853,

Sannadhi of the Dharmapuram Mutt proposed to nominate one
Ulaganadha Tambiran to be the senior Tambiran in succession
Tambiran, which claim was resisted by the said
Ramalinga Tambiran.
“ Prior to the death of the said Ramalinga Tambiran he made

to Granapathi

two appointments of junior Tambiran as successor in 1864 and
again in 1867; the said Ramalinga Tambiran by instruments in
writing signed by him nominated one Subramanya Tambiran, the
second Tambiran and his successor after his death.
“ The said Subramanya Tambiran died in theyear 1874, and on

June

1880 by an instrument in writing

signed by him,
the
Tambiran
nominated
defendant
to be
Ramalinga
Upon the death of the said
second Tambiran and his successor.
1880,
in
the
defendant
Tambiran
accordingly became
Ramalinga
the 6th

the said
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the head of the said-Tiruppanandal

Mutt
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and took possession

of

all the properties of the said Mutt; and the immovable properties
belonging to the said Mutt in the district of Tanjore have been
registered in his name.”
The Dharmapuram Adhinam is an ancient religious institution
governed for many generations by a succession of Pandara San
About 300 years ago, a disciple of this Adhinam founded
a Mutt at Benares, and at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
Tillanayaka, another disciple of the Adhinam founded a Mutt at

nadhis.

Tillanayaka was at the time Tambiran or Manager
of the Mutt at Benares, his predecessors in which oﬁce are men
Tirnppanandal.

tioned in paragraph 9 of the judgment: in the capacity of
Tambiran of his new Mutt at Tiruppanandal, he was succeeded
by the persons, whose names are given in paragraph 10 of the
The persons who have occupied the ofﬁce of Pandara
Sannadhi of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, since the foundation
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judgment.

of the Tiruppanandal
the

Mutt, are enumerated

in paragraph

The manner of succession to the oﬁioe of Tambiran
Tiruppanandal Mutt
reference to the will

the

31 of

udgment.

of the

was one of the main points at issue with special
or deed of appointment made by Ramalinga,

last incumbent of that ofﬁce, in favor of the defendant,

and

impugned in the plaint. That such deeds of appointment were
usual was held by the High Court to be proved by the evidence
considered in paragraphs 20 and 21 of their judgment: but the
case for the plaintiff was that only Tambirans of his Adhinam were

eligible, and that in any case the appointment was subject to con
ﬁrmation by the head of the Adhinam. The question was raised
about the time of Bamalinga’s succession, and

in

1853 he executed

an agreement (ﬁled as exhibit H), in which he admitted his subordi
nation to a nominee of the head of the Adhinam, and the subordi

This exhibit H is
nation of his Mutt generally to the Adhinam.
In the following year
recited in paragraph 48 of the judgment.
the head of the Adhinam brought a suit (Original Suit No. a of
1854) against Ramalinga to establish his right of appointment to
the ofﬁce of Tambiran of the Mutt, 820., but that suit was compro
ﬁled in the present suit as exhibit H19,
which is set out in paragraph 49 of the judgment. Sometime
after this compromise Ramalinga attempted without success in

mised. by the document

a suit which was decided by the

Privy Council,

sub

nom.

Kathi

MADRAS SERES.
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Koomar

Swamee

(20

W.B.,

Swami“

agent; but his claim was rejected partly on the presumption that

KANng
TAMM

the newer

Mutt

establishment
and

was subordinate to the older
Bamalinga died in September 1880‘

at Tiruppanandal

at Benares.

the present

suit was instituted on the 15th October

1881.

The Subordinate Judge held that the Mutts at Tiruppanandal and
institutions, and that the head of the

Benares were independent

Adhinam at Dharmapuram was neither their owner nor entitled to
interfere with their management or with the succession to it and
accordingly dismissed the suit.
The plaintiff preferred this appeal against the decree of the
Subordinate Judge on the grounds set out at length in paragraph 4
of the judgment.
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217), to get possession of the Benares Mutt on the grounds that it
was subordinate to his Mutt, and that its Tambiran was merely his

The documents

indicated in the grounds of

appeal consisted for the most part of reports and letters (see para
graph 77 of the judgment), on which the High Court recorded the

ﬁndings that there existed between the establishments in question
no relation of principal and agent, but only the general relation

in paragraphs

described

32 and 70 of the

judgment.

Of

the

other documents relied on by the appellant—the nature of exhibits

H and H19 has been already shown; exhibit R18 is recited and
in part set out in paragraph 22 of the judgment and was relied
on as an early (1336) assumption on the part of the Pandara
Sannadhi of the Adhinam to appoint the Tambiran of the Mutt.

Mr.

J.

H. Spring

Branson,

Mr. Norton,

Ra'md Rdu, Rdma'sami

for the appellant argued that
Ayyangdr and Thirucenkatacbdrydr
the ﬁnding of the Subordinate Judge was not justiﬁed by the
evidence.

The Acting Advocate-General (Hon. Mr. Sizepkard), Subramanya
Ayyar, BMshyam Ayynngdr, Kaliénardmag/yar and Pattabhi Ra'md
Ayyar for the respondent argued that even if the ﬁnding of the
Subordinate Judge was erroneous on the evidence, the suit was bad
for want of sanction under

s. 539

of the Code of Civil Procedure

and for misjoinder of causes of action

under

s. 44

of the Code of

Civil Procedure, and

also that the suit was barred by limitation.
The further arguments adduced on this appeal appear suﬁi
oiently for the purposes of this report, from the judgment of
the

Court; of which, for

synopsis

is given :—

convenience

of reference,

the following

Pumas

SANNADBI
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Paragraphs

GHANA

Bushman
Pumana

Emma:

and the grounds of

appeal.

Paragraphs

11

Kmas‘m family and
Tsunmx.

1—3 state the case, the issues

[VOL X.

explain the order of succession in a spiritual
constitution of religious houses among Hindus,

5—8

the

which subject is reverted to in paragraphs 30, 91 and 93 and the
manner of initiation, &c., in the religious houses in question.
Paragraphs 9-67 deal with the history of the Adhinam and

Mutt,
32.

the connection

Paragraph

Mutt from

between which is summarised

in paragraph
with the ﬁrst period of the history of the

14 deals

1722 to

: paragraphs 15—32 with the second
paragraphs 33-67 with the third period

1798

period from 1798—1841

;

from 1841.

From paragraph

68 the effect of the evidence

is considered

with reference to each ground of claim. Paragraph 84 records a
ﬁnding that the ﬁrst ground of claim cannot be supported, as the
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relation of principal andlagent'has not been shown to exist between
and Tiruppanandal.

Dharmapuram
following

ﬁnding

management

“ We

as

to the lusage

at Tiruppanandal

hold

Paragraph 93 records the
with regard to succession to

:—
Tambiran

is
Tiruppanandal
entitled to select his junior and successor, but subject to the
condition that the selection should be made from the disciples of
the Adhinam

the

managing

at

at Dharmapuram, that the Pandara Sannadhi is to

invest the person appointed only when that condition is complied
with, and that as the head of an afﬁliated Adhinam he is entitled

Mutt as a disciple
of
control
is
maintained
in
its
Mutt or centre
integrity according
to ancient and recognised usage.”

to insist that the character of the Tiruppanandal

the plaintiff
Paragraphs 94 and 95 discuss the relief to which
'

was entitled on the above ﬁndings.

Paragraphs

96—98 discuss the effect

of the deed of compromise,

exhibit H19.
Paragraph 99 deals with the question of limitation, also dealt
with in paragraph 73 ; and paragraphs 101 and 102 with the
objections that the suit was instituted without the consent of the
Advocate-General, and that other causes of action were joined in
a suit for the recovery of immovable property.
Paragraph 103
relates

to an objection that some of the plaint

properties

were

acquired by the Tambirans of Tiruppanandal on their own account,
as to which a special issue is directed to be tried.

VOL. X.]
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This is an appeal from the decree of the Sub

UDGMENT.—1.

ordinate Judge of Kumbakonam,

who

dismissed

the appellant’s

Gmn

Ssxesnmn

- Pumas
suit in regard to two Mutts, one situated at Tiruppanandal and Susana:
v.
the other at Benares.
The suit was commenced on the 15th Knmas‘m
Taxman.
October 1881 by the plaintiff, now appellant, as ‘the represent

for the time being of the religious institution called the
Adhinam at Dharmapuram in the district of Tanjore. According
to the appellant, the properties in suit are the endowments founded
ative

in support of the Mutts
Benares,

and

various

charities

perforxhed

at

Rameswaram and Chidambaram and in a few other

of the
places, and in the charge and under the management
Tambirans or representatives of the Mutt called the Benares Mutt
in the same district.

at Tiruppanandal

The last lawful manager

of this Mutt was one Ramalinga Tambiran, and upon his death in
September 1880 a dispute arose in regard to the right of succession
and it has led to this litigation. In his plaint the
appellant prayed for a declaration that the Mutts at Tiruppanandal
and Benares are subject to his control and that of his successors
at Dharmapuram,

that they are entitled to appoint and send

Tambirans to manage them, that the respondent’s succession was
as he was not a Tambiran attached to the Adhinam at

unlawful,

Dharmapuram and as he was not appointed by the appellant, and
that the will executed by Ramalinga Tambiran in respondent’s
favor had no legal force.
respondent

He prayed

do deliver the properties

Tambiran whom

he

may appoint

as

also for a direction that the

in suit

either to him or to a

Ramalinga’s successor.
that the Mutts at Benares and

(i)

2. The appellant’s case was
Tiruppanandal and their endowments, together with the charities
and their endowments administered by the heads of those Mutts,
belonged to the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, and that the Pandara
;

Sannadhi or the head of the Adhinam was their owner

(ii) that

he was entitled to appoint Tambirans for those Mutts according to
a

Tambiran of the Dharmapuram
usage; (iii) that none but
Adhinam was eligible for such appointment; (iv) that the res
pondent’s succession was contrary to the usage of the institutions,
and that the will left in his favor by Ramalinga Tambiran was
invalid. It was not denied that the respondent was the Tambiran
0f the Adhinam at Tiruvavadutorai at the date of his appointment,
was contended that, notwithstanding that circumstance, his
but

it
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dispute

were independent institutions

that the Adhinam

appellant’s control,

in

[VOL

no way subject

I.

to the

at Dharmapuram had no

right whatever in connection with them, that, according to usage,
each Tambiran at Tiruppanandal

his

unior during his life and

as

appointed another Tambiran

as

his successor after his death, that

the succession to management was regulated only by such appoint
ment, that Ramalinga Tambiran appointed; him by will as his

junior

and successor, and that his appointment‘and succession were

in accordance with the recognized
3.

He

usage of the institution.

raised also several other objections

to the claim set up

by the appellant. They were—1st, that the appellant was not
competent to maintain this lsuit; 2ndly, that it was barred by
limitation ; 3rd1y, that parts of the properties in dispute belonged
to Ramalinga
respondent’s

Tambiran;

4th1y,

that a portion was not in the
plaint; and, 5thly, that

possession as alleged in the
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the appellant was not entitled to the relief claimed

by him in

The several questions arising for decision in
whole or in part.
this suit are indicated by the following issues framed by the
Subordinate Court :—
i. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to maintain this suit as
the Pandora Sannadhi of the Dharmapuram Mutt 'f
Whether the Tiruppanandal and the Benares Mutts are
or are not subordinate and appurtenant to the Dhar
Mutt, and whether the Pandara Sannadhis

mapuram

of Dharmapuram have any interest in or control over
the property of the Tiruppanandal and Benares Mutts
and of the Mutts
therewith
Whether,

thereto

belonging

or connected

Y

as

admitted by the

defendant,

he

having

kashayam from the Tiruvavadutorai Mutt,
he became a Tambiran of that Mutt and could not

received

and
Tiruppanandal
Benares Mutts without his becoming a Tambiran of
Dharmapuram Mutt by receiving mantra kashayam

validly

be

appointed

to

the

from the Dharmapuram Mutt
iv. Whether
Benares

?

appointing Tambirans for the
and Tiruppanandal Mutts does or does not

the

right of

belong to the Dharmapuram
the time being

P

Pandara Sannadhi for

MADRAS SERIES.
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v. Whether

the

383

of the defendant

appointment

linga Tambiran was valid
vi. Whether, if the appointment

by Rama

PANDABA

was not

Smamn

valid, the plaintiff is entitled to any relief in this suit ?
vii. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover the property

Kmnasbn

sued for or any part of

it

of the defendant

‘P

Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the declaration asked
for in the plaint ?
ix. Whether the property not admitted nor mentioned in the
defendant’s written statement is in his possession ?
x. Whether the suit is barred by limitation ?

xi. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to any, and whatrelief ?
4. The late Subordinate Judge of Kumbakonam, who tried the
suit, held that the Mutts at Tiruppanandal and Benares were inde
pendent institutions, and that the head of the Adhinam at Dharma

or with the succession to

management

it,

puram was neither their owner nor entitled to interfere'with their
and upon that ground he

it

with costs without proceeding to consider the other
issues framed for decision.
From this decree the plaintiff has

dismissed

That

the decree

is

appealed, and his grounds of objection
i.

are—

contrary to law and the weight of

evidence;

That

due legal effect has not been given to the endow

ment

deeds produced

by the appellant, whilst undue
to those produced

weight has been attached

ii.

by the
-

;

respondent

That the numerous

letters

and voluminous correspond

ence on which the appellant relied to prove the sub
ordination of the Tambirans of Tiruppanandal to the

Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram have not properly
been considered;

J,

iv. That exhibits R18 and H19 have been misconstrued,
E15, M9, N9, and S4, and the
and that exhibits
documents

ﬁled in connection

with exhibit S4, have

not been noticed by the Subordinate Judge;
there

no satisfactory

ﬁnding that the

evidence

agreement,

obtained by coercion and that

to support

the

H,

was

ﬁled asexhibit

it

v. That

is
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in paragraphs

vi. That the exhibits mentioned

43, 46, 47,

Sfﬁxxf‘

48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 65, 67, 71, 72, 73, 76, 80, 81,

Smite“!
Kmmmn
Tummu'

been

82, 86, 93, 94 and 98 of the original judgment have

improperly admitted as evidence against the
appellant, and that undue legal effect has been given
to them

;

to show that the appellant’s

vii. That the exhibits produced

Ganapati Tambiran have not
been noticed by the Subordinate Judge ; and
viii. That the procedure prescribed by s. 204 of the Code of
Civil Procedure has not been followed.
predecessor

appointed

Judge has dealt with the appellant’s claim
on the merits and considered it unnecessary to decide the other ques
tions at issue, and it is therefore desirable to see if his decision can
5. The Subordinate

The parties to this appeal are ascetics or hermits
who profess to have renounced all family ties and all desire for
wealth and women, and devoted themselves to religious study,
contemplation and. service in view to secure immunity from future
births (to which, according to their faith, they believe they are

The class to which they belong
liable,) and spiritual happiness.
of
the
social
as
a
has existed
system obtaining among the
part

the succession

that when

to persons devoted

to

religion(l).

layman becomes an ascetic, devotes

a

is

governs

The rule

Yajiiavalkya

this class, and adverting to
the author of the Mitzik
special rule which, in the absence of special

share has propounded
usage,

his Smruti,

a

recognized

In

a very early period.

it,

Hindus from

himself to religion, and abjures secular relations of life in the

becomes

a

spiritual family.

by usage, he passes from his natural into
He ceases to be
member of the former and

member

a

prescribed

a

mode

As his heirs in his natural

of the latter.

family are certain relations in the lines of descent and ascent, and,
on their failure, certain collateral relations, so by analogy his heirs
in his spiritual family are his preceptor, his disciple and his spiritual

in theology are in order the preceptor,
virtuous pupil
brother
to
the
same hermitage, and, on
spiritual
belonging

chap.

II,

I.

In paragraph

Stoke's Hindﬁ Law Books,

p.

(1) Mitkkehara,

8.

their failure, any one associated in holiness.”

450.

4

a

student

and

a

a

The author of the Mitakshara
brother and associate in holiness.
“ the heirs to the property of hermit, of an ascetic and of
says,
a
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explains what is meant by a virtuous pupil, and in paragraph 5 he
GmivA
Sausasnas
states that a spiritual brother _associate in holiness is one who is Parson“
engaged as a brotherly companion, and who is also an associate in Susana:
holiness

belonging to the same hermitage.
Though the term
is not explained by him, it is generally understood to

as

preceptor

refer to the person who admits him to the order

of ascetics and

initiates him in its cardinal doctrine.
6.

Having referred

to the

notion of

a

spiritual family

as

in the Mitakshara law and to the special rule of suc
individual property of an ascetic, it is
desirable to explain what is meant by a Mutt and by an Adhinam
embodied

cession applicable to the

and by the terms Tambiran and Pandara Sannadhi.

If an

Sanniyasi
attached

ascetic or a hermit is a Brahman, he is called a
;

if

Sudra, he is called

a

to an Adhinam,
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Paradesi, and

if

the Sudra is

he is called a Tambiran, and

at the head of the Adhinam,

For

a

Yati or
if

he is

he is called the Pandara Sannadhi.

of this appeal, it is necessary to refer to two
Adhinams, the one at Dharmapuram, of which the appellant is the
Pandara Sannadhi, and the other at Tiruvavadutorai, of which the
the purposes

respondent

linga

was a Tambiran prior to his appointment by Rama

to Tiruppanandal.

The term “ Adhinam"

signiﬁes the

seat of the chief ascetic at the head of a religious association

brotherhood or

in which it is
constitution
establishment

or

holy crowd, and takes its name from the village
The origin of these associations, their
situated.

a

and

form part of the history of the

development

and spread of the Brahminical systems of religious
the Sudra communities in Southern India.
Ori

doctrine among

ginally, the ascetic, who renounced the world and devoted himself
to religion, conﬁned his attention to the study of theology, to
imparting religious instruction to his disciples, and to complying

with

the ordinances

prescribed

for the guidance

of his order.

He

then owned no property, except his cloths, sandals, religious books
and the idol he kept for his personal worship and a few other

He
articles of triﬂing value which were absolutely necessary(l).
to
had no ﬁxed residence and moved from village
village, accepting
provided for him by pious laymen
who were in their turn enjoined by the Shastras to honor and
such lodgings and food

support him.
(l)

This is

Hitch-shard, chap.

as were

the mode in which Brahman Sanniyasis live

II,

5. 8. para.

9.

Stoke's Hiadﬁ Law Books. p. 450.

v.

Karma-San
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even at the present time.

buildings for the residence
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several villages pious laymen erected

of hermits when they visited their

In its original and narrow
villages, and these were called Mutts.
sense, then, the term Mutt signiﬁed the residence of an ascetic or
Sanniyasi or Paradcsi.
But when the Buddhists

_

assailed

the

Brahminical

religion

and when Sankarachariyar, the founder of the Advaita or non
dualistic school of philosophy, ultimately prevailed against them,
he established some Mutts in order to maintain and strengthen the
doctrine and the system of religious philosophy he taught, Sanni
After San
yasis being placed at the head of those institutions.
karachariyar, the founders

of the Vaishnava, Madhva and other

schools of religious philosophy in this Presidency established
In former times these institutions
Mutts for a similar purpose.
inﬂuence over the laymen in their neigh
they became centres of classical and religious learning
and materially aided in promoting religious knowledge and in
The ascetics who pre
encouraging religious and other charities.

exercised considerable

sided over them were held, owing to their position as
preceptors

and often

and piety, in great

religious

also in: consequence of their own learning
reverence by Hindu princes and noblemen,

who from time to time

made large presents to them

the Mutts under their control with grants

of land.

and endowed
Thus,

a class

of endowed Mutts came into existence in the nature of monastic
institutions,
renounced

presided
the world.

by ascetics or Sanniyasis who had
Thus, the ascetic who originally owned

over

little or

it,

no property, came to own the Matam under his charge
and its endowment, in trust for the maintenance of the Mutt, for
his own support, for that of his disciples, and for the performance

of religious and other charities in connection with
according
When the Brahminical creed and system of religious
to usage.
doctrine were adopted by Sudras in the Tamil districts, the order
of ascetics and the practice of instituting Mutts as centres of
study, instruction and charity, came into prevalence
Pious and learned ascetics among them, actuated
amongst them.
desire to disseminate religious knowledge and promote reli
by
gious charity, established Mutts in Tinnevelly, Madura, Trichim)

religious
a
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bourhood,

Among others, Giyana Sambandha
poly, Tanjore and elsewhere.
Pandara Sannadhi established the original Mutt, which has since
The
developed itself into the ridhinam now at Dharmapuram.
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a Mutt as an endowed insti
tution consists in the latter being an isolated institution, whilst
the former is the central institution from which the chief ascetic

distinction between an lidhinam and

control and supervision over
tutions and religious trusts committed
exercises

subject to his jurisdiction

as the

a group

of endowed insti
and

to his management
trustee.

responsible

It

will

be

that the ascetic is prevented by the usage of his order
from owning or managing property for personal enjoyment. The
administration of a Matam endowment presided over by an ascetic

remembered

to the rule recognized on the ground that such
administration was in furtherance of the cause of religion.
But
among Sudras the administration of temple endowments, of en

was an exception

instituted for special services in Hindﬁ temples, and of
endowments founded for the support of religious and other chari
ties either in particular places or on particular occasions, was also
dowments
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considered

to

fall under

Pandara Sannadhi
puram,

several temples

ments

of the

management
tered

the exception.

established

After

Matam at Dharma

the original

and their endowments

descriptions

mentioned

of his successors.

above

and other endow
came

The endowments

under

the

to be adminis

in Tinnevelly and in
that it was

and the institutions to be managed

Tanjore

Griyana Sambandha

were so many and so far from each other,

long since found necessary
at Sivasilum

to establish

in Tinnevelly and
The junior

nadhi at its head.

to place

a

subordinate Adhinam
junior Pandara San

exercised co-ordinate

he was always subject to the supervision
at Dharmapuram.

a

powers, but

and control of the senior

The rldhinam at 'l‘iruvavadutorai was founded

by a separate ascetic, and it has also a junior or subordinate Adhi
The endowments subject to its
nam in the district of Tinnevelly.
jurisdiction and control are of the same description and character,
katlais or
temple endowments,
consist of Matam endowments,
for special services in particular temples, and other
endowments in the nature of religious and charitable trusts.
endowments

It

is necessary to describe next the procedure

followed in the

Adhinam at Dharmapuram in attaching Tambirans to it in order
to form an idea of the mode in which the religious association is
constituted.

When

a

layman desires to become an ascetic,

required to undergo a probation.
probation, he usually wears

After

On the commencement

a red cloth

called

the probationer makes some progress

he is

of the

yattrai kashayam.

in religious study, he

Gmns

Saummnus
PANDARA

Susana!
0.
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At

is taught a form of prayer called the samayam.

a later stage

he is taught another form of prayer called the visesham.
The
duration of the probation depends on the discretion of the Pan
dara Sannadhi, and so long as the probation continues, the proba

tioner is at liberty to change his mind and to return to his family.
On the Pandara Sannadhi being satisﬁed with the probationer,
the former summons the latter on an appointed day to the room
in his Mutt which is set apart for the worship of his titular deity
There, in the presence of the idol, the
called Chokkalingam.
probationer is formally asked if he gives up his family and his
desire for women and land; and if he gives an answer in the
afﬁrmative,

the answer is accepted as a solemn renunciation of the

The Pandara Sannadhi then teaches him the mula man
tram, or the distinctive doctrine of his order and of the Adhinam,
world.
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invests him with a consecrated

cloth and gives for his personal
The teaching of the
worship an idol made of sandal powder.
mula mantram, or the distinctive text, is called upadesam or initi
The cloth which is givcn on the occasion as the visible
symbol of initiation is called mantra kashayam, or consecrated red
The image of sandal powder which is given for worship is
cloth.
ation.

called the Partiva Puj a.

According to the appellant a ceremony
is
called the Dattam or gift. At this
is then performed.
ceremony, the Tambiran or disciple solemnly makes a gift of

It

his body, soul and wealth to the Pandara Saunadhi. It is in
evident allusion to this ceremony that Tambirans speak of them
selves and other Tambirans as the slaves of the Paudara Sannadhi.

After his ordination,

the

Tambiran

remains

in

the

principal
Matam and continues his religious study until he becomes a learned
He is expected also to study the history of the Adhi
ascetic.
nam, to visit its subordinate

Mutts, to undertake pilgrimages and

to advance to the best of his power the cause of religion and charity.

body of Tambirans, with the senior and junior
Pandara Sannadhis attached to an Adhinam, constitute together
From
the holy crowd or association of that particular Adhinam.
The collective

amongst

them,

the Pandara Sannadhi usually selects persons

to

and charities under his supervision
and control, and when a selection is made he gives the nominee a
administer local endowments

special kashayam,

It

appointed

or a superior red cloth, as a mark of distinction.

for the appellant that in the case of Tambirans
to the Mutts in Nepaul, at Benares, Tiruppanandal and

is alleged
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Achiram in Travanoore, all of which are claimed in this suit as
Gn'un
Summon
belonging to the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, special marks of PANDABA
distinction are conferred upon the nominee, such as some clothes Susana!
&c., called

and ornaments,

sundaravadam,

lingam for worship called Odayavar Puja.
deputed to important Mutts and charities,

arukatti and

crystal
Before Tambirans are
a

they are also taught a
dikshakurai, probably in view to
raise their religious sanctity in the estimation of laymen.
further form of prayer called

7. Though a similar procedure is followed in the Adhinam at

Tiruvavadutorai,

there is considerable

oral evidence to the effect

that it differs in several minor particulars.

Several witnesses

say

or the text taught at that institution, is
appears also that at Tiruvavadutorai a ceremony

that the mula mantram,
not the same.
called

It

Nirvana Diksha is performed,

procedure at Dharmapuram.

In

and it is not

part of the
the former, the Tambiran makes

gift of his body, soul and wealth, not to the Pandara Sannadhi,
but to God, and the titular deities worshipped in the two Adhinams
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a

are not the same.

The external Observances of the Tambirans

in unimportant particulars.
In connection with the mode in which Tambirans

also differ though
8.

are or

dained at Dharmapuram, our attention is drawn to the fact that
none but the Pandara Sannadhi is at liberty to admit a layman as
Though the respondent denied it and contended that
every Tambiran was entitled to take a disciple, there is consider
able oral evidence in support of the' appellant’s assertion.
It is
Tambiran.

corroborated

by the circumstance that

Abhishekam is performed only in the
raised to the position of a senior or
consists

in anointing

and consecrating
prescribed

him

a ceremony
case

called Achariya

of Tambirans who are

junior Pandara Sannadhi.

It

and bathing him as an achariya or preceptor,
as such

for the occasion.

with the recitation of religious texts
The belief with which it is performed

is that unless a Tambiran is solemnly consecrated as a preceptor, he

is not competent to initiate laymen in forms of prayer conducive to
their spiritual happiness and to ordain laymen as Tambirans with
eﬂicacy.

Having regard

organized

religious communities

chief

ascetic

to the character

in disseminating

of these associations as

acting under the guidance

of a

the religious doctrine of his school

and Adhinam, the usage which is spoken to by the witnesses is not

improbable. Again, there are several letters in evidence which
show that probationers attached to the Mutt at Benares were sent

U.

Kaunasim

Taunrm.
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by former Tambirans at Tiruppanandal, with a request that the
Pandara Sannadhi for the time being might be pleased to ordain
them

as

Tambirans,

and

that the

Pandara

Sannadhi ordained

The weight of evidence appears
to us to be in favor of a special usage by which the Tambirans
of the appellant’s Adhinam are ordained only by the Pandara
some and did not ordain others.

Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
9.

It

is conceded by the parties to this suit that the Adhinams

at Dharmapuram and Tiruvavadutorai came into existence several
centuries ago, and long prior to the institution of the Mutts at
Benares and Tiruppanandal, which form the subject of the present
litigation.

It

that about 300 years ago, when one Masilamani
Desigar was the Pandara Sannadhi at Dhsrmapuram, a Tambiran
appears

called Gurupara Tambiran established the Mutt
This individual is reputed to have been an ascetic of

of his Adhinam
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at Benares.

great learning and merit, to have gone to Benares on pilgrimage,
and acquired an extensive reputation in Northern India as a pious
devotee.
The case suggested by the appellant’s oral evidence is
that during his stay at Benares, Gurupara obtained considerable
Wealth, and on his return to the South, he placed his earnings at
the feet of his preceptor, the then Pandara Sannadhi at Dharma
puram, in compliance with the religious obligation arising from
the ceremony of gift or Dattam already mentioned, and according
to which the property acquired by a disciple of the Adhinam
belongs to the Adhinam itself, that the Pandara Sannadhi declined
to accept the offer, but told Gurupara to take back the property to
Benares,

where

it

was acquired,

to found a

apply the property to religious purposes
the appellant’s

own showing,

the

Mutt

Mutt

there,

and charities.

and to

Thus, on

at Benares was established

by Gurupara with the aid of property acquired by him. That
Gurupara was a disciple of the Dharmapuram Adhinam is not
disputed.
Though the appellant’s witnesses profess to infer from
what is reputed to have passed between Gurupara and his Pandara
Sannadhi a surrender of his earnings by the former and a re

transfer by the latter, the fact is clear that the Mutt at Benares
was not founded with the aid of funds supplied from the endow

ment of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram.
As Benares is considered by Hindus to be a sacred city both in
Northern and Southern India, and as the existence of a Mutt there
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for the purpose-of executing religious and charitable trusts under
Grrnu
Susanna
the supervision of an ascetic devoted to religion was regarded as a Pwnm '
great facility by those who desired to institute new charities in the Samurai
0.

city, either for their own spiritual beneﬁt or for that-0f .Kmssbn
Taxman.
their deceased ancestors, the Mutt founded by Gurupara gradually
sacred

rose

in

in importance and

endowcd wealth.

Mutt

the course of its history, the

The evidence shows that
at Benares came to own

several subordinate Mutts, both in Northern

and Southern

India,

the rest, we may refer to the Mutts at Morangi

and among

in

Nepaul and at Achiram in Travancore, at Chidambaram, Ramos
It shows also that it
varam, Kumbakonam, and Trichinopoly.
was the

practice

of its Tambirans

to

visit Hindﬁ princes and

noblemen, to inspire them with esteem and respect for their learn

ing and piety, and then to induce them to found and endow
charities at Benares, and to commit the endowments to their
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management

the Mutt.

sion at Benares

Tillanayaka
(see

and that of their successors in

and superintendence

The subjoined table indicates the course of

until

succes

the early part of the last century, when one

Tambiran

established

the

Mutt

at Tiruppanandal

exhibit 17).
1

Kumara Gurupara Tambiran (the foundea
l

2

Chokkanadha Tambiran.
I
it

Arunachala Tambiran.
l

4

Ambalavana Tambiran.
l

5

Tambiran.

Sadayappa
6

Tillanayaka Tambiran.
Seeing that there had been six
before the

Mitt

at Tiruppanandal

cases

of succession at Benares

came into existence, there was

but one Mutt for the administration of the Benares charities for a
period of 150 to 180 years, 25 to 30 years being taken to represent
Beyond the fact that these Tam
each generation on the average.
birans were Dharmapuram men, and that there was an inscription
on the Benares

Mutt that it

was the Dharmapuram

Mutt, the
56
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I.

no information as to the usage which regulated
The ﬁrst and the sixth Tambirans were admittedly
Dharmapuram men, and in advertence to the ordinary mode in
evidence affords

the succession.

spiritual family is kept up, it would be
reasonable to infer in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that
which the succession in

a

the intermediate ascetics were also Dharmapuram men.

it

inscription,

is by no means conclusive

in regard

As

to the

to the question

of subordination or agency at issue. A disciple founding a Mutt
designate it after the Adhinam to which he

would ordinarily

belongs; but it would be unsafe to infer from it without more that
it was subordinate to the Pandara' Sannadhi at Dharmapuram in
regard to management and selection of successors. The name of
the founder, Gurupara,

appears

words are—“ Kumaraswami

in

the Kaidara

Ghutt”

in

the

inscription, and the

the Dharmapuram Adhinam

There is on this point the

(Benares).

evidence of several witnesses
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also

Mutt of

for the appellant who saw the in

scription (2, 4, 8, 9, 33, 34, 36, 48 and 55), and the witnesses 6 and
14 examined on commission at Tinnevelly, and there is no reason
to think that
10.

In

it

is not bond ﬁde.

of Tillanayaka

the time

Tambiran,

he conceived

the

Mutt. at Tiruppanandal in aid of the Benares
charities. He probably believed that there were several pious raj as,
zemindars and rich men in Southern India, who might be induced

idea of estaﬁ'shing

a

for contributions in money
made from time to time, and to institute and endow new charities,
to substitute

permanent

endowments

and that the Tambiran at 'l‘iruppanandal might better realize the
income of the endowments which might be situated in the south.

As

from exhibit 1273, the Matam at Tiru'ppanandal was
founded as a banking house or agency, in view to making collec
appears

tions from existing endowments,
contributions in money,

to receiving fresh

offerings or

and

managing new
endowments which might be created in aid of new charities insti
It is also in evidence that the Tambiran at
tuted at Benares.
and to accepting

Tiruppanandal issued hundis on the Mutt at Benares, and cashed
hundis issued from Benares and charged a discount, creating

The ap
thereby an extra source of income for the two Mutts.
pellant’s averment was that Siva Giyana Desigar was the tenth
Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, and that
nayaka went to Tiruppanandal

by his order Tilla

and established

the

The oral evidence on this point is that Tillanayaka

Mutt

there.

is reputed
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the orders
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of the Pandara San

Seeing that the spiritual relation between them was that
preceptor and disciple, it is by no means improbable that the

nadhi.
of

a

in consultation with the Pandaram at

institution was established

Dharmapuram, but there is not

particle of evidence to show that
any contribution was made from the funds of the Adhinam either
a

towards the erection of the Mutt or towards endowing it. The
presumption is that Tillanayaka, who came from Benares and who
was then the Tambiran

in

charge of the

Mutt

there, built the

Mutt

and purchased property for its beneﬁt with the
The subjoined table indicates
moneys he brought from Benares.
the course of succession at Tiruppanandal from the time of Tilla

at Tiruppanandal

nayaka to that of Ramalingam, who died in 1880 :—
1

l(the
2

founder, 1720-56).

3 |

Kumara Gurupara Tambiran (1756-91).

4 1

Chitambaranadha Tambiran (1792-98).

5 l

Sadayappa Tambiran (1798-1336) .
'

6

|

Ganapati Tambiran (1836-38).

(1838—41).

7

|

Ramalinga Tambiran

8 l

Chokkalinga Tambiran (1841-52).

9 |

Ganapati Tambiran (1852-53).
Ramalinga Tambiran (1853—80).
appellant asserted in his plaint, 1st, that he was the
owner of the properties in suit 2ndly, that the right of appointing
Tambirans to Tiruppanandal and Benares was vested in him

;

;

11. The

for such appointment.
management

disciple of his Adhiuam was eligible

We shall now

give

a

and, 3rdly, that no one but

a
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brief account of the

of each Tambiran, and note the leading facts which
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throw light on each ground of claim.
As already observed, Til
lanayaka was the ﬁrst Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, and he was in
from 1720 to 1756.

management

He built

the Mutt, purchased

lands and took mortgages from various persons in his own name.
These transactions are evidenced by exhibits 45 to 79, and they
extend

from 1740 to 1754, nearly Rs. 17,000

being

invested

Each document contains a
by him in land during this period.
clause that the land sold or mortgaged shall be enjoyed by the
alienee and “his successors in the line of disciples.”
It appears
granted to him
charities instituted at Benares in his time.
that several villages were

endowments

for

He obtained

one

as

village from the Rani of Tanj ore in 1720 (exhibit A), two villages
from the Zamindér of Ramnad in 1735 (exhibit E51), three villages
from the rulers of the Nayak Dynasty in 1725 (exhibit 782), and
one from the Zamindar of Torayur, in the district of Trichinopoly

The grantee named inall
the :same time (exhibit 1392).
these documents was Tillanayaka Tambiran and not the Pandara
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about

Sannadhi

at Dharmapuram.

“

In exhibits A and E51

“
disciple of Dharmapuram,” and

he

is

a
a disciple of the
at
In
Sannadhi
exhibit
Pandara
782, however,
Dharmapuram.”
“ the head of the Adhinam
he is described as
dispensing Benares
charities.” It is stated further in exhibit E51 that the villages
“ his successors in the line
are to be enjoyed by the grantee and
It is clear then that Tillanayaka had funds in his
of disciples.”

described as

wherewith he was able to build the Mutt at Tiruppa
nandal and to invest about Rs. 17,000 in landed property, and
possession

that he procured grants of seven villages for the support of
charities instituted at Benares and entrusted to his management.

As

regards the property purchased

or taken

in mortgage by him,

his intention was that it should descend to his successors in the

As to the charities and their endowments,
line of disciples.
exhibit E51 stated in express terms that the succession to manage
ment was to be in the line of disciples, and though the other
documents are silent on this point, the fact that the donors knew
that the person to whose care they entrusted the charities and the
which they permanently instituted was an ascetic
endowments

in

the charge of a

Mutt

gives rise to the presumption that they
intended that the right of management should descend in accord
ance with the law of succession applicable to it. It is no doubt

true that in some of the endowment deeds, the grantee is described
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disciple of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, but there is nothing
in those documents to indicate that they are more than words of
as a

In

description.

GXYANA

SAIBAN UHA
Paxnaan

Sum/mm

this connection, however, we should draw attention

v.

Karmasjm
Tsunmm.

to exhibit W52, which relates to a money grant of 3,000 pagodas
as a permanent endowment

founded at Benares

for the performance of a charity newly
The document purports

as described therein.

joint undertaking or agreement executed in 1725 by the
then Pandara Sannadhi of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, by

to be a

of Kasi (Benares) charities,
and by Kumarasami Tambiran of Benares in favor of the donor
Tambiran

Tillanayaka

as

manager

Chinna Muttu Chetti of Madras.
document

The material portion of the

is this—“ We, the Pandara Sannadhi of Dharmapuram,

Tillanayaka Tambiran and his successors in the management of his
Mutt and Kasi (Benares) charities, the subsequent karthas (owners)
of the Adhinam and Kumarasami Tambiran, agent of the Benares
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charities,

bind ourselves to conduct

without detriment to it

the charity mentioned herein

long as the sun and moon shall endure.”
There can be no doubt that upon the true construction of this
so

Pandara Sannadhi was a joint trustee with refer
ence to this money endowment.
Having regard to the fact that
document,

the

the undertaking
to execute

was given by the Tambiran

the trust at Benares as agent,

who was actually

by Tilianayaka

as the

manager of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal and of the Benares charities,
and by the Pandara Sannadhi as the head of the Adhinam, it is
not unreasonable to infer that the Pandara Sannadhi and his
controlling rather than
This document is fin'ther evidence of an ad

successors were regarded

by the donor

as

managing trustees.
mission on the part of the appellant’s and respondent’s predecessors
to the effect that in Tillanayaka’s time the Mutt at Tiruppanandal
was the principal

Mutt; that

the

Mutt

at Benares was regarded as

a mere agency, and that each of the trustees at Dharmapuram and

It shows also that
Tiruppanandal had his own line of successors.
at that time there were cordial relations between the Pandaram at
Dharmapuram and the Tambirans at Tiruppanandal and Benares,
and co-operation on their part when required in guaranteeing due
administration of particular charities.
12. The second Tambiran at Tiruppanandal was Kumara Guru

para Tambiran, who succeeded Tillanayaka about 1756. He was
probably the Benares agent named in exhibit W52 as he was also
described

in

some

documents

as Kumarasami,

but there is no

‘

Grrma
Summons
Parrmmx

Bmamn
‘U.

Kmnas‘ur

Tasman.
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evidence to show the speciﬁc ground on which his succession rested
except exhibit 17, to which we shall presently refer.

inland and

decessor he invested money

Like his pre

made purchases

in his own

name without any reference or allusion to the Pandara Sannadhi

for

the time being, and induced raj as and zamindars to add to the
at Benares under his management

charities and their endowments

Exhibits

or superintendence.,

80 to 104 show what purchases and

by him, and they extended from
1755 to 1789, aggregating in value nearly Rs. 4,600 or Rs. 5,000.
They also contained a clause which provided for the enjoyment of
the property purchased by the purchaser and his successors in the
were

mortgages

made or taken

In connection with the new charities established
line of disciples.
at Benares and in other places, he obtained four villages from the
Rajah of Tanjore under exhibits B and C, three villages from the
Zamindar of Sivaganga (exhibits Y43 and A47, and three villages
from the Zaminddr of Kalastri and the
aghirdﬁr of Mogarla
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J

palayam in
obtained

1759 and 1763

under exhibits 778 and 781.

He

from the Zamindar of Kalastri for

also another village

the support of a charity at Ramesvaram under exhibit 780

in

the

The grantee named in all of them was Kumara
Gurupara Tambiran, but in exhibit Y46 he was described as the

year

1785.

disciple

of Muttukumara

Desigar,

Pandara

Sannadhi

In exhibits Z46 and A4 7,

Dharmapuram at that time.
successor were described

the

as

the

disciples

of

he and his

of Siva Giyana Sam

bandha Desigar or Griyana Sambandha Desigar of Darmapuram.
Exhibits 780, 781, Y46, provided that the succession to manage
ment was to be in “ the line of disciples.” In exhibits 780 and
“
781, the grantee was described as
self-dependent,” and although
considerable

stréss was laid on the expression

this appeal

on behalf of the respondent

independence,

it

as

at the

hearing of

being indicative of

appears to us that the words were only terms of

courtesy used in reference to pious ascetics who are considered to
have subdued their passions and worldly desire and to have become
on that

ground self-dependent or self-controlled.

During

the

period of the second Tambiran also there were money grants
made as endowments of new Benares charities of the values of
1,800 and 2,400

Madras.
were

pagodas

by two wealthy men in the town of

They are evidenced

jointly

executed

in

by exhibits X52 and Y52, which

1778 and in 1788 by the then Pandara

Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, by Kumara

Gurupara Tambiran

as
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Manager of Benares charities, and by Kasi (Benares) Kandappa
Tambiran to guarantee to the donors due administration of the
instituted by them.

endowments

exhibit W52.

They

In

show that the

persons and their successors as

joint

they are similar to

PANDA“
Samnmu

donor associated the three

Kmnaslll

terms

trustees, that the Tambiran at

Benares was regarded as an agent, whilst the Tambiran at Tirup
panandal was looked upon as the manager of Benares charities,
that each of the responsible trustees was considered to have a
distinct line of successors, and that the probable intention was to
make the local Tambiran at Benares who was to execute the
trust, the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal who was recognized as the
manager and superintendent, and the Pandara Sannadhi to whom
both owed allegiance as their preceptor and spiritual superior
responsible

for the efﬁcient performance

of the charities

to which

the money grants related.
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13. Kumara

Gurupara Tambiran

died

about

was succeeded by one Chitambaranadha Tambiran.

1790

It

and he

is not clear

what became of Kandappa Tambiran at Benares, who joined in
of exhibits X52 and Y52. Chitambaranadha was

the execution

in

but for eight years and died in
1798.
During this period two new charities were founded and
These
were endowed with grants of 1,200 and 1,600 pagodas.
management

charities were

at Tiruppanandal

instituted in the towns of

Kumhakonam

and

Chidambaram in the districts of Tanjore and South Arcot, and
were executed
documents
guaranteeing their due performance
Tiruppanandal and by the Pandara
Sannadhi at Dharmapuram in 1791 and 179%
(exhibits Z52
and A53). In both, the Pandara Sannadhi is described to have
joined in their execution, and in the execution of exhibit A53
alone Sadayappa Tambiran, the then Tambiran of the Benares

jointly by

the Tambiran at

It

is not stated in terms in these documents that
a Dharmapuram man; but it is by no
means probable that the Pandaram at Dharmapuram would have
joined in giving an undertaking if he had not been his disciple or
Exhibit E53 suggests the inference
a Tambiran of his Adhinam.

Mutt, joined.

Chitambaranadhan was

that he was the ﬁrst disciple who succeeded Kumaraguru Tam
biran. Chitambaranadhan died in 1798, and he was succeeded
by Sadayappa,

Mutt

who was the Tambiran

Gmss

Saunaxnxa

in

immediate

charge of the

at Benares.

14. Thus from 1722 to 1798, which we term as the ﬁrst period of

c.

Tax arms.
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Sana/mm“
Pu mas
Barman)“
0‘.

Kaunas!!!
Tummas.

the history of management
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at Tiruppanandal, there Were three cases

of succession, and in two the successor was the Tambiran in charge
of the Mutt at Benares, who was regarded as the agent or junior
of the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal.

The

same was probably the

although there is

also as to Chitambaranadhan’s succession,

case

evidence

no conclusive

in regard

to it.

In exhibit

17, however,

the sixth Tambiran, Ganapati, stated in 1838, when there was no
dispute

as to succession,

that each Tambiran

appointed his suc

cessor, both prior and subsequent to the establishment

It

at Tiruppanandal.

of the Mutt

appears further that the Tambirans at that

station built the Mutt, purchased lands for its support and obtained
grants of villages for charities instituted at Benares, Chidambaram,
Ramesvaram and Kumbakonam and in other places and committed
The course of succession indicated as well

to their management.

by

the

endowment-deeds

It

the

sale—deeds

was

the line of

appears further that they were all Dharmapuram
The procedure of the Adhinam already mentioned, and
according to which no one but the Pandara Sannadhi can appoint
a Tambiran, affords primd facie ground for the inference that the

disciples.
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as by

men.

Tambirans at Benares and Tiruppanandal must have been origin
ally supplied by the Pandara Sannadhi or procured from Dharma
puram, though their subsequent elevation to the headship of the
Mutts was the result of selection made by their predecessors.
15. We pass on to the second period in the history of manage
ment at Tiruppanandal extending from the time of Sadayappa,
the fourth Tambiran, to that of Ramalinga, the sixth Tambiran.
During this period from 1798 to 1841, we observe traces of an
in regard to management

organized procedure

Like

and succession.

Sadayappa purchased lands for the Mutt
for nearly Rs. 4,600 under exhibits 105 to 151, and like them
his predecessors,

he also added

to the charities and endowments

Exhibits

administered from

774, 775, 776, 777, D53 and

Tiruppanandal.
that six new charities were instituted at Benares,

E53

show

Bamesvaram

and Kumbakonam, endowed with grants of villages by the Raja
of Karvetnagar in the district of North Aroot. Sadayappa was
the grantee

named

in them all; in exhibits

774-7,

he

was de

superintendent or dispenser of Benares charities;
and in exhibit D53, he was described as the third disciple of
Tillanayaka Pandaram, a disciple of the Dharmapuram Pandara

scribed as the

Sannadhi

;

and in exhibit E63, he was described

as the

second
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disciple (in the order of succession) of Kumara Gurupara Tam
biran. Exhibits 778 and 106 to 151 indicate that the succession

wanu
SAMBANDHA

Pannaaa

Susana!
by the donor and by the Tambiran was a succession
v.
in the line of disciples. Again exhibit 786, which purports to be a strmsim
contemplated

copy of the order issued by the Collector of Tanjore

in

1802, shows

that the village of Virakkan was proved to have been granted as
the endowment of a charity instituted at Benares.
Whilst grants
of land show that Sadayappa was the real grantee, the two money
grants made in 1798 were made on account of Benares charities
on the

joint undertaking of

biran at Tiruppanandal,

the Pandara Sannadhi, of the Tam

who was described

as

the manager

of

Kasi (Benares) charities and of the Tambiran at Benares, that
they will be duly administered.
16. Here we should also draw attention to a few documents
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which throw light on the nature of the endowment

in Travancore territory. Though it is
properties now in litigation, documents

at Achiram

not included among the

relating to it and the
which took place between the Tambiran there and
the Pandara Sannadhi were referred to at the hearing in elucida
correspondence

tion of the main question at issue. Although the original grants
have not been produced, still exhibits D to G, dated 1802 and 1837,
which purport to be copies of accounts of measurement prepared
by the Travancore Government, describe the endowment as made
partly for the Mahesvara or Guru Puj a in the Mutt at Dharma
puram, and partly in support of Benares charities and as standing

In this
in the name of the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
two
letters
addressed
to
him
refer
to
by
connection we may also
the Tambiran at Achiram.

In

exhibit B35, dated March 1833, he

applied to Dharmapuram for an order that the title-deeds which
were at Sivasilum with the junior Pandara Sannadhi should be
transmitted to him for production before the Dewan who, it
appears, was then holding some inquiry in regard to grants made
The title-deeds are mentioned as “those in
free of assessment.

our favor relating to the sarvamanyam (rent-free lands) of Sivagi
yanapuram as well as to other lands here belonging to the Adkinam.”
The second letter, exhibit C35, we refer to is the one dated May
1833,

in which

he protested against an order from Dharmapuram

that he should ﬁrst submit his accounts to
then forward them to Dharmapuram.

a

In

Karbar Tambiran and
this, Ghokkalingam,

the local Tambiran, who became the Tambiran of Tiruppanandal
57

Tammaas.
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Gmn

Baummmm
PANDAEA

Human)“
v.

KANDAS‘XI
Taxmaax.

in

18-‘12,

“

said as follows:

was appointed

Karbar Tambiran,
predecessors.

I

You

were not pleased to direct when

I should act in accordance

that

and

it

Karbar

I

with the views of the

was not usual to do so in the days of my

shall submit my accounts

danam and obey your orders only, but
the

[VOL X.

I

direct to your Sanni

will not submit

them to

or any other Tambiran or act under his orders.” Though

we are not prepared

to hold that as evidence

of title the survey

account prepared by the Travancore Government is more satisfac

tory than the survey accounts prepared by the British Government,
yet this portion of the evidence taken together with the letters
that the original grantee of the endowment
at Achiram was perhaps the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram,
that the .grant was obviously made in part for the beneﬁt of the
conveys the impression

Mutt

at Dharmapuram

and in part for the support

of

a

Benares
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charity, that the local Tambiran submitted accounts to Dharma
puram and acted in subordination to the Pandara Sannadhi, and
that orders were issued to him both from Dharmapuram and from
Tiruppanandal.

It

is not,

however,

necessary

to determine

the purposes of this appeal the relation of the Pandara Sannadhi

regard to

so much

of the endowments

sufﬁcient to say that whatever
17.

may be that relation, it does not

extend to the properties

We

at Achiram as is adminis

in aid of Benares charities, but it is

tered from Tiruppanandal
necessarily

for
in

in suit.

pass on to some letters which throw

light

on the rela

It will
tion between the Mutts at Tiruppanandal and at Benares.
were
in
that
their
two
branches
which
remembered
they
be
origin
had a common trunk, and that though the original Mutt was at
yet the institution at Tiruppanandal was regarded as the
principal or leading branch, and that at Benares as a subordinate
branch both in the time of Tillanayaka Tambiran and Kumara

Benares,

G'urupara

Tambiran.

It

is probable that the same relation con

tinued in the time of Chitambaranadhan, for he appears

to have

been raised from Benares

to Tiruppanandal.

Benares

was the seat of the original

Mutt and

was actually executed, yet Tiruppanandal

foundation

as the

Though

the place where the charity
was recognized

since its

principal Matam, probably because the senior

Tambiran who was usually regarded as the chief and responsible
manager and as better ﬁtted to exercise supervision, ﬁxed it as his
seat and as the centre of control.

It is

in evidence that about 1802

one Kumarasami reported to the representative

of

a

zamindar, who
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had instituted one of the Benares charities, that he was appointed
6mm
Summon
to the Mutt at Benares by the former Tambiran by will, and that
Puma“

It

Samumn

appears, however, that about 1820 Sadayappa accompanied Sorboj i,

Kasnaslxr
Tammus.

he

made

no

Maharajah

allusion to the

Tambiran

at

Tiruppanandal.

of Tanjore, who went to Benares

then re-established

his authority

as the

on pilgrimage and

responsible

and chief

When he returned to Tiruppanandal, he left the Mutt

manager.

under the management
of a senior and a junior
and
Aiyarappa
Ramalinga, and ever since
Sadayappa treated them as if they were his subordinates and
bound to carry out his instructions. In December 1825 he called
at

Benares

Tambiran

named

attention to certain complaints made to the Raja of Tanjore, and
issued orders that the charities should be conducted as usual, that
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the grievance brought to notice should at once he redressed, and
that the matter should be reported to Tiruppanandal (exhibit 924).
In another letter written in the same month, he censured Rama
linga in terms

stupid”

of severity, calling him “the most stupid of the
In April 1827 he states that he had
(exhibit 922).

instructed Aiyarappa

to proceed to Morangi

arrange for providing the Tambiran

in Nepaul, and to

there with

an assistant

and

of the charities in that place, and
management
to leave Ramalinga in charge of the Mutt at Benares during his
In June 1828 he censured the Tambirans
absence (exhibit 937).

for the efﬁcient

at Benares for contracting debts and called

for detailed

informa

tion regarding them (exhibit 936).
Ramalinga complained to
and
the
character
of Aiyarappa
management
Sadayappa against
in several letters. Exhibit 921 is a letter addressed to Sadayappa
by Alagia Tiruchitambala Tambiran, the manager of the Mutt at
Morangi in Nepaul, and the latter asked the former to send a
senior Tambiran and also a

in

a place

called Vijayapur.

junior to manage a subordinate Mutt
He asked further for an advance of

Rs. 2,000 to enable him to liquidate certain debts contracted for
the beneﬁt of the Mutt under him and promised to repay the loan

in two

The foregoing evidence leads to the inference that
during Sadayappa’s time, the Tambirans of the Mutt at Benares
and Morangi recognized him as their superior and acted in sub
ordination to him and under his supervision and control.
years.

18. As to the relation between

Tiruppanandal and Dharma
puram, it should be steadily borne in mind that the Pandara
Sannadhi was the spiritual superior of Sadayappa as one of the

v.

Gnnu

Summnna

Pumas

Barman!!!
v.

Knimsiur
Tammany.
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But the contention
Tambirans of the Dharmapuram Adhinam.
for the appellant is that there is the relation of master and servant
or of principal and agent between them with reference to the
administration of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal and its charities.
The following are the facts which appear in evidence during Sada
yappa’s time :—
(i) In April 1823 Ganapati, the junior Tambiran at Tiruppa
nandal, paid Rs. 175 to the junior Pandara Sannadhi in Tinne
velly, to enable him to meet the expenses of Guru Puja in his
(ii) In September 1823 Ganapati, Sada
the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram in
to
said
junior,
yappa’s
“
I, your irrevocable slave, will do your bidding and
a letter,
else.”
nothing
(iii) With reference to a village called Sethur,

Mutt (exhibit E4).

the letter states that it may not improve our income,
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but the

In another letter

village will
(exhibit F4).
(iv)
written in reply to an application made from Trichinopoly for an
expression of opinion or for some favor, Ganapati said, “The
become

ours

Pandara Sannadhi is the master and

the

possesses

power of estab

Send all the letters you wrote
lishing and disestablishing things.
an
he may take oﬁence.”
If
we
opinion,
to
him.
express
to us
(v) Exhibits G52,

H52, K52

and

L5?

show that the

Tambiran

at Tiruppanandal bought materials and repaired the Eastern and
Western temples at Dharmapuram at his own expense.
(vi)
Similarly, the letters ﬁled as exhibits J4 ahd K4 prove that the
kitchen at Dharmapuram was repaired under the orders
Tambiran

at Tiruppanandal.

(vii) Exhibits

Puj a

for his performing
as

that these

show

at Dharmapuram, and that on another occasion, when

the junior Pandara Sannadhi was at Tiruppanandal,
position

H4

sent some articles for use during

that on one occasion Sadayappa
a Guru

G4 and

of the

Gun-u

Puja

religious preceptor

on a scale suitable

or Achariyar.

contributions and declarations

It

indicate

he arranged
to his high
was suggested

subordination.

The allusion to Ganapati’s position as an irrevocable slave has
evident reference to the ceremony of Dattam or gift, according
to which every Tambiran becomes, by reason of his ordination,
Guru
a slave of his Pandara Sannadhi in a spiritual sense.

Puja is

the

preceptor, and

anniversary of the

it is

Pandara

Sannadhi’s Guru or

an occasion when all his disciples are considered

spiritual obligation to make contributions accord
The relation between preceptor and disciple
ing to their means.

to be under

a

von

moms

X.]

is in a spiritual

scams.
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to that of father and son,

sense analagous

and it

Gnmu

Sauaaxmu

may well be that the repair of the Eastern and Western temples
and of the kitchen at the cost of the disciple was regarded as an
act of ﬁlial piety or liberality.

village of Sethur and the remark that if an opinion is
expressed, the Pandara Sannadhi may take offence, may possibly

to the

refer to some act connected with management,

but the letters are

not suﬂiciently speciﬁc to enable us to see what particular matter
the writer had then before his mind.
However this may be, the
be determined with reference

weight due to these acts must

in

connection

with his

to

management

at Tiruppanandal.
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Amongst

these, we

shall ﬁrst mention the transactions evi

denced by exhibits 582 and 583, which bear date

ﬁrst was

a lease

dara Sannadhi

June

1829.

The

of some Adhinam land granted by the then Pan
to Sadayappa,

and the second was

a

conditional

sale of Adhinam property executed by way of mortgage.
The
last-mentioned document provides that “ you (Sadayappa) should
enjoy the purchase so long as the sun and moon last and in the

line of your disciples.” It must be noted here that this mode
of dealing with each other is not compatible with the present con

tention that the Pandara Sannadhi is the owner of everything
at Tiruppanandal or the sole responsible trustee, and that the
Tambirans at Tiruppanandal

are merely his agents, subordinates

0r servants.

Another matter which deserves to be noticed is the associa

19.

junior with the senior Tambiran in management at Tirup
Judging from the papers before us, Ganapati was the
panandal.
ﬁrst junior Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, and prior to Sadayappa's

tion of

a

succession, the

Tambiran at Tiruppanandal was on his death suc
junior in charge of the Benares Mutt.

ceeded by the agent or

the necessity for the services of a junior at Tiruppa
nandal was felt, because it would, on the one hand, give an oppor
tunity to the senior to see whether the junior might be relied

Probably

upon as a competent successor, whilst

it would

in

Sadayappa’s

junior to
Mutt. It will

enable the

acquire experience before he became the head of the
also be borne in mind that

Kannxshu
Tsxsuum.

The declaration that the Pandara

Sannadhi is the master and can do and undo things at his pleasure,
is an extravagant mode of expressing his importance as the chief
The allusion
preceptor or head of the association of Tambirans.

other acts done by Sadayappa

Pasnana

SANNADHI
o.

time,

Tiruppanandal

_
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GHANA

Mutt

Pumas

ment,

Ssusaumu

institution with some endow

but an important centre of control exercised over several
subordinate Mutts in Southern India, over the Mutt at Benares,

Suxsnur
o.

and over the Mutts at Morangi in Nepaul and Achiram in Travan
core.
The evidence does not show that the Pandara Sannadhi

Kmnas‘xr

Tusrasu

was not practically an isolated

[VOL X.

.

_

had anything to do with this modiﬁcation of procedure
panandal in regard to the agency for management.
20.

We

may here refer to the procedure

to succession.

From

at

Tirup

introduced in regard

the time of Sadayappa we ﬁnd that each

Tambiran at Tiruppanandal left

a

will nominating his

Sadayappa made three wills

on the 2nd February

1829.

By

successor.

to 3), one on the

19th

1820, and the

third

(exhibits
March 1818, another on the 8th September
1

every one of these be appointed

his successor and professed to do so in
the exercise of a right vested in him. These documents contain
elaborate recitals of exclusive ownership and of an unqualiﬁed
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his junior Ganapati

as

power to appoint a successor. As all the wills made from 1818
and on which reliance is placed for the respondent have been
made nearly in the same terms, we deem it desirable to set out
here Sadayappa’s

will in

his own words.

No.
“ MAY

I.

Gon VISWESWARAR

HELP.

1818, March 9, Iswara, Masi 28.

Will

executed

by

me,

Benares Charity

Sadayappa Tam

biran, contemplating God Visweswarar of Benares and in
the

full

possession of my faculties.

Ganapati Tambiran, who is second to me, has been appointed
The said Ganapati
as my successor after my death.
Tambiran alone is to enjoy with full rights of ownership
the sarvamaniam
rajas, noblemen

and shrotriem villages (granted by the
and Brahmans of the different countries

for the

support

of the various charities conducted under

in

the territories extending from Benares and

my direction

Nepaul to Cape Comorin, including

temples,

choultries,

water-sheds,
ﬂower-gardens, ﬂights of steps con
in rivers, &o.); and further be is to enjoy the
miras villages which are held on payment of kist to the
matams,

structed

Circar, and the various buildings and all the appurtenances
He is further entitled to all
belonging to the said lands.
the sale-deeds, gift-deeds, debt-bonds,

&c., standing

in my

MADRAS SERIES.
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name, and to all the receipts, accounts, ready moneys, &c.

He is to enjoy

in the succession

of disciples
all affairs and

as owner,

He is to manage
conduct the charities without any prejudice to them.

according

to custom.

respect shown to me by the different rajas and

should be shown to him;

The

nobleman

and the Tambirans at Benares,

Rameswaram, and Cape Comorin should conduct
themselves as usual towards him as they have been conduct

Morangi,

ing themselves towards me. Besides Ganapati Tambiran,
no one in the Sanniasi Asramam (ascetic order of life) or

in

the Grahasta Asramam (married order of life)

has any

connection.
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Viswalingam Thunai (may Viswalingam help).
(Signed) Benares charity,-SADAYA_PPA TAMBIRAN.
(

,,

(

,,

(

,,

)
)

I

know.
Temple Cash Accountant, Chinnappa.
Miras, Sadayappa
Mudeliar.

Thiruppanandal

Iknow.
)

Benares Charity
know.”

Agent,

Sankaran Aiyar.

I

It is

difﬁcult not to be impressed on a perusal of the will with
the belief that the testator had not the remotest idea of any
property or right of appointment vesting in the Pandara Sannadhi,
though we are not in a position to say whether the deprecatony
clause at the close of the will was inserted merely by way of
emphasizing his exclusive right, or, as a matter of precaution, in
anticipation of a possible effort on the part of a future ambitious
We must
Pandara Sannadhi to interfere with his independence.
however add that up to this time all the Tambirans at Tiruppa

nandal had been Dharmapuram men, and to this extent, the usage
is in favor of the appellant. These recitals acquire a special
weight from their having been repeated at each succession during
the period under consideration, and from their having then called
forth no opposition nor comment from the Pandara Sannadhis,
who lived at no considerable distance from Tiruppanandal, and
who had by virtue of their position ample means of obtaining
It is also note
information as to what occurred at that place.
worthy that, notwithstanding such unqualiﬁed assertion of inde
pendence, the relation between Sadayappa and his Pandara Sauna

dhiwas very cordial,
and W47, which were

and that as
produced

will

appear from exhibits

R18

by the appellant and are certainly

GIYANA
Saunasnna

lemuzn

Ssrmamn
v.

Kaunasbn

Taxsrm.
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GIYANA
SAM narwa A
PANDARA
SAN NAM-ll
o.

Kaunaslxl
Taxmanr.

evidence at all events against

him, the Adhinam

[VOL X.
was considered

death a liberal friend and disciple,
whom it was not easy to replace.
21. Pursuant to the will made by Sadayappa, his junior Gana
pati Tambiran succeeded him, and Ganapati’s management extended
to have lost by Sadayappa’s

Only

from February

1836

to

June

which he made to the Matam endowment
made for Rs. 24, and

instituted in his time.

it

The only addition

1838.

was a small purchase

does not appear that any new charity was

It

is the practice of the Revenue Depart

ment to keep a register of assessed lands in each Collectorate for
adminstrative purposes, and as each landholder died, to'alter the

registry by inserting in the register

Exhibits

the

name

13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 and 20 relate

of his successor.

to this proceeding,

and show that the register was directed to be altered to Ganapati’s
name on the ground that Sadayappa was his senior, and that the
was entitled to succeed the senior according to custom.

It

became also usual from Granapati’s

time to report the death and
of each Tambiran at Tiruppanandal to. the Raja of
Tanjore and to some of the zamindars as the descendants of those

accession

who originally

instituted part of the Benares charities,

receive from them letters of condolence and congratulation.

and to
These

of congratulation noted the succession of the writers, and
expressed a hope that the charities would be efﬁciently adminis

letters
tered

as

they were usually accompanied with the
Exhibits 387
cloth or some other token of courtesy.

before,

present of a

and

and 403 are such letters

from the Zamindars

of Kalastri and

In Ganapati’s
Karvetnagar' recognizing Ganapati’s succession.
time, there was a complaint made to the Collector in regard to
the distinction claimed

between Matam and charity lands, and

in

reply to an inquiry, Ganapati submitted a representation, which
It stated by whom the Mutts at
has been ﬁled as exhibit 17.
Benares and Tiruppanandal were founded, the course of succession,
and how lands were acquired by Gana
in regard to

the usage

it,

pati’s predecessors for the Mutt at Tiruppanandal and for Benares
It stated also that each Tambiran appointed
and other charities.
his successor and contained

no allusion to any private property

belonging to the Tambiran as contradistinguished from that of the
It does not note the fact that all the Tambirans at Tirup~
Mutt.

it

To this omission, however,
panandal were Dharmapuram men.
was
not
not
attach
for
with
necessary to state
we do
weight,
it
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junior
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reference

to

inquiry then

the

Benares and Tiruppanandal
in that of his predecessor.

The relation between

made.

was the same

In April

407

in Ganapati’s time

as

and Rama

1837, Aiyarappa

linga, the senior and junior Tambirans at Benares, wrote to Gene
pati that they would act under his orders in the same way in
which they acted under those of Sadayappa (exhibit 1271).
this letter they also tacitly, if not expressly, recognized

In
the

a junior during the life of the senior and
his successor, and said, if you direct either of us
to come over there, we shall do so and perform such service as you

practice

of appointing

of naming him

as

may direct us to render.

Exhibit Q19,
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Benares

dated the 27th August

1838, is a letter which

Tambiran in charge of the Mutt at
to the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
It shows

was written

by the senior

that Ramalinga, the junior Tambiran at Benares, joined Ganapati
and served as his junior at Tiruppanandal, that it was however
Ganapati’s intention at ﬁrst to appoint Aiyarappa, the senior
Tambiran at Benares,

as his

junior and

successor, and send back

Ramalinga to Benares as senior Tambiran of the Mutt at that
station, and that Aiyarappa was told to proceed from Benares to
Tiruppanandal; that before he did so, Ganapati became seriously
ill and died after appointing Ramalinga, who was on the spot as
his successor by his will, marked as exhibit 4, which is in terms

It shows also
similar to the will left by Sadayappa Tambiran.
Tambiran
at
from
whom
Benares,
Ganapati sought
that it was the
advice, and that it was from thence that he selected his junior.
Bamalinga’s succession is the ﬁrst in which the junior Tambiran
at Benares succeeded to the

Mutt

at Tiruppanandal

in

supersession

of his senior.
22. Before we pass on to Ramalinga’s management,

it is

desir

able to refer to two letters, exhibits R18 and W47, to which both

It is
parties called our attention at the hearing of this appeal.
or
are
how
those
letters
evidence
of
clear
reputation,
no
means
by
that their writers had special means of knowledge in regard to the
usage of the

Mutt

at Tiruppanandal.

Accepting them, however,
as evidence on the ground that neither party objected to them in the
Court below, we are not prepared to attach much weight to them.
rather to suggest to the Pandara Sannadhi,
from the standpoint of a partisan professing to be attached to him,
how the Tiruppanandal Mutt and its charities might. be subordi

Exhibit R18

seems

58

(31va

Ssuwmu
Pmmua

Sussex:
0.

KAIDAI‘IL!

Tumour.
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noted to the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, and what proceedings
Guam
Sensuous
ought to be taken by the Pandara Sannadhi in order to effect that
PANDMLA
Humans: object, than to describe bond
ﬁde the reputed prior usage of the two
'v.

Kmnashn

Taxman.

institutions in relation to each other.

After promising that Sada

yappa was a sincere friend of the Adhinam, that the charities of
the Mutt at Tiruppanandal form a very important branch of the
Adhinam, that Ganapati Tambiran was old, and that one Ulaga
nadha Tambiran was most faithful to his Guru (preceptor) and
in the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, it suggests that
the Pandara Sannadhi should appoint Ulaganadha as Ganapati’s
junior “ without showing much concern, but without giving rise
It suggests further that Ganapati
to discontent in others.”
most interested
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Tambiran should be sent for and consulted and spoken to as to the
“ if
necessity for the appointment, and states that
Ganapati should
not agree to your wishes, the fate of the charities Will be similar
It next alludes to Sada
to that of Devastanams
(temples).”
yappa’s

will in favor of Ganapati, but

will not

its validity.

recognise

Tambirans

appointed by the

It

adds that the Government

then says that

if all

the

Pandara Sannadhi to the several

charities pertaining to their ofﬁce conduct the charities well, they
have only a right to continue in management to the end of their
life, and that the Pandara Sannadhi has supreme power over all
the charities.
It goes on to advise the Pandara Sannadhi not to
have any concern
the writer.

It

about

past events or any misgivings regarding

then subjoins

a copy

of an arzi (petition) to be

addressed to the Accountant-General.

“ The arzi of Pandara Sannadhi of
Dharmapuram Adhinam,
to the Accountant-General, Madras.
rajas and rich gentlemen have left cash and sarva
maniam villages out of the proceeds whereof the affairs of

“Several

built by them for feeding pilgrims at Benares,
Ramesvaram, Chidambaram, Kumbakonam, Srirangam, and

chattrams
other

places,

conducted.

and other

For

charities there,

are

to

be duly

the improvement of these funds and for

the due performance of the said charities with the income
thereof according to the scales ﬁxed by them, Tambirans
used to be appointed

by the Pandara Sannadhis otherwise
Acharias, my predecessors in this Adhinam.
In
pursuance of the above custom, Sadayappa Tambiran and
called

Ganapati Tambiran were appointed

as senior

and

junior

MADBAS seams.
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Tambirans, respectively, for the management of the said
charities ; and for the last ﬁfty years the said charities were
conducted

I

Smmmm

have appointed Ganapati Tambiran,

Kaunas“!

as the said

his assistant, to the vacant place as senior Tambiran, and
Ulaganadha Tambiran as his assistant.
request, there

I

fore,

that the Company’s bonds in the name of the said

Sadayappa Tambiran be now transferred to the name of
Ganapati Tambiran, and the interest

thereon

be paid

as

hitherto to the new nominee.”
The letter then concludes

with an expression of devotion to
the Adhinam, and with the assurance that the writer’s inﬂuence
at Madras

will

be used in its favor.
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Reading this letter and the draft petition in the light thrown
upon them by the account already given of the prior usage as dis
evidence and the very peculiar statements

closed by the documentary

which the former document contains, they appear to us to denote
rather the right which thePandara Sannadhi should, in the opinion
of the writer, assert and contrive to acquire over Tiruppanandal
without being overscrupulous as to what he said, than the relation
which had actually subsisted between the two institutions prior to
1838.
Exhibit W47 is in the same strain, though the bold sugges
tions it contains are not

so elaborate

as

in the other.

They are of

indicating the period when it was thought for
the ﬁrst time that the Pandara Sannadhi should, in the interest of
value, however,

as

his Adhinam, claim the right of appointing junior Tambirans, and
assert a custom whereby the Pandara Sannadhis at Dharmapuram
to possess the power of appointing managing Tam

might be

There is no documentary

birans at Benares and Tiruppanandal.

evidence to show that the Pandara Sannadhi had any voice when

Sadayappa selected Ganapati
1818, or Aiyarappa

as

his junior at Tiruppanandal before

and Ramalinga

as

managing Tambirans at

Benares about the year 1825, or when Ganapati directed Ramalinga
junior in 1837 and ultimately appointed him as

to act as his

his successor.

In this

connection

referred to some oral evidence.
referred

to the appellant’s

witness Chokkalinga

Pillai

PANDABA

Sadayappa

Now

very satisfactorily.

Tambiran is dead,

Gxniu

Samanmua

As

the counsel

for the appellant

to Ganapati’s appointment,

he

(Sadaya Pillai) and to
who was examined on commission, but
53rd witness

neither had any personal knowledge as to Ganapati’s appointment
as junior.
As to Ramalinga’s nomination as Ganapati’s junior,

O

Tnmnwv

Gnule
BAIBANDHA

nu

PAND
SANNADHI
v.

Kmmshn
Tnmmm.
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53rd witness stated that Kandappa Desigar, the Pandara
Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, appointed him, but that he was not an
“ When he was nominated,” the witness
eye-witness of the fact.
“ went with others to receive him at the granary, and it was
said,
the

I

I said

Rama
that he was appointed at Dharmapuram.
linga Tambiran was junior Tambiran for one year.” This witness
Witness
is a disciple of the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapnram.
therefore

Pillai

Chokkalinga
who was the

deposed as follows

:—“Ganapati Tambiran,

junior Tambiran of Sadayappa, was

a

Tambiran

of

At ﬁrst there was no one who served
Dharmapuram Adhinam.
The Dharmapuram Pandara
as junior Tambiran under Ganapati.
Sannadhi sent for Ramalinga Tambiran from Benares, and asked
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It was Talagnayar Pan
him to go to and stop at Tiruppanandal.
the
witness added, sent
dara Sannadhi that did so.”
Ganapati,
for Ramalinga Tambiran to make him stay at Tiruppanandal as
junior Tambiran.

Talagnayar Pandara Sannadhi sent for Grana

pati and Ramalingam

to Dharmapuram,

sundaravadam

in

sawmy,

cloth and

gave

he gave

arukattu and

the presence of (the Adhinam idol) Chokkalinga
him as junior
a palanquin, appointed

Tambiran and sent him to Tiruppanandal.

This witness was for
He adds, however, that

forty years in service at Dharmapuram.
for ten years he was employed as the Maniyam of Talimaruthur

village granted by the Zamindér of Ramnad to a former Tambiran
at Tiruppanandal in connection with a Benares charity, that he
of Ramalinga II, and that it was only to him
that he used to send accounts, &0. Another witness, a Brahmin

was the subordinate

living

Dharmapuram (the 63rd witness for the appellant),
deposed that Ganapati and Ramalinga were Dharmapuram Tam
birans, and that the Pandara Sannadhi appointed Ramalinga as
at

Ganapati’s junior.

living

He

Tiruchitambala

Kavirayar,

district of Tinnevelly,
appoint Ramalinga
witness

said

he

went

at Dharmapuram were sent for.

as

a native of

stated

there

because Brahmins

Another witness, Alagia

Alvar Tirunagari

that he saw Talagnyana

Ganapati’s junior (exhibit B.

professes to be descended from Kumara

biran, who founded the Mutt at Benares.

At

1529).

in the
Desigar

This

Gurupara Tam

the commencement

of the argument, the learned counsel for the appellant observed
that he did not intend to rely upon the oral evidence but intended
to rest his contention,

mainly on documentary evidence, and we
think in a case like this, in which the property in dispute is con

von x.)
siderable
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value, and in which witnesses who are

in

a

position to

have had special means of knowledge are either servants or disciples

of the rival claimants arid the Adhinam to which they respectively
belong, much weight cannot be- attached to mere oral evidence.

He referred

during
the hearing; but we do not consider it safe to rely upon their
evidence, except so far as they are corroborated l5! documentary
however

Their

evidence.

to the witnesses

already mentioned

Grniu

Saunaumu

Pumas

Summer
v.

KANDAB‘KI

Taxman.

Ganapati and Rama
corroborated; but their

statement that Sadayappa,

lingam were Dharmapuram men is so
evidence to the effect that the Pandara Sannadbi appointed Rama
lingam as Ganapati’s junior is inconsistent with Ganapati’s will
(exhibit 4), with exhibit Q19 produced by the appellant, with the
muchalka or agreement (exhibit 10) taken by Ganapati from
Ramalinga and with the Collector’s takid or order (exhibit 21).
These show that Ramalinga was formally appointed by Ganapati
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as

junior only

on the 25th

April

1838,

and that he previously

intended to send him back to Benares, and that he professed
make the appointment

in

the exercise of an exclusive

to

right vesting

The oral evidence is that the Pandara Sannadhi appoint-

in him.

ed Ramalinga

in

the presence of Ganapati and before he began

to serve at Tiruppanandal,

and we do not consider it to be at all

reliable.

This view is further strongly

corroborated

by exhibits

952—5,

957-61, 964 and 1271.

Exhibit

952 is a letter, dated 31st March 1836, from Ramalinga

at Benares to Ganapati at Tiruppanandal.

this document,
and to

see

you.

Exhibit

Ramalinga

in
Pulney
said

I desire much to go on a pilgrimage to
I shall conduct myself according to your orders.”

“

953 is a letter, dated the 8th

April

1836, from

Aiya

rappa and Ramalinga at Benares to Granapati at Tiruppanandal.
In this they said, “ In reply to your letter of the 5th March last,
we both considered and wrote that either of us who might be
You have again written
ordered by you to come would come.
that we both should consider and write.

I,

Aiyarappa, will come

and conduct myself according to your orders.
Ramalinga will,
affairs
after
the
at Benares.”
charity
according to custom, look

Exhibit

955 is a letter, dated the 8th

May

1836, from

Aiya

rappa to Ganapati. It said, “In your holy letter of the 26th
April, it is mentioned that if Ramalinga Tambiran intends to come,
a letter with his signature should be sent.

It

appears that that

‘
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ernu

Suamna
PANDARA

Banana:
0.

Kannasﬁnu

Tasman.

Tambiran has no mind to come.
he should come, he would come.

If

come.

If

I

he is written to strictly that
wrote

holy letter is received that

a

I

that

before

should come,

I

I

would
would

come.”

Exhibit 954 is a letter from Ramalinga to Ganapati, dated the
“ If Swami
10th May 1836.
should come,
Avergal order that

I would

I

come.”

Exhibit

957 is a letter from Ramalinga to Ganapati, dated the

25th August

1836.

He

“A

says,

starting, that is, 19th September

Exhibit

958 is a letter,

I

dated the 30th September 1837, from
“ You wrote that
you reached Kolla

that in

on

four days you would go to
Zemindéri) .”

In

ﬁxed for my
shall start then.”

day has been

1836.

Ganapati to Ramalinga.
kundai (Karvetnagar Zemindéri)
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the

17th

September,

Nimilapadi

.

exhibits 959, dated the 3rd November 1837, and 960, under

date the 24th November 1837, Ganapati gave certain
about the aﬁairs in the villages belonging
Mutt which Ramalinga was visiting.

In

and

(Venkatagiri

directions

to the Tiruppanandal

exhibits 960 and 961, dated the 24th and the 30th Nov
Ganapati censured Ramalinga for delay and gave

ember 1837,

orders about certain

Exhibit
Ramalinga
suggests

villages.

964 is a letter written by Aiyarappa
at Tiruppanandal

that

trial and says,

a

at Benares to

on the 29th September

1839.

It

junior should not be appointed without actual
“Though you were doing business at Benares for

you were sent for there and Ganapati
Swami kept you with him for a year and wrote about you to this
place and on deep consideration made up his mind.”

the

space of 15 years,

Exhibit

April

from Aiyarappa
and Ramalinga, acknowledging that Sadayappa appointed them to
management at Benares and that they acted under his orders, and
1271 is a letter,

dated

1837,

promising to act in subordination to Ganapati.
Exhibit G30 is a letter written to the Pandara

Sannadhi at

Dharmapuram by Aiyarappa at Benares: in September 1841.
It
“
did
not like to have Chokkalinga for his junior,
says,
Ganapati
'
but sent for Ramalinga from Benares.”

With these letters before us, it is not possible to treat either
the oral evidence or exhibits R18 and W24 relied upon for the
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Gums
appellant, as showing that the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharma
Sausasnns
or
as
the
Ganapati’s
junior,
prior Pumas
puram appointed Ramalinga
managing Tambirans either at Benares or Tiruppanandal
fide, though they were all no doubt Dharmapuram men.
23.

We

J unc

from

pass on to Ramalinga’s management,
1838 to

the property of the

exhibits 153 to 159

as bond

which extended

May 1841. In his turn Ramalinga added to
Mutt at Tiruppanandal by new purchases, and
show that the purchases aggregated in value
As

be enjoyed after him in the line of disciples.

for new charities,
and a tope at

exhibit 1391 shows that

Karuppur

a

to endowments

choultry,

a

tank,

near Kumbakonam were bestowed in

Sadayappa Tambiran by the Maharaja of Tanjore in 1832,
that they since remained under Sadayappa’s management and
that of his successors at Tiruppanandal, that Ramalinga insti
tuted certain legal proceedings in connection with that property,
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upon

and that Ramalinga’s successor, Chokkalinga, continued them and
obtained a decree.
24.

It

appears further from letters which passed during Bama

linga’s management and that of his successor, exhibit Q4, dated
March 1841, R4 dated April 1841, 818 dated 1841, and X7 dated

charity was instituted at Benares by the
Zamindar of Ettiyapuram at the instance of Kandappa Desigar,
that

1850,

a certain

the Pandara

Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, but that this charity
was managed together with other Benares charities by the Tam
birans at Tiruppanandal.
They further show that this charity
was

maintained by the

that

those remittances

zamindér

were

made,

by

periodical

remittance,

and that all correspondence

in

regard to them and to other matters relating to the charity
In
passed through the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
exhibit X7, which is a letter from Tiruppanandal in reference
to this charity to Dharmapuram,

it

is

stated,“

as

the charity

was founded by Kandappa Desigar Sathya Guru, long ago,

had been there,
cannot

who

if it

by your holiness,
be got at

(the remittance in arrear) cannot be collected
his successor, your holiness may know that it

all.”

It

is clear then

that this charity was

founded at the instance of the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram,
by the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal was
presumably due to an arrangement made between the two insti
But the charity has not been
tutions as a matter of convenience.
and that its management

v.

Kmnsshn

Its. 4,000, and that they were made in his name and to

about

Sssusmn

Thurman.

-
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permanently endowed, and it is not therefore necessary
upon this part of the case further.
25. As to the ground of Ramalinga’s

x.

[VOL.

succession,

to dwell

Ganapati's

will (exhibit 4) shows that be appointed Ramalinga as his suc
cessor, in the same manner that Sadayappa appointed Ganapati.
This document describes Ramalinga as “ my junior ” in the same
way in which Sadayappa’s will described Ganapati as his junior.

In exhibit

10, Ramalinga said that he was directed by Ganapati to

serve as his junior,

and undertook to follow the arrangements

made by him in regard to the management

of properties apper

taining to, or under the control of, Tiruppanandal.
Exhibit 21 shows that the Collector of Tanjore ordered

the

miras to be transferred to Ramalinga’s name on the ground that
Ganapati appointed him, and that Ramalinga was second to
Ganapati.
348,

388 and

420

and the Zamindars of Karvetnagar
Ramalinga’s succession

as the

that the

show

Raja of Tanjore

and Venkatagiri

representative

of the

recognized
founder of

some of the important Benares and other charities managed from

In exhibit
Timppanandal.
“ senior Tambiran,”
linga’s
“ elder
to as Ramalinga’s
mentioned as “ Ramalinga’s
26.

As

348 Ganapati is described

in exhibit
brother,”

as Rama

388 Ganapati is referred
and

in exhibit

420

he is

senior.”

junior

to Ramalinga, exhibits

964 is a letter from Aiyarappa

Tambiran at Benares

to the appointment of a

964, 965, 11 and G30 relate to it.

Exhibit

to Ramalinga at Tiruppanandal

on the 29th September

premises that Ramalinga intended to take as his

linga, who was then the Tambiran
suggests

It

1839.

junior Chokka

of the Mutt at Achiram,

and

that he should be tried for some time before he is

appointed.

Exhibit

965 is another letter written by Aiyarappa

to Ramalinga at Tiruppanandal

at Benares

on the 16th October 1839.

Ad
a

is

_it

verting to the information that Ohokkalinga had already come to
“ if
appears to you that he
Tiruppanandal, the letter states,
;

worthy man, arrange for some person for the Achiram Mutt do
not elevate Ohokkalingam at once keep him under you for some
time and then make up your mind.

and decide.
ought.”

With

You

respect to this matter,

can then see what he

is

;
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dated the 25th September

duced by the appellant in evidence, throws

1841, which is pro

light

on what the Pan

'dara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram did on this occasion.
It is a
which
was
written
letter
to him by Aiyarappa Tambiran in charge
of the Mutt at Benares, and states, “ the late Ganapati Tambiran,
though he knew Chokkalinga Tambiran, was not willing to have
him

his assistant and sent for Ramalinga Tambiran from here.
Ramalinga wrote to me to say that he wanted to send for Ghokka
as

Your Sannidanam wrote
linga and have him at Tiruppanandal.
to me that you did not like that Ramalinga should have with
not only wrote to Ramalinga to act. accord
him Ghokkalinga.

I

ing to your Sannidanam’s wishes, but also wrote to Ghokkalinga.
to go back to Achiram or come over to Benares, where we might
consider what might be done.
panandal.

In

a

In

spite of this he stayed at

letter subsequently

Tirup

sent by your Sannidanam,
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you stated that,

as there was no one at Tiruppanandal to assist
Ramalinga, charities were not conducted properly, that you could
think of no other but Chokkalingam, and asked me to write to

I

wrote to Ramalinga
Ramalinga to have Chokkalinga there.
Tambiran to that effect and intimated the same to you by a letter.

In

spite of my letter Ramalinga was hesitating

Exhibit
Chokkalinga
effect:

“As

till

he died.”

that Ramalinga took an agreement from
on the 4th May 1841, and it is to the following

11

I

shows

am directed

to be your assistant

I

in looking after

shall conduct myself according to
your state and charity affairs,
" *‘ " Further,
shall go to Benares and other
orders.
your
Exhibit 5 shows that
am ordered to go.”
places wherever

I

Ramalinga

appointed

I

by his will Chokkalinga

as

his successor,

It appears then reason
and Ramalinga died in the same month.
able to conclude that the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram
did not possess or exercise any right of appointment in connection
The contention that
with Tiruppanandal until Bamalinga’s time.
not only by the documentary evi
dence mentioned
above, but also indicated by his own conduct.
If he had such right, and if Ramalinga was a mere servant, why
he had such right is negatived

seek to inﬂuence Ramalinga

the selection of Chokkalinga as unioi'.

belief at that time that the right of appointing
junior was vested in Ramalinga, and that the Pandara San—

puram indicates
a

with respect to
This procedure at Dharma

through Aiyarappa

a

nadhi could only seek to inﬂuence

Ramalinga through another,
59

Gm“

Summons
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U
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PAKDAIM

when he wanted to have at Tiruppanandal one who would serve
the Adhinam at Dharmapuram.

We may
Exhibit ()4,

Bumsmu

27.

v.

Kmnasinu

Taxman.

[VOL X.

next refer here to exhibits
dated the

N4 and 04.

3rd November 1840, advises

of the

of Rs. 10 from Tiruppanandal to Dharmapuram, and
requests that Abishekam and Nevediyam to the Adhinam deity
”
Chokkanadhaswami and “ Mahesvara Puja
may be performed on
remittance

the anniversary of the death of Kumara Gurupara Tambiran, who

founded the Mutt at Benares.

It

next gives information as to the

damage done to the crops on Tiruppanandal lands by ﬂoods, and

It

“

I

fear there would be great loss (in this season).
has to be seen what would be the grace of Giyana Sambanda

concludes thus

:

The terms Abishekam and Nevediyam
Swami in this respect.”
refer to particulars of divine worship.
Giyana Sambanda Swami
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(or Pandara Sannadhi as he is termed in the plaint) is the name
of the founder of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, and Chokka
nadha

Swami is that of the titular deity or image worshipped at

that station.
The selection by Ramalinga of Dharmapuram for the annual
ceremony to be performed for the beneﬁt of his spiritual ancestor,
Kumara Gurupara, and the invocation of the grace of the founder
of the Adhinam to avert loss apprehended from ﬂood, warrants
that Dharmapuram was regarded by the Tambiran
of Tiruppanandal as his Gurupitam (the seat of his religious

the inference

preoeptor)

and the founder of the Adhinam

or spiritual ancestor.

as

his original Guru

The allusion to the damage done to crops

by ﬂoods might have an appropriate place in a communication
either from a friend, or a subordinate, or a disciple, and we cannot
attach any probative

value to

it

as

indicative of subordination in

regard to management of endowments.
Exhibit N4, which bears date 4th October 1840, shows that the
revenue authorities required the production of grants relating to
(rent free) and shotriam (assessed with a light quit
on account of Benares charities, that Ramalinga
held
lands
rent)
produced them, and that he mentioned this circumstance in his
sarvamaniam

letter.

It

an order.

refers also to a letter received

This

from Dharmapuram

as

document is referred to as indicating the status of

in regard to endowments.

That the Tambirans at
Tiruppanandal were in a spiritual sense the subordinates of the
Pandara Sannadhis at Dharmapuram, there is no doubt.
There

a subordinate

VOL. X.]
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and disciple.
Its spiritual import,
of Dattam or gift, to which we have
is that the tambiran (disciple) is his guru’s

was the relation of preceptor

by the ceremony

as denoted

already adverted,

The footing on which they ordinarily correspond with one
another
according to the usage of the country, that of
slave
a

is,

slave.

and his master in
submission

a

and adulation

often take the place of expression of
with self-respect,
which should characterize

combined

courtesy

it
is

no matter for surprise,
spiritual sense, and
that
in
then,
many letters produced in this case, terms of abject

communications

between

friend and friend and even master and

By virtue of

the relation of preceptor and disciple, which,
both
to
law
and usage,
according
analogous to that of father
and son, the correspondence between them might appropriately
refer to matters which affect really the exclusive property of one as

is

servant.

affecting both and

of common interest.

to such matters are common as

Inquiries and replies
tokens of mutual regard,

and might be found to characterize

their correspondence, neither
any adverse claim at the time.

party contemplating however

by the status of

to these peculiarities suggested

regard

Tambirans and Pandara Sannadhis, we consider

it

Having

unsafe

to take

We

safe tests of subordination.
them

together

consider

with other unequivocal

it

mere words of subordination or occasional inquiries and replies
in regard to matters affecting the charities at Tiruppanandal as
necessary to consider

acts and declarations

and

their weight as a whole.
Taking this course, we
are not prepared to say that the inquiry and reply in regard to
the production before revenue oﬂicers of title deeds relating to
Benares charities

indicate the existence of

on the part of Dharmapuram.
28. We shall here notice

a

to determine

a
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in regard

as

legal right of control

few letters, which show that Kan

dappa Desigar, who was the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram
at this time, tried to inﬂuence the appointment of the
at Tiruppanandal,

and

presented themselves,

took advantage

junior

made

of opportunities which

to initiate such interference.

We

observed

already that Ramalinga was the ﬁrst Benares Tambiran who suc
ceeded to Tiruppanandal in supersession of his senior Aiyarappa.

Exhibit Q19

shows that Aiyarappa felt his supersession.

also shows that Ramalinga,
he had been Aiyarappa’s

soon after his elevation,

junior for

ﬁfteen

asserted that he was Aiyarappa’s master.

forgot that

years at Benares

Aiyarappa

It

and

considered

Gxnna
Ssuaaxnua
PANDABA

Sum mu:
0.

Km'nssbn
TAM 91BAN.

Gm,“
SMNADHI

Kurdistan

T‘mm‘u‘
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that he was insulted, and that Ramalinga’s conduct was incom
patible with the spiritual relation that subsisted between them as
senior and

junior tambirans

or brothers.

He

the Pandara

Sannadhi

to their

complained

Dharma

at

spiritual superior,
puram, adding that “he did not like to do duty at Benares
according to Ramalinga’s directions, and enclosing Its. 5 as a
common

present to be placed at the feet of his guru (a token of reverence
paid by a disciple to his guru), asked the then Pandara Sannadhi

for instructions.

Up

to this period the Benares Tambiran

the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal acted

in

and

concert without reference

to Dharmapuram, and the Benares tradition as to independence
prevailed.

management
produced

discord

Aiyarappa’s

between

them

supersession

of

by Ramalinga

and gave an opportunity to the

The reply, which the latter sent
is
not before us; but we observe that
to Aiyarappa’s complaint,
Aiyarappa continued to serve at Benares until Ramalinga’s
consulted him as to the appointment of
that the communications which passed
junior,
Chokkalingam
between them were characterized by the sense of the relation of
death,

that Ramalinga
as

senior

and junior brothers,

that Aiyarappa at times forgot his
in telling Ghokkalingam to go back
it,

position as a subordinate as
to Achiram, and that Ramalinga did not openly resent
though
We also ﬁnd that the Pandara
he pursued his own inclination.
Sannadhi wrote to Aiyarappa when he desired ﬁrst that Rama

linga should not take Chokkalinga as his junior, but desired
afterwards that Ramalinga should have him. These facts seem
to indicate that the then Pandara Sannadhi interfered to restore
harmony when the- Tambirans at Tiruppanandal and Benares
disagreed, and to inﬂuence the former through the latter in the
successor to whom he had no objection.
selection of

From

on Ghokkalinga’s career,

the course of management

the time of Tillanayaka

is

29. Before we enter
to summarize

it

a
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Pandara Sannadhi to interfere.

desirable

until Ramalinga’s time.

to that of the succession of Sada

yappa, there was but one managing tambiran as well at Benares

as

The latter was the junior and the former the
senior, but both belonged to the Adhinam at Dharmapuram.
On
the death of the senior, the junior succeeded, proceeded from
at Tiruppanandal.

Benares to Tiruppanandal,

from there.
successor.

and exercised supervision

and control

Exhibit 17 shews that the predecessor appointed the
Prior to the foundation of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal,
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szu

the one at Benares was the centre of supervision and control, and
Sarcasm“
the managing tambiran at that station was the recognized super
Pumas
intendent of charities and their
trustee.
After the Susana!
responsible

Mutt at Tiruppanandal

was instituted,

it became

U.

the ultimate centre

of control, and the senior tambiran and the responsible superin
tendent or trustee lived there, the junior at Benares acknowledging
himself to be his agent and acting in subordination to him. The
peculiar feature then of this period consisted in the substitution of
two centres of supervision

for one, the ancient unity of control

Mutt being constituted into a subor
dinate centre of control, and the ancient course of succession being
kept up by the appointment of the junior at Benares as the
being preserved by the Benares

successor

of the

senior

tambirans, however,

at

both

All

Tiruppanandal.
at Benares

and

the

managing

Tiruppanandal

were

and belonged to that spiritual family, of
Dharmapuram
which the founder of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram was the
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men

original ancestor; but there was no other trace of afﬁnity between
the

Mutt

and the Mutt at Tiruppanandal

at Dharmapuram

and

Benares.

From

the time of Sadayappa

to that of Ramalinga, we ﬁnd

that there were two managing tambirans, both at Benares and at
Tir'uppanandal, a senior and a junior; and the peculiar feature
of this period consisted in this double agency at each centre of
control, which was probably due to a considerable increase in the
The junior
number and value of endowments to be superintended.
at Tiruppanandal succeeded the senior, and the former was ﬁrst
nominated by the latter

will which

premised

to appoint a successor.

full

as

junior

ownership

and

then

and

an

as

successor by a

unqualiﬁed power

The ancient course of succession was pre

served by the appointment of the junior tambiran in the centre of

control.

As

before, both were Dharmapuram men and belonged to

the same spiritual family.

Judging from

the

evidence on record,

Ganapati was the ﬁrst junior at Tiruppanandal, who, on the death of
his senior, succeeded him, but at the date of his succession he was
also the senior tambiran both at Benares

and at Tiruppanandal,

In the
Aiyarappa and Ramalinga at Benares being his juniors.
of the second succession dming this period, viz., of Ramalinga,

case

that Aiyarappa, his senior at Benares, was superseded,
but Ramalinga was nominated as junior at Tiruppanandal and then
we notice

as successor.

Kssmsn'm
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the succession at Tiruppanandal

the' Mitakshara

law,

applied to the

as

The course of succession prescribed
property of a spiritual family.
by that law is that of the disciple, the preceptor, and the spiritual
in religious study and associate

who is a companion

brother,

As

holiness, belonging to the same hermitage.
brothers,

the rule of preference

is laid

between

in

spiritual

down in the following

terms :—

A

spiritual brother and associate in holiness takes the goods
A spiritual brother is one who is engaged as
of a hermit.
[having consented to become so].
associate in holiness is one appertaining to the same

a brotherly

An

companion

hermitage.

Being

and belonging

spiritual companion

a

to the same hermitage, he is a spiritual brother associate

in holiness.
on failure of these (namely the preceptor

and the rest),

any one associated in holiness takes the goods, even though
sons and other natural heirs exist.
Though in Smritichandrika,
the expressions

“

and Sarasvativilasa,

Madhaviya

”
spiritual brother and

differently explained,

“associate in holiness” are
two conditions are mentioned in them all as

indispensable, viz., that the successor must have the same precep
tor or belong to the same hermitage or spiritual family, and that
he must be an associate in religious study or work(l).
The succession at Tiruppanandal

then

must

at

all

events

in

part be referred to the special constitution of the Adhinam.

First,
possible,

the succession of a disciple

for,

as

already observed,

in its primary
none

sense is not

but the senior and the

junior Pandara Sannadhis of Dharmapuram

are consecrated

as

or preceptors, and without such consecration, no one in
this Adhinam is competent to appoint and attach a tambiran to
and the result
that every tambiran had
Pandara Sannadhi
a

is

aehariyas

it,

at Dharmapuram for his spiritual preceptor.
Next, the succession
of the preceptor was not possible, for, the usage which obtained
indicates that Kumara Gurupara, though he was
Dharmapuram
a

founder of these mutts, from
Whom succession had to be traced, and from Tillanayaka’s time

man, was

recognized

as

the real

a
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But,

(1) Smritiehandrika, chap.
Foulkos' tramhtion, s. 623.

XI,

s.

ii;

Madhaviyal, para. 48; Sarasvativilasa,
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Dharmapuram man associated

junior in
service

the administration

has been appointed

as

421

with the managing tambiran as
of the same religious charity and
The ground of succes
successor.

sion, as stated in the wills and orders issued

by Collectors and in

letters of recognition received from the representatives

of charities,

was the relation

Tiruppanandal or
Still, they as well

as

junior

of founders

and senior in the

Mutt

at

spiritual brothers and associates in holiness.
as the deeds of purchase speak of succession in

as

the line of disciples of the managing tambiran at Tiruppanandal.

The word disciple is

and refers to a spiritual
is
foundation
the
tie between the person
recognized
who initiates and the person who is initiated in the mula mantram

relation.

a

religious term

Its

or the fundamental text of the order of tambirans.

The power to
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initiate in this Adhinam being conﬁned to Pandara Sannadhis, the
relation of preceptor and disciple in the above primary sense is
not possible as between the tambirans belonging to the Adhinam.
The only spiritual relation that is possible as between them is that
of senior

and junior brothers.

Seniority,

as

recognized

among

ascetics, depends not on age, not on eminence for piety or learning,

but on the duration of time during which he has been in the holy
order.

It

is here necessary to advert to another peculiarity in the con
Its founder was the original spiritual
stitution of the Adhinam.
ancestor and achariya or guru or preceptor, and all his successors
as

Pandara Sannadhis represented the line of achariyas or precep
As between them and mere tambirans, the rule of seniority

tors.

has no application, for, by reason of his status as guru, a Pandara

Sannadhi, however young and however illiterate, whatever may be
the duration of his life as ascetic, is the tambiran’s spiritual
superior.

As

between

seniority appears in

the

a double

tambirans
aspect.

themselves,

the rule of

The senior and the junior

may have the same Pandara Sannadhi for their guru or preceptor,
or they may have different Pandara Sannadhis belonging to sue
cessive generations for their gurus. It is usual, therefore, for a
tambiran to speak of a junior in common parlance as his
disciple when he is to succeed him as belonging to a later genera
tion or as a junior in the Asramam. It is in this sense that the
senior

terms junior and disciple are applied at Tiruppanandal

to succes

This is also expressly referred to by Chokkalinga and
in exhibits 28, 29, 38, 389, and in 405. In this
Ganapati

sors.

sense they

II

call their predecessors “elder brothers” and “ seniors.”

GIYANA
SAIDANDKA

Puma“

Sum/mar
s.
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There is considerable oral evidence to show from what Pandara

GIYANA

v

Kannssa'm

Tasman.

Sannadhis at Dharmapuram each of the managing tambirans
his mantra kashayam from the time of Ganapati, there

received

is documentary evidence

that all the managing tambirans were

Dharmapuram men, that

is,

Saunasmu
Psxnsaa
Ssxsanar
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tambirans who received their mantra

kashayam originally from some Pandara Sannadhi at Dharma
puram. The Pandara Sannadhi, however, though their religious
preceptor,

was

The endowment
documents

never

the managing

trustee

at

Tiruppanandal.
deeds in regard to some of the money grants and

executed by Talagnayar to Sadayappa

in

1829 (exhibits

582 and 583) and the course of succession that has obtained show

that each had his own line of successors.

2

Sivagiyana Desigar.

3 l

Muthukumara Desigar,

4

Talagnayana Desigar.

5 l

Kandappa Desigar.

6

Masilamani Desigar.

|

Sachidananda Desigar.
7

It should

be observed here that there were

'

senior and

a

Manikkavasaka Desigar.

a

junior

succeeded the senior unless

will

dismissed

for misconduct,

and that

a

Pandara Sannadhi at one and the same time, and that the junior
was left at times by the senior Pandara Sannadhi appointing

his junior

as

his successor.

This indicates

probably the source

from which the course of succession at Tiruppanandal
nally derived.

was origi
I
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31. The subjoined table shows the course of succession in the
line of Pandara Sannadhis at Dharmapuram from the time of
Tillanayaka Tambiran.

32. As to the Pandara Sannadhi’s connection with Tiruppa
nandal and Benares, we ﬁnd, in the ﬁrst place, that the managing
tambirans at those stations were the disciples of his Adhinam;

~
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secondly,

that the ﬁrst three
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Sannadhis joined

the

managing tambirans at Tiruppanandal in guaranteeing the due
administration of money grants for some Benares charities; thirdly,
that certain payments were from time to time made from Tiruppa
nandal for religious services and for guru puja at Dharmapuram
ﬁom Sadayappa’s time, while full independence in regard to the
administration of endowments and of appointment in regard to
succession

were

openly asserted at each succession

at Tiruppa

nandal, but not challenged at Dharmapuram; fourthly, that on
the death of Sadayappa, who, as a pious disciple, was liberal in his
contributions to the Adhinam and warm in his attachment to the
Pandara Sannadhi, a tambiran and a layman suggested in 1836
to the then Pandara Sannadhi the desirability of asserting a power
of appointment; ﬁfthly, that no action was however taken im
mediately

take Chokkalinga
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sixthly, that when Ramalinga desired to
his junior, the Pandara Sannadhi wrote to

as suggested;
as

Aiyarappa to inform Ramalinga that Chokkalinga was not worthy
of being chosen by him; seventhly, that he again desired Aiyarappa
to mention to Ramalinga that he (Pandara Sannadhi) considered
that Ghokkalinga was the ﬁttest person available in the south;
and, eighthly, that Ramalinga however appointed Chokkalinga as
his successor by a will, which asserted his ownership as to endow
ments

and power of appointment

as

to succession.

It

appears,

further, that in Kandappa Desigar’s time a charity was instituted
by the Zamindar of Ettiyapuram, and that though it was entrusted
to the management

of the Pandara Sannadhi, it was in fact ever

with his consent and approval by the Tambirans
lat Tiruppanandal, and that the Pandara Sannadhi exercised no
since managed

functions, even in regard to this charity, other than being the
medium of communication between Tiruppanandal and Ettiya
puram. As to the endowment at Achiram, it was designed partly
for the beneﬁt of Dharmapuram and partly for that of Benares
and the tambiran there submitted also accounts to
charities,
though he was appointed by the Tambiran at
The result of the foregoing retrospect is that
Tiruppanandal.
until Ramalinga’s time the Pandara Sannadhi did not possess

Dharmapuram,

or exercise the power of appointing Tambirans at Tiruppanandal
or interfering in the management of those tambirans.
33. The next or third period in the history of management
is that of Chokkalinga

and

Ganapati

II,

both

of whom were
60
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under the Pandara Sannadhi prior to their succession at
Tiruppanandal, and were in a position to be inﬂuenced in their
relation to Dharmapuram more by the recollection of their former
employed

position

as subordinates

pendence of management.

Prior

than by Benares traditions as to inde
Chokkalinga was the ﬁrst of this class.

to his succession at Tiruppanandal,

the tambiran in charge
proceeded to

Achiram,

Chokkalingam was
of the Mutt at Achiram, and before he

he was employed

in the store house

at

He
Sivasilum in Tinnevelly under the junior Pandara Sannadhi.
was however taken ﬁrst on trial by Ramalingam, and continued
on that footing for nearly two years before he was appointed
junior and successor under exhibits 5 and 11.

The ground on which Chokkalingam rested his succession was
his appointment by Ramalingam as his junior and the continuance
of his relation as such when the latter died.
In exhibits 23 and
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“My

senior Kasivasi (residing at Benares) Ramalinga
Tambiran appointed me to manage all his affairs, and whilst was

24, he stated,

so

I

doing, he died of illness 0n the 4th

By exhibits

May

1841.”

26 and 27, the registry in the Collector’s books was

of Chokkalingam from that of Rama
lingam. They show that the relation as junior and senior was re
garded by the then Sub-Collcctor as the basis of Uhokkalingam’s
title. In exhibits 27 it is said, “ Whereas Uhokkalinga Tambiran
who was nominated by him (Ramalinga Tambiran) during his

transferred to the name

lifetime is entitled to everything, and no objection or claim was
made though notices

inviting

the same were duly published, we

have signed the miras register or list.

”

Ghokkalingam’s succession was intimated to, and approved by,
the representatives of some of the inﬂuential founders of charities
under the management of Tiruppanandal (exhibits 389, 405, 422
In exhibits 389 and 405, Ramalingam is referred to as
and 456).

“ your (Chokkalingam’s)

and 422,

We

as

“

have

predecessor or elder brother,” and in 404

your senior.”
already adverted

to Ramalinga’s

“

will (exhibit 5),

which describes Ohokkalingam as my junior,” and declares that
“ Chokkalingam alone is to be the full owner after my death of the
'

properties,

&c., belonging to me

......

with this succession, it was contended
34. In
the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram was the person
connection

that
who
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Chokkalinga Tambiran, and our attention was drawn to
exhibits X41, M, L, G30, and H2.

appointed

Gnu“
SAMBAXDHA
PANDARA

Susan“!
cadjan, which purports to have been
I).
Knmasllr
addressed by the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram to Chokka
Truman.
It says, “ As Ramalinga Tambiran, Dharmakarta of
lingam.
Kasi (Benares) Mutt, died on the 24th instant (Chittrai month, 4th

Exhibit X41 is

May), you

a

are appointed

this day the 25th instant

makarta of the said charities,

810.,

dhar

directed to con

and are, therefore,

of feeding,

charities

duct the customary

as the

in the sacred places

any deviation from the
The
ﬁxed scale and in accordance with the established usage.”
of Benares,

and without

Ramesvaram,

for the respondent and
we shall presently consider the evidence in regard to it.
Exhibit M is a letter written on the 28th May 1841 by Aiya
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genuineness

of this document

is denied

It
rappa at Benares to the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
refers to a letter addressed by Ramalingam, informing Aiyarappa
of Chokkalingam’s appointment by him as junior.
Ramalinga is
alleged to have said that “having been very ill for the last ﬁfteen
days, he felt that his life was uncertain, received (obtained) your
(Pamlara Sannadlzi’s) order and reported the same to the Collector
and others, and arranged for the due conduct according to usage
of the Benares

charity by Chokkalingam.”

It

refers next to a

letter, from the Pandara Sannadhi received
death, and states,

“

I

after Ramalingam’s
learned from your letter that on account of
you went with the holy crowd (dis
on the night of the 24th at 9 P.M., and

the illness of Ramalingam
ciples)

to Tiruppanandal

that on the morning of Wednesday, the 25th, you gave Chokka
lingam parivattam (head cloth) and did everything necessary, and
that you appointed him.”
“ As Chokkalinga is
says,
charity, and
you

will

The letter next contains
a new man, as Benares

as he has no experience

direct

of this place,

Kumarasamy Tambimn,

a request

and

is an important

I

request that

who comes from

here

to be

with him as assistant and do business.”

Exhibit L,

1840, was written by Aiya
Desigar, the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharma
puram. It refers to the death of Kandappa Desigar in August
1840, and throws light on the conduct of the new Pandara
dated the 19th October

rappa to Masilamani

Sannadhi in regard to Ohokkalingam’s appointment by Rama
It states that the new Pandara Sannadhi was
lingam as junior.

in favor of Chokkalingam’s

appointment,

that

“the neighbouring
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to your liking, appears

agreeable

to Ramalingam,

to your appointing

such

a

consistent with the proper conduct of the charities.
person to the management

I

is

to

and

if

Tummy.

the Pandara

I

it

v.

Kano/min

Adhinam” petitioned

Sannadhi to keep Chokkalingam at Tiruppanandal, that he asked
for Aiyarappa’s opinion, and that Aiyarappa said, “ also consent
it,

PANDABA

SASKADHI

men who were attached to the

is

Gnu“

Surmmmu
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agree

of the other

attached to the Benares charity as to you in consultation
with Ramalirigam seems meet.”
Exhibit G30
letter from Aiyarappa to the Pandara
a

is

places

the amount due to

it

It stated that the
Sannadhi, dated the 25th September 1841.
liabilities of the Mutt at Benares amounted to Rs. 50,000, whilst
was limited to Rs. 15,000, and that he sent

word to Chokkalingam through Kumarasami Tambiran to arrange
for discharging the debts due at Benares.
It next referred to

It

reluctance.

apparent

Pandara

by the

next recited

Sannadhi

with

of

letter

the contents

and

addressed from Benares to Chokkalingam at Tiruppanandal,
complained

of the latter’s silence

as an

act of discourtesy.

The

as set forth therein are, “On the death of Ramalinga
Tambiran his sannidhanam went there (Tiruppanandal) and made

contents

you the head of the mutt there, what did you place at the feet of
sannidhanam on prostrating before him? How much did you
in connection

tambiran

?

spend

What

with the

balance

funeral

ceremonies

was left in the treasury?

write to me on these matters.

of the late

You

must

Some tambirans are coming from

is

one of
mustitake Kumarasami Tambiran, who
letter
the
assistant.”
The
then
dwells
on
neces
your
them,
sity of'the head of the Mutt at' Tiruppanandal acting in harmony

here andlyou
as

it

with the head of the Mutt at Benares, and on the previous usage
was
according to which Sadayappa, Ganapati, and Ramalinga,
that took place at
It concludes with request that the Pandara
Tiruppanandal.
“
will, to avoid any misunderstanding between them,
Sannadhi
to Benares on every

transaction
a

said, wrote

decide the matter, and that he
at

Tiruppauandal

There

is

and

assist

will

order Kumarasami to remain

Chokkalingam

in management.”

us to show what passed since between

nothing before
and the Pandara Sannadhi, but Kumarasami was not

Aiyarappa

taken as junior, and the misunderstanding between Tiruppanandal
and Benares resulted in

Iinga’s senior,

a
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appointment

a

Chokkalingam’s

Aiyarappa

quarrel.

It

appears next that as Rama

urged that he was lawfully entitled
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at Tiruppanandal, that he appointed

Kumarasmi

as

Ramalinga’s successor, and that he addressed a petition to the
Collector to that effect, and that Chokkalinga made a represent
ation that Aiyarappa

and his predecessors were appointed by
and that the former acted under

the Tambirans at Tiruppanandal,

the orders of the latter (exhibit 600).
kalingam stated that the tambirans

In this
in

document

Benares,

Chok

Ramesvaram,

Chidambaram, Achiram, and Morangi were appointed from Tirup
It is further in
panandal and acted in subordination to it.
evidence

that, assisted

endeavoured

to effect a

by some of his friends, Kumarasami
forcible entry into the Mutt at Tiruppa

nandal and create a disturbance,
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that the Collector of Tanjore
interfered and protected Chokkalinga’s peaceful possession which
extended to two years, referring Aiyarappa and his nominee to
a civil suit (exhibits 787 and 788).
With Aiyarappa’s death in
July 1843 the cIOud that hung over Chokkalingam’s position as

the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal

cleared away.

These violent proceedings suggest the probable inference that
the Pandara Sannadhi did not aid Aiyarappa or favor the intro
duction of

a

Benares man

as

Chokkalingam’s junior.

35. The Pandara Sannadhi does not appear however

interfered with Chokkalingam’s management.
that either Chokkalingam or his predecessors

It

to have

is not shown

or his successors

for their management to Dharmapuram.
It was
not only as the ostensible but
the sole responsible trustee by the representatives of the

ever accounted

Chokkalingam that was regarded
also as

founders of charities.

It was

to him that the

Raj a of Venkatagiri

wrote in 1850 about the repair of his choultry at Benares (exhibit
421). . Again, it was Chokkalinga who was called upon by the

Collector of Tanjore in February 1852 to explain where and by
whom the charities founded at Benares by the Raja of Tanjore

Exhibit 457 shows like
(exhibits 603 and 604).
wise that one Varada Pillai of Madras addressed Chokkalingam
in regard to the charity at Srirangam managed from Tiruppa
were managed

We further ﬁnd from the letters numbered 351 and 356,
January and November 1844, that the representatives of the

nandal.
dated

Raja of Tanjore

the Tambiran

at Tiruppanandal as
of the charities at
administration
for the due

considered

solely responsible
Benares and the Tambiran at Benares

as

his nominee and agent.

Gruru
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They also show that it was Sadayappa Tambiran of Tiruppanandal,
who appointed

Aiyarappa to Benares.

36. Apart from the external recognition of Ghokkalingam
trustee, his own

the real
ence in

Like

his

capacity

his predecessors

of managing Tambiran at Tiruppanandal.
he made purchases in his own name, for

himself and his successors in the
tended from

Exhibit

as

and acts indicate independ

declarations

January

line of disciples, and these ex

1842 to December

1851 (exhibits 160-175).

1336 shows that he hypothecated

in 1851 two villages

in his own name and raised thereon

belonging to Tiruppanandal
Rs. 9,560.

Exhibits
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and 1399 show that he instituted legal proceed
ings in his own name in regard to endowments and other properties
under his control.
1392

Exhibits 1273—6 prove that nearly Rs. 60,000 set apart in his
will by one Pachayappa Mudaliar at Madras for certain charities
at Benares were 1nade over to Chokkalinga in 1851 under the
order of the late Supreme

Court,

as a

fund from the interest of

which the charities indicated by the testator were to be adminis
tered by the tambirans at Tiruppanandal.

In

exhibit 1273, the petition addressed by Ghokkalingam

to

the late Supreme Court on the 24th July 1848, he stated that the
“ was carried on by a principal and a
business at Tiruppanandal
deputy tambiran, the deputy being from time to time chosenv
that upon the death of the prin
cipal tambiran, he is succeeded by the deputy, who proceeds to
elect and choose a deputy to supply his place; that previous to the
and elected by the principal;

election of such deputy the principal

tambiran usually takes upon

trial the person whom he proposes to elect as a deputy, and keeps
him for some time on trial before he appoints him to the ofﬁce
of deputy; that he and his predecessors have had the sole manage
ment of the funds bestowed by charitable individuals in Southern
India, and have from time to time remitted the amount of such
contributions to agents
distributed the funds
same;

so

at

Benares,

who under his

remitted and accounted

directions

to him for the

that such agents were always entirely under the manage

ment and control of himself and his predecessors and were liable
to be removed with or without cause, and that

in fact himself and

his predecessors have always been, since the establishment

of the

MADRAS SERIES.
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the only persons responsible to the

several

charitable persons for the due application of the funds bestowed
by them in aid or support of charities.” Though the ﬁnal order
on this petition was made in 1851, it does not seem that the
Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram chose to come forward on this
occasion and assert his ownership to or control over the Mutt
though an advertisement was published in the
local newspapers at Madras, inviting all persons who desired to
claim the fund to prefer their claim.

Grnru

Saunas-nus
PANDARA
SANNADHI
1;.

KAansKm
TAXBIRAN.

at Tiruppanandal,

37.

As

the tambirans concerned

regards

tendence of endowments,

in the local superin

Chokkalingam appears to have appointed
About this time the Mutts at Benares,

them of his own authority.
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Morangi in Nepaul, Achiram in Travancore, and Ramesvaram,
acted in subordination t0 Tiruppanandal.
As to Benares, Aiya
rappa died in July 1843, and Chokkalingam directed Saminadha
Tambiran at Morangi to proceed to Benares and take charge
Exhibit 972, September 1843, shows that
of the Mutt there.
Saminadha reported

his arrival at Benares

duty as directed by Chokkalingam.

Raja of Tanjore

declined

and entered

Exhibit

in 1844 to notice

a

356 proves

on his

that the

communication from

Saminadha Tambiran at Benares, because he did not say that he
was appointed by Chokkalingam, and that Sadayappa appointed
Aiyarappa and gave him arukattu and cloth.
Exhibit 987 shows
that Ohitambaranadha, who was appointed to succeed Samiuadha,
was Chokkalingam’s subordinate,

and that the former brought to

the notice of the latter the embarrassment

caused by the creditors
of the Mutt at Benares and asked Chokkalingam to come there and

to make some arrangement.

Exhibit

See also exhibits G5 and

W5.

642, dated March 1848, shows that the Tambiran

at

Ramesvaram applied to Tiruppanandal for instructions as to feed
ing certain persons in the choultry in his charge.

Exhibit

999,

dated

March

1850,

that Chokkalingam
junior at Benares, and

shows

was asked to send a tambiran to serve as

that Chitambaranadha proposed certain arrangements in regard to
Morangi.

Exhibit
baranadha,

987, under date September

1848, proves that Chitam

the senior Tambiran at Benares,

at Tiruppanandal

to remit Rs. 25,000

asked

Chokkalingam
and thereby put an end

arising from the pressure put upon him by the
creditors of the mutt at that place.

to the annoyance

.
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May

LVOL.

X.

1850, shows subordination, and that

orders were asked for in regard to Benares and Morangi.

Exhibits

and October

964 and 965 prove that in September

1839 Aiyarappa asked Ramalinga to send a tambiran to Achiram

in

the place of Chokkalingam, when the latter was taken as

junior

at Tiruppanandal.
38. Passing on to Chokkalingam’s relation with Dharmapuram,
the ﬁrst thing that attracts

Dharmapuram.

In June

notice

is that he was

1845 he called

a

disciple of

the Pandara Sannadhi

his “father” (exhibit J5) ; and in June 1851 he said the Pan
dara Sannadhi was the common guru of hiinself and of the
Tambiran at Trichinopoly (exhibit E8). In letter Y5 addressed
to the junior Pandara Sannadhi at Tinnevelly in June 1847,
Chokkalingam said, “You ask whether it is proper for me to
charge for small articles sent from Tiruppanandal,
the

same Adhinam

Everything

I

and

here is yours.

W47, which

whilst

I belong

This is true.

Have you not taken to yourself my

soul, my body, and my property when

exhibit

well.

am treated

I became your

slave.”

In

we have

already adverted to, Sadayappa
“
Tambiran was praised as
the eldest darling and son of the
Adhinam.”
Judging of ﬁlial piety by the total amount of
contributions
Chokkalingam

made

to

Dharmapuram

demonstrated

his

from

attachment

Tiruppanandal,
far more actively

than Sadayappa did. (1) Two Katlais or special services were
instituted in the eastern and western temples attached to the
Adhinam

and Rs. 3-14-0 a month was paid
for daily midday service or puj a in those temples, besides I rupee
a month for Pradosha Katlai, or worship on the 12th day of every
at Dharmapuram,

lunar fortnight.
(2) There was another special morning service
instituted to be performed in the month of Margali (December

January) every year. (3) Chokkalingam made frequent contribu
tions on account of the expenses of guru puja at Dharmapuram,
which is the annual ceremony performed for the spiritual beneﬁt of
the founder of the Adhinam and that of his successors.
(4) There
were also remittances

made from time to time from Tiruppanandal

on account of what is called Maheswarapuja,
which is the annual ceremony performed for the spiritual beneﬁt
of the deceased Tambirans of Tiruppanandal.
Guru puja, in
which the Pandara Sannadhi is the chief actor, can only be per

to Dharmapuram

formed where the Pandam Sannadhi

is,
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may be performed at Tiruppanandal or preferably at Dharma
puram, which is the seat of the tambiran’s guru. There is con
siderable

oral

evidence

show that the expenses of the guru

to

puja at Dharmapuram were paid by the Tambirans at Tiruppa
nandal, and it is corroborated by the fact that payments were
made

this account

on

In May

from the time of Sadayappa Tambiran.

1841 Ghokkalingam sent Rs. 100 for Maheswarapuja to

In May

be performed on account of Ramalinga.

1844, he sent

Rs. 200 for guru puja at Dharmapuram; Rs. 50 in August 1847 ;
Rs. 100 in May 1848; Rs. 100 in April 1849; Rs. 30 in September
1849 ; and Rs. 150 in April 1842.
Apart from these contributions,
sundry articles were sent as presents in token or reverence for the
Pandara Sannadhi or of pious devotion to the idols worshipped
at Dharmapuram.
We further ﬁnd that the junior Pandara
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Sannadhi visited Tiruppanandal once in 1841 and again in 1846,
that the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal not only received, entertained
and honored

him

disciple should do, but also supplied to
him a number of things for his use and money for the expenses of
as a

his journey to Sivasilam in Tinnevelly.
39. In addition to making these contributions, Chokkalingam
showed great attachment to the Adhinam and interfered and
interested

puram.

himself in matters which specially related to Dharma
In 1846 and 18't7 he concerted measures to secure to

Dharmapuram certain annual income from the Adhinam lands
at Achiram.
IIn October 1847 he advised how the management
at Dharmapuram might be made efﬁcient,

would

add

to

the

dignity of

of the Pandara Sannadhi

as to

the Adhinam

what suggestion

when

the. opinion

for by District officers in

was called

administrative arrangements,
and as to several
other matters which it is not necessary to enumerate here. He
also reported to the Pandara Sannadhi what went on at Benares

regard to some

and Tiruppanandal,

in Tiruppanandal

as

if

the Pandara

matters.

His

Sannadhi took an interest

communications

highest degree deferential in tone,
exhibit J5," “ It is beyond the

so much so

were

that he

in the
said. in

power of my humble self tor-write
your praise, when you, my father, have incarnated yourself simply
because you had a desire to send millions of souls to heaven.”
These contributions, payments, professions of attachment and

of abject adulation, which we have mentioned, may
be referred to the spiritual relation that existed between the two

the tone

'
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The account now and then given of Tiruppanandal
institutions.
and Benares affairs might appropriately have a place in letters
written by a disciple to his guru, who is either believed, or defer
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assumed, to be interested

In exhibit J6,

July

dated

in him.

Chokkalingam stated to the
Pandara Sannadhi that be appointed one Saravana Tambiran as

Mutt

directed to the

1347,

at Achiram.

It

is not shown why he took

the order of the Pandara Sannadhi in regard to this appointment,
unless

it

was that the tambiran had also to manage

which

as

already shown were granted partly for the beneﬁt of the

Mutt at Dharmapuram.
With the same letter

he forwarded also an account

the lands

of receipts

and disbursements
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in connection with his pilgrimage to the sacred
of
Kuttalam
and Papavinasam.
It is not explained why
places
this was done, but we observe that it was not an account in rela
tion to his management at Tiruppanandal.
There is also documentary evidence in this period, which shows
how tambirans were attached to the Adhinam at Dharmapuram.

Exhibit U4

shows that in

July

1841 Chokkalingam asked the

Pandara Sannadhi to ordain or give mantra kashayam to certain
persons mentioned therein, in order that they might be deputed for
service in the Mutts under Tiruppanaudal.
the

Exhibit K5 proves that in July 1846 Chokkalingam wrote to
junior Pandara Sannadhi at Sivasilam to the effect that the

senior at Dharmapuram

gave mantra kashayam

only to one of

him.”
By exhibit U7, dated September 1850, Ohokkalingam asked
the junior Pandara Sannadhi to send two tambirans, who were
then in Tinnevelly, in order that he might depute them to places
several persons named by

under his supervision, Benares and Chidambaram.
In exhibit C29, dated December 1846, the junior Pandara
Sannadhi was asked to send

several tambirans, and the letter

stated that there must always be tambirans at Benares available
for service in the cause of the charities, and that it was also the
senior pandaram’s

opinion.

In exhibit 07,

dated December

1848,

junior Pandara Sannadhi for a supply of tambi
Again, the evidence shows that it was Ghokkalingam that
sent tambirans to Benares in August 1850 and directed that one
he applied to the

rans.

Kumarasami

Tambiran be deputed to Morangi in Nepaul.

It

is

also shown that when Chokkalingam desired to arsert his authority,
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he sent back the tambirans deputcd by the Pandcra Sannadhi at
the instance

of Chitambaranadhan, and sent to Benares others of

his own choice belonging to Dharmapuram.
40. There is further oral evidence that the Pandara Sannadhis

It

alone can ordain tambirans.

is conﬁrmed by the fact that
they are alone consecrated or anointed as aohariyas or preceptors,
and that there is no power to ordain where there is no such con
further supports it and
conveys the impression that on the one hand Chokkalinga consi
dered that the Pandara Sannadhi was alone competent to ordain

secration.

The documentary evidence

tambirans, and that he ought to employ Dharmapuram men,
whilst on the other, he believed that the right to appoint them
to serve in the mutts under the supervision
vested
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41.

in him.
We shall

of Tiruppanandal was

here refer to the disagreement which arose between

Chokkalingam and Chitambaranadhan at Benares, and which in the
as
result humbled both and led to the nomination of Ganapati

junior

at Tiruppanandal.

It

II

that,

appears

when Aiyarappa was

in charge at Benares, he incurred adebt of upwards of two lakhs of
rupees, and that out of this amount,
remained
charge

Both

nearly

9.

lakh of rupees still

due thereon forming a heavy
that ought to be devoted to the charities.
Tambiran and Cbitambaranadha Tambiran

to be paid, the interest

on the income

Saminadha

brought to the notice of Chokkalingam that the creditors were
growing impatient and troublesome, and that it was necessary to
arrange for paying them.
were

thus

overweighted,

his career of ostentatious

Though

the endowments

Chokkalingam, it

was said,

at Benares

continued

liberality and even failed to remit the

This dere.
collections made in the south to Benares punctually.
liction of duty on his part caused dissatisfaction and hampered the
extent in duly executing
at Benares to a considerable
The
Pandara
Sannadhi at Dharma
that
in
charities
the
place.
puram heard of this state of things, and placing himself in
communication with Chitambaranadhan, cautiously drew forth

Tambiran

which seriously compromised Chokkalin.
Masilamani Desigar,
gam’s character for efficient management.
the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, it is suggested for
from him revelations,

the respondent, interfered in Tiruppanandal ostensibly to place
the Benares charities on a satisfactory footing, but really, as the
result shows, to bring in Ganapati

II,

another

subordinate

of the
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managing Tambiran at Tiruppanan
into the con-espondence to see to what
extent this quarrel affected the previous relation between Dharma
puram and Tiruppanandal.
By exhibit $19, which refers to other conﬁdential letters,

We shall

dal.

as the

examine

Chitambaranadhan,

Chokkalingam’s

subordinate

at

Benares,

to send a letter to the Pandara Sannadhi, in order that

promised

the latter might

show

it

to Chokkalingam

and

animadvert on

his conduct in terms of severity.
It concludes with the request
that the Pandara Sannadhi would lecture Chokkalingam on his
and refrain from giving cloth to any tambiran as junior
until the writer came to the south as directed.

conduct,

at Tiruppanandal

This

document

with Chitambaranadhan, that Ohitambaranadhan
it,

correspondence

shows that Masilamaui Desigar opened a secret

and wrote as

he thought that the power of appoint

junior was vested in the Pandara Sannadhi.
Exhibit G28 shows that Ghitambaranadhan

which he promised to send, that
that he (Chokkalingam)
might be expected

in

it

ing

junior,

if

a

of

a

sent the

letter

was shown to Chokkalingam,

pointed out that his conduct was all that
the circumstances

in which

he was placed

desired him to send

a

and over which he had no control, and that the Pandara Sannadhi
suitable reply to Beuares

enclosing

there

with the letter received from Dharmapuram.
This indicates that Masilamani Desigar desired then to proceed
no further, and was satisﬁed with his having interfered to demand
an explanation and thereby used his power as the head of the

thinam

to call upon his disciple to account

management

for apparent mis

and to restore oordiality between Tiruppanandal and

Benares.

But

the letter which Chokkalingam wrote to Chitambaranadhan

at the conduct of the latter. _ He said
“
init that he did the business of the charity at Tiruppanandal
the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram,
while
under the orders
shows that he took umbrage

of
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that both wanted to humble Chokkalingam,
eagerly entered into
that Chithambaranadhan desired to inﬂuence the appointment

the Tambiran at Benares did business there under his (Chokkalin

Our attention was drawn at the hearing. to the
“under the orders of the Pandara Sannadhi at Dhar

gam’s) orders.”
expression

mapuram”

as evidence

of subordination.

The circumstances

in

which the letter was written and the Pandara Sannadhi’s position

VOL.

X
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a‘spiritual superior are the only evidence in regard to the
in which that expression was used.
as

sense

Pssnalu

That letter provoked an assertion by Chitambaranadhan of the
independence of Tiruppanandal and of subordination to Dharma
puram.

Exhibit P is

the communication addressed

by him to

Dharmapuram with reference to it and we consider it desirable to
set out at length certain statements which it contains and on which
considerable stress is laid for the appellant.
Chitambaranadhan
said—“ The statements made by Chokkalingam without remember
ing well known and well attested facts are false, because when the
ﬁrst Gurupara Swami was made a tambiran, the then Pandara
Sannadhi ordered
bathing
Benares,

in

the

bathed

him to travel to the north and return after
Ganges;

in

the

Gurupara
Ganges,

accordingly proceeded to
resumed his travels, acquired

means of conducting some charity, and submitted
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Sannadhi an account

to the Pandara

of acquisitions made by him. Thereupon
“ Get for the Adhinam
:

the Pandara Sannadhi ordered him thus

fame by going to the place wherein you acquired the means of con

Do not mix up
ducting charity and by performing charity there.
those charity funds with our resources.”
Accordingly Gurupara
Swami got leave of his guru, came to Benares and began to per
form charity.
collected
here,

From that time to this date the charity has been

splendidly.

conducted

In

order

that resources which could be
realized and sent

there might not be wasted but duly

the predecessor in this mutt visited Dharmapuram,

and

under the orders of the Pandara Sannadhi there built mutts at
Tiruppanandal

anel

in

other places.

One

of the tambirans here

charge of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal, and he was
ordered to act in accordance with the wishes of the tambiran

was placed

in

If the Tambiran at Tiruppa
managing the charities at Benares.
nandal should happen to be a senior and the tambiran here a
junior, the charity is not to be neglected by reason of this
seniority; but keeping in mind that the Benares charity is the most
important of all charities, the two tambirans conducted the charity
in harmony, but with due regard to seniority. In accordance with
this practice Ramalinga Swami, who went from here and managed
the charities at Tiruppanandal, caused the Tambiran now at Tirup
panandal to be sent for, instructed him in all necessary matters and
had everything

done

for him in accordance

with custom.

GHANA
SAMBANDHA
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forgetting all this the Tambiran at Tiruppanandul imagines that
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at Benares is his own and says it is under his control, is

it not derogatory to your dignity
In exhibit R, dated January

?

”

1850, Chitambaranadhan refer

red to a letter from Chokkalingam as containing a statement that
“
Tiruppanandal was omnipotent, and all other places were sub

ordinate to it.”

This

phase of the quarrel in which both tambirans,

whilst con

tradieting one another as to the relation between them, acknow
ledged subordination to Dharmapuram, favored the interference of
Masilamani Desigar then at Dharmapuram.
It seems that he wrote to Benares expressing
with Chokkalingam,

Kutti Tambiran, asking Chitambaranadhan
puram, and promising
conduct of the charities and to appoint

to make a suitable
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dissatisfaction

and with the regard shown by him to one
to come to Dharma

arrangement
a proper

for the due

person

as

Chok

kalingam’s junior (exhibit R). In this letter Chitambaranadhan
said that “ the honor and the fame of the charity conducted at
Benares belonged

to the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, and that as a

son of that Adhinam,

faith in the

Pandara
further assurance that he might come to
the south in expectation of a satisfactory arrangement being made.
Though this assurance was given, the Tambiran at Benares put off
Sannadhi and asked for

he placed

implicit

a

his journey to the south and made various excuses from time to
Meanwhile Chitambaranadhan complained to some of the
zamindars and to the Maharaja of Travancore that the collections

time.

made at Tiruppanandal
the latter threatened

were not duly remitted to Benares, and

to resume the village granted for the main

This

caused alarm at Tiruppa
nandal and at Dharmapuram, and for a time the esprit de amps
inﬂuencing the heads of Adhinams, prevailed against every other

tenance

of a charity at Benares.

Both the senior

consideration.

and junior Pandara Sannadhis

Chitanibaranadhan for making to outsiders revelations
which are likely to stain the Adhinam in public estimation, and
censured

Amidst these troubles
thereby checked disagreeable disclosures.
Chokkalingam’s health failed, and he also asked Chitambara

This softened Chitam
nadhan to go over to Tiruppanandal.
baranadhen who wrote to the Pandara Sannadhi in December
1850 that in the event of Chokkalingam’s illness proving serious,
the

Pandara

Sannadhi should make some temporary provision

for management

at Tiruppanandal

and invest a person with cloth

VOL.
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But Chokkalingam’s illness did

permanently after his arrival.
not then take

a serious

turn

431

as was apprehended,

and Chitambara

nadhan delayed his visit to the south until 1852. In the meantime
whom Chitambaranadhan desired to see

Kumarasami 'l‘ambiran,
appointed

as

Chokkalingam’s junior, died, and the senior Pandara

Sannadhi proceeded on a tour to Tinnevelly.
In September 1851
to Chitambaranadhan to the effect that he knew the

he wrote

history of Uhokkalingam’s management, the conduct of his agents
and the opinions of the representatives of those who endowed the
charities, that he obtained an explanation from Chokkalingam,
that he consulted

the Tambiran

be done to secure efficient

Tirunallar

at

management,

as to

what should

and that he was in com

munication with Vaidilinga Tambiran at Trichinopoly
to the Dharmapuram Adhinam (exhibit H2).
Chitambaranadhan said that Vaidilingaswami
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Chokkalingam’s junior.

This letter

vious six months no remittances

In

belonging

the same letter

would do well as

shows also that for the pre

were made to Benares,

and that

Chokkalingam said,when he was addressed :—“What is to be done ?
The endowment founded by the Raja of Pudukotta and the Zam
indﬁr of Karvetnagar have been attached and remittances are
being made to you direct from Travancore. The feeling of other
Let things take their course
endowers of charities is well known.
according to the will of God.”

In addition

to this imbecility on

that Chokkalingam
did not comply with a recent arrangement made, viz., that a ﬁxed
sum was to be sent punctually_to Benares and that Rs. 15,000
the part of Chokkalingam, the letter complained

For this

allowed to fall into' arrears.

was

amount

Chitambara

nadhan drew on Chokkalingam, who after wavering for some time
as to whether he ought to honor the draft, eventually borrowed
and paid it.
the

Chitambaranadhan asked again for an assurance from

junior Pandara Sannadhi that

made

a

proper arrangement would be

for ensuring efﬁcient management

before

he made up' his

In January 1852 he wrote to
mind to proceed to Dharmapuram.
the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram expressing his satisfaction
with the letter received from the latter that it had been arranged
that Vaidilinga Tambiran should go to Timppanandal and manage
the charities (exhibit K2). In March 1852 Chitambaranadhan
It was
had an interview with Chokkalinga at Tiruppanandal.
and
that
were
to
that
was
to
be
the
they
forgotten
past
arranged
be friends again, that Chokkalingam was to act in accordance with
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Chitambaranadhan’s opinion, viz., that Vaidilinga Tambiran was
to manage the affairs at Tiruppanandal, that Ghokkalingam was
to be guided by him, and that not a pic was to be spent otherwise

than with his consent.

Chitambaranadhan

reported

this

fact

to the Pandara Sannadhi, who was then on his tour, and asked him
to send

Vaidilinga Tambiran

to Tiruppanandal from Trichinopoly.

To his surprise he got no reply. In his letter exhibit N2 he reminded
the Pandara Sannadhi of the assurance he had given to induce him
to come from Benares,

spoke of the present indifference as a mis

fortune, and said he had to go back to Benares on the 10th April.
In June 1852 he acknowledged the receipt of a letter asking him
to go to Dharmapuram in order that the Pandara Sannadhi might
settle in consultation with him what was to be done

Tiruppanandal matters.

He

in regard

to

excused himself and said that he had
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written to Chokkalingam that the latter should come with Ganapati
Tambiran to Dharmapuram, and requested that the Pandara San
nadhi would order Ganapati to do business at Tiruppanandal as
Exhibit 02 shows that shortly after Chitambaranadhan’s
junior.
return to Benares, he heard that Chokkalingam died and Ganapati
succeeded him and wrote the letter exhibit P2 to the Pandara
Sannadhi thus
cloth.

:

“Your Sannidhanam

Give him such advice

as may

has invested Ganapati
be necessary

with

and protect

him.),
42. We shall here consider what advance was made by Dharma

puram in regard to the nature of its relation to Tiruppanandal.
It will be remembered that exhibits R19 and W24 indicated in
1836 what that relation ought to be

in

order that the inﬂuence

and interests of Dharmapuram might prevail at Tiruppanandal.
There was then no opportunity for interference and no action
i

was apparently taken.

Aiyarappa’s

and Ramalingam’s

supersession

self-assertion

Kandappa Desigar told Ramalingam
not to deny the consideration due to his senior and to act in
This
harmony with him. This was the ﬁrst form of interference.

created the ﬁrst opportunity.

interference paved the way for frequent communications between
Aiyarappa and Dharmapuram, and he showed a readiness to advise
Ramalingam

as suggested

in regard to the
There is ground for

at Dharmapuram

appointment of Chokkalingam

as

junior.

the belief that in Kandappa Desi gar’s time the spiritual senior was

kept well in hand and played off against

his spiritual junior and

MADRAS SERIES.
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This made both look to support from Dhar
mapuram and increased its inﬂuence at Tiruppanandal.
A further step was made when Ramalingam died. Masilamani
ofﬁcial

superior.

Desigar proceeded to Tiruppanandal, and though Ramalingam
had died before he arrived after appointing, according to custom,
Chokkalingam

his successor, the Pandara Sannadhi remained

as

to attend Chokkalingam’s installation.
sented to Chokkalingam a cloth.
disciple as a token

of blessing

On that occasion he pre

This act may be regarded by a
and congratulation, and Chokka

But

lingam appears to have treated it in this light.
Sannadhi appeared to look at it
tambiran when

he gave

him

as a present

the Pandara

made by him to a

an appointment.

In his letter

to

Aiyarappa he spoke of his having appointed Chokkalingam.
When Chokkalingam showed attachment to the Pandara San

receive support from Dharmapuram, and it was not
When Aiyarappa began to assert his right as senior
to appoint Ramalingam’s successor, the Pandara Sannadhi left

junior did not
acceded to.

him to shift for himself.
The quarrel

Chokkalingam and Chitambaranadhan
The gain from it
created another opportunity for Dharmapuram.
that Ganapati, another former subordinate of
was this, viz.,
(i)

between

5

Dharmapuram, was appointed to Tiruppanandal
(ii) the giving
of cloth was repeated for the second time; (iii) during the con
troversy both the Tambirans at Benares and Tiruppanandal ac
knowledged that they were subject to the orders of the Pandara
Sannadhi at Dharmapuram; (iv) the Tambiran at Benares fre

if

a

quently spoke of giving cloth as equivalent to appointment and
unior as vesting in Dharmapuram;
treated the power to appoint
was
not formally, appointed by
practically,
and (v) Ganapati
Dharmapuram.
The Pandara Sannadhi himself appears to have formulated the
character of his interference in his letter of the 19th May 1852 to
that

shows that the latter was told

he went over to Dhanhapuram

it

Exhibit 02

Chitambaranadhan.

if

would

be

arranged with

the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, ﬁrst, how much of the money
was to be remitted to Benares for the performance of charities;
secondly,

how much

'

of

it
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nadhi and Aiyarappa’s services were no longer needed, his sug;
gestion that Kumarasami of Benares should be Chokkalingam’s

was to be applied
.

in liquidation-of
62
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debts due at Tiruppanandal and Benares; and, thirdly, who should
be appointed

as

unior Tambiran at Tiruppanandal.

Snuumn

43. We shall now consider the relation between Tiruppanandal
v.
Kunsshn and Dharmapuram during Ganapati’s management which com
TAIBULAH .
menced on the 25th

July

1852 and extended

to the 10th Novem

ber 1853.

There is no reason for doubting that like his predecessors
Both Chokkalinga
Ganapati was also a Dharmapuram Tambiran.
and Ganapati stated that they were elder and younger brothers,
and this description implies that they were disciples of the same
On the day Chokkalin
guru or attached to the same Adhinam.
gam died, Ganapati remitted Rs. 50 to Dharmapuram and prayed
that “ Mahesvarapuja and Abhishekam and Nevediyam to Chok
kanadha and Giyana Sambauda Swami might be performed for

Special service to the idol at
Dharmapuram and to the image of the founder of the Adhinam
there on the occasion of a tambiran’s death is an indication that
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the

beneﬁt

of Chokkalingam.”

Dharmapuram was the seat of his spiritual family and ancestor.
In June 1853 he stated in exhibit E9 that the Pandara Sannadhi
“
asked for an explanation for his failure to attend the

Gurupuja”

performed at Dharmapuram about that time, that he gave an
This discloses
explanation and that it was accepted as satisfactory.
the consciousness of

a duty to attend the Gurupuja at Dharma
which
to
the relation of disciple and guru.
points
“Te may
puram,
conclude, then, that the customary spiritual relation of disciple
and preceptor continued to subsist in Ganapati’s time between

the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram

and the Tambiran

at

Tiruppanandal.
41. As to his relation to the properties appertaining to the mutt
and charities at Tiruppanandal, there was also no change. Though
the will said to have been made by Chokkalingam is not produced,
exhibits 38 and 616 show that one was considered to have existed
at that time.
However this might be, Chokkalingam stated in his
petition to the Collector (exhibit 28) that no one but Ganapati,

who was nominated by him as junior and associated with him in
the administration of the affairs of his mutt, had any connection
with his estate, and with whatever

was due by or to him.
Gana
pati's conduct until his death in buying lands for him and his
successors in the line of disciples points to the same conclusion.

VOL. X.]
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'45.
there
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to the basis on which Ganapati’s succession was rested,

Both Chokkalingam and Ganapati
the cause of succession, in exhibits 28 and 29, to the

was also no difference.

referred,

as

(3mm

Summons
Pumas-A

Summm
v.

Kasmsbn
spiritual relation as elder and younger brothers, to the appointment
Tmsmm.
of Ganapati by Chokkalingam as his junior and to Ganapati’s asso
ciation as such in the administration at Tiruppanandal according

In his

June

1852, Chokkalingam

After consulting Chitambaranadhan

we sent for Ganapati

to custom.
said

:——“

Tambiran

letter, dated the 19th

who was managing the affairs

of the mutt be10nging

at Chitambaram,

so that he might manage the charity
our junior, and gave him cloth on the 5th June,
and he has accordingly been looking after the affairs relating

to us

affairs well,

as

We

to this place.

therefore wrote to Chitambaranadha Tambiran

who had come there to visit the Maharaja who ﬁlls the position
of a parent in regard to this place, and he has made known these
For the purpose of altering the registry
in his books, the Collector recognized Ganapati’s succession in
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facts to the Maharaja.”
October

1852, and stated that no objection was raised to

notices were published inviting the same.
372 and 1449 that the then Maharaj a of

It appears

it though

from exhibits

Tanj ore, whose ancestors

founded some of the important charities at Benares and were re
garded as the patrons of the mutt from their position as former
rulers of the province, recognized the succession and sent to Gana
pati some presents as customary tokens of congratulation. The
former states

:

“ We are
very glad to learn from your letter that

during the lifetime of Chokkalinga Tambiran you were appointed
to manage all his affairs in his stead, and that you having moved
tambiran who was very pious and of good con
duct, were liked by him, and as a reward for your good behaviour
you have succeeded to his high position.” In a letter from the

with the senior

Tanj ore Palace, Ganapati’s appointment by Chokkalingam
is referred to in these terms

:——-“

Such

a person

as

unior

(Chokkalingam) has

you and appointed you for this high place.” Thus the
ground of succession, which was publicly stated at Tiruppanandal
as being in accordance with custom and accepted by the Collector

chosen

and Maharaja of Tanjore, presumably with the knowledge of the
Pandaram at Dharmapuram and without any protest from him,
was the appointment of a spiritual brother by Chokkalingam as
his junior and the association of such nominee in the administra

tion of endowments at Tiruppanandal during Chokkalingam’s life.
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wills were made, they invariably declared the junior
appointed by the senior during his life and associated with him in

Although

management

Knnmsbu
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with the power of appointment claimed by
appellant, reliance was placed on three letters, two from

46.
the

In

lawful successor, and conﬁrmed his succession.

as

connection

Chitambaranadhan, the Tambiran at Benares, and one from Chok
kalingam himself.

In exhibit 02,

dated

7th June 1852,

Tanjore,

Ghitambara

nadhan said as follows :—
“ It was written in your letter the 9th of Vyasi that

I had
I

of the Tiruppanandal affairs, that if
come soon it will be arranged with the Tambiran at Tiruppanan
been sent for on account

dal in respect of the Benares affairs, what money was to be re
mitted for the Benares charity and what was to be paid annually
towards the debt here and there, and that may go to Benares

I

according to my mind after consider
was stated in your letter of the 20th Vyasi that the
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on a junior being appointed

ation.

It

Gurupuja fell on the 27th Vyasi and the Maheswarapuja on
the next day, that should conclude my business here and come

I

there in order

that the Tiruppanandal

affairs might be considered

and settled according to my mind. But
am unable to come.
the Maharaja and

I

detained here by
shall perform the
it would be done when

I

am, as
Gurupuja in the place where
It will not be auspicious
was at Benares.

Tiruppanandal

in

the commencement

I am

the month of

Ani and

I

I

I

to appoint a

will not

junior

to

come before

If you invest Ganapati with
and make him conduct the affairs

of the month.

arukattu and sundaravadam
at Tiruppanandal within

this month,

I shall cOme

afterwards and

make an arrangement as suggested by you in regard to receipts
and disbursements and about what has to be done hereafter.

I

have written to Chokkalingam

who is at Tiruppanandal

strength of the promise made by you.

I

He will

on the

come with Ganapati

to Dharmapuram.
beg you will have mercy on the Benares
who
came to see you, and you will appoint as
and
on
me
charities
mentioned above the said tambiran to conduct business holding the

junior place at Tiruppanandal.”
Exhibit P2 is another letter

addressed by the same tambiran

to Dharmapuram from Benares

three

September 1852.

from Ganapati,

It

months

later, on the 11th

refers to Chokkalingam’s death and a letter

and goes on to say “as your Sannidhanam

has

MADRAS SERIES.
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invested Ganapati with cloth,
as

I pray you will give

443

him such advice

may be necessary and guide him.”

Exhibit H28 is

letter from Chokkalingam to the Pandaram
at Dharmapuram on the 19th June 1852, twelve days after the
date of exhibit O2, and on the same day on which the letter ﬁled
as

a

exhibit 1248 was addressed to the Maharaja of Tanjore.

states

“As

I and

sent for Ganapati Tambiran with a view to

have on consultation

appoint him

as

It

Chitambaranadhan who has come from Benares

junior Tambiran

at Tiruppanandal,

and have sent

the said tambiran to your Sannidhanam with the prayer that you

will, according

to custom, invest

him with arukattu and cloth,

also pray that the charities at Benares,

I

Rameswaram and other

places may be properly protected by your Sannidhanam.”

Exhibits, 02 and P2 should be considered in continuation of
relating to Chokkalingam’s mismanagement,
and the necessity that existed for seeming a sufﬁcient and punc
tual remittance to Benares in order that the charities there might
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the correspondence

be duly

administered,

liquidation

of the

and

debts

for making an arrangement for the
both at
had been contracted

which

The appointment of an efﬁcient
Benares and Tiruppanandal.
junior, and an understanding with the senior that he was to be
guided by his advice, was considered to be the appropriate remedy.
The name of the Tambiran at Trichinopoly was ﬁrst suggested by
and agreed to by Chitambara
nadhan, who obtained after his arrival in Tanjore the consent of

the Pandaram

at Dharmapuram

Chokkalingam to the proposal and wrote to the Pandara San
nadhi ; but the Pandaram sent no reply to his letter, and Chitam
baranadhan

fortune.

again complaining of the indifference as a mis
Exhibit 02 was written on the receipt of certain letters
wrote

in May from the Pandara Sannadhi whilst Chitambaranadhan was
in communication with the Maharaja of Tanjore. Exhibit 1448
shows that two days before exhibit 02 was written Ghokkalingam

in consultation with Chitambaranadhan appointed Ganapati as his
junior and gave him cloth. No allusion is made to this fact either
in exhibit 02 or in exhibit H28. The entire correspondence
which took place on this occasion shows that Chokkalingam in
consultation with

June and

Chitambaranadhan appointed Granapati on 5th
the feet, through Chitambaranadhan to

communicated

the Maharaja of Tanjore, and sent Ganapati on the 19th

June to

be invested by the Pandara Sannadhi with arukattu and sundara

GHANA

Saunsxmu
Panama

Susana:
v.

Kannst
TAIBIRAN.
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without mentioning
at

Tiruppanandal.
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that he was already appointed as
Having regard to the sequence of

investiture by the Pandara Sannadhi followed the
appointment previously made by the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal.
the

Having regard to the declarations of Chitambaranadhan in letters
exhibits P2 and 02, the power of appointing a junior vested in the
Pandara Sannadhif Having regard to Chokkalingam’s letter, it
conveys the impression

that he did not wish that the Pandara San

nadhi should know that Ganapati had been previously appointed at
Tiruppanandal without reference to him. Chokkalingam’s reti
possibly due to a fear that he might give offence to the
Pandaram and render his position worse than it was.
baranadhan’s declaration was possibly due to the belief that unless
he imputed power to the Pandara Sannadhi, he could not invoke his
cence was
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interference

(3th

in

cases

seek to control the admini

of necessity'and

We consider it
stration of his oﬁeial superior at Tiruppanandal.
safe to rely on the sequence of events in preference to declarations
made by parties who might be inﬂuenced by interested motives or

As to the prayer that the Pandara Sannadhi may invest
with
arukattu and sundaravadam according to custom,
Ganapati
the documentary evidence shows that only on one previous occasion
by fear.

the Pandaram at Dharmapuram gave

cloth, &c., that that was on

installation, that Chokkalingam
had been appointed junior previously, and that Ramalingam had
died after making a will in Ghokkalingam’s favor prior to the
On that occasion also the
Pandaram’s arrival at Tiruppanandal.
the occasion of Chokkalingam’s

giving of cloth followed the appointment made by Ramalingam at
Tiruppanandal according to custom.
47. In connection with Ganapati’s management we are referred
to certain letters as indicating his subordination to Dharmapuram.
In exhibit U8, dated 4th November 1852, Ganapati acknow

junior Pandara Sannadhi, and stated that
that letter and the order of the Collector in regard to the transfer
of miras reached him at the same tinie. He dwelt on this coinci
and as a token of “ your Sannidhanam’s favor
dence as
ledged a letter from the

propitious

as your humble servant.”
He promised to write to
Achiram to send to the junior Pandara Sannadhi Rs. 130, and

towards me

added that he had written
the income

to the tambiran at that place to remit

of the property there

of the Pandara Sannadhi.

so as to meet the expectations

.VOL.
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In

exhibit W8, November 1852, Ganapati referred to the state
of the season, to the balance of Rs. 2,000 which he had to remit to
Benares, and to

a

cloth which he sent to one Sundara Pillai

token of courtesy, being refused
dated

the

12th

December

junior Pandaram and

1852,

as a

Ganapati interceded

with

the

asked him to overlook shortcomings on the

part of the Tambiran at Achiram, adding that provision might be
made for better management.
It went on then to give some
information about two persons, viz., Sadaya Pillai and Apatharana
Pillai. In exhibit Y8, dated the 30th December 1852, he referred
to the state of the season and stated that he sent one Ambelavana

He next referred

to a sum of Rs.

80 due upon account to the Tambiran at Benares

and asked the

unior

Pandaram to arrange for its recovery.
Exhibit Z8 is another letter from Ganapati, dated 21st January

In this

he stated that the

Raja 0f Karvetnagar

exempted

certain lands in his possession from assessment, and that endeav
ours were being made to obtain a similar exemption from the Raja

It

of Puducotta.

gives information as to the visits of the

Raj a of

Cochin to Benares, to his having sent hundis to meet the expenses
and as to the price of paddy at Tiruppanandal.
Gan
apati then asked for information in regard to the collection of the
at Benares,

debt due by Muttapa Kristnaien.

Another group of letters pressed upon us as evidence of subor
dination consists of exihibts A9—N9.

it,

In exhibit A9, dated 7th March 1853, Ganapati advised the
Pandaram at Dharmapuram of his sending Rs. 3}, and some articles
of small value as a present in connection with the Sivaratri festival,

I

I

as was common with many other letters with the
and concluded
“
should conduct
await your commands as to how

sentence

is

a

is

This we may add
an
myself in future as your servant.”
ordinary form of etiquette observed when
person writes to a
entitled to reverence from him.
spiritual superior who
Exhibit B9,

dated

26th

March

1853,

referred

to Achiram.

Ganapati advised the junior Pandaram to obtain as much as he
could from the tambiran at that place and promised to carry out
He then stated that he was borrow
his orders to the very letter.
ing money to pay hundis from Benares, that his creditors at
a

is

Madras were demanding payment, and that his hope of obtain
loan from Vydisvaran Kovil, which
temple under the
ing
a
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He
of Dharmapuram, was not likely to be realized.
gave information about the visit to Dharmapuram of the
Tambiran at Tirunallur and the aﬁairs of an Adhinam temple in

management

Susanna then
Pumas
Susan!!!
1)

Kannass'm

Taxman.

French territory and of the temple at Tirubuvanam.
In exhibit 09, dated the 30th March 1853, Ganapati reported

junior Pandaram that

to the

the Tambiran

Kovil

at Vydisvaran

with arukattu and sundaravadam by the Pandara
Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, and then referred to the violent storm
which visited Tanjore and to the damage done by it.

was invested

Exhibit D9

is another letter dated 26th

that the Tambiran

at Achiram

Pandaram of Rs.

senior

150.

1853.

the remittance

reported

It

April

then

proceeded

It

states

to the

to give news

regarding his visit to the Tanjore Palace, the investiture of the
Tambiran at Valur, and the appointment of one Arumuga Tam
biran to the Katlai at Sheali.

then

advised

of the despatch

peculiar kind of shell used in worship,
“ 1 am
sentence
and concluded with the
awaiting your commands
'
as to how
should conduct myself as your servant.”
of
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It

a

Gauri

Sankam,

a

I

Exhibit E9
ferred to

is a letter dated 12th

a dispute

in regard

to

June

1853;

some irrigation

Ganapati re

channel

between

him and the raiyats at Painkattur, and said that he was putting
an end to it by purchasing nine velis of land belonging to his
He also animadverted on the inefﬁciency of the Tam
opponents.
biran at Achiram, and stated that be duly wrote to Benares about
He alluded to the repair of the
matters at Tiruppanandal.
kitchen at Sivasilam and stated that he had written to Achiram to
send Rs. 200 to the junior Pandara Sannadhi.
The next letter we are referred to is exhibit F9.
noted a letter from the

the latter was dissatisﬁed

thiram,

Ganapati

junior Pandara Sannadhi, intimating that
with the management

of the Tambiran

intended to proceed there and dismiss him and
appoint another in his stead. He said by way of deference that he
was not going to raise his voice against that of the junior Panda
at

and.

ram, but then added that the tambiran’s errors might be pardoned

for the payment due

that time,

oﬁering

to stand

from him.

He then

stated that he sent to Benares the

responsible

ram’s order and the account of Muttukristnayan

In exhibit G9,
to the

dated

the

4th

July

Panda

of Tenkasi.

1853, Ganapati reported

junior Pandara Sannadhi that Ramaliugakutti Tambiran

left Benares about the 28th March.

MADRAS snares.
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next to Ambalavana Tambiran at Ohidambaram,

referred

to his desire to go back to Tinnevelly

“I

from the former place.
He added:
take charge of the property there.

I

sent some one at once to

had allowed Ambalavana

Tambiran to dismiss three men on the establishment
harem

at Chidam

I think

and to employ new men as he thought proper.

he was destined

to

receive only

Li xmm

and to his actual departure

so

He

much from me.”

then

noted a letter from the junior Pandara Sannadhi declining to
do
accept Its. 200 which was offered to be sent, and remarked:
not know if you refused it as it was the money of a sinner or only

“I

naturally.
me,
to

But

I have little

be

it

it may,
about it.”

as

concern

as

It

it

is your duty to protect

then refers to the rain, and

the price of paddy in Tanjore.
Exhibit H9 is another letter from Ganapati

junior

to the
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Pandara Sannadhi, dated the 6th August 1853. He noted the
remittance of Rs. 340 to the j 1mior Pandara Sannadhi for certain
with the bones of the
to_ be performed in connection
then deceased Zamindar at Ettiyapuram when they are deposited
He noted also that the Tambiran at Achiram was
in the Ganges.
charities

told by the junior Pandaram to send Rs. 200 to Tiruppanandal,
because Ganapati undertook to pay the balance, and authorized
the Pandara Sannadhi to take Rs. 200 out
remittance.

He

of the Ettiyapuram
and stated that

to a few other matters

referred

Ramalinga was in the Mutt at Chidambaram, and that he was
suffering from a boil in the leg, adding that he would send him
over to Tinnevelly as soon as he arrived at Tiruppanandal.

The next letter to which we are referred

is exhibit

J9.

It

repeated the promise to send over Ramalinga Tambiran as soon as
he arrived, and then said

:

“

I learned the

contents of that piece of

paper enclosed in your Sannidhanam’s order

with directions that

no others should look into it.”
Ganapati referred next to the
Pandara
the
Sannadhi, to the payment of a
due
junior
debts
by
Tambiran

of Tiruvalur,

and added that
there were debts to be paid at Tiruppanandal, that the Tambiran
at Benares drew upon him, and that he could not remonstrate
with him in any way for incurring additional and improper
portion by Palaniyappa

charges.

He

concluded

with

a promise to

pay Rs. 300 in addition

to Rs. 200 which he had already asked the Tambiran at Achiram
to remit.

Exhibit K9 is

another

letter dated the 7th September
63

1853.
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Ganapati forwarded a letter to the junior Pandaram from Ghitam
baranadhan at Benares and asked for a reply saying that Chit

s-“ifmm
‘
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‘ '

The letter next

him to send the reply.

ambaranadhan desired
stated that Ganapati

four velis of land in a village

purchased

called Vadapati in order to get

rid

caused by co

of the annoyance

mirasidars in that village.

Exhibit L9

In

letter, dated

is another

October 1853.

the 16th

this Ganapati referred to the payments due from Achiram and
already made. He referred next to a letter which he

to those

wrote to Benares to induce the person that carried the bones of the

late Yettiyapuram Zamindar thither to make a favorable report
about the choultries at Benares to the then zamindar.

He then referred

to his own illness and said that he ordered

Rs. 25 to be remitted for performing

Abhishekam

to Chokka
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lingaswami at Sailapur, and Maheswarapuja for his beneﬁt and
for sending the holy ashes to him.

He

said next that Ramalinga Tambiran suffered from fever on
and was then getting

three occasions
ment,

there as soon as

In

I

better under medical treat

with the remark—“

and concluded

am pmﬁrﬂy

I shall

send

him

over

recovered.”

connection with Ramalingam we were referred to two other

letters, exhibits M9 and
the respondents,

Their

N9.

was denied by

genuineness

and we shall refer to them

in

connection

with

junior.
Ramalingam’s appointment
There is another group of isolated letters to which also it is
as

necessary to refer.

Exhibit D23

is a_letter dated 1st January 1853, from the
at Achiram to the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapu

Tambiran
ram.

110

mapuram,

remitted Rs. 100, noted an order received from Dhar
sent accounts

for

a few

months, promised to send other

of the produce which might be
Purakudi
Pannai
and
realized under
systems of cultivation.
Exhibit E23 is another letter from the same tambiran, dated
accounts,

the 16th

and stated his estimate

January

1853.

be sent to assist him

It

contained

in harvesting

that men might
lands at Achiram,

a request

the matam

and asked for instructions as to whether the harvest was to be
conducted under the amani system, or whether the yield was to
be estimated

before hand and the Purakudis

were to be left to

cut the crop.

Exhibits F23, G23

and H28 are similar reports

about harvest,

von.

mums

x]

about

as

seems.

the sale of paddy, about the probable

several

other

Adhinam

I

with the management
of the
the ﬁrst document
the tambiran said:

connected

matters

In

villages.

income, and about

I

“Need
tell you that ever since
was sent to Achiram
In the
been fairly managing the affairs of Sannidanam.”
document

he said

“

:

I am always

and

of your holiness’

I am

second

ready to set up agreeably to
and crave your forgiveness for

the instructions of your holiness
shortcomings,

I have

always deeply plunged in the meditation

In

feet.”

he said also:

the last document

“It

is just and proper that the holy Sannidanam should put up with
the faults of his subordinates and protect them.”
Now, the foregoing letters, savc those from Achiram, disclose
no unequivocal traces of agency or subordination.
As to those
from Achiram they no doubt show subordination.

It

must, how

be remembered that Dharmapuram had lands at Achiram
distinct from those allotted to Benares charities, that the tambiran
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ever,

at Achiram

managed

the

lands of both

though he acted under the immediate

institutions,

and that

orders of the tambiran at

by him, he acted

as the subordi
Tiruppanandal
nate and agent of Dharmapuram in respect of
lands.
In
connection
we
this
may mention that in Chokkalingam’s time an

and was appointed

agreement

annually

was taken from the tambiran at Achiram that he would

remit

a

deﬁnite

Dharmapuram every year

income

(J 6).

As

from the Adhinam
to the Yettiyapuram

lands to
charities

that all communications in regard to
all
on
their
and
remittances
account passed through Dharma
them
puram on the ground that those charities were originally instituted
we have already mentioned

at the instance of a former Pandara Sannadhi though managed by

Tiruppanandal together with other Benares charities.
As to management the tambiran at Tiruppanandal

did not

render any accounts to the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram at
Nor did his letters state what income was real
stated periods.
ized, how much was spent and how much was saved or otherwise
applied.

Nor

do the letters note how each charity

was progres

sing, how each temple festival was performed, and how different
Nor do they seek for instructions.
subordinates behaved.
Their

in

striking manner with the letters and reports
from agents, especially with those sent by Ramalingam when he
managed the affairs of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram during

contents contrast

the absence

a

of the Pandara

Sannadhi in

Tinnevelly

1871 and 1874, with the letters from Achiram

between

to Dharmapuram

GmxA

Smawnns
Pasnsna
SANXADIII
U.

Kaxnas/in!

Tummx.
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Barnum)!“
Paxnana

Sumamu
U

KANDAB‘II
Tau sums.

in regard

to Adhinam lands
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in Travancore and from Benares

to

They refer to matters and contain declarations
Tiruppanandal.
which do not necessarily suggest agency, and which may appropri
ately ﬁnd a place in communications from a disciple to a spiritual
“ It is your duty to protect
superior. Ganapati’s declaration that
me and

I shall

act according to your orders”

His

spiritual relation.

remittances

by a disciple to his guru,

is referable

may also be payments

to the
made

and his allusions to Tiruppanandal

matters and matters connected with Dharmapuram,

Sivasilam and

other places under their control may ﬁnd a place in correspondence
conducted

on

the

courteous

supposition that

as members

common spiritual family or of the same brotherhood,

of

a.

they took an

in the institutions under each others management.
We
are not prepared to hold that the letters mentioned above support

interest

of themselves the contention
subsisted
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agent

between

that the relation of principal and
and Tiruppanandal in

Dharmapuram

regard to the management of Benares charities.
48. The most important matter in connection with the manage
ment of Ganapati .II is the appointment of Ramalingam as his

junior

and successor.

The dispute and the litigation which ensued

and their ﬁnal adjustment have a material bearing on the question
at issue, and we shall proceed to give a brief account of them. At
this time Sachitananda Desigar was the junior Pandara Sannadhi
in Tinnevelly and Ramalingam was his sister’s son. The latter

of age, and he had been in the mutt at
If Ohitambara
Benares and employed at Morangi in Nepaul.
nadhan could be relied upon, Ramalingam was a domineering young

was

about

21 years

It
man and did not behave satisfactorily in Nepaul (exhibit R2).
appears from letter marked Q2 that Chitambaranadhan sent him
to the south in

We

April

1853 by the desire of Sachitananda Desigar.

have already seen that Ganapati informed the

junior Pandara

Sannadhi that Ramalingam had arrived at Ohidambaram and then
at Tiruppanandal, and that Ganapati would send Ramalingam to
Tinnevelly after his own recovery from his illness. It will also
he

remembered

that when Ramalingam

was

at

Chidambaram,

Ganapati received a piece of paper from the junior Pandara San
nadhi with the remark that no one else should see it (letter
marked 9, dated 13th August 1853).
On the 5th November

J

Ganapati made his will whereby he appointed Ramalingam as
his junior and successor and died on the 10th November. The
Pandara Sannadhi at -l)harmapuram addressed a petition to the
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Sub-Collector that Ganapati himself was appointed by him to the
mutt at Tiruppanandal, according to custom, that at the instiga
tion of one Arunachala Tambiran an attempt was being made by
Ganapati to appoint a young man as his successor by the name
of Ramalingam, and that an order should be issued to forbid the
infringement of the custom.
Thereupon the Sub-Collector issued
an order to the Tahsildar to see that no breach of the peace occur
red and to arrange for preventing it. The Deputy Tahsildar saw
Ganapati, who alleged that he was appointed by his predecessor
Chokkalingam,
lingam

that on the 5th November he appointed Rama

as his successor

in the

same way in which Chokkalingam

appointed him, that Ramalingam was looking after the affairs of
the mutt since his appointment, and that the appointment was in
accordance with the

of the institution.

On the 10th November Gana
(exhibits 31 and 32).
unqualiﬁed power to name his own successor
and applied to the Sub-Collector for protection, adding that the

the parties

pati asserted his

o,f

Pandara Sannadhi arrived at Tiruppanandal the previous night
in company with the Tambiran
Vydisvaran Kovil and con
mischief (exhibit 32).
On the same day Ganapati
of Kumbakonam had
and
on
the
the
Tahsildar
12th
idem
died,
muchalka taken from Ramalingam to the effect that he would be

a

templated

responsible

for the properties at Tiruppanandal.
Ramalingam
Collector for the transfer of registry to his own

applied to the

name and referred to his appointment by Ganapati as his junior.

He

denied the claim of the Pandara Sannadhi to appoint the Tam

biran of Tiruppanandal, and charged the Tahsildar of Kumba
konam with being under the influence of the latter and carrying
away twenty of his agents (exhibit 33). The Collector forwarded
Ramalingam’s application to the Sub-Collector for disposal, and
was pending before the Sub-Collector, Ramalingam exe
when

it

cuted the document

marked

H

on the 21st November 1853.

It

purports to be an agreement
Pandara Sannadhi of Dharmapuram, and

it

in favor of Masilamani Desigar, the

who had been appointed to the mangement
Benares mutt at Timppanandal, which
adhinam, has breathed his last, and
been appointed

as the

as

states:

“As Ganapati,

of the charities
is
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Thus the recog
nized usage of the place in regard to the appointment of the man
aging tambiran‘at Tiruppanandal was the point in issue between
custom

attached

of the

to the said

Ulaganadha Tambiran has

senior and myself have

been appointed

as

GXYAN'A

Sums-mm

Puma/t
Susana:
c.

Kannasll!
'l‘ausmsx.

GIYANA

Summons
Pasvsua

Susana!
v.

Kumu'an
Tnuunss'.

the

[von x.
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unior tambiran by the Pandara Sannadhi, and

as

I have been

with arukattu, sundaravadam

and cloth according to
usage and placed in the said appointment, I shall act properly and
continue to do so, according to the orders of Ulaganadha Tambi
invested

ran, who is appointed as senior, and also according to the orders
of your august presence and the usage of the Adhinam.”
The
Tahsildar then recommended that the registry of Tiruppanandal
lands be altered in the Collector’s books from the name of Gane
pati

II

to that of Ulaganadha Tambiran.

1853 Ramalingam represented

On the 3rd December

to the Sub—Collector that the

Tah

sildar of Kumbakonam, the Pandara Sannadhi, and Ulaganadha
Tambiran entered the mutt at Tiruppanandal with 50 peons, ill
treated
away

him, and thereby obtained documents from him and took
the keys from him, and that from the time the said mutt
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came into existence,

it had been the invariable custom

for the

presiding tambiran to appoint his successor if he had no hope of
living and to make a will that the successor do acquire all rights,
and for the Govermnent to accept such will.
Ramalingam sup
ported this representation by a mahazarnama from certain mirasi
dars of the taluks of Kumbakonam

and Kuttalam

(exhibit 35),
which in describing the usage stated that the unvaried custom had
been for the tambiran at Tiruppanandal to appoint as his successor
either the Tambiran of Benares or the junior tambiran at Tiruppa
nandal and to make a will in his favor (exhibit 36).
On the 27th December 1853, the Sub-Collector passed an order
in favor of Ramalingam'stating
that from the previous proceed
ings on his record it appeared
the place

used to nominate

that since 1836

a person

had been the custom also before 1836.

as his

each tambiran at

junior,

and that that

In this order

a petition is

said to have been addressed by Chitambaranadhan of Benares,

and

Ganapati is stated to have described Ramalingam as his younger
The order characterized the tahsildar’s proceedings as
strange, stated that the document marked H was alleged by
brother.

Ramalingam to have been obtained by force, and that its contents
were at variance with the custom of the institution (exhibit 38).
The miras was transferred to Ramalingam’s name.
Ulaganadha
Tambiran was displaced and he and the Pandara Sannadhi were
ordered

not to interfere with Ramalingam

These proceedings

before

the

(exhibits 39, 40, and
Revenue authorities were

43).
followed by litigation and three suits were instituted, one by the
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Pandara Sannadhi, another
and the

Ramalingam,

it

by his nominee,
raised

question

was Ganapati’s or the Pandara

versy between

in

them,

that was

according to the usage of the

We

as

and the third by

for decision was whether

Sannadi’s nominee

entitled to succeed to management
institution at Tiruppanandal.
made by the rival claimants

453

pass over the statements

then

they were made during the contro
that the litigation terminated

and observe

which was suggested by the junior Pandara
Sannadhi at Tinnevelly, and accepted both by Ramalingam at
Tiruppanandal and the senior Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
a compromise

49. The document marked H19 is the petition of compromise
ﬁled in original suit No. 3 of 1854, which was instituted by the
Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram against Ramalinga Tambiran,
and as the record of the usage of the institution then accepted by
the

Pandara

Sannadhi at Dharmapuram and the Tambiran at

it
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Tiruppanandal,

of considerable

is a document

It

importance.

is as follows :—

(Exhibit H19.)
To THE DEWANY ADALUT CIVIL Cover or KUMBAKéNAM
ZILLA.
Oriyinal Sui! N0. 3 of 1854.
Razinama presented by Muttusami Pillai, holding muktiar
nama (power-cf-attorney) from Giyana Sambanda Pan
dara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram

Adhinam, plaintiff

in

Tiagaraja Mudali, holding mukti
arnama from Kasivasi Ramalinga Tambiran of Kasi

the

said

Mutt

suit,

and

at Tiruppanandal,

defendant

in the said suit.

In

this suit brought by the said Griyana Sambandha Pan
dara' Sannadhi through his Muktiar agent to establish
his right to appoint tambiran to the Kasi

Mutt at

Tiruppanandal referred to in the plaint, and to have the
miras of the nunja and punja lands attached to the said
mutt registered in the name of the charity, the valuation
of the suit being Rs. 76,874-896, we have entered into
a compromise as follows : -—
That

as

Kasivasi

according

Ramalinga

to custom,

Tiruppanandal,

under

Tambiran

appointed
a

will of

to the

who

has

been,

Kasi Mutt

the deceased

at

Kasivasi

Ganapati Tambiran, the late incumbent of the aforesaid
mutt, has been invested, according to usage, with are.

GH'ASA

Summons

Pumas

SANRADHI
v.

Kssnass'm

Taxman.

THE INDIAN
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53:11:}?

s'“:"°"’

kattu, sundaravadam
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LAW REPORTS.
by the

Giyana
Pandara Sannadhi, the said Kasivasi Rama

Sambandha

and

cloth

said

linga Tambiran shall himself enjoy the said Kasi Mutt at
Tiruppanandal, and the nunja, punja and other lands in
its owner, and

as

dispute,

as senior

tambiran with miras

and all other rights appertaining to the same; that, when
the said Kasivasi Ramalinga Tambiran should be so
disposed as to have a junior tambiran to him, he should,
to custom,

according

send for one, suited

liking

to his

from among the tambirans who have received kashayam
(red cloth) from the said Dharmapuram Adhinam, execute
a

will,

according

to usage, in his name, and send him to

the said Dharmapuram Adhiuam

that the Giyana Sam

Pandara Sannadhi of the said Adhinam

bandha

according
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;

to

custom,

invest

shall,

that tambiran alone with

arukattu, cloth, &c., and send him; that that tambiran
himself shall be the junior (tambiran) of the said Kasi

Mutt

at

Tiruppanandal

as long

as the said

Kasivasi

Ramalinga Tambiran is alive; that he shall then become
the senior tambiran and enjoy the miras and all other
rights as those of the said Kasivasi Ramalinga Tambiran;
that we shall always conform to and
without

arrangement

deviation;

follow

the

said

and that each party

shall hear his costs of this suit.
October 1855.

(

,,

)

(

,,

)

(

,,

)

MUTTUSAMI PILLAI.
TIAGARAJA MUDALI.
SAMI SASTRI, Vakil.
M. RANGAIENGAR, Vakil.

(

,,

)

Rama Iyen, Vaki],

(

,,

)

Sundara Row, Vakil, witness.

(

,,

)

Somasuudara

(Signed)

I know.

Kavirayar, son of Sub

ramania Kavirayar
(

,,

)

of Tirukada

I

know.
yur in Peralem Taluk,
Sundaram Pillai, son of Nagalingam
I’illai, residing at Tiruppanandal
in Kumbakonam Taluq,

Filed

I

know.

16th October 1855.

(Signed)

J. SILVER,
Ag. Civil Judge.
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This

document,

it will

the power of appointment
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be observed, negatives

the ownership and

It

claimed for Dharmapuram.

succession in the senior who is duly appointed

vests the

for Tiruppanandal,

Gmm

Snnummu

Psiva

Susanna

I.

and recognizes Ramalinga’s right to appoint a junior when he Kmnssha
Tumm.
desires to have one, but declares it to be limited to the extent that

it is obligatory
Tambirans.
dara

It

on him to

select

states that when a

Sannadhi should

invest

a

junior from Dharmapuram

unior is

so appointed

the Pan

that person only and no one

with arukattu and sundaravadam.

These provisions

else

purport to be

founded on the usage of the institution.
Both parties to this appeal now repudiate this document, for it
is against the contention of both in part.
It is against the respon
a Dharmapuram man; and it is against the
appellant because it negatives the ownership and the power of
The ground on which it is impugned
appointment claimed by him.

dent because he is not
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is that it was brought about by Sachitananda

Desigar who desired to

favor his nephew, but we consider this objection to be frivolous;
for the senior Pandara Sannadhi knew of the relationship and was

perfectly free to exercise his own judgment. It is far more pro
bable that Masilamani Desigar believed that Sachitananda Desigar
knew

as

well

as he

did what the real usage had been.

The docu

ment is dated the 16th October 1855, and there was no attempt on

either side to impeach it either during Masilamani Desigar’s llife
or that of Sachitananda Desigar. We may here refer to the two
letters marked W9 and Y9 as showing the spirit in which Sachi
tananda interfered to effect an amicable

settlement.

Exhibit W9

is a letter addressed by Ramalingam t0 the junior Pandara San
nadhi on the 25th April 1854, and it shows that the latter desired
an amicable

settlement

to avoid scandal.

Exhibit Y9

is another

letter written from Tiruppanandal to Sivasilam. It states, “ your
Sannidhanam intends to allow every one his proper privilege,
If you bring the
whilst the senior Sannidhanam is avaricious.
matter to an amicable
which

will not

conclusion,

you will do

a charitable

be forgotten as long as the Adhinam

thing,

exists,

and

There is no sufficient ground shown for
lay me under obligation.”
the belief that the petition of compromise did not accurately for
mulate the recognized usage into reciprocal rights and obligations,
and we shall recur to the question later on.
50. Before we pass on to Ramalingam’s management, we shall
refer to three documents on which considerable stress was laid,
64
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Pasnana

Summit
0.

Bus-main:

Truman.

viz., exhibits M9, N9 and

H.

[VOL X.

Exhibits M9 and N9 purport

to be

letters addressed by Granapati Tambiran on the 23rd October and on
the 5th November 1853. The former is an application to the senior

Pandara Sannadhi for the appointment of Ramalingam as junior
Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, and the latter intimates the fact to

junior Pandara Sannadhi in Tinnevelly.

They are relied on
a
of
junior is vested on
appointing
power
Ganapati’s own showing in the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharma

the

as showing that the

We concur in the opinion of the Subordinate Judge that
Exhibit N9 is a post letter, and
they are open to grave suspicion.
the Post ofﬁce seals which it bears do not appear to be genuine.

puram.

In exhibit M9 Ganapati openly

stated that the

junior Sannidhanam

was anxious to have Ramalingam appointed as junior, but seeing

that junior Pandaram desired in exhibit

J

9

that the piece of paper

it is not likely that
his recommendation in exhibit M9

Ganapati would have supported
a reierence to the junior Pandaram’s wishes.

by

Again, the

con

tents of exhibit M9 are inconsistent with the representation made

in exhibit 31 by Ganapati on the 8th November, or with the petition
addressed by the Pandara Sannadhi protesting against Ramalin

Nor are they consistent with the recitals in
will,
exhibit
6, which was made on the 5th November,
Ganapati’s
the very day on which exhibit N9 was written.
Even on the
supposition that Ganapati wrote exhibit M9 lest his spiritual
superior might take offence at his not being consulted in regard
to so important a matter, it is by no means probable that he would
have proceeded to make a will before he heard from Dharma

gam’s

appointment.

The appearance of the Post ofﬁce stamps on exhibit N9,
the inaccuracy in spelling the name of the despatching station, and
puram.

a comparison with genuine letters on record which were transmitted
by post, induce us to think that it is altogether unsafe to rely on
exhibits M9 and N9.
51. As to exhibit

‘

It

H,

however,

there is no doubt that

it is

Rama
authentic.
lingam that the Pandara Sannadhi appointed Ulaganadha as Gana
pati’s successor and Ramalingam as Ulaganadha’s junior, and on
purports to contain an acknowledgment by

it,

this ground considerable stress is laid upon it at the hearing of
the appeal.
the Subordinate Judge observed that
Adverting to
was eventually found by the Magistrate to have been coerced

and that
irom Ramalingam,

it

it
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enclosed therein should be read by no one else,

was set aside and Ramalingam was
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It

restored to the senior tambiranship.
there was no satisfactory

467

was urged in appeal that

evidence to show that the document was ob

tained under coercion, that it was not set aside by any Magistrate,
and that no Magistrate had power to do so.
Exhibit 35 shows that
on the 3rd December

1853, Ramalingam repudiated the document
and complained that he was ill-treated by the tahsildar,
and that he executed it from fear.
The contents of the document

marked

H

show that he gave up his position as senior tambiran, a position to

which Ganapati raised him by his will on the 5th November, and
consented

to take up the position of a

junior under

the Pandara

Sannadhi’s nominee Ulaganadha, and they are obviously prejudi
cial to his interest.
Having regard to the relative position of the
parties at the time, we ﬁnd that a young man of about 21 years of
age had to contend

against the head of his Adhinam
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backed by his disciples and was accompanied

who was

by the tahsildar.

Again, exhibit 38 shows that the Sub-Collector refused to re
cognize it on the ground that it was inconsistent with the previous
practice of the institution as disclosed by _his records, and to alter
the registry in accordance with it.

Ganapati apprehended
at Tiruppanandal
convey

contemplated

the impression

Further, exhibit 32 indicates

tambiran in the position of
that the Pandara Sannadhi who was then

that on the 10th November even

a

mischief.

that document

These

H

circumstances

was executed probably

under fear, and to that extent corroborate
that point.

the oral evidence on

The Subordinate Judge was no doubt in error in treating the
opinion of the Revenue authorities in regard to document H as
conclusive, but we are unable to say that the circumstances

in which

the agreement was executed do not lend weight to the suggestion
that its execution was not voluntary

if not

coerced.

However this

may be, it was superseded by the petition of compromise, exhibit
H19, which, as the solemn act of the rival claimants adopted by'
a Court of Justice, must be taken to preclude

from falling back on document

H.

We

management.
52. Ramalingam succeeded Ganapati
1853

and

died on the 16th

extending over
responsible

a

pass on to Ramalingam’s

II on the

10th November

his management
When he rose to the

1880,

September

period of nearly 27 years.

position of the Superintendent

the appellant now

of Benares charities and;
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of the representative of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal, he was a young
man of about 21 years of age and designated on that ground Kutti
Tambiran.

II

He owed his position more to his uncle’s inﬂuence with
than to his position as an elderly tambiran of recognized

Ganapati
merit and piety. His career at Tiruppanandal opened with litiga
tion with his own spiritual superior, but he had the sympathy and
In exhibit T9, dated the 17th March 1854,
support of his uncle.
“ herewith return
Ramalingam said, whilst writing to his uncle,
the three letters sent in by your Sannidhanam as directed.
re

I

main fearless
feet.”

as

I depend

The litigation

I

entirely on your Sannidhanam’s holy

however

terminated in

a

compromise,

which the provisions are embodied in exhibit H19.

of

Thus through

Sachitananda Desigar’s interposition, Ramalingam’s position be
came secure and permanent.
53. The next event during Ramalingam’s management

is the

in January 1858 of his spiritual superior and opponent,
Masilamani Desigar, who was succeeded by Sachitanandha Desigar.
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death

Between 1854 and 1858 Ramalinga conducted himself so as to
avoid further collision with Dharmapuram.
It will be seen from
exhibit S10 that when the senior Pandaram died, Ramalingam
to Dharmapuram, worshipped his remains

at the burial
of
interment
was over, and took
ceremony
part in the Maheswarapuja which was performed on that occasion.
proceeded

ground, though the

This

document

discloses an effort on his part, probably under the

advice of his uncle not to withheld from his superior the customary
token of respect due to him from a disciple.
That document and
the document

marked T10 indicate that Ulaganadha Tambiran

whom Ramalingam superseded, enjoyed the conﬁdence of the
Pandara Sannadhi and had much inﬂuence at Dharmapuram at
'

that time.
54.

In

dealing with documents and transactions

lingam’s management
convenient

during Rama

to which our attention was directed,

to consider them with reference

it is

to six distinct periods.

The ﬁrst is the one already referred to, commencing with the suc
cession of Ramalingam and ending with the termination of his liti
gation with Dharmapuram ; the second is the period extending from
the date of the compromise exhibit

H19,

16th October 1855, to the

date of the death of Masilamani Desigar of Dharmapuram; the

period extends from the date of Sachitananda’s

third

succession to the end
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of 1862, when the relation between Tiruppanandal and Dharma
puram was very cordial; the fourth period extends from 1862 to
1871, during which there was disagreement

between the uncle and

the nephew; the ﬁfth period extends from 1871, when there was
reconciliation to the end of 1877; and the sixth period extends

from 1878 to the date of Ramalingam’s death in September 1880.
55. During the second period Chitambaranadhan at Benares

(i) asked the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram to forgivc him
for his past conduct, and promised to behave better for the future;
asked
(ii) referred to Ramalingam in terms of disparagement;
permission to retain one Manikkavachaka Tambiran as his junior
at Benares; (iv) sent persons to Dharmapuram to be admitted
as tambirans;

and (v) wrote about the necessity for a supply of
tambirans for service in Northern India. See exhibits R2 (8th
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November 1856), S2 (23rd April 1857), T2 (10th February 1858).
In R2 Chitambaranadhan referred to a letter received from Dhar
mapuram in which certain texts were cited to remind him of his
“ behaved
past conduct, probably during the litigation, and says:
Wroneg either intentionally, or unintentionally, the burden of
training and advancing me lies on your Sannidhanam and those of

I

another Adhinam and others have no interest in it.
you write to me

as to

how I am to

Therefore

behave hereafter,

I

if

shall do

Referring casually to Ramalingam’s conduct whilst
at Morangi, the letter says he appointed a stranger to be his suc<

accordingly.”

cessor without acting according to the wishes of those at Benares,

which it took four years to pacify. The
letter alludes next to the discharge of a portion of the debts at
Benares and says: “ Three-fomths of debts existing in Benares,
and created dissensions

Rameswaram and places belonging to the Ali/Lina)" have been paid
off through the effect of the virtues of your Sannidhanam.”
It

then suggests that “if you send m0re tambirans, it will be good.”
In exhibit 82 Chitambaranadhan said that he sent one Vydi

linga Tambiran and asked the Pandara Sannadhi to initiate him.
In exhibit T2 he complained that the Pandara Sannadhi did not
care to send even one tambiran to Benares

and that Chitambara

nadhan was alone there.
These letters are referred to as evidence of subordination.
no doubt show that

it

They

was the Pandara Sannadhi who initiated

laymen and admitted them

as

tambirans.

They

also show that

tambirans were sent from Dharmapuram for service.

It

should
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I.

however, that as Tambiran Chitamaranadhan was

Ramalingam’s senior, though

as manager

of the mutt at Benares he

The letters show also that quarrel and litiga

was his subordinate.

tion being over, Chitambaranadhan desired to ingratiate himself
with the Pandaram at Dharmapuram by professing to act in accord
This fact has to be kept in view in deter
ance with his wishes.
mining their probative force as evidence of the subordination of
As to Ramalingam’s relation
Tiruppanandal in management.
with Dharmapuram during this period, he desired to avoid friction,
and on Masilamani Desigar’s death, paid to his remains the respect
due from a disciple to those of his guru or preceptor.
56. Passing on to the third period we ﬁnd that the relation
between Tiruppanandal

and Dharmapuram became once more cor

dial, and that Sachitananda Desigar at Dharmapuram was guided

with the
It will be

that Ulaganadha Tambiran was the person whom the
former Pandara Sannadhi desired to appoint as Granapati’s successor

remembered

So long as Masilamani Desigar was
in preference to Ramalingam.
and was guided by his advice in
in
the
former
alive he conﬁded

Ramalingam’s ﬁrst effort
managing the affairs of the Adhinam.
He called Ulaganadha by the nickname
was to get rid of him.
of Perumal, accused him of extravagance and complained of his
conduct

in refusing to

accept from him a contribution of Rs. 100

towards the expenses of Maheswarapuj a performed

on the death of

In exhibit E11 he advised
Masilamani Desigar (T10 and U10).
the Pandara Sannadhi not to repose conﬁdence in the opposite
party, and in exhibit M11 he characterized Ulaganadha as a wolf
in sheep’s skin. In the result Ramalingam displaced Ulaganadha
as the trusted adviser at Dharmapuram and the latter stayed at
Tiruvadutorai (exhibit W11, 11th September 1861).
57. Another event of this period is that Ramalingam became
very inﬂuential at Dharmapuram and actively interfered in its
management.

He

advised the Pandara Sannadhi to cancel a lease

granted with respect to the Adhinam lands at Kumbakonam, sent
men to give evidence at Kumbakonam, recommended a person for
an appointment in the Adhinam, suggested that the Tambiran at
Vydisvaran Kovil be not changed, and communicated with Dhar
in regard to various other matters which it
for
the
purposes of this appeal to enumerate.
sary

mapuram

_is
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by Ramalingam’s advice in many matters connected
administration of properties belonging to the Adhinam.

not neces
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1858 Ramalingam remitted Rs. 100 for the Guru

puja at Dharmapuram (exhibit Y10).
ary 1859) he noted with pleasure the

In exhibit A11

(21st

J

anu

of the festival in

Susana:

grand scale. In exhibit
W11, dated 11th September 1861, he referred to the arrival of the
junior Pandaram at Tiruppanandal and the performance of Puja

Kssmsbu
Tasman.

celebration

honor of the founder of the Adhinam on

a

and Maheswarapuja on a grand scale, and in exhibit X11 he asked
for a palanquin to be supplied for the use of the junior Pandara

In exhibit A12,
journey to Tinnevelly.
a silk cloth as desired by the Pandara

Sannadhi

during his

December

1861, he sent

Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, and with exhibit C12, 12th January
1862, he remitted Rs. 200 as a contribution to a festival at Dharma
Thus during this period Ramalingam’s contributions and
other acts as a disciple of Dharmapuram were similar to those of

puram.

his predecessors.
59.
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As

to the relation between

Chitambaranadhan at Benares

and the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, the former wrote a
long letter to the latter in January 1859, in which he gave a
detailed account of past mismanagement
the measures taken by him to remedy it.

and of

at Tiruppanandal

He

complained

of short

Ramalingam’s time and of his insolence,
letter
was
conﬁdential and that the writer intended
that
the
adding
to retire from his post (exhibit X2). In December 1859 he asked
the Pandara Sannadhi to send to Benares Subramania Tambiran if
remittances made in

with mantra kashayam, and that a few
more tambirans might be sent for service (exhibit Y2).
In July
1860 he wrote to express his satisfaction with the appointment of

the latter were invested

Arulananda

as

unior Pandara Sannadhi, and prayed that he might

be instructed to have regard for the Benares

charities (exhibit Z2).

1n exhibits A3—J 3 he reported the arrival of Subramania Tambi

ran, asked for

a new

arukattu and sundaravadum from Dharma

puram, advised of the despatch of cloths
more tambirans.

In exhibit F3,

as presents,

and asked for

dated 3rd October 1863,

(1th

baranadhan, referring to a letter from Dharmapuram, accused
again Ramalingam of waste and mismanagement, and asked for
permission

to come to the South in view to remedy

H3,

15th March

dated

1864, shows

it.

Exhibit

that the Pandara Sannadhi

complained of the conduct of Ramalingam, and that Chitambara
nadhan intended to come to the South to arrange for the due per
formance of- charities.

Thus it appears that

a disagreement

arose

v.

GHANA
SAMBANDKA

Pumas

Smamu
v.

Knmsshn

Taurus.
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between the uncle at Dharmapuram and the nephew at Tiruppa

nandal in 1863, and that Chitambaranadhan at Benares sided with
the former.
60.

This

disagreement

ing this period

no

continued

letters

from 1863 to 1871, and dur
apparently between

passed

Tiruppa

nandal and Dharmapuram.

The correspondence, however, between
It shows
Benares and Dharmapuram throws light on its progress.
that the misunderstanding deepened into open hostility and led
each party to seek to humble the other.

Exhibits

J3

and K3, dated 31st

July and 24th August

1864,

show that Ramalingam caused a letter to be written to Chitamba

ranadhan by one Vridachella Mudali, that Chitambaranadhan did
not send

reply, that thereupon Ramalingam desired
to go to Benares at once by sea and reduce Chitambaranadhan
to submission, and that the latter was determined to thwart the
a satisfactory
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former and carry out the wishes of the Pandara Sannadhi.

But

Bamalingam went to Benares, succeeded in obtaining from Chitam
baranadhan the agreement marked 586 on the 15th November
1864 and returned in 1866.
sent one Arunachella

over

the meantime

Chitambaranadhan

Tambiran to be initiated at Dharmapuram
1865) and obtained a letter from the

(exhibit L3, 21st September
Baja of Vencatagiri that the
be made

In

lands placed under attachment

to him (exhibit M3, 27th

June

1866 he forwarded a letter to Dharmapuram

1866).

would

In July

from one Subbara

mayyar on the establishment at Tiruppanandal in regard to the
management of affairs at that place, and reiterated his intention to
visit the South, to arrange for its improvement, and in July 1866
Chitambaranadhan paid a visit to Scindia and promised to come to
the South soon.
61.

In

view to check the interference

baranadhan in communication
lingam instituted

a

by Chitam

contemplated

with the Pandara Sannadhi, Rama

suit against

the former at Benares

and led to

In the
the institutionzof another suit by the latter at Trichinopoly.
former he asserted his right to manage as proprietor the mutt and
affairs at Benares and the temple of Sri Kedareswarar,
and to recover the properties belonging thereto, and rested his claim

the chattram

on his position as the mahunt and representative
quarters

Mutt

at Tiruppanandal.

of the head

The Tambiran at Benares denied

that he was an agent, and contended that the movable property and
the endowments were acquired by his predecessors, and that he was
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the real proprietor in possession and occupation by right of succes

Gmru

Ssusmnrn
PANDA“

The ﬁrst court decreed the plaintiff’s claim, but
Susana:
Court
modiﬁed the decree, giving Bamalingam
High
w.
possession of certain chattrams and gardens built or purchased out Knmsss'm
Tummy.
of funds remitted from Madras, and declaring him entitled to an
sion to his ancestors.
on appeal the

account

of

a sum admitted

to have been remitted

from Tiruppa

nandal, but holding that Ramalingam failed to make out his claim
to the possession of the mutt, temple or other property.
From this
decree Bamalingam appealed to the Privy Council, who held that
Ramalingam had failed to establish either that he was the proprietor
of the property at Benares or that the defendant was his mere

in limiting
in the decree(1).
The Judicial
Committee observed that the original foundation was admittedly at
Benares, that its object was to afford to persons either resident in
agent, and that the

High Court

at Allahabad was right
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the relief to what was mentioned

Southern India or making pilgrimages to Benares, facilities for
worship and the performance of religious duties there, and that
those facts raised a presumption

to that at Benares,

nandal was subordinate
presumption

that the establishment

might be rebutted by evidence,

at Tiruppa

that though such a

it

was not so rebutted,

and that even assuming that Ramalingam’s account as to the
establishment of the mutt at Tiruppanandal was correct, it would
by no means follow that the tambiran who migrated from Benares
to Tiruppanandal had power to alter the original constitution of
the community, or to say that Tiruppanandal should thenceforward
that the person in possession of the
foundation at Benares should be the inferior or the mere agent of

be its head-quarters,

and

the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal,

and

that the change

authority by which it was effected should
proved.

After referring

came to the conclusion

to the evidence

the

and the

have been distinctly

Judicial

Committee

that the then plaintiff failed to show either

that he was the proprietor of the property at Benares or that the
They alluded to the represen
then defendant was his mere agent.
tation made by Chitambaranadhan in support of Bamalingam’s
claim during the litigation between the latter and the Pandara
Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, and considered it to embody what
might fairly be inferred to be the true condition of things and
the true account of the constitution and relation of the mutts
at Benares and Tiruppanandal and their respective mahunts (tambi
(l) Kasbi Bashi Ramling

Swamee

v. Chitumbernath Kocmar Swamee,

20

$5

W.R.,

217.

'
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was to the effect that,

according to
a deputy or

successor to himself, he is bound to secure the consent of that of

in

the other as was done by Chokkalingam

with the

connection

Ganapati, and that he (Chitambaranadhan) sent a
letter of appointment to Ramalingam on the 28th November 1853.
appointment

In

with that representation
deed of appointment
that he received

Ramalingam’s

connection

a

as contained

of the 16th December

1853 was referred to, and

it

Samoa:

That representation

custom, when the tambiran of either mutt nominates

:of

Pumas

[VOL X.

admission

in

his letter

was also observed

consent of the other whenever he nominated

a

that the correspondence then set out in the record began in 1843.
A duty on the part of the tambiran of either mutt to secure the

junior

was the only

customary incident accepted as probable, and the relation of princi

The appeal was heard
pal and agent was held not proved.
and decided on the 12th June I873.

ex:

parte

is

suit and the decree

binding on him, but

not

is

and their successors,

it

Tambirans at Tiruppanandal and at Benares,

it

conclusive,

as between

the

who were parties to

although all the evidence

now produced was not then adduced.
62.

In

1869 Ramalingam

gained over the Tambiran

of the

a

subordinate of the
Rock Fort Temple at Trichinopoly,
at .Dharmapuram, and on the 23rd February 1869, the latter, assert

ing his independence, appointed the former as his successor. The
Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram was obliged to institute ori
ginal suit N0. 44 of 1869 in the District Court of Trichinopoly
decree declaring the appointment void and dismissing

the Tambiran at the Rock

Fort from

ofﬁce.

On the 18th August
was barred by

1870 this suit was dismissed on the ground that

it

to obtain

a

In the meantime the conduct of the
(exhibit 1396).
Sannadhi
in
Pandara
Tinnevelly was not considered to be
junior
limitation

satisfactory, and

it

engaged

the

special

attention of the senior

Pandara Sannadhi. It appears from exhibit Y3, dated the 27th
November 1871, that, acting on the view that whatever faults
tambirans might

commit

the Pandara Sannadhi should forgive

them, he pardoned Ramalingam, and was disposed to show

a
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The Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram was no party to this

similar

Chitambaranadhan
indulgence to the Tambiran at Trichinopoly.
was not satisﬁed with the policy of reconciliation which the Pandara
Sannadhi was inclined to initiate, but his remonstrance
heeded.

Whilst

the disagreement

continued

was not

and before the Pan
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dara Sannadhi became reconciled to Ramalingam, he obtained two
GUIANA
Sun/mm“
and K, one from Ohitambaranadhan
agreements ﬁled as exhibits
Pumas
Sarnnom
on the 11th June 1870, and the other from one Vydilinga Tambi

J

ran on the 16th August 1870. The former purports to have been
executed in order to mention what rights the Adhinam at Dharma

It declares
puram had in connection with the mutt at Benares.
that Chitambaranadhan was appointed by the Pandara Sannadhi’s
predecessor, that the Pandara Sannadhi was entitled to appoint a

junior and

successor to him, and to appoint the managing Tambi

ran at Morangi whenever it became necessary to appoint one. The
latter is an agreement wherein one Vydilinga Tambiran acknow
ledged his appointment by the Pandara Sannadhi as Ghitambara
nadhan’s junior, and undertook to act under his orders during his

nection with the agreement marked J, it is necessary to refer to
four letters—U3, 31st October 1869; W3, 15th March 1870; X3,
9th

July

1870, and

Y3, 27th November

1871.

They were written

when the disagreement continued,

and it_will be remembered that
there were heavy debts to be paid by the Tambiran at Benares, and

that he was 'not in

a position

to expect

remittances

from Rama

lingam in consequence of the litigation and quarrel with him.
exhibit N3, Ohitambaranadhan

referred

In

to a promise made by the

it,

Pandara Sannadhi to pay off the debt of Rs. 44,000 due by the
former in four months, and thanking him for
promised to act
according to the wishes of the Pandara Sannadhi. It 'is evident
from exhibit W3 that he was in Tanjore in March 1870, and he
states in that letter that he came from Benares

with the intention

it,

of acting according to the views of the Pandara Sannadhi, that
and that he was ready to act
there was no doubt in regard to
is

according to the orders which the Pandaram might give when he
arrived at Dharmapuram. Exhibit X3, which
dated the 9th

July

1870, shows that he had previously been to Dharmapuram and

strong

case

for the Pandara Sannadhi in view to

a

that he was then arranging for obtaining some documents in favor
of the Pandara Sannadhi from the Palace of Tanjore to make out
a

suit against

Ramalingam which was then in contemplation, and the agreement
was executed during that visit to Dharmapuram.
ﬁled as exhibit

J
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life, and to manage the mutt at Benares after his death according
to the orders which might be issued from Dharmapuram. In con

In

exhibit Y3, which he wrote

disapproved

after his return to Benares, he
of the reconciliation with Ramalingam, but added,

“I

c.
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distant country, and

He

Sannidhanam.”

stnssbn Ramalingam
Tasman.

assistance

I

rendered

when

must act according

I

[VOL X.

came there

to the wishes

from

a

of your

stated further that the Pandara Sannadhi and

were then on good terms, and suggested that Rama

lingam might be asked to write that he forgot the past and that an
The foregoing letters
arrangement should be made about Benares.
the

convey
dered

impression

that agreement

marked

J

was

obtained

for the pecuniary assistance which was ren
to Chitambaranadhan from Dharmapuram, and when there

probably

as a

price

was a desire to

strengthen

the Pandara Sannadhi’s cause against

Ramalingam, but that wheh the uncle and the nephew became
reconciled, Chitambaranadhan also desired to become reconciled
with Ramalingam.
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63. In connection with the measures taken by Ramalingam
during the period of disagreement, we may refer in this place to a
few documents and letters.
The ﬁrst group consists of exhibits 7, 8

and 12, and they relate to the appointment of one Subramania
as his junior and successor at Tiruppa
nandal.
Exhibits 7 and 8 are wills made in favor of the former on
Tambiran by Ramalingam

the 6th

July

the agreement

6th

July

March 1867, and exhibit 12 is
executed by him in favor of Ramalingam on the

1864 and on the 18th

1864.

Exhibits

7

and

8 describe

Subramania Tambiran as

“our chief disciple,” appoint him to be “the second to us during
our lifetime and conduct himself under our orders,” and declare
that “after our death he is entitled to enjoy as full owner,” and
that neither “the tambirans who have been appointed by us and
our predecessors and who are managing the charity aﬂairs nor
any other persons have any connection with our properties.” By
exhibit 12, Subramania acknowledged his appointment and under
took to act in subordination

to Ramalingam

and under his orders

during his life.
7
The next group consists of exhibits 871, 1378, 1416, 1414, and
1514, which are letters Written t0 and by Ramalingam in regard
as his junior and successor and
to Subramania’s appointment
in regard to Chitambaranadhan’s conduct.
They show that the
appointment was made because Ramalingam intended to go to
Benares, that Chitambaranadhan did not send accounts according
to custom to Tiruppanandal, that remittances to Tiruppanandal
Travancore and Cochin were suspended owing to certain
letters received from the Tambiran at Benares, and that Ramalin
from
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at Benares

and associate him in management,
ciated in management

for

is clear from documents 7, 8 and 12 that,

to Ramalingam, he was entitled

according

and arrange

to appoint

his junior

and that the junior

was his lawful

so

To this

successor.

asso

extent

the documents are not at variance with the terms of the petition of
(exhibit H19). There is no allusion to investiture
by the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, and Subramania was
It is however in
designated as Ramalingam’s “chief disciple.”
compromise

evidence that Subramania was a Dharmapuram man.

The events in evidence are

(i)

64. The next period is the one extending from 1871 to 1877.
the reconciliation between

Rama

(ii) the latter’s visit to Tin
with the conduct of the junior Pandara

lingam and the Pandara Sannadhi;
nevelly in connection
Sannadhi;
Desigar;
Benares,

Ramalingam’s management
at Dharmapuram

of the affairs of the

during the absence of Sachitananda

(iv) the death of Chitambaranadhan, the Tambiran of
and Ramalingam’s visit to that station; (v) the dismissal

of the junior Pandara Sannadhi and the appellant’s appointment
stead; (vi) the death of the senior Pandara Sannadhi and

in his

the appellant’s

succession

to him,

and

(vi)

the

disagreement

between Ramalingam and the appellant.

We already

reconciliation.

referred to exhibit

Y3 in

connection

Ramalingam resumed his duties

Dharmapuram in December 1870.

ing to custom for
January 1871 he

as

a

65.

with the
disciple

of

Articles were supplied accord

the puja at Dharmapuram (exhibit K12).
In
the
Pandaram
did
not
that
junior
complained
a

reply to his letters (exhibit L12). In January 1871 he advised
journey to Tinnevelly in connection with junior Pandaram’s con
duct, he sent to the Pandara Sannadhi

a
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Adhinam

pair of silver batons and

promised to see him at Karuppur on his way to Tinnevelly (exhibits
M12, N12 and 012). In January 1871 he remitted Rs. 100 out
of Rs. 200 due for the festival in the Western Temple at Dharma

puram performed according to custom at the expense of Tiruppa
nandal and promised to pay the remainder (exhibit P12). In
exhibit Q12, dated the 8th February 1871, he asked for infor
mation

as

to

the

balance

due on

account

of the

Uchchikala

(midday) Katlai performed at the expense of Tiruppanandal.
Another result of the reconciliation was an endeavour

to

Gmm

Smasxnns
Panama
SANXADHI
v.

Kaunas“:
Tsuamsx.
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[VOL.

X.

arrange for a conveyance from Ohitambaranadhan of the property

GIYANA

Summons

We have already men
judgment of the Privy Council in the

and the mutt at Benares to Ramalingam.

PANDARA

Summer

tioned the substance

0.
KANDABA'IX

of the

suit by the one against the other.
It appears from exhibit Q12
(8th February 1871) that Chitambaranadhan sent a draft convey

Tuamas.

ance to Ramalingam, and that the latter forwarded it to Dharma
puram with the remark that it was drawn up “ in deceitful terms.”
In exhibit R12, dated the 13th February 1871, Ramalingam said
“ do not think that in the affair of Benares,
your Sannidhanam

I

was

an

obstacle.

It

is impossible to make him (Ohitambara
he is a man of stubborn and mean disposition.

nadhan) relent as
It is his object to gain something for his expense at any cost to
others.” In the same letter Ramalingam alluded to his inter
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ference with the Tambiran at Trichinopoly

in favor of the Pandara

Sannadhi, and expressed his apprehension that that tambiran’s
conduct was fraudulent and that he might conspire with the Pan
dara Sannadhi at Tiruvavaduturai.
This shows how the uncle
and the nephew were at this time endeavouring

'

to repair the

injury

done to one another by the litigation during the time when they
had disagreed with each other and how Ramalingam regarded the
Pandara Sannadhi at Tiruvavaduturai.

As

to Sachitananda Desigar’s visit to Tinnevelly,

it

ended

in

of the junior Pandara Sannadhi, and Ramalingam
was the conﬁdential adviser of his uncle throughout the quarrel

the dismissal

and even paid

a

visit to Tinnevelly.

In his letter 013, Ramalin

gain alluded to the junior Pandara Sanna‘dhi’s remark about him,

viz. :—“ We had been trained in the same school,” and explained
it in the following terms : f‘ believe the only explanation possible

I

is that the junior Sannidhanam, having been falsely informed by
some intriguing gentlemen that
was taking measures calculated

I

to excite

their apprehensions,

might

have

that remark,

made

the same guru (achariyar) he
meaning thereby that
knew as much as myself and need not be afraid of me.” It is not
denied, and it is shown by exhibit Z2 that Arulananda Desigar
as we had

was a Dharmapuram man,

and there is therefore

Ramalingam was also a Dharmapuram man,
dent denied in his evidence that such was the

As

to Ramalingam’s management

no doubt that

though the respon
case.

at Dharmapuram, the letters

from him to the Pandara Sannadhi show distinctly

that

it

was
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as the agent or subordinate

of the

Pandara

Sannadhi, but they do not necessarily prove that the
relation of principal and agent extended also to Tiruppanandal.
The correspondence

which took place at this time shows that

and exercised eﬁicient super
Ramalingam
vision; and his reports (exhibits T12, U12, W12, X12, Z12) show
on what points and with what detail information was given and
was an able manager

orders solicited by the agent to and from the principal.

As

regards his relation to Benares and the misunderstanding

In February

him and the tambiran at that station.

between

1872 Ramalingam

desired to go to Benares,

but

was dissuaded

from going, and he then sent Paramasiva Tambiran and a clerk to
Benares to restore, as he said, order there (exhibits J13 and 620).
In October 1872 the Maharaja of 'l‘ravancore visited Benares and
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his choultry and temple

they were locked up at that time and the
charities were performed in another place.
Ramalingam feared
the
of
that if this should come to
notice
the Maharaja, and if he
;

should learn that there was misunderstanding between Tiruppa
nandal and Benares, he might put an end to Ramalingam’s man

In exhibit

agement.

S13

he asked

the Pandara

Sannadhi to

give strict orders to Chitambaranadhan and Par-amasivan to open
his charity there and to for
bear to mention to him the existence of the disagreement between
the Maharaja’s choultry, to perform

Tiruppanandal and Benares.

It

appears that there was an under

Ramalingam and Sachitananda Desigar as to
what arrangements should eventually be made in regard to Benares
[4, Ramalingam said to the
and in his letter of 28th May 1873,
“
Your Sannidhanam may recall to mind what
Pandara Sannadhi,
standing between

J

we 'have agreed upon

In May
1ingam

1873 Chitambaranadhan became seriously
went to Benares

J14, K14

It

already after a discussion

and

and

of the matter.”

ill

made some arrangement

and Rama

(exhibits

L14).

appears from exhibit 1523 that when Chitambaranadhan felt

that he was in imminent danger, he sent for Paramasiva Tambiran,
who was sent from Tiruppanandal, and placed him in possession
and handed over the keys with the request that on Ramalingam’s
arrival they should be made over to him, and that Ramalingam
arranged that Paramasivan should manage the aﬁairs at- Benares.
Ghitambaranadhan died in 1873, and the senior Pandara San
nadhi died in 1874. We have already stated that the result of

GHANA
Samnmnua
PANDARA
SANNADHI
v.

Karmssim

Tummy.
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Sachitananda Desigar’s visit to Tinnevelly consisted in the dismissal
of his junior at Sivasilam for immorality and extravagance, and
in the appointment of the appellant in his stead. Ramalingam
was in management

until

at Dharmapuram

the appellant relieved

him on the lst June 1874.
continued to be
12th December

But Ramalingam’s relation to him
cordial, and letters between 1st June 1874 and

1877 show that he continued to make contributions,

send presents, advise in connection

with the management of Adhi
affairs and correspond as if he was on terms of intimacy
On the 22nd February 1874 Subramania
with Dharmapuram.
Tambiran, who was appointed by Ramalingam in 1864 as his
nam

junior

and successor, died, and from that time until respondent’s

appointment in 1880 there was no junior at Tiruppanandal.
66. In 1875 Arulananda Desigar, the dismissed junior Pandara
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Sannadhi, impugned the validity of his dismissal by Sachitananda
Desigar, his senior, and disputed the appellant’s right of succession

This

at Dharmapuram.

dispute

led

to original

suit N0. .42 of

1875 on the ﬁle of the Subordinate Court of Negapatam, and the
matter in contest was whether the senior Pandara Sannadhi was

his junior, and whether the plaintiff in that
suit was guilty of immorality and extravagance and of conduct in
compatible with his position as a tambiran and as unior Pandara
competent

Sannadhi.

to dismiss

This litigation continued until October 1879, and both
Judge and, on appeal, the High Court, held that

the Subordinate

the junior Pandara Sannadhi was properly dismissed,
reason of his misconduct

During

and dismissal

and that by

he forfeited his

right of

of this litigation the eordiality
between Ramalingam and the appellant was interrupted and re
placed by a feeling of hostility to each other subsequently to 1877.
succession.

the progress

The ﬁrst step taken by Ramalingam during the litigation was to
make his position

at Benares

At

the close of

management

at Benares

perfectly secure.

1876, Paramasiva Tambiran, who was

in

after the death of Chitambaranadhan, returned to Dharmapuram,
and Ramalingam took advantage of this opportunity to place a
layman named Kandadai Seshaiengar in management and took
from him the agreement marked 624. This person is still in
management, and the ﬁrst matter in which Ramalingam disregarded
the ancient and recognized

usage of the institution was the substi

tution of a layman as the agent of Tiruppanandal
a senior

and a junior

in the room of

tambiran who used to manage, subject to

moms

von X.]

samas.

4n

and control of .the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal.
Gnuuur
Summons
This change does not appear to have called forth any protest from Pmnm
Dharmapuram, probably because the senior Pandara Sannadhi’s Susana:
the supervision

v.

position was in danger on account of the litigation and he did not Kxxnsss'ru
Tasman.
like to estrange Ramalingam from his cause.
The next step which Ramalingam appears to have taken to add
to his own importance was an endeavour to obtain possession of the
management

It must

of the temple at Tiruppanandal.

here that there is a temple at Tiruppanandal

be stated

besides the Benares

Mutt presided over by Ramalingam and his predecessors. From
time immemorial the temple has been under the direct management
of the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, who deputed a separate
tambiran from time to time to attend to its affairs, and the transfer
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of the management to Ramalingam appears to have been desired
by him. There is oral evidence to the effect that the appellant
declined to gratify his desire in this respect and to part with any of
his Adhinam property, and this seems to have produced a coolness.
The Pandara Sannadhi at Tiruvavaduturai assisted the plaintiff in

original suit N o. 42 of 1875 and gave evidence as his witness and
in his favor, and Ramalingam, it is stated by several witnesses
named by the appellant, went over to the other side and co-operated

with the rival Pandara Sannadhi in assisting Arulananda Desigar.
The ecolness between Dharmapuram and Tiruppanandal ripened
into hostility, and the ultimate failure of Arulananda in his litiga

As

tion tended only to deepen it.
vaduturai, it

regards the Adhinam at Tiruva

reputation for learning under
the present Pandara Sannadhi, for exhibit J13 shows that Par-ama—
siva Tambiran, who belonged to Dharmapuram, was studying there.

It

seems to have acquired

was also a rival

Adhinam,

a

for, in writing

to

Sachitananda

Desigar on the 13th February 1871 about the affairs of the temple
Fort, Ramalingam said in his letter, exhibit R12, that

at the Rock

the Pandara Sannadhi at Tiruvavaduturai

was to visit the Rock

Mutt at Trichinopoly, that the tambiran of that mutt might con
spire with the Pandara Sannadhi, and that it was necessary to send
persons

to ascertain

what

takes

place

there.

There is also an

allusion to this kind of feeling in exhibit W11 of the 11th Septem
ber 1861, in which Ulaganadha Tambiran, who was not then in
favor at Dharmapuram, is reported to have been staying at Tiruva
vaduturai. It is also in evidence that so early as between 1830 and
1840 there was the same feeling of rivalry, and that the agents of
66
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the Adhinam at Tiruvavaduturai endeavoured

for it in connection with

But

a

to obtain precedence

festival at Suchendram

on the 21st December

[VOL X.
in Travancore.

1874 Ramalingam wrote to Dharma

puram requesting that a room at Tiruvidamarudur be made over to
the Pandara Sannadhi at Tiruvavaduturai, who, he observed, “ was
the staunch well-wisher of us

all.”

During his

disagreement

with

he spoke of Dharmapuram Tambirans as inefﬁcient

the appellant

men.
Arulananda’s appeal to the High Court was dismissed on the
2nd October 1879, and in June 1880 Ramalingam became seriously
ill and he appears to have desired to make Tiruppanandal an
independent

Adhinam.

will (exhibit 9) in favor of the
and
it
is
in
these
terms:
“As we are weak through
respondent,
illness, and as Subramania Tambiran, who was appointed second
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67. On the 6th idem he made his

tambiran by means of a will executed by us on the 18th March
1867, died on the 23rd February 1874, we have appointed now
our disciple Kumarasami Tambiran the second tambiran in our
Adhinam.
The said Kumarasami Tambiran is alone to be the full
owner like ourselves of all the immovable
belonging to our Adhinam.

He is

and movable

properties

to enjoy the said properties

from disciple to disciple, and he is to conduct with all the privileges
of ownership, like ourselves, after our lifetime, all the charities
Comparing the wording of this will with that
of the wills made from 1818, exhibits 1 to 8, it will be observed
that the expressions “ and our disciple,” “and our Adhinam”

conducted by us.”

are new.

junior

By exhibits

1, 2, 3, Sadayappa

as his successor.

successor

“my junior,”

In exhibit

Tambiran appointed

4 (1838) Ganapati
and described the properties

I termed

his
his

belong
in
exhibit
5
him;
to
ing
(1841) Bamalingam designated Chokka
lingam as his junior and described the properties as belonging to
him, and in exhibit 6 (1853) Ganapati
designated Ramalin
as

II

gam as

him.

his disciple and junior, and the properties as belonging to
In exhibit 7, which is the ﬁrst will made by Ramalingam,
Subramania Tambiran “as our chief disciple,” and
the properties as belonging to our adhinam, and in

he designated
described

himself Adhina Karta, and the respondent
as his disciple, and described the properties as belonging to “ our
Adhinam.”
These new expressions are no doubt designed to
exhibit

9 he designated

cOnvey the impression

that

Tiruppanandal

was an independent

VOL. X.]
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Adhinam in regard to succession and not a disciple Adhinam in
Gm!“
Sunsxmn
the sense that the managing tambirans are Dharmapuram men.
Purim

After

the

was

respondent

appointed,

letters of recognition from the Tanjore

Ramalingam

received

Palace (exhibit 386) and

Ssxrumn

from Sankara Ohariyar (exhibit 478) and the respondent received
a letter of recognition
from the Raja of Kalastri (exhibit 412).
There were also several letters sent to the Pandara Sannadhi that
appointment was contrary to custom, and exhibit
P37 stated that even the Pandara Sannadhi of Tiruvavaduturai,

the respondent’s

admitting that the appointment was contrary to the terms of the
razinama and the custom hitherto prevailing, denied that it was
done with his knowledge.

Ramalingam died in September 1880,
appellant brought the present suit in October 1881.
During Ramalingam’s time he purchased properties under exhibits

and

the

183 to 336, which provided,
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that they were to be enjoyed
by the purchaser and his successors in the line of disciples.
as usual,

The foregoing is the summary of succession and management
at Tiruppanandal and of its relation to Dharmapuram and the mutt
at Benares from the time of Tillanayaka Tambiran, its founder,
to that of Ramalinga Tambiran, who died in September 1880.

_

The evidence on record is voluminous, and there are more than
2,000 exhibits and 150 witnesses.
Most of this large mass of docu
ments

were

admitted

by the consent of counsel on both sides.

Several of them are irrelevant and some are no legal evidence, and
the Subordinate Judge

has neither sufﬁciently set out the whole

evidence nor discriminated

between what is and what is not legal

evidence, and he has disposed of

it in

a

perfunctory manner.

In,

stating the summary of succession and management, we have
taken care to see that it rested on legal evidence and referred to
the material evidence to which our attention was directed

at the

hearing of the appeal.
68.

We now proceed

reference

to consider the effect of the evidence with

to each ground of claim.

that the mutts at Benares

It

was stated in the plaint

and Tiruppanandal, together with the

in dispute, belonged to the appellant’s
Those mutts and their endowments are described from

charities and the properties

Adhinam.

time to time in the wills left by the Tambirans of Tiruppanandal
as belonging exclusively to them.
We may here observe that the
ownership which is referred to is not to

be understood

in the sense

c.

stnsshn
TAMBIBAN.
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is intended to denote the legal relation of the head of an
Adhinam to the Adhinam endowments under his supervision and
control, and it is in this sense that both parties to this appeal haye
in the plaint and proceeded to trial.
that of
trustee, and in

What that relation

to what extent

a

the averment

understood

is

Tasman.

It

is ordinarily used in connection with private property.

it

0.

MD“!!!

in which it

is,

Gmm

Ssxssxnns
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Ssmumn
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a

a

a

mutt has larger dominion over mutt
what respect the head of
Division
endowments than an ordinary trustee, are explained by
Bench of this Court in Sammanf/m Pmulara v. Sellappa Chettiﬂ).

We

that the case suggested by paragraph
0f the
the superintendent and
this, viz., that the appellant
plaint
responsible manager or trustee of the mutts and the charities in
4-

then

is

is

it

take

is

that the right of conducting the charities in dispute and of admini
stering their endowments follows according to usage the right to
manage

It will

the mutt at Tiruppanandal.

be seen from the

70. Adverting to the appellant’s

claim that he

is

history of management already set out that such has been the
custom from 1720 to 1880.
the responsi

found that he has failed to establish
entirely concur.
ments there

As

it,

ble manager or superintendent of the Benares charities and of the
mutts at Benares and Tiruppanandal, the Subordinate Judge has

is

and

in this opinion

to the mutt at Tiruppanandal

we

and its endow

no evidence at all which shows that any contribution

was made from the funds of the appellant’s

Adhinam in connection
was Tillanayaka Tam

As observed in paragraph 11,
biran who built the Mutt a Tiruppanandal, presumably with the
funds in his possession as the managing tambiran of the mutt at
it

with them.

is

Benares, and ﬁrst purchased lands for its support to be enjoyed by
him and his successors in the line of disciples.
There
consider
able documentary evidence on the record which proves that each of

his successors made new purchases and added to the endowment
It was stated for the appellant that Tillana
from time to time.
yaka Tambiran belonged to the Dharmapuram Adhinam, and that
he established the mutt at Tiruppanandal under the orders of
Sivagiyana Desigar, the Pandara Sannadhi at that time.
(1)

I.L.R.,

2
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it

suit, though with an increased dominion over the endowments of
the mutts as explained in the decision cited above.
the case of both parties
69. We may also observe that

ma,

17s.

There
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is no doubt oral evidence of reputation to that effect, and there is
also documentary evidence to show that the former was a disciple

Assuming that there was such a consultation which
was very probable by reason of the relation between them as guru

Gums

Bsxnmmm
Panama
SANNADHX
v.

of the latter.
and disciple,

it

does not follow from

it that

the Tambi

as between

Kaxnsslm
Tummsx.

ran at Tiruppanandal and the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram,
the mutt and its endowments belong to the latter and not to the
former.

As

disclosed

by the oral evidence

to the

Mutt

at Benares the appellant’s

own case, as

adduced by him is that a Dharma

puram Tambiran, named Gurapara, an ascetic, renowned for his
and learning, and Tillanayaka’s predecessor at Benares,
the mutt there with property which he
acquired in Northern India.

piety

founded and endowed

71. The only apparent foundation then for the alleged trusteeship

of Dattam whereby each tambiran makes a
of his soul, body, and wealth to his guru (preceptor).
There is a
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is the ceremony
great

deal of oral evidence

to the effect that such a ceremony is

gone through by the Tambirans of Dharmapuram during their
ordination, and it is corroborated by the allusions made to the

spiritual slavery, which is an incident of that ceremony, by several
for upwards of sixty
managing tambirans including Ganapati

I

years.

for

Although this

a

executed,

may perhaps be a pious motive
and a reason for upholding it when it is completed and

still

ceremony

we cannot

recognize

it

as a source

of property or

legal right in those cases in which the tambiran acquiring the
property either refuses to surrender it or devotes it to charity and
It
thereby clothes it with a special trust, religious or charitable.
is provided by Act

V

of 1843,

s.

3, that no

person

who may

property by his own industry or by the exercise of
any art, calling or profession, or by inheritance, assignment, gift
or bequest, shall be dispossessed of such property or prevented

have acquired

from taking possession of it on the ground that such person or that
from whom the property may have been derived was
a slave.
It is clear, then, that the agreement of a tambiran to

the person

become the slave of his guru could have had no legal operation
since 1843, and that adverse possession on the part of the Tambi
rans at Tiruppanandal from that year is fatal to any claim which
the appellant may choose to found upon it. Nor is there any
trace in the evidence of the properties in suit having been treated

at any time either by the Pandara Sannadhis or the Managing

_
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Tambirans at Benares or Tiruppanandal as legally vested in the
Adhinam at Dharmapuram; for, from 1818, each Tambiran of
Tiruppauandal openly declared in his will when he appointed his
his successor that none but himself during his life and
none but his successor after his death had any claim either to the

junior

as

mutts at Benares and Tiruppanandal or to the charities under his
or to their endowments.

management

Further, the clause in each

from the time of the founder, Tillanayaka,
and ending with that of Ramalingam II, viz., that the property
purchased shall be enjoyed by the purchaser and his successors
sale-deed commencing

in

the line of disciples,

is inconsistent with the consciousness of

the legal import which the appellant now seeks to give to the reli

Exhibit

gious ceremony.

583, whereby the Pandara Sannadhi at
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Dharmapuram mortgaged some ddhinam property to Sadayappa
Tambiran by way of conditional sale in 1829, contains a recogni
tion that the then Tambiran at Tiruppanandal and his successors
were capable

His

of acquiring and owning property for‘ themselves.
in the Collector’s books on

silence when registry was altered

of each managing

the death

tambiran

and

the

recital in the

exhibit H19,

lead to the same conclusion.
petition of compromise,
In the light thrown on the legal effect of the ceremony by the
usage of the institution, we hold that
the properties
puram.

in

it did

not operate to convert

into those of the Adhinam at Dharma

dispute

Furthermore, the ceremony was only designed to empha

size the solemn renunciation by tambirans of all desire for wealth
and to constitute

for personal

it into

a

spiritual offence

indulgence and comfort.

It

if they own property
was certainly not

in

tended to prohibit the acquisition and possession of property in view

religious knowledge or charity for the promotion of
which the religious association itself was constituted, and it could
therefore have no application either to religious or charitable trusts
founded or accepted by tambirans.

to advance

72. As to the properties held by Ramalinga Tambiran on behalf
of the charities at Benares and elsewhere, the question who is the
trustee

of those charities must

depend

for its decision

intention of those who instituted and endowed them,

on the

as evidenced

either by endowment deeds or by usage in regard to their manage
The several endowmcnt deeds set out in connection with the
ment.
of each tambiran show that the grantee in each case,
except in that of certain money grants which we shall presently
management
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mention, was the managing tambiran at Tiruppanandal for the
time being, and the course of succession to management was, when
ever speciﬁed, that of his successOrs
have also noted that

in

in the line of disciples-

We

several of them the grantees are described

of Dharmapuram, but as remarked by the
Subordinate Judge, there is nothing in those documents to show
that they are more than words of description.
It was urged in

as being the disciples

appeal that the Subordinate

Judge did not

give due legal effect to

the endowment

deeds produced by the appellants, and our atten
tion was drawn to exhibits A, W52, E51, D53, B, C, E53, 778,

A47, 781, X52, Y46, 780, Y52, Z52, A53, Z46, B53, C53, 774,
D, E, F, G, J37, 775 and 776. On referring to them we ﬁnd
that, as already observed, the grantee is only said in several to
be the disciple of Dharmapuram.
73.

We ﬁnd, however, that exhibits W52, X52, Y52, Z52, A53,
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B53 and C53 relate to grants of money
Benares

charities,

and

on account

they purport to be documents

of certain
executed

jointly by

the Pandara Sannadhis at Dharmapuram, and the Tam
birans of Tiruppanandal and Benares undertaking for themselves
and on behalf of their successors duly to perform the charities
therein mentioned.
These documents no doubt show that the

Pandara Sannadhi was constituted
some money

but

endowments,

Judge, there is no evidence
his predecessors ever acted as

as

a

joint

remarked

trustee

by

in regard

to

the Subordinate

to indicate that the

appellant

or

or exercised any super
vision with reference to those money grants; on the other hand
the wills made by Tambirans of Tiruppanandal describe all the
a co-trustee

charities as having been under their exclusive management, and
as no one else having any claim to them; and for more than 60
the Pandara Sannadhi and his predecessors have abstained
from all interference with their administration. His present claim

years,

to management

It

limitation.
Bishu'ant

IX

therefore

be considered

to

be barred by

Privy Council in Balwant Rao
Purun Mal Okaubeﬂ), that s. 10, Act
10, Act XV of 1877 corresponds, was

was held by the

Chandra Char v.

of1871,

applicable

must

to which s.

only to suits

instituted to recover

property to the

of the endowment,,but not to suite brought to establish
a personal right to manage or in some way to control the

trusts

(1)

LR,

1o

I.A.,

90.
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of the endowment.

management
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before us there

the case

is

for the trusts of the

no question of recovering these endowments

endowments, nor was it alleged in the plaint that they were used
for any purpose other than the proper purposes of the endowments.
74. In this connection it is also necessary to refer to a charity

for the Zamindar of Yettiyapuram.

conducted

There is docu

mentary evidence showing that this charity was instituted at the
instance of a former Pandara Sannadhi of Dharmapuram, that
remittances

in view

were made to him by the zamindar from time to time

by the Tambiran at Benares

the Tambiran
charities,

and that although this charity was
under the supervision of

to its performance,

conducted

at Tiruppanandal

in common

with other Benares

in regard to, the remittances

the correspondence

which

were made and the due administration of the charity always passed

through Dharmapuram, and there was no direct communication

It does not appear,
Tiruppanandal and Yettiyapuram.
however, that this charity has been endowed, but the special mode
in which the founder and his representatives were communicated
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between

with in regard to it alone is suggestive.
75. It is also desirable to refer specially to the endowment
under the management of the Tambiran at Achiram in Travancore.
That endowment was founded partly for the beneﬁt of the Adhinam
at Dharmapuram

it is

and partly on account of Benares charities, but

in Travancore territory,
property over which we have jurisdiction.
as

situated

it is not part of

the

76. These circumstances undoubtedly suggest the inference that

in

consequence of the relation of guru and disciple between Dhar

mapuram

and Tiruppanandal,

certain

special

arrangements

made in some cases as a matter of mutual convenience,

Pandara Sannadhi, who was originally

a co-trustee

were

and the

in regard to

some money grants, forborc to interfere in their administration and

left them under the sole management of the Tambirans at Tirup
panandal; but there is no feundation for the contention except in
regard to the few money endowments mentioned above, that the en
dowment deeds constituted the Pandara Sannadhi either the sole or
a superior trustee

responsible

for their due administration.

The

learned counsel for the appellant argued that because some grants
made by the Zamindar of Ramnad to the tambiran for the time being

in

charge of the Adhinam

Mutt

at Tiruvarur

treated as entrusted to the management

were subsequently

of the Pandara Sannadhi
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The two mutts may not be in the same position, the

superiors.

one may be, as is alleged for the respondent,

subordinate to the
Adhinam and presided over from time to time by a tambiran who
is removable at the will of the Pandara Sannadhi, whilst the other
may be independent of Dharmapuram in respect of management.

In

the one case the donor’s intention mayreasonably

be presumed

to have been to commit the endowments t0 the management of
the responsible representative of the mutt, and not of a tambiran
who is a mere agent and whom the Pandara Sannadhi may remove
at his pleasure, whilst in the other there may be no special ground
for such presumption.
77. The material question then is whether, according to usage,
the relation of principal and agent has subsisted in regard to

between Tiruppanandal and Dharmapuram.
It is in
with this part of the appellant’s case that reliance is
placed upon the voluminous correspondence in evidence, of which
the substance, so far as it is material, has already been stated. In
connection

considering its value, it is convenient to adopt the classiﬁcation

or
headings suggested by the learned counsel for the appellant, viz.,
(1) Reports sent, (2) Advice sought, (3) Complaints made, (4)
Remittances made
Payments

of the

to

for Uchikala Katlai, (5)
expenses of the junior Pandara

Dharmapuram

travelling

Sannadhi, (6) Management of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram by
the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, (7) Repairs, (8) Letters recogniz
ing the Dharmapuram claim and referring to the origin of the
mutts, (9) Conceded remittances through Dharmapuram, and (10)
agreements executed by tambirans.

As

to

remittances

it is

no

doubt true

were made

from Tiruppanandal

Pandaram

from time to time since

that

to Dharmapuram
1823.

They

contributions
or the junior
were

made

for the expenses of Gurupuja or the anniversary of
usually,
the founder of the Adhinam; (ii) for Mahesvarapuja or the
ceremony
designed for the spiritual beneﬁt of the deceased
(i)

(iii) for the expenses of Uehikala
Katlai or midday services in the Western Temple built at Dharma
Tambiran

of Tiruppanandal;

puram in honor of the founder of the Adhinam; (iv) occasionally
on account of
festival in that temple; and (v) for morning
a
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worship in the same temple in the month of Margali (December
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Dharmapuram, grants made to all the Tambirans of Tirup
panandal should likewise be treated as made to their spiritual
at
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January)

In addition

every year.

[von x.

to these remittances

it

appears

that articles which were thought to be rare or ﬁne, or beads which
were

considered

to

be

sacred,

were

at times

either to the Pandara Sannadhi or for
at

Dharmapuram.

It

use

in

is also in evidence

sent

as presents

the Western Temple

that materials were

supplied on two or three occasions and repairs executed in 1820,
1822 and 1859 at Dharmapuram at the expense of Tiruppanandal,
and that when a junior Pandara Sannadhi went to Tinnevelly

from Dharmapuram, the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal received him
whilst on his way with great respect, took him through the
village of Tiruppanandal in procession, entertained him in a
suitable style during his stay, and contributed articles for his use
and money towards the expenses of his journey when he left for
But the purposes for which contributions, payments
Tinnevelly.
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and supplies

have been made

only imply the existence

of the

relation of disciple and guru between the Tambiran at Tiruppa
nandal and the senior and junior Pandara Sannadhis of Dharma
puram, and suggest that the \Vestern Temple at Dharmapuram
had been held in great veneration as one dedicated to the worship
of their spiritual ancestor, the founder of the Adhinam, and that
the Mutt at Dharmapuram has been regarded with affection as
the abode of the senior gurus or the primary hermitage of the
Adhinam.

But it is noteworthy that

no remittance,

such

as

agent ordinarily makes to his principal, is to be found among

contributions, and that there was no surplus income
from the Mattam endowments

at Tiruppanandal

an

the

or saving

ever remitted to

Dharmapuram, either to be invested or for safe custody or to be
devoted to fresh charity in fiutherance of the object for which the

Mutt

was originally founded.
Having regard
of
of
the
the
remittances
and
presents or con
_to the character
tributions, we are unable to say that they prove more than the
at Tiruppanandal

relation of disciple and guru has subsisted between Tiruppanandal
and Dharmapuram.
78. Several important groups of letters relate to the management

of the affairs of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram by the Tambiran
at Tiruppanandal when the Pandara Sannadhi needed such assist
ance on account of his age or of absence, or by reason of imper
fect local knowledge or experience.

The letters which form the

ﬁrst group extend from 1823 to 1835, and refer to the time when
Sadayappa

Tambiran, who was reputed, on account of his attach~
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manager at

Their

Tiruppanandal.

contents

prove

(i)

ment to the Adhinam, to be its “eldest son and darling” was the
that he

village called Sethur (F4)

;

a

to the purchase of

Ssxssmit

(ii) that

Kmmsﬂxr

in 1831 he gave instructions to the agents on the establishments
at Dharmapuram in regard to the sale of Sambapisanam paddy
at that place and payment of kist or assessment due to Govern
directions in regard to

1832 he gave

to be performed by

to be made for the Gurupuja

arrangements

unior Pandara Sannadhi on his arrival at Dharmapuram (H4)

the

;

(G4); (iii) that in

ment

(iv) that in 1833 and 1835, he executed repairs at his owu expense
and under his own superintendence to the kitchen at Dharmapu

K4)

Dharmapuram;
of

building near the Dakshanamurti Temple at

and (vi) that he made

remittance

on account

Mahesvarapuja (feeding of the tambirans at the anniversary)
for the spiritual beneﬁt of his predecessor at Tiruppanandal,
Ohitambaranadha Tambiran (Q20). These only prove that Sada
a

yappa and his predecessor were Dharmapuram men, that he assisted
his guru in the management of the adhinam affairs in some parti
cular matters; that he was attached to Dharmapuram and liberal
in his contributions for the beneﬁt of his spiritual superior;

speak of

in his communications

cannot

disciple

belonging to

would

But

we

the management

of

to his spiritual superior.

say that they prove agency as regards

it

to the Adhinam and as

it

belonged

a

if

and that his junior spoke in exhibit F4, of the village which was
he
intended to be purchased for the Adhinam, as “ours” as

79. Again, another

attention in

connection

large group of letters

with the

is

the Mutts at Benares and Tiruppanandal or of Benares charities.
management

II

pressed upon our

of the Adhinam

during the absence
property at Dharmapuram by Ramalingam
of Sachidananda Desigar in Tinnevelly on account of the conduct
was also

a

of his junior, Arulanda

Desigar. They show that Ramalingam
Dharmapuram man, that he spoke of the Adhinam as

’i
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the ﬂat ceiling of

a

and

a

(J4

;

(v) that he repaired the dome of the Western
Temple and discussed the desirability of substituting an arch for

ram

that his management was on behalf of the Pandara
Sannadhi, that the latter reposed very great conﬁdence in the
“ours,

ability and judgment of the former,
to Dharmapuram

at this period was

that, Ramalingam’s relation
extremely

PANDARA

1823

made some enquiry and expressed an opinion in September

in regard

GlYANA

mass nus

8

von. X.]

cordial, that his

contributions were liberal, that mutual good will ordinarily subsist

v.

Tasman.
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strength in his

case

Psxnsrm

during this period on account of recent reconciliation with his uncle

SANNADXU
o.

to whom he owed his position at Tiruppanandal,

Kmmsﬁm
Tmusnux.

and by whom he

for all he did against the Adhinam during the period
when there was disagreement between them from 1863 to 1871.
was pardoned

80. Another group of letters to which our attention is called
relates to acts of interference

in the management

from 1858 to 1863 when Sachidananda

at Dharmapuram
had
Desigar
newly arrived

at that place and when the relation betgyeen

Dharmapuram and

Tiruppanandal was marked on the one side by affectionate conﬁ
dence in the ability and judgment of a nephew, and on the other,
by attachment on the part of Ramalingam to his uncle and well
The next group of letters shows that Ramalingam assisted
the appellant before us by continuing in management imtil the
wisher.
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latter arrived at Dharmapuram from Tiruppanandal and by assist
ing in such management until 1875 by way of suggestion and

It

that during the period
extending from 1873 to 1875, the appellant was new to Dharma
puram, that as a tambiranhe was only a junior at Benares when
advice.

must however

be noted

here

Ramalingam was superintendent at Tiruppanandal, and that Rama
lingam had assisted and advised his uncle in connection with the
which were instituted against Arulananda Desigar, the
junior Pandara Sannadhi in Tinnevelly, and which eventually
proceedings

in the appellant’s elevation ﬁrst as the junior Pandara.
Sannadhi and shortly afterwards as the senior Pandara Sannadhi.
resulted

These intervals of management

at Dharmapuram on the part of

Tambirans at Tiruppanandal, and of active interference in manage
ment by way of conﬁdential advice and suggestion, ﬁrst between
1823 and 1835, again in the time of Chokkalingam as explained in
the summary of his career, and lastly on three separate occasions

during the time of Ramalingam II, show that as a religious
institution and a centre of control, the Mutt at Tirnppanandal was
afﬁliated to Dharmapuram as a disciple Adhinam, that is to say,
as a mutt and a centre of control managed by tambirans who
were disciples of Dharmapuram: and that as such disciples they
looked upon the Adhinam as the original religious institution of
or holy crowd to which they belonged and helped
Sannadhi from to timerto time in managing as his
agent during his absence or interfering in particular matters and
making conﬁdential suggestions.
They prove at the best that, as

the brotherhood
the Pandara

VOL.
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Tiruppanandal men were eligible for the management of
Adhinam property, but how do they prove agency in regard to
management of the Mutts at Tiruppanandal and Benares and of
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disciples,

According to the three wills left by Sadayappa
Tambiran in 1818, 1820 and 1829, he and his successors were

absolute

P

owners, and according

ment was independent.

thcnever

the

II,

his manage
latter quarrelled with

to Ramalingam

had any control
Dharmapuram,
over him as managing Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, and accord
ing to the terms of the compromise, (exhibit 1119) the Pandara
he denied

that Dharmapuram

Sannadhi had no right to interfere at all with the management at_
Tiruppanandal or with the selection of a junior and successor by
the managing tambiran of that station, provided that he was a
Dharmapuram man.
81. Passing on to the group of letters designated

for the appel
sent,” their contents fail likewise to satisfy us
that the relation of principal and agent subsisted in regard to
The remarks which we have made
management at Tiruppanandal.
in connection with the career of each tambiran at that place and
as

“

the letters

reports

set out as also those not set out relate

(i)

to hundies
from and upon Benares; (ii) to matters which may ﬁnd an
appropriate place in communications between tambirans and their
;

and (iii) to the conduct, welfare and movements
spiritual superiors
of particular tambiran in whom the Pandara Sannadhi may be
supposed to take an interest

ation or brotherhood

as the spiritual head of the associ
which consisted of them.
Whenever allu

they are made in general terms
and differ in their character essentially from the communications
which pass between agent and principal.
For instance,
they
relate to hundies' drawn at the instance of the senior or junior
Pandara Sannadhi who desired to oblige men of position and
(i)

sions are made to management,

inﬂuence

who had to remit money

to Benares

(v)

to jewels presented

state of the season

to

the

Western

(vii) to damage

;

(ii) to arrange
ments made for the convenience of pilgrims or persons who took
the bones of deceased persons to be thrown into the Ganges; (iii)
to Gurupuja and Mahesvarapuja; (iv) to Yettiyapuram charities;

;
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lant

Temple;

(vi) to the

done occasionally by rain or

storm, and to loss from low prices; (viii)_to the pomp with which

the Pandara Sannadhi visited particular places; (ix) to Adhinam
affairs which concerned the junior Pandara Sannadhi and Dharma
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puram men and to other matters of a general nature which have no
material bearing on the question of agency.
In this connection
may refer to the reports

we

made

by Ramalingarn

II

as

the

Pandara Sannadhi’s agent whilst in management at Dharmapuram
as showing what matters are usually mentioned by an agent who
No accounts of management
really manages a mutt for another.
were submitted
is

omission

from Tiruppanandal

remarkable,

when

it

to Dharmapuram, and this

is remembered

that accounts

relating to Benares charities were sent from Ramesvaram,

Chidam

There is a temple at
to Tiruppanandal.
is
from
which
direct
Dharmapuram by an
Tiruppanandal
managed
agent or'a subordinate, and if the Tiruppanandal Tambiran were
baram

and Achiram

himself an agent, there was no necessity for the employment of

a

with that temple.
Again, there are
two distinct Mutts at Ghidambaram, one existing on account of
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separate agent in connection

Benares charity under the management of Tiruppanandal, and the
other on account of Adhinam charities under the management of
from Achiram

Dharmapuram.

Further, accounts were submitted

to Dharmapuram

in regard only to the Dharmapnram endowment
\Ve ﬁnd no instance in which the surplus income

at that station.

was paid to Dharmapuram or instructions were sought in regard

to management, or reports submitted in detail at stated periods
either at the time of cultivation or harvest. We cannot accept
the letters under the heading of reports sent
in regard to management at Tiruppanandal.
82.

As

was sought

to the group of letters which,

it is

from, and complaints ware made

to,

as

proving agency

said, show that advise

Dharmapuram, they

appear to be of no value as evidence of subordination with respect
to the management
of Benares charities.
Many letters in this

group have no reference at all to Benares charities or their man
Several

agement.

are news letters,

several relate to remittances

for Gurupuja, to presents made to Dharmapuram, and to
arrangements made for throwing the bones of deceased persons into
made

the Ganges.

Many

in connection

with his management

relate to advice given to

flee Pandam Sannadhi
of the Adhinam affairs, and

to complaints made against persons who managed-the Adhinam
property, and they were written when Sadayappa Tambiran,
Chokkalinga Tambiran, Ramalingam
and Chitambaranadha
Tambiran of Benares advised the Pandara Sannadhi as their

II

disciples

and conﬁdential friends in regard to matters

connected

VOL.
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Several of the letters have reference to remarks

with the Adhinam.

made and instructions applied for by Ramalingam when he was

in

management

at Dharmapuram, and with reference to

Gmxn

Summons
PANDARA
SANNADRI
'
Q'.

Kmnasim
property. v There is a series of letters which relate to the manage
TAMBIRAN.
ment of the Adhinam lands at Achiram, to the shortcomings of

’ydilinga Tambiran and Saravana Tambiran who managed them
for a time, and to the measures taken in view to ensure at least a
remittance

of Rs. 200

in

endowments

Tambiran
endowment
charities.

a

year to Dharmapuram from the Adhinam

\Ve

Travaneore.

at Achiram

managed

as the endowment

have already observed that the

there as well the Dharmapuram

founded in connection with Benares

As to the former, the letters show that the Tambiran was

the agent of the Pandara Sannadhi, and the solicitude shown by the
junior Pandara Sannadhi and his interference in regard to it as
compared with his indifference to the endowment

on account of the
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Benares charities, indicate a belief on his part that he had no right to

interfere with the management

at Tiruppanandal.

relate to a new charity founded at Ramesvaram

A

few letters

by one Bacha Rao,

with the Pandara Sannadhi.
sheristadarf' in 00mmunication
show
that
the
tambirans
at
They
Tiruppanandal wrote to the
Pandara Sannadhi in regard to the arrangement which was to be
a

made for its management
relate to Yettiyapuram
as instituted

at the

under their supervision.
Some letters
to which we have already referred

charities,
instance

of

Kandappa

Desigar, a former

Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram.
Though there are a few
letters and complaints which relate to Benares charities, they by
As to exhibit
no means prove agency as to their administration.
Q19, which was
Ramalingam

I,

complaint made in 1838 by Aiyarappa against
it only shows that a- senior tambiran applied to
a

superior when a junior tambiran who was
There are several
his oﬁicial superior treated him with disrespect.
of Benares
letters of complaints addressed by__Ohitambaranadhan

the

common spiritual

ﬁrst against Chokkalingam’s management, and next against that
of Ramalingam II. There are also similar complaints made
against Chitambaranadhan’s conduct both by Chokkalingam and
Ramalingam.
or controversy

They were written when there was a disagreement
between them; but as evidence of their precise

relative position, according to ancient and recognized usage, they
But they evidence the fact that the Mutts
have no probative value.
at Tiruppanandal

and at‘Benares

were managed

by tambirans

[VOL X.
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who were disciples of Dharmapuram, and who appealed to their
Gmxs
Saussxnns
order to restore
common spiritual superior for interferencein
Pssmns
Sumner cordiality between them, and to suggest for adoption by them
1.-

stnssjm
Tsxamsx.

for the efﬁcient administration of Benares charities.
83. There are again a few more letters which indicate that in
the hour of difﬁculty or embarrassment, the Tambirans at Tirup
panandal appealed to the Pandara Sannadhi for advice and even
arrangements

active

interference.

letters which show

We may refer to exhibits 2, A and other
that the junior and senior Pandara Sannadhis

interfered to prevent
to

mismanagement

outsiders.

of

from complaining

Chitambaranadhan

There is also exhibit

L8 which

shows that Chokkalinga Tambiran sought the advice of the

junior

Pandara Sannadhi in regard to hundis drawn by Chitambara
nadhan for Rs. 15,000 in connection with the expenditure at

II

There is again exhibit 813 in which Ramalingam
asked the Pandara Sannadhi to give strict orders to Chitambara

nadhan not to reveal the misunderstanding between Tiruppanandal
and Benares during the visit of the Maharaja of Travancore to the

last mentioned
proves that

in

city in 1872.

Lastly, there is exhibit X21 which

1870 Ramalingam

sought

dara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram, when the

the advice of the Pan

Mutt

at Benares and its

for sale for payment of debts con
tracted by Chitambaranadhan. But these are incidents referable
to the Pandara Sannadhi’s position as the head of the Adhinam
endowments

were advertised

and spiritual superior and friend interested
agement of the charities by his disciples.

in the efﬁcient man

But

we cannot

that they indicate agency with respect to the management
Benares charities at Tiruppanandal.

say

of the

84. The next group of letters,
appellant’s

it was urged, supported the
claim and showed the origin of the mutts.
They prove

that the charities of Yettiapuram were instituted by the desire
of Kandappa Desigar; (ii) that Chokkalingam said to the junior
was his concern to see that the
Pandara Sannadhi in 1851 that

it

(i)

of all the Mutts from Benares to Ramesvaram

and properly conducted;

(iii)

that

were duly

when the same Pandara

San

the Pandaram’s duty to protect

him;

referred in 1847 to his having made

(iv)

sinner,

it

was refused as the money of

a

said that though

a

nadhi returned some money sent from Tiruppanandal, Ganapati

II

was

that Chokkalingam
of his soul, body

“gift”

and property when he became the Pandara Sannadhi’s slave;

(v)

affairs

it
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that Chitambaranadhan said during his misunderstanding with
Gn'nu
Sunmmus
and
the
at
Benares
that
Tambirans
Chokkalingam
Ramalingam
Pmsmuu
to

Samumn

and control of the Pandara Sannadhi; (vi) that
he characterized Ramalingam’s written statement in Original Suit
N0. 3 of 1854 as showing that he was faithless to his guru; (vii)
that he gave an account of the reputed origin of the Mutts at
Benares and Tiruppanandal, of the mode in which they were

Kmnssixx

and Tiruppanandal

and

the

charities

Benares

were subject

the jurisdiction

and of their mismanagement in the time of
; (viii) that all the
Aiyarappa, Chokkalingam, and Ramalingam
Tambirans at Achiram, viz., Vydilingam, Chokkalingam, Aruna
originally

chalam,

managed,

Vydilingam,

II

and Saravana

the agents and servants of Dharmapuram;
Chokkaliugam

repudiated

Tiruppanandal

and

any desire

assured the then
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would always remain under him.
at Benares

is called

that they were
and (ix) that in 1838

acknowledged

on his part to proceed

to

Pandaia Sannadhi that he

They also show that the Mutt
Mutt of the Adhinam at

the Kumaraswami

Dharmapuram, and that Subramania Tambiran and Paramasiva
Tambiran were Dharmapuram men. We fail to see how these
letters prove that the Tambiram at Tiruppanandal was the agent

of the Pandaram at Dharmapuram. Chitambaranadhan’s decla
rations made in view to propitiate the Pandara Sannadhi and
strengthen

his position and authority against

Ramalingam

are not entitled to

much

Chokkaliugam and

weight.

accept allusions to the spiritual jurisdiction

Nor could

we

of the Pandara San.

nadhi over every charity and every disciple connected with his
Adhinam as proof of his status as the managing or controlling
trustee of Benares charities.
The conclusion to which we come,
after a careful and elaborate

analysis

of the voluminous corre

of the history of management for
upwards of 150 years, is that the relation of master and servant
or of principal and agent is not shown to have existed between
spondence, and on consideration

Dharmapuram and Tiruppanandal, ‘and that the ﬁrst ground 0i
claim cannot be supported.
85. The next question

in regard

to

succession

for decision is what has been the usage
to management at Tiruppanandal, and

whether the Pandara Sannadhi at Dharmapuram has any and
what right in connection with it. In dealing with the right of
succession

to the ofﬁce of a mahunt

or the head of a religious

establishment in Northern India, the Judicial Committee observed
as

o.

Tums“.
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Gruiu

Ssunsmnn
PANDARA

Ssmnnm

’

Kin-"malls:

Tunmm.

[VOL X.

in Genda Part V. Chlmz‘m- Pin-27(1) that “in determining who is
entitled to succeed as the mahunt in such a case as the present,
the only law to be observed is to be found in custom and prac
tice which must be proved by testimony, and the claimant must
show that he is entitled according to the custom

to recover

the

ofﬁce and the land and property belonging to it.” Again, it was
held by the Privy Council in 1867 in Greed/rarer: Doss v. Nundo
Kisaore

Doss Mohant('2)

“that

the only law as to these mahunts

and their oﬂices, functions and duties, is to be found in custom
and practice which is to be proved by testimony.” That was a
suit instituted to establish the right of succession to the Mahunt
of Akra, a religious institution wealthily endowed in the zilla of
Burdwan, and to obtain investiture and possession of the mutt with
mutts and properties belonging to them.
A similar
opinion was expressed in 1882 by the Judicial Committee in
Srimati Janoki Debi v. Sri Gopal Achaiy'z'a and others(3), and it
was then held that when the plaintiff, a

Hindu widow, claimed

to

succeed to a religious trust under the ordinary rules of inheritance

applicable to private property, she must show that the usage as to
The material

succession had been in accordance with those rules.

point for consideration is what has been the recognized usage
of Tiruppanandal, ﬁrst in regard to the power of appointing a
successor to the ofﬁce of managing tambiran, secondly, as to
the qualiﬁcations,

if

any, which render him eligible for the ofﬁce,

and, thirdly, with reference to his investiture or installation.
86. As to the power of appointing a successor, it is desirable to
consider

it

as

it

existed

at three different periods in the history
It has already been shown that the

of this religious institution.

Mutt

was in its origin the offshoot of the

Mutt

at Benares, and that prior to, and after its establishment,

the

at Tiruppanandal

Tambiran, was the superintendent of all the
The
Benares charities in Northern as well as in Southern India.
founder, Tillanayaka

Only evidence of usage as to the ﬁrst or Benares

period is to be

found in exhibit 17, dated the 11th March 1836, in which Cana
pati

I traced

the succession at Benares and said that each tambiran

appointed his own successor. There is no evidence whatever that
the power of appointment vested at Dharmapuram at all events
however, reason to think that all the
There
during this period.
is,
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L.R.,13 I.A.,106.

(2) 11 Moore’s

LA,

428.

(a)

L.R.,

10

La,

32.
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managing tambirans were Dharmapuram disciples
paragraph 9 of this judgment.

it

87. The next period includes in

viz., Kumaraguru

explained in

Tambiran,

and

There is abundant documentary evidence
Sadayappa Tambiran.
to show that the succession was in the order mentioned above, and
that the successor was the junior of his predecessor, but located at

It

Benares.
ment-deeds

was already shown by reference to recitals in endow
and sale-deeds that they belonged to the Adhinam at

The reputed usage

Dharmapuram.
during

this period consisted,

to the cause of succession

as

according to Ganapati

I, in

the

appointment made by the predecessor in ofﬁce. Having regard to
the evidence before us, there is no ground for saying that the
Pandaram at Dharmapuram exercised

any power of appointment

during this period.
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88.

From

the time of Tillanayaka

Prior

centre of control.

it

was the

Mutt

the subordinate

there was a change

in

the

to his time, there was but one centre, and

at Benares.

From his time there were two centres,

and- the principal, the former at Benares and the

latter at Tiruppanandal.

In

the ﬁrst mentioned

was described

place

documents

some

tambiran at the last mentioned

station.

the tambiran at

to be an agent of the

However

this may be,

tambiran was at Tiruppanandal and his junior or
Referring to this change and
spiritual brother was at Benares.
to its effect upon the relative position of the Tambirans at Tirup

the senior

principal and agent, the Privy Council
observed in 1873, in the case of Kaski Bashi Ramh'ng Sawmee v.
Chitumbernath chmar Swameeﬂ) that even if the story of the

panandal and Benares

as

of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal
follow
that the mahunt (tam
were correct, it would by no means
plaintiff

as to the

ﬁrst establishment

biran) who migrated from Benares to Tiruppanandal had power to
alter the original constitution of the community, or to say that
thenceforward,
Tiruppanandal should be its head-quarters, and
that the person in possession of the foundation at Benares should
be the inferior or mere agent of the mahunt (tambiran) at Tiruppa
nandal.

'

The Judicial Committee

authority by which it

was

added that the change and the

effected should have been distinctly

proved, that the object of the original

(1) 2Q

W.B.y

foundation at Benares was

117.

Guam

Ssunaxnaa

Pmnuu

three cases of succession,

Cbitambaranadha

Tambiran.

as

Sax awn:

.
Kaunas!!!
Tausmm .
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v.

‘Kunuhu
Taxman.

(VOL.

x

afford to persons resident in the south of India, or making
pilgrimages to Benares, facilities for carrying on their worship and

to

performing their religious duties, that it seemed to raise a pre
sumption that the establishment at Tiruppanandal was subordinate
to that of Benares, rather than that the ancient foundation became

subordinate to that at Tiruppanandal, and that such a presumption
might no doubt be rebutted by evidence of the facts, but that
rebutting evidence in that

there was not sufﬁcient

that there is a distinction in principletl)
from the founder’s intention

between

as to the objects

meant

originally

to

the matter for determination

be

governed

in this

appellant, who was not made

a

case
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circumstances

which were

by circumstances,

would be whether the

party to the former suit, has

proved by clear evidence that the removal
was in the special

Seeing

a deviation

of the charity and

a deviation from the directions as to management,

no doubt

case.

of the centre of control

of the institution

a change

in

furtherance of the object of the charity and not at variance with it.
89. We may here call attention to the numerous endowments
and charities extending in value to several lakhs of rupees which
are shown by the evidence

before us to have been acquired

subse

quently to the removal of the centre of control to Tiruppanandal.
Though the endowments were created on behalf of charities which
were

intended to be conducted

at Benares,

there

is reason

to

think that those who instituted them knew well that the senior
and responsible tambiran resided ordinarily at Tiruppanandal, and
that it was from there that he issued orders and exercised super

It

vision and control.

landed property owned

is also in evidence that the considerable
endowment of the Mutt at Tirup

as the

panandal was acquired from and after the time of Tillanayaka
Tambiran.
It appears further that the representatives of the
Maharaja of Tanjore and of the wealthy zamindars in the south
who founded important charities at Benares, never regarded
the establishment of the centre of control at Tiruppanandal as a
departure

from the original

Tambiran

intention

We

as to the trusts

of the

have also adverted to the fact that sadayappa
accompanied the Maharaj a of Tanjore in 1825 during

endowments.

his pilgrimage to Benares,
Ramalingam

and

I to carry on the
(1)

then

charities

Lewis on Trusts,

appointed

Aiyarappa

and

there, subject to his super

ed. 8, p. 66.
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We may again refer

vision and control.

to the fact that when

SAXBANDHL

For
appointed by Chokkalingam.
of
of
control
has
the
centre
been
of
150
years
change
recog
upwards
The object with
nized as an incident of beneﬁcial management.

Kaunas!!!
Tannuwv.

that he was

stated

clearly

(i)

to
which Tillanayaka is reputed to have made the change was
enable him to further the causes of charity by residing at Tirup
panandal, visiting often the rajas and zamindérs in the south, and

inducing them to found new charities at Benares to be managed
under his superintendence and that of his successors in the south;

(ii) by promptly collecting

;

it

it

see

mattam and charitable endowments
beneﬁcial in the result.
before

all the evidence

now before us had

Privy Council in the suit of 1867, and

the

the

had not been limited to the correspondence
appears from the judgment of the Judicial

as to usage

evidence

as

commencing,

it

been

If

shows that the change proved

if

to

the income and remitting
to Benares
by exercising supervision and control from there in order
that
was duly applied.
The addition since made to the

(i)

and

Committee with 1840, the Judicial Committee

would probably

have come to the conclusion to which we are led by the evidence,

viz., that the removal of the head-quarters

from Benares to Tirup

panandal was intended to promote and did promote the cause of
Benares charities in regard to endowed wealth and considered for

II,

of Ramalingam

I,

of Ganapati

I,

In

90.

a

half to be an incident of beneﬁcial management.
the third period, there were ﬁve cases of succession, viz.,

a century and

II.

of Chokkalingam, of Ganapati

Each successor was his predecessor’s
spiritual brother, and appointed as his junior and associated during
There was
will pro
his life in management at Tiruppanandal.
a

and of Ramalingam

duced in each case
to the successor’s

biran

at

except as regards Ganapati

appointment

Tiruppanandal,

to

as

his

junior by
association

II,

which referred

the managing Tam

in

management

at

existed

in regard

in this

case.

II

was not produced
also, though
also
muchalkas
executed
There
were
by some
(ii)
of the tambirans appointed as juniors, as in the case of Ramalin

it

to Ganapati

a

Tiruppanandal, and declared his right as such to succeed to the
We have pointed out that
similar will
after his death.

senior

and Chokkalingam acknowledging their appointment and
gam
undertaking to act in subordination to their senior Tambiran at

I
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(iii) The letters written to the Collectors and the
orders issued by them in connection with the alteration of registry
refer to the relation as senior and junior spiritual brothers, to the
appointment by the senior as his junior, and association in manage
Tiruppanandal.

ment during the senior’s life as the customary
letters

(iv) The

of condolence

the representatives

ground of succession.

and congratulation addressed

by

of some of the zamindars and others who

founded and endowed

several of the

Benares charities lead to the

(v) Chokkalingam’s description of the usage of
the institution in his petition to the late Supreme Court is in
accordance with what is stated above.
(vi) The petition of com
same conclusion.

promise,

exhibit H19, is framed on the same view of custom.

Although wills were made, there was no instance in which they
any other mode of succession to management.
91. It will be seen that the usage, as disclosed by the foregoing
evidence, differs from that of the prior period in two particulars.
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recognized

Prior

to the time

of Sadayappa Tambiran,

there was but one

managing tambiran both at Benares and at Tiruppanandal, but in
the third period there were two tambirans at each place at one
and the same time.
at Benares
time, and

For

instance, Aiyarappa and Ramalingam were

as senior and
so Granapati

tambirans at the

junior managing tambirans

at the same

I and Ramalingam I were senior

same

time

at Tiruppanandal,

and junior

This

double

to the exigency of eﬂicient management, arising
partly from the number of charities and endowments which had to
be managed, and partly from the age of the managing tambiran
agency is referable

which induced him to seek the help of a junior and a deputy, and
we may safely take it that this variation is an incident of good
The
in furtherance of the objects of the endowment.
practice in the Dharmapuram Adhinam of there being a senior and
a junior Pandara Sannadhi at one and the same time was the

management

Another point in which
origin of the double agency.
from
which the junior was
there is diiference is as to the place

probable

In

selected.

century, the junior appointed
the managing Tambiran at Benares.
the last

as successor

I

Ganapati
in preference to Aiyarappa
Both Ramalingam
who was Ramalingam’s senior at Benares.
from
the Dharmapu
their
selected
and Chokkalingam
juniors

was

always

selected

as

his junior Ramalingam

ram Tambirans in the south.

Horangi

I

Ramalingam

11 was employed

at

in Nepaul before his uncle asked that he should be sent to
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II

but when he was selected by Ganapati
as his junior,
Guru“
Summons
was
not
in
mutt.
Ramaliugam
This variety may at Pmnuu
employed
any
Suzanna:
ﬁrst sight be perplexing, but when it is considered in connection
v.
with the ordinary rules of succession applicable to spiritual brothers Kmmslln
in regard to the property of an ascetic, it is consistent with a well Tmnum.
known principle recognized in spiritual families. In paragraph 5
Tinnevelly,

we have already referred to the constitution of a spiritual

family,
and to Chapter II, s. 8, of the Mitakshara, and to s. 5 which explains
what is meant by a spiritual brother and associate in holiness.
An
associate in holiness is said to be one belonging to the same hermit
age, and

if Dharmapuram, which is

Guru or

the

the seat or residence

of the

Pandara

Sannadhi, is regarded as the hermitage,
A
Tambiran
will be an assOciate in holiness.
every Dharmapuram
spiritual brother is said to be one who is engaged as a brotherly
companion, having, according to Subodhini, consented to become
One who is both a spiritual brother and associate in holiness
is entitled to take such property as a hermit is permitted to own

8). By appointment as junior, the tambiran became
brother or a brotherly companion, and by both the
senior who appoints and the junior who is appointed belonging
to the same Adhinam, they were associates in holiness.
The only
(see also s.

a spiritual

qualiﬁcation that is necessary for one becoming a spiritual brother
is that he must be an associate in holiness, that is to say, he must

it is found

which

it

ness,

to be in perfect accordance with

it,

If the usage
belong to the same hermitage or spiritual family.
then disclosed by the evidence is compared with the rule appli
cable to the succession of a spiritual brother and associate in holi
the points

in

has varied being immaterial to the right of succession.

considered

to constitute the

associate

a

The only diﬂerence observable in the last century, when there was
but one Tambiran at Tiruppanandal and at Benares, consisted
in that the association as managing Tambiran at Benares was
spiritual brother, and in

this there was no substantial discrepancy, as both were associated
the administration of same religious charities though one was in

in

92.

As

10

and the other in the superior centre of control.

the appellant’s claim there

no trace of

it

subordinate,

is

a

in the

a

In
documentary evidence until Ganapati’s succession in 1838.
then
that
the
new suggestion
exhibits R18 and W47 there was
Pandara Sannadhi should appoint
junior to Granapati with his
a
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conducive to the interests of the Adhinam.
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we have explained

in paragraph

22 that they appear to suggest a new theory rather
than describe the pre-existing usage.
We have also shown that
no power of appointment was asserted at Dharmapuram until

Chokkalingam’s

succession, and that the oral evidence

In

we were referred was untrustworthy.

to which

connection with Chokka

lingam’s succession we referred to the documents relied on for the
appellant in paragraph 34. As to the letter of appointment,
exhibit X4], we are unable to attach any weight whatever to it.
It is on a plain cadjan and is inconsistent with exhibits 5, 11, 23,
24, 26, 27, 389, 405, 422, and 456, which are admittedly authentic.

These prove Chokkalingam’s appointment as junior by Bama
lingam and succession to him on the 4th May 1841 according to
the recognized usage.
Looking at the cadj an then, in the light of
prior custom, it was not called for.

Testing

it by Chokkalingam’s
in

para

graph 34, Ghokkalingam treated the allusion to his appointment
by the Pandara Sannadhi with contemptuous silence.
Viewing it
again in connection

with Chokkalingam’s subsequent conduct as
evidenced by his petition to the late Supreme Court, exhibit 1273,
and by exhibits 28 and 1448 set out in paragraphs 36 and 4-5,
its existence

was altogether ignored by him.

moment tnat

it

for a

Assuming

the then Pandara Sannadhi’s omission

it,

is genuine,

when Chokkalingam described the customary mode
to refer to
of succession in exhibit 1273 and in his letters 23 and 24 men
is

tioned in paragraph 33 and when adverse claims were asserted,
Having regard to the facilities which exist for fabricate
strange.
ing

a

oadj an document

like exhibit X41 and to the value of the
a

it

and the oral evidence in its
property in litigation, we considered
fact that on the
support as unreliable. It appears however to be
day Chokkalingam was installed, the Pandara Sannadhi attended
and

M

borate the oral evidence for the appellant on that point.

This

is

by exhibits

parivattam or head cloth as shown
mentioned in paragraph 34, which corro
a

the installation and gave him

L

the

ﬁrst occasion on which, according to the documentary evidence,
there was an investiture by the Pandara Sannadhi.
Those exhibits
show also that the Pandara Sannadhi and Aiyarappa

affected to

treat this apparent innovation as equivalent to an appointment
by the Pandara'Sannadhi, but the Pandara Sannadhi was an
interested

party anxious to create

a
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conduct at the time as shown by exhibit G30, mentioned

right for himself.

To his
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statement,

weakened

as
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it is by his

subsequent

conduct

and that of Chokkalingam, we are not prepared to attach weight.
Aiyarappa’s profession that Chokkalingam obtained his appoint

GIYANA
SAMBANDKA

Pasmuu

SANNADHI
v.

in paragraph KANmsbn
Taxman.
34, he subsequently asserted his own right to appoint a tambiran
in his petition to the Collector. In connection with the next
succession, viz., of Ganapati II, we have shown in paragraph 41 that

ment from Dharmapuram is worthless, and,

as stated

made by the Pandara San
nadhi, that the investiture by the Pandara Sannadhi was repeated

he was appointed on the suggestion
a second

time,

that he interfered on this occasion owing to the

Chokkalingam at Tiruppanan—
dal and Ohitambaranadhan at Benares, and that the character

serious misunderstanding

between

Judging of this
interference in the light of letters which Chokkalingam wrote in
connection with Ganapati’s succession, he treated it as the inter
of his interference

was shown

by exhibit 02.
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ference of a common spiritual superior and friendly arbiter to which
he voluntarily submitted

under pressure of circumstances,

but ig

part of the custom that obtained at Tiruppanandal in
On the other hand, Masilamani Desigar and
regard to succession.
the Tambiran at Benares, Chitambaranadhan, affected to treat it
nored

as

it

as

equivalent

to a power

As

of appointment.

nadhan’s declaration, his character

as revealed

lowers its value as evidence.

ments considerably

by

to

Chitambara

a series

of docu

Exhibits N2, 02

and P2 show that he treated at this time the power of appointing
a junior and giving him a cloth as vested in the Pandara Sanna
The judgment of the Privy Council(1) on appeal from the
decision of the High Court at Allahabad shows that in the litiga

dhi.

tion of 1854, he colluded with Ramalingam against the Pandara
Sannadhi and said that the power of appointing a tambiran at
Tiruppanandal was vested in himself. In 1856 he asked the
Pandara Sannadhi to forgive him for what he did and promised to
act for the future according to his wishes

It will

(see

exhibit R2, cited in

appear from the same paragraph that
between Ramalingam and Sachitananda

paragraph 55).
during the disagreement
Desigar, he sided with the latter and professed subordination to
shows that on the 11th June 1870 he executed an
him. Exhibit

J

agreement,

acknowledging that he was appointed to Benares by

the Pandara Sannadhi and that the Pandara Sannadhi was entitled

l) Kashi Bashi Ramling

Sawmcc

v. Chitumhcrnath

Koomar Swamec,

20

69

W.R.,

217.
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to

appoint tambirans both to Benares
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and Morangi, whilst

the

sgﬁgm‘

letters mentioned in paragraph 37 show that the recitals contained in

swim!"

the agreement are not true. Again in May 1873 he gave up all the
properties in his possession to Ramalingam II, and in 1864 when

Kannass'm

TAMBIRM'

Bamalingam suddenly visited Benares he executed in his favor the
document marked

it

576 which is inconsistent

is evident that his declarations

with exhibit

J.

Thus

and acts were not consistent

with

due regard to truth but ﬂuctuated

his view of his own interest.

from time to time according to
As to the declaration of Masilamani

Desigar, it was that of an ambitious and unscrupulous Pandara
Sannadhi, who endeavored to build up a right for the Adhinam.

The next succession was that of Ramalingam II. In connection
with it two letters marked M9 and N9 were relied upon, but they
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are shown in paragraph 50 to be open to grave suspicion.
As to
investiture, it was repeated for the third time when the agreement
ﬁled as exhibit H was obtained from Ramalingam and in para

graph 51 we stated why we regard that document as of no avail.
But at this succession the Pandara Sannadhi openly asserted his
power of appointment to the exclusion

of the Tambiran at Tirup

But Ganapati I1 and Ramalingam

panandal.

II

denounced

the

claim as contrary to the recognized usage of the institution and
this difference was adjusted by the compromise, exhibit H19. That
document contained an acknowledgment that Ramalingam’s apé
was in accordance with custom and that
pointment by Ganapati

II

it ought

to prevail against the appointment of Ulaganadha

biran made by Masilamani Desigar.
ment asserted for the ﬁrst time

in

Tam

Thus, the power of appoint

in 1855 as
As to the
institution.

1841 was rejected

not warranted by the ancient usage of the
investiture of which the evidence discloses traces from 1841, that
document

stated that

it

took place according to usage, but

should, according to custom, appoint a

vided that Ramalingam

junior

it pro

from among the tambirans of the Adhinam at Dharmapu

ram, and that the Pandara'f'Sannadhi should thereupon according
to custom invest the one so appointed and no one else with aru

kattu and cloth.

In

effect the

document

recognized

investiture

as part of the custom, but treated it as
form so long as Ramalingam appointed
junior according to custom. In so far as

by the Pandara Sannadhi
a compliment and a mere
a Dharmapuram man as

Masilamani

0n the
Desigar sought to build up for the
ceremony of investiture a right of appointment in competition with

VOL. X.]
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the managing Tambiran at Tiruppanandal, his claim was discarded

innovation upon the ancient usage. In so
on the investiture for the purpose of enforcing

as an unwarranted

far

as he insisted

the appointment of a disciple of the Dharmapuram Adhinam

junior and

successor, the document

treated

it according

as

to ancient

but as a right vested in the Adhi
hesitation in saying that this document
The
appears to be a correct record of the usage of the institution.
claim that the Pandara Sannadhi and not the Tambiran at

usage not

nm.

as a mere ceremony,

We

have

no

Tiruppanandal is the responsible trustee or legal owner is nega
tived by the evidence before us and this document also negatives

it.

The appellant’s claim to appoint

a

junior and

successor is

negatived by the evidence of usage and rests on a few recent
acts of aggression committed by Masilamani Desigar during his
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administration and this the document condemned

as an attempted

encroachment and imposed a duty on the Pandara Sannadhi to
invest the Dharmapuram man appointed as junior by the Tambi
ran at Tiruppanandal and no one else. Again, the evidence
shows that, for several centuries,

and from the time the Mutts at

Tiruppanandal and Benares were founded, the managing tambi
rans have been Dharmapuram men and the document recognized
the usage as limiting the power vested in the Tambiran at Tirup
panandal to the appointment of Dharmapuram men only and
imposing on him an obligation to do so. As to the investiture,
the document

treated

pointment made

was

it

in

as a

compliment provided that the ap
There
usage.

accordance with ancient

is no foundation then for saying that exhibit 1119 did not contain
a correct description of the previous

his uncle in exhibit

usage.

said to

Ramalingam

Y9 that the latter intended

to allow,

in

the ami

cable adjustment he desired to bring about, his proper privilege to
every

one; and the document

appears to have done so.

exhibit P37 shows that, on behalf of the Adhinam
puram, the

respondent’s

appointment was questioned

as on 14th

June

probability

the fact seems to be that because

1880 on the strength of exhibit

scrupuloust violated

the terms

Again,

at Dharma
so

recently

H19.

Ramalingam

of exhibit H19,

In all
un

the appellant

in

his turn urged that he had rights which he did not possess either
under that document or according to usage.
93.

It

construed

is urged in appeal that exhibits R18 and H19 were mis
and that the Subordinate Judge did not give due legal
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eifect to exhibits

J,

do not consider that

E15, M9, N9, and S4.

it

As

[VOL X.

to exhibit R18, we

contains a correct description of the usage

for

Sanxansr
the reasons mentioned in paragraph 22 ; as to exhibits M9 and N9
v.
Kasmshn we regard them with suspicion for the reasons stated in paragraph
Tsumu. 50, and as to exhibit S4 we have referred to it in paragraph

J,

it is an agreement executed on the 11th June
1870 by Chitambaranadhan in favor of Sachitananda Desigar
when the two were acting in concert to humble Ramalingam II,

38.

As

to exhibit

and we consider

it

as evidence made

by them to serve the end which

In paragraph 62 we stated the
they had in view at that time.
grounds on which we believe that it was executed probably in
return for a price paid.
We may also observe that the recitals in
it are at variance with exhibits 988 and 989 (see para. 37). Again,
Sachitananda Desigar not only took no action upon it but he
4 to have permitted Ramalingam to
appears also from exhibit
make his own arrangements
with Chitambaranadhan in super
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J

session of it.

It

is again at variance with the agreement given by
Ohitambaranadhan to Ramalingam during his visit to Benares in
1864-.

J

and

We

K

are of opinion that the agreements

were not executed

bond ﬁde,

ﬁled as exhibits

that no action was taken

upon them by Sachitananda Desigar and that there is reason for
the belief that after he was reconciled to Ramalingam, he treated
them as evidence made during a quarrel to serve a party purpose.

The only document in regard to which the Subordinate Judge has
fallen into error is exhibit H19, which is dealt with by him in
paragraphs 118 and 119 of his judgment.
He states that it was
a personal act or contract of Ramalingam which ceased to have
force on his death.
But this construction is obviously wrong.
The subject dealt with by the document was the legal relation inter s?
between Dharmapuram and Tiruppanandal, and there is nothing
whatever in the document to show that it was to have no operation
beyond the life time of Ramalingam.

It

provides

in terms which

are unmistakeably clear that Ramalingam should according to
custom appoint a junior and successor from among the tambirans
of the Adhinam at Dharmapuram, and it is wrong then to say that
the appointment of the respondent

did not belong to the
Dharmapuram Adhinam by Ramalingam was not an act intended
to be governed by the document.
Again, the Subordinate Judge
observed that it was not competent to Ramalingam to make a
deviation in the trust.

who

Where was there any deviation when the

MADRAS SERIES.
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effect of the evidence is that all the Tambirans at Benares

and

Tiruppanandal have for more than 150 years been Dharmapuram
men?

The endowment

deeds

in

evidence show in express terms

that three out of four tambirans of the last century were Dhar
men and the fourth was probably also a Dharmapuram

mapuram

The acts and the letters of each tambiran until 1880 show,

man.

as set out above in the summary of management,

The usage disclosed

of Dharmapuram.

disciples

that they were
by the whole

evidence is that the course of succession was as already explained

that of spiritual brothers and associates in holiness and that it is an
essential feature of such succession that they should have belonged
to the same spiritual family. There is further reason to think that
all the tambirans of the Mutt at Benares even prior to the
establishment of the Mutt at Tiruppanandal were Dharmapuram
men.

The inscription
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the Subordinate

Mutt of

Judge

at the Benares

Mutt

was,

as stated

and shown by the oral evidence, “

by

Kuma

The special arrange
ments to which we referred in paragraph 76 imply a mutual belief
that this relation of disciple and guru will continue to subsist
rasami

the Dharmapuram Adhinarn.”

between the Tambiran at Tiruppanandal

dhi at Dharmapuram.
counsel

and the Pandara Sanna

Some doubt was expressed by the learned

for the respondent

as to

whether Ramalingam

II

and

As to the former
Chokkalingam were Dharmapuram disciples.
he
and
Arulananda Desigar had a common
he stated himself that
guru (exhibit 013) and Chitambaranadhan said that the written
statement ﬁled by Ramalingam showed that_he was faithless to his

As to Chokkalingam, he called the senior Pandara Sanna
guru.
dhi of his time his father, and an incarnation of God, designed for
He
his salvation and that of others belonging to the Adhinam.
said also in one of his letters that he became the slave of “the
junior Pandara Sannadhi in evident allusion to the ceremony of
Dattam or the gift of his soul, body and wealth. We do not
understand how the Subordinate Judge came to characterize a
provision made in exhibit H19 in conformity to the usage which
had prevailed for centuries as a deviation from the trust.
His
observation

is contrary to the evidence on the record.

Another

remark made by the Subordinate Judge is that the deed of compro
the properties of Tiruppanandal

mise did not operate to convert

into those of Dharmapuram in
provisions.

case Ramalingam departed from its
This is no doubt true, but he was in error in omitting
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to notice that such a departure invalidated the respondent’s appoint

Again, he spoke of Tiruppanandal as an independent
Adhinam because the endowments and charities showed a distinct
KANDAB‘II group of trusts and because their management was independent of
Tnuuam.
He failed to go a step further and see
Tirup
Dharmapuram.
ment.

SANNADHI
v.

if

panandal was afﬁliated to Dharmapuram as a disciple Adhinam,
that is to say, an Adhinam the succession to which is conﬁned by
the immemorial usage of the institution to the disciples of the

"he bare existence of the spiritual
Adhinam at Dharmapuram.
relation of disciple and guru may not of itself be a legal basis of
afﬁliation but where the recognized usage of the institution discloses
a legal

right in

it is certainly

a class of persons to be selected for management,

a valid basis of afﬁliation and this distinction the

K
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In asln' Bashi Ramling
Subordinate Judge has not apprehended.
Sawmee v. Chitu-mbernaﬂz Koomar Swamceﬂ), the Judicial Com
mittee alluding to Chitambaranadhan’s statement that the Tam
birans at Benares and Tirnppanandal ought according to usage to
obtain the consent of one another to the appointment of a junior,
said that to that extent the two mutts were afﬁliated institutions.

The conclusion to which we come is that the Subordinate Judge’s
as to the effect of the compromise, exhibit H19, cannot be

view

supported

and that it is

a

comet record of the recognized usage of

the institution and that effect should be given to the rights and

obligations which ﬂow from it. It was urged for the respondent
that each tambiran is at liberty to give mantra kashayam to any
But the question is not to be treated in cases like this
one he likes.

it ought to be considered
and decided with reference to the usage of the particular Adhinam
concerned in litigation.
There is abundant oral evidence that
according to the usage of the Dharmapuram Adhinam, no one but

as an abstract question of theology, but

the Pandara Sannadhi could ordain a tambiran as of that
nam.

It

is corroborated

by

a series

Adhi

of letters asking from time to

time for a supply of tambirans from Dharmapuram, and intimating
that particular persons are sent to be initiated by the Pandara

It is also corroborated by the fact that the Pandara
Sannadhi is alone anointed as “Achariya” or guru. There is
further considerable
oral evidence which proves that if a tambiran
belonging to another Adhinam desires to become a tambiran of the

Sannadhi.

(1) 20

w. R.,

217.

VOL. X.
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Adhinam at Dharmapuram, he must receive his mantra kashayam
de now from the Pandara Sannadhi hnd be initiated by him.
This
is consistent with the probabilities of the case.
As aﬁliation in
the form of adoption is necessary before a person can be severed
from one lay family and transferred into another, so a fresh
initiation is in reason necessary to create the relation of spiritual
father and son and to enable a person to pass from one spiritual

As Ramalingam was a Dharmapuram Tam
family into another.
biran, he was not competent to select any ascetic he chose in
deﬁance of the usage of his Adhinam, so as to give him the status
of a tambiran of that Adhinam.

junior

For

these reasons we hold the

of Tiruppanandal

managing Tambiran

is entitled to select his

and successor, but subject to the condition that the selection

should be made from the disciples of the Adhinam at Dharma
puram, that the Pandara Sannadhi is to invest the person appointed
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with arukattu and sundaravadam

only when that condition is com

plied with, and that as the head or representative of an afﬁliated
Adhinam, he is entitled to insist that the character of the Tiruppa
nandal Mutt

as a disciple

mutt or centre of control is maintained

in its integrity according to

ancient and recognized

usage.

94. The next question for decision is what is the relief to which
the appellant is entitled upon the facts as found by us-

In para

graph 4 of the plaint, the appellant asserted that the Adhinam
was the legal owner of the properties in dispute and our ﬁnding is
The relief which he claimed
that this averment is not established.
as an incident of that right was a decree in his favor for posses
sion as the representative

We

must dismiss this

claim and conﬁrm the decree of the Subor

part of the appellant’s
dinate

of the Adhinam.

Judge in regard

asserted that according

to it.

In paragraph

5

of the plaint he

to custom he was entitled to appoint tam

birans to the management of the Tiruppanandal Mutt and their
juniors and successors. Our ﬁnding is that this averment is also
The relief which was prayed for
not proved to our satisfaction.
in the plaint consisted of a declaration in the decree that he was
entitled to appoint and an order for delivery of the properties in
suit to a tambiran who might be appointed by him in the exercise
As to this part of the claim also, the suit must
of such right.

so

be dismissed

and the decree of the Subordinate

Judge

must be

affirmed.
95.

In paragraph

11

of the plaint it was asserted that with the
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view of defeating the superior right of the appellant’s Adhinam and
usurpiug the extensive properties now in litigation, Ramalingam
executed an invalid will in favor of the original respondent and
Our ﬁnding is
appointed him as his successor contrary to custom.
that the respondent’s appointment and Ramalingam’s will have no
legal force and that the appellant is entitled as the head of the
Dharmapuram Adhinam to see that a competent Dharmapuram
instead.
The relief claimed in the last para
graph of the plaint is a decree declaring that the respondent’s
claim is invalid and setting aside his appointment as the managing
Tambiran of Tiruppanandal on the ground that he belonged to
man is appointed

a foreign Adhinam and he was not eligible for such appointment.

To this declaration

and this direction the appellant is entitled upon

In

advertence

to

it,

appoint.

we desire to draw attention to the

5th, 6th and 11th issues recorded by the Subordinate Judge with
to the provisions
of ss. 146 and 147 of the Code of

reference

Civil Procedure.

The 5th issue relates to the declaration sought
relief

for and the 6th and 11th issues refer to the consequential

to which the appellant may be entitled in the nature of the case.

The last paragraph of s. 146 directs that the court shall proceed
frame and record the issues on which the right decision of

to

the

case

appears to the court to depend and s. 147 mentions the
is

various materials in addition to the plaint on which the issues may
to provide against failure of
The obvious intention
be framed.
it

justice upon technical rules of pleading, and with that intention
incumbent on the court to frame issues
the legislature makes

a

on which the right decision of the case depends, and adds to the
The
plaint other materials on which those issues may be framed.
'l‘ambiran
appellant’s right consists in seeing that Dharmapuram
in supersession of the respondent who
did not belong to the Dharmapuram Adhinam, and the appropriate
remedy for its infraction consists in asking the court to appoint

is

appointed

to management

on his suggestion
competent tambiran of Dharmapuram, and to
direct the transfer of possession to such tambiran, whereas the
a

prayer in the plaint was that possession might be transferred to
tambiran who was to be appointed by him. The difference, then,

a
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our ﬁnding, in the decree which we have to pass. The only relief
prayed for in the same paragraph as a further incident or step was
the delivery of possession to a tambiran whom the appellant may

was as to the precise form,—as to whether the person

to whom

I

[IL
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it

is

possession was to be transferred as an incident of the declaration
Gn'ANA
Saussnmn
that the respondent’s appointment
illegal and of the order
PANDARA
SANNADHX
aside on that ground, was to be appointed by the Court
setting

if

it

or by the appellant.
The 6th and 11th issues were framed with
reference to
and the parties to this suit proceeded to trial as
well upon those as upon the other issues. The variance,
any,
was substantially cured at the ﬁrst hearing and we are of opinion

included in the issues which were framed under

Civil

the Code of

Procedure.

In this

ss. 146

connection

is

it

is

that no weight
due to the contention of the learned counsel for
the respondent that this suit must be dismissed on the ground that
the appropriate form in which the decree ought to be passed was
not indicated with precision in the plaint itself though

and 147 of

we may refer

The Judicial Committee
to Greed/lame Doss v. Nundokz'ssorc(l).
quoted in that case with approval the remarks of the High Court
a

answer to the contention of the counsel for the appellant.
“ We can understand,”
suit being brought to set
they say, “
aside the election of the defendant and to order the mahunts to

They observed further that the suit before
suit to set aside the election, but to put the

them

was not

a

make new election.”

to be invalid

be declared

and that

it

in

it

was in the case
plaintiff in possession of the whole estate. So
of Gun-ya Das and another v. Tiluk Das(2). In the case before us,
the plaint prayed
clear terms that the respondent’s appointment
be set aside, and we cannot

say that the suit from which this appeal

therefore

arises was not,

a

suit to set aside the respondent’s appointment. The
case last mentioned awarded the relief to which the party was
inter alia,

entitled when the respondent’s appointment was considered to be
contrary to the usage of the sect. Our decree should therefore

96.

We

added to the plaint at the ﬁrst hearing.

have to consider next

a

formal amendment,

a

if

award the appellant the relief indicated above as due in the nature
of the claim with reference to the 6th and 11th issues and as
not by
forming
part of the relief which was substantially,
a

few subsidiary and preliminary

questions raised for decision in this appeal.

It

has been urged by

the learned counsel for the respondent that the deed of compromise,

it

exhibit H19, created no right in the appellant’s favor though
limited the right of the managing Tambiran at Tiruppanandal by
(1) 11 Moore's

1A.,

431.

(2)

1
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directing him to appoint his junior and successor from among the
tambirans of the appellant’s Adhinam.
But this objection cannot
be supported either with reference to the provisions of exhibit H19,

Kunssﬁxr or to the usage of the institution as proved by testimony.
It must
that
be remembered
neither party can arbitrarily vary the usage

TAKIIIKAN.

and that the compromise is binding on the parties to this appeal
not simply because it is a valid agreement between their pre
decessors but also because its provisions

are based on the usage of

As to
the institution which is the law applicable to this case.
the document, it provides that both parties are to conform to and
It is
follow the arrangement embodied in it without deviation.
clear

in

then that the intention was to create reciprocal

obligations

the nature of mutual rights and that their infringements would

mutual grounds of action.
Again, it provides that
lawful
shall
be
the
Ramalingam
manager because he was according
to custom appointed by will by his predecessor and because he
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constitute

was according

to usage invested by the appellant’s

arukattu, sunda'ravadam and

predecessor with

appointment by the manag
ing tambiran and the investiture by the Pandara Sannadhi form
ing together the foundation for his title. It then provides that
when a Dharmapuram man is appointed, the Pandara Sannadhi
cloth,- the

Thus, it creates a right in favor of the Tambi
ran at Tiruppanandal to an order directing the Pandara Sannadhi

shall invest him.

of refusal on his part to invest the person appointed if he
is a Dharmapuram man.
These two provisions, when considered

in

case

show that the Pandara Sannadhi may lawfully refuse
investiture without which there can be no lawful right of manage
together,
ment

or ownership as trustee when the person appointed
and

last

is not a

him to enforce

Dharmapuram man,
compliance with the usage.
97. Independently of the instrument, the evidence shows that
the

clause

enables

of the Mutts at Tiruppanandal and Benares were
Dharmapuram Tambirans, that the course of succession indicated
by custom was the line of spiritual brothers appointed by them

the founders

and their associates in holiness.

This was also shown by reference

to the Mitéksharé. to be a well-known rule of succession applicable to
a spiritual family or to indicate a right created for the beneﬁt

of

lidhinam to which the Tambirans at Tiruppanandal belonged
and of which the appellant is the head and representative for the

the

time being.

The power of appointment possessed by the managing

MADRAS SERIES.
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Tambiran at Tiruppanandal is a personal interest coupled with
Gxniu
Sumner“
a trust in favor of the Dharmapuram Adhinam both according to
Perm/ma

Ssxrumu

exhibit H19 and the proved usage of the institution.
98. Another

contention

for the respondent

U.

Kmmsbn

is that

that no lawful successor was appointed by Bamalingam, it would
amount to a case of vacancy, that the razinama. did not oomtemplate
a contingency and provide for it and that in the history
of the institution, a similar event never occurred before and no

such

rule of decision can be found in it.

We

do not consider

that this

The founders of the Mutts at Tirup
objection either is tenable.
panandal and Benares intended that the institutions should exist
for ever and the rule of decision

necessary to give effect to that

intention consists in the Court exercising, in accordance with usage,
the power which Ramalingam failed to exercise in conformity to

For this purpose, the representative of the Adhinam at Dhar
mapuram in favor of which a trust arises from usage is competent
to maintain a suit and to put the Court into motion to ﬁll up the
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it.

vacancy.
99. The third

objection for the respondents is that the appel
lant’s claim was denied in toto by Ramalingam in original suit
N0. 3 of 1854 and that it is therefore barred by limitation.
to the claim to personal

possession as responsible

trustee

and

As
as

to the right to appoint managing tambirans, it may be that there
is foundation for the contention, but as to the right to set aside the
respondent’s
appointed,

appointment and

ent’s favor was made on the

Dharmapuram man
The will in respond

see a competent

the claim is clearly not barred.
6th

June

possession on the 16th September

1880, and he entered into

1880 when Ramalingam died,

while the present suit was instituted on the 15th October 1881.
100. Another preliminary objection taken

was that the appel

lant was not the lawful Pandara Sannadhi of Dharmapuram and
that Arulananda Desigar, whose claim was ﬁnally rejected in
Regular Appeal No. 108 of 1878, was lawfully entitled to that
position. The learned counsel for the respondent intimated to us
at the hearing that he abandoned that contention.
101. It was urged, however, that the suit could not be enter
tained without the consent in writing of the Advocate~General
or proper Government ofﬁcer under s. 539 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.

That section provides

that in

case

of any alleged

TAXBIILAX.
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Grnzu

Banaszmua
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SAN mom
0.
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of any express or constructive
trust created for public
charitable or religious purposes or whenever the direction of the
breach

Court is deemed necessary for the administration of any such trust,

Kmnsslm the Advocate-General acting ex-oﬂicz'o 0r twolor“more persons hav
Tamara“.
ing adirect interest in the trust and having obtained the consent
of the Advocate-General in writing may institute a suit to obtain
The words “ or reli
” were not in Act X of 1877 and introduced
by Act XIV of
gious
In Thanga
1882 whilst this suit was instituted in October 1881.
a decree for appointing a new trustee, &c.

Nadan v. Arumuga Nadanﬂ), it was held by a Division
Bench of this Court that the section did not apply to an endowment
karuppa

is

is

it,

founded primarily for religious purposes.
the cause
Apart from
of action in this suit
not an alleged breach of trust such as the
diversion of the endowment from its original trusts, nor
the suit
a

instituted by

person having merely an interest

in

the trust as a

a

is

hood.

are managed by a person entitled to manage them as

of

a

particular religious association or brother
We do not attach weight to this objection either.

the member

is

that the present suit was instituted
contrary to the provisions of s. 44 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
It
provided by that section that no cause of action shall
102. Another objection

unless

with the leave

of the Court, be joined with

a

is

suit for

the recovery of immovable

property, or to obtain declaration of
property. But this section should be consider
with s. 43 which directs that every suit shall

title to immovable
ed

together

if

is

is

include the whole of the claim which the plaintiff
entitled to
There
make in respect of the same cause of action.
nothing
to
recover
immovable
in
and
movable
seeking
irregular
property
the :same in respect of both.
the cause of action
Nor there
is

is

any misjoinder of causes of action, the several grounds of claim
being between the same parties.
were acquired

their own

and

account.

managed

It

that some of the properties in suit
by Tambirans at Tiruppanandal on

is

103. The next objection

appears further from paragraph 22 of the

written statement that objections

(1)

I.L.,

a
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endowments

being

a

It
worshipper or an object of the charity contemplated.
suit
vested right to see that certain religious and charitable

to enforce

were taken

ma,

ass.

to various

items of
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There was no issue recorded as to
property claimed in the plaint.
whether any of the properties claimed in the plaint are the private

Snnmmus

of mutts

Susana:

of the tambirans,

properties

not being the endowments

Gums

PAIDARA
0.

or endowments of charities, and an issue must be referred for trial Kansas!"
Tn! BIBAN
before a decree can be ﬁnally made.
Although the 9th issue was
recorded

with

reference

to the averment

contained in paragraph

13 of the written statement, the Subordinate

Judge

has recorded

no ﬁnding on that issue and he must be asked to return a ﬁnding.

Another objection is that it is contrary to public policy to restrict
the power of selecting successors to management and that there
may be no one ﬁt for the ofﬁce among the disciples of the Adhinam
spoke of Dharmapuram men

at Dharmapuram, that Ramalingam

as inefﬁcient and that one tambiran can make

another

tambiran.
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The question is one of vested right and of the recognized usage of
a speciﬁc religious establishment or society, and no rule of public
For
policy is violated by recognizing and enforcing such right.
centuries
manage

in
it

there

have

the Adhinam

question

been men

at Dharmapuram

competent

to

at that place and the mutts and charities

and to administer their extensive endowments,

was not the respondent’s

case

in

and

the Court below that there

were no Tambirans at Dharmapuram competent

to manage.

As

to Bamalingam’s remark, we can attach no weight to it as he
was very unscrupulous and violated the usage of his Adhinam, and
by the respondent in the Court below and
As to the question
thereby made the subject of a speciﬁc iisue.
whether a tambiran can make another tambiran, we have already
as

it

was not pleaded

observed that the proper mode of dealing with it is to test it
by the usage of the particular Adhinam in dispute and there was
not a single instance in which the managing Tambiran at Tirup

panandal or Benares was not a Dharmapuram disciple. Another
question is as to the nature of the right which the appellant has
in connection with the Mutt at Benares according to usage. He is
that it is managed by a tambiran of his Adhinam
and that the junior selected for that station is also a Dharmapuram
entitled to
man

;

see

for, that had been the custom from the time of Tillanayaka

But
appointed a layman as his agent in 1876.
with the power of appointing those tambirans or with the right
to the legal possession or administration of the endowments under

until Ramalingam

their management or to exercise supervision over the subordinate
mutts under their control, the appellant and his predecessors have

GHANA

Sausaxmu

Punuu

SANNADHI
v.

stmsﬁm

Taxman.
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had no concern

according

LVOL.

to usage and they are

vested

in the

managing Tambiran at Tiruppanandal.
104. The result is that the appellant’s
ties

at Tiruppanandal

and

X.

_

claim that the proper
belong to the ddhinam at

Benares

Dharmapuram and to the possession of those properties must be
dismissed; that his claim to a declaration of his right to appoint
tambirans to management at Tiruppanandal and Benares and to a
direction that possession be transferred to a tambiran whom he
may appoint must likewise be dismissed ; that so far the decree of
the Subordinate Judge must be conﬁrmed; that in other respects
the decree of the Subordinate
appellant’s

must be reversed; that the

that the respondent’s appoint
junior and successor and the will in his
direction that they be set aside so far

claim to a declaration

by Ramalingam
favor are illegal and to

ment

as
a

to the Mutts at Tiruppanandal

as they relate
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Judge

other subordinate

mutts and their endowments

of the Benares

and other charities mentioned

decreed; that it must
do direct the

be ordered

appellant to name

tambirans of his Adhinam
that

if

the Subordinate Judge

and the endowments

in the plaint be
that the Subordinate Judge

a tambiran

competent

the managing Tambiran of Benares

and Benares and

from among

to discharge

(Kasi) Mutt

sees no

the

the duties

of

at Tiruppanandal,

objection to the ﬁtness of

the person so named for the oﬁice aforesaid, he do appoint him
as such managing tambiran, but in case the‘Subordinate
Judge

should object to the person so named by appellant as aforesaid
the Subordinate Judge do appoint a competent tambiran of the
Dharmapuram Adhinam as managing Tambiran of Benares Mutt
at Tiruppanandal; that he do thereupon direct the appellant to
invest him with arukattu, sundaravadam
to certify to such

and cloth

investiture; that upon such

certiﬁed, the Subordinate Judge

as usual,

and

investiture being

do place the person so appointed

and invested in possession of the Benares Mutt at Tiruppanandal
and of the properties forming its endowments and the endowments
of Benares and other charities attached to the

in
Mutt

aforesaid

mentioned

the schedule attached to the plaint

to the

at Benares

should further

and the endowments
that the Tambiran

;

mutt and

that in regard

there, the

decree

at Tiruppanandal is
tambiran of the Dharmapuram
Adhinam to manage the Mutt at Benares and the Benares chari
ties according to custom under his supervision and control.
declare

bound to appoint a competent
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105. Before a decree is ﬁnally made, the Subordinate

will

Judge

be asked to return a ﬁnding upon the 9th issue and upon the

any and what properties, not being endowments of
the Mutts at Tiruppanandal and Benares and of the charities
or their accretions managed by the tambirans at those stations,
issue whether

GHANA

Summons
Putnam
Sasxsmn
v.

Kmmsbn
Tnxsrm.

have been held by the Tambirans of Tiruppanandal on their own
account; costs will be provided for in the ﬁnal decree. The
ﬁnding called for will be returned within three months from the
receipt

of this order,

when

will

ten days

be allowed for

ﬁling

objections.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur
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Before

J.

H'. Collins,

Kt,

Chief Justice, and

Mr. Justice Muttusdmi Ayyar.
RANGASAMI

(DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,

MUTTUKUMARAPPA
Limitation Act (Ad XVQf1877), sch.

Act

IV of 1882,

u.

II,

1886.
21.
1887.
January 18.
July 18.

July

-

and

Rnsronnsnr.*

(PLAINTIFF),

art). 132, 147—Tramfer ofl‘ropm-ty Act—
bond.

58, IOOqHypIotheeation

The period of limitation for suits upon hypotheeation bonds, which
power of sale, or effect no transfer of property, executed

before

contain no

the Transfer

of

Property Act came into operation, is twelve years under sch. II, art. 132, of the
Limitation Act of 1877—Alibi; v. Nmm (I.L.R., 9 Mad, 218) followed.
Per

Murrrsim Arms,

described

is created;

in

"

J .—“ The transaction in suit

appears

to be of the kind

s. 100 of the Transfer of Property Act, which deﬁnes howa charge
but “ it seems to me that the Transfer of Property Act does not invest

all prior hypotheeations with the rights and liabilities
gages, whether or not those

arising from simple mort

transactions satisfy the requirements of the deﬁnition

it contains of simple mortgages.”
. Hope, District Judge of
appeal from the decree of
South Arcot, in appeal suit, N0. 73 of 1884, reversing the decree
of C. Sury Ayyar, District 'Mi'insif of Guddalore, in original suit

SECOND

N0. 734 of 1883.

This

hypotheeation
out infra

principal and interest due on a
bond, dated 1st June 1862, of which the terms are set

was a suit to recover

in

the judgment of Kernan,

'

J.

Second Appeal, No. 918 of 18“.
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The defendant pleaded that the suit was barred by limitation
II, of the Limitation Act of 1877.

Rsxeasbu
0‘.

Menu Imumrra.

[VOL X.

under art. 132, sch.
The District

thsif

held that that article governed

and accordingly dismissed
reversed by the District

His

the suit.

Judge

decree was, however,

on the ground that art. 147 and

not art. 132 was applicable.
The defendant preferred this second appeal.
This second appeal came on for hearing before Collins,
Muttusami Ayyar,

J

Full Bench

who referred to the

.,

the case

CJ ., and

the question

whether twelve or sixty years is the period of limitation for suits
brought on hypothecation bonds executed before the Transfer of
Property Act, 1882, came into force.
Rdmachandra Rdu Saheb for appellant.

Mr.

Subramanya-m for respondent.

Court.
The

Full Bench (Collins, C.J., Keman, Muttusami Ayyar,

JJ .) delivered

Brandt, and Parker,
KERNAN,

J.—The

to be held a mortgage

June 1862, is
of the Limitation

sued on, dated the 1st of

within art. 147, sch.

1877, or a charge

on'land under

II,

art. 132.

If

it is held

to be merely a charge, then the suit is barred by limitation.

it

:—

question for determination appears to me to

be whether the document

Act of

the following judgments

is held to be a mortgage,

If

then the suit is not barred.

The following is a copy of the instrument :—
“Deed of hypothecation of brick-built house, house-ground,
and backyard executed on 20th Vayyasi of the year Dhatu, cerre

let June 1862, to Mulligramampattu Vydialinga
Reddi, residing in Tiruppapur in Cuddalore district, by us both,
Kanakammal and (ii) Ranganayaki Ammal, widows of the
viz.,
sponding to
(i)

deceased Virasami Naiker, residing

“

Having

brick-built

pledged to you

this

in

the said village.

day, owing to our necessity, the

houSe belonging to our deceased husband,

Virasami

Naiker, in the said village and bounded as follows: north of the
northern car street, east of Alappakkattan’s house, south of Pudu
torn, and west of the goldsmith Virabadran’s house, the amount
Rs. 99%, made up of Rs. 60, the princi
(we have borrowed)
pal of the hypothecation bond executed by our husband, Virasami
is

Naiker, on 21st Vayyasi of Siddardhi (2nd

une 1859) for

J
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The arguments adduced on this second appeal appear sufﬁci
ently for the purposes of this report from the judgments of the

Rs. 60,
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up to date, viz., Rs. 21} as per settlement
and Rs. 18} received by us in

made touching the said document,

cash this day for our food expenses.

We bind

ourselves

to pay

you the said ninety-nine and three-quarters of rupees, together
with interest accruing thereon at 1 per cent. per mensem, within
seven years from this date and take back the hypothecation bond.
“ Thus we
have executed the deed of hypothecation of house
of our own accord.

Mark of KANAKAMMAL.

+
+

RANGANAYAKI AMMAL.

,,

W'ifnesses.

K.

(Signed)
(

,,

)

RAGHAVULU

KANDAMPALAYEM

PILLAI of

(

,,

NAIKEK—I know.
MUDDUKRISHNA

place—I know.
V. NARAYANA PILLAI, writer hereof.”

)

the said

of the land was retained by the borrower and never
delivered to the lender.
The terms of the instrument appear to
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Possession

me to do no more than create a charge
on the land.
charge,

In

or security for the debt
order to have effect given to the contract for a

the lender was entitled to ﬁle his suit praying to have

the lands declared well charged with the debt and interest and to
have the interest of the borrower in the land sold and the debt
paid out of the produce of the sale. The right of sale in such
cases, and in cases where land was expressly pledged or hypothe
cated, has been admitted always without question in this Presidency
long before any legislation in respect to limitation was introduced.
Such right is constantly enforced, and also the corresponding right
of the borrower to enforce redemption by suit. After the Limit
ation Act XIV of 1859 came into force, it was held that such
security or hypothecation bonds created an interest in immov
able property under s. 12 of that Act, to which the period of twelve
years was applicable—Chetti Gaunda-n v. Sundaram Pillai(l).
In that case it was however decided that the contract was not
but that it was one of hypothecation, the thing
with the pledgor subject to the creditor’s
land,
remaining
pledged,
claim.
The court pointed out that, in the case of a mortgage, the
mortgagee of land had the absolute property in the land on the
one of mortgage,

debtor

failing

to perform the condition of payment of the money

secured by the mortgage, subject however to redemption.

(1)

2

M.H.C.R.,

51.

H

Raveasbn
c.

Murru

xunnsrrs.
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qu‘sg,“
MULW
IWAWPA-

In that
deed
and

It

case

executed

the instrument

ran

[VOL X.

follows, viz., “mortgage
to Chetti Gaundan by us,” giving the names,
as

states that the lands described there are thereby mortgaged.

amount to be paid and the time of payment
was not so made, the land should

then stated the

if payment

and provided that

The form of the

be sold to Chetti Gaundan for that amount.

of the ordinary
hyl‘othecation instrument when possession is not given to the
Such instruments have never been treated by any of the
pledgee.
instrument in that

courts

case

is

in this Presidency

Gaundan

an essential

and the

as mortgages,

Pillniﬂ)

v. Sundaram

as explaining

a good representation

case

in

Clzettz'

has been always acknowledged
between

difference

a mere

pledge or
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hypothecation of land and

a mortgage of land.
The term mortgage not being deﬁned in the Limitation Acts
must be held to have been used in those Acts as hearing the
meaning ordinarily attached to it by the course and practice of
law. In Coke on Littleton, s.
it is stated: “ If a feoﬁ'ment

332,

be made on condition that

(conveyance)

if

the feoﬂ’or pay to the

feoffee at a certain day, of say £40 money, that then the feoffor

may re-enter (on the lands) : in this case the feotfor is called tenant
in mortgage, which is as much to say in French as mortgagor and

in Latin mortuum cadium.”
In the note to s. 332, after referring
to the origin of the term mortgage, it is said: “ now it is so called
mortgage, for the reason given by Littleton, and also todistin
‘
guish it from that which is called virum radium, qm'a mmguam
moritur.’ As if a man borrow £100 of another and make an

estate of lands unto

him until he hath received the

said sum

of the issues and proﬁts of the land—s0 as in that case, neither
money nor land dieth or is lost and therefore it is called vimlm
oadiu-m.”

In Coke

I

it is

“

may make
a feoﬁ’ment in mortgage, so a man may make a gift in tayle in
mortgage, and a lease for term of life, and for term of years
in mortgage ”-—-see Coote on Mortgages, 4th edition, pp. 1 to 10,
which

onlLittleton,

refers

to

s. 333,

stated

:

as a man

Bacon’s Abridgment and many other authors
and
; Blackstone, vol. 2, pp. 157-8;

on the subject of mortgage

various books of Precedents

in conveyancing.

In Watkins’ Conveyancing by Mansﬁeld,

chap. 19, on

Equity

of Redemption, it is said mortgages are of two kinds—ﬁrst, when a
man borrows money of another and grants him an est-ate to hold
(1) 2

mares,

51.
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the whole or

part

his interest as in fee or for term of years on condition that

the mortgagor shall repay the mortgage

money

on

day

certain

or, as

is

named in the deed, then the mortgagor may re-enter on the estate,

now more usual, that the mortgagor shall re-convey the

is,

'

for

if

a

speciﬁc sum and grants him an estate

a

of

another

a

is,

until the rents and proﬁts shall repay the sum borrowed, this is
usually called a Welsh mortgage; but the most usual and commen form of the mortgage
man borrows of
secondly, when

therefore,

estate.
a

It

quite clear that an essential of
mortgage
(except an equitable mortgage) always has been that some interest
of the mortgagor in the lands shall be transferred by the mort.
gage to the mortgagee.

the

mortgagor, either for foreclosure

is

But

open to the mortgagee
directed

foreclosure

the mortgage,

and,

an account

to ﬁle

the mortgagor.

suit in equity against
or sale. The decree for
of what was due on

to be taken

on payment

became absolute at

in equity by
a

be redeemed

it

law, subject, of course, to

of that sum and costs within

a

is

mortgage

When

not paid on the day named

the estate of the mortgagee

the mortgage,

time ﬁxed, that the plaintiff should re-convey the estate, but in
default of such payment the mortgagor should stand barred and
foreclosed from all right, title, interest, and equity of redemption

alone,

and not to

a

on

Decrees,

mortgage

p. 364.
as

mere charge thereon not secured by transfer of any interest

land.
mortgage

II

and to suite for foreclosure,

does not include

I

cases are,

the

and in my judgment

charge such as that created

sued on in this case which creates merely

Other

in

of the Limitation Act, 1877, refers

believe, awaiting thc

a

to

147 of sch.

a

Article

above

security on the land which was

a

described

a

1

in the mortgaged premises——see
Seton
This right of foreclosure was attached to

a

by the instrument
charge on the land.

decision

of this

facts of which show that there was a mere pledge

case, the

of the lands

without possession and without any transfer of any interest of the
mortgagor. To such cases in my judgment art. 147 does not
apply. Article 132 applies to this case and to all cases of mere
of the land without possession and without
transfer of any interest of the mortgagor therein.
hypothecation

72.
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no interest

case

a

In this

the amount secured by

any
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The Transfer of Property Act, 1882, does not apply to the
instrument sued on in this case, and have not, therefore, referred

RANGAB‘II
,.

Murru

KYJ manta.

I may,

to that Act.

however, say that the deﬁnition of mortgage

is in accord with the meaning of the term mort
have above referred to.
expressed on the authorities

given by
gage,

I

s. 58

as

The term mortgage has not, as
'

I

I

am informed by one of the

Court interpreters, any corresponding vernacular term denoting a
am
transfer of land as security. The vernacular word used, as
“
security bond or pledge of land.”
informed, means literally only

I

Transfers of land are of course made by natives

as

security, but

they are mortgages.

I

am unable to agree with the decision of the Allahabad

Court in

Slu'b

v.

Gnnga

P-rasadﬂ).

I

see

High

that the

sued on was a transfer of any interest of the pledgor

instrument

in property
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Ln!

cannot

to the pledgee

security.

as

It

was not, therefore,

a

mortgage.

I

arrived at by the Bombay

agree with the conclusion

High

Com't in Lallubhdi v. Ndran(2).
MUTTUSAMI

AYYAR,

J .--The

suit, which is the subject of this

“ hypothe
second appeal, was brought by the respondent upon a
oation bond” executed on the 1st June 1862 for Rs. 99-12-0.

The document is termed a hypothecation bend; it stipulates for
repayment of the debt in seven years and secures the debt on the
The appellant pleaded inter alia limit
property hypothecated.
ation in bar of the claim. The District Munsif upheld the
contention on the ground that art. 132 and not art. 147 was
applicable to the
the art.

147

case.

On appeal, the District

and not art.

Judge

considered

He
by that article, viz., suits for

132 was the

one

that applied.

“ the suits contemplated
foreclosure or sale are not such as can be brought by a mortgages
in possession, but only by simple and conditional mortgagees.

obscured

This is

the law as announced

by the Transfer of Property Act,

and although this enactment is subsequent to the Limitation
Act XV of 1877, consider that it must be held to explain any
thing that is doubtful in the latter as to the matter at issue.”
The question referred to the Full Bench is whether twelve or sixty
s. 67,

I

for suits brought upon hypothe
years is the period of limitation

(1)

I.L.R.,

c

an,

551.

(‘2)

I.L.R.,

6 Bom., 719.
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Act

bonds executed before the Transfer of Property

cation

came

Rixossim
l‘.

into force.

Mrrri: Article 132 prescribes twelve years from the date when the xuxuurn.
money sued for becomes due for a suit to enforce payment of money
charged

upon

property. Article 147 prescribes sixty
for foreclosure or sale. Article

immovable

years for a suit by a mortgagee

148 prescribes sixty years for a suit against a mortgagee to redeem

or recover

of immovable

The
property mortgaged.
substantial question then for consideration is whether the hypothe
eation bond in suit operated to create only a charge on immov
able property or a simple mortgage within the meaning of the

as deﬁned in s. 58 of that Act.

There

is

I

is,

Transfer of Property Act, s. 58, cl. 6.
The transaction
think, clearly not

simple mortgage
neither the transfer
a

possession

in

s. 100,

which deﬁnes how

charge

is

described

a

On
property on default of payment according to the contract.
the other hand the transaction in suit appears to be of the kind

It

created.

was

the instance

of the creditor,

and that

a

argued that the courts used to sell the hypotheeated

property at
power to sell on default

in which

the amount

on

is

for the reason that

charged

a

is

power

a

court of

sale in the case of

it

a

if

bend,

is

hypotheeation

court directs

the

it

justice, and that

6,

by Transfer of Property Act, s. 58, 01.
to sell otherwise than through the intervention of
contemplated

a

;

it

might be taken to be inherent in every contract of hypotheeation
but
made prior to 1882
must be remembered that the power

the only mode

property can be

immovable

realized.

It

right to ask for an order for sale, and

suit by the one to redeem and

a

that

a

and for the mortgagee

a

a

is

true that, under the Transfer of Property Act, simple
right to redeem,
mortgages operate to create for the mortgagor
suit by the other to sell

are governed by arts. 148 and 147 respectively; but the Act has
no retrospective operation and prior transactions must be inter

It

also true that we must look to the law

is

necessary that the right

prescribed

in

that

available,

in

but

respect of which the remedy

is

concluded.

force at the date of the suit for the remedy

is

were

to the intention of the parties at the time they
is

preted according

it
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which it is sought to enforce.
It seems to me that the Transfer
of Property Act does not invest all prior hypothecations with the
rights and liabilities arising from simple mortgages whether or
not those transactions

of the deﬁnition

satisfy the requirements

it

contains of simple mortgages.

As observed in Macpherson
tions in this Presidency did not

on Mortgages, the earlier regula
profess to introduce new principles

of law, and may, therefore, be presumed to be an embodiment of
the law which was found to prevail in this country when they

It

were passed.

is stated

288, that hypothecation

in

Hindu Law, vol. I, p.
transaction long known in this

Strange’s

was a

country under the name of Drishtabandaka.
Naidu v.

Guruvuppa

Kali Appiah Naidu(2),

v. Rut/ma Jlludalz'(3), the transaction

Sadagopa

Obariym

and the remedy was con

to be a decree for the sale unless the debt was satisﬁed

within a given time.
The question was considered by Mr. Justice
Parker and myself in Alz'ba v. Nmm(4), and
still adhere to

I

the opinion which was then expressed,

viz., that

it

is

art. 132

that governs suits like the one before us.

THE CHIEF
BRANDT,

styled an

J L'STICE.—-I

concur.

J.—The instrument, which we have to consider is
“ adaimana
pattiram,” a pledge-bond or security

bend; it bears date the 1st June 1862 and recites the advance
of money in the year 1860 to the deceased husband of
the cxecutant, and the pledge of certain immovable property as
of

a sum

security for that loan, and declares that, in consideration of the
amount then due on settlement of accounts on the footing of that
debt and of a further advance, the executant covenants to pay the

principal and interest at a rate stated within seven years, and con
cludes with a clause to the effect that on payment of the principal
sum and interest the debtor shall receive back the instrument.
The question

to be determined

is whether

this instrument

creates a charge only on the land pledged as distinguished from a
the sense in which those words are used in the

H.C.R.,

103.

Mad. H.C.R., 457.

Limit

the suit as a suit to enforce

(4)

Mad. H.C.R., 434.

I.L.R,

9

2 Mad.
5

(1)

case

4

in

(2)

mortgage

ation Act of 1877, in which

‘3)
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Golla Chimm

was held to create a lien or

charge ‘on the property hypothecated,
sidered

According to the

in Kadarsa Rautan v. Raviah Bibi(1),

decisions

Mad,

218.

sit
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payment of money charged on immovable property is barred
under art. 132, sch. II, of the Act; or is it a suit by a mortgagee
for sale to which art. 147 applies ?
The personal covenant to pay may be left out of consideration,
the only relief sought being the realization of the money claimed

by

sale of the land.

It

has been held by a Divisional Bench of this court in

Aliba

v. Nanu(1) that a suit of this nature does not fall under art. 147
but under art. 132. It is in consequence of one of the learned

Judges

that case having seen reason to doubt the
arrived at that this reference is made.

who decided

conclusion

The question appears to me also to be not free from doubt,
was inclined to take the opposite view; having, however,
had the advantage of seeing the judgments written by my learned
and

I

Kcrnan and Muttusami Ayyar,

colleagues
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discussed

the matter with them,

clusion arrived

at

by them

I

on

JJ

.,

and having further

am content
the

to accept the con

grounds on which their

decision is based.

I

adhere to my opinion that, for the purpose of determining
whether instruments of the character under consideration
con

stitute charges only, as distinguished from mortgages within the
meaning of the Limitation Act, regard cannot properly be had
to the deﬁnitions of a charge and a mortgage

in

the Transfer of

Property Act, which was passed ﬁve years later than the Limit
Act; nor to the fact that art. 147 in the latter Act may

ation

possibly have been inserted in view to the intended enactment of
the Transfer of Property Act; and that the law of limitation
previously in force in respect of mortgages, and changes in that
law in English Acts do not afford

a basis

for determination of the

question; but these are not the grounds on which the conclusions
arrived at, and which
am prepared to accept, are based.
were
Obligations of the character now under consideration

I

into, and recognized and enforced by the courts in this
Presidency for a long series of years prior to 1877, and in the
entered

absence of any express provision

for suits to enforce

in

the

Limitation Act of

a sale—the relief which was

1859

afforded to the.

creditor by the courts Chetti Gaumlan v. Sandro-am Piling/(2)—
they were dealt with under the general twelve years’ rule, the
distinction between

(1)

I.L.n.,

0

a transaction by way of mortgage and an

ma,

2m.

(2)

2

M.H.0.R.,

51.

Rasoauim
1).

Mun-v

KUIARAPPA.
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hypothecation being clearly distinguished on the principle enun

J., in

and although
xvrumrra. the courts in a suit for that purpose would make a decree for the
sale of the pledgor’s interest in the land and for payment of the

Mem

ciated by Holloway,

the

last above cited

case

debt out of the proceeds, this was done

;

irrespective of any condi

tion for sale contained or implied in the contract, and an implied
for such sale cannot,

contract

as

I

am now satisﬁed

to hold, be

inferred from the fact that such contracts may have been entered
into by the parties with a knowledge of or even with reference to
the usual practice of the courts in the

of suits brought for the
and there is not any such

case

recovery of money Imder such contracts,

transfer of property or of an interest in property as to constitute
the transaction a mortgage as distinguished from a charge in the
nature of a pledge or hypothecation not being a mortgage.
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I

J.—

PARKER,

to add to the opinion

have nothing

I

have
am of opinion that the
already expressed in Aliba v. Nanu(l).
instrument creates a charge and that art. 132 is applicable.

I

The second appeal was accordingly allowed and the decree of

District Munsif

the

restored.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Arthur

Before

J. H.

Collins,

KL, Chief Justice,

and

Mr. Justice Parker.
1887.

THANGAMMAL

March 11.

April

18.

(PLAINTIFF),

Paramount,

and

THYYAMUTHU

mm ormms

Code, a. 622—Small

Civil Procedure

(Derxnxsrs), Rssroxnnxrs.”

Cause suit to recover money paid

by the

A

sued four

passed

in

persons, against whom, together with A, a money decree had been

a previous suit, to recover a proportionate part of a sum paid by

charge of the decree-debt.

in the former suit, and

PETITon

have been unnecessarily brought on to the record by

the

High Court
(I) I.L.R.,

s.

dis

I.L.R.,

622 of the Code

:

‘ Civil

5 Cal., 720, followed.

of Civil Procedure praying

to revise the decree of

9 Mad., 218.

A

to inquire into the circumstances of the

Suput Singh v. Imrit Tcwari,

under

A in

Two of the defendants pleaded that they had not appeared

Held, that the Court had jurisdiction
previous suit.

plainti/f
of Court

in discharge of a decree-debt against him and the ddshdants—Jm'isdiction
to go into facts of former suit.

T. Kanagasabai Mudaliar,

Revision Petition N0. 107 of 1886.

iv

_--_-_
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Subordinate Judge of Tanjore, in Small Cause Suit No. 299 of Tusscnmit.
1885'

This

TIIYYfgﬂ-‘TRI'.

was a suit to recover together

paid by the plaintiff for the defendants
1

in

the amount

of

discharge

a decree

Defend
ointly by the plaintiff and the defendants.
2 pleaded that they had been unnecessarily
oined

debt payable
ants Nos.

with interest,

and

by the present plaintiff in the former suit in which
The Subordinate Judge found that this
did
not
they
appear.
plea was true and dismissed the suit as against defendants Nos. 1
as defendants

and 2.
The plaintiff presented this petition.
Mr. Norton and Subramanya Ayg/m' for petitioner.
ordinate Judge travelled beyond his jurisdiction
the facts relating to the previous suit;

The Sub

in going into

he had only to decide the

Respondents

were not represented.

The further arguments adduced on this petition appear sufﬁ
ciently for the purpose of this report from the judgment of the
'

J

.).

Court (Collins, C.J., and Parker,

a case

in which

there

is

a

it

Nor

yan v. Bcpu (1).

is:

J

is

UDGMENT.—Tl’li8
not
suit for contribution brought by one
of several debtors against his co-debtors, in which an obligation
quasi ea: confracm may be inferred as in Gavinda Muneya Tiru
no right

of

in

lessly included

2

1

contribution, because plaintiff and defendants were joint wrong
and
seem to have been quite need
Defendants Nos.
doers.
the former litigation,

and interested defendant

and the only contesting

was the present plaintiff.

If

she caused

brought in, that fact will hardly give
right to call upon them to contribute to costs which have
been levied from her, though they by their non-appearance
may
have rendered themselves liable for costs to the original plaintiff.
persons to be unnecessarily

her

a

We think,

therefore,

that in this

(case, the

Subordinate Judge

(1)

M.H.G.B.,

200.

(2)

I.L.R.,

5

had jurisdiction
to go into the facts
Supul
The
must
be
dismissed.
petition
Temari(2).
5
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plaintiff’s claim with reference to the decree on which it rested.

Singh v.

Cal., 720.

Imrit
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